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injurious act.

ACTION [2 Dods. 48] 209

Neutral Ship—Destruction by Belligerent—Damages and Cosfx —
Measure of Damages.

If a belligerent ship destroys a neutral vessel, the owner thereof is

entitled to be put in the same position as he was before the destruction

of his vessel, that is, to damages and costs.

The commander of a belligerent ship may have good reason for

destroying a neutral vessel, but this fact does not relieve him from

responsibility to the neutral owner for damages.

LONDON [2Dods. 74] 2i:}

Salvage—Donation—Bill of Exchange.

Salvage on donation from the enemy.

GENOA AND SAVONA [2 Dods. 88] 214

Joint Capture—Ship of War—Actual Capture by Land Forces.

A ship of war being in itinerr, and barely seeing or hearing a firing on

the land, is not entitled to share in the beneficial eft'ects of an attack

made by a force with which she has no concert or communication.

LA HENRIETTE [2 Dods. 96] 216

Joint Capture—Blockade—Associated Ships.

Whore a squadron is blockading a port, and one ship thereof captures

a vessel leaving such port, all the ships of the blockading squadron,

however distant from the place of captuie, are entitled to a share of

the prize money.
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LA MELANIE [2 Dode. 122] 217

Joint Capture— f!iff/it— Presumption of Aimiiitfince—Rebuttable by Evi-

dence— Vmxel at Anchor.

W'hcu a vcsHcl of war is in Hight both of a prize and of an actual

captor at the moment of capture, there ia a presumption that such

vessel has caused intimidation to the enemy and encouragement to the

friend. But such presumption is rebuttable by evidence to show that

a vessel in sight cannot have been of any assistance having regard to

her stat« and position.

VILLE DE VARSOyiE [2 Dods. 301] 220

Ilead' money—Distribution—Associated Sh ips.

The rules as to head-money differ in the case of associated and un-

associated ships. In the case of associated ships it is only necessary Ut

prove that the claimant was part of a general body associatt-d for a

common purpose, and w;i« within sufficient distance to give assistance

to ships actively engaged.

LA BELLONE [2 Dods. 343] 227

Hcad-money—45 Geo. III. c. 72, s. 5

—

Limitation to Officers and

Crew of Xary—Conjunct Naval and Military Uxp-'dition.

The bounty awardable under 45 Geo. III. c. 72, s. 5, is not distribut-

able to officers; and crew of the navy after conjimct naval and military

operations.

JOHN (No. 2) [2 Dods. 336] 232

Capture—Invincible Ignorance of Captor—Damages.

A vessel was seized in ignorance by the captor at the conclusion of

peace, which fact it was impossible could be known to him. During

his possession the prize was lost without negligence of the captor.

Held, that the captor was not liable for damages.

FELICITY [2Dods. 381] 233

Capture—Enemy Property—Neutral Property—Destruction of Prize—
Duty of Captor.

If a ship of war captures property which is undoubtedly enemy pro-

perty, the first duty of the captor is to bring in such property for

condemnation ; if such bringing in is impossible, then the duty of the

captor is to destroy the property. If the property in such prize is

doubtfid or neutral, the proper course of the captor is to dismiss, if

impossible to bring in for adjudication ; for an act of destruction of

neutral property cannot be justified to the neutral owner by any

necessity on the part of a belligerent.
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FENIX, otherwise PHOENIX [Spinks, 1] 238

Practice—Enemy Claimant—Affidavit of Grounds of Cluim—Capttire

—Blockade— Order in Council, '29th March, 18')4

—

Condemnation.

An enemy must show by affidavit the grounds of his claim.

A vessel belonging to Bjomeborg, in Finland, sailed from Hartle-

pool to Copenhagen with a cargo of coals, which she there discharged,

for the use of the British fleet, prior to the declaration of war, which

took place on the 29th March, She was unable to sail to Bjomeborg
immediately after her cargo was discharged by reason of the ice ; but

on the 1 0th of April she left Copenhagen, bound for that port, in

ballast, and was captured on the 12th, Held, she was not protected

by the Orders in Council, which referred solely to ports within her

Majesty's dominions. An Order in Council relaxing the belligerent's

rights should be construed in favour of the party whom it is intended

to benefit,

AINA (No. 1) [Spinks, 8] 247

National Character—Neutral Resident in Enemy^s Country—Enemy
Vessel—Mortgage—Invalidity—Condemnation.

A neutral, resident as merchant and consul in the enemy's country,

loses his neutral character during such residence.

A claim for one-third of the proceeds of the ship founded on a mort-

gage deed, on behalf of a citizen of Lubeck resident at Helsingfors, in

Finland, as consul of the Kling of the Netherlands, disallowed.

Foreigners cannot set up a mortgage deed on the ship against

captors, though under certain circiunstances the lien of British mer-

chants may be allowed.

AINA (No. 2) [Spinks, 12] 261

Enemy Master—Restoration of Property.

The Court cannot restore property to an enemy master without the

consent of the oaptors.

JOHANNA EMILIE, otherwise EMILIA [Spinks, 12] 252

Ship—Transfer by Belligerent Owner to Xeutral before Declaration of

War— Proofs of bona fide Transfer—Spoliation of Papers—
Further Proofs.

A vessel bxult in Hanover in 1853 sailed in ballast to Riga, with a

crew of Hanoverians. She then sailed, under Russian colours, to

Havre, thence to Newcastle, and on the 23rd of January was trans-

ferred by her Russian OA\Tier to a Hanoverian ; thence she sailed to

Lisbon. There she took in a cargo, and sailed for Loudon on the 4th

of April under Hanoverian colours. Shortly after her arrival in the

London Docks she was seized by a Custom House officer. She was

claimed on the ground that, while lying at Newcastle, she had been,

under a power of attorney given by the owner to the master, sold and

transferred to a Hanoverian. Further proofs of bona fdes oi transfer

required.

The legal consequences of destruction or spoliation of papers depend

for the most part upon the circumstances of each case ; but unless the

case is one of grave suspicion, further proof will be allowed.

R. VOL. II.
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IDA [Spiiiks, '_>()] 26H

Lien—lirstitnlion—Simulated Papers—Fitrther Proof.

A lion, however lionoHt, of a third party on captured property is no

ground for its restitution.

The claim of a neutral merchant for 2,G50 bags of coffee consigned to

him on the credit of advances made by him, disallowed. Further proof

cannot bo allowed when there has been an attempt to deceive the CJourt

by simulated papers.

FIDENTIA(No. 1) [Spinks, 39] 281

Practice—Further Proof—Evidence of Master Insufficient—Standing

Interrogatories—Further Time—Affidavit.

Wlien the evidence of the master as to the ownership of the property

claimed is deficient, it cannot be restored without further proof. Evi-

dence by standing interrogatories should be taken in full, and one

interrogatory shoiild not be answered by reference tfl the answer to

another.

ABO [Spinlis, 42] 285

Practice—Further Proof—Bill of Lading—Property in Cargo.

A bill of lading did not state on whose account the property therein

named was shipped. At the time when such shipment was made war

was not imminent. Held, that there must be an order for further

proof.

PRIMUS [Spinks, 48] 290

Neutr((Vs Shares in Enemy Ship—Condemnation—Neutral Cargo—
Expenses of Capture,

A neutral having shares in an enemy ship is bound by the character of

such ship, and his shares are therefore liable to condemnation. Motion

for the expenses arising from the capture of a neutral cargo laden on

an enemy ship, which was condemned and sold, to be paid from the

proceeds, refused.

ARGO [Spinks, 52] 294

Capture—Exemption—Order in Council, 3Iarch 29th, 1854

—

Con-

tinuous Voyage.

The Order in Council of 29th March, 1854, exempted from capture

Russian vessels which, prior to the 29th of ilarch, should have sailed

from any foreign port bound for any port in her Majesty's dominions.

A vessel under a charter-party for a voyage from Havannah or

Matanzas to Cork sailed from Havannah in ballast prior to such date,

took in her cargo at Matanzas, and sailed thence subsequently thereto.

Held, that it was a continuous voyage; that it commenced at

Havannah, where the charter-paity was entered into ; and that the

ship must be restored under the Order in Council.

INDUSTRIE [Spinks, 54] 297
KeutrnVs Shares in Enemy Ship—Condemnation.

A vessel under Russian colours, with a Russian pass, and whose papers

disclosed only Russian owners, being captured, a claim was made by
* the master as being a neutral, and the lawful owner of one-fourth

part thereof. Held, that the claim could not be sustained, as the

fnoniy's fl.ng and pass imprinted n hostile character on tlio whole sbl;,.
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POLKA [Spinks, 57] 301

Prize in Neutral Port—Condemnation—Special Circumstances.

The general rule of law is that a prize shall be broixglit into a port

belonging to the captor's country, but under special (.ircumstances the

Court will condemn a prize which has been taken into and lies in a

neutral port and allow it to be sold there.

JOILiNN CHRISTOPH [Spinks, 60] 302

Ship—Fictidous Transfer—National Character of Alleged Purchaser

—Pro(f of Ptcrchaw— Order in Council, April \bth, 1854

—

Condemnation.

A ship sailing under neutral colours and with neutral papers from a

Russian to a British port with a cargo, within the time granted to

Russian vessels by the Order in Council, was seized by the Custom

House officers, and claimed by the master as the bona fide purchaser

and a neutral. Held, on further proof, that, Ist, the neutral character

was not established ; 2nd, the transfer to the master was merely

colourable ; 3rd, the Coui't could not restore the ship as Russian, but

protected by the Order in Council, when it had been claimed as

neutral.

OCEAN BEIDE [Spinks, 66] 309

Recapture—Restitution—Municipal Laiv—Jurisdiction of Prize Court

to recognise British Rules as to Registration.

The Prize Coiu-t, if a British owner is entitled to restoration of his

ship, TviU not inquire into questions of municipal law—such as the

registration of ownership—unless it is sho%vn without doubt that the

owner is not entitled to restoration through a clear breach of municipal

law. A British ship fictitiously transferred to Russian merchants to

prevent her seizui-e bj'' the Russian authorities, while lying ice-bound

in a Russian port at the outbreak of the war, but seized as Russian

property by the officers of the Customs on her arrival at Leith, restored

to the British owners on payment of the seizor's expenses.

RAPID [Spinks, 80] 317

Purchase immediately antecedent to War—Invalidity.

A purchase purporting to be made just antecedent to a war cannot bo

upheld unless it is proved that the transfer was bond fide, the money

was jmid, and that the transferee was .) ncutinl subject.

CHRISTINE [Spink?, 82] 320

Seizure— Agreement for Sale— Non-payment of Purchate-money—
Further Proof refused.

A vessel, under Lulieck colours, was seized by Custom House officers.

Her master claimed her on the ground that ho was a neutral, and had

purchased her of her Russian owners. lie admittetl that he luid paid

no part of the jmrchase-money, and no bill of sale was on board at tlie

time of seizurf. Further proof was refused, and the vessel was

condemned.

62
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FIDENTIA (No. U) [Spinke, 86] 32:j

Practice—Further Tronf— Cargo Owner— Condemnation.

Further timo to bring in proof of the ownership of the cargo, when the

afwertf'd owner hns rnacl«' no affidavit and produced no correspondence,

refused, and the cargo condomnc<l.

ELIZE, othorwiBO ELISE WILHELMINE [Spinks, 88] 327

Unjtistijiabk Seizure by Custom Mouse Officer—Damages and Cotts.

A Customs officer having seized a neutral vessel on her arrival at Leith,

on the ground of an alleged breach of the blockade of Archangel:—
Held, that as on the facts the seizure was not justifiable, he must be

condemned in damages and costs.

A bare offer of restitution should be accepted, reserving the question

of costs and damages.

ERNST MERCK [Spinks, 98] 338

Ship— Sale immediately before outbreak of War—National Character—
Onus of Proof—Legal Title of Claimant.

Where an enemy ship is alleged to have been sold to a neutral imme-

diately before the outbreiik of war, the burden is on the neutral

claimant, who must show a good legal title in order to obtain restitution

of the vessel.

ATLANTIQUE [Spinks, 104] 345

Damages and Costs—Fraudulent Claimant.

Parties knowingly making a fraudulent claim condemned in the costs

of the proceedings.

FRANCISKA [Spinks, 287 ; 10 Moore, P. 0. 37] 347

Blockade—Relaxation of Blockade in favour of Belligerent—Liability

of Neutral—Notice— Bestittition without Costs and Damages—
Further Proof.

Where doubts exist with respect to matter which does not appear upon

evidence furnished by the ship itself (namely, the papers on board, or

the examination of the master and crew), such as the existence or non-

existence, the sufficiency or insufficiency, of a blockade, a Prize Court

will allow further proof, and such further proof is not limited to the

claimant, but may be granted to the captors also.

Whatever may bo the demerits of a ship, she cannot be condemned

for a breach of blockade unless at the time when she committed the

alleged offence, the port for which she was sailing was legally in a

state of blockade, and was known to be so by the master or owner.

The admiral of the fleet must be presumed to have carried with him
from England sufficient authority to blockade such of the enemy's

ports as he might deem advisable.

Principles wliich regulate the right of a belligerent to exclude

neutrals from a blockaded port explained.

Relaxation of blockade in favour of belligerents, to the exclusion of

neutrals, is illegal.

Semble, the blockade will not be valid if the same indulgence was

extended to neutrals.

Notice of a blockade must not be more extensive than the blockade

itself.
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Thu existence and extent of a blockade may be so generally known
that knowledge of it in an individual may be presumed without dis-

tinct proof of personal knowledge, and such knowledge may supply

the place of a direct communication from a blockading squadron, yet

the fact, with notice of which an individual is so to be fixed, must be

one which admits of no reasonable doubt.

On the 15th April, 1854, the commander of the Baltic fleet blockaded,

de facto, the coast of Courland, but his notice to the British Ministers,

including the British Minister at Copenhagen, was of that character

that the impression was that all the Russian ports in the Baltic were

blockaded. The English Government also on that date issued an

Order in Council giving permission, up to the 15th of May, for

Russian vessels to discharge their cargoes from Russian ports in the

Baltic and White Sea to their ports of destination, even though these

ports were in a state of blockade. A similar permission was granted

by the French Government. And the Russian Government by a ukase

allowed the same indulgence to English and French ships. On the

14th May, 1854, a neutral vessel, under Danish colours, sailed from

Copenhagen to Riga, and was captured ofiE Riga by au English ship

of war on the 22nd of that month, for a breach of the blockade of

that port.

Held :—First, that the vessel was improperly seized, as there was

no legal blockade at the time of the seizure.

Second, that as the Order in Council must be taken to have extended

to British and French ships, and as it relaxed the blockade in favour

of the belligerents to the exclusion of neutrals, the blockade was illegal.

Third, that assuming the blockade to be legal, yet the master of the

ship must be fixed with personal knowledge of all that was publicly

known at Copenhagen on the 14th May, and that as the general

notoriety, so far as it existed at that time and place, was that all the

Russian porta in the Baltic were blockaded, which was not the fact,

the notice, therefore, of the blockade being more extensive than the

blockade itself, it was of no effect against a neutral.

In such eii'cumstances the sentence of condemnation was revereod,

and simj>le restitution decreed, but without costs.

FRANCISKA (No. 3)—UNION [10 Moore, P. C. 73] 416

Restitution—Sale— Rights of Claimants— Gross Proeeeds— Proper Deduc-

tions—Expenses of Sale—Of Custody of the Ship—Of Pihtage, S;c.

A ship and cargo taken as prize having been condemned by the

Admiralty Court, was sold under a decree of that Court, pursuant to

the Prize Act, 17 & 18 Vict. c. 18, s. 2{;. The decree wtw reversed on

appeal, and simple restitution decreed. Held, that as the cuptors were

bona fide in possession during litigation, they were entitled to the

rights, allowances and incidents attaching to such possession, and that

the claimants were only, upon simple restitution, entitled t<> the not

proceeds of the sale, after deducting from the gross proceeds the

marshal's charges, consisting of (1) expenses of sale; (2) rea.sonablo

'expenses for the care and custody of the property pending adjudica-

tion ; and (3) for pilotage, lights, and otlier dues incuiTed in bringing

the ship to England.

The practice in former wars in such cases considei'cd.
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OSTSHIO [!> Mooio. I'. C. l.JO; Spiuks, 174] 432

Caplure— Wrongful Act—Honent Mislnhr of Captor— RcHtitution—
Damngn and CusIk.

If cuptorM improperly and witliuut, roHsuiiiiblo causr-, but throuu'li un

hoiic'><t nii.stakc. seize a vessel, huch vessel not being, by any act of her

own, voluntary or involuntary, open to any fair ground of Muspicion,

the captors are liable in damages and costs.

JEANNE MARIE [Spiuks, 167] 457

Blockade— Xeutral— Cargo Owner—Liability for Act of Agent—
Egress.

Tlie rules as to blockade may be relaxed in the case of a cargo owner,

ignorant of a blockade, who has purchased cargo in a blockaded port,

before the declaration of war, which cargo is brought out of a blockaded

port without knowledge on his part of the blockade.

ODESSA [Spinks, 208] 462

Seizure—Mcleasf—Second Seizurr— Validitg— Order in Council— Pro-

tection to Enemy Vessel—Reasonable Time.

A ship under neutral colours sailed from a ft^reign port bound with a

cargo to Hull within the time granted to Russian vessels to sail, was

seized on her arrival at Hull on suspicion of being Russian, was imme-

diately released as protected by the Order in Council, remained at Hull

six months after the discharge of her cargo, and was then again seized.

Held, 1st, the first seizure, not having been judicially recorded, was no

bar to the second ; 2nd, an enemj- entering a P.ritish port, and claiming

the protection of the Order in Council, must enter under enemy, not

neutral, colours ; 3rd, the protection of the Order in Council does not

extend to enemy vessel beyond a reasonable time for the discharge of

their cargoes and for their departure.

LEUCADE [Spinks, 217] 473

Blockade — Seizure — Reasonable Cause — Restitution — Costs and

Damages.

The status of the Ionian States relatively to Great Britain being of so

doubtful a character, and depending upon the nice construction of

public documents, a commissioned captor, seizing an Ionian vessel on

the ground of illegal trade with Russia, though that trade was, in fact,

legal, and that vessel was a neutral ship :—Held, not liable to condem-

nation in costs and damages, as having captured her without probable

cause.

The Os/sce {ante, p. 432) considei'ed.

GAEL (No. 2) [Spinks, 238] 497

Capture—Right of Ship of War to Share in Capture made by Tender—
Constant Employment as Tender— Compliance with Municipal Law
by Captured Ship.

A ship of war is entitled to share in all captures made by a teuder

attached to her. however distant she may have been from the tender at

the time of capture.
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CAEOLINE [Spinks, 252] 501

Seizure—Probable Cause—Further Proof.

A Prussian vessel, during the war between Denmark and Prussia, was
fictitiously sold to a Russian and assumed Russian colours, -whicli she

continued to carrj^ until the war between Great Britain and Russia was

imminent.

The vessel with her cargo was decreed to be restored, but held, that

her seizure, on suspicion of her being Russian, was not without probable

cause, and did not subject the seizor to costs and damages.

OTTO AND OLAF [Spinks, 257] 507

Blockade—Egress—Laden Vessel —Capture —Probable Cause—Restitu-

tion—Practice— Variance of Claim and Preparatory Evidence—
Further Proof.

Every ship leaving a blockaded port with a cargo is liable to detention

without subjecting the captor to payment of costs and damages.

Where the claim and preparatory evidence is at variance with the

documentary, the Court is bound to require further jnonf

.

The Court will not enter upon an inquiry whether a captured

neutral vessel has complied with the requirements of the municipal law

of her own country.

NINA [Spinks, 276 ; on appeal, Spinks, 347] 514

Capture—Ship— National Character of Merchant—Ownership—
Further Proof—Suppression of Papers.

The Court cannot restore to a person who claims as sole owner when
others appear to have an interest in the property ; and it cannot allow

further proof when it is satisfied that no trustworthy proof could alter

the complexion of the case.

The suppression of papers and the prevarication of the master also

atford grounds for refusing further proof.

NEPTUNE [Spinks, 281] 520

('(iplurc— Consent by Captors to Rrstiliitinn—Illegalitij of Trade—
Costs.

A Russian ship coming into a British port under the protection of tlie

Orders in Council, und disirliarging lier cargo instead of departing

forthwitli, was sold to a British subject, and remained in a British

port. She was seized, and proceedings taken against her ; but before

hearing, on the admission of claim, the Admiralty Proctor, by direc-

tion of the Loi'ds of the Admiralty, declared " that he proceeded no

further, but reserved the question of costs and damages." Held,

1st, the declaration does not neces,sarily entitle the claimant to costs, it

being always in the p')wer of the Crown to stay the prcceetliugs for

condemnation ; 2nd, the purchase of the ship by a British subject

was a trading with the enemy not specially permitted by the Orders in

Council, and therefore illegal; 3rd, for these reasons, and also for

illegal opposition to those who seized the shij) under the authority of

the Court, tlu' claimant must be condenuied in the costs.
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BENEDICT [SpinkH, ;J11J 527

Voluutanj aud bond fide Trunifer— ValidUy—Lomieilc—Education—
Kesidence.

Tlif voliintnry tnin.Hfir of a ship by a father, an enemy, to his mju, a

neutral, as nn ailvauco of a portion of his inheritance, Ih valid if made

bondjidc.

The fact that a man is educated in a foreign country, followed by a

continued residence in that country, tends strongly to estiiblish the

foreign domicile.

Vessels decreed to be restored, but captors to recover their expenses.

MAEIA [Spinks, 321] 536

Practice—Ship—Absence of Bill of Sale—Further Proof—Procedure

by Plea and Proof.

Tlie absence of the bill of sale of a ship, and the igrriorance of the

master as to the ownership, both necessitate further proof.

If the claimant elects to proceed by plea and proof, the case is open

to further proof on the T^axi of the captors.

ALINE AND FANNY [Spinks, 322 ; 10 Moore, P. C. 491] 537

Practice—Further Proof—Ship's Papers and Depositions—Blockade.

Rule as to the admission of further proof by the captors. By the Law
of Prize, the evidence, whether to acquit or condemn the ship, must, in

the first instance, come from the ship's papers and the primary depo-

sitions of the master and crew ; and the captors arc not, except under

circumstances of suspicion arising from the primary evidence, entitled

to adduce any intrinsic evidence in opposition.

In a case where no suspicion of an intention to break a bkckade

appeared from the ship's papers, or the primary depositions, the

Judicial Committee (affirming the interlocutory decree of the Admiralty

Court) refused the admission of further proof by the captors to contradict

the depositions with respect to the place of capture.

The principle laid down in the Ostsee {ante, p. 432), that a claimant

upon restitution of the ship is entitled to costs and damages from the

captors only in circumstances where the ship was in no fault, and was
not by any act of her own, voluntarily or involuntarily, open to any

fair ground of suspicion, approved.

A neutial vessel was seized for breaeh of blockade. She was
chartered for a voyage from Umea to the neutral port of Itaparanda

in Sweden, at the head of the Gulf of Bothnia, aud had come across

the Gulf of Botliuia from the Swedish toward the Finland coast, but

not in a straight course from the neutral port she started from to the

neutral port she was bound to ; and when descried and followed by her

Majesty's ships did not slacken sail, but pursued her course till brought

to by a shot from the captors. Held, to be such an appearance of an
intention to commit a breach of the blockade as to warrant the suspicion

of the captors, and to entitle the claimants upon restoration to a decree

of simple restitution only, without costs and damages.
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PANAJA DKAPANIOTISA [Spinks, 337] 560

Practice—Affidavit of Claimant—Residence—No Ettemij Intiresl—
Exception — Order in Council—Licence—Further Proof.

The affidavit accompanying the claim must state the residence of the

claimant, and must negative all enemy's interest except where an

enemy claims und«-r an Order in Council or a licence.

A prayer for further proof must ho founded on a statement of wliat

IS intended to be proved.

The omission of such statement renders a claimant liable to costs.

CHRISSYS [Spinks, 343] o6(»

Capture— Vessel near Blockaded Port—Further Proof̂ Condemnation

.

A vessel captured sixty or seventy miles out of its course, and in the

neighbourhood of a blockaded port, cannot be restored -without fui-ther

proof of its destination.

If the claimant declines furtlier proof, the Court is bound to cnn-

denm the property.

NINA [Spinks, 345] 570

Further Proof— Condemnation.

ASPASIA [11 Moore, P. C. 79] 572

Practice—Leave to Appeal—Ignorance of Decree of Prize Court—
Limit of Time to Appeal—Prize Act.

Ry 17 & 18 Vict. c. 18, s. 37, the right of appeal from the High
Court of Admiralty in Eng-land is limited to three months from the

date of the sentence, liberty being reserved to the Judicial Committee

to allow, upon sufficient cause being shown, the appeal to be prosecuted

after the expiration uf that period.

Motion by a claimant, the owner of the cargo, upon notice to the

captors for leave to appeal from a sentence of the Admiralty Court in

England, pronounced lit pwnam, contuniucicc, fifteen months after the

capture. The proceedings in England were ixnknowu to tlie owner of

the cargo, and the sentence of condomiiaticjn not havin-if bci'n com-

municated by the captors to the owner, he had no knowledge thereof

until long after the time for appealing had expired. On tlio motion

coming on, it appeared that no petition for leare to appeal had been

lodged or referred to the Judicial Committee. Their Lordsliips refused

to entertain tlie motion, except upon nn undertaking to lodge u peti-

tion of leave to appeal.

Appeal allowed, subject to the presentment of sucli petition of appeal,

on payment of costs, upon terms of extracting the inhibition, and

prosecuting the appeal within tlii'ee months, bail being given for

payment of the captors' costs.

Practice where an appeal is allowed after notiw', nnd ilio respondent

applies to rescind the leave given.
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UKRASIMO [11 Mooni, P. C. H8] .077

Xotinual f'hiirnctrr of Trudrr—Fore'ujn Merehunl jw Mligereiit

(JoKutri/— Mohlarid mid WfiUarhia—Conversion of Neutral Terri-

tory into E»nn>i^i> f'oioiir;/—Blockade— Capture—Dulij of Captor.

The nfitionnl oharnctor nf a trador is to be decided, for the purponcH of

the trade, by the national character of the place in which it is carried

on. If a war breaks out, a foreign merchant carrying on trade in a

belligerent country has a reasonable time allowed him for tranHfcrring

himself and his property to another country. If he does not avail

himself of the opportunity, he is to be treated, for the purposes of

trade, as a subject of the power under whose dominion he carries it on,

and as an enemy of those with whom that power is at war.

Nature of the possession which the Russians held of the Principali-

ties of Wallachia and Moldavia in the years 1853-4.

Inquiry into and illustration of the political position of those

principalities.

Circumstances which convert a frieudly or neutral territory into an

enemy's country considered.

A temporary occupation of a territory by an enemy's force does not

of itself necessarily convert the territory so occupied into hostile terri-

tory, or its inhabitants into enemies.

A ship under Wallachian colours, with a cargo of corn belonging to

owners residing at Galatz in Moldavia, was seized for breach of the

Black Sea blockade, when coming out of the Sulina mouth of the Danube,

then in a state of blockade. At the time of the shipment of the cargo

the Russians held possession of Moldavia and WaUachia, but such

holding was with the expressed intention of not changing the national

character, or incorporating that country with Russia. Upon appeal,

held (reversing the sentence of the Admiralty Court of England), that

the national character of the owner was not changed by the fact of the

Russians so occupying the principalities, and restitution decreed, with

costs and damages.

The purpose of the blockade was declared to be for preventing the

import of provisions to the enemy in possession of a neutral's country.

Semble, the fact of a neutral ship bringing out a cargo of com is not a

breach of ^uch blockade.

It is the duty of the captor, as soon as possible, to Si-nd a prize to

some convenient port in her Majesty's dominions for adjudication, and

to procure the examination in preparatory of the principal ofiBcers of

the captured vessel, and to deposit in the Admiralty Court all papers

found on board the prize. Restitution of ship and caigo, with costs

and damages.

AllIEL [11 Moore, P. C. 119] 600

Ship— Transfer to Neutral— War Imminent or in Existence—Part

Pinjnient of Purchase-money—Lien—Restitution.

The sale of a snip absolutely and boudJid<: by an enemy to a neutral,

imminente bello, or exen flayran te bcllo, is not illegal.

A Russian subject immediately before the war between Russia and

England sold, absolutely and /'omi ji'le, a ship to a subject of a neutral

State. Part only of thi.' purchase-money was paid at the time of the
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purchase, the remainder beiu^ agreed to be paid out of the earuiugs oi

the ship. Before all the stipulated price was paid, the ship was seized

in a British port as prize, and condemned by the High Court of

Admiralty of England, on the ground that the enemy's interest in the

ship was not divested, as the residue of the purchase-money was to be

paid out of the earnings. Such condemnation reversed upon appeal,

as the uon-jjayment of part of the purchase-money did not create a lien

im the freight and ship in favour of the seller, so as to render the ship

in possession of a neutral owner liable to seizure by a belligerent.

Liens, whether in favour of a neutral on an enemy's ship, or in

favour of an enemy on a neutral ship, are equally to be disregarded in

a Court of Prize.

MARIA [11 Moore, P. C. 271] (31(i

Ship—Xational Character—Proof of Ownership.

If any doubt exists as to the character of a ship claimed to be the

property of a neutral being still enemy's property, the rule of the Prize

(jourt is, that the claimant shall be put to strict proof of ownership,

and any circumstance of fraud or contrivance, or attempt at imposition

on the Court, in making out his title, is fatal to the claimant. Con-

demnation of the ship as enemy's property necessarily follows.

A vessel (formerly Russian) was seized as prize, as being enemy's

property, after she had become the property of neutrals. Restitution

was claimed by the j^arties to whom the property in the ship had been

formallj- transferred before the declaration c^f war. Held, that as the

claimants were shown to be invested with the character of owners, and

there being no other party who coidd set up a title against them, they

were entitled to restitution, but under the cii-cumstaucc.- , respecting

the ownership, without costs and damages.

BALTICA [11 Moore, P. C. 141] fi2S

Neutral—Residence in Enenii/ ('inoitry s/ii/j Snh to Kentml—
Tmminence of War— Validiti/.

A neutral residing in an enemy's country as ctmsul of a neutral State,

and who also traded there as a merchant, is to be regarded as an

enemy.

A Russian vessel was isiild, bond Jidv and absolutely, b}' an enemy

to a neutral when the war between Russia and Great Britain was

imminent.

The vessel was at tlie time of the sale in the prosecution of a voyagu

from Libau, an enemy's port, to Copenliagen, a neutral port, where

she arrived and was taken possession of by the pjirchascr. Held

(I'eversing the sentence of the Admiralty Court of England), that the

sale though in tniuxilu was valid, as the tniu^ilii.i liad ceased when the

vessel had conn' into possession of the purcha.ser, wliich took place

before the seizure.

A neutral, while a war is unniinent, or even afti^r ii has commenced,

ia at liberty to purchase either goods or ships (not being ships of wai;

from either belligerent, and the purchase is valid \vh> tlicr tlie 8ubject.s

of it bo lying in a neutral or an enemy's port.
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I'ANA<J111A iaiUMUA [1- Mooro, P. C. IGH]. o:}.^

Blockade— Condemnation of Ship—Liabilily of (Ju-mr of Cargo—
Mantir of Ship Afjoilfor Cargo Owner.

Tho pencrul, but nnt uiiivorHal, rule is, that where a Mhip in cijndfmued

for brcncli of hlookfidc, tho cargo foUowH the Hame fate.

The presumption is against a vessel captured in entering a blockaded

port, and an imperative and overwhelming necessity for so doing muBt

be established by tlie owner to exempt from condemnation.

It is not competent to owners of a cargo on board a vessel con-

demned for breach of blockade to save the cargo from condemnation

by showing their innocence in the transaction, as the owners of the

cargo are concluded by tho illegal act of the master, although (1) it

was done without the privity of the owners of the cargo ; and (2) even

if it was done contrary to their wishes.

When a blockade is known, or might have been known, to the

owners of tho cargo at the time when the shipment was made, and

they might, therefore, by possibility, be privy to an intention of

violating the blockade, such privity shall be assumed as an irresistible

inference of law, and it is not competent to rebut it by evidence.

In cases of blockade, for the purpose of affecting the cargo with the

rights of the belligerent, the master is to be treated as the agent for

the cargo as well as for the ship.
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PRIZE CASES.

THE GUILLIAUME TELL. [Edw. c]

Joint Capture—Blockading Fleet— Temporary Obstacle.

In order to enable certain ships of a blockading squadron to share in

a prize captured by other ships the former need not have actually

pursued the prize, it being sufficient that the whole squadron was acting

on a preconcerted plan, and that the ships in question wore not prevented

from action by any permanent obstacle.

The present question arose on a claim of joint capture interposed ^^^^

on behalf of his Majesty's ships Cullodcn and Nortliiniihcrland, on affirmed

the ground of associated service for tlie purpose, among otlier ^ '^'^^^ '

objects, of effecting this capture. The prize was a French ship of

war, which with another had been for some time blockaded in the

harbour of La Valette, in the island of Malta, by a British squadron

then under the orders of Sir Tliomas Trowbridge, commander of

liis ^lajesty's ship Cidlodoi, acting in the absence of Lord Nelson.

In the night of the 29th of March, ISOO, the Guilllauine Tell made

an attempt to escape, but was pursued and taken by the Foiidroj/niif

and some other ships belonging to the blockading squadron, while

the remainder kept their stations off the port, except the Citlludcit

and Northnmhcrhuid, which were at anchor at the time in the

Marsa Sii-occo bay, a few miles distant from La Yalette.

Sir W. Scott.—The present question arises upon a claim whioli

has been interposed on the part of his Majesty's shii)S Cullodcn and

NorfZ/ioi/bcr/and, to share in this prize as joint captors. It ai>pears

that the harbour of La Valette, at Malta, from wliiclx this prize

(an enemy's vessel of war) was attempting to make hor escape,

had been for some time blockaded by an English squadron, and

R.— VOT,. TI. n
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I
1808 tli'it tlio wliolo of tlie island was in possession of the English and

the inhabitants, oxoopt this port, which still continued in tho hands
Jul;/ 13.

The GjffiL- f,f tlio Freneli. Tlio obioct of tho })lorkado was to reduce the port,
uaumeTell. _

'
, ....

• and, of course, to obtain possession of tho ships within it. Much

evidence, which it is not necessary for me to enter into, has been

adduced relative to the history of the blockade, to show under

whose direction it was instituted and by whom it was carried on.

It is an admitted fact, that Sir Thomas Trowbridge had taken tho

command of the squadron during the absence of Lord Nelson, and

that his attention had been particularly directed to the capture of

this and anntlier French ship, which were blocked up in this

harbour. AVliether he issued any particular orders respecting

these ships has been a subject of controversy between the parties

;

but it is of little importance, because, in succeeding to the command,

he necessarily succeeded to all the orders given by his predecessor,

and consequently will be entitled under them. These two French

men-of-war were known to be in the harboui', and the obtaining

possession of them must therefore be presumed to be in the intention

of every ship upon that service ; for it is not to be lost sight of

that they were associated in one common enterprise, of which the

capture of these vessels formed no insignificant part. If this

ship had been taken in the harbour of La Yalette upon its final

reduction, as the other vessel was, no doubt could have arisen upon

the subject ; but as the capture was made at a distance from the

port, a Cjuestion is started whether it is to be considered as a capture

by the whole fleet or only by the individual ships by which she

was pursued and taken. Now, it must have presented itself to the

minds of all the naval officers employed upon that duty that these

ships would, if possible, attempt an escape, and there is abundant

evidence to show that every precaution was adopted to frustrate

the attempt. Every necessary arrangement was made by Sir

Thomas Trowbridge with the commanders of the different ships,

in expectation of this probable event ; they were ordered to be on

the look-out, and tho proper signals to be used in case the blockaded

ships should attempt to escai:)e were regularly communicated. It

does not appear that any particular ships were assigned to proceed

after them, aud I think one may see a sufficient reason for that,

because the time of the escape, the course they might adopt, and
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the state of tlie wind at the time when the escape was to be iso3

attempted, were all equally uncertain. In such a state of eircum- ''" ^'

'

stances no other order could he given than the general order, that Tnr. Opr.-

in whichever quarter the attempt might be made a sufficient

number of the contiguous ships should pursue. There was a general

communication to all the commanders that they were to act as

emerging circumstances might require ; but it never could have

been intended that every ship of the squadron was to join in the

pursuit when it would have had the effect of opening the harbour

for all other blockaded vessels, of which some, in consequence of

this total desertion of the blockade, must have effected their escape.

The animus pcrscquendi is sufficiently sho^ni by the part which

they took in the general plan of co-operation ; they were all in

readiness to act under the general order to pursue as occasion

might require. It appears that they had information, not only

of the intention to escape, but also, in a sort of general thougli

uncertain way, of the time and manner of it. It was known that

on the first dark night the enemy were to push out some merchant

ships as a decoy, and that then the Gi(iUiauine Tell was to follow.

She was seen in a state of preparation, and was expected on this

day to make the attempt the following night, so that Sir Tliomas

Trowbridge, and his ship the CuUodcn in particular, would be

pretty much on the alert. It is proved that ]ie ordered a lieu-

tenant and three men to be sent alternately from the CuUodcn and

Northumberland to a post on shore called the Belvidere, to give

notice of the movements of the enemy, and tliat upon observing

them under weigh a preconcerted signal was to be made from tliat

post, by which it was to be understood that the French ships were

in motion, and that every effort ought to be made to intercept

them. Tlie two ships setting up the present claim, the Culloden

and NorthumhorJand^ were lying at anchor in the ^Farsa Sirocco

Bay, near La Yalette. Tlie Xortliumhcrland liad a number of

lier crew sick on shore at the time, but still she was not disabled

l)y that deficiency of her crew, at least in the opinion of tlio

commander, as she was actually ordered to sea tlie next morning

in pursuit of the French ship, though that order was counier-

nianded upon its being understood that the Foudroi/ani and Lion

were up with thp enemy. It has also been objected that the

n2
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181IS Cullodon was not in a fit condition to |»iit to soa, in consequence of

Jtiiyjy^L^^
an accident which she had met witli on going into the bay ; but it

'I'liK CfiTii.- (^^irly appears that the damngo had been repaired, iiud in proof of
' '"

1 hat there is the fact that she afterwards made the voyage from
SiiW. Scott,

j^jjji^j^ ^Q England without receiving any further repairs whatever.

At such a moment of expectation and anxiety, it cannot be

supposed that Sir Thomas Trowbridge put liis own ship out of the

course of co-operating and participating in whatever hazards or

advantages might arise. It is proved that every evening men

were sent from the CnUodvn and NortJnonherland to watch the

movements of the enemy ; that on the night of the pursuit

the signal rockets and the flashes of the guns were seen froni

these t^YO ships in the neighbouring bay, and that a seaman

was dispatched from the signal station to inform them that the

(ruiUiaunic Tell was in motion. It cannot be denied, therefore,

tliat they knew perfectly well what was going forward, and that

tliey were co-operating in the measures established generally for

preventing tlic escape. But it has been objected that tliey had

not the physical means of pursuing, because the state of the

wind was such that lliey could not quit the bay. Whether they

woidd have pursued, if it had been physically possible, it is not

necessary to inquire. In the case of chasing by a fleet, the auinuis

j)et'sequendi in all is sufficiently sustained by the act of tliose

particular ships which do pursue. It is, I think, highly probable

that even if the wind had been fair, tlie Cidloden and Xorthumher-

landy\ovl& have remained, as some of the other ships off La Valette

did, in a state of inactivity, reasonably judging from the precau-

tions taken, and from the flashes of the guns, that a sufficient force

had already gone upon the service. Therefore, unless it can be

maintained, which it certainly cannot, that the whole of a squadron

must in all cases pursue, and that the otlier ships which remained

inactive off La Valette are not entitled to share, upon what

principle are these two sliips to be excluded ? But it has been

urged that, as the wind then was, ships of theii' burthen could not

have cleared the shoals so as to get out ; and it comes therefore

to a question of law, whether such an intervention of physical

impossibilities will exclude a ship forming jxirt of a squadron

associated for the expi'ess purpose of making the cajjture. There
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have been eases iu which it has been determined that physical 1808

impossibilities of some permanence, and which coidd not be removed ^
^

in time, would have such an efffct, as, for instance, in the case of The Gl-jl-

a ship lying" in liarbour totally unrigged, which has been held to

be as much excluded as one totally unconscious of the transaction,

because by no possibility could that ship be enabled to co-operato

in time. But I take it that in no case the mere intervention of a

circumstance so extremely local and transitory as the accidental

state of tlie wind has been made a ground of exclusion. The

interests of joint captors would be placed on a very precarious and

uncertaia footing indeed if a doctrine were to be admitted which

referred tliem to the legal operation of a casualty so variable in

itself, and so little capable of being accurately estimated. It being

proved in this case that the whole fleet were acting with one

common consent, upon a preconcerted plan for the capture of this

prize, it was as much a chasing under orders from the officer in

command as if it had actually taken place in the open sea. It is a

chasing by signal and in sight of these two ships which, oven if

they had not been incapacitated by the state of the wind, in all

probability would not have tliouglit it necessary or proper to join

the pursuit. The cases wliich have been cited were very difiFerent

from this ; the Gcncrvxc was captured upon tlie coast of Sicily, at

the distance of tAventy-two leagues from Malta, by a part of the

squadron which wore sent to look out for her, while the rest kept

their station off La Yalette ; there was no fight, and the utmost

they could bring the case up to was, that a firing of guns was

heard by one of the stationed ships. In the case of the Mars there

was neither fight nor association, and in the Traufmanadorf there

was the same defect of a want of association. Xow in this case

there was not only an actual fight, not only a perfect connusance

of what was going forward, but as complete and uniform and

persevering an association in this particular olgect, as well as in

the general objects of the blockade, as can be imagined. I am

therefore of opinion that the Cnlludcn and Nortlnotthvrhnul are

entitled to share, and that the same right will extend to the other

ships which remained off La Yalette, although thoy have not made

themselves parties to this suit.
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[Ed^v. 17.] THE THOMYHIS.

Cinitiiiiioita l'(>i/(ii/>:— Siil'' cf (routls on SItq) - Traiia/tr to another Ship.

T\u' sulo of goods at an iiiteiinodiatc port, and their transhipment to

anotlior vessel for conveyuuce to their destination, does not break the

continuity of a voyage.

iHos
'I'll,.; question which arose in this ca.so Avas respecting a quantity

'
"^"''

of barilla which had been brought to Lisbon in an American vessel

from Alicant, in Spain, and was there put on board this ship for

the purpose of being carried on to Cherbourg. It was contended

on tilt" part of the captors that this Avas a mere transhipment of the

barilla from one vessel to another at an intermediate port, which

under the authority of former decisions was not sufficient to break

the continuity of the voyage—that it must be considered as one

entire voyage from Cherbourg to Alicant, and consequently that

the barilla was subject to condemnation under the Order in

Council (//) prohibiting the trade from one enemy's port to

another.

Sir W. Scott.—This was the case of an American vessel laden

with a cargo of barilla and cotton, and captured on a voyage from

Lisbon to Cherbom-g. The ship has been restored, and the Court

directed further proof to be made of the property of the cargo, and

also as to the importation of the barilla into Portugal. The witnesses

examined in preparatory state that it was brought on board in

lighters from an American brig then at Lisbon ; and the mate,

who speaks with less reserve than the others, saj's that the brig

was called the Hannah, and that he was informed by the crew with

whom he was acquainted that she came from Alicant, in Spain.

Tliis is a material fact, and it is fully established by the proofs

now brought in by the claimants. In the original papers there is

nothing particularly pointing to the barilla so as to furnish any
explanation of its former history : there is only a certificate of the

(o) Oi-dor in Council 7th January, bothwhich ports shall belong to, or be
lyo": " No vessel shall be pei-mitted in the possession of, France or her
to trade from one port to another, allies."
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Spanish Consul ut Lisbon, describing generally' the whole of the 1808

cargo as the produce of the Portuguese colonies. It is quite -^»y"*< ^-

unnecessary for me to say that the Court can pay no attention to a
^^

Tue

document like this, which canies upon the face of it the condemna-

tion of its own credit ; and it is not much assisted by the kind of "^ '
''^'^^ '

apology whieli has been suggested, that it must have been a mere

involuntary mistake of the "\\Titer, and not intended to apply to

the barilla, because it would bo absurd to describe that as coming

from places Avhich it is notorious do not produce it. Tliat is an

excuse which cannot be admitted ; it is the duty of every person

who grants a certificate to know precisely what it is that he does

certify, and to what extent, otherwise all faith in public instru-

ments must be at an end. And when it is said that at any rate

this certificate could deceive no one, as it is notorious that barilla

is not the production of tlie Portuguese colonies, I am by no

means certain that the fact is of such universal notoriety ; it is,

I tliink, extremely possible that it might be unknown to many of

the commanders of his Majesty's cruisers, some of whom might

have been deceived by such a misrepresentation.

In all cases of this description it is a clear and settled principle

that the mere transhipment of a cai'go at an intermediate port will

not break the continuity of the voyage, which can only be elfeeted

by a previous actual importation into the common stock of the

country where the transhipment takes place. It therefore became

absolutely necessary that the Court should requu-e further evidence

upon the subject, because if there was nothing more than a tran-

shipment of the cargo from one vessel to another, that will not

alter the transaction in any respect, and it must still be considered

as the same continuous voyage to the port where the cargo was

ultimately to bo delivered. It is, however, contended that there

was not simply a transhipment of this cargo, but likewise au

actual sale of it upon its anival in the Tagus ; and, therefore, that

the question arises whether the additional fact of a sale being

made of the cargo at the port of transhipment will, under all the

circumstances attending such sale, give it the character of a new

voyage, or whether the two parts are bo linked together that it

must still be considered as one entire voyage from Alicant to

Cherbourg. The fact that the goods after their arrival in tho
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1808 Tagufi wore converted hy sale has been much relied on as satis-

yiiij/iui ».
f(^(.|^Qj.y evidence of an actual and honu fide importation into the

Tub country; and, generally speaking, it is so, because it is to bo
TUOMYUIS.

. ,,^ , ill- iilr
understood m most cases that goods are actually imported be I ore

bir
.

cott.
^j^^^^^^ ^^^^ ^^^ g^^^ . 1^^^|. .^ 1^^^ never been decided that where goods

ar<> brought to an intermediate port, not nniino impovtamU, but sold

Avhilst water-borne and then transhipped, such sale with tran-

shipment makes a new exportation from the port in which it is

transacted. In order to constitute an exportation there must have

been a previous importation in the case of commodities not native

;

where a cargo is sold to be immediately transhipped and exported

that can never be considered as any importation at all ; it is all

one act, of which the sale and transhipment are only stages, they

lengthen the chain but do not alter its direction. Now in this case

the evidence of importation (and indeed that of sale) is very

imperfectly sustained ; there is no clearance, no custom house

certificate to show that tlie duties have been paid ; the whole is

made to rest on the affidavits of the tliree persons immediately

interested in the transaction, the buyer, the seller, and the broker

;

and how does the case stand upon their own representation of it 't

I shall fii'st consider the affidavit of the seller, the person who is

pretended to have imported the goods, if there really was any im-

portation. He says, "that he caused to be sold at public auction

to Basto & Co., tlu'ough the intervention of a public broker,

460 bales of barilla, which were imported by him from Alicant

for his OAvn sole account, risk, and benefit, in the American ship

HfdUHiIi ; that the said barilla was unladen at Lisbon, and weighed

and paid the duties at the custom house, and was afterwards

shipped on board the T/ionii/ris." Mr. Basto, the purchaser,

swears '' that it was put on board the Thomi/ris after it had been

put on shore and paid the duties at the custom house at Lisbon "
;

and the afiidavit of the broker is to the same effect. I find

difficulty in reconciling this representation of the matter with the

accoimt given in the examinations in preparatory, where it is said

that the barilla was brought in lighters from on boai-d an American

vessel. Am I to suppose that the barilla was fii'st landed, and

then put on board the JLiinia/i again for the pui'pose of being

transhipped in lighters to the Thomi/ris * Such a circuitous mode
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of transacting business is not very intelligible ; but taking the fact 1808

to be in some Avay or otlior as they have represented it, will such "^"'^
'

a sale as this of goods not imported and transferred before any The

thmg that can be deemed an importation, for the avowed purpose

of being immediately sent off, break the continuity of the voyage 'f

^^^

It is clear from the broker's account contained in his certificate

that it was perfectly disclosed to the seller or his agent that these

goods, which at the time of this sale had never been imported,

Avere to go immediately to Cherboui'g. He therefore brings the

goods from the enemy's country without any intention of importa-

tion on his part, and instantly transfers them for the known

purpose of conveying them io another port of the enemy. The

buyer purchases them yet unimported from the enemy's country,

and sends them forward on his own account to a port of the

enemy. How far in substance does this differ from a sale on the

high seas where no custom house forms whatever would have been

interposed? Here is a custom house form interposed, provided

faith is given to this imperfect proof of it, amounting to this, that

the seller shall after the sale pay the duty for the re-exportatiou.

So that either the duty of importation has not been paid at all,

or the same person who pays it, pays likewise the duty of the

re-exportation, and so combines in himself the characters of

importer and exporter. The goods are not delivered, and do not

become the actual property of the piu'chaser till after tlie charges

of exportation are satisfied by the seller, who thus constitutes

himself tlie legal exporter. A certificate is exhibited by which

some merchants at Lisbon attest, " that to any ship coming from

foreign parts shelter of the cargo is allowed, and tliat under such

shelter goods are sold for re-exportation." Goods then are sold

for this pm'pose of being carried away not under importation but

under shelter. There is, in fact, neither import nor export, but

the State raises upon the commodity a transit duty without eitlier

the one or the other. This is no breacli of the continuity of the

voyage (a) ; if permitted, it is clear that there would bo no means

(a) In the Die Jinu/er ('/larlnftn, the cargo was soM tn a Portuguese [1 Acton,

December 7, 1809, a neutral ship merchant, but was not landed, and ^'^0

was compelled by stress of weather was carried on to an enemy's i)ort.

to put into Oporto, wliere part of By the Prize Court the ship was
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Augimt I).

Thb
thomyuis.

SirW. ycott.

(if lufvcntiii^' an uuivcr.sul fVJisiou ol that order wliicli prohibits

tlio trndo botwccii tli».' ports of the enemy. The produce of the

Nortli might he convoyed to the Soutli, and r'nc rci'sd by the

intervention of merchants stationed at Ijishon at the mere incon-

N (>nieneo of touching at the Tagus and paying a sh'ght duty of

transit. It lias been said, and justly said, that it was not the

intent ion of his !^^ajesty's Government to break in upon the accus-

tomed trade of neutrals. I am of opinion that this is not so to be

considered, even on the supposition that the fact was correctly

described on the very defective proof of it that has been exhibited.

In what sense is it a trade of Portugal ? Here is neither import

nor export ; here is nothing but the transit of foreign goods sub-

jected to an operation of finance on the part of the State. How
long such a practice has obtained is not shown ; so long as it does

not interfere with the rights of thii'd parties, it is no subject of the

observation of others. But if an occasion arises on which another

State acquires and exercises a right of prohibiting the passage of

goods from one enemy's port to another, it appears to fall directly

under that description, and is not privileged to elude that right by

the plea of being an accustomed trade of the country.

Barilla condemned.

[Edw. 32.] THE COMET.

IHoclmiU—liKjrcss—Ntutrul I Vast/

—

In lialktst.

It is illegal for a neutral vessel to enter a blockaded poi-t in ballast.

1S08 SiK W. Scott,—This is a proceeding against an American vessel

Octcber -25
; Avhich was captured on a vovage fi'om New York to Nantes ; there

aftirmed
i i

'

i , . ,

j/rtrfA3, 1810. was no cargo on board, as the ship had sailed in ballast, for the

purpose, as it is said, of bringing away French produce, which had

become the property of merchants in America, prior to the date of

the order restricting the trade with the enemy's ports. Under

ordered to be restored ; but the decree

was revei"sed by the Lords Commis-
sioners of Appeal without stating any
reasons for the judgmont, but appa-

rently, as the Thomijris was refen-ed

to in the argument, on the ground

that the continuity of the voyage
had not been broken at Oporto.
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that Order in Council the port of Nantes, when this vessel sailed, i»08

was subject to a rigorous blockade, and it has not been contended

generally that a ship can enter a blockaded i^ort even in ballast ;
The Cohet.

tliat is u point upon which this Court has abeady decided : if Sir W. Scott,

wrongly, tlie decision must bo corrected elsewhere. The rule of

blockade has, it is true, been so far relaxed as to permit an cgi-ess

to ships innocently in the port before the restriction was imposed,

and even with cargoes, if previously laden ; but in the case of

ingress there is not the same reason for indulgence, there can

be no surprise upon the parties, and therefore nothing short

of a physical necessity has been admitted as an adequate excuse

for making the attempt of entry. Generally, where a neutral

ship is proceeding to a blockaded port, it must be supposed

that she is going there for the purposes of trade. If slie goes

in ballast, it cannot be with the intention of being laid up for an

indefinite time in a foreign port until the blockade is raised.

It is a presumption wliieh this Court, acting on reasonable

principles, is bound to entertain and apply, that she has no

other errand there than to keep alive that commercial intercourse

with the interdicted port which it is the object of the blockade to

prevent. In some cases, no doubt, the rules of blockade are

attended with considerable inconvenience to neutrals in abridging

their trade, and it is always much to be lamented when they do

;

but they are inconveniences which arise necessarily out of a state

of war, and what neutrals must submit to, looking as well to the

rights of belligerents as to the interests which they themselves

derive from their neutrality, and which furnisli no small compensa-

tion. To say that this property was actually locked up by the

blockade, and that there was no other mode of extricating it, is

going further than is exactly true : many channels of communica-

tion are still open, as these States are at peace witli each other.

The property might have been sold for its full value, and the

money remitted, for it is not to be asserted that at the time tliis

captiu-e took place there was no practicable mode of remittance

between Franco and America. It is stated, I observe, " that the

property in question consists cliiefly of brandy, and other proceeds

of American goods sent in before the restriction was imposed."

And there is a bond, dated ^th June, 16U8, which was found on
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1808 Loanl, reciting a pormission from tlio Prosidont of the United
_Ocioj^-\-

^States for this vessel io proceed in bidlast to Nantes for the

TiiKroMKT. purpose of hringing homo brandy and other ai-ticles the property

Sir W. S(^ott. of tlio clainiiint, on condition that she is not to import any other

merchandise, under m penalty of 40,000 dollars. The words are

" tliat slie .sliall not during tlio voyage, either directly or indirectly,

be engagfd in any trailic, freighting, or otlier employment, and

that no goods, wares, or merchandises shall be imported in sucli

vessel other than the property for which such vessel has obtained

such permission, or the proceeds of property shipped hom'i fide by a

citizen of the Ignited States prior to the 22ud day of December

last." There is notliing in this recital that points to the time at

which these retm-n goods were pmx-hased and became the property

of the exporter. It is not required that they should have become

so before the commencement of the blockade. Ail that is required

is that they shall be the proceeds (whenever acquired) of goods

shipped before such a time ; and it would sufficiently answer that

description if they were purchased the week or the day before the

permission was obtained. The permission from the President of

the United States can only have been intended to exempt tliis

American vessel from the penalties attaching to the violation of

their own embargo, for it cannot be supposed that the government

of a neutral State would assiune to itself the power of relaxing a

blockade. That right rests in the belligerent alone, and meaning

to express myself with all the reverence which is due to the govern-

ments of neutral nations, I must observe that it is not to be

expected that the belligerent country should trust the preservation

of its rights to the vigilance of others. The relaxation must be

the act of the belligerent upon a representation made on the part

of the neutral State, or imder a compact between the two govern-

ments, where it has been foimd to press with undue severity on the

commerce of the neutral State. The permission which appeal's to

have been given by a former captor to this vessel to proceed on her

voyage imder an ignorance of the law can make no difference.

Wliere there has been misinformation as to the fact it may have a

different effect ; but the neutral is bound to know the law, and

cannot allege that he has been ill-instructed in that by a belli-

gerent cruiser. If the cruiser had told the parties they might go
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on wbilst tliey were connusant of the fact of tlie blockade, such I8O8

misinfr)rmatioii upon a point of law would not protect the ship.
'' "'^'

It does not much extenuate the misconduct of this vessel that she The Comet.

had passengers of a military description on board, though, perhaps. Sir W. Scott,

not in such numbers as to produce a condemnation.

Ship condemned.

THE EXCHANGE. [Edw. 39.]

Capture— Ccny/o—lUcfjal Destination of S/iip— General Lialiiifi/ 0/ Carf/o

Owner.

When it is proved that a vessel is buund for an illegal destination,

and is cajitured when proceeding thereto, the cargo is also prima facie

liable to condemnation. The exception to the rule considered.

This was an American vessel with sugars from Guadaloupe, isos

bound ostensibly to London, but captured close to Cherbourg.
^'^"' ^'^ '

Tlie ship had been condemned on a former day, and the present

question was whether any distinction could be made in favour of

the cargo, which was claimed on behalf of the house of Simond &
Co., of London. It was stated that at the time of the breaking

out of hostilities considerable debts were due to the house of

Simond & Co. from French subjects resident in the island of

Guadaloupe, in consequence of which his Majesty's licence was

obtained, permitting them, through theu' agents, to receive produce

in payment of the debts, and that this cargo was a part of the

produce so received, and was consigned to claimant's house in

London by tlieir agents, Ardene & Guery, of Guadaloupe.

[The Court dealt with tlie facts as to the destination of the

ship.]

Sir W. Scott.—This being the case [that the vessel was bound

for an illegal destination], I am only to consider whether there

are any circumstances which can exempt the cargo from shai'ing

the fate of tlie shiji. It has been suggested that though the ship

was going to a French port, it might not be for the purpose of

delivering her cargo there ; but there is no rule which has been
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SirW. Sr„(t

14 Tiir, Kxrnwnr.

1808 nioro clonrly cstaLlisliod in prinmpl*', llian that tho port of dosti-

T)„nHberi\.
„„j j^n, Ix-innr nn interdicted ]iort, is tlie port of dolivery of tlie

The car^ni. It is inipossililo to roL-ix that principle ; if it -were once

admitted that n sliip may ontf-r an interdicted port to supply

licrself witli water, or on any other pretence, a door would be open

to all sorts of frauds Avitliout tho possibility of preventing them.

The Court applied tho principle when it was fii'st led to the con-

sideration of cases of blockade, and there is none to which it has

more inflexibly adhered. I am therefore to take the question with

this condition, that tho ship was going to a French port for the

purpose of delivering her cargo ; and I really know of no cases,

except those which have been cited, where the owner of the cargo

has been relieved from the penalty attaching to the ship. The

cases cited, which are familiar to us all, were cases of a supervening

illegality, where it was shown that the owner of the cargo stood

clear of any possible intention of fraud, and that by proofs found

on board at the time of capture, and not supplied afterwards. For

instance, where orders had been given for goods prior to the

existence of a blockade, and it appeared that there was not time

for countermanding the shipment afterwards, the Court has held

the owner of the cargo not responsible for the act of the enemy's

shipper, who might have an interest in sending off the goods in

direct opposition to the interest of his principal. And the same

indulgence has been exercised where there was no knowledge of

the blockade till after the ship had sailed, and the master, after

receiving the information, obstinately j-tersisted in going on to the

port of his original destination. In both these cases the facts

speak for themselves, there can be no imposition, the Court has

only to look at the dates to satisfy itself of the purity of the o^snier

of the cargo ; but in this instance there must either be fraud in the

French shipper at Guadaloupe, or the master has been guilty of an

act of baiTatry. If the fraud is in the French shipper, it is not,

perhaps, too hard a rule to hold the British merchant bound by

his act, as he vouched for his integrity to the British Government

;

at tho same time, if the transaction has been conducted in a

manner so different from the orders which were given, and these

goods were really sent in fraud, the agents who violated those

ordei*s will be answerable to their employers. But suppose it to
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have been an act of barratry in the master, which I must confess isos

I think quite increililile witliout the privity of the agent shippers,
''"

''
*"'

it is a misfortune for wlxich a remedy must be pursued against The

him. Taking it, therefore, at all events to have been a fraud on —

T

the British merchants, I find an insuperable difficulty in giving ' ^^ • •
po •

any direct protection to their claim ; if the cargo was going on a

destination to a French port, in consec|uenco of a breacli of faitli,

either in the agents or the master, they are to indemnify them-

selves by recourse against the wrongdoer, I feel myself, therefore,

under an obligation to follow up the judgment whicli has been

given by the Trinity Masters upon that fact, and to apply it as

well to the cargo as the ship.

THE MERCURIUS. [EcW. .53.]

Licence to Trade— Touch imj for Licence— Conii/dions Voi/age.

Whore a vessel intending to call at a British port in order to enablo

hor to obtain a licence to trade with a blockaded port was captured

before reaching a P.ritish port :

—

IfthJ, that the voyage to the blockaded

port was not continuous, and that the vessel must be restored.

This was the case of a ship under Bremen colours wliich at the 1808

time of capture was proceeding Avitli a cargo of brandies on a
"'^"' ^'^ '

voyage from Bordeaux to Bremen, but with directions to put info

a British port for the purpose of obtaining a licence from this

Government ; and the question was whetlier an actual destination

to a port of this country according to those directions was sufficient

to counteract the imputation of a fraudulent breach of tlie Order

in Council, and the effect of a continuous intention.

Sir W. Scott.—I think I must take it as fully proved that tlie

intention of the party was to come to tliis country to obtain a

licence to proceed to Bremen with the cargo, which, as coming

from Bordeaux, could not otherwise be carried on. This fact is

disclosed in the papers, and is as strongly guaranteed as any fact

can be ; and to this I have to add, that the Court lias every reason
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1808 to prosunio thul the application would have been made to govern-

D^rembn^iG.
^^^^^^^ j^^ ^ f,^jj.^ ^p^.^^ j^jj^l uiircsorved manner. The parties have

TnK acted tliroughout aprrto vofo, there is nothing to lead to a suspicion
i.uajuiua.

^^ disingenuous conduct. Then the question comes to this,

Sir W.Scott.
^vi,,.t]ior such a voyage intended ultimately to Bremen, but first

to this country for the purpose of obtaining a licence, Avithout

which it was to be relinquished, is a continuous voyage, and there-

fore illegal ? I think clearly not : it is a contingent voyage depend-

ing upon the determination, not of the parties themselves, but of

tlie British Government ; if the shi}) went on at all, it was to be the

act of the British Government. This is very different from the

case of American sliips touching at their own ports, to which it has

been assimilated; here the voyage was to be continued only if

legalized by the government which would have a right to com-

plain of the illegality; no two cases can be more unlike. The

parties seem to have acted on a persuasion, perhaps too confidently

entertained, that such a licence would be granted, misled either by

some speculative reasonings of their own, or by some indistinct

experience of what had been done in other cases. They might

think that the employment of British agency in the transaction,

and other advantages resulting from it to this country, might not

be out of the view of the policy of government. It has been

objected to the cases of the licences which have been cited, that

they were obtained under special circumstances, and that they do

not support the inferences which the parties had drawn from them.

But supposing their conclusions to be erroneous, yet if there was

an lionest intention on their part, it would be very hard to

*
visit such a case with the penalties of a fraudulent transaction.

AVhere everything was to be disclosed, and referred to the discretion

of the English Government, the case cannot be put on a footing

with a continuous voyage framed for the mere purpose of a literal

evasion. Then it is said that no instructions were given to Mi",

lleyman for the regulation of his proceedings here in case the

licence should not be obtained ; that might be an indiscreet

omission, but it does not alter the case. He must then have

written for instructions, or have done the best he coidd at his own

discretion \inder the circumstances. Upon the whole, I see no

reason to depart from the opinion which I expressed in the case of
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the 3Iinna (a) ; but that, it is said, was a case of circumstances, and 1808

so is every case of this sort a case of circumstances ; and the party ^<^<^^i>'^"' 16-

had a riglit to take his chance upon the circumstances of his own The

case, and to make his application to those who were to judge of

the propriety of complying with it. As to any conditions that "^ •
"^^ •

might have been imposed by the British Government, how does it

appear that they would not have been acceded to by the claimant ?

If not, there would have been no violation of law ; the matter would

]iave ended here, and the voyage have been brought to its termi-

nation in a port of this country. I cannot, under any view of the

case, bring myself to regard it as a fraudulent continuous voyage.

Tliore was no act either done or to be done to found the imputation

of fraud. On the contrary, there is sufficient proof of an honest

intention to come to this country to procure the licence, and to act

conformably to it when granted ; and I shall, therefore, restore on

payment of captors' expenses.

THE FORTUNA. [Ea«-. oc]

Capture—Freight,

FreigM is not due to a captor on goods not brought to the original

port of destination, and tliis principle applies though they are after-

wards sold in this countrv.

The question in this case was whether freight was due to the

Crown on certain Portuguese goods on board this and other Danish

ships which had been detained under the Danish embargo {h) and

afterwards condemned to the Crown.

On behalf of the Crown it was contended that these cases were

strictly within the principle of a virtual election, as the cargoes

had actually been sold in this country ; and although at the time

of capture they might have gone on to Portugal, the claimants

must have brought them back again, as they would have arrived

{it) This was a case vcrj- simihir to orders to touch at a British port,

the present. The ship was captuicd from whence she was to resume her

on a voyage from Bordeaux destined voyage, if permitted,

ultimately to Bremen, but with (/*) 2 Sept. ISO".

R. VOT,. TI. (

18(19

Janiiiirif 27.
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1809 lliero on tlio cvo <»f tlu- UTUi)tion of tlie French into that country,

Jan uarit 2 7-
.^,,,| consequently tliiil it would not have her-n an effectual arrival

The f,,i- tlio purposes of pale.
FOBTUNA.

On the other side it was urged that the contract of affreightment

was not fulfilled, inasmuch as these cargoes were not carried to

their port of destination, and that the grounds suggested were

insufEcient to show a virtual election of the ports of this country.

Sin W. Scott.—I have no doubt whatever upon tlio rule to be

applied to these cases, as it arises out of the general principle. It

is a claim for freight on the part of the Crown upon a supposed

right of the captor, to whom the Crown is substituted, and whose

right is derived from the owner of the captm-ed vessel. It is

possible that, under certain circumstances, the Crown may not

succeed to all the rights of the captor, and still more possible that

the captor may not succeed to all the rights of the owner of the

captured vessel ; but the first enquiry is, whether the owner woidd

have been entitled to freight. He coiild have no right but upon

an entire execution of the contract, or such an execution as he

could effect consistently with the incapacities under which the

cargo might laboiu'. Where such an incapacity on the part of the

cargo occurs, he has done his utmost to carry the contract on to its

consummation ; it is a final execution as to the owner of the ship,

inasmuch as it does not lie with him that the contract is not

performed. On the other hand, where the vessel itself is incapaci-

tated, no right accrues to her owner ; he can have no right to

demand that for which he stipulated only on the performance of

his engagement. The general principle has been stated very

correctly, that where a neutral vessel is brought in on account of

the cargo, the ship is discharged with full freight, because no

blame attaches to her; she is ready and able to proceed to the

completion of the voyage, and is only stopped by the incapacity of

the cargo. In all cases in which the captor has received freight

the contract had been consummated and the goods brought to the

original port of destination, and to this rule the Demerai-a cases

furnished not an exception but only a fair application of the

principle. In those cases the English owners made an affidavit in
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support of their claim, stating that they would have broiiglit the 1809

cargoes direct to this country, but that they were obliged by the """"^'J '

law of Holland to proceed first to a Dutch port, meaning afterwards The

to bring tliem on to England. It appeared, therefore, on the affi-

davits of the claimants themselves, that the ports of this country

were those to which tliey would primarily and preferably have pro-

ceeded if they had been jiermitted ; and, consequently, as the goods

were in fact brought to their real though not their actual destina-

tion, the Couii was of opinion that the captors were entitled to freight.

But these are cases of Danish ships that were going to Portugal

with Portuguese cargoes on board, and were stopped. Why ? Not

on account of the goods, which at that time were entitled to a free

passage to Portugal, but on account of the ships which were

detained under the embargo on the commencement of hostilities

between this country and Denmark. The ship was the subject of

detention, not the goods, which might have gone on ; and therefore

the owner of the vessel had no right to say that freight was due,

still less has the captor or the Crown. Whether, as the cargoes

were brought into the ports of tliis country, the parties may have

thought proper to dispose of them here is a matter into which the

Court will not enquire, because it lays aside all considerations of

more or less advantage arising to the property from the change of

destination ; that is merely an accidental circumstance, which has

no connection with the principle upon which freight is given. It

may happen that cargoes are sometimes brought to a more bene-

ficial market in consequence of captiu^e, but the Court will not

institute an enquiry into such a fact, laborious in its process and

uncertain in its result, when the only question is whether the

contract of affreightment has been fulfilled or not. But it is said

that these ships were taken at a time when tliis country and

Portugal were in a state of hostility, or, rather, of approaching

hostility, and it certainly did happen afterwards that in conse-

quence of the unfortunate predicament in which tliat country was

placed the goods could not go on, but there was not an existing

incapacity upon them at the time of capture ; it was entirely

owing to the ship that they were prevented from proceeding to the

port of their destination. Tlie Coiu't sometimes looks to the cir-

cumstance of an approaching war, where the expectation of such

c2
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The
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Sir W. Scott.

TIIK NKUSTRA SKNoKA DF, LOS l)r)LOlJF,S.

iin f'vont api)Gars to have guided the conduct of the parties them-

selves Avhon ihe contracts were entered into, and in such cases it

feels itself justified in applying the principles that helong to a

state of actual war. But notliing of tliat kind appears in the

present case; tlicro is no part of the transaction that points to

such an oxi»octation, and, therefore, the mere existence of a state

of things verging to hostilities between the two countries is a cir-

cumstance which the Court cannot take into its consideration.

No freifflit due.

[E.hv. CO.]

1809

March 18.

THE NEUSTEA SENOEA DE LOS DOLOEES.

Ccijiture—Restitidion—Outhrcah of War—Peace—Dariuujes ami Costs.

A decree of restitution of a Spauisli ship was made, with costs and

damages. War broke out between Great Britain and Spain before the

decree was perfected. No step was taken dui-ing the war to obtain the

condemnation of the vessel. IMd, that on peace being made the claimant

was ill the same position as before the war, and was entitled to damages

and costs.

Tins was the case of a Spanish ship which had been captured

before Spanish hostilities, and restored with costs and damages

;

but no further proceedings took place at the time in consequence

of the breaking out of the war between the two countries. An
application was now made to the Court for a reference to the

registrar and merchants, on the ground that hostilities having

ceased the Spanish claimant was entitled to the benefit of the

former decree for costs and damages.

In support of the application, Aruohl and Swahci/.

Contra, Adfiin-'i.

Sir "W. Scott.—I am clearly of opinion that the objection is

not sustainable. It is true that the intervention of hostilities puts

the property of the enemy in such a situation that confiscation

may ensue, but unless some step is taken for that purpose, unless

there is souie legal declaration of the forfeiture, the right of the
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owner revives on the return of peace. Tliis is an acknowledged i809

l^rinciple in the Courts of common law, borrowed, in all probability,
'

from the general law of nations, and I see no reason for any The Neustba,...,, . , Sexoea
distinction here. We know that, in captui'es at sea, the general de Los

law is, that the bringing hifra j)nvsf(/it/, and even a sentence of

condemnation is necessary to convert the property; and although Sir W.Scott.

in some instances positive institutions have determined that a

possession of a certain number of hours is sufficient, yet this

proceeds uj)on the ground tliat a possession of so many hours is an

evidence of firm possession. Here there was no bodily possession,

nor indeed could there be; but still some judicial act might have

been done declaratory of the forfeiture to the Crown of those

rights which vested in the claimant under the decree for costs and

damages. It appears, however, that no step was taken for this

purpose on the part of the Crown, and I am, therefore, of opinion

that the rights of the Spanish proprietor do revive, and I refer it

to the Registrar and merchants to ascertain the amount of tlio

compensation to wliich he is entitled under the decree.

THE BELLONA. [Edw. 0:3.]

Joint Capture—Revenue Cutter— Siijlif,

A reveuuo cutter is not entitled to share of a prize uiercly on the

ground of boinj? in sight at the time of capture.

In this case a claim of joint capture was sot up by a revenue

cutter, on the ground of being in sight. There was no act of

assistance, and therefore the only question was whether the revenue

cutter, upon the mere fact of sight, must necessarily be presumed

to have the (oiIdiks ccipicndi so as to entitle her to share.

For the ca2)tor, tlie KIik/s A<lcoc((le and Sinihii/ contended that

a revenue cutter was to l)o considered as a private ship of war, and

that the fact of sight, without co-operation, would not entitle her

to sliare with the actual captor, which was in this case a King's

ship.

1809

March 1.
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1H09 On tho other side, A'/duis and Jrin/rr.—It is true that tho mero

March I. |'^,.( ,,f j^ig]j( ^viii ,„,t ciititlf! a privateer to sliaro witli a King's

TheBellona. sliip, because a privateer may oliooso whether she will jiursne or

not, and consequently the animus copioidi is not necessarily to bo

presumed. But revenue cutters stand upon a different footing,

and cannot be chisscd in all respects with private ships of war. In

the case of the Active (a), which had been recaptured by an armed

revenue cutter, a question arose whether the recapturing vessel was

to take a salvage of one-sixth as a private ship of war, or whether

she was to he considered as a King's ship. The Court in that case

gave only a salvage of one-eighth, and therefore if vessels of this

dosoriptiou are to be considered as King's ships where it operates

to theii' disadvantage, they are clearly entitled to the same character

where it may have a beneficial effect. These vessels are in the

public service, they are a description of force relied on for the

public security, and it cannot be said, because the protection of the

revenue is superadded to their other duties, that the capture of the

enemy is not their immediate duty.

The Kiii(f>i Advocate.—The case which has been cited has been

long overruled in this Court, which gives one-sixth to revenue

cutters, the same as to privateers in cases of salvage.

Sir W. Scott.—This is a question arising on the admission of

an allegation stating an interest, as joint captor, on the part of the

Falcon revenue cutter, armed with a commission of war. I observe

that there is no averment of actual co-operation, or that there was

any indication of a design to co-operate in the capture. All that

the allegation pleads is the mere fact of sight, and therefore if this

revenue cutter is entitled to share it must be upon the ground of

constructive assistance. It is a known rule of law that the mere

fact of being in sight would be sufficient to entitle a King's ship,

because in ships fitted out by the State for the express purpose of

cruising against the enemy, the animus capiendi is always presumed

;

but this presumption does not extend to privateers. In the one

case the duty is obligatory ; in the other, where private individuals

i'l) Ailm., May 10th, 1798.
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make captures at their own expense, they are engaged in a mere

commercial speculation, to be carried into effect by military means,

but dependent upon their own will in the particular acts and TheBellona.

exercises of their authority. Although they are authorized they Sir W. Scott,

are not commanded to captm-e ; it is a matter in which they are

left to their own discretion. But these vessels, employed in the

service of the revenue, are a class of ships of an anomalous kind,

partaking in some degree of both characters ; they belong to the

government and are maintained at the public expense, but it is not

for the purpose of making captures from the enemy. On the other

hand, they have commissions of war ; but then these are private

commissions, which impose no peculiar duties upon them. They

are not bound to attack and piu-sue the enemy more than other

private ships of war, and they are likewise unfavourably distin-

guished in this respect, that the advantages of capture are not held

out to them, the interest of all captures made by them being

reserved to the Crown. Primarily their duty is to protect the

revenue, and the capture of the enemy's vessels is engrafted upon

their original character. All they derive from these commissions

is an authority to attack the enemy, in addition to other authorities

that belong to their original and proper employment. On prin-

ciple, therefore, they can only be considered as private ships of

war. They are under no injunction to cruise against the enem}',

and are employed generally for fiscal purposes. It is true that

there is the addition of a military commission in time of war, but

that does not designate them anew ; it merely puts them on a

footing with other private ships of war, and I sliall, therefore,

reject the allegation.

THE PEINCIPE. [Edw. 70.]

CapUu-t~ Duty of Captors— Improper Port— Iicsiitidion—JJisallouaua of

Expenses.

It is the dutj- of a ciiptor to tako a i)ii/.e into a i)ort suitable for her,

and where expenses arc inciured by cajjtors who have had reasonable

ground for seizure in consequence of taking a vessel into a port not fit

for her, such expenses will bo disallowed on restitution.

The question in this case was, whether the captors were entitled usoo

to their expenses, which in the common course of these Portuguese ^V'"'"^ 22.
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1809 cases liiul usually l)oon allowed. Tho ship and cargo had been

March 22. pninouiiccd to ho rorttigucso property, reserving the question of

The captors' expenses ; and it was now objected that tho captors were

not entitled to Unit indulgence, as they had misconducted them-

selves by carrying tho vessel to an improper port, in consequence

of which she sustained damage, and it became necessary to unliver

the cargo.

Sir "W. Scott.—This is the case of a Portuguese ship of very

large dimensions, which was proceeding at the time of capture with

a cargo from one of the Portuguese settlements to Lisbon. The

detention of the ship was at the time perfectly justifiable, as it

-was for the pm'pose of preventing her fi-om falling into the hands

of the French, who were then in possession of Lisbon. The Coui't

has always held in these cases that the captors are entitled to full

indemnification for any expenses which may have arisen ; and it

is with pain that it ever feels itself compelled to deviate from the

rule. But it would be can-ying this indulgence of the Court much

too far to say that upon restitution of the property the Portuguese

owners should be answerable for expenses wantonly incun'ed against

all reason and judgment. It appears that the ship was lii'st brought

into the Channel under pretence of carrying her to a port in Eng-

land, but that the prize master afterwards shaped his course for

Guernsey, contrary to the representations of the master of the

ship, Avho conceived that it was not a proper place for the reception

of so large a vessel. It is no justification to say that this was the

port to which the privateer belonged, and that therefore it was the

proper port to cany her prize to. That is not necessarily so : the

first point to be looked to is the security of the vessel seized, and

everyone must see that the road of Guernsey was not a fit place

for that purpose. The Portuguese master took the alarm, and

calleil his crew together to protest, but still the captor persists in

his intention of carrying this vessel into an open port in the winter

season of the year. To say that every attention was paid to her

securit}' afterwards is not sufficient. If she was put into a state

of insecurity that act cannot be pm-ged away by any subsequent

care diu-ing her continuance in so hazardous a situation. It was
evident she could not remain there till the case was determined,
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SirW. Scutt.

aud if any expense has arisen in consequence it must fall upon the 1809

captors. It has heen said that they offered to convey her to a
'^^'""'^' ^""

port in Enjiland afterwards, and that the offer was refused by the The
i^ o

^
Principe.

Portuguese master ; but how was his consent in any degree neces-

sary -when they had the ship in their hands and under their con-

trol ? As far as I can collect the fact it was thus : finding the

ship was not in good condition, and that the capture was not likely

to end in a condemnation, the captors were desirous of getting rid

of the matter, and made an offer to the master to proceed to Ports-

mouth on his own responsibility. Now, if that was tlie proposal,

if lie was to take the risk upon himself, it was an offer which he

was not only not bound to accept, but an offer which it was his

duty to reject. I am, therefore, of opinion that the captors are

not exonerated ; and in granting them their expenses generally I

shall disallow the expense of the unlivery of the cargo, which

became necessary entirely from their own misconduct, in carrying

this vessel to a place where she could hardly fail to receive some

damage, and tliat, too, in opposition to the representations of the

master (a).

THE PROSPEP.—THE HOLSTEIN. [Kc1«. "^
]

Fnujlit—lkstitution—RUjht of Croivn.

The Crowu is entitled to freight as succeeding to the vighU of tho

enemy sliip owners, tliougli not decreed jirior to the breaking out of

hostilities.

These Danish ships liad been captured tui a voyage from Toa- ^^'-^^

ningen to Lisbon with cargoes documented as Portuguese property,

and ultimately restored as such. The ships had been restored by

consent in the first instance, reserving the adjudication of tlio

cargoes and the question of freight and expenses: it was now

submitted to the Court that in consequence of the subsequent

intervention of Danisli hostilities these freights should be con-

demned to the Crown.

Sir AV. Scott.—In objection to this demand for freight on tlm

part of tlie Crown, it is said that it will operate wdtli a considerable

(o) Seethe JVi(i</iiiii/l<iii, Vol. I. p. oo').

April 2.3.
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1809 degree of hanlship u|ion tho owners of tlio cargoes in these cases if

^//*»-i/ 2,).^ the tlcmaiul is accede !(l to; on tlio other side it has heen pressed,

The rnospKH. x;H]i equal earnestness, upon tho consideration of the Court, that,

iloi-sTKiN. unless tlio .strict rule is applied, there will not ho funds suflicient

Sir "W. Scott, in flip hiinds of llie Crown to remunerate tho eaptors. These are

considerations to which I shall pay very little attention, as they

can have no influence in the decision of the question. The Court

must proceed upon general rules, and it will sometimes happen

tliat general rules press hard in individual cases ; on the other

hand, I am not to look to a possible deficiency of the fund for

answering other purposes. It is my business to apply the law to

the ease itself, and I have only to consider upon what principle of

adjudication this question is to be determined. These Danish

ships, which had not been brought in upon their own account,

were restored by consent, reserving the question of freight and

expenses; and the cargoes which stood over for adjudication have

since beeu given up to the Portuguese claimants in consequence of

the favourable change which has taken place in the situation of

that country. It is clear that those cargoes were not originally

destined to this country, and, by the general law merchant freight

would not be due, because the contract of affreightment has not

been completed. But in this Court it is held that where neutral

and innocent masters of vessels are brought into the ports of this

country on account of their cargoes, and obliged to unliver them,

they shall have their freight upon the principle that the non-

execution of the contract, arising from the incapacity of the cargo

to proceed, ought not to operate to the disadvantage of the shij^.

This rule was introduced for the benefit of the ship owners, and

to prevent the rights of war fi'om pressing with too much severity

upon neutral navigation. Now it happens that, in consequence of

Danish hostilities, these freights have become enemy's property,

and the question is whether the right passes over to the Crown.

By the Order in Coimcil which directs that fi-eight due or payable

to Danish subjects shall be paid to the Crown, it is decided that it

does ; but a distinction has been taken in this case on the groimd

that there having been no declaratory sentence, there is no vested

interest. It is contended that the freight is a chose in action, and

can only be recovered by a suit at law ; and that here the Danish
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owner ha-sang become an enemy he cannot pray a sentence, and I809

the riglit remains extrinsic. Now it is certainly true that the ^'" '•

captor, which is the Crown in tliis case, does not acquire extrinsic The Peospeb.

right more than it would become subject to any extrinsic Holsteix.

bm-thens which might attacli to tlie ship; and, thoroforo, if this sir W. Scott,

is an extrinsic right, it will dispose of the question. The first

question then is whether it is to be so considered or not. Now,

undoubtedly, when a ship is brought in, and amves at what is

legally considered as her port of delivery, the right to freight is

ufjt extrinsic. The master is not bound to establish his riglit by a

proceeding at law ; he has possession of the cargo, and has a right

to retain that possession till his demand is satisfied; and this

forms a material distinction from those other rights in which the

intervention of a Court of justice is required. It is just the same

with respect to the obligations of the vessel ; if one of these ships

had been in a private dock for the purpose of being repaired, the

Crown could only have made the seizure subject to the detainer

for repairs. But it is said that here there could be no corporal

apprehension, because these cargoes had been separated from the

ships ; but in what manner had they been separated .^ Why, by

substituting bail for the bodily possession of the cargo. This is

done merely for the convenience of the parties, and is by no means

intended to place the OAvner of the ship, who has a lien upon the

cargo, in a worse situation ; the Coui-t merely substitutes one

security for anotlier, it changes the nature of his security, but does

not lessen it. Suppose the Crown had seized the ship with the

cargo on board, there can be no dou1)t that it would have been

entitled to tlie freight, for the Danish master was entitled, and

might have retained the cargo till he was paid ; and unless it can

be said tliat this practice of taking bail alters the nature of his

riglit so as to deprive him of his legal remedy, he must be con-

sidered, in point of law, though not in point of fact, as still in

possession of the cargo. Taking it, therefore, that the Danish

master, when here, was entitled to the freight, the Crown, which

is substituted for him(r/), has the same right, and I do not see that

((() In the C<»istu))iia IJarh'ssm (April 4, 1810), money had been advunci'il [Kilw. 2:32.]

during the voyage by tho cargo owner to the master to prevent burrowing

on a bottomry bond ; siich money was at the end of tho voyage to be applied
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180!) tlin raoro absence of a declaratory sentence imposes any additional

^^f'*'
'^•''-

hardslili) u])on the owner of the cargo. It lias been said that he

TuE rRospEii. might liavo sliown cause against the Danish master ; so he may

jIoi"tein. iiow, and "witli nK)ro advantage against the Crown than against

the Dunisli master, who was in possession of more facts to meet

any oLjettions which might have been made to the payment of

the freight. And although I wish to press with as light a hand as

possible on the owners of these Portuguese cargoes, yet, consider-

ing that there was no necessity for a declaratory sentence, and

that this was a vested interest of which the Danish master was in

possession, and of which he was not deprived by the mere substitu-

tion of the bail, I am of opinion that the Crown is entitled to the

freight.

to average, or regarded as a payment in respect of freight. tSir W. Scott

said :
—"The sliip was seized and condemned to the Crown, which then suc-

ceeded to all the rights of the Danish master against the cargo, and to all

the obligations to which he had subjected himself, so far as they arise out of

that identical transaction iipon which his claim against the cargo is founded.

There may be other rights and obligations arising out of foreign and remote

transactions with which the Crown is not affected ; and upon this principle

bottomry bonds have been disallowed, either because they do not arise out

of the individual transaction, or, if they do, because the obligation is con-

tracted with third persons, and not between the owners of the ship and cargo.

But the Crown is bound to take cum oiicre, though not cum onere uitirersali

;

and as the owners of the ship and cargo were entitled to set off against each

other all dediictions arising out of this immediate transaction, the Crown,

which succeeds to the rights of the neutral master exactly in that proportion

in which he would have possessed them, in accepting those rights is bound

to make such deductions as the Danish master would have allowed if ho had

continued neutral. Then, what was the condition of the neutral master, in

common justice and by the law merchant, as it has been certified to the

Court ? The merchant, who had advanced this money under an uncertainty

whether it was ultimately to be considered as average or freight, had a right

to consider it as an advance of freight as soon as it became certain by the

event that no average was due. The right of making the deduction could

never have been made a question between the master and the owner of the

cargo ; and the voyage being now terminated, by capture, as entirely as if

the ship had arrived at Yarel, the Crown can claim no exemption from

observing the same conduct. "Where the Crown takes to itself the rights of

one of the parties against the other, so far as they arise out of the indi-

vidual transaction, I am of opinion that it is to the same extent bound by the

obligations of that party towards the other, and therefore, without breaking

in upon the principle that the Crown is not to regard latent remote claims of

third parties arising on foreign transactions, I shall allow the money which

had been advanced to be deducted from the fieight.''
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THE PENSAMENTO FELIZ. [Edw. iio.]

Salva<je—Rescue of f^hip and Cargo—Hostile Port.

A ship and her cargo were in a Spanish, port, and were hrought out hj-

the boats of an English ship of war. The port at such time was within

the influence of the French, though not occupied by them. Ilthl, that

this was a military salvage. Jli/d also, that if this were not military

salvage, it was a case of salvage over which the Instance Court would

have jurisdiction.

This wns a Portuguese ship, with a cargo belonging to British 1809

and Portuguese mercliants, which had put into the port of Muros, '^"^!^ ^^-

in Spain, in consequence of having sustained damage on lier

voyage from Pernambuco to Liverpool. The vessel was hrought

out by the boats of the Endi/miou frigate, at which time there were

only four persons on board. The ship and cargo were restored

;

but it appearing that a considerable benefit had been rendered to

the parties interested in the property by this interference of the

captors, a question arose as to the nature of the salvage to which

they were entitled.

Sir W. Scott.—The question principally agitated here has been,

whether the rescuing of this ship and cargo is a service of that

description which will entitle the party to salvage under the Act of

Parliament. No one can deny that the property has been rescued

from considerable peril by Captain Capel, and that he is entitled

to a remuneration of some kind or other ; but it is contended that

the service rendered was not of a military kind, and that therefore

it is a matter not cognizable in the Prize Court. Now, supposing

it were clear that there really was no salvage as of war, the effect

of this objection would only be that I should put the parties to the

expense of a new proceeding in the Instance Court by transferring

this case from one jurisdiction to the other. There is no doubt

that the Court of Adniu-alt}' has a general jurisdiction to reward

services of this natui'e, and that the party would recover by action

in the Instance Court; but then the proceeding there would bo

attended with fresh expenses. As the question, therefore, has

arisen incidentally here, the Court would be disposed to lay hold of
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if<"!' jiiiy circumstancos tliat miglit glvo this service the cliaracter of a

'"'•'.'_ war ealvago, and to press thorn with more effect tliaii it might

TiiK Pknsa- otliprwiso do, for the purpose of l)ringing tlio caso Avltliin the juris-

diction wliich has been already exorcised upon it; and taking all

tho eircuiustances together, I think there is enough to justify the

Court iu so doing. This ship was in tho port of Muros when the

French took possession of tho place ; it is true they had retired to

proceed on another expedition, but they were not driven away,

their hand was still in effect upon the town, and they had it in

their power to return whenever they thought proper. Tlio principal

liersons of tho place were iu the French interest, and entirely

disposed to second any attack upon British or Portuguese property,

and it is highly improbable that they would willingly have suffered

this ship and cargo, which they knew to be destined for England,

to come away without molestation. The French, too, were near at

hand, and not unlikely to return ; and under such circumstances,

and to protect the parties from further expense, I think I am not

guilty of any violent straining of the principle in pronoimcing this

a military service, and consequently that the parties under the Aet

are entitled to a salvajire of one-eifjhth.

[Ed,^. 185.] THE L'ACTIF.

Cuptitre— Vessel of War—Prize Ad [a).

"WTien a Britisli ship captui-ctl by the enemy has been converted into a

vessel of war, the title of the British owner ceases entirely from that

moment.

isio This was a British prize vessel, which had been recaptured from
""""'^ •

the French, and the question was, whether the former British

OANTiers were entitled to restitution on salvage under the cii'cum-

stances of the case. It appeared that at tho time when the

reoaptm'e took place the ship was sailing, under French colours, as

a merchant vessel, on a voyage from L'Orient to Nantes, s^ath a

cargo of sugar, cotton, and other goods. She had no commission

of war nor any arms except a few muskets for self-defence ; but

(o) See now Naval Prize Act. 1864 (27 & 28 Tict. c. 25), s. 4.
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ail affidavit was made by the mate, who deposed that she had isio

cruised as a French privateer for two months against the commerce '^"""^n/ 3.

of this country ; and there was also a register of this ship as a The L'Actif.

French mercliant vessel on board, in which it was recited that she

had formerly been fitted out as a privateer at Ilochelle. On these

grounds it was submitted that the British claimants were barred

from restitution under the exceptive clause of the Prize Act.

Sir W. Scott.—The question in this case turns upon the inter-

pretation of a clause in the Prize Act, the words of which are

undoubtedly very large, for it provides that " if such ship or vessel

so taken sliall appear to have been, after the taking by his Majesty's

enemies, by them set forth as a ship or vessel of war, the said ship

or vessel shall not be restored to the former owners or proprietors,

but sliall in all cases, whether retaken by any of his Majesty's

ships or by any privateer, be adjudged lawful prize for the benefit

of the captors." Here, then, is a rule as broad and universal as

can well be laid down, and the terms in which it is expressed are

such that, if this Court were disposed to escape from its conditions,

it would find it very difficult to furnish any sufficient apology

for so doing. In the Act itself no policy is pointed out for the

foundation of tlie rule, but it is laid down in general terms and in

the past tense. It is, however, agreed on all hands that this

particular clause was intended by the legislature as a stimulus

to exertion proportioned to the danger of the undertaking, and

therefore it has been argued that it is confined to vessels which are

actually under commission when retaken. Now it is not without

its use, in the interpretation of this statute, to consider ^^hat was

the original state of the existing law upon tliis subject. Tlie rule

of tliat law was, that wliere a ship was taken and carried ii/J'ra

2)>'(csidifi, and especially after a sentence of condemnation, the ship

became the property of the captor, and, if retaken, the former

owner had no Jus posf/iniiiiii ; and this continued to bo the general

law of Europe down to a very late period. This country, as a

commercial country, has departed from it, and has made a new

and ]x>culiar law for itself in favour of mercliant property recap-

tured, introducing a policy not then adopted by other countries,

and differing from its own more ancient practice. A rule of policy
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1810 SO infvoducod must still bo considered as an exception from the

Jiniuary 3.
g(.,i(>i.(il law, and is to bo iii<ori)r('ted, whoro any doubt arises, with

Tub li'AcTiF. a loaning to that general law which is no furtlier to be departed

Sir W. Scott, from than is expressed. V>y the terras of this clause vessels are

excepted which " shall ai)pear to have been set forth for war."

Th<' policy of this exception is not expressed, but it amounts, I

think, to a declaration that the more lenient rule adopted by this

country does not apply to a case attended with the present circum-

stances ; and imless it can be proved that, in enacting this clause,

the legislature had nothing else in view but to encourage the attack

of armed vessels, it cannot bo allowable for this Court to assume

that such was the sole policy of the Act, to the effect of confining

its operation to that single case. I think it more probable that

where the former character of a vessel had been once obliterated by

lier conversion into a ship of war the legislature meant to look no

further. From that moment the title of the former owner and his

claim to restitution were entirely extinguished, and could not be

revived again by any subsequent variation of the character of the

vessel. His title being once gone is gone for ever. The words of

the Act of Parliament are broad and general and in a retrospective

form, and I feel it difficult to retreat from the obligations they

impose upon me. At the same time, as this is a new case, I shall

allow the claimants their expenses.

[Eavv. 102.] THE HENEY.

Salvage—Sale hi/ Enemy Vaptur—Right to lieirard.

Personal risk is not a necessary element of the salvage of a vessel

captured by a belligerent. ILhl, therefore, that where a neutral

ostensibly purchased a captured ship from a belligerent cruiser with the

object of restoring her to her ]3riti;?h owner, he was entitled to salvage.

1310 This was the case of a British vessel which had been captured,

February 17. and was afterwards sold by the commander of the French privateer

to the master of an American vessel which he had taken on the

preceding day. After the purchase was effected all the Americans,

except two, were removed into the Hnn-i/, together with her own
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master and crew, and the American master then took the command 1810

upon himself, with the intention of carrying the ship into Milford ""
'"""-^

'\

Haven ; hut the weather proving unfavourable, she was driven into Th^ Hexey.

tlie port of Crookhaven in Ireland, and was there seized as prize by

Lieutenant Keenan, the commander of his Majesty's schooner

Cecilia.

An action was entered in a cause of salvage on behalf of the

American master, who stated in an affidavit, "that the captain of

the French privateer having informed him that ho intended to

burn the Henri/, as she was in ballast, and it would not be worth

his while to carry her to a French port, made an offer to sell tlie

ship to him for 900/. ; and being anxious to save the property for

the owners, and to prevent the crews of both vessels from being

carried to France, and being also strongly urged to accede to the

proposal by the supercargo of the Henry, who offered at the same

time to secure to him the repayment of 200/., being his proportion

of the purchase-money (as part owner), he was induced to draw a

bill for the sum of 900/. upon his agents in London in favour of

the owners of the privateer, in consequence of which he was put

into possession of the vessel, and shaped his course for England."

Sir TV. Scott.—The evidence upon which these claims of salvage

are founded consists of a number of affidavits, and the depositions

of three witnesses, who are examined, and who, I think, do not

give any very different representation of the facts of the case.

The master's account is, that " the ship was taken by the Decide^

French privateer, on the 28t]i October last ; that at the time his

vessel was taken the privateer had an American vessel in her pos-

session, called the John and Edward, of New York ; and that some

hours after the deponent and the supercargo, who had been carried

on board the privateer, were sent back to the Henry, together with

the master of the American ship, his crew and passengers. That

the American master brought with him the papers belonging to

the deponent's vessel, and told him tliat he had purchased the

Henry from the captain of the French privateer for 900/. That it

was intended the vessel should proceed for Milford Haven, but

having met with contrary winds, she was forced into Crookhaven,

in Ireland, where, after having been six days, she was seized by

R.—VOL. II. i>
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Ffbruary 17.

TUE IIlCNKY.

Sir W. Scott,

Lioutonaut Koonan, commander of the Cicilia tender." So that

here is nothing upon the face of the depositions to support the

suggestion that tho American master, after ho had purchased the

vessel, did not intend to carry her to a British port. He then

proceeds to state that " Lieutenant Keenan came on board, and

made inquiry for the master of the vessel, when the deponent

related to him all the cii'cumstances which had attended the vessel,

and informed him that ho had been the master, hut he did not

then know what ho was." Now, although this person was at a

loss how to describe himself, after the purchase of the vessel by the

American master, the legal relation will be the same. He says

fiirther, " that the American master, happening to return on board

soon after. Lieutenant Keenan demanded from him the ship's

papers, which he accordingly delivered iip ; and on the following

day Lieutenant Keenan took out the American crew and possessed

himself of tho vessel." The same account is given by the other

witnesses, and I think it results from this evidence that there was

nothing that was otherwise than meritorious in Lieutenant

Keenan's taking the control of the vessel under the peculiar cir-

cumstances of the case. That merit, however, will not make him

a re-captor ; the ship is clearly not taken" out of the hands of the

enemy, though the measure he adopted might in some degree

contribute to the security of the vessel. The account of the

manner in which the Hcnnj was purchased by the American

master is contained more particularly in the affidavits of three

gentlemen who were passengers in the JoJm and Edward.

They state that " in the month of October last they agreed

with John Byers Burger, the master of the ship John and

Edward, for their passage from London to New York, and

having embarked with several other passengers, all British sub-

jects, they continued to prosecute their voyage until the twenty-

sixth day of the same month, when they were captured by the

French privateer La Decide ; that they were taken on board the

privateer and remained there about forty hours, when the privateer

fell in with and captured the hrig Henri/ ; that shortly after the

brig was taken the captain of the privateer offered to sell her to

Bm*ger for eleven thousand dollars, which he refused to give, upon

which tho captain of the privateer said he would burn the brig

;
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and after a treaty, which was carried on for some time between 1810

Burger and the captain of the privateer and Mr. Kerr, the super-
^^^>'""''!/ ^

'

cargo of the Henry ^ Burger, with the approbation of Kerr, agreed The Henby.

to give nine hundred pounds for '(\\q brig, and to secure the same Sir W. Scott,

by liis bills on London, of which sum Ken* then agreed to secure

two hundred pounds to Burger on his arrival in London. That on

the bills for that sum being so given, the captain of the privateer

put Burger into possession of the Henry and her papers, and im-

mediately sent Burger, together with the appearers and Hannay
and Kerr, on board the brig, with permission to Burger to proceed

in her to such port as he should think proper." Now this has been

represented as if it were an illegal transaction, and certainly, if the

American master had purchased the vessel upon his own account, it

would be so, as he could derive no title from the captors without a

previous sentence of condemnation. But if it was merely a trans-

action by which under the form and colom* of a sale he was to

recover the property for the owners, he has rendered them a very

meritorious service, and is justly entitled to a salvage. It is not

necessary that the recovery of the property should be attended

with personal risk to the salvor ; in cases where the enemy makes

a present of a captured vessel to a stranger, who has encountered

no hazard, who has not endangered a hair of his head, or laid out

a sixpence of his money, the Court has always held the party

entitled to a salvage if he has been the instrument of bringing the

vessel back to the possession of its owner. Now if by this

pretended sale the ship, which was otherwise consigned to destruc-

tion, has been recovered, it is surely not for the owner to quarrel

with the transaction and at the same time to take the benefit of it.

E-isk is not necessary to found a claim of salvage ; if it were so, it

cannot be denied that the vessel has been brought in safety to an

English port and restored to the hands of its owners at the risk of

this person's purse, and perhaps at the risk of his personal liberty,

because, for anything that I know to the contrary, these bills

might be put in suit against him on his return to America, and ho

might finally become answerable for them. Well, but it is said,

here was no intention to give the vessel up to her owners or to

bring her into a British port. Now every particle of the evidence,

which I shall presently notice, except the affidavits of Tooke, a

p2
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1810 passongor, aud of two seamen of tlio Ilcnry, points to an intention

February 17.
^jj ^^^ ^^^^ q£ ^^^^ American master of coming to this country.

TuE IIenky. The original purpose of the American master was to run the ship

Sir W. Scott, into Milford Haven, which is certainly a very proper port, and

from wlionce ho could with great facility have had communica-

tion with her owners ; but it happened that the weather proving

unfavourable the ship was driven into Crookhaven, and on the

sixth day after her arrival there she was seized by Lieutenant

Keenan. Here, then, is the overt act which is sufficient evidence

of the intention of the American master to bring her to a British

port; and it affords no presumption against the fairness of his

intentions that he did not throw up the ship, which was his only

security, immediately on his arrival at Crookhaven. In the short

interval tliat elapsed between his arrival there and the seizure of

the vessel, he might have had no sufficient opportunity of opening

a communication with her owners, or of obtaining proper advice

with respect to the mode in which he was to proceed, for he had

clearly a right to make his own indemnification a matter of

negotiation. The averment which is contained in the affidavits of

Tooke and of the two seamen, " that Burger threatened to carry

them into a French port unless they would consent to give him

two hundred pounds," I take it to be perfectly fabulous; it is so

repugnant to all rational belief that I think the sooner that

affidavit retu-es from observation the better ; if such had been the

fact, it would certainly have come out in the depositions and the

affidavits of the thi-ee other passengers, who, however, appear to

know nothing of it. Then what is there to diminish the merit of

this salvage which has been effected imder the colour of a sale,

though no real sale took place. The property has been rescued

from destruction, and brought to a British port, which certainly

would not have been done if this American master had intended

to nm away with the ship. It is a clear case of salvage, and the

American master must be protected against the bills dra\sTi by
him for the payment of the French captor. I shall therefore give

him three hundred pounds over and above the amount of these

bills, which, reckoning the property at tkree thousand pounds, will

be one-seventh of the remainder. To the King's ship I shall

allow thii-ty pounds, with the expenses, as it must be admitted
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that the vessel came into the port in Ireland under very anomalous isio

T . • • I Februaru 17.
and suspicious circumstances. :^

The Hexey.

Sir W. Scott.

THE AETHUR. [Edw, 202.]

Blockade—Capture—Ship in Improper Place—Inquiry for Pilot—Condemna-

tion.

A vessel is not justified in approaching close to a blockaded port to

obtain a pilot for a non-blockaded port or cbannel, and is liable in

consequence to condemnation.

This was the case of an American ship bound from Providence, I810

ostensibly to Heppens, and captured near the King's buo}' in the '^affirmed

Eras, which river the master stated himself to have entered for the
'^"""gl'j'

'"^'

purpose of procuring a pilot for the Yadhe.

Sir "W. Scott.—This American ship, with a valuable cargo on

board, was seized on the ground of a breach of the blockade of the

Ems. I need not say that it is at all times an unpleasant part of

the duty of this Court to enforce the rules of blockade, wliieh,

though founded in strict justice, are necessarily harsh in theii-

operation. At the same time the Court feels it to be a part of its

duty, which it must conscientiously and strictly discharge, without

departing from those rules which have been abeady laid down as

necessary for the support of this belHgerent right. In this case

the fact is not denied that the ship was taken in a port which is

blockaded, and therefore the whole burthen of exonerating himself

from the penal consequences Lies upon the party. He must show

that he was led there by some accident which he could not control,

or by some want of information which he could not obtain. In

doing this he must prove his whole case, and, however innocent his

intentions may have been, he must explain his conduct in a way

consistent not only witli tlie innocence of himself and of his owner,

but he must bring it within those principles which tlio Court has

found it necessary to la}' down for the protection of this belligerent

right of this country, and witliout which no blockade can ever be

maintained. The facts in this case are contained in the evidence

in preparatory^ and in the letters found on board. By the letters

A * V Vt a'* i

i 1 5 :^ t) /
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1810 it appears tlmt tlioro was a vory strong incliuation on the part of

February 23.
^^^^ owncrs tlmt tho cargo should Lo deliverod at Emdcn, if it

TubAbtiiuu. should turn out to bo an open and permitted port; and Iho same

SirW. Scott. inclliK'iiiou is very strongly expressed in the instructions which are

given to tho master, as the hiws of his conduct. The instructions

aro in these words :
" Should you hear on your passage that the

British orders are rescinded, and the ports of Holland open to our

trade, }-ou may go to tho Texel ; otherwise, instead of going to the

port of clearance, you aro to proceed to the Ems ; a passage into

which river, to the eastward of the island of Juist, is left open by

the British Order in Council of 17th May. Should tho whole of

the Ems bo blockaded specially, you are to proceed to the Yadhe,

which river will undoubtedly be left free. Whether you arrive

in tho river Yadhe, or at either of the other places, we request you

to make immediate inquiry for Mr. Samuel Greene, who went in

om' ship Robert Hale, and was to remain in Europe to transact the

business of one or two vessels for our account. By our last accounts

he was at Rusterziel, on the Yadhe, but on your arrival we think

he may be at Emden or Amsterdam." This being the case, it

should by all means have been expressed in the open papers that

the intention was that the ship should proceed to the Texel or to

the Ems, if permitted to do so. These were primarily her ports of

destination and ought not to be dissembled, otherv^dse the belli-

gerent may be deceived and his rights eluded. I must observe

also that a preference so distinctly expressed is not very consistent

with the account given by the master, that his destination was to

the Yadlie. On this, however, I shall not lay much stress, because

it is open to the answer which has been suggested by counsel, that

upon receiving information of the blockade of the Ems, that which

was before only a contingent destination became definitive. How-
ever, in point of fact, he is foimd in an interdicted place, and

he must account for his being in such a situation most satis-

factorily. In answer to the third interrogatory, the master admits

that he met his Majesty's ship Desiree off the Texel, and was then

informed that the Ems was blockaded, except one passage, through

which it was physically impossible for him to pass, so that if he

was in any doubt of the fact before, that doubt was entirely

removed. How he got so near to the Texel does not clearly
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ajjpear, but, however, " there," he says, " he was informed by the 1810

commander of the Bcsircc, that if he would go to the island of
^^^"""'^ ^^-

Borkum, he would be sure to get a pilot for the Yadhe." He The Aethite.

says, "that he lay at anchor off Borkum dming the night where SirW. Scott.

he did not succeed in getting a pilot, but was informed by a boat

(of what description is not stated) that if he went up the Ems he

would there get a pilot for the Yadhe, and that he accordingly

weighed anchor and proceeded up the Ems." On this I must

observe, that the small craft of the enemy was the very worst

source to which he could refer himself for information ; any intel-

ligence received from such a quarter on such a subject is liable to

great suspicion, and could afford no gi-ound of justification. In

his answer to the twenty-ninth interrogatory, ho speaks in pretty

much the same language ; he says, " that failing in his endeavours

to procure a pilot at Borkum, he went up the eastern Ems for that

purpose." Now, in the first place, the fact that such was his real

errand to the Ems is justly liable to great doubt, because it is

surely not in the u^ual course of things that a pilot of one river

should station himself in the navigation of another. Still less is it

to bo expected that a pilot, whose bread depends upon employ-

ment, should be found plying in an interdicted river where little

or no trade was carrying on, and especially when it is to be

exj)ected that there would be a constant concourse of vessels else-

where. If, however, this American master had received such

information from the Dutch boat, it is strange he should not

perceive the probable fallacy of it ; but supposing this information

to have been not improbable, was he at liberty to act upon it in

the manner which he did ? I am of opinion he was not ; if he had

any such expectation, it was not his business to run his ship so

many leagues up the river, he might have sent his boat to the

man-of-war to inquire whether a pilot for the Yadlie could be

obtained there, and if the fact turned out to be so, there certainly

could be no necessity for the ship to go up for the pilot, who

might without difficulty have been brought down in the boat.

He was not at liberty for any such purpose to place his ship on a

forbidden spot, whither he had been told he was not to go ; and

therefore I think he did not proceed to act upon the information

given by the Dutch boat in a lawful manner, if any such was

given. I do not see how it can bo more permissible to go up to a
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1810 blockading squadron to inquire for a pilot than to procuro infor-

FtJn-uary 23.
„i,,|i,,„ relative to <lu' blockade itself. Of the two, it seems less

TiiK AnrnxTB. venial, hecauso in Ihat case the fact of an actual knowledge of the

SirW. Scott. Llockado is admitted ; in the latter there is at least the possibility

of ignorance. I am clearly of opinion that upon the principles

already laid down by this Court («), and from which, however harshly

thoy may oporato in individual cases, it cannot recede without a

total abandonment of belligerent rights respecting blockade, this

ship and cargo must be condemned.

[EJw. 210.] THE PROGRESS.

Recapture—Salvage—Place of Valuation—Freight.

Whcro vessels which had been chartered from the United Kingdom

to O. and back were recaptiu-ed at O. :

—

Held, that salvage was due on

the entire freight.

The value of recaptured property is to be taken at the place of restitution.

IS 10 This case arose out of the recapture of certain Portuguese and

ifffinncd'
British ships in the harbour of Oporto. Salvage was held to be

Januanj 26, ^^iQ ou the British ships only.
1811.

^ -^

Judgment. . . . The second question which I have to determine

is, whether the valuation of the property recovered is to be taken

here or at Oporto. And I confess that, on the first view of the

subject, I was disposed to hold that the valuation ought to be

made upon an estimate of the actual value of the property at the

time when it was rescued from the hands of the enemy ; but upon

further consideration of the words of the Act of Parliament, and

the practice of tliis Com-t, I am of opinion that it is at the place of

restitution that the value is to be fixed. If the captors permitted

the masters of these vessels to take possession at Oporto, it was

merely a private arrangement for the accommodation of the

claimants ; but the actual and legal restitution is that which the

Court makes when it pronoimces in favour of claim, after the pro-

perty has been brought in for adjudication. "When that is done,

according to the phraseology of all the Acts of Parliament the

captor is to receive one-eighth part of the true value of the goods

60 to be restored, and I think I should depart fi'om the principle

which the clause of the Act has in view if I were to admit the

(a) See the Neutralitd, Vol. I. p. 521.
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Sir W. Scott.

application of a different rule in this case merely because the captors isio

had, for mutual convenience, given up the possession of the vessels
"'

at Oporto, and had suffered them to be navigated home under the The

care of their crews. It must be supposed that m suffering them

to go away the captors made only a provisional restitution, subject

to all rights, and upon an understanding that the valuation should

be afterwards determined. The introduction of a different rule

would be attended with this inconvenience, that the captors would

be induced to bring the vessels themselves to the port of restitution,

and to retain possession of them, subject to all the rights which

captors have upon them, and with the probability of great incon-

venience to the owners and their cargoes. At the same time,

when I say that the true rule is to take the valuation at the

place of restitution, it must be understood that the value is to be

considered with reference to the moment of arrival in port ; for,

most nndoubtedly, the captors can have no right to a salvage on

any additional value which the cargo may acquire by the pajmient

of duties and other incidental expenses incurred afterwards. These

are adventitious augmentations of the value, which must be de-

ducted from the proportion which the captor is to receive, and the

registrar and merchants will attend to the distinction. The last

question which I have to determine is, whether any and what

salvage is due upon the freights of those vessels which had been

chartered in this country under an agreement to proceed to Oporto

in ballast, for the purpose of bringing home these cargoes of wine,

and in consequence of the recapture have been enabled to carry

that purpose into effect. Now, it is clear that a service has been

rendered to the vessels so circumstanced, and it is a service which

goes the length of putting them in a condition to recover their

whole freights, which depended entirely upon their final arrival

here. As to the freights of the vessels that were taken up at

Oporto, no salvage is asked upon them, and certainly it could not

have been contended that any would bo due, as the voyage had

not commenced. But these vessels, which had gone to Oporto

from this country under a charter-party for one entire voyage out

and home and had already performed the outward voyage, were in

the course of earning their freights at the time of capture ; they

had actually broke ground, as the phrase is, and had entered upon
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ifarch G.

Thk
Proohess.

Sir W. Scott.

thai aJvcnturo out of wlilcli tlioir profits wcro to ariso. "Wlille

lying in tlio liarljour of Oporto thoy were in the course of earning

tluMr freights ; tlicy "svoro i)i if/'j/rrr, and the salvage is as clearly

duo as if thoy had boon caj)tured at sea. If there had been two

distinct voyages, as is sometimes the case in charter-parties, dis-

tinguishing the outward from the homeward voyage, the case

would have assumed a different aspect ; but where a ship goes out

under a charter-party to proceed to her port of destination in

ballast, and to receive her freight only upon her return, the Court

is not in the habit of dividing the salvage. These, therefore, are

the determinations I have come to : first, that no salvage is due on

the Portuguese property ; secondly, that the valuation is to be

taken at the port of restitution dedudis dcducendis ; and thirdly,

that where a ship goes out under a charter-party for the voyage

out and home, salvage is due upon the whole freight.

[Edw. 224.]

1810

March 13.

THE MADISON.

Neutral Shij)—Despatches—Letters from Enemy's Government to Enemy's

Consul in Neutral Country.

A neutral ship carrying dospatclies from an enemy's government to its

consul in a neutral country was in the circumstances restored subject to

payment of captors' expenses.

This American ship had been captured on her former voyage by

a French privateer and carried into Dieppe, from whence after

obtaining her liberation she was proceeding in ballast to Baltimore.

The compulsion under which the vessel went into the blockaded

port being sufficient to exempt her from the penalties of a breach

of the blockade, the counsel for the captors now pressed for con-

demnation, on the ground that among the papers on board were

some despatches from the enemy's government which the master

had not delivered up. It was also objected, that there were eight

passengers and a small quantity of antimony on board, and conse-

quently that the vessel must be considered as coming out with a

cargo.

Sir W. Scott.—Proceedings have been instituted against this

ship on various groimds, and, among others, on the ground that
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she had sailed from a blockaded port with a cargo and a numher isio

of passengers on board ; but it appears that the few articles which •^'"'''^' ^^-

she carried do not deserve the name of a cargo, and the passengers The

are not of a description to affix any hostile character to the vessel

conveying them. The only remaining objection to restitution is
SirW. Scott.

that the ship was carrying despatches from the government of the

enemy to America ; and the question is, in what manner this wUl

operate upon the vessel. The Com-t in several instances has had

occasion to consider the effect of carrying papers of a public nature,

and according to the different circumstances of the cases themselves

its decisions have been governed. In some it has held that

the conveyance of despatches for the enemy did affix an hostUe

character to the ship ; in others, attended with circumstances of a

different description, it has been held that the conveyance of them

was not of a criminal nature, and that though the vessel was justly

subject to the inconvenience of seizure and detention, it was not

liable to confiscation. I have now to consider to wliich of these

two classes the present case is to be assigned. The papers them-

selves had been transmitted to his Majesty's Government, and an

application has been made to the Secretary of State for information

respecting their real character. The manner in which they came

on board is stated by the master, who says, in an affidavit, " that

ho received them from a person who is employed under Mr.

Armstrong, the American ambassador at Paris, and that ho under-

stood they came from him." Certainly, if these paj^ers are really

of a hostile and illegal nature, it is not in the power of the American

ambassador to sanction them, or to protect the conveyance of them.

This Court has held, in cases of convoy, that even the interposition

of the sovereign of a neutral country will not take off the

criminality of an illegal act ; still less can an ambassador, acting

only under a delegated authority from his sovereign, be permitted

to assume a privilege so injurious to a belligerent whoso rights it

is his duty to respect. But the matter turns in this case upon the

character of the papers, as far as government has thought it proper

to characterise them. The answer from the Secretary of State's

office is, that No. 3 contains a despatch from the Danish Govern-

ment to the Danish Consul-General at Philadelphia ; and I think

I am to infer from this account, negatively, tliat all the other
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1810 pnpors aro of an innocent nature. Now I am of opinion tliat a

JfarcA 13.^ communication from the Danish Government to its own consul in

TiiK America docs not necessarily imply anything that is of a nature

'
liostilo or injurious to Iho interests of this country. It is not to

Sir W.Scott.
Ijo go presumed ; sucli communications must he supposed to have

reference to the business of the Consul-General's office, which is to

maintain tlio commercial relations of Denmark with America.

If such communications were interdicted tlie functions of the

olTicial persons would cease altogether. It has been said that

this communication of the Danish Government with one of its

delegates in another coimtry, through the medium of the American

minister at Paris, is a matter in which the neutral govern-

ment is not at liberty to interpose and carry on, and that the neutral

government is not to concert measures with the enemy for the

purpose of assisting in communications relating solely to his own

commerce. But I take this to be a correspondence in which the

American Government is itself interested. A Danish consul-

general in America is not stationed there merely for the purpose

of Danish trade, but of Danish American trade ; his functions

relate to the joint commerce in which the two countries are

engaged, and the case, therefore, falls within the principle which

has been laid down in the case of the Caroline (a) in regard to des-

patches from the enemy to his ambassador resident in a neutral

country. In the transmission of these papers America may have

a concern and an interest also, and therefore the case is not analo-

gous to those in which neutral vessels have lent their services to

convey despatches between an enemy's colon}- and the mother

country. Here there is no such departure from neutrality as to

subject the vessel to confiscation
;

yet, I cannot help observing,

that the conveyance of papers of this description for the enemy,

by American vessels, is a practice of which they would do well,

for various reasons affecting their own safety and convenience, to

bo more abstemious in the indulgence than the observation of this

Coiu't enables it to say they are. In this case the favourable

presumption arising fi'om the papers is strengthened by the

character of the person from whom they were received ; for it is a

presumption, which I am bound to maintain, that as the neutral

(rt) Vol. I. p. 607.

i
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master received these despatches from the hands of the American I810

minister, there is in that circumstance a guarantee of the innocence ^^'"^^' ^^•

of his conduct. This case is clearly not of a nature to call for The
„ . ilADISON.

serious judicial animadversion, and I shall therefore restore the

ship, giving the captors their expenses.
ir

.

co .

THE EAPID (No. 1).
[Edw. 228.]

Neutral Ship—Despatches of BelUfjeretd—Jfjuorance of Master—Non-official

Character of Sender of Despatches.

Where despatches from a belligerent subject were put on board a

neutral ship in a neutral port, in an envelope addressed to a private

individual, and among a number of private letters :

—

Held to bo an

exception to the general rule by vrhich. a neutral master cariying

despatches from a belligerent cannot set up the plea of ignorance of such

despatches in order to avoid liability for their carriage.

This was the case of an American ship which was captm-ed on isio

her voyage from New York to Tonningen, on suspicion of an affirmed'

intention to push into the Texel. But the question of destination ^"''^!^^'

being abandoned by the captors, they now contended tliat the case

came within the principle laid down by the Court in the case of

the Atalanta, as it had been discovered, that among the papers

given up by the master at the time of capture, there was a desj^atch

addressed to the Dutch colonial minister at the Hague, under

cover to a commercial house at Tonningen.

SiK W. Scott.—The question of destination being disposed of,

I have now only to consider what will be the legal effect of carry-

ing these despatches ; and as it appears that the practice of con-

veying papers of this description for the enemy prevails to a

considerable extent, I must take occasion to remind the proprietors

of neutral vessels that wherever it is indulged without sufficient

caution, they will inevitably subject themselves to very grievous

inconveniences. I should certainly be extremely luiwilling to

incur the imputation of imposing any restrictions upon the cor-

respondence which neutral nations are entitled to maintain with

the enemy, or, as it was suggested in argument, to lay down a

rule which would in effect deter masters of vessels from receiving

on board any private letters, as they cannot know wliat they may
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1810 contain. But it must bo understood that wliero a party, from want
March 21. ^f proper caution, sufferrf dospatclics to bo conveyed on board Lis

The Rapid, vessel, llic i>l< a of ignorance will not avail liira. His caution must

SirW. Scott, be proportioned to the circumstances under which such papers are

received. If lie is taking liis departure from a hostile port in a

hostile country, and still more, if the letters which are brought to

him are addressed to persons resident in a hostile country, he is

called upon to exercise the utmost jealousy with regard to what

papers he takes on board. On the other liand, it is to be observed

that where the commencement of the voyage is in a neutral

country, and it is to terminate at a neutral port, or, as in this

instance, at a port to which, though not neutral, an open trade is

allowed, in such a case there is less to excite his vigilance, and,

therefore, it may be proper to make some allowance for any imposi-

tion which may be practised upon him. But when a neutral

master receives papers on board in a hostile port, he receives them

at his own hazard, and cannot be heard to aver his ignorance of a

fact which, by due inquiry, he might liave made himself acquainted

with. The party in the present case has the benefit of the favoui'-

ablc distinction : these papers, with some others, were put on board

in an envelope, addressed to a person at Tonningen, who was

instructed to forward them to Holland ; but of this the master

swears he knew nothing. They turn out to be of a public nature,

conveying intelligence of importance to the government of the

enemy at the Hague ; and they begin, I observe, with an assertion

which I hope is not true. The wTiter says, " the letter and accom-

panying inclosures which I this day despatch to his Excellency the

Minister of the Colonies, via Tonningen, will, I expect, be com-

municated to you. I trust my conduct will be approved of by his

Excellency, and that he will please explain himself, both with

regard thereto as also respecting the contents of my letter to the

Marshal Daandels. The surest mode of correspondence is by way

of England or Paris, through the channel of the Dutch Minister,

as the American Minister will not refuse to inclose for him a letter

to me in his despatches." This, I hope, is rashly and injuriously

said : the Court cannot bring itself to believe that the accredited

minister of a country in amity with this would so far lend himself

to the pui'poses of the enemy as to be the private instiiiment of

I
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conveying the despatches of the enemy's government to their agent. ^^^^

The papers in question come from a person who seems to be

invested with something of a public character, though of a peculiar
°" Ra.pip.

kind, and they are upon public business, but I do not know whether Sir W. Scott,

they come strictly within the definition of despatches. The writer

of them had been sent to America from Batavia by the governor,

to beat up for volunteers among the American merchants, in the

hope of inducing them to embark themselves in the trade of that

settlement. How far he had been acknowledged by the American

Government does not appear. From the contents of the papers

themselves he seems to have been stationed in America, not hy the

Government of Holland, but by the Dutch governor of Batavia,

rather as a commercial agent to drive a bargain with individuals,

and to induce them to join in these speculations for the relief of

the Batavian trade, than for any purposes of a more diplomatic

nature. His commission was such that it might exist without his

being acknowledged as a public accredited minister by the Ameri-

can Government ; and therefore the claimant is, perhaps, entitled to

the benefit of the distinction which has been taken, that these

papers, though mischievous in thoir own nature, proceed from a

person who is not clothed with any public ofiicial character. They

came to the hands of this American master among a variety of

other letters from private persons : they were concealed in an

envelope, addressed to a private person, and were taken on board

in a neutral country. These are circumstances which would rather

induce the Court to consider this case as excepted from the general

rule, which does not permit a neutral master, carrying despatches

for the enemy, to shelter himself under the plea of ignorance. In

the present instance the American master denies all knowledge of

the contents of these papers, and the benefit of that denial will

extend to the cargo. It is not, therefore, a case in which the pro-

perty is to be confiscated, although in this, as in every other

instance in which the enemy's despatches are found on board a

vessel, he has justly subjected himself to all the inconveniences of

seizure and detention, and to all the expenses of those judicial

inquiries which they have occasioned.
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[Edw. 246.] THE FEIENDS.

Freight—Capture—Recapture.

A British vessel chartered to proceed to Lisbon arrived at tho mouth

of tho Tagus, and was thero warned off by a blockading squadron. She

was subsequently captured by a Spanish ship, and then was recaptured

by a British cruiser and taken to Madeira, where the ship and cargo

were sold. /AA/, that as tho loss of freight had been caused by a

calamity common to ship and cargo, the loss must be di\dded, and a

moiety of the freight must be paid by tho cargo owners.

1810 Sir "W. Scott.—This was tlie case of a British vessel which had
"^

' been chartered at Campeachy for the purpose of delivering a cargo

at Lishon. The ship had successfully prosecuted her voyage to

the very entrance of the Tagus when she was warned off by the

blockading squadron. Upon receiving this intimation she continued

for some days with the fleet, but a gale of wind coming on, which

blew her out to sea, she was picked up by a Spanish privateer, and

was soon afterwards retaken by a British cruiser and carried to

Madeira, where the ship and cargo were sold by the recaptors to

pay the salvage. A claim has since been given for the ship and

cargo, which was decreed to be restored, and the Court has now to

consider what freight is due under the circumstances of the case.

On the part of the owner of the ship, it is contended that the whole

of the freight is due, as the ship had actually gone up to the mouth

of the port to which she was destined. On the part of the owner

of the cargo, it is contended that no freight is due, as the cargo

was not delivered according to the terms of the charter-party.

Several cases from the Courts of common law have been cited, but

I confess it does not appear to me that any principle is to be

extracted from them that is applicable to the present question,

although I should have thought that some cases of British ships

which had come up to the very port of their destination, and were

prevented from discharging their cargoes there by tlie act of the

sovereign authority of their owti coimtry, must have occurred in

those Coiu'ts among the multiplicity of cases which the present

extended system of blockade has given rise to. In the case of the

American sliips bound to France or Holland, which were brought
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into the ports of this country under the prohibitory law, tlie full isio

freight was pronounced to be due where the owners of the cargoes "JL '
.

elected to sell here. Where they did not elect to sell here the The Fbiexds.

Court left it to them to settle the freight -with the owners of the Sir W. Seott.

ships. The Court considered a voj'age from America to this

country very nearly the same in effect as a voyage to those con-

tiguous countries to which those vessels were originally destined.

In all probability the markets of this country were not less favour-

able than in the blockaded ports, and no doubt the sale was effected

with every attention to the interests of the o'SNTiers of the cargo.

In th(jse cases the Coiu't gave the master the full benefit of tlie

freight, not by virtue of his contract, because, looking at tlie

charter-party in the same point of view as the Courts of common

law, it could not say that the delivery at a port in England was a

specific performance of its terms. But there being no contract

which applied to the existing state of facts, the Court found itself

under an obligation to discover what was the relative equity

between the parties. This Court sits no more than the Courts of

common law do to make contracts between parties, but as a Court

exercising an equitable jurisdiction. It considers itself bound to

provide as well as it can for that relation of interests which has

unexpectedly taken place under a state of facts out of the contem-

plation of the contracting parties in the course of the transaction.

The present case is marked with peculiar misfortune, because here,

after the ship had been stopped by the blockading force, she A\as

blown out to sea, and being subsequently taken out of the hands

of the master, she was carried by the recaptors to a distant port

and there sold, together with her cargo, at a great loss. In this

case, tlierefore, loss is unavoidable, and the only question is upon

whom the weight of it shall fall. Now if the incapacity of com-

pleting the voyage could be exclusively attributed to one of tho

parties, it would be proper that the loss should fall there ; but the

fact is that the calamity is common to both, for botli ship and cargo

were equally affected by the blockade. Th(^ ship could not have

entered the interdicted port in ballast, any more than the cargo

could have entered it in any other vehicle. The loss arises from

the common incapacity of the one and of the other. I think,

R.—VOL. II. ^
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isio thcveforo, that what equity would suggest is, tliat tlie loss shouM

'^"^'J
'^^-

bo divided ; and under these circumstances I shall direct a moiety

The FniENDs. of the freiglit to ho paid.

Sir W. Scott.

[raw. 219.] THE COUEIER

Licertce—Breach—Authority of Naval Officer to vary Licence.

An officer of a cruiser has no power to give peraiission to a ves.sel

trading -n-ith a belligerent under a licence to go to an interdicted port,

except in case of a nautical necessity.

1810 This ship had sailed on a destination from Pillau to Colberg,

JmeV^ but the master in the course of the voyage entertaining doubts as

to its legality, applied to the commander of a British cruiser, who

gave him permission to proceed. It was contended on behalf of

the claimants that although this w\as a prohibited voyage under

the Order of 7th January, 1807, the permission given by a British

officer was sufficient to entitle the case to a favourable distinction.

Sir W. Scott.—The Order in Council proliibits neutral vessels

to trade between ports from which the British flag is excluded, and

imder that authority this Court held that the trade between one

Prussian port and another was illegal. The other conclusion at

which the Court arrived was, that vessels are not to call for orders

at an interdicted port [a), and although that ride may press hard

in particular cases, and perhaps in this, yet if vessels were suffered

to touch at ports where they are not at liberty to trade, it would

enervate the whole effect of the prohibition, because it woidd be

impossible to devise any means by which they could be prevented

from delivering theii' cargoes there. In this ease there certainly

do appear to be some cu'cumstauces which indicate an intention on

the part of the master of coming on to this country after touching

at Colberg, but the fact is that at the time of capture the ship was

actually going to a Prussian port. Then what is there to take the

case out of this peril ? Nothing. It is clear that in the original

(a) See tlie Fran Magdalena, post.

i
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intention of tlie owners this cai-go -was to be sent on a prohibited isio

vojage ; the master after he liad got to sea became doubtful as to
^^'

the propriety of proceeding, and made inquiry of a British cruiser, The Coc-bier.

whose commander yery improjicrlj gave him permission to go on. SirW. Scott.

But it is not the mistaken exposition of this British ofRcer that

will alter the law of the case ; the Court has allowed misinforma-

tion upon a point of fact to be a fair ground of indulgence, but

upon a cpiestion of law the neutral is to look to other sources for

instruction. In this case, indeed, the ofRcer does not assume the

right of interpreting the law, but he assumes a right which he is as

little possessed of : that of superseding the Order in Council by

giving this vessel permission to go to the interdicted port. I do

not say a case might not occur in which the Cornet would be dis-

posed to hold an officer in his ^Eajesty's service authorized to

assume such a power, but it must be a ease of necessity, as, for

instance, where a shij) is in absolute want of provisions or is other-

wise incapable of proceeding to an open port, and where the neces-

sity alone without such permission given would be a sufficient

justification. Now it is not pretended that this is such a case ; all

that the certificate of the British officer says is, " I have permitted

this vessel to proceed fi'om Pillau with her cargo to Colberg." Did

he possess any authority to grant such permission, in tlie very face

of an Order in Council ? It cannot be. I am ver}^ sorry that this

conduct in the British officer has had the effect of misleading the

master of the vessel ; but at all events, his owners have not been

deceived ; theirs was the original purpose of sending the vessel to

an interdicted port, and from whicli purpose they had never

departed. At the same time, it is not without some degree of pain

that I condemn this ship and cargo as proceeding to an interdicted

port under an insufficient authority.

i
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[Edw. 2.V2.] THE <'1IAUL0TTA.

Blodade—Breach—NvceBsily for Repair—Justification.

A vessel went into a blockadod port under necessity for repairs, and

came ont without discharging her cargo. Hehl, that the entry into the

blockaded port was justifiable.

'^'^ Sir W. Scott.—This ease has already been before the Court
'— once or twice, and I have now come to a determination to permit

the attendance of Trinity Masters. It is the case of an American

ship which was proceeding on a voyage from Boston to Peters-

burg, and put into the Texel in distress. At the former hearing I

was much inclined to hold tliat, although a vessel going into a

blockaded port would be subject to condemnation, the legal i)re-

sumption that she is going in there for the purposes of trade was

ousted by the fact of her being taken coming out without having

delivered her cargo. But I think that the case, in the first

instance, is fit for further inquiiy, because if it shall turn out that

the ship went in for the purpose only of getting repaired, and that

the port of the Texel was a fair port to make, with reference to

the alleged distress, the case will be entitled to be favourably

considered. If, on the other hand, it should aj^pear that there

was no such necessity, the legal presumption -v^-ill be that she

actually went in there for the fraudulent purpose of delivering her

cargo, and it is not her having come out again without executing

that purpose owing to some unexpected change of cii'cumstances

that will entirely remove the illegality. At present the Coui't has

no absolute constat that the vessel came out with the original

cargo, as it has not been inspected ; but supposing the fact to be

tliat the cargo remains the same, but that she went in meaning to

dispose of it, and there found the rigour of the French decrees,

or the disadvantages of the market to be such as to frustrate the

intention : in that case the delinquency of a fraudulent intention

has actually been consummated, and the vessel would be subject to

confiscation. I am therefore desirous to look a little further into

the case, in order to know whether her going into the Texel, after

passing bv all the intermediate ports between the island of Sylt

and that place, was a step which, under the circumstances alleged,
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ought naturally to have been taken. The master states in liis 1810

deposition, " that having passed the Texel and made the island of
'""' '^'

Svlt, ho was driven hack by stress of weather and compelled to put The
,, -r 1 • T ii T 1 • T

ClIAELOTTA..
into port. I think, therefore, that I see enough m the case to

make it not improper to require the attendance of Trinity Masters,

ill order to ascertain how far the Texel was fairly a ]>referable port

under all the circumstances of the case. Certainly it is a port

which ought not to have been resorted to unless under the clearest

necessity.

On a subsequent da}' the Trinity Masters gave it as their

opinion that the deviation was necessary, and that the Texel was

faii'ly a preferable port, as the state of the wind made it impossible

for the ship to proceed to Gottenburgh, and there were circmn-

stances which made the ports in the neighboui'hood of Sylt

objectionable. This being a sufficient justifieation, the ship and

cargo were ultimately restored.

THE JAMES COOK. [Edw. 26i.]

Blockade—Breach—Change of Intention.

Tho intention to enter a blockaded port may be abandoned ; but if a

vessel is captured in a place conclusive against the presumption of such

abandonment, she will be condemned.

Sir W. Scott.—This American ship, though navigating witli a I810

professed destination to Tonningen, was captured at the entrance " '^
'

of the Texel, three or four miles west of Kickdown. The situation

of the vessel will justify the legal conclusion that the master

intended going into that port for the purpose of disposing of his

cargo, and throws tlio onus upon him of exonerating himself by

just and satisfactory explanations. "What, then, is the account

given by the master in this case ? He says nothing of the situa-

tion of the vessel at the time of capture, and this is the more

alarming, because he is principally concerned in tlie navigation of

her. Now, in any case of this nature, supposing it to be fraudu-

lent, it is obvious that the master must be the principal agent, and
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1810 il is lii;;lily laoluiblo tliat tho luati- idso is u party to ih: fraud,

^^HjL"^- Ijecauso bucli a i)luii is not easily earned on without the assistance

The of liini as an aecomplice. On questions, therefore, arising upon
JaMKS Cook.

, .. „, ,i,i ^ • l^ nnj-
tlio destination of tlie vessel, althougli in other cases tlie Court is

Sir W. Scott.
jjgppgg(j ^Q gj^Q g.j.(3j^t attention to the evidence of tlie master and

the mate, I do not think they are entitled to any advantageous

preference. Where they speak to the situation of the vessel, their

testimony must be outweighed by tliat of the common mariners,

unless there is reason to suggest that the mariners had been

debauched by the captors. The mate says that the course of the

vessel was at all times directed to Tonningen, and so says the

master ; but he suppresses a very important fact which is admitted

by the mate and the other witnesses, that he sent a letter on shore

b}' a Dutch fisliiug vessel a few hours before the capture ; he

denies also that he had a signal flying for a pilot (although the

fact appears upon the log), and seems to expect that the Court will

receive his explanation as satisfactory, when he says that he made

the signal for the purpose of speaking a vessel, which he took to

be an English fi'igate. Here, then, is clearly that sort of conduct

in the master which renders his evidence highly suspicious. The

log speaks a language extremely indicative of an intention to enter

a Dutch port : it appears that they ai^proached the coast of

Holland the day before, and from that time kept as close in to

land as possible. I must observe that if it were necessary that a

ship going to the northward should make the Dutch land so far to

the southward of the Texel, she could not be permitted to sail

close along the shore, as there can be no doubt that advantage

would be taken of the facilities which such an opportunity would

afford. The fact is, she continues (as the phrase is) to hug the

coast, she lies-to in the night, and as the two mariners say they

heard the master declare, " in order that they might not over-

shoot the Texel." The accuracy of the log has been attempted

to be impeached in the argument, but I can never take any

suggestion of that sort against a document of this authentic nature

unless it is supported by affidavit ; it cannot be impeached

with effect upon the mere pretence of interlineation, or a differ-

ence in the colour of tho ink, or any slight objection of that

kind. The log says that tlie ship lay-to off the Texel, and
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spoke a fishing boat ; at eight a pibt came alongside, and it i"*!*^

appears that the ship had nut moved away from the entrance . '
.—'.—

of the Texel when she was seized. Upon all this evidence, I think The
•^

. . p James Cook.

it is not an arguable proposition that there was not an intention of -

—

goiflg into that port. "With respect to the cargo, I do not see how

it is to be exemjoted from the fate of the ship ; the master, who is

also the owner of the ship, can hardly be supposed to have risked

his vessel without the privity of the owner of the cargo and in its

service ; but the fact is not very material, as the owuor.< of cargoes

must at all events answer to the country imposing the blockade for

the acts of the persons employed by them, where, as in this case,

tlio blockade is known at the port of shipment ; otherwise, by sacri-

ficing the ship, there would be a ready escape for the cargo for the

benefit of which the fraud was intended. It remains, therefore,

only to be considered whether there was in reality any subsequent

change of intention on the part of the master, and whether that

change of intention was so acted upon by him as to deliver the ship

and cargo from the penalty of confiscation. To say that there is

no case in which the master of a neutral ship, losing sight of a

malignant purpose originally entertained and taking another com-se

more consistent with his duty to other countries, might not be

exonerated is a proposition which I am not inclined to maintain.

It is proper that there should be a locus pemtentue, and if the case

had been brought up to this, that the intention of going to a

Dutch port w\as actually abandoned and that the ship was captured

while proceeding to some open port, the claimants would have had

the benefit of that fact. But what is the case here ? The ship

is captured in a place where the fact is conclusive against her,

for it has been determined over and over again that a ship is not

at liberty to go up to the mouth of a blockaded port even to make

inquuy. That in itself is a consummation of the offence, and

amounts to an actual breach of the blockade. The master docs not

inform us what was the purport of his communication with the

shore through the medium of the Dutch fishing vessel, as he

suppresses the fact entirely ; it appears, however, from the evidence

of the two mariners, that he afterwards made some little appearance

of steering for Tonningen. But what would be tlio legal effect of

that, supposing the fact to be more clearly made out than it is in
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ifiio tliis caso; ho had already Lrokeu the Llockade, he liad come up to

'I"hi -Ji-
ground wliidi it was improper for him to tread, and finding the

TiiK impossibility of going in he turned away. Is that a Iocuh penitentiw f

Tlio maitor was closed upon him ;
ho had committed the offfnoe as

much as in him lay ; and liaving been defeated in his piirpose by a

mere impossibility of effecting it, he cannot be heard to aver an

innocence of intention. It is, moreover, extremely probable that

the frigate was in sight before this pretended change of intention

was thought of, for it appears that the communication mth the

pilot boat took place at eight and the ship was captured at ten,

pre\'ious to which time, by the evidence of the mate, it appears

that she had been becalmed at least an hour, and therefore the

capturing vessel could not have come up very rapidly.

Ship and cargo condemned.

The Court afterwards, on being requested to restore the master's

private adventure, said : Wherever it appears that the master is the

principal agent in a fraud, I shall not give him his private

adventure, but shall leave him to the mercy of the captors.

[Edw. 265.] THE ROBEET HALE.

Salvage—Recapture of Ship released on Bail.

Salvage is not due for the alleged recaptui-e of a vessel released by a

belligerent Prize Court on bail, since no effective service has been done
to the owners of such ship.

1810 This American ship had sailed from Providence, Rhode Island,
'*^"^^ "

with a miscellaneous cargo, and was seized in the river Yadhe by

the French douaniers, by reason, as stated by the master, of her

not being furnished with a certificate of property, and the Yadhe
being interdicted by the French. Her cargo was landed, and the

ship released on bail being given to answer the adjudication in the

French Prize Coui't ; but before she left the river, the vessel was

brought out by the boats of his Majesty's gun brigs, T/iresher and

Broedagcren, and a claim of salvage was now set up on their behalf

for this service.
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Sir W. Scott.—I think this question has properly been brought i8io

before the Court, but I do not think it a case in which a claim of
"^"^

salvage can be sustained. The ship had been seized in the Yadhe The Robebt

by the French douaniers, who, I presume, are acting there for the -

—

rights and interests of the Government of France, and must be

considered as captors for the authority under which they act. The

case was submitted to the Prize Court at Paris for adjudication,

and in the meantime the ship was liberated on bail ; and this nut

only on security, but by an actual deposit of money. I mu;t

therefore take it that this ship, having been so liberated, was free

to depart, as far as the rights of the French Government, and tlie

persons employed by that government, were concerned. Her stay

was voluntary, she had dropped down the river towards the neigh-

bourhood of the British gun brigs, and was there waiting the

arrival of the office copies of her papers from Paris, as the papers

themselves were necessary for the decision of the original cause.

AVliether from her proximity to the French armed boats the

service of bringing her out was attended with any personal danger

to the officers and men who were employed in it, does not appear

;

but supposing it to be so, that would not be a ground of salvage,

unless the vessel was in French possession. That, however, was

not the case, she was no longer detained, she had left a representa-

tive, on which the sentence of the French Prize Court Avas to

operate, in the deposit of 24,000 francs. If the Court condemned,

the effect of the sentence would be to confiscate not the ship, but

that sum of money which had been accepted as a substitute ; if, on

the other hand, the Court restored, neither the ship nor the substi-

tute can be said to have been in peril. And therefore in no case

does it appear that any service has been performed, because the

bringing out of the ship, which was at liberty, was not a rescue of

the 24,000 francs, upon which the sentence of the Court was to

operate ; it was no effective service to the owners to bring away

the ship, which was in no danger, whilst it left the representative

exposed to the same hazard as before. Then it has been said that

the ship might have been seized again, and certainly she might

;

but that is not enough : the Court will not grant salvage on

prospective and ideal danger, it must be proximate and certain.

What is there to raise this phantom ? Why, tliat the French
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doiiiuiiiTs liiid no autliority to roloiiso tlie eliip on Lull. But ^vhy

is llio (V)urt to sujiposo tliat? Tlioy are .soinothing more than

siiii[il"' tiiptors, tlicy nro jmlilif a^-fnls; and the fair presumption

is, tliat tlioy know that Avliat thoy wore doing was not contrary to

the regulations of their own government. Tlie re-seizure of a ship

after the vahio had been de^iosited in a Court of Piize was never

yet heard ol' ; from tlie moment the bail is accepted, the ship is

sacred to the government by which she has been liberated, for it

would be monstrous injustice to say that the thing itself, and that

which has been accepted in lieu of it, shall be condemned for the

same act. Allowing for all the violence and irregvdarity which

mark the proceedings of the French Government, the improbability

is so striking that I cannot entertain the notion that this ship was

in any danger of being made prize of a second time by the enemy.

And therefore, whatever dangers may have been encountered in

bringing out the vessel, the parties must seek their reward in the

consciousness of having done theii' duty as brave men, and in the

approbation of the country ; but as no service has been rendered,

there is no ground for salvage against the owners.

[Edw. 280.]

1810

April 4.

THE LA GLOIRE AND OTHERS.

Iltad-iHoneij—Actual Ctqjiurs— Tinu fur Claim.

Head-money is only ilistribiitable to the actual captors of a vessel, and

not to those who are merelj' in sight or in chase. Claims for head-

money should be promptly instituted.

Sir "W. ScoTr.—The present question arises on the admissibility

of this allegation, which is offered to the Court on behalf of several

ships composing a part of the squadron by which these French

frigates Avere captured, and claiming upon the principle of asso-

ciated service to share in the head-money. I shall not repeat the

complaint which I have already had occasion to make, that this

suit has been long depending, although it is of a nature which, in

a peculiar degree, requii'es to be brought to its termination with

the greatest expedition. Head-money, according to the principle

which is recognized in this and the superior Court, is the peculiar
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and aiipropriate reward of immediate personal exertion, and, con- iBio

sequently, wherever any claim to participate in a bounty so '
'^"

appropriated has been advanced, it has always been considered Th^

in a more rigid manner by the Courts than those which arise out axd Othkrs.

of the general interests of prize. There are some very ancient sLi-W. Sjott.

cases in wliich the c^uestion has been decided {a) : in the case of the

Sifperhe, in the case of the Duchess Aniw, and also in the case of

the ToiiloKsc, in wliich it appears by a note of that judgment, com-

municated to me by a very eminent person of great experience and

of the longest practice in these Courts, that the prize was con-

demned to one man-of-war as actual captor, and to two otliers as

assisting at the capture ; but the bounty-money was ordered to be

paid only to the actual captor, the others not being actually

engaged with the prize. This is the invariable rule Avhich for

more than a century has been applied to cases of this description,

and therefore the circumstances must be of a very peculiar nature

to induce the Court to recede from a practice so long and so

universally established.

[The Court then dealt with the facts alleged as to the claim of

three of the fleet.]

Now it is clear that all these cu-cumstances, taken separately or

collectively, are not such as will bring these ships within the

established principle ; they were not engaged in fight, they were

not actual captors, they were merely in sight and in chase, and

their claim is quite unsustainable on any principle that has been

sanctioned by this or the superior Court. AVhat the reason is that

has prevented the discussion of the claims of these three ships before,

I do not know ; four years have elapsed since the capture of the

prizes, and the delay which has taken place has, I sup[)Ose, pre-

vented the distribution of tlie head-money. Matters of this kind

cannot, consistently with the honom- of the Coui't, be permitted to

be hung up for so many years together. The Court must pre-

scribe a limitation of time for such claims. If head-money is to

be considered as the reward of personal exertion all questions

(«) Siiperbe, 26th June, 1710; ]JiirJu-si Aunr, Oth July, 1710; Toulouse,

13th Juno, 1715.
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1810 nrisinf^ out of it ouj^lit to bo brought to an early dotrrmi nation,

^^''^ '

•

and not bo kept fluctuating in a state of uncertainty until many of

The the persons intorested are consigned to their graves. It has been
La Gloiuk 11,1- ,1 1 ji i»
AND Othkiis. suggostofl that tins case stood over because the parties were in

gjj,-^^7~g~^j^ hopes of settling tlio matter by arbitration. But they must finally

have come to this Court for a decree, otherwise the head-money

would not have been paid ; and I wish it to be clearly understood

that if parties propose to go to an arbitration in a matter of this

kind it must be speedily resorted to, otherwise I shall find a neces-

sity for proceeding to adjudication upon the point, in order to

secure to the persons interested the speedy possession of that

bounty which it was intended they should receive. "What may be

the proper limit of time within Avhich the arbitration is to take

place I shall consider, but certainly it shall not be one which will

countenance an unnecessary delay. Every part of this allegation

which relates to these three ships must be expunged, the Court

having decided against their interest. Their case rests upon a very

different footing from that to which it has been assimilated, of

ships claiming to share in bounty money arising out of a general

engagement, in which case there can be no selection of combatants.

It is a service in which all equally participate, the whole fleet is

sui')posed to be engaged ^ath the whole of the opposing force, it is

often 60 in the reality of the fact and always so in the supposition

of law, and therefore all are equally admitted to partake in the

benefit of prize and head-money. But in the case of a general

and remote chase like this, where the parties are dispersed to a

great distance from each other, there may be a combination of

exertion and yet a separatif)n in contest. In such a case there is

no danger of that confusion and uncertainty as to the actual

services of each individual ship which was suggested in argument,

because from the difference of locality the facts must be capable of

being sufficiently substantiated by evidence taken rccenti fculo.

But the mere eudeavoiu' to come up and close with the enemy

either before or during the battle will not sustain a claim to

participate in the head-money ; unless the effort is successful the

endeavour to do the act does not constitute the act itself, so far as

the claim of head-mone}' is concerned. Some ships may also use

laudable endeavours to render assistance after the battle, by
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helping to remove the prisoners and doing other acts of a useful isio

nature, but that is not joining in the battle, and will not bring ^
^"—

_

them within the principle which I have cited. I come now to ^°1„„

consider what is the case of the Revenge. axd Othebs.

[The Court then dealt with the facts in regard to this vessel.]
Sir "W. Scott.

May 30.

THE FOX AND OTHERS. [Edw. 311.]

licence—Blockade—Orders in Council—I'resitmjition of Tj(jnl itji—Revocation of

Decree of Foreign Oovernment—Evidence.

The Prize Court will presume that Orders of the Sovereign in Council

are in accord with the law of nations.

The revocation of a decree of a foreign government can only be

in-oved by the declaration of such government itself, and cannot

generally be pre^-umod.

Sir W. Scott.—This was the case of an American vessel which isn

was taken on the 15th November, 1810, on a voyage from Boston .

to Cherbourg. It is contended, on the part of the captors, that

under the Order in Council of 26th April, 1809, this ship and

cargo, being destined to a port of France, are liable to confiscation.

On the part of the claimants it has been replied, that the ship and

cargo are not confiscable under the Orders in Council ;
first,

because these Orders have in fact become extinct, being professedly

founded upon measures which the enemy had retracted ;
and

secondly, that if the Orders in Council are to be considered as

existing, there are circumstances of equity in the present case, and

in the otliers that follow, which ouglit to induce the Court to hold

them exonerated from the penal effect of tliese Orders.

In the course of the discussion a question lias been started:

What would be the duty of the Court under Orders in Council

that were repugnant to the law of nations ? It has been contended

on one side, that the Court would at all events be bound to enforce

the Orders in Council ; on the other, that the Coiu't ^\•ould be

bound to appl}' the rule of the law of nations adapted to the

particular case, in disregard of the Orders in Council. I have

not observed, however, that these Orders in Council, in their

retaliatory character, have been described in the argument as at
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isu nil ropiif^nant io flio law of iialions, liowever liaV)lo to be so

'^'"'^ •'^"-

described if merely original and abstract. And therefore it is

The Fox rather to correct possible misapprehension on the subject than

' from Die sense of any obligation which the present discussion

Sir W.Scott,
jjyp^gpg ypQu j^p^ tliat I obsorve that this Couii is bonnd to

administer the law of nations to the subjects of other countries

in the dilYorent relations in which they may be placed towards this

country and its government. This is Avhat other countries have a

right to demand for their subjects, and to complain if they receive

it not. This is its unwritten law evidenced in the course of its

decisions, and collected from the common usage of civilized States.

At the same time it is strictly true, that by the constitution of this

country, the King in Council possesses legislative rights over this

Coui't, and has power to issue orders and instructions which it is

bound to obey and enforce ; and these constitute the AATitten law

of this Court. These two propositions, that the Court is bound to

administer the law of nations, and that it is bound to enforce the

lung's Orders in Council, are not at all inconsistent with each

other ; because these Orders and instructions are presumed to

conform themselves, under the given circumstances, to the prin-

ciples of its unwritten law. They are either directory applications

of those principles to the cases indicated in them—cases which,

with all the facts and circumstances belonging to them, and which

constitute their legal character, could be but imperfectly known to

the Court itself ; or the}^ are positive regulations, consistent with

those principles, applying to matters which require more exact

and definite rules than those general principles are capable of

furnishing.

The constitution of this Com-t, relatively to the legislative

power of the King in Council, is analogous to that of the Courts

of Common Law relatively to that of the Parliament of this

kingdom. Those Courts have their unwritten law, the approved

principles of natiu'al reason and justice ; they have Hkewise the

written or statute law in Acts of Parliament, which are directory

applications of the same principles to particular subjects, or positive

regulations consistent with them, upon matters which would

remain too much at lai'ge if they were left to the imperfect

mformation which the Courts could extract from mere ffeneral
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speculations. "What would be the duty of tlie individuals wlio isii

preside in those Courts if required to enforce an Act of Parliament "^

which contradicted those principles, is a question which I presume The Fox
. . iND OtHEES.

they would not entertain « 2^t'ion, because they will not entertain

a priori the supposition that any such will arise. In like manner

this Court will not let itsolf loose into speculations as to what

would be its duty under such an emergency, because it cannot,

without extreme indecency, presume that any such emergency will

liappen ; and it is the less disposed to entertain them, because its

own observation and experience attest the general conformity of

such orders and instructions to its principles of unwritten law.

In the particular case of the orders and instructions which give

rise to the present question, the Court has not heard it at all

maintained in argument, that as retaliatory orders they are not

conformable to such principles, for retaliatory orders thoy are.

Tlipy are so declared in their own language, and in the uniform

language of the government which has establislied them. I have

no hesitation in saying that the}' would cease to be just if the}'

ceased to be retaliatory ; and they would cease to be retaliatory

from the moment the enemy retracts in a sincere manner those

measures of liis which they were intended to retaliate.

The first ciuestion is, Wliat is the proper evidence for this Court

to receive, under all the circumstances that belong to the case, in

proof of the fact that he has made a bona fide retractation of

those measures ? Upon that point it appears to me that the

proper evidence for the Court to receive is tlie declaration of the

fState itself, which issued these retaliatory orders, that it revokes

tliem in consequence of such a change having taken place in tlie

conduct of the enemy. When the State, in consequence of

gi'oss outrages upon the law of nations committed by its adver-

sary, was compelled, by a necessity whicli it laments, to resort

to measures which it otherwise condemns, it pledged itself to

the revocation of thos<' measures as soon as the necessity

ceases ; and till the State revokes them this Court is bound to pre-

sume that the necessity continues to exist. It cannot, without

extreme indecency, suppose that they would continue a moment

longer than the necessity which produced thorn, or that the notifi-

cation that siich measures Avere revoked would be less public and
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1811 forniiil tlmn their first establisliment. Tlieir establishment was

^ "^
' doubtless a great and signal de]>arturo from the ordinary adminis-

The Fox tration of justice in the ordinary state of the exercise of public
AND Others. . • -n i ? i t i • i • i-

liostilily, but was justified by that extraordinary deviation irom

'
''*""

the common exercise of hostility in the conduct of the enemy. It

would not have been within the competency of the Court itself to

have applied originally such rules, because it was hardly possible

for this Court to possess that distinct and certain information of the

facts to which alone such extraordinary rules were jnstly applicable.

It waited, therefore, for the communication of the facts ; it waited

likewise for the promulgation of the rules that were to be practi-

cally applied ; for tlie State might not have thought fit to act up

to the extremity of its rights on this extraordinary occasion. It

might from motives of forbearance, or even of policy unmixed vN'ith

any injustice to other States, have adopted a more indulgent rule

than the law of nations would authorize, though it is not at liberty

ever to apply a harsher rule than that law warrants. In the case

of the Swedish convoy which has been alluded to, no order or

instruction whatever was issued, and the Court therefore was left

to find its way to that legal conclusion which its judgment of the

principles of the law led it to adopt ; but certainly, if the State had

issued an order that a rule of less severity should be applied, this

Court would not have considered it as any departure from its duty

to act upon the milder ride which the prudence of the State was

content to substitute in support of its own rights. In the present

case it waited for the communication of the fact and the promulga-

tion of the rule. It is its duty in like manner to wait for the

notification of the fact that these orders are revoked in conse-

quence of a change in the conduct of the enemy.

The edicts of the enemy themselves, obscure and ambiguous in

their usual language, and most notoriously and frequently contra-

dicted by his practice, would hardly afford it a satisfactory

evidence of any such change having actually and sincerely taken

place. The State has pledged itself to make such a notification

when the fact happens ; it is pledged so to do by its public declara-

tions, by its acknowledged interpretations of the law of nations, by

every act which can excite an universal expectation and demand,

that it shall redeem such a pledge. Is such an expectation peculiar
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to this Court? Most unquestionably not. It is universally felt isn

and universally expressed. What are the expectations signified by -
'

The Fox
the American Government in the public correspondence referred ^"othe^s.

to ? Not that these orders would become silently extinct under -—
^^.Sir VY . Scott.

the interpretations of this Court, but that the State would rescind

and revoke them. "\Yliat is the expectation expressed in the

numerous private letters exhibited to tlie Court amongst the papers

found on board this class of vessels ? Not that the British Orders

had expired of themselves, but that they would be removed and

repealed by public authority. If I took upon myself to annihilate

them by interpretation I should act in opposition to the apprehen-

sion and judgment of all parties concerned—of the individuals

whose property is in question, and of the American Government

itself, which is bound to protect them.

Allusion has been made to two or three cases, in which this

Court is said to have exercised a power of qualifying and

moderating the general terms of an Order in Council, as in the

ease of the Luc//, in which the general terms of the order

subjected to confiscation all ships transferred by the enemy to

neutrals dm-ing the war, and yet this Court held that these general

terms did not extend to prize ships so transferred by the enemy.

But what was the ground of that interpretation ? It was this

—

the rule itself was adopted from the rule of the enemy, and upon

a principle of exact retaliation ; for it was declared in the express

terms of the preamble of the Order that it was just to fipply the

same rule to the enemy wliich he was in the habit of appl3'ing to

this country. And when the Court found upon satisfactory evi-

dence that the enemy did not npply any such rule to prize ships,

but specially exempted them, it would have pronounced in direct

contradiction to the avowed principle of the Order itself, if it had

not followed the enemy in this acknowledged distinction. It has

likewise been urged that cases may be found in which the Court

has presumed a revocation, though no such revocation has been

promulged. And it is certainly true that where an essential

change in the circumstances that occasioned tlie Order has, in

effect, extinguished its subject-matter, and tliat cliange of circum-

stances has been publicly declared by the State, the Coiu-t has not

thought it necessary to wait for a formal revocation itself. In the

R. VOT,. TT. F
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1811 ease of the VrAi'io Order, l)y wliiuli, iu compliiuice witli the wishes

'^'l'f^\ of its allies in the war, tlio government of this country granted an

The Fox immunity from the molestation of capture in that sea : tlio Court

held tliat Order to be revoked when the State had declared that

most of those States to Avhose applications, as allies, tliat indulgence

had heen granted had changed the character of allies for that of

enemies. It was quite unnecessary to wait for such special revoca-

tion when by the general declaration of war all hostilities had been

authorized against them.

Admitting, however, that there luay be cases of presumed

revocation, does it follow that this is, with any propriety, to be

considered as one of those cases ? Tlie novelty of these Orders

in Council—the magnitude—the complexity—the extraordinary

nature of the facts to which they owe their origin—the attention

which they called for and excited both at home and abroad—the

pledges given by this State and accepted by other States, all dis-

Cjualify this Court from taking upon itself to apply a presumed

revocation in any such case.

Supposing, however, that the Court felt itself at liberty to accept

as satisfactory other evidence of a sincere retractation of the

Frencli decrees, what is the amount of the evidence offered ? No

edict—no public declaration of repeal—no reference to cases in

which the Courts of that country'have acted upon any such revoca-

tion. The only case mentioned was that of the Ncic Orleans

Packet, and it was brought forward in such a way, so void of all

authenticity, and of all accurate detail of particulars, as to make it

hardly possible for me to allude to it with any propriety, and much

less with any legal effect. "What the circumstances of that case

were, in what form, and under wliat authority, and on what

account released, did not at all appear—whether at all applicable

to the present question, whether a mere irregularity, or what was

its real character, the Com-t could not learn. This, however, is

matter of notoriety, that these decrees are pronoimeed fundamental

laws of the French Empire—that they were declared so iu their

original formation—and that they have been since so declared

repeatedly and recently—long since the date of the present trans-

actions. The declaration of the person styling himself Duke de

Cadore imports no revocation, for that declaration imports only a
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fiondltional retractation, and this upon conditions known to be isu

impossible to be complied with. It has been urged that the ^^'"' ^^'

American Government has considered it otherwise, and has so The Fox

declared it for the regulation of the conduct of the people of that

country. If such is the fact, it is not for me to lose sight of that

respect which is duo to the acts of a foreign government so far as

to question the propriety of any interpretation which they may
have given to such an instrument ; but when the effect of such an

instrument is pressed upon me for the purpose of calling for my
decision, I must be allowed to interpret it for myself, and to act

upon that interpretation. And to me it appears that the declara-

tion, clogged as it is with stipulations known to be beyond the

reach of all rational hope of any possible compliance, is in eifect a

renunciation of any serious purpose of repealing those decrees.

I think I might invoke the authority of the government of the

United States for denying to this French declaration the effect of

an absolute repeal, when I observe that the period which they have

allowed to the British Government for revoking our Orders in

Council extends to the 2nd of February, an allowance which could

hardly have been made if the revocation on the part of France had

really taken place at the time to which that declaration purports to

refer.

In the absence of any declaration of the British Government to

such an effect, there is a total failure of all other evidence (if the

Court were at liberty to accept other evidence as satisfactory) that

the French decrees had been revoked. If I were driven to decide

upon that evidence, independent of all evidence to be regularly

furnished by the government under whose authority I sit, I think

I am bound to pronounce that no such revocation has taken place,

and therefore that the Orders in Council subsist in perfect justice

as well as in complete authority.

It is incumbent upon me, I think, to take notice of an objection

of Dr. Herbert's to the existence of the Orders in Council, namely,

that British subjects are, notwithstanding, permitted to trade with

Franco, and that a blockade which excludes the subjects of all other

coimtries from trading with ports of the enemy, and at the same

time permits any access to those ports to the subjects of the State

which imposes it, is irregular, illegal, and null ; and I agree to tlie

f2
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isii iiosition tliat a blockade, imposed for tlie purpose of obtaining a

'^^"'^ '^^'
comnicrciid monopoly for the private advantage of the State which

TueFox lavs on sucli blockade, is illegal and void on tlie very principle
AVD OtIIKRS

*

' ' upon which it is founded. But in the first place (though that is

ir V. Scott.
jjjj^(_^Qj. Qf infei'ior consideration) I am not aware that any such

trade between the subjects of this country and France is generally

permitted. Licences have been gi-anted certainly in no inconsider-

able numbers, but it never has been argued that particular licences

Avould vitiate a blockade. If it were material in the present case,

it might be observed that many more of these licences had been

granted to foreign ships than to British ships to go from this

country to France and to return here from thence with cargoes.

But, secondly, what still more clearly and generally takes this

matter out of the reach of the objection is the particular nature

and character of this blockade of France, if it is so to be charac-

terized. It is not an original, independent act of blockade, to be

governed by the common rules that belong simply to that opera-

tion of war. It is in this instance a counteracting reflex measure,

compelled by the act of the enemy, and as such subject to other

considerations arising out of its peculiarly distinctive character.

France declared that the subjects of other States should have no

access to England ; England, on that account, declared that the

subjects of other States should have no access to France. So far

this retaliatory blockade (if blockade it is to be called) is co-

extensive with the principle : neutrals are prohibited to trade with

France because they are prohibited by France from trading with

England. England acquires the right, which it would not other-

wise possess, to prohibit that intercourse by virtue of the act of

France. Having so acquired it, it exercises it to its full extent

with entire competence of legal authority ; and having so done, it

is not for other countries to inquire how far this coimtiy may be

able to relieve itself further from the aggressions of that enemy.

The case is settled between them and itself by the principle on

which the intercoui'se is prohibited. If the convenience of this

country before tliis prohibition required some occasional intercourse

with the enemy, no justice that is due to other countries requires

that such an intercourse should bo suspended on account of any

prohibition imposed upon them on a ground so totally imconnected
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with the ordinary principles of a common measure of blockade, isu

from which it is thus distinguished by its retaliatory character.
"''

The last c[uestiou is, are there any cii'cumstances addressed to The Fox
A vTj Others

equitable consideration tliat can relieve the claimants from the

penal effects of these Orders ? Certainly, if any coidd be urged " '^ •

co .

that arose from the conduct of the British Government itself, they

miglit be urged with a powerful and oven irresistible effect ; but if

tlie}' f(jund themselves in the fraud of the enem}-, or in the misappre-

hensions of the American Government induced by the fraud of the

enemy, they found no claim on the British Government or on

British tribunals. In the one case they must resort for redi'ess to

a quarter Avhere, I fear, it is not to be found, to the government of

the enemy ; in the other, where I presume it is to be found, to the

government of their own country.

Upon the declaration of the American Government I have

already said as much as consists with the respect which I am
bound to pay to tlio declaration of a foreign government pro-

fessedly neutral. The custom-houses of that country, say the

claimants, cleared us out for France publicly and without reserve.

They did so ; but they left tlie claimants to pursue all requisite

measures for their own security, in expectation, I presimie, tliat

tliey would inform themselves by legal inquiry whether the

blockade continued to exist, if its continuance was uncertain.

That it was perfectly uncertain in their own apprehensions is clear"

from the tenor of these letters of instructions to the different

masters of these vessels. In these letters, which are numerous, all

is problematical between hope and fear—a contest between the

desire of getting first to a tempting market on the one side, and

the possible hazard of British capture on the other ; and it is to be

regretted that the eagerness of mercantile speculation has prevailed

over the sense of danger. In such a state of mind, acting upon

circumstances, the party must understand that he takes tlie chance

of events—of advantage if the event which he hopes for lias taken

place, and of loss if it has not. It is his own adventure, and he

must take profit or loss as the event may throw it upon liim. lie

cannot take the advantage without the hazard of loss, uidoss by

resorting to British ports in the Channel, where certain informa-

tion may be obtained, on the truth of which all prospects of loss or
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1811 iirofit may snfcly l)o siispondofl. On tlio ]inti.sh (jovernment no

^^"y '^"
- rcspoiLsiLility can l)o cliargod ; they were Lound to revoke as soon

The Fox as tlioy wero satisfied of tlio sincere revocation of the French
AND^jTii.Hs.

j^pj,^^^^ ^\xiA\ satisfaction they have not signified, and I am
Sir W.Scott.

130^11^,1 to presume that no such satisfaction is felt. AVitli respect

to tlio demand of warning, the Orders themselves are full warning
;

thoy are the most formal admonitions that could be given, and

heing given and unrevoked they require no subsidiary notice.

On the grounds of the present evidence I therefore see no reason

to hold the claimants discharged ; but I do not proceed to an ulti-

mate decision upon their interests till I see the effect of that

additional evidence which is promised to be produced upon the fact

of the French retractation of their decrees, said to have been very

recently received from Paris by the x^merican charge (Vafairea in

this country. Having no official means of communication witli

foreign Ministers, I shall hope to receive the information in a

regular manner, through the transmission of the British offices of

State.

Judgment resumed.

Sir "W. Scott.—As the claimants have failed to produce any

e\idence of the revocation of the French decrees, and have nothing

to offer as the foundation of a demand for further time, I must

conform to what I declared on a former day, and proceed to make

the decree effectual. I should certainly have been extremely glad

to receive any authentic information tending to show that the

decrees of France, to which these Orders in Council are retaliatory,

had been revoked ; and it was upon a suggestion offered on the

part of the claimants that dispatches had been very recentl}^

received from Paris by the American Minister in this country, by

which the fact might be ascertained, that the Court on the former

day deferred its final judgment. It would have been unwilling to

proceed to the condemnation of these vessels without giving the

proprietors the opportunit}' of shoA\-ing that the French decrees, on

which our Orders in Council are founded, had been revoked ; but

they admit that they have no such evidence to produce. The pro-

perty of the ships and cargoes is daily deteriorating, and it is mv
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duty to delay no longer tlie judgment wbieli is called for on the isii

part of the captors. _ '^^"^ ^"-

From everything that must have preceded, and from everything The Fox

tliat must have followed the revocation of the French decrees, if

such revocation had taken place, I think I am justified in pro-

nouncing that no such event has ever occm-red. The only docu-

ment referred to on behalf of the claimants is the letter of the

person styling himself Due de Cadore. That letter is nothing

more than a conditional revocation. It contains an alternative

proposed : either that Great Britain shall not only revoke lier

Orders in Council, but likewise renounce her principles of blockade

—principles founded upon the ancient and established law of

nations—or that America shall cause her neutral riglits to be

respected ; in other words, that she shall join France in a com-

pulsive confederation against this country. It is quite impossible

that England should renounce her principles of blockade to adopt

the new-fangled principles of the French Government, which are

absolute novelties in the law of nations ; and I hope it is equally

impossible that America should lend herself to a hostile attempt

to compel this country to renounce those principles on whicli it has

acted, in perfect conformity to ancient practice and the known

law of nations, upon the mere demand of the person holding the

government of France. The casus fcederis, therefore, if it may be

so called, does not exist ; the conditions on which alone France

holds out a prospect of retracting the decrees neither are nor can

be fulfilled. Looking at the question therefore d priori, it cannot

be presimied that the revocation has passed. On the other hand,

what must have followed if sucli had been the fact ? "Why, that

the American Minister in this eoiuitry must have been in possession

of most decisive evidence upon the subject, for I cannot but

suppose that the first step of the American Minister at Paris would

have been to appri:<e the American Minister at this Court of so

momentous a circumstance, with a view to protect the American

ships and cargoes which had been brought in under the British

Orders in Council. If no such information has been received b}-

him, there never was a case in which the rule ^' Dc iioii apparentihus

et non cxistentihus eadom est ratio " can more satisfactorily apply.

For it is quite impossible that such a revocation can liave taken
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1811 ])liiro wiiliout hcinf? attended with a clear demonstration of evi-

^^"'J •^"- deuce that siich was the fact.

The Fox I am, therefore, upon every view of the case, of opinion that the

Freneli decrees are at this moment unrevoked. But if by any

possibility it can have happened that an actual revocation has

taken pUice a<,rainst the manifest import of the only public French

declaration referred to, and without having been yet communicated

to the American Minister in this country, who was so much con-

cerned to know it, for the benefit of the persons for whose pro-

tection it must have been principally meant, the parties will have

the advantage of the fact, if they can show upon an appeal that

those decrees have been revoked at a time and in a manner that

coidd justly be applied to the determination of these causes;

revoked at a period which would reach the dates of this capture,

and in a manner unincumbered with stipulations which it was well

known this country could never accept, and to Avhich there was

every reason to presume that the justice of America could never

permit her to accede, upon the refusal of Grreat Britain. On such

a state of evidence the claimants will carry up with them to the

superior Court the principle that might entitle them to pro-

tection according to the view which this Court has taken of the

subject. But things standing as they do before me—all the

parties lia\'ing acted in a manner that leads necessarily to the con-

clusion that no hond fide revocation of the Berlin and Milan

decrees has taken place—I must consider these cases as falling

within the range of the British Orders in Council, and as such they

are liable to condemnation.
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THE GOEDE HOOr. [Edw. 327.]

Licence—Time—Non-completion of Voyage— Due Diligence.

AVhere a holder of a licence has acted hond fide, the Court will construe

such licence liberally, and where a voyage has not been completed within

the time specified in a licence, the Court will not condemn the vessel if

the non-completion has been caused by circumstances over which the

master has had no control.

This was a leading case, unci became of importance, as it isoo

furnished the Court with an opportunity of stating generally the ""
'^"'"' '' '

principles by which its decisions would be governed in questions

arising on the capture of vessels sailing under British licences.

The ship Avas chartered at Marennes, to proceed in ballast to

Ivoehelle, and there to take on board her present cargo ; slio

arrived at Rochelle on the 1st of April, 1809, and completed her

lading on the 13th May, but did not sail until the 29th June, on

which day she was captured, as the licence had expired. The

excuse set up was, that tlie ship was detained after her cargo was

on board by an embargo which liad been imposed by the French

Grovernment ; and that for some days after it was taken off she was

prevented from sailing by contrary winds.

Sir W. Scott.—This A\as the case of a vessel under Oldenburgh

colours, which was captured in the prosecution of a voyage from

Roclielle to Hull, and brought to Plymouth. There was a licence

on board granted to Henry Nodin, on behalf of himself and other

Britisli merchants, for four vessels under particular colom-s which

are enumerated, to proceeed witli cargoes of brandies from

Charente, Bordeaux, or any port of France not blockaded, to any

port of Great Britain, and permitting the masters to receive their

freights, and depart with their vessels and crews. The licence is

dated 15tli November, 18(*8, and is to remain in force six months

from that period. Now, the ship was taken the 29th of June last,

and therefore, according to the literal construction of the licence,

after the time had expired during whicli it was to continue in

operation.

This question has led to some discussion on the rules of interjire-

tation to be applied to licences generally, and as those rules will of
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Iftoo nccossKy cmlirncn a ^^-e.'it vnrioty of cases, it is extremely desirable

I ovrm in- 7.
^],j,|. ^|jq^ jjliould Lo Settled now, as far as this can be done by the

The aulliority of this Court. These licences owe their oricriu to the
GoEPKlToor. .... .

general prohibition, •wliicli declares it to bo uidawful for the sub-

jects of this country to trade with the enemies of the King without

his permission, for a state of war is a state of interdiction of

communication : that is a law which is not peculiar to this

country, but one which obtains very generally among the States

of Europe. In former wars this prohibition was attended with

very little inconvenience, as the greater part of the countries in

the neighbourhood remained neutral, and presented to the belli-

gerents various channels of communication, through Avliich they

obtained from each other such commodities as they stood in need

of. While the world, therefore, continued in that state, of course

licences would be granted only in very special cases, where it

appeared that there was a necessity to have a direct communication

with the enemy ; and being matter of special indulgence, the

application of them was strictimmi jurin. At the same time, when

I so describe them, I do not mean to say that there ever was a

period in which a rational exposition, allowing a fair and liberal

construction of the intention of the grantor, would not have been

received. There never was a period, for instance, in which it

could have been contended tlint the words " six months " were

subject to such a strict and literal interpretation that a failure,

arising from circumstances which the party could not control,

would have the effect of vitiating the licence, Avhere he could show

that he had used all due diligence, and \\as prevented from

comjileting the vo^-age within the time by embargoes in foreign

ports, or by the fury of the elements. These are accidents which

prejudice no person, and therefore I presume the time never

existed when the party would not have been at liberty in this

Court to allege such facts, and when he would not have been

entitled to a ^^rtual protection from its decisions, although the

terms of the licence were not literally complied with. While he

was baffled by these obstructions, the intervening time was, as it

were, annihilated, and he was to be put again in possession of the

time so lost. That interval, in which he was not at liberty to act,

was, in fair construction, no time as to the operation of the licence.
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It was a construction founded on the intention of tlie grantor, tliat 1809

Avhere a party had acted with good faitli, and had complied with ' '"^"' ^'"

tlie terms prescribed, as nearly as controlling circumstances woidd The
^

. .
°

. , GoedeHoop.
permit, ho should have a fair indulgence respecting those points

in which lie had been prevented from a literal performance, hy

obstructions which he could neitlier foresee nor obviate. This was

the rule of interpretation when licences were even matters of special

indulgence.

But it has happened that in consequence of the extraordinary

and unprecedented course of public events, these licences have, in

a certain degree, changed their character, and are no longer to be

considered exactly in the same light. It is notorious that the

enemy has in this war directed his attacks more immediately

against the commerce of this country than in former wars ; and a

circumstance of still greater weight is, tliat he has possessed himself

of all those places that in former wars remained in a state of

neutrality. To what part of the Continent can we now look for a

country which is not either under the actual dominion of France,

or in that state of subjection to it which operates with all the

effect of dominion ? It is a state of things in wliicli it has become

impossible for England to carry on its foreign commerce without

placing it on a very different footing from what its convenience

required in former wars. To say that you shall have no trade

with the enemy would be in effect to say that you shall not trade

at all, because tliat commerce which is essential to the prosi^crity

of the country cannot be carried on in those small and obscure

nooks and corners of Europe, if any such can be found, which are

still independent. The question then comes to this. How is the

foreign commerce of tlie country to bo maintaiiKnl ? It must be

either by relaxing the ancient principle entirely, and permitting

an unlimited intercourse with the ports of the enemy, and where

the ports of other nations are put under blockade (as they are by

the Orders in Council) for other reasons than those of a du-ect

hostile character, they become liable to be considered and treated

in like manner, so far as the purposes of blockade require ; or it

muvst be by giving a greater extension to the grant of licences.

As to the relaxation of the general principle, by which an open

and general intercourse with the enemy would be allowed, the
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1809 consent of both parties is requisite to make tliat effectual, and
Novrmher 7. ovon if the onemy permitted it, the legislature would prohably

The not think jjroper to proceed to that length, and for reasons, I

'_; presume, connected -witli the public safety. It has therefore

Sir W.Scott, tolerated a resort to the other mode of permitting a trade by

licences, which, though they are so denominated, are likewise in

efPect expedients adopted by this country to support its trade, in

defiance of all those obstacles which are interposed by the enemy.

They are not mere matters of special and rare indulgence, but

are granted with great liberality to all merchants of good character,

and are expressed in very general terms, requiring, therefore, an

enlarged and liberal interpretation. At the same time they are

not free from control ; restrictions dictated by prudent caution are

annexed, and where they are so annexed, those restrictions must

be supposed to have an operative meaning. It is not, therefore,

in the power of this Court to apply such an interpretation to a

licence as would be in direct contradiction to its express terms

or to say that effect should be given to one part and not to

another. If the permission is for a ship to go in ballast, it would

be impossible for the Court to say that it shall go with a cargo
;

for that would be, not an interpretation, but a contravention of

the licence. But where it is evident that the parties have acted

with perfect good faith, and with an anxious wish to conform to

the terms of the licence, I presmue that I am only carrying into

effect the intention of the grantor when I have recourse to the

utmost liberality of construction which it is in the power of this

Court to apply. As a general rule, therefore, it is to bo under-

stood that where no fraud has been committed, where no fraud

has been meditated, as far as appears, and where the parties have

been prevented from carrying the licence into literal execution

by a power wliich they could not control, they shall be entitled to

the benefit of its protection, although the terms may not have

been literally and strictly fulfilled. If I assume too much in

laying down this rule, it must be rectified in the superior Court

;

but, looking to the intentions of the government, not only to what

they are, but to what I am led to suppose they must be ; looking

to the extreme difficulty of can-ying on the commerce of the

country in the struggle which it has to maintain, not only against
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the power but against the craft of the enemy; looking to the 1809

frequency and the suddenness with wliich he lays on or takes off
^"^f'nf'"' '•

his embargoes according to the exigency of the moment ; looking The

to the various obstructions that present themselves in obtaining

vessels, in consequence of tlie small remainder that there is of
' '"'

•
"^^ •

neutral navigation in Europe; looking also to this circumstance,

tliat all this intercourse must be carried on by the subjects of the

enemy, that it must be a confidential transaction to be conducted

hy an enemy sliipper at great risk and hazard to himself ; looking

to the total change which has taken place in tlie nature and character

of these licences, if that denomination is to be considered : I say,

looking to all these considerations, where there is clearly an

absence of all fraud, and of all discoverable inducements to fraud,

I must go to the utmost length of protection that fair judicial

discretion will waiTant, though there may under such circumstances

liave been a considerable failure in the literal execution of the

terms of the licence. There may be great inconvenience in the

wliole system of licences, as, indeed, it is scarce possible in the

present state of the world that there should not be great practical

inconvenience in any mode of conducting its commerce. That is a

question of policy with which this Court has nothing to do. It has

only to enforce the just execution of legitimate orders issued by

legitimate authority.

Having laid it down, therefore, as a general principle, that

where tlicre is clear bona fides in the holder, this Court, though it

certainly will not contravene the terms of a licence, will give it the

most liberal construction, I come now to apply that rule to the

case before me. The princi])al ground of objection is the delay

which took place in the sailing of the vessel ; but I must observe

tliat, having called on the counsel for the captors to point out wliat

particular fraud could have been intended by this procrastination,

I have only been answered by a sort of general suggestion that

such an extension of the period allowed miglit afford an ojipor-

t unity of bringing the licence into use a second time; but tliat

any such use was made, or intended to be made, of the licence in

tlie present instance has not been suggested, and therefore it is to

be taken as a case clear of that act or intention of fraud. It is

objected to the master that ho did not produce liis licence to tlie
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1809 captors, and tliut on liis arrival at I'lymoutli be delivered certain

*
. papers and documents to his f gents there. But it is impossible

The not to take into consideration tlie diffieulties under "which such
CioKDK Hoor.

persons lalxjur ; tliey arc persons exposed to great barassments

both on the one side and on the other. Thoj know that they are

embarked in transactions of great confidence and mystery requiring

the utmost care and circumspection, and they are to pick their way

in fear and silence, walking, as it were, at every step over burning

ploughshares ; that under such circumstances there should have

been something of reserve in the conduct of this neutral master is

not very much matter of surprise or of serious judicial animadver-

sion. As far as can be collected from the contents of the papers

no fraud seems to have been meditated in keeping them back, and

I dwell the less upon this objection because it is one which the

captors have no right to take in this case, as it appears that they

have not done their duty in bringing in the papers in a regular

manner. It is the known duty of the prize-master to take posses-

sion of the ship's papers, and upon his arrival to make an affidavit

and bring them in, but here they were left in the custody of the

master of the ship. Wlien the ship comes into port does the prize-

master demand them ? No, that was not done ; they are brought

in some days afterwards by a person of the name of >Smith, who

describes himself as the agent of the agents of the captors. If,

therefore, any papers were kept back, it is a fault of which the

captors have no right to complain ; there is an end of any objec-

tion that can proceed from that quarter as to an unfairness in the

production of the papers. But these papers are such as the master

could not have any interest in withdrawing, and therefore there

is not much in the substance of the objection. The account given

by the master is, "that the vessel sailed from Marennes, in France,

in the mouth of March last, where she was chartered to proceed in

ballast to Rochelle, there to take on board her present cargo ; that

the said ship sailed from Marennes aforesaid on the 28tli of March

last, and arrived at Eochelle on the 1st of April following, and in

the same month began to take on board her present lading, and

completed the same on the 1 3th of May following ; that the said

ship sailed from Rochelle aforesaid, being her last clearing port

previous to the capture on the 29th of June last, having been
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detained from sailing after her cargo was on board by means of an 1809

embargo by the Frencli Government, and for some days by -^
^''^>" ''''

' •_

contrary A\dnds." It is said that this was a very long time, and so ^ The
•^
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it is ; and it is a long time which the Court is under the necessity

of allowing on account of the immense difficulties which are to be

overcome. You cannot generally send ships from England, and

they must therefore be procured as they may in ports of the

enemy. This ship was chartered in an enemy's port, and as there

must have been a good deal of previous correspondence, it is not

surprising that a considerable time elapsed before the business was

concluded. The ship sailed from Eochelle on the 21st of June,

and was taken on the same day. Now the whole labour of the

argument has been emploj'ed to show that some fraud or other

must be presumed, from the length of time which elapsed after the

expiration of the licence. But what is the natural presumption in

this case ? Why, that the party would not countenance an un-

necessary delay, wdiich must be contrary to his own direct interest.

This furnishes a very strong ground to suppose that it was by

accident that the ship was prevented from completing her voyage

within the time expressed in the licence. If it could be shown

that the licence had been used before, and that the delay in the

present instance arose from its previous use, or that there was any

other fraudulent purpose to be answered, most certainly I should

then call for more paiiicular explanations ; but as no fraudulent

motive has been pointed out, I must suppose that the party was

not dilatory in furthering the completion of his own mercantile

adventure. The only thing suggested is the fact that the time

limited by the licence had expired. That has been accounted for

by the intervention of an alleged embargo. Shall I, under these

circimistances, order the fact of the embargo to be established by

further proof, when it is so probable in itself, and load this table

with French decrees and ordinances AAhich would, after long delay,

in all probability lead to the same conclusion at last ? Looking to

the local circumstances of the country in -snIucIi the transaction

originated, and to the conduct of the French Government at that

particular period, I think it my duty to stand upon the presump-

tion that the embargo did exist, and to hold tlio parties entitled to

restitution, paying the captors tlieir expenses, which I cannot
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1809 refuse whoro tlio parties are acting in apparent contravonfion of

November 7.
^\^^ Htoral terms of tlieir liconco. In such cases his Majesty's

The olliccrs have a riglit to he satisfied, and they are entitled in justice
GoEDi; lloor. , . . , , . .-i • t^ • • • -,„a

to ho protected in their expenses. It is an inconvenience not

arising from capture, but from the present state of affairs, and

from which the Court cannot reHeve the cLaimants, however it may

regret tliat they shouhl be subjected to it. The licence, I observe,

is only to bring a cargo of brandy, and as there are other goods on

board, those goods must be condemned, as the pemiission is limited

to the brandy {a).

SirW. Scott.

[EJw. 339.] THE CARL.

Licence—Time Expired—New Licence obtained, hut not on Board.

Wliere a vessel was captured the licence of wliicli had expired, but

her owners had obtained another licence not on board :

—

Held, that the

ship should not be condemned.

1810 This was the case of a vessel in ballast which was captured on
j„n)tar>i 29.

^ yoyagc from Louisa to Cronstadt. A claim was given by a

British house of trade, setting forth that in the month of August,

1S08, and also in the months of February and May, 1809, they

had procured licences to protect various ships engaged in importing

cargoes from Eussia to tliis country ; that the licences were for-

warded, soon after they were procured, to theu* agent at St. Peters-

burg ; but that, o^dug to the difficulty of procuring vessels in the

Russian ports, some of the licences obtained in August, 1808,

remained at the end of the season in the hands of their agent, and

among others the licence on board this vessel ; that in May or

June, 1809, they were informed by tlieir agent that he had

engaged the ship Carl, then in the port of Louisa, to proceed

from thence in ballast to Cronstadt to take on board a cargo which

[Edw. 3.55.] (<') In the Jo/*«« P/efer(March 30, detained by an embargo till Feb-

1810), a licence was dated April 27, ruaiy, 1810, and was captured in

1808, to allow a ship to bring a cargo that month. She was held to be

from Charente to the United King- protected, for the reasons as given in

dom. She was sent out in April, this judgment.

anived at Charente in June, and was
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he had piu'chased for theu- house, for the purpose of proceeding 1810

with it to a British port ; that they were subsequently informed by ,

"'^'"'"•'—

i

their agent that, not having then received any of the licences pro- The Gael.

cured by them in February and May, 1809, he had, in order to

save the season, sent to Louisa one of the licences procured in

August, 1808, with a view to protect the ship from capture on her

way from Louisa to Cronstadt. The claim further set forth that it

was the fixed intention of the British merchants, and also of theii*

agent, that one of the licences, procured in February and May,

1809 (copies of which were annexed to the claim), and which had

actually been forwarded previous to the capture, should be used to

protect the ship Carl on her voyage from Cronstadt to England
;

but which of the licences woiild have been so appropriated they

could not set forth, as it must have depended on the time of their

coming to hand.

Sir "W. Scott.—In any view of the case there can be no doubt

that the captors were fully justified in detaining this vessel, as the

licence found on board had expired several months before this
*

transaction took place. The licence permits a vessel under any

flag, except the French, to bring a cargo to this country from any

port in the Baltic, and there is an indorsement on the back of it

in these words :
" The annexed licence came to the hands of the

undersigned, a British subject, now in this country upon com-

mercial business, too late iu the season to make the intended use of

it ; but having bought the Louisa-built ship Carl, which I have

ordered here to take in a cargo of Russian produce for England, I

have provided her with the documents for a free passage in ballast

from Louisa to Cronstadt, not doubting to provide her -^-ith a new

licence for England, having advice of such documents taken oiit

and obtained by my friends. I trust, therefore, under these cir-

cumstances, a free passage and even protection will be given by all

British or allied cruisers to the said ship." Dated St. Petersburg,

10th (22nd) May, 1809. Such a statement the captors were justi-

fied in disregarding, for certainly this Court, in considering the

application and use of these licences, has never laid it down that

time is an ingredient of no consequence.

And here I cannot help expressing my sui-prise that the licences

R.— VOL. TI. o
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January 29.

TuE Carl.

Sir W. Scott.

taken out for tliis particular trado aro limited to tlio period of six

luoiitlis, as well on account of the length of the voyage, as tho

known fact that the ports of Russia are very ill supplied with

sliipping, a dilliculty whicli is frequently to be removed by ob-

taining vessels from other ports in the Baltic. Tlicso considera-

tions do, in my apprehension, form a ground for this Court to

exercise an equitable discretion in distinguishing this class of cases

from some others which have been alluded to in the argument.

For this Court will consider it a part of its duty to attend to the

local circumstances and situations of the different countries in

wliich these licences are to be carried into effect. Where there is

evidently no fraud in the transaction the Court will, in consider-

ing this class of cases, hold the rule less strictly than it would do

relatively to transactions taking place in countries where the

opportunities of carrying adventures into effect are more obvious.

Now, in the present case, I ask whether there is anything like an

indication of a fraudulent intention ; it is surely one symptom of

fairness that the agent shipper puts on board this acknowledgment

of tho infirmity of the licence, and refers to one subsequently to be

obtained in England for protection. I certainly see something of

negligence in the house here in not making immediate application

at the Council office for a licence expressly for this particular ship

the moment it was known to them that she was to be sent to

Cronstadt with this expii-ed licence on board.

But looking to the importance of this commerce, and the diffi-

culty of maintaining it under the deficient supply of navigation in

the ports of Russia, if I AA-ere to fasten down upon the parties

penal consequences for every trifling irregularity, it would be to

put this important branch of the commerce of tho country into a

state of thraldom that must amount to an utter extinction of it.

Under these considerations I think I am not stepping beyond the

equitable discretion which this Coui"t is bound to exercise, in

saying that these licences convey a virtual protection to this vessel,

and I shall therefore restore, on paj-ment of the captor's expenses.
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THE SPECULATION. [Ed«-.34i.]

Licence—No evidence of applicability to captured Vessel—Intention of Licence.

A vessel was cajitured mth a licence whicli did not appear to refer to

her. Held, that she must bo condemned.

The object of licences considered.

Sir W. Scott.—This ship, under Lubeck colours, was captured isio

on a voyage from Copenhagen to Riga, in ballast, ^vit]^ a licence ^^^''""''i/ ^^-

on board whicli does not appear to refer in any inanner to this

vessel, as it is not indorsed, and the name of the ship is not to be

found in the body of the licence. The Court is extremely unwill-

ing to be rigorous in respect to the application of licences to the

vessels which they are intended to protect. But they must in

some specific manner be so applied, and I cannot take the mere

avennent of the fact by the British claimant to be sufficient. In

this case a licence was found on board at the time of capture, and

prima facie it might be taken as intended to be applied to tliis

vessel ; but the fact may be otherwise. For instance, the licence

may be going for the protection of some other vessel to which it is

to be applied, and it would be impossible to say that the mere

circumstance of its being on board the vessel that conveys it

sliall be sufficient for her protection also.

There is nothing in the present case to show that this licence

was intended by any of the parties to be applied to this vessel.

All that appears is tliat the owner of the ship at Hamburg is

sending this licence to his correspondent at Riga, telling liim that

he would send instructions for its application, and directing him to

let this sliip on freight, or, in failure of that, to put her up to sale-

His words are tliese :
*' I hereby take the liberty of enclosing you

a licence at your disposal, having to-day an opportunity for send-

ing you the present. I hope it will soon reach you, and I will

write further to you on this subject by post." And in anotlicr

letter on board, addressed to the same person, lie says :
" Tlie

bearer hereof is Captain Eberhard, commanding the ship Spccu/a-

fioii ; have the goodness to procure him as good a freight as

possible, in order that tliis undertaking mny render mo a good

profit. If I could get 9/>00 or 10,00<) R. D. Hamburg banco nett

g2
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1810 for the ship, I slioulJ ho inclined to sell her again, for which
vbruary IG.

pui-pQgQ J hcrohy onipower 3'ou to do so." Hero, thfn, arc very

The slender grounds whereon to infer that this licence would have
Speculation. .

been applied to this vessel by the correspondent of the owner at

liiga. But if WQ luid got that length would that be sufficient? I

am of opinion that it would not. Licences are gi-anted hy the

govcmmeut of this country on a prospect of reciprocal advantage

to the government which grants it and the foreigner who receives

it. The permission of going from one port of the enemy to

another requires that the vessel shall be going thither for the pur-

poses of Britisli trade. Now it cannot be argued that such was

the intention of the parties in the present case, because no such

voyage was in contemplation, for, on failure of obtaining a freight,

there was the alternative purpose of selling the ship at Riga.

There must, in all these cases, be an intention conformable to the

objects for which the licence has been granted. Parties are not

to take advantage of the permission to proceed to the port of the

enemy without an engagement that the vessel is proceeding thither

for the purposes of a trade immediately connected with this

country, for surely licences cannot be presumed to be granted for

the purpose of carrying on the enemy's trade without any ulterior

view to British use and advantage. Here, therefore, is a total

failure not only in the application of the licence to this particular

vessel, but also in its effect, supposing it had been so applied to a

vessel proceeding to the port of the enemy for sale. Then comes

the question whether, throwing the licence out of the case, this

vessel would be subject to condemnation ; and it is argued, that

being a prize vessel, purchased by a neutral of the enemy, she is

entitled to all the privileges of a neutral vessel, and at libei-ty to

proceed in ballast from one enemy's port to another. If that were

the only circumstance in the case, it might be so ; but it is to be

remembered that this vessel was purchased by the neutral in a

blockaded port where a traffic cannot be allowed in ships more

than in goods, and consequently the transfer is illegal. In the

next place, if this vessel was proceeding to Riga to be sold, I am
of opinion that this woidd be in itself a trading in contravention

of the Order, 7th January, and therefore the ship would be liable

to confiscation.
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THE COUSINE MARIANNE. [Edw. 34g.]

Licence—British Merchant—Goods of Belligerent.

A licence to British merchants to import a cargo from a belligerent

port will not protect the property of a belligerent unless the licence

contains the words, in reference to the goods, "to whomsoever tho

property may appear to belong."

This was the case of a vessel under Prussian colours wliieli was l8io

captured on a voyage from Bordeaux to London, and claimed as
'''

protected, under a licence permitting Messrs. Wombwell and Com-

pany, and other British merchants, to import a cargo of enumerated

goods into Plymouth for payment of the duties, and then to pro-

ceed on to a port in the Baltic. The words " to whomsoever tlie

property may appear to belong " not being inserted in this licence,

the question was whether certain parts of the cargo, which belonged

to French merchants, were protected under it.

Sir W. Scott.—The question in this case is, whether tho

property of these goods vested in the British consignee at the

time of capture, for this Court has never yet restored the property

of the enemy, except in those instances where the words " to

whomsoever the property may appear to belong " are introduced

into the licence. Where those words occur, they have been lield to

exclude all inquiry into the proprietary interest ; but they are not

to be found in the licence on board this vessel, and the Court,

therefore, is not at liberty to depart from the general rule.

It is a settled principle in this Court that in order to constitute

an effectual transfer of the property there must be eitlicr an order

for the goods, or an acceptance of them by tlie consignee, prior to

the capture. If th(^ capture takes place where no order has been

given and before the goods have been accepted, tliey must be

considered as tlie property of the persons who have so consigned

them. In this case, therefore, the Court lias called for evidence

to show whether any order had been given by the British mer-

chants, or any act done by them in tho nature of an aeceptaiioe

before the capture. It is not pretended by the claimants that any

specific order was given for these goods, but an affidavit is now
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1810 introduced, puriiorting tliat the manufacturers at Valenciennes
March 13.

jjjjq^ f]jQ quality of the goods wanted by the house here, and that

The CousijjE it was understood tlioy wore to make their shipments without

^
' wailing for orders. I certainly cannot conceive that any such

..'ir w. Scott,
umierstandiiig could impose upon the parties here an obligation to

accept goods to any quantity as well as of the specific quality
;

but what makes this account the more unsatisfactory is, that the

shipment is not made by the manufactiu-ers at Yalenciennes, but

by a house at Paris ; and how are the parties here to be bound by

their act ? The com'se of trade referred to in tliis affidavit does

not apply to the house at Paris, but to the manufacturers at

Yalenciennes. If, however, the shipment had been made by the

manufacturers themselves, the question would still remain for the

consideration of the Coiurt, whether a general order to ship goods

of a certain quality would impose upon the parties a legal obli-

gation to accept goods of that description to any c^uantity. In

order to show that the parties here have a vested interest in the

property, it must be shown that they were under a legal obligation

to accept these goods on their arrival. Now I have no idea that

these shippers, putting their characters as alien enemies out of the

question, could have compelled the British merchants to a specific

payment for these goods. There might exist
_
an expectation on

their part that they would be accepted and paid for ; but there

was no legal obligation on the British merchants, and therefore,

unless it had been shown that there was some act done by them in

the nature of an acceptance of the goods prior to the capture, I

cannot but bo of opinion that the legal property still remains in

the enemy, and, consequently, that this portion of the cargo must

be condemned, as not being protected imder the words of this

licence.
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THE VROW CORNELIA. [e^vt. 349.]

Licence— Cargo—Shipment in Two Vessels.

A licence to bring a cargo in one vessel is sufficient to protect the

same cargo shipped on board two vessels, one of them having only an

attested copy on board, and having taken in her portion of the cargo in

another i)ort.

This was a question on the effect of an aitested copy of tlie i«io

orio-inal licence under whicli the brandies on board this vessel were -'^'^''^' ^\''
'^ amrraed

to have been imported into IIull from Charente, the vessel having Jioie 13, 18II.

sailed from Bordeaux. There was a further question whether, the

licence being for a cargo of brandy, and the original having been

used for 289 puncheons, which were shortly after forwarded from

Charente to Hull in the JoJiannes Von Lettcn^ this copy of the

licence could enure to the protection of the goods on board this

ship, being the other part of the original cargo intended to have

been brought in one vessel from Charente when the licence was

obtained. The claimants showed that the cargo was purcliased on

their account and ready to be shipped when the licence was applied

for, but that they were unable to make the shipment at Charente,

as the foreign vessels in that port were under sequestration, and

the Gocde Venragfuig, which was chartered for the purpose, had

been prevented by the French decrees from going thither; that

under these circumstances they sent on this portion of the cargo

overland to Bordeaux, where it was shipped in the Vrow Cornelia,

and the sequestration being in a few days after taken off from the

Juhannea Von Lcffen, then at Charente, they availed themselves of

th(^ opportunity to ship the remainder direct from that port.

Sir W. Scott.—In the use and application of licences the Coiu-t

A\ ill not Uniit the parties to a literal construction ; it is sufficient

that they show under the difficulties of commerce that they como

as near as they can to the terms of the licence ; and where that is

done the Com't will not prevent them from having the entire

benefit intended by his Majesty's Government. If I did not

adopt tliis rule I should inflict a severe wound upon British com-

merce, than which nothing can bo further from my inclination ;

and if the cruisers expect a more rigid construction of licences
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.March \l.

The Vnow
Cornelia.

Sir W. Scott.

Iroiii me they will find themselves disappointed. Wherever I am

satisfied that thoro is no bad faith in the paiiies, and no undue

extension of the terms of a licence beyond the meaning of the

Council Board, any little informalities or any trifling deviations

shall not injure them.

It appears that in the present instance the licence was granted

to import those brandies into this country from Charente ; but, for

the reasons stated in the affidavits, it is shown that there was an

impossibility of bringing out the cargo from that port, and conse-

quently this portion of it was very waiTantably forwarded to

Bordeaux, to be exported from thence, for it is known that in the

present state of France a merchant is often unable to tell from

what port he can ship his cargo.

It was put upon the parties to prove that the goods ordered

from Charente are the same goods that were put on board this

vessel at Bordeaux ; and it is said that there is reason to suspect

that this is not the case, as the charge of warehouse rent is not in

the invoices. I should have been startled if it had. It is not

usual to introduce such a charge there, and I do not see what

motive there could be to attempt an imposition on tlie Court in

this part of the case. The only question, therefore, to which it is

necessary for me to direct my attention is whether there has been

any fraud upon the government in the application of the licence or

in the use of it.

Mr. Corlass and his partner in Yorkshire are great dealers, and

there are other dealers concerned in this transaction, but not to the

same extent. These, through Corlass, order a particular quantity

of brandy, and he says he has usually half the quantity in the shij),

and this assertion I have no reason to question ; they make appli-

cation for a licence for this conjoined cai'go, of which Corlass has

the superintendence, he liaAing what is equal to all the rest, and

the formal business is done tlu'ough Hodgson, whom I suppose to

be a broker. Application is thus made to the Council Board, and

they obtained a licence for the cargo to be imported into this

country in the Goede Vcncar/fiiif/, or any neutral vessel, What is

the fair construction of this licence ? Certainly that they might

import a cargo sufficient in bulk to stow the Goedc Vencagting full,

or any other neutral merchant ship. If they, under cover of this
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licence, had imported in two vessels what no one mercantile vessel isio

in the port of Charente could hold, it might be considered as a -^"'"'^^ ^^-

fraud ; but the whole quantity, it has been shown, is not beyond The Vbow

the capacity of vessels frequently sailing from that port. Upon ——
the faith of this licence thus obtained, orders were given by Corlass " ^'^***

to his agents in France for a particular quantity of brandies for

others and for himself, sufficient to fill up the measure of the

vessel, and under such a licence ho had a right to have what would

fill up any such a vessel as the Gocde Vencagting.

It appears that the Gocde Vencagting, under the present diffi-

culties of commerce, could not get admission at Charente, in con-

sequence of which delay the licence expired. In this distress the

parties apply for a new licence to import the brandies in another

ship ; not for a ship of any particular dimensions, for they must be

content with what they could get, and they send a ship which,

having only a copy of tlie licence, could not proceed to the place

of destination. It then became necessary to adopt other moans

;

and wliat do they do ? They take the Johannes Von Leffeii, and

in that they put a cargo consisting of a portion of these goods,

under the protection of the licence itself, and they provide a cer-

tificate that the Vrow Cornelia put to sea from Bordeaux, having

on board a copy of this licence, with 300 puncheons, another

portion of the intended cargo, and so forth. Thus documented

these vessels openly avow that two are to be sent, and thus the

parties establish their good faith and integrity by the most

ingenuous disclosure of the wiiole transaction.

The application to the Council Board was for permission to

bring a cargo, and if a proper ship could not be got, which is a

matter likely to occur under the present difficulties of commerce, it

is fit that they should be at liberty to put that cargo on board two

ships ; to say that this is a fraudulent use of a licence is not

correct. The quantity the government looked to—that is the

matter to be considered ; and if the quantity iu two ships be only

ecpial to what might have come and was intended to have come in

one, where is the fraud ? If you do not prove (hat tlie quantity

has exceeded the intention of the grantor, you prove nothing.

Under these circumstances I think the parties are perfectly entitled

to the restitution of the property, as I do not see any objection to

the propriety of their conduct.
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[EJw. 3.)7.] THE JONGE FREDERICK.

Licence— To proceed ivith a Cargo—Non-delivery—Return— Oqiture.

A licence to a ship to take a cargo from Great Britain to a foreign port

protocts her on her return voyage with the same cargo if unable to

deliver such cargo at lior port of destination.

isio Tins was the case of a vessel under Prussian coloiu's, wbich had
'^"'' ^^'

sailed from London for Ostend, under a licence to proceed with a

cargo of Britit;]i manufactured goods, &c. to any port between the

island of Walcheren and Boulogne. On her way to Ostend the

ship was driven by stress of weather into Nieuport, where her

licence was destroyed to prevent seizm-e by the officers of the

French Government, and application was made for permission to

land and dispose of the cargo there, but it was refused. Under

these cu'cumstances, the agents of the British merchants received

directions from England to send back the ship with her cargo to

this country, and on her return >slie was captured and brought in

for adjudication. In the claim it was stated that the British

merchants, in order to avoid any inconvenience that might arise

from the destruction of the licence at Nieuport, had applied for

another licence, permitting the vessel to return with the cargo

she had carried out ; and this second licence was annexed to the

claim.

Sir W. Scott.—I have no doubt that the licence to return is

unnecessary in this case, the master having found it impossible

to dispose of his cargo in the port of the enemy to which he was

destined when the first licence was obtained ; because the permis-

sion of his Majesty's Government having been granted to export

this cargo, the original licence must be sufficient for the protection

of the ship and cargo, not only cundo, but rcdcundo, where the

original purpose has been defeated by the elements or the act of

the enemy. At the same time, in order to entitle himself to this

benefit, it is absolutely necessary that the claimant should show

that these are the identical goods that were carried out, and that

no others were taken on board in the enemy's port. But as there

is no particular reason for any suspicion of fraud in this case, the

Court will content itself with an affirmance on oath that no other

goods were taken on board the vessel.

Restored.
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THE AVASSER HUNDT. [i Doi..
271, n.]

Blockade—Interdicted Trade— CajAitre— Violation of Ordtr in Council to escape

Seizure by Belliijerent.

A neutral skip captured on lior way from one enemy's port to another

with a cargo which she had lauded at one port, but had reshipped for the

other under alleged apprehension of seizure by the enemy, was con-

demned under the Order in Council which prohibited neutral vessels

from trading between ports of the enemy from which British vessels

were excluded.

Semhle, a neutral ship is liable to condemnation for breach of blockade,

oven if there is immediate and pressing danger of a capture by the

enemy, in consequence of which she leaves the port («).

This ^^'as the case of a Danish ship, with a cargo of colonial i-'iio

produce, captured on a voyage from Kiel to Wismar. The goods
'^''''^" ' '

belonged to American citizens, and had been brought in the first

instance from New York to Kiel, where they were re-shij)ped and

forwarded on the present voyage to Wismar, on account of an

alarm asserted to have prevailed at Kiel that the French -were

about to seize and confiscate all the colonial produce that might bo

found in that port.

Judgment.—As these goods were going on a voyage from Kiel

to Wismar, they must be supposed to be going for the general

purposes of trade at the port to which they were destined, and,

consequently, they fall within the operation of the order of the

7th of January, 1807. A party can never be permitted to aver

that he is sending them thither Avith any other view than the

disposal of them in the common course of mercantile transactions
;

but it has been urged that here are circumstances stated in the

attestation of Mr. Smith which show that there was no final

importation at Kiel, and that, under the peculiar circumstances of

the case, these goods are to be considered as proceeding to Wismar
on a continuous voyage from New York. Mr. Smith, in his

allidavit, states that these goods were imported into Kiel in the

month of June last, and that he caused them to be re-shipped and

sent on to Wismar. Now tliis, I think, but ill supports the

{a) Jnih.oDricVriendin,JiLuc'2nd, port to escape confiscation; but the [I Dods. 'J(>9.]

1S13, the Court restored a ship on the grounds of the judgment are not re-

ground, apparentlj-, that the master ported, nor are the facts of the case

was justilied in leaving a blockaded sot out fully in the report.
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1810 assertion of a continuous voyage from Now York to "Wismar.
October 28. rp|^^

affidavit sets out with declaring that these goods wore

ThkWasseb imported into Kiel, and therefore negatives the suggestion tliat

there was originally an intention to send them forward. It has
'^ •

<^°
• jjeen argued that there is nothing to show that the duties were

paid at Kiel, or that there was any intention of selling the goods

at that place ; but although it is not shown that the duties were

paid, the fact of payment is not denied, and if the goods were

landed, the unavoidable presumption is, that the duties were paid

as in other cases of importation, and this presumption is the

stronger, as there was at the time no intention of sending them on

to Wismar. That the goods were afterwards exported does not

make it less an importation. It is not to be supposed that all the

goods landed at Kiel are in all eases consumed there. The question

then comes to this : whether the goods can be protected on the

voyage from Kiel to Wismar by the circumstances which the party

has stated. Now, what are these cu'cumstances ? First, that " the

goods are bond fide American property" ; why, that can impart no

protection to them, if they were captured on an illegal voyage :

then, that they were removed from apprehension of French inva-

sion. Mr. Smith says, " that the only reason of his moving the

said goods from Kiel to "Wismar aforesaid was the deponent's

great apprehension, from the French assembling such a number of

troops in this quarter, that it was their serious intention to enter

Holstein and seize all American property and colonial produce, as

they had done in Spain and Holland." Will political and remote

speculations of this kind give the parties a right to violate the

Orders in Council ? If these apprehensions, so entertained and so

extended to remote consequences, are to authorize the violation of

a blockade, one does not see how any blockade is to be supported.

There was no actual persecution in the case ; but the party smells

danger at a distance, and satisfies himself that the French ai-my

was assembled for no other pm'pose than to seize American pro-

perty. But suppose his apprehensions were well founded, would

that justify his violating the rights of another country ? Certainly

not. He is to rely on his neutrality, and to look to his own

government for protection. That the French in this apprehended

march, this creature of his own imagination, might have been
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guilty of excesses, can give liim no right to shove aside the British isio

Order in Council. Then it has heen said that he acted without J^^"- '-S-

orders from the American owners, and that they had no intention The Wasseb

of invading the rights of this country. But the British orders are '
'

violated, and you cannot distinguish the intention from the fact.
'-"'

'
'^'^'^^'^•

It is done by them if it is done by him, for nothing can be more

certain than that the act of the agent is the act of the principal.

It is a trading for which the British Orders in Council subject the

property to confiscation, and as the excuses set up furnish no

ground whatever for exemption, I must pronoimce this ship and

cargo subject to condemnation.

THE FRAU MAGDALENA. [Edw. so:.]

Licence — Touching fur Orders— Interdicted and Intermediate Port— Con-

demnation.

A vessel is liable to condemnation for touching at an intermediate port

vvhen trading under a licence for a direct voyage, unless it is proved

that such vessel has left such intermediate port with the identical cargo

which she carried in.

Sir W. Scott.—This was the case of a Danish vessel captured I8II

on a voyage from St. Petersburg to London under a licence [to
^''^ ^' " '

proceed du'ect from St. Petersburg to London], but with direc-

tions to touch at Neustadt for orders. A claim has been given

for the ship as coming to London, and for part of the cargo only

as consigned to a house of credit in this town. In support of

this assertion a letter of advice is referred to, by which the British

claimants say that they w^ere empowered to dispose of this portion

of the cargo, and that they believe the voyage was to end in a port

of this country ; but that is matter of belief only. In point of

fact they know nothing of the transaction but from the letter on

board, which is not sufficient, for it can be matter of no great

difRculty for tlio foreign shippers to write a letter to that effect to

their correspondents here, and to countermand it afterwards if

they should be able to dispose of their cargo elsewhere. It is said

that all the evidence in the case supports tlie averment of an actual

destination to London. That is not so ; the master was to call at

Neustadt for orders, which might have been of a contrary tenor,

directing him to deliver his cargo in tliat port.
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The Frau
Maodalena.

Sir W.Scott.

It has been ropeatodly decided in ca.ses of blockade, and this

class of ORFcs must be decided l)y analog-y to the nilfs of blockade,

that a vessel cannot bo permitted to touch at an interdicted port

for orders under a licence for a direct voyage to this country.

Tliis is a rule -whicli the Court has felt it necessary rigidly to

adhere to, except in tlioso cases where the vessel had quitted the

intermediate port with the identical cargo she had carried in, and

was actually proceeding for England at the time of capture. In

those cases the presumption that there was an intention of deliver-

ing at the intermediate port was repelled by the fact that the ship

had come out again with the same cargo, and the Court therefore

relaxed the rule. The rule is founded not only upon the presump-

tion that at the intermediate port the vessel might receive another

destination, but that she might actually deliver her cargo in that

very port. The Court cannot inquu-e, nor has it the means of

ascertaining, whether there was any maJa Jidcs in the contempla-

tion of the parties ; it can merely look to the fact whether the

vessel was going to an interdicted port or not, and if so, the pre-

sumption of law must be that she was going thither for the

purpose of violating the licence. The fact may in some cases be

otherwise, and the rule may at times operate with severity upon

innocent persons, but it is a sacrifice which must be made to tlie

general security.

In the present instance the parties may, for anything that

appears, have intended to act honestly, but they are doing that

which in express terms the law of this country prohibits, and I

must therefore hold this ship and cargo subject to condemnation.

[Edw. 370.]

1811 (?)

THE BOURSE.

Licence—French Flag—Prussian Flag—French Ownershiji—Condemnation.

A licence was granted to sail under any flag except tlie French.

Iltl'l to exclude a ship sailing under the Prussian flag, but owned by
Frenchmen.

Sill W. Scott,— This is the case of a vessel navigating under

Prussian colours, but in reality belonging to French OAMiers. The

ship was captured on a voyage from Bordeaux to London under a

licence permitting her to sail under any flag except the French

;
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and the question is whether the ship is entitled to protection. I8li

The cargo, which belongs to other parties and is not involved in the Bottese.

the question, has been restored by consent. It has always appeared sij.w~s t

to me that the exception of the Frond i flag only is not very clear

and intelligible, but if I am called upon to construe it, I am
inclined to hold that a vessel being French property was intended

to be excluded from the benefit of the licence, although not accom-

panied with the formal characteristic of the French flag. "Wher-

ever, therefore, these words "bearing any flag except the French "

have presented themselves to the notice of the Court, it has felt

tlio necessity of giving them a more substantive meaning as

excluding French interests, and has held, that where French

interests clearly appear, the vessel cannot be protected by the mere

absence of the French flag. If otherwise, the whole French navi-

gation might be conducted with the utmost safety, nothing else

being requisite but that a foreign flag should be substituted for

the French. It does not appear to me that it could be the inten-

tion of the State to give that accommodation to the public enemy.

If I am wrong in this supposition, the error must be corrected by

superior authority. In the present case the vessel is navigating

under the Prussian flag, but the property is proved to be French,

and I shall therefore condemn the ship.

• THE JONGE CLAEA. Ce^i«-- sn.]

Licence—Exclusion of Person ofparticular NaiionaUly—Suhsequent Annexation

of a Country.

Whore a liccuco was granted to a particular vessel to sail under auy
flag except the French, and the owner of such vessel, subsequent to the

grant of the licence, became a French subject by the annexation of his

country :

—

lA/il, that the cargo was protected.

Sir W. Scott.—This is the case of a vessel taken on a voyage isii

from Bordeaux to London, with a cargo of wine, seeds, cream of August 7.

tartar, verdigris, capers, and other goods. A claim is given in for

Iho ship and cargo, as protected under the licence on board per-

mitting this vessel, under any flag except the French, to export

from London and Poole, to any port in France between L'Orient

and the river G-aronne, any articles wliicli by law might be ex-

ported, except cotton wool, and tn inqmrt in n'furn a cargo of
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1811 prain, moal, flour, Lnn'-stonos, pcod.«, I'rcnfli camLrics, lawns, olivo

'^"^"^^ '^-

oil, and Avino, upon condition that tlio vessel importing the wine

The should have exported to France under the same licence British or

J ' East India manufactured goods, sugar and coffee, and that the

Sir "\V
.

Scott. Q^Ygo so to he imported should consist of two-thirds in bulk of grain,

meal, flour and seeds, and in no case of more than one-third in

bulk of Avine. The ship is the property of a person at Emden

;

and it is contended hy the captors, that in consequence of the

annexation of that place to France, this vessel is now liable to be

considered as the property of a French subject. But I observe

that the ship is described by name in the licence which was

granted for its protection while engaged in British commerce, and

it can hardly be contended that a sudden and unexpected change

in the political relations of the country to which she belonged

should deprive her of that protection if the parties have acted

fairly under it. It is a know^n fact that many vessels belonging to

countries annexed to France have obtained licences, and that no

alteration was made in that respect until Febniary of the present

year.

But it has been further urged on the part of the captors that

this licence has been violated in many respects, that the quality of

the outward and return cargoes were not such as are permitted by

the licence, and that it had expired before it was made use of. It

is said that by this licence the parties were bound to carry out

British or East India manufactured goods, sugar or coffee, to the

amount at least of one-third of the tonnage, and that in point of

fact the outward cargo consisted of salted codfish and herrings.

In my apprehension these goods are sufficiently within the spirit

and meaning of the licence ; they are not in a state of nature
;

they were cured in this country ; they are articles which have

received the aid of British industry, and in which the commerce of

the country is deeply interested. Indeed, if any doubt could

arise upon the subject, the custom-house clearance, where the

nature of the articles composing the outward cargo must have

been fully understood, would put the question at rest.

Another objection started is that the vessel lias some goods on

board which are not permitted by the licence, which provides that

the return cargo shall consist of grain, meal, flour and seeds, and
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in no case of more than one-third of wine ; and it is thence con- 18 ^i

tended that in conformity with the terms of the licence the cargo

must necessarily consist of two-thirds of the first descriptions, and ^ "^^f
f _ ^ JoxGE Claha.

that this condition is a ainc qua non, and that where it is not com-

plied with the licence is vitiated in toto. I cannot think so, as it

appears to me that the restriction is thi'own loose by the words

"in no case " which immediately follow, because, supposing the

parties were not to be permitted to substitute any other articles,

those words, which qualify and mitigate the preceding imperative

words, would be nugatory. I am therefore inclined to hold that

the terms of the Kcence are sufficiently satisfied if the quantity of

wine does not exceed one-third of the tonnage. There are other

goods on board which are not within the enumeration of the

licence, and they must of course be condemned, but the penal

consequences will not go to affect the licence. It would fall

extremely hard upon the commercial interests of the country if

the innocent goods of one merchant should be confiscated on

account of the misconduct of another. Such a position would

carry the doctrine of infection beyond what is done even in cases

of contraband where the penalty attaches only to the property

belonging to the same owner.

I cannot admit tliat this licence has been vitiated on any such

grounds as those which I have adverted to ; but there is a further

objection, which is, that this licence was granted on the 2nd October,

1810, for four months, and it appears that the ship was captm-ed

so late as the 4th Jul}', 1811. This certainly is a circumstance

which requires the fullest and most satisfactory explanation, for

parties are bound to adhere to the terms of the licence under whicli

they claim protection, unless they can show that they were pre-

vented from so doing by some unavoidable impediment. Licences

are granted upon the exigency of the moment, and it is obvious

that strong reasons of policy may operate witli his Majesty's

Government to cause or to prevent the granting of them at dillVrcut

times, and it is the business of the government, and not of Iho

private merchant, to say at what periods this permitted intercourse

with the ports of the enemy shall take place.

Wherever the licence has been out of date, the Court has not

shown a disposition to be pedantically narrow on this point, or to

11.— VOL. II. H
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1811 notice a triflmg excess; but hero I tliink it highly necessary to

^"C""''
"•

cull upon the parties for some explanation of the delay. In former

TnK cases the Court has held the embargo of the enemy to be a suffi-

_" cient excuse, thinking it liard, that through the act of the enemy
Sir \y. Scott,

^jjp British merchant should lose the benefit intended him by his

own government, which would be in effect to place him at the

mercy of the enemy. But then the embargo must be satisfactorily

proved. The Court cannot so construe a licence as to allow a ship

to proceed to the enemy's port, and to remain there an unlimited

time at the discretion of the parties. Now it is certainly unfavour-

able to this case that no charter-party is exhibited, binding the

master to return, and I observe also, that the papers on board seem

to represent the lading of the vessel as having taken place so late

as May and June, a delay which must be fatal to the case unless it

can be shown that there was an embargo. The master says that

he was under an embargo from January to the middle of Jime,

but this cannot be considered as a matter proved upon his mere

averment. The utmost indulgence I can show the claimants is to

allow them to establish that fact by other evidence, and such

evidence they must possess, as I conceive it to be impossible that

the merchants in this country should not have received some inti-

mation of the cause of the detention of the vessel during so many

months.

On a subsequent day the Court, upon the production of the

further proof, restored the ship and the wine, but refused freight

and expenses to the neutral master upon the non-enumerated

goods condemned, as the vessel was not privileged to carry them.

[Edw. 375.] THE MINEEVA.

Licence—Condition to touch at a Port—Non-compliance—Condemnation.

Where a licence contained a stipulation that the vessel should touch

at L. :

—

ILhl, that this was a fundamental condition the breach of

which rendered the vessel liable to condemnation.

1811 Tins was the case of a vessel under Danish colours, with a
^^^ ^' " •

cargo of deals, lathwood, staves, &c. captured on a voyage from
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Christlansand to Jersey. A liceuce was obtained for this vessel 1811

by name, by which it was provided that she should go to Leith,
'

there to take convoy to the Downs or Portsmouth, and from ^^"^"^

thence to take convoy for Jersey. The vessel had not gone to

Leith, but was steering to Yarmouth to take convoy there ; and

the question, tliereforo, was whether the Court, under such circum-

stances, could say that the licence had been suflleiently complied

with.

Sir W. Scott.—This is tlie case of a vessel which is claimed as

protected under a licence ; the cargo is asserted to belong to

British merchants, but I do not observe that it is so set forth in

the claim. It is a licence which is granted for this particular ship

to carry a cargo from Christiansand to Jersey, on the condition

that she shall touch at Leith for convoy. The licence is granted

to these British merchants on a condition for which they are

responsible : thoy stipulate with government for a due observance

of the terms of the licence, and if the terms are departed from in

any essential point, tlie Court cannot protect tlie parties from the

inevitable consequences. The question then is, has this licence

been virtually and substantially carried into execution ? Certainly

not. Here is not a mere departui-e from a subordinate regulation,

it is a fundamental condition of the licence, without which it

would not have been granted. The Court is not called upon to

inquire into the reasons of this regulation, but it is highly

probable that his Majesty's Government may think it proper that

vessels with cargoes of tliis description on board should take convoy

at Leith, that they may be subject to British inspection in that

part of their navigation which brings them into the neighbourhood

of the ports of tlie enemy. It is evidently introduced for that

purpose, and, being so, can never be considered as a condition to

be waived at tlie option of tlio party who has accepted it. The

condition is fundamental, and the Ijvcach of It must be fatal. It

is not for nie to relax those terms on which the public wisdom has

deemed the conveyance of such articles to be coui^ibteut with the

public safety.

TI '^
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[Edw. 37C.] THE ST. IVAN.

Licence—Issue enhscqucnt to Capture.

A Hconco obtained subsequently to tbo date of a capture is no

protection.

1811 This was the case of a Russian vessel with a cargo of pitch and

Kovembcr \'i. tar, whicli had sailed from Uleaborg in Finland, on the IGth of

July, 1811, for London, and was captured on the following day.

A claim was given by the consignees in this country for the cargo

as Swedish property, stating that they had received a letter from

the owners, dated 11th July, 1811, directing them to apply to his

Majesty's Q-overnment for a licence permitting the ship St. lean to

proceed from a port in Sweden to the port of London with a cargo

of pitch and tar. Application was accordingly made by them at

the Council Office, and a licence was granted, dated 30th July,

1811, which was annexed to the claim, together with a letter

addi'essed to the consignees by the owners, dated 11th July, 1811,

stating that they had ordered the master to sail without waiting

for the licence, in order to avoid delay.

Sir "W. Scott.—This ship, which is clearly Russian property,

was captured on the 17th of July, 1811, on a voyage from

Uleaborg to London with a cargo of pitch and tar. The ship is

claimed as protected under a licence, dated 30th July, 1811, which

is many days after the captiu-e ; the question, therefore, is whether

the licence, which is annexed to the claim, can by any means have

a retroactive effect so as to protect this ship and cai'go, and I am
clearly of opinion that it cannot.

The statute which authorizes the Council to grant such licences

as his Majesty was in the habit of granting can be carried no

further than the term licence, which is an instrument in its very

nature prospective, pointing to something that has not yet been

done, and cannot be done at all without such permission. "Where

the act has been already done, and requires to be upheld, it must

be by an express confirmation of the act itself, or by an indemnity

granted to the party ; but a licence neeessaril}' looks to that which

yet remains to be done, and can extend its influence only to future

J
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operations. It is true that it lias been held in this Court, as well isu

as in the Courts of Common Law (for there have been decisions ^ '"^"' ^^
'

expressly upon this point), that the King may, for reasons of The St. Ivan.

State, release a prize as against the interest of the captors. The sir W. Scott,

captors bring in their prizes subject to such interposition on the

part of the Crown, but it is of very rare occurrence, and speaking

with all due reverence ought to be of rare occurrence, and only

under very special circumstances ; as, for instance, where the

detention of the vessel may be detrimental to the general interests

of the country. In such cases there can be no serious doubt of the

authority or of the intentions of the Crown. The order for release

recites the capture and detention, and proves the knowledge and

intention of the Crown acting upon those facts. But the Council

has no such power, and could have no intention to go beyond the

powers conveyed to it by the Act of Parliament, which extends

only to the granting of licences.

In the present instance, when the licence was applied for, it was

totally withdrawn from the knowledge of the Council that the

ship had sailed, still less that she had been taken ; for the licence

is granted " upon condition that the vessel shall clear out from the

port of Oregrund on or about the first day of Sej^tember, 1811."

Tlie licence, therefore, is clearly out of the question, although the

parties seem with great sincerity to have relied on it for protection,

as I observe the master, in his instructions, is told to proceed to

Hano to join convoy, and that there he will receive the licence

expected from England. But w'hatever may have been their

expectations or intentions, it cannot avail them, and it only

remains for me to consider whether the cargo can be protected on

any other ground. As to the ship, there can be no doubt what

must be its fate, as Russia is at war with this coimtry. The cargo,

which is documented as Russian property, the master says was to

be delivered in London on account of the owner of the vessel, as

he believes, upon the information he derived from the owner in

Finland, and in this he is confirmed by all the ship's papers. It

is true a claim has been given on behalf of the house of Falcke &
Co., of Stockholm, in opposition to the ship's papers and the depo-

sitions ; such claims, in opposition to the original evidence, have

been in some few instances and under very strong circumstances
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1811 a<lini(tocl, Lut wHli tlio utmost jealousy and caution, and never

November 12.
^y[[]„>uj^^ ^^^ oxplauallon in the claim, lloro, on the contrary, no

TjtE St. Ivan, explanation, no evidence is offered in suj)port of tliis Swedish

SirW. Scott, claim ; it rests upon the mere broad assertion of Swedish propert}'.

Under such circumstances I am bound to say the claim cannot be

admitted ; and the cargo, therefore, as Russian property, must

follow the fate of the ship.

[Ed^-. 379.] THE HECTOR.

Llcmce—" 2'his Khi^jdom."

The words "port of this kingdom" include a port in Ireland.

1811 This was the case of a vessel under American colours, captured

Xoveiiibcr 28.
^^^ j.^^ coast of Norfolk, on a voyage from Archangel to Dublin

with a cargo of hemp, flax, tar, &c. The licence was for a vessel,

under any flag except the French, to proceed to a port of the

United Kingdom, and stipulating that if the vessel should be

destined to any port of this kingdom south of Hull with naval

stores she should stop at Dundee or Leith for convoy, which in

this instance had not been complied with, and on that ground the

captors pressed for condemnation.

Sir W. Scott.—It has been held that the words " this king-

dom," since the Union, must generally be considered to mean this

United Kingdom, for the kingdom of England as a separate

kingdom has ceased to exist. If, therefore, this licence was to be

construed on a strict technical sense of the words, Ireland would

certainly be included. But as this Court has been accustomed to

construe licences with reference to the probable intention of his

]\Iajest3^'s Government in granting them, and considering that this

is a mode of expression not likely to be employed if the ports of

Ireland were intended to bo included, I think I must understand

the condition as applying onlj' to vessels destined to ports of

]:]ngland south of UuU. It would be an awkward and indirect

mode of prescribing the conduct of vessels bound to Ireland to

distinguish ports of that island as south of Hull, and I am con-

firmed in this view of the subject by the circumstance that late
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licences whicli have been granted for the ports of Ireland, in which 1811

another mode is adopted for securing the delivery of the cargo at ^
'"^'"^^> -

the asserted port of destination, namely, by a clause which makes The Hectoe.

it imperative on the parties to go north about (r/). It is likewise SirW. Scott.

to be observed that in this licence the words " this kingdom

"

appear to be placed in some degree of opposition or exception to

the words " United Kingdom," which has been used in the ante-

cedent part of the sentence.

THE PENSYLVANIA. [i Acton,

23(4).]
Prize

—

Tnsuffiaent Prize Crew—Bight of Master to continue Jus Voyage—Kvn-

resistance to Search.

If an insufficient piize crew is placed on board a prize, her master is

entitled to navigate her to such port as he pleases in the interest of her

owners, and the prize is not liable to be condemned if she is a neutral

ship and is subsequently captured, if there was no resistance to tho

search and capture and no anned rescue.

This vessel on a voyage from Trieste, in the Adriatic, to Canton, isoo

in China, was captured by two British cruisers in the Mediter- "^"'"^ '-^-

ranean, and possession taken by sending three persons on board

her, who being unable to navigate the vessel, the neutral captain

continued to direct her course according to the instructions of his

owners, refusing to carry the vessel into Malta for adjudication, as

requii-ed by the prize-master. Immediately after passing Malta

she was boarded by a third privateer, and carried into Maltn,

where the claim of Messrs. AVilcox & Co., of Philadelphia, as

neutral and sole o^^^lers, was rejected, and the ship condemned as

having been rescued from the original captors.

Sfoddarf and JTarrisou, for the captors.—This vessel has Itnn

condemned in the Court below on account of the resistance &ho

(«) In tho ca^c of tho Success, {b) Though the rciniblicatiun of the

December, 1811, the licence con- Prize Cases in chronological order has

tainod the following clause : "If been followed, it has been necessary

to Ireland, the vessel shall go north to interfere with it slightly, in tho

about ; if to any port of this king- case of Acton's Eepnrts, so as to keep

dom, south of Kull, then to stop at tho cases grouped under the titles of

Dundee or Leith for convoy." tho original reports.
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1809 appears to have mado to the exercise of the acknowledged belli-

" "^'
goront riglit of search, a riglit which, if once permitted to be

The rvN- violated by neutrals with impunity, must involve all maritime

nations in a series of calamities, cruelty and bloodshed. That

indulgence and lenity now shown to vessels boarded on suspicion

would no longer be politic or justifiable, and the interest of the

captors would point out the necessity of rigour and severity in

compelling vessels, under circumstances of suspicion, to enter those

ports best calculated for legally investigating the claims of the

respective parties. The evidence of the prize-master who was left

on board, corroborated by his own men, and one of the ship's crew,

proves, that at the time of his taking possession, he would have

obtained more men in consequence of the captain's suggesting that

his men would not work the vessel into Malta if he had not been

assured by him, almost immediately afterwards, that the men had

consented, at his request, to navigate the vessel into that port. As

soon as the vessel was supposed to be out of the reach of danger

from the privateers which made the capture, the captain threw oS

the mask, and assured the prize-master he would never again carry

a ship imder his command into port for adjudication, as he had

before suffered severely for so doing. He then called his men
together, assured them he would not j^ermit the vessel to be carried

in, and after demanding the ship's papers which had been left in

charge with the prize-master, and which he surrendered through

apprehension and intimidation, the vessel proceeded, by his direc-

tion, on her course towards the Straits of Gibraltar. The captain

assured him of his safety, and promised to send him on board a

Danish vessel then in sight. In this state of things she was again

boarded by a British cruiser and carried into Malta. There is no

attempt made to impeach the proof of property, but the sole

circumstance of the rescue attempted must appear sufficient to

affect the ship and cargo. (The private adventm-e of the master

having been restored by consent.) Hence, it is submitted, the

sentence of condemnation should be affirmed upon the principle

which regulated the decision of this Court in the case of the

Washington, where no actual force had been employed, but the

existence of a conspiracy to retake the vessel had been considered

fatal to the interest of the owners.
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Arnold andStep/ien, for the appellants and owners.—In this ease I809

there arises a difficulty from the nature of the testimony of two "^'"'^ '^^-

interested parties, who appear to have different motives for The Pex-

giving those inconsistent and contradictory statements. The

master, mate and seamen, with a solitary exception, agree in

stating the anxiety of the master to have a perfect capture made of

the vessel, probably that he might not be responsible hereafter to

his owners for a neglect of their interest, or to the captors should

any attempt be made to rescue the vessel by his crew. The only

witness of the ship's crew who supports the statement of the prize-

master is a person deserving little credit, from the resentment

which appears to have actuated him on account of his being

punished for disorderly conduct and inebriety. Tlie remaining

part of the crew confirm the statement of the captain, that ho

openly avowed the crew would not work the vessel into port, and

that the prize-master in consequence hailed the privateers, de-

manding more men to navigate the ship. This request was not

complied with, solely because there appeared several other vessels

in sight, which the privateers were anxious to capture. Inde-

pendent, however, of the contradictory part of the evidence

adduced, there is one point in which all are agreed, that no force

was employed, and this alone must obviate the inference attempted

to be drawn, that the principle upon which the Washington (a)

was condemned is applicable to this vessel, and will operate on

your lordships to pronounce against the appeal. In that case a

dangerous conspiracy was proved to exist, and the crew had been

previously armed to carry the proposed rescue into effect. Taking,

tliorefore, that part of the evidence in which all are agreed that no

resistance was made to the prize-master, but that solely in conse-

quence of the inability of the captors to work the ship the vessel

continued to hold on her original course, it remains for your lord-

ships to decide on a very circumscribed, thougli very material,

point of law, whether in all cases of capture the master and crew

are bound, at the peril of the confiscation of the vessel cr her

cargo, to navigate her to such port as the prize-masters, or those in

custody of the vessel for the captors, shall please to direct.

((/) This case is not reported.
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1809 Sir "W". Grant.—Wo cannot seo tliat any such duty is imposed
•^'^"^ ^^' on tlio master and his crow. Tliey owo no service to the captors,

The Pen- and aro still to ho considered answerable to the owners for their

L ' conduct. It is the duty as well as the interest of tlie captors to

Sir W. Grant.
j^^j^]^q ^]jq capture surc ; if they neglect it from any anxiety to

make other captures, or thinking the force already furnished suffi-

cient, it is exclusively at their own peril. In this case the captain

performs a duty ho conceives he owes to the owners ; ho will not

act against their interest, nor will ho attempt to prosecute their

interest by any violence on his part or that of his crew. Neither

he nor they are found to make resistance. The captors, therefore,

are left to pursue their separate interests ; they are unable to

navigate the vessel, and the captain resumes his command. "Wliat

effect a compromise or agreement to na\'igate the vessel into a

particular port, made by the master and his crew to the captain of

the privateer on his capture (without experiencing any undue

influence either arising from apprehension or compulsion), might

have on the master or crew, and whether they might not therefore

be comprised within a new obligation, is not now oui' duty to

determine. It might probably raise a veiy different question had

any such agreement been here proved. As, therefore, there

appears no actual groimds for the detention and subsequent

sentence, we reverse the decree and order the vessel to be restored,

each party paying their respective costs.

[,Act„„,.5:.]
THE NANCY (No. 1).

BJoclanle—Effectiveness—Duty of Blockading Squadron.

When a port is notified as blockaded, sucli a force should bo employed

as -will prevent vessels from entering or leaving a port.

A neutral vessel left a port -which was insufficiently blockaded, and

was subsequently captured. 7/(7(7, reversing the decision of a Yice-

Admiralty Court, that she must be restored.

1809 This was a leading case of several appeals fi'om Vice-Admiralty

•^"'!^ ^- Courts in America and the West Indies, condemning the ships and

cargoes for a breach of the blockade of the island of Martinique

in the year 1804.
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Tlio attestation of tho master, wlio was tlie claimant of the

vessel for himself and other American citizens, and of tho cargo,

as tho property of John Jubel, also of New York, in America,

proved that he had, under charter-party, agreed to sail with a cargo

from New York to tho port of St. Pierre in Martinique, unless

the same should ho blockaded, and to bring from thence a rotm'n

cargo of the produce of the island, for tho solo account and risk of

Jubel and other American citizens. That in case the island should

bo blockaded, he had agreed to proceed to St. Thomas, from whence

lie had orders to procure a return cargo from the proceeds of the

outward. In pursuance of this agreement, he arrived off Mar-

tinique on the 29tli of March, and finding no ships of war there,

and not being given to understand that there existed any blockade

at that time, he, in consequence of the vessel's having sprung a

leak, repaired to the port of Trinity in that island to refit, from

whence he set sail, and arrived at that of St. Pierre on the

ord of April. That while in the island he was informed the blockade

had been removed, and the squadron had gone on an expedition to

Trinidad. No vessel of war wliatcvor had appeared off the island

during his stay ; nor was there any notice given of a blockade

then existing. Having completed his cargo on the loth, he

sailed for New York, in which voyage he was captured and carried

into Halifax in Nova Scotia, when the vessel and cargo were

condemned as prize. Tliis statement was supported by the evi-

dence of a passenger on board the vessel, by some of tlie crew, and

by the tenor of a correspondence between persons in France, New
York, and Martinique, which proved that the blockade was at that

time removed, or at least so far relaxed that no armed vessels had

been seen off these ports during the period the vessel remained in

the island.

For tho captors, it was contended that althougli the blockading

fleet had been dispatched to Surinam, a force had been loft off tho

island to continue the blockade and apprize vessels of its existence.

This appeared even by tho correspon<lenco exhibited by tho claim-

ants ; one of the letters admitting that a British fifty-gun ship

continued off the island, and was now and then seen by the

iuhubitauts.

1809

July 6.

The Nancy.
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1809 Ji'noMKNT.—Tlio Court liold, lliat to constitute a Lloekndo the

"^"^'J "•
intention to shut up tlio port sliould not only be gencriilly made

Tub Nancy, known to vessels navigating the seas in the vicinity, but that it

was tlie duty of the blockaders to maintain such a force as would

be of itself sufficient to enforce the blockade. This could only be

effected by keeping a number of vessels on the different stations,

60 communicating with each other as to be able to intercept all

vessels attempting to enter the ports of the island. In the present

instance no such measures had been resorted to, and this neglect

necessarily led neutral vessels to believe these ports might be

entered without incurring any risk. The periodical appearance of

a vessel of war in the offing could not be supposed a continuation

of a blockade wliich the correspondence mentioned had described

to have been previously maintained by a number of vessels, and

with such unparalleled rigour, that no vessel whatever had been

able to enter the island during its continuance. Their lordships

were therefore pleased to order that the ship should be restored,

the proof of property being sufficient, but directed further proof

as to the cargo claimed for the American citizens mentioned.

[1 Acton, C3.] THE NANCY (No. 2).

BJocIiade— Effective Character— Opinion of Commander of Station— Singh

V,

Under particular cii-cumstanccs a single vessel may be adequate to

maintain the blockade of a port and co-operate with other vessels at the

same time in the blockade of another neighbom-ing port.

1809 This vessel had been restored in the Yice-Admiralty Court, in

^' ^ •

consequence of a deficiency of proof on the part of the captors, who

were unable to obtain an affidavit of the blockade of the port of

Trinity at the time of the capture.

Arnold and GostUng, for the owner.—This vessel sailed from

Trinity on the 25th of May, about which period the correspondence

of the governor of the island with the French Minister of Marine

states that a frigate showed herself from time to time off the port

of Trinity, with an intention to cut off supplies. The station of
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this vessel was sometimes off Trinity, and at others off another I809

port more than seven miles distant. Such an Interruption of the
'^^

trade of these ports could never be considered an actual hlockade, Tub Nanct.

and therefore the sentence of the Coiu-t below restoring the vessel

was perfectly justifiable.

Swahey and Stephen^ for the captors.—The sentence of the Court

below proceeded merely upon the ground of insufficient proof of

the existence of the blockade. This Is now altogether obviated
;

the invoked papers with the affidavit, formerly deficient, prove that

it existed. The extensive range of the frigate mentioned was

perfectly consistent with the objects she had in view, the blockade

of Trinity and a co-operation with the vessels on the other station.

From the activity of the cruisers off this port this vessel had twice

been nearly cut out of the harbour, and her preservation was

merely owing to a want of wind. From all these circumstances

tlie Com't will most probably be Inclined to reverse the sentence of

the Ylce-Admiralty Court, and repair the Injury the captors have

sustained.

Sir W. Grant.—As It appears the commander on that station

considered the force employed completely adequate to the service

required to be performed, we feel It necessary to rely on his judg-

ment, and condemn the vessel as prize to the captors.

TKE NOEDSTERN. [1 Acton.

128.]

Joint Capture—Associated Service.

In order to entitle a vessel other than the actual captor to share in the

prize, it is not sufficient to prove that the captor and the claimant were

associated in a joint enterprise, but it must also be proved that the

capture was the joint produce of an actual co-operation.

1809A QUESTION arose as to the right to share in tlie cargo of the

prize In question, on the part of several officers of a squadron of J"';/ 13.

liis Majesty's ships employed in the blockade of the port of Cailiz,

asserted joint captors. The cargo of the vesstd luxd been cou-

demned in the Vice-Admiralty Court of Gibraltar as prize tj the
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1809 actual captors. This sentenco had been confirmed on appeal by
^ ^^'

tlitnr lords] lips, so far as referred to tlio condemnation of tho

The property as prize generally, reserving the question by whom taken.

[After considerable argument the issue was confined to ono

point.] ....

Sir "W. Grant.—It seems to me unnecessary to insist further

on the question of fact whether the fleet were in sight. This part

of the case stands upon extremely deficient evidence, and is prin-

cipally conjectural. The point to which the attention of the Court

should principally, if not exclusively, be directed, is whether such

a co-operation existed as to make tho capture in question neces-

sarily dependent and consequent thereon.

Sfoddarf and Harrimn, for the actual captors.—To prove that

such a co-operation did not exist at the time, very little will be

necessary on our part. Upon the facts of the case already stated,

as considered separately from the authorities cited, there seems to

remain little doubt that the capture was made without any co-

operation as to that precise object. The co-operation admitted is

evidently for very different purposes. The principle upon which

this claim must fall to the ground may be drawn from the decision

of the judge of the High Coiu't of Admiralty in the case of the

Vryheid {a), taken in the engagement between Admirals Duncan

and De Winter. The doctrine of constructive assistance was here

very fairly tried, and as the claimant's ship, the Vestal, was

admitted to have been sent to procure the assistance of Admiral

Duncan, and the remainder of his squadron for the purpose of

engaging the enemy, the claim, as far as it depended on joint

enterprise, may be supposed equally admissible with the present

;

yet here the allegation was absolutely rejected, and the parties not

permitted to go into the proof. In this decision particular refer-

ence also was made to tho case of tlio Jlars {b), where a still

stronger claim on the principle of joint enterprise, as well as

co-operation, was rejected. In direct violation, then, of the autho-

(a) Vol. I. p. 179. (/') Lords, 1760.
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ritj of tliis judge, you are now called upon to extend the effect I809

and meaning of constructive assistance, so as to include the present ^ ^^'

claimants. The capture, it is contended, was made in compliance ^ The

with the order of Earl St. Yincent to continue the blockade, and

be particularly attentive to intercept all enemy's vessels passing to

or from the Spanish West Indies and Cadiz. This cannot be

supposed to include the detention of a Danish vessel laden with

property documented as neutral. Such was the prize. This order

refers not to her. The order, or rather notice, by Sir John Orde

never reached the captors : it therefore forms no part of the case.

In the case of the Generoiix (a), the claim of joint captui-e was sup-

ported on several distinct grounds—the intelligence given respecting

the prize to the actual captors, conjoint enterprise, and actual

co-operation. The fleet had been so disposed that the enemy

with her convoy could not possibly get into Malta ; and means

were taken to drive these vessels into the hands of the actual

captors. Thus these vessels appeared to be acting under the same

commander, and co-operating for a specific purpose, of which the

claimants were the absolute apprizers, yet your lordships, without

hesitation, decided against the admissibility of the claim. In the

case of the Jundcrs Kinder [h), although the Defiance was only five

leagues from L'Aigle at the time of the captiu"e, which was made

without chase, and in a thick fog, the claim was also considered

without sufficient foundation. In the V)'Oic CouHtantia (r), decided

in February last, it was held that a claim to joint capture could

not be supported, except the capture arose out of the express

object for which the parties had been associated or united. As

far, therefore, as authority can go, the claim of the present parties,

admitting the analogy, is abeady decided against upon the clearest

principle.

Sicahci/, in reply.—The cases alluded to were not analogous. In

the Vryhcid the claimants were employed on a detached service.

In the Generoux an order had also been issued for a detached

service, the body of the fleet continually changhig day after day,

so that no distinct claim could be faii-ly made out for any. In the

El Navarro the claim to salvage was justly rejected, as not founded

(rt) Lords. (7-) Lords, ISO?. {<•) Lordf?.

I
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1809 on tlie only proper and general ground of such application, ;?ro

•^"^^ ^^- opcre ct hihoir. No such averment could be there made with truth.

The Tlio only remaining question hefore the Coui-t, therefore, Avas

whether this capture was a separate service, independent of the

purpose of general association. The lateness of the introduction

of the claim for the remainder of the fleet, he added, was merely

owing to the inattention of the person entrusted with that charge.

Sir "W. Grant.—Upon the authority of the cases which have

been cited, a principle appears to have been established perfectly

just and consistent with the interests and welfare of the service.

Where a capture is strictly made in association, the parties so

associated shall be admitted to share. We are now called upon to

extend this principle to a very considerable length indeed, and

give an extremely vague, constructive meaning to the term " asso-

ciation." We cannot, however, go the length necessarily requisite

to include the present claim. There certainly appears to have

been a joint enterprise undertaken between the captors and the

appellants, but this was expressly limited to a precise object,

namely, a military blockade. The proceedings, therefore, in the

Court below, turned not upon a breach of blockade but upon the

question of property ; a breach of blockade was not imputed to

her, she was therefore restored as neutral property. The cargo

alone was condemned, and this upon further proof as to property

solely, which could not have been the case had the coming out of

port been part of the crime imputed, for in fact this was admitted

by the parties. The sole question upon which this case must be

decided, and which has therefore in the course of the argument

been principally attended to, is whether it is sufficient to establish

a right to share on the part of asserted joint captors that the

capture shall take place dm-ing the time of a joint enterprise.

Upon this we are decidedly of opinion that it is not sufficient a

joint enterprise shall exist at the time, except it exjiressly refer to

the capture in question, or, in other words, that the captm-e grow

out of the purpose and object for which the jiarties have been

imited, and be the joint produce of an actual co-operation and the

object of union. We therefore confirm the sentence appealed

from, and reject the claim on the part of the remainder of the

fleet.
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THE MAEGAEET. ^'^^fT'

Capture— Contrahand—Outivard Voyage—LiahiJity on Homnvard Voyage,

If a vessel carries contraband on her outward voyage, she is liable to

condemnation, together with the cargo, if captured on her homeward
voyage, even if the homeward cargo has not been purchased with the

proceeds of the outward cargo. Intermediate voyages between the

outward and home voyages do not take away liability if the vessel is

captured on the homeward voyage.

The captor having ouly a commission against Spain, this ship isio

and cargo on a return voyage from Batavia to Baltimore had been ''" ^^'

condemned in the Vice-Admiralty Court of Barbados as prize to

the Crown and a droit of Admu-alty, having been employed on

the outward voyage in conveying gunpowder and other contra-

band articles to the Isle of France, a colony of the enemy.

The Kin(fs Advocate for the respondent—that the part of the

retm'n cargo which was the subject of the present appeal, namely,

a moiety of certain shijDments of sugar, coffee, and pepper, claimed

as the property of the owners of this vessel, Messrs. M'Faden &,

Schwartes, of Baltimore (the remaining moiety, together with the

residue of the goods on board, appearing to be the property of a

Dutch merchant), was justly liable to condemnation ; first, because

tliG outward cargo, consisting principally of tar and gunpowder,

and such contraband articles, were by means of false documents

and suppression carried to the Isle of France ; and, secondly,

because the homeward cargo was also falsely documented, and this

moiety of the sugar, coffee, and pepper claimed was the produce

arising from the proceeds of the said contraband.

Aniohl and Stcphoi, for the claim, contended that this return cargo

could not be considered to have any connection whatever with the

objectionable outward cargo. The vessel had shicc lier fii'st leaving

Baltimore entered into a completely distinct lino of commerce, had

performed a number of different voyages, in wliich she continued

to be occupied from the year 1804 to 1807. In the outward

voyage she touched at the Cape of Good Hope and disposed of

part of her cargo for cash
;
proceeded thence to the Isle of France,

where the remainder was disposed of; from thence to Batavia in

K.— VOL. IT. 1
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1810 ballast ; again sailed witli a cargo of arrack, &o., for TranqueLar
;

"^"^^ '^^'

rcturnod to liatavia witli piece goods ; and finally sailed witli tliis

The cargo for Baltimore, after three years and four months occupied in

these several voyages, four of which had intervened between that

in wliich the objectionable cargo was canied out and the present.

In these various fluctuations and changes of property it must be

supposed that any possible connection of the present with the first

cargo, comprising the contraband articles, must be completely lost.

This could not be considered the return cargo to the first.

Sir J. NicHOL.—In all these successive voyages and exchanges

of property, it is admitted by the master that after the first cargo,

which was exclusively the property of the neutral claimants, a

Dutch merchant had a joint concern of one-half in each subsequent

cargo, and that in the present voyage the Dutch merchant owns

the whole of the cargo except the moiety of these shipments of

sugar, coffee, and pepper.

It certainly would be admitted this master had acted strangely

throughout, and had been very liberal in admitting that whicli

must be prejudicial to the interest of the claimants, who had lost

upon the voyage the master in whom they reposed confidence
;

and this acquiescence in the views of the captors had been amply

recompensed by their indulgence, as they had restored to him all

the property he had an interest in on board, with other signal

marks of favour. The property of the present cargo appealing

completely destitute of any connection with the first, it woidd be a

step beyond any the Court had taken on any former similar

occasion, were this property considered liable to condemnation.

Some boundary should be establislied, or else it would be impos-

sible to ascertain when a vessel might be considered exempt fi'om

the consequences of an act of delinquency, however remote.

Sir W. Grant.—The principle upon which this and other

Prize Com-ts have generally proceeded to adjudication in cases of

this nature appears simply to be this, that if a vessel carried

contraband on the outward voyage she is liable to condemnation

on the homewai'd voyage. It is by no means necessary that the

cargo should have been purchased by the proceeds of this contra-
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1810

July 21.

The

band. Hence we must pronounce against this appeal, the sentence

of the Court below being- perfectly valid and consistent with the

acknowledged principles of general law. Maeo^et

Sir W. Grant.

THE ELIZABETH. [2 Acton, 57.]

Practice—Appeal—Rescission of Decree.

It is contrary to the practice of tlic Court of Appeal to rescind a decree

of that Court on any ground.

This was an application to rescind a decree condemning part of

a cargo. The ground of the application was that the decree had

been acquiesced in, as alleged by the present applicants, owners

of cargo, on the understanding that, if satisfactory proof of the

national character of the applicants was brought before the Court,

the decree should be rescinded. Counsel for the captors denied

any such agreement. The application was refused in)

.

isii

3[((y 16.

THE FRANKLIN. [2 Act.n,,

loi;.]

Capture—Ri'scue—LiahiUtij of Cai'ijo Owner.

Wlien the shiji and cargo are owned by different persons, and after a

capture the master attempts a rescue, the cargo is liable to condemnation.

An appeal from a sentence of condemnation of ship and cargo, isii

pronounced by the judge of the Vice-Admiralty Com-t of Gibraltar, •^""'' '-'^-

as rescued from the prize master put on board whilst proceeding

to a port for adjudication.

(The ship and cargo were American, and the reasons for the

appeal were that ship and goods were the property of American

citizens, " and were engaged in lawful trade, and no misconduct

(«) In the GcheimratJi (Lords, had been practised they could not go

1798), the Court refused a similar out of the order of their practice."

.... • 11. i. <.i.v • 1 111 the Harmony (December 9,
application, saying that ' their decree .„ . , i i i <.^^

>
J to

1S07), a decree was rescmdod, but
being final, it would bo contrary to

^^^^ gj-ounds for such rescission were

their practice to rescind their decree, not stated in the record. (Notes to

and even where it appeared a fraud report of the Eh'zahefh.)

i2
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isii Ims been proved to forfeit the owners' right to restitution." Pme
"^""^ '""•

Appeals Admiralty Registry, vol. xlvii. p. 03.)

The
Franklin.

The Kiik/h Adroccdo, for the captors, adverted to the circum-

stantial evidence exhibited in the case, jtroving the fact of tlie

master and his crow having risen upon the prize master and his

men, whom they had confined below, wliilst the sliip's course was

altered for her own port of destination. In the prosecution of

which intention this ship was again captured. He now prayed

the sentence might be affirmed.

Dalhis, for the claimants, submitted that in this case, notwith-

standing the vessel's course had been changed by the interference

of the master and crow, yet it would be difficult to make out a

case of rescue from the evidence, as it appeared no actual force

had been employed ; but that from the improper conduct of the

prize master, as it was stated in an affidavit made by one of the

crow, the ship was considered to be in danger, and by the consent

of the remaining parties it was resolved the vessel should be

navigated by the master. The mere circumstance of the vessel's

course having been shaped for a different port from that to which

she had been bound by the direction of the captor would not, he

contended, affect the interests of the claimants upon the i)rinciples

laid down by the Coiu-t in the case of the Pensykania (o), when

the Court held that " there was no duty imposed upon the master

or crew to navigate the vessel to a poi-t for adjudication." To

secure the capture was said to be a duty imposed on the captors at

their own peril, in which having failed by providing only a com-

plement of men inadequate to navigate the vessel, the master on

resuming the command had sailed for his ovm port, and the Court

decreed restitution. The property of the greater part of the cai-go

was not that of the owner of the ship, which raised a very material

consideration, whether the fate of a vessel condemned for a rescue

would involve the interests of other persons, who were the shippers

of the cargo and totally imconnected -with the owners of the ship.

This was altogether a novel question, and one wliich, upon a

(fl) Ante, p. 103.
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review of the cases, had not yet heen decided. There was certainly' 1811

a dictum recorded in the case of the Cathcrlna Elizuhdh (a), where
'~

tlie Court said the consequence of a rescue, " had it heen hy a The

neutral master (the master there heing an enemy), would un-

doubtedly roach the property of his OTsaier, and the judge thought

it should extend also to the confiscation of the A\holc cargo

entrusted to his care." It must he observed, however, this was

merely a dictum, the case before the Court not at all comprising

such a question. Upon the obvious principles of justice and

equity, when there w^ere separate owners of the cargo and ship,

the conduct of the master ought not to bind the owner of the

cargo, who could not be considered as ha^dng reposed any con-

fidence, or capable of exercising any control over him. Upon this

equitable principle the Court had uniformly regulated its decisions

with respect to the other questions, where it had been argued the

act of the master should affect the interests of other persons. In

the cases of breach of blockade, of contraband, and of dispatches,

in the Mercurius [b), when the master committed a breach of

blockqjie, with notice, the owners of the cargo were admitted to

further proof, it appearing that the master was not specially con-

stituted their agent, nor were they then cognizant of the existing

blockade. Other cases of a similar nature had since occurred

which sanctioned the principle upon ^hich the Coui"t then pro-

ceeded. In the Atalanta {c) , when dispatches had been carried to the

enemy, both ship and cargo were condemned because the whole expe-

dition had been entrusted to the supercargo, who was acquainted with

the nature of the dispatches, and in whom the owners had reposed

confidence. In the next case \_Con>itantia'\ (ff), the master was part

owner of both ship and cargo, and constituted agent for the residue,

and there also, upon the same grounds, the ship and cargo were con-

demned. In the next, the Si(san (e), the ship was condemned, and

the cargo restored, including even that part of it belonging to tlie

owner of the ship, a distinction ha\dng been taken tliat the master

did not appear to have been appointed agent of the cargo, and

although his general agency for the ship would affect that part of

the property, the residue of the same owner's property should not

((/) Vol. I. p. 458. {h) Vol. I. p. J4. ((•) Vi.l. I. p. GOT.

{<!) Yol. I. p. 613, n. {(') Vol. I. p. (Jl 1.
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I Nil tlicroby bo alfccted. This was carrying the principle to its utmost
^'""'-"-

bounds.

The
Feanklin. a III old, same side, argued, first, that the rescue was improbable,

if not impossible, it appoiiring that the crow consisted only of four

cllcctive persons, a boy and an aged cook, Asliilst the prize master's

force consisted of seven men, all effective ; and secondly, that no

rescue was proved to liavc been attempted, no force had been

resorted to ; and the only fact which could serve as a pretext for

such an imputation was that of throwing overboard the arms which

lay on the quarter deck in an open basket.

Sir W. Grant.—It is, iu our minds, from the evidence adduced,

clearly a case of rescue.

In the few cases of rescue to be found reported, the present

question had never yet arisen. In the Dispatch (a), the master

and crew, with the supercargo, rose and rescued the vessel. Here

all parties were bound by the act of their agent, and both ship and

cargo wo^re condemned. In the Carmelite, loth Decembei'5 1802,

sliip and cargo belonged to one person. In the Washington, the

ship and cargo were both the property of the same person, and

both condemned, the cargo being the property of the ship's OTMiers,

the supercargo, and two others. In the Mars [b), the ship and

cargo were both condemned, the cargo being the property of the

owners, the supercargo, and two others. In none of these had,

therefore, the question arisen. Having no direct authority, the

question shoidd be argued by analogy. In the Alexander (c), a

case of breach of blockade, where the ship was condemned, and it

was objected that the owners of the cargo were not boimd by the

act of the master, the judge admitted that, had the master deviated,

under particular directions from the ship's owners, to land part of

his cargo at the blockaded port, unknowTi to the rest of the

shippers, such partial instruction might lead the Court to consider,

with indulgence, that distinction in favoiu" of those shijjpers Avho

had meditated a legal voyage ; but as the case stood, no such

distinction could be raised from the facts proved. Upon these

((() Vol. I. p. 305. {h) Lords, Jimc, 1S07. (c) Yol. I. p. 358.
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authorities, he contended the claimants were hero entitled to an isii

equal if not greater share of favourable consideration. In the ""'
'

Adonis, the claimant's case failed because the fact of purit}' of The

intention on the jiart or the owners of the cargo was not shown ; it

would have been otherwise if the fact had been established. "^
"

'^^^*'

The Ki)uf>i AiJcocate in reply said, if tlie question were new it

was tlio highest time it should be settled by a solemn decision.

Although acts of a master did not in all cases bind, yet in most

they did, and he apprehended particularly in those instances where

the principle was found necessary for the protection of belligerent

riglits; if so, the present case would be included. Whore no possi-

bility of privity between the master and his employers or freighters

existed, Courts had relaxed the rule respecting blockades, and

granted greater indulgence to the parties ; where the possibility

existed they had acted directly the reverse. Infinite danger would

attend the admission of shippers to distinguish then- purpose from

that of their master. The case of contraband and of dispatches

did not support the principle contended for. The enforcement of

the riglit of the captor to bring in for adjudication, upon which so

mucli depended in the conduct of a war, was too important not to

claim the particular attention of the Court. It was sucli a

necessary right, and acquiescence on the part of the neutral was so

imperatively enjoined, that any infraction of the implied compact

would be attended with the most dangerous consequences, and

should therefore be punished in tlie most exemplary manner by

the confiscation of tlie whole property engaged. Counsel had

urged that, where there was no case in which a diversity of interest

had been brought before the Court for sentence, it might be time
;

but the case of the Swedish convoy, he thought, would bo quite

decisive in principle upon this case, when the Court condemned all

the property withlicld from search.

Dallas objected that in the Swedish convoy case the Court had

decided on different grounds from tlioso submitti'(l hero for con-

demnation, the owners or the cargoes having put them on board

with knowledge of the intended convoy and its purport.

The Court took time to deliberate.
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1811 June 2->Ui, 1811.

'^""'' '^^-
The Court (a) pronounced against tlio appeal, and afHrmed the

TnB sentence of tlio Court Lelow condemning the ship and cargo.
Franklin.

THE VEEEDE.
[1 Dods. 1.]

Practice—Bail—Enforcement of Bond— Lapse of Time.

A surety to a bail bond given to answer adjudication on tho delivery

to the claimant of cargo captured is not released by lapse of time from

his liability on such bail bond.

1811 This vessel, laden with a cargo of rice, sugar, coffee, and other

February o. goods, was captured on the 2nd of May, 1799, by his Majesty's

ship Eaur/cr, Charles Campbell, Esq., commander, and carried into

Yarmouth. The usual proceedings were instituted by the King's

Proctor, and on the 15th of June a claim was given by Mr. Yink,

one of the partners in the house of Van Dj'ck, Gevens & Co., of

London, merchants, for forty-one cases of sugar and nine casks of

coffee, and also for fifty casks of rice. On the 18th of October,

1800, bail was given to answer adjudication by Gideon de Bie and

John Tullock, and the goods were in consequence delivered up to

the claimant. On the 13th of May, 1801, the judge decreed the

fifty casks of rice to be restored, and condemned the sugar and

coffee, which amounted in value to the sum of £050 9s. 6d. This

sum had never been paid or demanded till the 14th of April, 1810,

when a monition was extracted against the parties to bring in the

value of the goods condemned. An attachment was now prayed

against them for not complying with the terms of the monition.

The claimant himself and one of the sureties, Mr. Tullock, had

become bankrupts since the bail was given.

Sir "W. Scott.—This is a proceeding against the principal and

sureties to enforce the payment of £650 9s. 6cl., the amount of

goods delivered on bail to answer adjudication. The parties

against whom these proceedings are instituted have, vrith the

exception of Mr. de Bie, all become bankrupts. The property, it

seems, was condemned in the year 1801, but the monition against

(a) Sii- W. Grant, M. E., Sir W. Wynne, Sir W. Scott, Sir J. Nichol.
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the bail was not extracted till the month of April, 1810, nine years 1811

after thej had entered into the recognizance. Tlie monition was "
'""'''

^

then served upon tlie parties, and tliej in retm-n allege the delay The Veeedb.

and laches of the captor, asserting witli great trnth that if due sir "\v. Scott,

diligence had been used in making the demand the money miglit

have been recovered from Mi", de Vink himself, the claimant of the

property, and insisting that the bond cannot now be legally

enforced.

The question for the Court to determine is, whether from the

length of time and circumstances of the case the bail can be held

discharged from their responsibility. The captors must at all

events be protected in theii' rights. The Court felt it its duty

to inquire in what manner tlie delay had arisen, a delay which has

occasioned a case of great hardship to Mr. de Bie, the only security

who has not become a bankrupt. He has, undoubtedly, great

reason to complain, and the misfortune under which he labours is

attributable either to the misconduct of the captor or to that of

his agent.

A letter has been exhibited on behalf of the agent purporting to

explain his own conduct in the transaction. The letter, as fax as

it is material to the present business, is in these terms :
—" Bi'ing

very desirous, as the captor's agent, to give all the explanation in

my power, I have to state that, by Messrs. Steward, of Yarmouth,

the brokers who sold the vessel and cargo, their letter of the

11th January, 1802, in which they sent the account- sales, they

said, this is the remaining part of the cargo, I was led to conclude

this was all that was coming to the captors, consequently payment

was made to them. I had no information from the late King's

proctor." Now, I can by no means consider this explanation

satisfactory, either in its form or its substance. It appears hardly

possible that he could have been misled by tlie expressions in

Messrs. Steward's communication respecting tlie account-salts,

since ho must have known that those particular goods wore

delivered out upon bail to answer adjudication, and therefore

could not be the goods which composed the remainder of the cargo

to which the letter of the 11th of January referred.

Further satisfaction was requned by the Com-t, and an allidavit

of Captain Campbell has been brought in, wherein he states, tliat
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1811 "tlio agent liad tho c'utir(3 and iincout rolled management of all

" '"""•^ '''

the Ji(ni(/rr\s prizes committed to liLs charge, and that he confided

ThbVeeede. im})lieitly in him as agent, aiid, not suspecting tliat lie was negli-

SirW. Scott, gent in his duty, did not in any way interfere in regard to tho

said prize, the V/rcdc" lie states likewise the manner in Avhich,

by the examination of his agent's accounts, he himself made the

discovery respecting the money duo upon this bond. I must say,

that in my opinion Captain Campbell has most completely excul-

pated himself from all blame, lie had placed his concerns in the

hands of an agent, and expected that he would act with diligence

and fidelity in the care of them. Has the agent answered the

demand made upon him by the Court in a manner equally satis-

factory ? After stating that the ship was carried into Yarmouth,

he says, in his affidavit, that " although he was agent for the

captors, the superintendence of the ship and the goods on board

her was necessarily removed from the appearer to Messrs. Steward

& Co. of that place, merchants, as sole agents or brokers." Now,

I can by no means admit that the duties of the agent ceased upon

the employment of a broker, although not upon the spot, it was

still his duty to act with care and sedulity. Is it not the business

of an agent to know in all cases w^hat becomes of the goods ? Is

he to make no inquiries as to their restitution or condemnation ?

It is liis duty to be urgent " in season and out of season "
; more

especially is it expected of him to be careful in his attention to the

law proceedings, to watch their course, and to inform himself

aecm-ately of their result. Tho agent goes on to say, that " no

copy of the condemnation was ever sent to him by or from the late

King's proctor, or information of such condemnation, to the best of

his recollection and belief, as, if it had, that he should particularly

have directed that proceedings were duly taken against the claimant

and his bail to procure payment, and should have caused distribu-

tion thereof." Now this, it must be observed, is a charge brought

against a deceased person, and that too upon a mere belief and

vague recollection of a very remote transaction. Neither can I

follow him to the conclusion, that if such commimication had been

made to him, he should have ordered the money to have been

demandeil, and distribution to have been made. But if the charge

of negligence against the late King's proctor were true, is it not
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tliij duty of the agent also to exercise vigilance 't If the King's I8II

proctor did not transmit the sentence, it was the agent's duty to '' ^"'^^^

require it, for a sentence there must liave been, and he was bound TheVeeede.

to know what that sentence was. But he, it seems, remained in sir W. Scott,

utter ignorance till the error was pointed out to him by Captain

Campbell. I do not by any means intend to say that the agent

lias been actuated by any corrupt motives (for it is quite impossible

to attribute to him any corrupt motive whatever, the money beiug

entirely out of his possession, and remaining in tlie registry witli-

out any knowledge on his part that any such money existed) ; but

it is at tlie same time equally impossible to acquit him of extreme

inattention and negligence, and if the Court had the power of

laying the burthen on the agent, it would in this case have done it

without dissatisfaction. Under the present Prize Act, I think the

Com-t would have the power to compel payment by the agent ; but

on reference to dates, I find this to be a transaction prior to that

Act. The Court then, unfortunately, has not the power, and if

tlie agent cannot be fixed, I fear the liability must rest on the

bail. I have looked into the Chancery eases, and I find, as far as

I can collect tliem, that a surety is not released from his engage-

ment by mere laj^se of time, unless where payment was to have

been made within a limited period, and the time has been extended

by the other parties without his consent or knowledge. In the

case of Ni>ihet and Smith {a) , ulterior time was given against the

express directions of the surety, and Lord Thurlow, relying upon

that ground, liold him to be disciiargcd. In tlio latter case of

liecs V. BcrriiKjton (b), the obligee in a bond liad, without any

communication with 1lie surety, taken notes from the principal,

and given further time ; the sm'ety was there also held to be dis-

charged upon tlio same ground. In the still later case of Wri(j}it

V. Simpson (c), the Lord Chancellor intimated very strongly that

mere forbearance in enforcing payment on a bond would be insufii-

eient to release a surety from liis engagement, and expressly said,

that " as to the case of principal and surety, in general cases, ho

never understood that as between the obligee and the surety there

was an obligation of active diligence against tho principal; that

(a) 2 13ro. C. C. u79. (i) 2 Yoscy, jIO. (c) 6 Vcsoy. 734.
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1811 ilio RuiT'fy is a guarantcf, and it is liis business to soo whetlu-r the

F,bruaryj^
principal i)ays, jind not tliat of llio creditor." Such is the result

TheVuekdk. of nil iho o.iscs wliicli I liiivc hoen able to find upon tlie subject, so

SirwTsiiott. far as I can understand them; and as I have no power of throw-

ing the responsibility upon the agent, I am under the painful

necessity of enforcing payment from the bail ; but I shall order the

attachment not to be issued for the space of one month.

[I Dod«. 25.] THE POMONA.

Condemnation—Proceeds of Prize—Ri<jht to enforce CondtmiKition.

Proceeds of prize may bo followed wherever they can be traced.

Monition enforced against persooe who were at the time or had been in

possession of prize goods.

1811 Sir W. Scott.—This is au application to the Court to enforce

February 14. a monition against certain persons who have had the proceeds of

prize in their hands, knowing them to be such. It is a principle,

recognized in these as well as the common law coui'ts, that the pro-

ceeds of prize may be followed wherever they can be traced. The

Act of Parliament does not introduce a new principle in its pro-

vision for this purpose, but merely gives to this Court a stronger

arm in supporting the rights of captors ; and it will not be the

disposition of the Court to abridge its powers where they are neces-

sary to protect those rights. The goods, out of which the proceeds

now sought to be recovered arise, were put on board this ship at

Port-au-Prince, in St. Domingo, and were captui-ed and carried

into the island of Jamaica. A claim was given for them by the

master, as the property of Messrs. Geddes & Co., of London,

merchants ; and the goods were delivered up upon bail being given

by Mr. Smith, of Kingston, in Jamaica, to answer adjudication.

The goods were afterwards condemned as pi*ize to the captors by

the Yice-Admiralty Court in that island, fi-om which sentence of

condemnation au appeal was asserted ; but not having been prose-

cuted within the time limited by law, it was pronounced to have

been deserted by the Lords Commissioners of Appeal. I am,

therefore, now to consider these goods as undoubted prize; deter-
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mined to be such by a competent tribunal. "Whether Mr, Hunter I8II

or any one else had anything to do with tliese goods originally is ^ """^
'

quite out of the view of this Court ; it can look no further back The Pomona.

than to the period of their condemnation. It appears lliat tbo Sir W.Scott.

goods were condemned by the Yice-Admiralty Court at Jamaica,

and delivered to Smith as agent of the claimants ; they come into

his hands as prize goods, and the clause of the Act of Parliament

was meant to include every person receiving goods in that character.

"Where goods have been fairly purchased in market overt, under a

total ignorance of their previous history, the captor might find

some difficulty in enforcing a process against the purchaser ; but

here Mr. Smith was aware of the fact ; he takes the goods with

this responsibility, and ho is, therefore, directly amenable to the

Court. New bills of lading were made out at Jamaica to the order

of Smith ; he is clearly fixed with the possession of the proceeds,

aud he assigns them over by his agents to Hunter & Co. by

the same title by which he had himself holden them. They have

the bills of lading, and take possession of the property with a

perfect knowledge of the history attending it. Every particle of

the evidence in the cause tends to fix them with the knowledge

of their being prize goods. They go further, and specially charge

themselves with responsibility to the captors by giving a bond of

indemnity to Smith. It was not, indeed, in their power to discharge

Mr. Smith, but they could and did make themselves peculiarly

answerable. A great deal has been said as to the want of equity

in proceeding against these parties and not against Mr. Smith only.

But when equity is spoken of, I would ask, by what kind of equity

do these persons bind themselves down to responsibility and obtain

possession of the goods, and when tluit possession has turned out

not beneficial, then endeavour to throw the onus upon the other

party ? That they liad the possession of these goods is perfectly

clear ; whether they transferred them again to suit any purposes

of their own is perfectly immaterial. It will not avail them to

say that they have not noAv possession of the proceeds ; all the

possession that has been had of the goods since, has sprung and

arisen from their possession ; the possession of other parties is their

possession as derived from them. AYliether the parties to whom

they transferred the goods received them with a knowledge of the
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1811 fact tliat tlioy worn prizo procoeds, (loos not appf.ir ; if tlifiy

Irhntury It.
j.(.(,,.iy(.,| |li,.,n witliout suc'li knowlodgo, tliGD, uiulouLledly, the

Tin: Pomona, captors liavo (lono right in passing tliem b}', and in proceeding as

SirW. H(;()tt. tlioy liavo done against Messrs. llnntor & Co. Tlie captors liave

made ihoir cloction, and tlioy had a perfect riglit so to do. Upon

every principle, I think the parties who have been proceeded

against are responsible for the amount of the proceeds ; and I shall

therefore decree the monition as prayed against Mr. Smith, and

also against Messrs. Hunter, Raynio & Co.

[1 DodR. 28.] THE BUENOS AYRES.

Joint Capture—Expedition—Antecedent and Subsequent Services.

Services of a vessel in connection with, but antecedent to, and subse-

quent to an expedition, will not give a prize interest to sucb vessel in

captures by the expedition.

1811

MmrJi 30

;

affirmed

Sir W. Scott.—Tliis is a proceeding originating in the capture

of the Spanish settlement of Buenos Ayres. A claim is set up by

''^"'hsio
'^' Captain Honeyman, and the other officers and crew of his Majesty's

' ship, the Leda, to share as joint captors in the proceeds of the

property captured at that settlement. The matter comes before

this Court on reference from a Committee of his Majesty's Council,

wlio, upon application being made to them by Captain Honeyman,

signified their opinion that it was a question proper to be submitted

to the Coui-t of Admiralty ; and, as his Majesty's proctor has con-

sented to appear, I see no reason why I should decline to entertain

the cause.

Putting aside these preliminary remarks, I now come to the

substance of the case. Before the original expedition to the Cape

of Good Hope sailed fi'om the ports of this country, Sir Home
Popham liad received directions from the Admiralt}' to send a

frigate to cruise on the eastern coast of South America, between

Bio do Janeiro and Bio de la Plata, for the purpose of procuring

intelligence of the enemy's motions. As soon as the object of the

expedition was accomplished by the capture of that settlement, he,

in pursuance of the orders thus previously communicated to him,
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dispatched the Leda, under the command of Captain Honeyman. isii

Connecting tliese circumstances together, it cannot be denied tliat
^"'"''^' ^^-

Captain llonejman was sent under orders originating with tlie The Buenos

Admiralty itself, and also that he was dispatched with a view to "

the expedition, though thore was no fixed determination to make ^^^^- '^'^°*'*'

an attack upon this Spanish settlement.

The question is, whether upon any general principle the services

antecedently performed by the Lcda are of a nature to give her an

interest in the captui-e. I am of opinion that they are not ; that

the services previously performed by her, however meritorious they

may have been, will not entitle her to share, since there was no

preconcert and no specific knowledge of the expedition till after

the capture was effected. Upon any general principle of joint-

capture, or on the authority of decided cases, I am clearly of

opinion that the claim of the Leda cannot be established, and it

certainly is not the disposition of this Court or of the Lords Com-

missioners of Appeal to extend tlio interests of joint-capture beyond

their present limits. So likewise with respect to services subse-

quently performed, they must be considered precisely in the same

light ; I think I may lay it down as a certain and fixed rule that

no services antecedent or subsequent, unless the vessel is employed

in the identical service of the expedition, will impart a prize-

interest. If, therefore, I had to dispose of this case on principles

of law, I should have no hesitation in pronouncing against tlie

claim of the Lcda.

THE EL EAYO. [i Dod8. 42.]

Joint Capture—Head-mnnei/—Ftret—(IviKnd Eiif/<i{/emeiit—Subsequent sepa-

rate Service.

In a general engagement the wholo fleet is entitled to head-money,

tliougli the formal surrender be made to one ship oidj' ; but the surrender

must bo a continuation of the general engagement.

Tins was tlie case of a claim set up on the part of liis Majesty's isii

sliip Leviathan, to share in the sum allotted for head-money \\\>o\\
"'•'

^'*'

the capture of this Spanish ship of war.
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iHii Sru "W. Scott.—A docreo was originally made in this cause,
j/,n/i4^

entitling tho fleet generally to share in the head-money due on

Tub El Rayo. account of this capture. At the time when this decree was made,

Sir "W. Scott, no circumstances liad transpired which gave reason to suppose that

a peculiar claim would bo set up for any individual ship. It is

now, however, assorted on behalf of his Majesty's ship the Doncfjal^

that she was the sole captor, and a claim has also been made on the

part of the Leviathan to share as joint-captor with tlie Doncrjal, to

tlie exclusion of the rest of the fleet.

The first point to be decidt^d is, whether upon the statement of

facts now before the Court the whole fleet is or is not entitled to

share in the bounty of tho Crown. I accede to the principle laid

dowu by the King's Advocate, that if this captm-e could be con-

sidered as a continuation of the general action, then the whole fleet

would be equally entitled to head-money, notwithstanding the

formal surrender to one particular ship belonging to the fleet. If

the prize now in question before the Court had not gone into port

and come out again upon a uew enterprise, the captm-e might,

I think, very fairly have been considered as forming a continuation

of the general engagement. But here are two circumstances wliich

take it out of this principle ; first, the ship to which the surrender

was made had been detached on other service, and did not compose

a constituent part of the original fleet by which this memorable

engagement had been sustained ; secondly, the captured vessel was

not left after the action upon the field of battle, but had escaped

from her %'ictorious enemies and got into port, from whence she was

again sent out for the special purpose of assisting other vessels in

distress. Now these two circumstances do, I think, completely

destroy all supposition as to the continuity of the engagement.

Neither the capturing nor the captured vessel can be identified

with the respective fleets between which the contest had taken

place, and upon this broad and intelligible ground of distinction

I shall pronounce against the claim of the fleet to share in the

head-money.

The next question is with respect to the claim of the Leviathan,

and that certainly approaches much neai'er to the principle on

whieh the Court is in the habit of acting, nnd rests upon much

nicer distinctions of law. The Donegal had been dispatched from
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the Britisli fleet for tlie purpose of securing prizes, and if it had I811

apf)eared that her attention had been in any manner directed to -^
^^'

tlie El Rai/o, her claim woukl, I think, have been pretty nearly TheElRato.

made out. There was no combat between the prize and the actual Sir W. Scott,

captor, and all tliat was done on the part of the Donegal was the

mere form of taking possession. The Leviathan was in sight at the

time of the surrender, but her whole and undivided attention was

directed to one object, the assistance of the Monarca. The Levia-

tJian did, indeed, fire a gun, but this was merely as an admonitory

signal to the Monarca, without any intention of compelling the

surrender of the El llaijo, or of producing any effect upon that

si lip by intimidation or otherwise. The Leviathan was certainly

within reach, and might have given assistance if any had been

required, but she neither afforded any actual contribution of

endeavour, nor had she the most distant intention of so doing,

being wholly employed on another and different service. With

reference, then, to the rule applied to head-money, I think her

interest is not established. It is a case very different from that

put by Dr. Lushington of a pursuit by a frigate and a sevent}'-

fom* gun ship, where a siu'render was produced by the exertions

of both vessels. In such a case both would, undoubtedly, be

entitled to the head-money, although the actual surrender might

bo made to the frigate, and possession taken by her only. But in

this case there was no pursuit, and nothing was done by the

Leviathan to produce the event which has occurred. I shall there-

fore pronounce for the exclusive right of the Donegal ; but, as tliis

case has been very properly brought to the notice of the Court,

and has been conducted with the utmost fairness and propriety, I

shall decree the expenses on all sides to be paid out of the sum

allotted for head-money.

R.—VOL. IT.
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[1 DodH. r,o.] THE NTED ELAVIN.

Practice— Ihiil Bond—Linhilitij of Sitrctirs—Suhscquent War.

As bail is only given as a security pending the decision of all questions

before the Court at the time such bail is given :

—

I/eld, that sureties who
giivo bail for a neutral vessel are not liable in respect of such vessel if

war breaks out, and she thereby becomes belligerent property, and liable

to condemnation on tliis gi'ound.

1811 Tins vessol, sailing- under Danish colours, and laden with a—'— cargo of sugar, coffee, elephants' teeth, and other articles, was

captured on the lOth September, 1806, by the private ship of war,

Jlapj)'/ licfiini. On the 14th of October, in the same year, the

ship was restored by consent, with freight and expenses. Claims

were given for the cargo on behali of Messrs. Kyberg & Co.,

of Copenhagen, and others, and on the 6th of May, 1807, the

cause came on for hearing, when the judge restored four-sevenths

of the general cargo, and ordered further proof of the remaining

three-sevenths, and of the elephants' teeth. On the 13tli of August,

1807, bail was given to the captor to answer adjudication in the

sum of 20,057/. 9.s\ 4r/., being double the appraised value of the

said three-sevenths of the general cargo and the elephants' teeth.

On the 12th of February, 1808, the judge pronounced the further

proofs to be sufficient, and the goods to be Danish property, and

directed the captor's general expenses to be paid. The King's

Advocate now moved for condemnation of the property to the

Crown, in consequence of the hostilities which had since been

declared between this country and Denmark ; and also for a

monition against Smith and Wolf, the bail, to answer the adjudi-

cation.

On behalf of the Crown, the Kimfs Advocate and Jeimcr

argued that the bail bond must be considered in all respects as a

substitute for the thing itself ; that it was not confined to the

individual captor to whom it was given, but was to answer all

qiiestions relative to the property which might arise before the

Tiltimate adjudication of the cause ; that bail bonds are never in

possession of the captors, but of the Court, and therefore it woidd

be too much to maintain that they can only be put in suit by the
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persons to whom tliej are given by name ; that the Crown mn?t isii

for sucli purposes be considered in all respects as identifiel with - "'J ~ •

tlie captor ; that all right of capture proceeded from the Crown,

and tliat all right of prize vested originally in the Crown ; that iu

a case of joint captm-e, it could never for a moment be contended

that the bail would not be responsible to the joint captor, who had

subsequently proved his interest, as well as to the actual captor, to

whom alone the bond was given ; that in the case of property

condemned, under the provisions of the Prize Act, to the CroMH,

instead of the captor, by whom the proceedings were originally

instituted, the responsibility of the bail was indisputable. It was

further urged that it is the policy of this country to consider all

property depending in judgment before the Court as liable to

condemnation in case hostilities should supervene ; and that it was

just and reasonable that a bond taken for such property should be

subject to the same considerations, and tliat the possession of it

should be considered as equivalent to the possession of the property

itself.

For tlie bail.

—

Antohl and Achnns contended that bail bonds

were granted for a limited purpose only ; that they were given to

tlie captor, and not to the King ; that if the Court should decide

otlierwise, no bail would ever be given in future ; that the present

security w^as given merely to answer the point tlien before the

Court for its decision, namely, whether this was or was not Danish

property ; that the parties were induced to give such bail by tlie

establislied credit of Messrs. Kyberg & Co., on whose behalf the

goods were claimed, by the firm expectation that those gentlemen

would be able to establish their property" in the goods, and also by

tlie confidence they entertained tliat, in the event of condemnation,

tlie owners would furnish them with the means of discharging the

bond ; that at tho time when this security was given the parties

had not the least expectation of a war between this country and

Denmark ; that if the bond were to be enforced against tlioni,

they alone would be the sufferers, having no means of calling upon

the Danish merchanis for paym<'ut in consequence of the war with

Denmark.

K 2
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SirW. S.'utt
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i.sii Siu W. Suoxr.—The quostion in tliis case is whether the parties

_J^^'-^ wlio liavc j^avcu bail to nnswor adjudication are subject to tliis

The domiiud of tlio Crown to bring in the amount of tlie value of tlio

goods for wliicli tlicy jiave become securities. At the time the

jtropcrty was delivered on bull, tlio question depending before

llio Court was whether that part of the cargo which was ordered

for further proof was or was not Danish property ; if it really

l)olonged to subjects of Denmark, the party making the claim

would at the time have been entitled to restitution, and upon due

proof of the property being made, the bail Avould have been equally

entitled to their dismissal. Now, I cannot entirely accede to the

position which has been laid down on behalf of the claimant, that

these bonds are mere personal securities given to the individual

captors ; because I think they are given to the Coiu't as securities

to abide the adjudication of all events at the time impending

before it. This Court is not in the habit of considering the effect

of bonds precisely in the same limited way as they are viewed by

the Courts of common law. In those Courts they are very pro-

perly considered as mere personal securities for the benefit of those

parties to whom they are given. In this place they are subject to

more enlarged considerations : they are here regarded as pledges or

substitutes for the thing itself, in all points fairly in adjudication

before the Court. The cases put by the King's Advocate fully

establish this point, and it would be easy to suggest others in

support of the same doctrine. Suppose a bond given to the actual

captor to answer the adjudication of property, which should, from

the locality of the captiu'e, be subsequently condemned to the King
in his Office of Admiralty : I have no hesitation in saying that

the bail would in such a case be answerable to the Admiralty.

But the question still reciu's, Has the Crown a right to enforce

payment from these parties in the event, which has since occun-ed,

of Danish hostilities ? I am of opinion that it has no such right

;

that is an event which, I am persuaded, was not in the contem-

jilation of the parties at the time they entered into this secm-ity

;

it has no connection with the question which this bail was given to

answer, namely, whether these goods were Danish property or not.

The present is an adjudication upon an entirely new question,

arising out of an entii-ely new state of things, and cannot be iden-
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tifieJ with the original proceedings in the cause. The Court does, isii

indeed, upon the intervention of hostilities, accept the old pro- ' "'-^ ~ ^'

ceedings, and upon them pronounce for the interest of the Crown ;
The

hut it does so merely for the purpose of saving time and expense,

and not with any view of fixing a responsibility on those who have

given hail to answer a very different question. If the Court were

to accede to the prayer of the Crown upon this occasion, the effect

would be monstrous ; it would extinguish altogether the practice of

delivering property upon bail, a mode so much encouraged by the

Court and by the legislature. No British luprehant would become

security for foreign claimants in any case if lie should be con-

sidered responsible to the extent of such a possible contingence as

that of a subsequent intervention of liostilities. How coidd this

Court expect it ? How could the neutral world expect it ? I am
clear that I have no autliority to compel these merchants to bring

in tlie amount of the property, and I pronounce for the dismissal

of the bail.

THE CEYLON. [iDod.. iu.3.]

Rtaipture—Prize—Eutmy Ship—Prize Act—Setting furth/or War—Informal

Commission— Offensive Operations—Recapture by Navy and Army—Con-

demnation.

In order to constitute "a setting forth fur war" within the Prize Act,

45 Goo. III. c. 72 (a), an informal commisfsion coupled with the use of a

ship in an offensive operation is sufficient {!>), and such ship on recapture

will be condemned to the captors.

Recapture may be effected by a combination of land and sea forces.

This was the case of an English East India ship which had isii

been captured by some French frigates, and carried to the ls\o of -^"'"'''^'j"' •^>

Johanna, wliere she was refitted and supplied witli two additional

carronades, and a Froncli crew consisting of seventy men. From

the Island of Johanna she was conveyed by the French captors tu

Port South-East, in the Isle of France; on her aiTival off tliat

place she was attacked by tlie British frigate the Nereid, and the

((() See now the Naval Prize Act, 18G4 (27 & 2S Vict. c. '2d), s. 40.

(/>) See the (feoryiana, j^ost, p. 19;J.
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IS 11 guns ul' tlio Islo (lu I'asso, and having fired Keveral shots in letum
Nuvcn^Ur 1.;,

^^^ ^j^^^ frigato uiid fort, sho passed on to lier ancliorago at Port

Soutli-Kast; wliilst lying in that port sho was again attacked Ly

tlio British squadron employed in the blockade of the Isle of

France, when, with the assistance of some other French ships, she

sucecedt'd in repelling the attack, and in taking and destroying

the British squadron. She was afterwards earned round to Tort

Napoleon, where sho was dismantled, and fitted out as a prison ship

for the purpose of receiving English prisoners of war, in which

state she was found at the time of the capture of the island. The

question was, whether, under those circumstances, the ship was

sufHcieutly set forth for war to come witliin the terms of the Prize

Act which directs restitution, upon salvage, of British ships re-

captm-ed from the enemy, unless they shall have been " set forth

as ships or vessels of war by the enemy."

On a former day the judge thinking the evidence adduced not

suificient to establish the facts of the case, directed the cause to

stand over for the purpose of admitting further evidence, or of

affording some explanation why the proper evidence had not been

supplied.

AfRda\'its were now exhibited stating the circumstances attend-

ing the captui'e of this ship, her subsequent employment by the

enemy, and the belief of the witnesses as to the state in which

she was found at the time of recapture.

On behalf of the former British owners, the Advocate of the

Admivalti/ and Sfoddart.

For the captors, the Kintffi Adcocate and Joiner.

Sill W. Scott.—This ship is alleged to have been retaken by

his Majesty's land and sea forces employed in the caj)tm-e of the

Isle of France. Tlie cu'cumstauces attending the recapture are

very imperfectly detailed in the evidence before the Court, no

person who was present at the recaptiu-e being produced as a

witness. It is certainly the first time in which a cause of tliis

kind ever came on for hearing in such a form ; however, this is a

defect which cannot now be supplied, and I can only understand

generally, that the ship was employed, in conjunction with other
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vessels, iu defence of the Isle of France against the liritisli 1811

assailants.
yovoila- 15,

A claim has hcen given for this ship, so taken and so employed,

on behalf of the former British proprietors. The former master

states the circumstances under which the ship was taken hy the

enemy. He says, " that she was taken and seized on the ord July,

1810, within sight of the Isle of Johanna, in the Indian sea, hy

the BcUone and Minerre, French frigates of war, and the French

corvette of war, Victor, after a very severe engagement of five

hours and a half, during which man}' guns were fired on both sides.

That the said ship was an English East India ship sailing under

English colours ; that the ship and goods were afterwards carried

into the Island of Johanna, where she was refitted and had

additional guns put on hoard h}' the French, hy Avhom she

was afterwards conveyed to the Isle of France ; that on her

arrival at Port South-East, on the 20th of August, 1810, she

was attacked by the Nereid, British frigate, and the guns of the

Isle du Passe, then in possession of the English ; that she fired

several shots at the frigate and fort, and then passed on to her

anchorage at South-East Point ; that the deponent was afterwards

put on shore, but was present on the 24th and 25th days of the

aforesaid month of August, when the said ship, being still at her

anchorage in Port South-East, was engaged in action against the

English blockading squadron, under the command of Captain

Pym, of the Sirius, which, with the Magicienne, another English

frigate, were both burnt, and the Nereid, English frigate, taken,

and the Ipldijenic surrendered ; and which was effected by the

exertions of the two French frigates and corvette by which the

deponent was captured, assisted as aforesaid by the French crew,

which had been put on board the deponent's ship ; that the

deponent was afterwards convej^ed from Port South-East, wliero

he left the Ceylon, on the 15th of September, in a cartel, in conse-

quence of his having been exchanged; but the deponent has lioard,

and believes, that the Ceylon was afterwards carried round to Port

Napoleon, where she was unladen, dismantled, and fitted out as a

prison ship, for the purpose of receiving English prisoners of war,

and in which state she was found at the time of the captm-e of the

island." It appears that she was a very large ship, of the buitheu
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Sir W. Scott.

i«n ol' ci^'ht liuiiilr('(l Ions; that bIio had on board twenty-six guns,
uifinHi ,),

^^^ J ^^^^^ liiiiidrcd and ten men, with arras, and ammunition of

ovcrv dnsciijilion, in sufficiont quantities for offensive or defensive

oi)criitii)ns ; it appears also that slie was furnished with a Britisli

letter of marque, empowering- her to make reprisals. Now, the

question for the determination of the Court is whether, under the

Avords of the Act of Parliament, she is sufficiently " set forth for

war " by the enemy. I am of opinion that she is. " Setting

forth" does not, I think, necessarily mean sending out of port.

It is no necessary part of the interpretation that she should have

been carried into port and sent out with a formal and regular

comniis.sion ; it is sufficient if she has been used in the ojieratious

of war, and constituted a part of the naval and military force of the

enemy. jVo)i constat that there was not a regular commission of

war in the present case ; that must remain matter of conjecture

only, since all the ship's papers are lost. I hold it, however, to be

unnecessary that she should have been regularly commissioned

;

it is enough that she was employed in the public military service

of the enemy by those who had competent authority so to employ

her. In the case of Castor (a), which ship was not carried into port,

there was no regular commission, for it is not in the power of the

admiral to grant a regular commission ; he has only an inchoate

authority for such a purpose, and his acts necessarily require

confirmation : yet in that case, it was held that the ship, though

commissioned by the admiral alone, was sufficiently clothed with

the character of a vessel of war. A commission of war is

conclusive of itself as to the character of a ship ; but it by
no means follows that a regular and formal commission is

in all cases indispensable. The want of such an instrimient

is not fatal ; it may be supplied in various ways by acts equi-

valent to a commission. "What are the facts in the present

ease ? There was, indeed, no great additional armament, for that

was unnecessary, the ship having been already armed in the service

of this country ; but two guns, it appears, were added out of the

stores of other vessels to those -which were originally on board.

She sailed with a nontenant do vaisscau, a person having a
military commission, and a complement of men capable of fighting

((/) Lords of Appeal, May, 1795.
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the ship; for it appears that she did fight the British frigate the 1811

JVcrcidc, hy which she was attacked. It is said these were mere ' <'''''^'*^'" i^j

defensive operations ; but arc not many of the operations of war

defensive ? If the Nereido had proved inferior in force, would not

this ship, in conjunction with tlio others, have carried the matter

further and attacked in her turn y Then, being arrived at the Isle

of France, she again sustained an engagement with other British

ships, and assisted in the destruction of the Siriit-s and the Mayi-

ciciiiic, and in the capture of two other English frigates. Here,

tlion, was au operation not merely defensive but an actual oftV-nsive

attack, terminating in the destruction of tlie British blockading

squadron. I cannot doubt, under the cii'cumstances, that this ship

was sufficiently " set forth for war " to satisfy the terms of the Act,

or, as the marginal note of the Act expresses it, " used as a ship of

war." As little doubt can I have that she was so used under

competent authority. We know extremely well that in remote

parts of the world, where the domestic authority cannot be imme-

diately resorted to, the commanders are of necessity vested with

larger powers than is usually entrusted to them when employed

upon Eirropean stations. I think this vessel was sufficiently com-

missioned by the French commander on that station ; this h'cu-

teiiaiit de vaisscau and the seventy men were put on board by his

order in the first instance, subject, undoubtedly, to tlie approbation

of the French Minister of Marine ; but can I doubt that this

appointment would have been confirmed by the constituted au-

thorities at home in the present situation of the French navy ?

What was her after-employment ? Why, as a prison-sliip, as f)thcr

ships of war frequently are, and, lastly, in defence of tlie place.

This conversion is in itself sufficient to show that a regular coiu-

niission is not necessary. There cannot be stronger proof of an

actual military character being impressed upon her, and I have no

hesitation in saying that she was sufficiently " set forth for war."

Then it is said there is no proof of the condemnation of tliis sliip

by a competent Com-t ; but this Coiu-t is bound to presume that she

was regularly condemned when she remained so long in the posses-

sion of the enemy.

Another question has been raised, whether this is a recapture

under the Act of Parliament ; and it is said not to be within the
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i«ii provisions ol' the Act, bocauso that speaks of recaptures l)j Loats

^<*^'f'>'^'^>' 1^1 and pliips only, and this is a rooapturo efFocted hy tlio conjunct

o])orjition of tlio army and navy. Now wo know very well that
iifc^jvYLON.

^1^^^ j^^^ ^^^^^^ drawn with the intention of expressing the sense and
f?irW. ycoit.

,i,,'!uiiii,u- ol' tlio law of nations as it at present exists; but it cannot

1)0 forgotten that by the ancient law of Europe the prrdndio infra

j)r(i.sii/ia, iiifrd Iocidii fiifinii, Avas a siifTicient conversion of the

properly ; that by a later law a possession of twenty-four hours

was sufhoicnt to divest the former owner. This is laid down in

the 287th article of the Consolato del Mare, in terais, indeed, not

very intelligible in themselves, but which are satisfactorily ex-

plained by Grot ins, and by his commentator, Barbeyrac, in his

notes upon that article. Bynkershoek lays it down to the same

effect in these words :
" Sane in libro, qui inscribitur Consulatus

Maris, c. 287, ita, ut niodo dicebam, res definita est : nam is, qui

navem et onus ab hoste recuperavit, jubetur navem et onus resti-

tuf re pristino domino, salvo tamen servaticio, idque servaticium ut

justum sit, constituitur pro modo operce et impensce in recupera-

tioiiem factse, prteterita omni distinctione, quamdiu navis onusque

in potestate hostium fuerint. Reete autem ibi additur, earn

restitutionem duntaxat obtinere, si navis noudum fuerit deducta in

locum tutum, sed si in locum tutum, dominio sic plane et plene in

hostem translate, navem mercesque deinde reeuperatas, ex asse

recuperatori cedere. Quse apprime conveniunt cum liis, quae hoc

capite disputavimus. Yellem omnia, qute in ilia farragine legum

nauticarum reperiuutur, £Eque proba recta essent, sed non omnia ibi

sunt tam bontc frugis." Grotius expresses himself very much to

the same effect, and Loccenius considers this rule as the general

law of Europe. In Lord Stair's decisions also, the same rule is

laid do-wn as the rule of law in Scotland. According to Valin a

similar practice prevailed in France, and Cromiitou, in his Treatise

on Courts, states it as the ancient law of this country that a

possession of twenty-foiu- hours was a sufficient conversion of the

property, and that the owner ^Nas divested of his property unless it

was reclaimed nitfe occasum soh's. So that, according to the ancient

law of England, which was in unison with the ancient law of

Europe, there was a total obliteration of the rights of former

owners. It is true that this rule has since been receded from by
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this coimtiy wlieu its commerce increased. During tlie time of 1811

the Usurpation, when Enghand was becoming commercial, an ^"^ "'<''''*«• 15,

alteration was effected by the Ordinance of 1649, which directed a -

restitution upon salvage to British subjects, and the same indulgent
EYi.oy.

rule of law was continued afterwards, when this country became Sir "W.Scott,

still more commercial ; but the common law still prevailed, and

controlled the provisions of the statute, where the enemy had

fitted out the prize as a ship of war. In the most recent change

of the law, it is determined that a vessel belonging to a Lritish

subject loses her character on' capture by the enemy, and subse-

quent conversion into a ship of war. That being the case, what is

tliere that stands in the way of the right of tlio recaptor I" AVhy,

it is said that the Act of Parliament only mentions recaptures by

ships and boats, and not such as are effected by the assistance of

land forces. The Act, though it only mentions the usual mode of

recapture at sea, does not, and cannot, mean to exclude other

modes of recapture. What is the peculiar merit of a recapture

where boats have been employed ? The essential facts must be the

same, and no difference can exist but in such circumstances as are

perfectly immaterial to the merits of the transaction ; and in the

present case it is highly probable that a maritime force was

actually employed. The means of boats were, I must presume,

resorted to for the purpose of taking possession. It is perfectly

true that in some clauses of the Act distinctions are made as to

conjoint operations, but for what purpose are these introduced?

For the benefit of the joint captors, in order to settle their respec-

tive interests and not to change the nature of the captm-e in favour

of the former proprietors. But even if the Court could be of

opinion that this case did not fall within the Act of rarliament, it

must still consider it to come under the old rule of the law of

nations, by which the rights of the ow^uer would be completely

divested ; though I hardly tliink it necessary to have resort to that

original principle. I am clearly of opinion that this ship must,

under the provisions of the I'rize Act itself, bo condemned to the

recaptors.
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[ii)ucKi3i.] TJIE SUCCCESS.

,S7//)*— IJfiiicr Id Trailf inith EiKinij Cuuntry—I'art Oiriurs lirilialt uml

K(ninil.

"Wlioii !)}• Ordi-r in Covmcil noutruls arc allowed to trade with an

enemy country, a ship so trading must be wholly the property of

neutrals.

1812 Tins was the case of a ship under the Swedisli flag and pass,

Jamiartj 28. jrj,|^,j| \^\{\\ a cargo of deals, tar, iron, and other articles, and

captured whilst in the prosecution of a voyage from Gothenburg

to ]\Ialmo. The cargo and a moiety of the ship appeared to be

Swedisli property, and the other moiety to belong to British

subjects. Claims were given on behalf of the resjiective owners

for the whole of the property as protected by his Majesty's

instruction of the 20th of June, 1810.

Sir "W. Scott.—This ship and cargo were taken on a voyage

fi'om Gothenburg to Malmo, and are proceeded against for a

breach of the Order in Council of the 7th of January, 1807, by

which the intercourse betw'een all ports from which British ships

are excluded is prohibited. On the part of the claimants, an

exemption from the operation of this order has been set up under

a later instruction of his Majesty relative to the coasting trade of

Sweden.

When the cause came on for hearing on a former day, some

doubts were entertained respecting the national character of the

persons for whom this property is claimed, but an inquiry in the

nature of further proof has been made, and it turns out that the

cargo is entirely Swedish, and that the ship belongs in moieties to

a Swede and two British subjects. The e^4dence to that effect

appears to be full and satisfactory, and indeed it is agreed on all

sides that the real character of the parties is to be taken on the

proof now before the Comi. It appears, likeA\'ise, that the vessel

sailed under the Swedish flag and pass, and that the master is a

British subject who has been admitted a bui-gher of Kong-Elf, in

Sweden, at which place, however, he has never resided.

Such are the facts of the case, and the question is, how far this
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ship thus owned and navigated is to be considered within the IS12

order of tlie 20th of June, 1810, passed for t]io purpose of protect-
'^''"'^""^ ^^'

ing Swedish vessels carrying on the coasting trade of Sweden. The Success.

Now it is a known rule of law that when parties agree to take the Sir W. Scott,

flag and pass of another country, they are not permitted, in case

any inconvenience slioiild afterwards arise, to aver against tlie flag

and pass to which they have attached themselves, and to claim the

benefit of their real cliaracter. They are likewise subject to tliis

further inconvenience, that their own real character may be pleaded

against them by others. Such is the state of double disadvantage

to which persons expose themselves by assuming the flag and pass

of a foreign State.

The point on which the captors rely for condemnation in tlie

present case is the legal incapacity of the claimants in then- real

cliaracter to carry on the trade in which they had engaged. What
was the relative situation of British and Swedish subjects at the

time when this capture took place ? Sweden had issued a decla-

ration of war against this country, but that had not been echoed

by any counter declaration on the part of Grreat Britain ; neither

had the British Grovernment caused any notification to be made to

its own subjects respecting the fact of the Swedish proclamation.

It might, perhaps, be a question of some nicety to determine how

far this unilateral declaration, not acted upon or even notified to

them by the government of their own country, would aU'eet the

right of British subjects to carry on their accustomed intercourse

with the ports of Sweden. But it is not necessary for the Court,

in order to decide upon the validity of the present claim, to say

what would be the effect of this state of things ; for the question,

I think, may be considered as resting ui»on other grounds. The

relative situation of British subjects to Sweden must depend ujion

the Order in Council, by which not only the countries with which

we are actually at war, but those also from which the British ilag

is excluded, are placed in a state of blockade. The blockade which

has thus been imposed is certainly of a new and extended kind

;

but has arisen necessarily out of the extraordinary decrees issued

by the ruler of France against ihv commerce of this country, ami

subsists, therefore, in tli<' ap})rehensiou of the Court at least, in

perfect justice. What then is the situation in which British
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1812 sulijools arc jdacod hy tlioso retaliatory measures which liavo been

j,nman/ 28^ rcsortcd to as a (lefcncf! against the injustice and violence of the

The Success, ononiy Y Is it conipclont to tlicni to trade at the ports thus placed

SirAvTs^ott. under blockade, provided thoy can by any means elude the vigilance

of the government of that country in which the ports happen to be

situated 'r* I am of opinion that they cannot. The measure which

has been resorted to, being in the nature of a blockade, must

operate to the entire exclusion of British as well as of neutral

ships ; for it would be a gross violation of neutral rights to prohibit

their trade, and to permit the subjects of this country to carry on

an unrestricted commerce at the very same ports from which

neutrals are excluded. It would be a shameful abuse of a belligerent

right thus to convert the blockade into a mere instrimient of com-

mercial monopoly ; and for this reason British subjects have not

been permitted, except under special licence, to have access to those

ports which lie under an interdiction as to general trade. Such

licences have been occasionally issued in cases of regular and

ordinary blockades, and may perhajis have been granted with

greater liberality under that imposed by the Order in Council,

which is of a peculiar character, and necessarily requires a greater

degree of modification. But in no case has an intercourse with

blockaded ports been, allowed, except a licence has been first

specially granted for that purpose. It has been described as a

strange and absurd proceeding to deprive British subjects of the

power to trade with these interdicted ports, when the very effect

intended to be produced by the Order in Council was to compel

tlie admission of British mercliandise. The object of the govern-

ment in imposing the blockade has been truly represented ; but

that object must be attained through the general privations occa-

sioned to the enemy, not by the encouragement of the trade of

your own subjects to the exclusion of neutral trade : a contrary

mode of proceeding might perhaps be attended with advantage,

but it would not be a legitimate advantage, since it is inconsistent

with the rights of other countries. These considerations, it appears

to me, dispose of the case as far as British interests are con-

cerned.

The question then remains as to the other moiety of the ship

which has been claimed for a Swedish subject, and which is now
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admitted, by the counsel for the captors, to belong as cliimed. It I812

lias been contended tliat this part of the property is entitled to
'^""""''!/ '-^-

protection under his ^Majesty's instruction, permitting the coasting The Success.

trade of Sweden to be carrieil on by Swedish sliips. Many orders SirW. Scott,

of a pacific tendency towards Sweden, particularly this of the

20th of June, 1810, have been issued with a view of taking off, in

some degree, the wciglit whlc]i wouLl otlierwise press very hea^•ily

on tlio commerce of that kingdom. The same indulgence, how-

ever, has not been vouchsafed to the navigation of other coimtries,

and this Court has no power of extending it beyond the terms of

tlie order by which it is granted. Is this then to be considered,

either legally or grammatically, as a Swedish ship ? Grammatically

it certainly is not ; the Court has abeady pronounced it to be half

British. Nor do I think that it is legally to be considered a

Swedish ship, since the Swedish flag and pass under which it was

sailing do not describe, but, on the contrary, disguise, its real

character. A Swedish ship must be Swedish iti fofo, without any

intermixture of other interests. In this case a fraction only of the

ship is Swedisli, and I do not know that a moiety has a peculiar

privilege over any other fraction. Consider wliat would be the

effect if a mere Swedish portion, however small, w'ore sufficient for

the purpose of protection from British capture ; tlie navigation of

the whole world would then be let in to the advantages of this

trade, which it was the express intention of the Orders in Council

to prohibit. It would only be necessary to get a Swede as part

owner, and then an American, or any other neutral, would be at

liberty to engage in this course of trade, and the blockade would

be entirel}' at an end. I am of opinion that only such ships as are

entii'cly Swedish are entitled to the favourable operation of tlie

instruction issued in June, IS 10, and I am therefore under tlie

necessity of pronouncing the condemnation of the entire ship ami

cargo.
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[iDuci.-.iGO.] TIIK VROW DEBOEAII.

l.iirurv— (Iraid suhsf'jiit'iit in Capture— Condemnation.

A licence not granted till after the capture of a ship, though bearing a

in-cvious date, can aff(jrd no protection to such ship.

1S12 Tins was tlie case of a ship under Prussian colours, which was

aftinncii
Captured on tlie 24th January, 1812, whilst in the prosecution of a

Ftbruaiij 10, vovaffo from Amsterdam to London witli a carj^o of cheese. There
1813.

'

. . . .

was an expired licence on board, permitting the vessel to come

from Norden, and there were also several other documents repre-

senting the shipment to have been made in that port. A claim

was given for the ship and cargo as protected Ly anotlier licence,

purporting to be dated on the 20th of January, 1812. On the

part of the captors an affidavit was brought in, by permission of

the Court, in which it was sworn that from inquiries made at the

Council office from one of the principal clerks, it appeared that a

petition had been presented on the 2Uth of January for a licence

to import from Amsterdam on board the Vroic Deborah a cargo of

butter, cheese, and grain, and that such petition had been refused

on the same day and the refusal thereof entered in the registry

book of the Council office ; that no further application was made

respecting the licence till the 30th of the same month, when the

claimant again attended and added the following words to his

petition, " The butter and cheese to be warelioused for exportation

in British ships," whereupon a licence was directed to be granted.

The claimant was ordered by the Court to produce and verify tlie

directions and instructions under which he applied for the licence,

and to explain the circumstances which attended the application

for and the grant of the licence. The claimant in his attestation

deposed, that in pursuance of directions received by liis house of

trade on the 18th of January in a letter from theii* con-espondent

at Amsterdam, he on the 20th of the same month applied to the

Privy Council by petition for a licence to import butter, cheese,

and grain from Amsterdam to London on board the Vrow

Deborah ; that on making application for the said licence a few

days afterwards at the Council office, he was informed it was witli-
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Debokah.

held on the ground that the petition did not contain the clause 1812

that the goods should be warehoused for exportation ;
that he had ^^"^ ^ -

before obtained licences on presenting similar petitions, but it TheVeovt

being suggested to him that as a matter of regularity it would be

necessary to insert the said clause iu the petition, it was accordingly

done, and a licence was immediately ordered for the protection of

tlie ship and cargo. Further explanation was demanded by the

Court, and an affidavit was brought in by each party respecting

some alterations which had been made in the registry book of the

Privy Council, The question was, whether the licence would

enure to the protection of this ship and cargo, which had been

captured on the 24th of January.

Sir W. Scott.—This is the case of a sliip and cargo which were

taken on the 24th of January last, and which have been claimed as

protected by a licence. There was a licence on board, which per-

mitted the vessel to come from Norden with a cargo to whomsoever

the property might appear to belong.

[The Com't examined the evidence.]

The question comes to this: Is it shown that there was any

licence in existence at the time when the capture was made ? I

think it is incumbent on the party making the claim to show that

he was at the time fui-nished with a protection ; and, when lie has

admitted that the date of the licence is incorrect, when he has

admitted that he made his first application on the 20th, and that,

upon calling some days afterwards, ho found the licence liad not

been granted, can I support it upon a mere date which the party

himself admits to be incorrect? Admitting that there is good

faith in the transaction, and thinking that the consequence may

boar hard upon an innocent party, what is the Court to do, or how

is it to relieve him from his difficulty? The Court must necessarily

be governed by the principle which it has laid down and acted

upon in other cases, that a licence does not act retrospectively, and

cannot take away an interest which is vested, in point of law, in

the captors. The Court has laid down this principle, and it has

not hitherto been impeached. In what light the matter may bo

viewoil iu the superior Court it is not for mo to conjecture, but it

R. VOL. II. I^
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stniuls as a decided rule in this Court, and must bo adhered to till

it shall bo reversed by the decision of a higher tribunal. The case

appears to bo free from fraud, but that is a circumstance ^vhich

cannot alter the judgment I find myself under the necessity of

giving'. A superior Court with more extended powers may, per-

haps, bo inclined to grant the party that relief which it is unfortu-

nately out of my power to bestow.

To give protection, the existence of the licence at the time when

the capture took place must be presumed ; the party has not averred

this to be the case, and the stylo in which he expresses himself in

the affidavit implies so absolutely the contrary, that I must take

the contrary to be the fact. I am bound to believe that the licence

was not in existence : if so, how can I, consistently with those

principles to which this Court has adliercd, give to this ease any

protection which is to be derived from a licence subsequently

granted ? I am afraid, under all these circumstances, that nothing

remains for the Com-t but to pronounce that neither this licence

nor that which was on board at the time of capture is sufficient to

protect the ship and cargo.

Ship and cargo condemned.

[iDods. 183.]

1812

Kovcmbcr G.

THE DANKBAAEHEIT.

Bhiclade— Licence to Trade— Suhstiiuiion of Emmii for NeuiraJ Vessel—
Concleinnatioii,

A neutral holding a licence to trade witli a blockaded port from the

Government of Great Britain may substitute one neuti-al ship for

another ; but if he substitutes an enemy ship for a neutral ship, he is

not protected by the licence, and such ship is liable to condemnation.

This was the case of a ship under Prussian colours, laden with a

cargo of cheese, and captured on a voyage from Amsterdam with

an asserted destination to the port of Leith. The ship and cargo

were claimed as protected by a British licence on boai'd which was

granted for the Prussian vessel, the Minerva, Hayes, master ; and

the question was whether a licence so granted would enui-e to the

protection of this Danish vessel, which had been substituted for the

Prussian vessel named in the licence. There was also a further
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question respecting the fate of the cargo in case the ship sliould be isi2

held liable to condemnation.

Sir W. Scott.—Tliis ship was taken on a voyage from tlie

Texel to Leith, and was documented, at the time of capture, as

tlie Prussian ship, the Minerva, commanded by a Prussian master.

Upon inquiry it turns out that she has no pretensions to that

appellation, but is Danish property, liaving every character of a

Danish vessel, and that the master is, in fact, a Dane, assuming

the name of the former Prussian master. A protection is set up

for this ship and cargo, under a British licence permitting the

importation of certain enumerated articles from Amsterdam to the

port of Leith, on board the Prussian ship Mincrra, Hayes, master.

The question is whether it is in the power of the Court to apply

this licence, so granted, to the protection of this Danish ship with

this Danish master on board. I need not repeat what I have so

often stated, the anxious wish of this Court to relieve, as much as

possible, the difficulties under which the commerce of the world

now labours, and to apply the most favourable consideration to the

construction of licence cases. At the same time it is necessary to

be remembered tliat the Court possesses the mere power of inter-

pretation, that it must confine itself to a reasonable explanation of

tlie terms made use of, and cannot alter or dispense with conditions

considered as essential by the government granting the licence.

If the Court assumes the power of extension by favourable inter-

pretation, it does so only where there is a total absence of mala

fides, and where unavoidable obstacles have been thrown in the way

of an exact compliance with the terms prescribed. Where there

lias been a want of good faith, or a departiu'e from the tenns

beyond the necessity thus imposed, the Court has not felt itself

called upon to mitigate the penalties incurred by such a deviation.

With respect to fundamental conditions, witliout meaning to lay

down any very precise rule, I may venture to state that the Court

is not in the habit of considering it a very essential deviation if

the ships of other countries tlian those designated in the licence

have been employed, provided the different countries had the samo

political bearing towards this kingdom. If Prussia and Denmark

stood in the same relative situation \Ai\\ respect to Great Britain,

1,2
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liccncos would l)c granted to the vessels of either country with

equal fiicility. But the Court has never gone tlie length of

holding it to bo a matter of indifference to substitute a ship

belonging to a country at war for a neutral ship, at the will and

l)leasure of the holder of the licence. Many reasons may induce

government to grant licences to neutral ships where it would not

bestow the same indulgence ujoon ships belonging to the enemies

oi tlic country. I know that his Majesty's Government has some-

times granted licences for enemies' vessels; but because licences

have been so granted at particular times, does it therefore follow

that they would be granted at all times ? I cannot take upon myself

to say that the Crown would not in the present case have granted

a licence for this very Danish ship ; nor can I, upon the other

hand, venture to say that it would have done so. There may be

reasons inducing the government to grant licences to Danish ships

at one time which do not exist at another. In the case which

has been cited of the Joh (a), the Court held that a licence

granted for a Sw^edish vessel w^ould enure to the protection of a

Russian vessel, those countries approaching much nearer to the same

relative state towards this country than Prussia and Denmark do

at this time.

[The Court then examined the facts as to the granting of the

licence, and concluded :]

I have no hesitation in pronouncing the liability of this ship to

condemnation.

"With respect to the other part of the question, in what manner

the proprietors of the cargo shall be affected by the conclusion at

which the Court has arrived, that must depend upon how far they

are implicated in the fraud which has been practised.

[After an examination of the facts, the Court ordered the case

on this point to stand over.]

((0 isii.
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THE CHAELOTTE CAEOLINE. [iDod8.i92.]

Recapture—Salvage—Subsequent Condemnation—Onhr of Rdease l»j Sovereiyn

Power.

Salvage on recapture is not extinguisliod by subsequent capture and

condemnation in an enemy's port, where tlie sentence condemning the

property is overruled by an order of release from the sovereign power

of the State.

Tins ship, under Swedish colours, laden with a cargo of ii'on IS12

and deals, on a voyage from Stockholm to Dublin, in the month of
^''^"' " '

June, 1810, was boarded off JMoen Island in the Baltic by a Danish

rowboat, and afterwards by his Majesty's cutter C/iccifa/, Lieu-

tenant George Wood commander, and placed under the protection

of the convoy from Darshead to England, the master being put in

possession of his ship on granting a certificate that she had been

recaptured from the Danes by the Chcerfal. The ship did not

arrive at Dublin, the port of her destination, till the month of

November, 1811, having in the meantime been captured a second

time by the Danes and carried into Copenhagen, where the vessel

and cargo had been condemned for sailing under British convoy,

but were subsequently restored by an order from the King of

Denmark.

Sir "W. Scott.—This case arises upon the asserted capture and

recapture of this Swedish ship and cargo, and the question to bo

decided, in the first place, is whether any right to salvage has been

acquired ; and secondly, whether, if acquired, it has not been dis-

charged by circumstances wliieli have since occmTed.

[The Court first dealt with the facts which involved the right to

salvage.]

The second question is whether anything has since occurred to

deprive the recaptors of the right which, by their services, thoy

had acquired. It has been contended very strongly tliat 1I10

subsequent act of capture and condemnation, by tlie Danes, worked

a conversion of the property, and consequently a defeasance of the

right of the salvors. Now it is certainly true that the right of the
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rucaptors to salvage is cxtiiiguislied by a regular sentence of

coiidoranation carried into execution, and divesting the owners of

tlieir property. But in the present case no sucli effect has been

produced. You cannot here resort to the legal fiction of conver-

sion, because the sentence of the Prize Courts was, in tliis case,

ovcrridcd by an order of release from the sovereign power of the

Slate. The ship, it appears, was proceeded against, and con-

demned for having sailed uoder British convoy ; and there being

a Danish ordinance expressly prohibiting all vessels from navigat-

ing under the protection of British ships of war, it was unnecessary

to look out for any further ground of condemnation. If such had

been wanting, the destination to a British port would have been

sufficient for the piu-pose. She is condemned, however, upon the

former ground only, and from this sentence an appeal is prosecuted

before a superior Court by which the sentence of condemnation is

confirmed ; but upon application to the royal authority the pro-

perty is restored, and the master is again put into the possession of

his ship. The sentences, then, of the Prize Court are abolished by

an authority which, according to the constitution of that country,

is perfectly competent to do such an act, and the legal fiction of

conversion is completely done away by the fact of restitution. The

master is redintegrated in his rights, and the vessel sails to this

country exactly in the same state as if she had proceeded on her

original voyage, and had suffered no interruption from the Danish

cruiser.

Upon these grounds I am of opinion, in the first place, that the

act of recapture by his Majesty's cutter the Cheerful is sufficiently

establislied ; and secondly, that nothing has since occurred to defeat

tlie right of the recaptors to salvage.
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THE ANNA MARIA.
I.i Dods. 209.]

Licence— Vciridtion hy Order of AdmiraL

A direction from tlio British admii-al for a vessel to toucli at W. and

to come direct to the port of London will justify a departure from, the

terms of a licence requiring her to toucli at L., there to take convoy.

This was the case of a Danish ship, laden with a cargo of corn 1^13

and timber, and captured on a voyage from Copenhagen to January 29.

London, A licence had been procui'ed for this vessel, permitting

her to come from the Baltic to the port of London, on condition

that she should proceed from her port of lading to Leith, there to

take convoy. The vessel had not gone to Leith as required by the

licence, but had put herself under the protection of British convoy

at Wingo Sound, having obtained a passport from the British

admiral on the Baltic station permitting her so to do, and was pro-

ceeding from thence direct to the port of London. The question

therefore -was, whether this passport from the British admiral

would justify a deviation from the condition of the licence re-

quiring the vessel to toucli at Leith.

Sni W. Scott.—This ship is asserted to have been coming under

licence with articles of the first importance for the supply of this

country. A British merchant, who states himself to be the con-

signee of the cargo, steps forward to support the claim, and there

is nothing in the place of capture which can lead to any suspicion

of a false destination. The case therefore presents itself to the

notice of the Court under circumstances very favourable to the

good faith of the claimants, and I should upon that account feel a

strong disposition to uphold the transaction. But there may be

gross errors, from the effect of which the Court can afford no relief.

Those conditions of the licence which the government of tlio

country has on grounds of public policy thouglit to bo material

must be strictly complied with ; all such conditions it is tlio duty of

the Court to sustain. Now, nothing can be more imperative than

the terms of this licence, requiring that the vessel sliould come

direct to Leith, tliero to take convoy ; and if there were notliiug

else in the case the Court would, I fear, be under the necessity of
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1813 jn-ocoodiiig to a .sontenco of ooiidomnation. Tlie master lias no
Jaiiuari/ 29. j-jfrjit (o assiimo to liimsolf a discretion of going elpewliero ; his

TitK path is flfarly clialkcl out in tho licence, and ho is not at liberty

to dovinlo from it upon Lis own ideas of expediency. It is not a

Sir W. Scott, consideration of ohtainiug protection for a longer portion of the

voyngn -wluch can justify him in departing from tho course which

has been deemed proper by his Majesty's Government ; but if the

British admiral has been in tho habit of directing ships to proceed

to Wingo Sound for the purpose of taking convoy, it would,

I think, be a harsh measure to say that the property of persons

acting under the sanction of such instructions should be liable to

condemnation. It is natural that foreign masters should feel

themselves protected by a practice founded on such authority.

Looking at the licence with the eye of a lawyer, I confess that

I should differ from Sir James Saumarez in the construction which

he has put upon it. It is the safest way to adhere closely to the

directions contained in the act of the government, and not to vary

from them upon notions of greater or loss conveniency ; but if it

has been the practice of the British admiral to direct ships to go to

Wingo Sound, that may afford a sufficient justification to the

parties pursuing such a course. Taking tlie fact to be as re-

presented by the claimants, I think the sliip and cargo would be

entitled to protection. As Sir James Saumarez is now in this

to'v\Ti, I think it would be proper to make inquiries of him whether

he can be certain that he did not give such an order. The Court

would, in a case of this kind, think itself under an obligation to

uphold the acts of the British admiral.

On a subsequent day a certificate from Sir James Saumarez was

produced, stating his belief that the account given by the claimants

was correct.

Ship and cargo restored.
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THE HOPE AND OTHERS. [iDod8.226.]

Consul—A'liiiirdl— IndhUitij to exfmpt Enemy Property from Cupiure—In-

validity of Permission—liatificaiion by Government.

A consul, and an admiral on a station have no power to exempt the

property of an enemy from capture, but an invalid permission may bo

ratified by the government of the captors.

These were four cases of American ships laden with corn and 1813

flour, and captured whilst proceeding from America to the ports ' """''
'

of Spain and Portugal. They were claimed as protected by an

instrument on board, granted by Mr. Allen, the British Consul at

New York, accompanied by a certified copy of a letter from

Admiral Sawyer, the British commander on the American station.

Sir W. Scott.—The destination of these vessels to the ports of

Spain and Portugal is not disputed, but the}' would undoubtedly

be liable to condemnation as enemy's property unless the claimants

can show some special ground of exemption from hostilities.

The protection wliieh has been set up consists in certain papers

found on board each of these ships to which it would be difficult to

give any precise designation. The fii'st of them appears to be a

kind of proclamation from Mr. Allen, who states himself to be a

British Consul at New York, the other is a letter addressed to this

same Mr. Allen by Admiral Sawyer, the commander-in-chief of

liis Majesty's ships on the Halifax station. The certificate or

proclamation of Mr. Allen states, that *' whereas from a considera-

tion of the vital importance of continuing a full and regular

supply of flour and other dry provisions to Spain and Portugal, or

their colonies, it has been deemed expedient by his Majesty's

Government that, notwithstanding the liostilities between this

country and the United States, every degree of protection and

encouragement should be given to the American vessels laden witli

flour and other diy provisions, and bound to Spain or Portugal, or

their colonies ; and whereas, in furtherance of tlieso views of his

Majesty's Government, Herbert Sawyer, Esquire, vioe-admiral and

commander-in-chief on the Halifax station, has dii'ccted to mo a

letter, under the date of the 5th of August, 1812 (a copy of wliii-h
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is horowith annexed), wlieroin I am instructed to furnish to

American vc'soLs so laden and destined a copy of his letter, certi-

fied under mj cons'.ilar seal, wliifli documents are intended to

servo as a perfect safeguard and jirotection to such vessels in the

prosecution of their voyage. Now, therefore, in pursuance of

these instructions, I have granted to the American schooner called

the ][opo, of one hundred and twenty-one tons burthen, whereof

Benjamin Ilolhrook is master, now lying in the port of Phila-

delphia, and laden with flour, rice and corn, a copy of the said

letter of Vice-Admii'al Sawyer, certified under my consular seal,

hereby requesting all officers of his Majesty's ships of war or

private armed vessels belonging to the subjects of his Majesty,

not only to offer no molestation to the said vessel, but, on the

contrary, to grant her all proper assistance and protection on her

passage to Corunna, in Spain, and on her return from thence to a

port in the United States, whether laden with salt or in ballast

only." The letter of Admiral Sawyer addressed to this gentle-

man, Mr. Allen, is in these terms :
" I have fully considered that

part of your letter which relates to the means of insuring a con-

stant supply of flour and other dry provisions to Spain and

Portugal, and to the West Indies, and being aware of the import-

ance of the subject, concur in the proposition you have made ; I

shall therefore give .directions to the commanders of his Majesty's

squadron imder my command, not to molest American vessels

unarmed and so laden hona fide bound to Portuguese or Spanish

ports, whose papers shall be accompanied with a certified copy of

this letter under yom* consular seal." And it is contended that

these two papers, particularly as recognized by the Order in

Council of the 26th of October, 1812, are of such a nature as to

take from these vessels the character of hostility. It is much to

be lamented that the previous correspondence which must have

taken place between these gentlemen does not make its appearance.

The Court is left to guess at the contents of the letter which must

have been sent in the first place from Mr. Allen, the consul, to

Admiral Sawyer ; but it is, I think, fair to infer, that it contained

a proposition that the transaction should take the shape wliich this

has actually done, namel}-, that a copy of Admiral Sawyer's letter

should be put on board for the purpose of guaranteeing, as far as
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he could, the safety of the ships to which it might be furnished. 1813

I think it perfectly clear that Mr. Allen's letter must have con- ^'^''""''!/ ^^'

tained a proposition to that effect. Though not exhibited, it TueHope
. , 1 P 1 ,
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proves itseli by the sequel oi tacts.

Now, taking it that there was nothing further in the way of
Sir W. Scott.-

safeguard tlian what is to be derived from these papers, it certainly

would be impossible to hold that the property is sufficiently pro-

tected. The instrument of protection, in order to be effectual,

must come from those who have a competent authority to grant

such a protection, but these papers come from persons who are

vested with no such authority.

To exempt the property of enemies from the effect of hostilities

is a very high act of sovereign authority : if at any time delegated

to persons in a subordinate situation, it must be exercised either

by those who have a special commission granted to them for the

particular business, and who, in legal language, are termed,

mandatories, or by persons in whom such a power is vested in

virtue of any official situation to winch it may be considered

incidental. It is quite clear that no consul in any country,

particularly in an enemy's country, is vested mth any such power

in virtue of his station. JEi ret iion pt'ipponitur, and therefore his

acts relating to it are not binding. Neither docs the admu-al, on

any fetation, possess such authority. He has indeed power relative

to the ships under his immediate command, and can restrain them

from committing acts of hostility, but he cannot go beyond that

;

ho cannot grant a safeguard of this kind bej'ond tlie limits of his

own station. The protections, therefore, which have been srt up

do not result from any power incidental to the situation of the

persons by wliom they were granted ; and it is not pretended that

any such power was specially entrusted to them for tlie particular

occasion. If the instruments which have been relied upon by the

claimants are to be considered as the naked acts of these persons,

then are they in every point of view totally invalid {a).

[n) The principlo of this jiulj^inont was substantially confirmed by tlio

(locision of tlio Lords of Appeal in the case of the Ituranl (9th July, 1811},

which was an appeal from tho sentence of the Vico-Admu-alty Court at

Ilalifax, on tho effect of the certificates or passports granted by Admiral

Sawyer, in tho form appearing in the Hope.
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pj^j^j, ^f l]jQ ^^.ijiss hoaid in tho High Court of Admiralty was canioil

Sir W. Scott, ^'oforo tho Lords Commissioners of Appeal, but tho circumstances of the

Iinvaril were precisely similar to those in tho Hope ; and tho Court of Appeal

decided that tho terms of tho Order in Council, dated tho 13th of October,

1812, were applicable to tho certificates or passports as expressed in the

letters of Mr. Allen, and of Admiral Sawyer in answer thereto, and suffi-

ciently established the validity of the certificates or passports that had been

granted according to the terms of the Order to American ships proceeding

with cargoes of gi'ain and flour from the ports of the United States to Spain

or Portugal. In the case of the Charles (12th July, 1814), which was an

appeal from tho Vice-Admiralty Court at Barbadoos, and in some other

cases, certificates or passj)orts of the same kind, signed by Admiral Sawyer,

and also by Don Luis do Onis, his most Catholic Majesty's Envoy Extra-

ordinary and Minister Plcnij^jotentiary to the L'nited States, had been used

for voyages from America to certain Spanish ports in tho West Indies. The
Lords of Appeal held that, those certificates or passports, not being within

the terms of the Order in Council, did not afford protection, and their

lordships accordingly affirmed the sentences of condemnation passed by tho

Vice-Admiralty Courts in those cases.

In the cases of the Venus and the South Carolina (25th June, 1814), a

similar question arose on the effect of passports and certificates granted by
Mr. Foster, his Majesty's Envoy Extraordinary and Minister Plenipotentiary,

but not confinned by an Order in Council, permitting American ships to sail

with provisions fi-om ports of the United States to the island of St.

Bartholomew.

On the part of the claimant, it was contended that, although persons

holding the situation which Mr. Foster did had not in strictness any
authority to grant protection to vessels or cargoes otherwise subject to the

operation of hostilities and the laws of war, yet the fact that he had exercised

that authority for puiiioses that must be presiuned to be agreeable to his

instructions, and beneficial to the interest of his country, would establish an
equitable claim which their lordshi2)s were bound to respect.

In support of the sentence of condemnation, it was argued that a Minister

Plenipotentiary had no such power, as was indeed admitted ; that this was a

principle of general law, which persons taking such passports were boimd to

know and to notice ; that the claimants had made no inquiiies whether
Mr. Foster was furnished with any special power to gi-ant certificates of

this kind, and were therefore not misled by false infoi-mation upon that

point ; that it belonged to the Crown alone to grant such exemptions from
the laws of war, as had been strongly exi^resscd on several occasions (see

the case of Anfjdique, 3 Eob. p. 7 of Appendix), and as the insti'uments were
in themselves invalid, theii" lordships had no power to render them effective.

The Court affirmed the sentences of condemnation in all the cases in which
tho certificates or passports granted by Mi-. Foster were not within the terms

of the Order in Council by which certain descriptions of licences granted by
him had been confirmed.
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convert tliem into valid acts of State, for persons not having full 1813

powers may make what in law are termed .spoii-sioiics, or, in diplo-
'^ "'^

matic lano^uage, treaties sub spc rati, to which a subsequent TheHope
. .

AND OtUEES.
ratification may give validity, llafilialitio ntandato wquijmratur. -—
Has the government done anything to give these papers an

'

authority which they did not before possess ?

[The Court then examined the facts, and held that the Order in

Council ratified the acts of the consul and admiral, and protected

the property.]

I am satisfied that these are the certificates or passports contem-

plated in the Order of Council, and therefore I have no doubt as

to the restitution of this property. At the same time, I think the

captors were justified, under the circumstances of the case, in

detaining these vessels, and consequently that they are entitled to

tlieir expenses.

Ships and cargoes restored, subject to the payment of captor's

expenses.

THE ALERT. [i Dod... 23g.]

Prize—Invalided Soldiers on Captor—45 Geo. TIT. c. 72, .<!. 2.

Invalicletl soldiers on hoard a man-of-war when she captures an enemy's

shi]"! arc entitled to a share of the prize money (a).

Tins was a claim on behalf of 351 invalided soldiers, who were isi3

returning from Lisbon to this country on board his ^Majesty's ^''^'""'y 2^-

ships Veddl and Diadcii/, to share in the proceeds of n prize

captured by those ships in the course of the voyage.

Against the claim, the Kiinfs Advocate and Pliilllinorr.

Joiiicr, contra.

(a) By the Naval Prize Act, ISG-i (27 & 2^ Vict. c. 2j), <<. 2, " ofTicors and
crow" includes soldiers.
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SiK W. Scott.—This is the case of a number of invalided soldiers

who claim to share in a pri/o taken hy two of his ^[ajesty's ships,

in which ihoy wore eraharkod, on their voyage from Portugal to

England. A doubt has been started respecting the right of these

men to participate in the proceeds of a prize taken under such cir-

cumstances, hut I am of opinion that their claim is well founded.

The Act of Parliament gives the whole interest and property in all

prizes which they may take, " to the flag officers, commanders and

other officers, seamen, marines and soldiers, on board any ship or

vessel of war in his Majesty's pay," and perhaps the term

" soldiers," standing as a component part of the text in this clause

of the Act, may mean such military persons as may happen to be

doing duty on board as marines. But the statute directs distribu-

tion to be made according to the King's Proclamation, and the

Proclamation, according to ancient usage, gives a share " to all

marines and other soldiers, and all other persons doing duty and

assisting on board." This must be held to include aU super-

numeraries and passengers, since every person is presumed to be

willing and able to give assistance, if required so to do, and the

presumption with respect to soldiers is particularly strong. I

understand from an inquiry which I caused to be made at the

Admii'alty that the maritime crew is usually lessened when soldiers

are sent on board any of his Majesty's ships, and that they are

considered as persons capable of affording assistance in a variety of

ways. The right of soldiers to share in all prizes at the captm'e of

which they may have been present has been invariably admitted in

this Court, and the same doctrine has been held in the Court of

King's Bench. In the case of Wemyss and Linzee (a), which was

twice tried in that Court, the right of passengers to share was

treated as a matter always acquiesced in ; but it was ruled that

they all took as supernumeraries only, and ranked in the lowest

class of distribution. It is clear, therefore, that soldiers on board a

capturing ship have, generally speaking, a right to prize money

;

and unless this case can bo specially distinguished from others, the

present claimants must be entitled to the benefit of the general

rule. Now the only distinction which has been pointed out is that

{<i) Douglas, 224.
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these men are invalided, but this I think bj no means a sufficient 1813

distinction ; though invalided, they are still fit for some duty, even " '""'^ ' '

upon land ; though disabled from field-service and the more active Tue Axebt.

operations of war, they are still useful for the purposes of defence, Sir "W. Scott.

and upon that account form part of the usual military force of

every country. On board ships of war they may certainly be very

serviceable during an engagement, and therefore I think the cir-

cumstance of theu" being invalided forms no solid ground of

distinction. If any inconvenience arises from the increased

practice of carrying soldiers on board the King's sliips, a remedy

for that inconvenience must be sought by means of some legislative

provision. I understand that soldiers are usually put on board

vessels armed en flitfe, and that much dependence is placed on their

assistance in time of action. I am clearly of opinion that, according

to the ancient practice of the service and the true construction of

the Prize Act and the Proclamation, these invalided soldiers are

entitled to sliare in tlie proceeds of tliis prize.

THE SEYERSTADT. [iDods.24i.

Licence—Contravention —Force—Hostile Clovernmeid.

Tho violence of a hostile government "will not entitle persons to act in

contravention of the essential terms of a British licence.

This was the case of a sliip under Danish colours, laden with a ^^'^

cargo of salt, copper, train oil and herrings, with which she was — 1—

proceeding, at the time of capture, from Drontheim to Flensberg,

in Jutland. A licence had been obtained for this vessel, per-

mitting her to sail with a cargo " from Liverpool to any port in

Denmark, with liberty to touch at a port in Norway for

clearances." It appeared tliat she had sailed from Liverpool with

a quantity of salt and some bales of British manufactures, tho

latter of which had been put on shore at Drontheim, and that she

was about to proceed from that port to Flensberg, witli lier cargo

of salt, when, according to the representation of tho master, the

custom-house officers compelled him to take on board a quantity

of coi)per, train oil and licrrings, for tho use of tlio Victualling

Board of Denmark.
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I8i:3 For tho caittor?, the Kinfj'.s Advocate and Ihmhcncn contended
^^'"'''' ''*

for coudcmuiitlon under the authority of the Cathcrina Maria.

Thk -j^^
^I^p cliiimfints, rJiiUimorc and Lmhinnton admitted that the

bUYliUSTAlJT.

sliip and cargo would have Lcen liable to condemnation, provided

tlie goods had heen taken on board voluntarily, but contended that

a diircrrnt rule must be applied to the present case, since the

master liad acted under duress and compulsion imposed upon him

by the sovereign power of his own country. Tliat the public faith

was pledged to afford ju-otection under the licence so long as tho

conditions of it were fulfilled as nearly as controlling circumstances

would admit.

Sill W. Scott.—This is tho case of a Danish ship, which sailed

from Liverpool to Flensbcrg, under a licence permitting her to

touch at Drontheim for clearances, and for clearances only. It

turns out, however, that she puts part of her cargo on shore at

that place, and takes on board other goods of a very noxious

quality, consisting of copper and train oil for the use of the Danish

Government. This is using a British licence for the most noxious

purpose to which it can well be applied. It is true that the ante-

cedent voyages of this master have been in the service of this

country, but the present employment of the ship is of a very

different kind, and must work a forfeitui'e of any protection to

which she might otherwise be entitled.

It has been admitted that this ship and cargo would be liable to

condemnation if the act of conveying these goods had been volun-

tary on the part of the master ; but it is said that the measm-e was

forced upon him by the act of the Danish Grovernment, and that

he was compelled to take them on board, having first protested

against it, but without effect. I am afraid that it is necessary for

the Court to adhere to the rule laid down in the case of the Cathcrina

Maria {a), that the plea of compulsion is inadmissible. It would

[Edw. 338.] ((/) The Cathcrina Maria (Novcm- condemnation. As to tlie plea of

bcr 7tla, 1809). In tliis case a vessel compulsion, tlie folio-wing -was Sii'

with a licence to proceed in ballast i'> W. Scott's judgment :—Then again

a port in the Baltic, and there load a it has been xu-ged, that the French

cargo for tho United Kingdom, was authorities at Eostock compelled the

captured on her outward voyage with master to take this cargo on board,

a cargo, and was of course liable to I mxist observe, in the first place,
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SirW. Seott.

be impossible for the Court to protect itself otherwise against the 1813

iucossant attempts wbicli might be made to elude its vigilance by _J
'

pretences of that natui-e. It could never discover with certainty The
^ Setebstadt.
whether a transaction taking place in an enemy's port were volun-

tary or not. Compulsion would always be pleaded, though in

many cases the parties might be acting collusively. It is neces-

sary, therefore, to keep the door shut against such explanations.

The Court has always held, in cases of this kind, that the party

must look for indemnification to the quarter from which he has

received the injury ; and in the present case the master himself

holds the same language. He has made this matter the subject of

a protest ; but against whom does he protest ?—against the inspector

of the customs at Drontheim, upon whom ho throws the respon-

sibility. It is said that the master could not have proceeded to

enforce his remedy, because he could not with safety have produced

liis British licence. But there was no necessity for producing the

British licence in order to show the injustice of forcing him to go

on a voyage from one Danish port to another by which he would

be exposed to the danger of British capture. The licence would

have been quite out of the question when the only charge was that

he had been compelled to undertake a prohibited voyage. It

would by no means occasion the difficulties which have been

represented. I think myself under the necessity of adhering to

the rule which has been laid down, that the violence of a hostile

government shall not privilege persons to act in contravention of

the essential terms of a British licence.

that this suggestion comes out in a the ports of England , the enemy
manner not much calculated to in- would derive a concurrent advantage

spire implicit confidence in the mind by the transfer and circulation of his

of the Court ; but were it otherwise, own commodities. I am under tho

such an excuse can never he admitted. necessity of considering tho vessel,

"What is to become of these Orders in therefore, as captured on a voyage

Council if the enemy, by the mere which by no latitude of interin-ctation

introduction of a force which tho can be brouglit within the terms of

master of a merchant vessel cannot tlio licence by which alone it could

resist, is to defeat their operation? be protected, and the plea that tho

Force would in all cases be employed, cargo was taken on board by com-
and in many cases collusively. In pulsion, being in its own nature

every instance in which the neccssi- inadmissible, the cargo cannot bo

tics of this country might require the exompted from the fate of tho ship,

introduction of Eussiau i>roducc into

K.— VOT,. IT. M
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[iD,.,is.'2U.] THE ELIZA ANN AND OTIIEliS.

Seizure—Neutral Hliip— Trentij of Peace—Ratifieation.

A declaration of war by tho government of one country again.-,t

another is ovidcnco of tho existence of a war between tho two countries

;

and by tho modern usage of States a subsequent ratification by tho

sovereign authority is necessary to give effect to a treaty of peace,

althoiigli tho treaty itself may have been signed by plenipotentiaries.

A claim for restitution of enemy ship as having been seized in neutral

territory rejected on ground that the government whose territory was

alleged to have been violated was not in fact neutral, and that tho place

of capture was not within the territorial limits of that government.

1813 These were three cases of American ships, laden witli lieraji,

"^^' ^'
iron, and other articles, and seized in Hanoe Bay on the 11th of

Angust, 1812, by his Majesty's ship Vigo, which was then lyinp^

there with other British ships of war. A claim was given, under

the direction of the Swedish minister, for the ships and cargoes,

"as taken within one mile of the mainland of Sweden, and within

the territory of his Majesty the King of Sweden, contrary to and

in violation of the law of nations and the territory and jurisdiction

of his said Majesty."

Sir W. Scott.—These vessels came into Hanoe Bay for the

purpose of taking the benefit of British convoy, and were seized in

consequence of the order for the detention of American property.

Tliis order has been since followed up by a declaration of war ; tlie

sliips, therefore, would be liable to condemnation, unless it can be

shown that they are entitled to some special protection.

A claim has been given by the Swedish consul for these ships

and cargoes, as having been taken within the territories of th'^

King of Sweden, and in violation of his territorial rights. Thi-

claim coidd not have been given by the Americans themselves, for

it is the privilege not of the enemy but of the neutral country,

which has a right to see that no act of violence is committed witliin

its jurisdiction. When a violation of neutral territory takes place,

that country alone, whose tranquility has been disturbed, possesses

the right of demanding reparation for tho injury which slie has

sustained. It is a principle which has been established by a variety

of dooisions, botli in this and the superior Court, that the enemy.
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whose property has Leeu captured, cannot himself give the chilm, 1813

but must resort to the neutral for his remedy (a). Acts of violence
'^^"'''^' ^-

by one enemy agrainst another are forbidden within the limits of a ^ The

neutral territory, unless they are sanctioned by the authority of and Otheks.

the neutral State which it has the power of granting to either of sirW. Scott.

the belligerents, subject, of course, to a responsibility to the other.

A neutral State may grant permission for such acts beforehand, or

acquiesce in them after they sliall have taken place ; or it may, as

lias been done in tlio present instance, step forward and claim the

projierty.

I do not observe it to be stated in the claim that the sovereign

on whose behalf it is given was a neutral at the time wlien tlio

transaction took place. But in order to give effect to a claim of

this kind, it must be shown that the part}^ making it was then in a

state of clear and indisputable ncutralit}'. If he has shown more

favour to one side than to the other, if he lias excluded the ships

of one of the belligerents from his ports, and hospitably received

those of the other, he cannot be considered as acting with the

necessary impartiality. I do not think a country showing such an

invidious distinction entitled to claim in the character of a neulral

State. The high, privileges of a neutral are forfeited by the

abandonment of that perfect indifference between the contending

powers in wliich the essence of neutrality consists.

A claim, however, has been given by the Swedish minister.

Now, in order to support and give effect to this claim, two things

are necessary to be established : Firs^-, it is requisite that Sweden

should appear to have been in a state of perfect neutrality at tlu^

time when the seizure was made ; secondly, it must be shown that

the act of violence was committed within the limits of Swedish

territory. For if the scene of hostility did not lie within the

territories of the neutral State, then there has been no violation of

its neutral rights, and consequently there exists no ground of

complaint, and no foundation for the claim.

The fust question then is how far, in August, 1812, Sweden was

to be considered as a neutral country.

It is not to be disputed that the conduct of SwcmIcu towards (liis

{<i) /^Irii^rii, Lords, Jamiaiy, 1
"!)<'».

m2
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in I •iiir: r.MZA ann aM) oihkhs.

1S13 country liad "boon for a consiJoraLlo time of a very unfriendly

^^"''^'' ^-
(loscrlption. Impelled by fear, or some other motivi', elie had

TnK excluded Britisli ships from her ports, and had, either from choice

ANni)TiiKit3. or compulsion, adopted that course of policy which has been

imposed by the French ruler on the other nations of Europe, and

which has been termed the Continental system. It is clear, too,

that Sweden acted in this manner not from any private views

respecting her own municipal regulations, but in the execution of

a plan auxiliary to the enemy of this country. Sweden, therefore,

by her conduct, afforded to Great Britain a legitimate cause of

war, and perfectly justified the seizure of llanoe by the British

admiral. The seizure of this place has been countenanced by the

government of this country, the British flag has been hoisted, and

every act of sovereignty exercised on the island and the roadstead

adjoining.

This was the state of things originally ; British ships were

excluded from the ports of Sweden, and the island of Ilanoe was

occupied by British forces.

After this a declaration of war was issued by the Grovernment of

Sweden ; but it is said that the two countries were not in reality

in a state of war, because the declaration was imilateral only. I

am, however, perfectly clear that it was not the less a war on that

account, for war may exist without a declaration on either side.

It is so laid down by the best writers on the law of nations. A
declaration of war by one country only is not, as has been repre-

sented, a mere challenge, to be accepted or refused at pleasure by

the other. It proves the existence of actual hostilities on one side

at least, and puts the other part}' also into a state of war, though

he may perhaps think proper to act on the defensive only. It is

the less necessary for me to insist on the truth of this position,

since the language of the treaty places the matter beyond dispute.

What appears to have been the motive which led to the appoint-

ment of the plenipotentiaries ? Why, " a reciprocal desire to put

an end to the war which had taken place ''
; and this they are

authorized to carry into effect. Here, then, is a direct recognition

of the existence of an antecedent state of war between the two

countries. I cannot dive into the motives which led to the hostile

declaration on the part of the Swedish Cxovernment ; I can only
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look to the broad fact, the existence of the war. It may be true 1813

tliat Sweden resorted to the measure with great reluctance. It is ^ '"^' •

to bo hoped that all countries are unwillino: to enter upon hostili- The
^

. .
Eliza Ay.v

tio3, and tliat they liave recourse to thorn only with a view of axdOthees.

avoiding greater evils. It is said that Sweden acted from fear of sjr "w. Scott,

tlie resentment of France, and it may be that she did so ; but from

whatever cause it ju-oceeded, the fact is that a war did take place,

tliough it was carried on with inertness by Sweden, and with for-

bearance by Grreat Britain. This war has, however, been happily

terminated by a treaty of peace, which was signed by the pleni-

potentiaries of the two countries on the 18tli of July, ratified by

ilie Prince llegent of Great Britain on the 4th of August, and by

the King of Sweden on the 17th of the same month. From the

result of these dates it has been contended that the war had ceased,

and that friendship had been re-established before the time when
tliese vessels were seized. The question, therefore, comes to this :

whether a ratification is or is not necessary to give effect and

validity to a treaty signed by plenipotentiaries ? Upon abstract

principles we know that, either in public or private transactions,

tlie acts of those who are vested with a plenary power are binding

upon the principal. But as this rule was in many cases found to

be attended with inconvenience, the later usage of States has been

to require a ratification, although the treaty may have been signed

by plenipotentiaries. According to the practice now prevailing, a

subsequent ratification is essentially necessary, and a strong con-

firmation of the truth of this position is that there is hardly a

modern treaty in whidi it is not expressly so stipulated; and

tliorefore it is now to be presumed that the powers of plenipo-

tentiaries are limited by the condition of a subsequent ratification.

The ratification may be a form, but it is an essential form, for the

instrument, in point of legal efficacy, is imperfect without it. I

need not add tliat a ratification by one power alone is insufiicient

;

tliat if necessary at all, it must be mutual ; and that tlie treaty is

incomplete till it has been reciprocally ratified.

It is said, however, that the treaty, when ratified, refers back to

the time of its signature by the plenipotentiaries, and that it does

so in this case more especially on account of the terms in which it

is drawn. The words in one of the articles of the treaty, " Des ce
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1«13 momoul tout sujo!; do m('sintolligence qui ail pu suLsisler sera

___!_. rognrdc' comnio cntieromcnt cossant et detruit," liavo been pointed

The out, and from those it lias boon contondod that all hostilities ^veI•o

andUthiIus. to oeaso the moment the treaty was signed. Lut I take that not

SirW Scott ^° ^® ^^^ ^^^^' ' ^^^® positive and enacting part of the article is that

there shall be a firm and inviolable peace between the two

countries; the other part is descriptive only of the pacific intention

of the parties, and of their agreement to bury in oblivion all the

causes of the war. It does not stand in the same substantive wa}'

as the former part of the article, and must be considered as mere

explanatory description. The nature of a treaty of peace is well

explained by Vattel (a), who lays it down that " a treaty of peace

can be no more than an agreement. Were the rules," he says, " of

an exact and precise justice to be observed in it, each punctually

receiving all that belongs to him, a peace would become impos-

sible." He goes on to say that, " as in the most just cause we arc

never to lose sight of the restoration of peace, but are constantly to

tend towards this salutary view, no other way is left than to

agree on all the claims and grievances on both sides, and to ex-

tinguish all diiferences by the most equitable convention which th<'

juncture will admit of." It is therefore an agreement to waive all

discussion concerning the respective rights of the parties, and to

bury in oblivion all the original causes of the war. It is an

explanation of the nature of that peace and good understanding

which is to take place between the two countries, whenever that

event shall be happily accomplished. It would be a stretch beyond

the limits to which a fair interpretation of these words could be

carried to say they were intended to convey any other meaning.

I am of opinion, therefore, that the ratification is the point from

which the treaty must take effect. Des ce moment must be referred

to the moment at which the treaty received its valid existence by

mutual ratification. It is perfectly clear that it was so considered

on the part of Sweden. The British officer who was sent to the

Swedish coast was still received Avith the same caution as in the

time of war, and was blindfolded before he was permitted to enter

Carlsham ; Hanoe remained in British possession, and the only

{a) Book 4, c. 2.
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commimication between tliat island and the mainland of Sweden 1813

was by flags of truce, Tliougb it was reasonable to expect that "^^ ^'

Sweden would return to the relations of amity with this country, The

yet it is quite clear that she had not at that time confii-med the and OxirEEs.

treaty, and therefore could not bo entitled to the benefit of a
sir-\v Scott

neutral character.

But in order to give validity to the present claim another pro-

position must necessarily be maintained : it must be sliown that the

place of capture was within the Swedish territoiies, and I am of

opinion that it was not. Hanoe had been taken possession of by

a British force, and that possession had not been disturbed. If it

was taken at first by connivance, and by a seizure that was liostile

in appearance only, it was certainly in direct hostile possession

afterwards. The fact that the roadstead was occupied by a British

force is avowed by the Americans themselves, who say that they

came there to obtain the protection of British ships of war. This

must be considered as a direct recognition that it was a British,

not a Swedish station, for British ships were excluded from the

ports of Sweden, There was no semblance of Swedish authority,

and the mere vicinity of the mainland of Sweden will not in the

least degree alter the case. Where two countries are separated

from eacli other by a very narrow space, it does not follow that one

of them may not exercise the rights of war within the limits of

that space, merely because it may occasion some inconvenience to

its nciglibour. Suppose Great Britain at war and Spain in a state

of neutrality, can it be said that Sjiain could require this coimtry

to abstain from capturing the vessels of her enemy in the Straits

of Gibraltar ? Such a proceeding might be inconvenient to Spain

on account of the proximity of her coast, but that is a circumstance

which coidd not abridge the undoubted right of Great Britain, It

is an incidental inconvenience, arising necessarily from tlie vieiuity

of the two countries. I am of opinion tliat the claim which lias

been given fails upon the two essential points, both in respect of

the neutrality of Sweden and of the neutralit}' of the place of

capture, and consequently that these ships and cargoes are liable to

condemnation.
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[iDodH.251.] THE GUTE IIOFFNUNa.

Lirriice—Fvrclfj)! Ship—British Interest.

Whcio tlio ship to which a licence for a foreign ship has been granted

boars every appearance of being foreign, the Court will not inqviiro

whotlier there is any British interest in her.

A licence for a foreign ship will not protect one that is in fact and in

appearance British.

1813 This was the case of a sliip under the Rostock flag and pass, but

—1 1— described by the master in his depositions to belong to a person

resident at Hull. She was captured on a voyage from Hull to

Tonningen, having a British licence on board granted for " the

Mecklenburg ship the Guie Ilofnung,^' and the question was,

whether the representation made by the master that the owner

resided in this country would take the ship out of the protection to

which she would otherwise be entitled under the terms of the

licence.

Sir W. Scott.—This ship was proceeding from Hull to

Tonningen, under a licence in wliich she is described as " the

Mecklenburg ship the Gute Ilofnung,^^ and a Mecklenburg ship

she is in everything that constitutes appearance, whatever may in

reality be her national character. The master and crew are

foreigners, belonging to tlie north of Germany, and the ship is

furnished with the regular Mecklenburg papers. She has, there-

fore, every appearance of a Mecklenburg ship, and there is

nothing to rebut the presumption that she is so in point of fact

but the account given by the master, who says that the vessel

belongs to Mr. Cosack, of Hull, whom he believes to be a foreigner,

but he does not know in what country he was born or to whom he

is a subject. The question is, whether under such circumstances I

shall look further into the case for the purpose of inqidring

whether there is any British interest in this ship, and I am of

opinion that it is not necessary for me so to do. There can be

nothing to alarm the jealousy of the Coiu-t in this ambiguous

character of the vessel, because, as to any improper communication,

that might as effectually be can-ied on by means of a Mecklen-

bm-g as a British ship. What might be the result of a more
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l")ryiDg investigation into the character of this vessel it is impos- isi3

sible for me to say, but I do not foci mj-self called upon to
"^^'^'"^^' ^^'

investigate this matter furtlier. It must be understood tliat I do The Gdtk

not in tliis case intend to decide tliat a ship in fact and in appear-
"

ance British would be protected under a licence gi'anted to a ^^ *
• '^'=°^'^-

Mecklenburg ship.

Ship and cargo restored on payment of captor's expenses.

THE MANLY. [i Dods. 2^7.]

Licence— VvJiuitarij Deviation—Intentlvn of Licence.

A licence being an exceptional permission, the terms of it must not

be voluntarily departed from. Thus, where a licence was granted to

one port of the United Kingdom :

—

Held, it would not protect a voyage

to another port. Shij? condemned.

This ship, under Danish colours, laden with a cargo of tobacco, 1813

cotton, timber, and other e-oods, was captured on the 21st of '^{;!'^
'-'

•

'

.
athriuod

March, 1813, whilst in the prosecution of a voyage from Christian- J">'« h. 1814.

sand to Leith. There was a licence on board permitting the vessel

to bring a cargo from Christiansand to Dublin, on condition that

she sliould sail north-about, but it was admitted in the claim tliat

she was steering for Leith at the time of capture, and that it

was intended to have delivered her cargo there, if permission could

liave been obtained for that purpose ; otherwise that the vessel was

to have proceeded with her cargo to Dublin. The question was

whether the deviation to Leith was such a violation of the con-

ditions of the licence as would subject the ship and cargo to con-

demnation.

Sir W. Scott.—This ship and cargo, both of them enemy's

property, and belonging to the same persons, were coming witli an

undisputed destination to Loith, and with an intention if possible

to dispose of the cargo at that port, for suili, I think, is the fair

interpretation of the affidavit of ^Ir. ]^[orch, the son of the owner

of this ship and cargo, lie says " that ho arrived in Leith on the

13th of October last from Christiansand for the purposes of trade
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1H13 niid of ationdiiig to tlio concerns of liis father in Groat liiitain,

_ '^'"'' '"'
whore lie has romaincd over since ; that lie lias had oonsidorahlo

TheMani.y. corrospondonco witli his father's house, and witli his brother, Peder

Sir W.Scott. Morcli, Avho also acts for and superintends the business of his

fatlicv respecting shipments by the ManJij ; that he was informed

by his brother that his father had some intention of importing

cotton wool into this country, provided such goods were permitted

by law to be imported ; that in consequence thereof he communi-

cated the circumstance to Messrs. Corbett, Berthwick & Co., mer-

chants, in Leith, the agents and coiTospondents of his father, who,

having caused particular inquiries to be made at the custom houses

of London and Leith, he was by them informed that it was learned

from both custom houses that cotton wool could be imported, and

Avould bo admitted to entry, coming from Norway, as goods per-

mitted by law to be imported ; that he also applied personally at

the custom house at Leith, where he was informed that cotton

wool was importable as goods permitted by law, and under date of

the 23rd of February last he wrote his father, ' It is said at the

Leith custom house that they apprehend of no difficulty for the

JLoiJij to return here with cotton.'" There was then, it should

seem, a clear intention of importing this cotton into Leith. He
saj's that " as he was uncertain whether his father would ship

cotton, and as the other articles of export fi'om Christiansaud would

not find a good market at Leitli, it was desirable to get such a

licence as would enable the vessel to sail for another port if neces-

sary." There can be no doubt, therefore, that if the cargo con-

sisted of cotton, it was to be brought to Leith for importation ; and

the question is, whetlier a transaction of this kind is protected by

the licence.

The ship and cargo are both of them enemy's property, and

there is no proposition more universally admitted than that an

enemy has no right to trade with the ports of this country, except

by a special permission of the government, and that he must

comply strictly with the conditions under which that permission is

granted. No voluntary deviation from the course pointed out can

be on any account tolerated ; and the only excuse that can be

allowed for a departure from the terms prescribed is, that it was

(lone under the pressure of an irresistible necessitj-. "Where the
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party is not within the terms of the liceuce, the character of 1813

enemy revives, and the property of an enemy is subject to confis- "'' —
cation according to the laws of all civilized States. Tue Manly.

The licence permits the vessel to go to Duhlm, sailing nortli- Sir W. Scott.

about, and the fact is, that she was going to Leith, there to deposit

her cargo. Now, I ask, whetlier it is possible to apply such a

licence to such a voyage ? "What is the duty of a merchant, resident

in a hostile country, who wishes to trade with the i)orts of this ,

kingdom ? Why, undoubtedly, to state to the government, in the

most full and explicit manner, the purpose of his voyage and the

place to which he intends to go ; and it is then for his Majesty's

government, being put in possession of the plan and design of the

party, to decide whetlier it will permit such a com-se of proceeding.

But to come with a representation of one kind, and to apply the

licence obtained under that representation to the protection of a

transaction totally different, can never, as it appears to me, bo

permitted. Such a course of proceeding must of necessity render

the licence inoperative for the purpose to which it is applied.

Mr. Moreh applies to Messrs. Corbett, Borthwick & Co., of Leith,

who are persons of great experience in the trade between Norway and

litis coimtry, and they tell him "that it was very usual for ships

imder licences to different ports in England and Ireland to touch

at Leitli ; and when thought advisable, the cargoes were permitted

by the Board of Customs to be discharged at Leith, notwithstanding

another port being named in the licence ; tliat the said Corbett,

13orthwick & Co. therefore recommended application being made

for a licence for the ManJij for Dublin, where deals and logs would

sell to advantage if cotton should not be shipped, so as to requu'o

the discharge at Leith, and wliich would at any rate enable his

father to send the vessel either to Dublin or Leith." This appears

to me to be tantamount to sajdng tliat a licence for ono port is

good for all others, for I see no limitation : if it is to bo deemed

good for one other port, it must be ecpially so for every otlier

port. Leith lias no peculiar privilege, and is entitled to no

advantages over any other place of trade. If the parties are at

liberty under such a licence to go to Leith, tlien why not to Xew-

castlc or Yarmouth, or, indeed, to any other port of the United

Kingdom ? Is this the transaction disclosed to government, and
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1813 for \v]iic]i it Issued its permission and directions? I think not.

^^"y ^^- Application was mado to tlio Privy Council to permit the enemy

The Manly, to trndo Avitli one of the ports of this country, and under the por-

Sir W. Scott. nii'^'^'i'^Ji •''0 ohtaincd, the parties think proper to trade with another,

and a distant port, very differently circumstanced, and in a diffe-

rent and distinct part of the United Kingdom. To permit such a

dejiarturo from the terms of the licence would be to throw open

not one port only, but all the ports of his Majesty's dominions to

the enemy. Is that the way in which the trade of the country can

with any safety be carried on in time of war ? It appears to me to

be quite incompatible with that vigilance and control which the

government is bound to exercise over the trade of the enemy with

its own subjects, A licence can never have any such unlimited

effect, but must be confined to the port for which it was especially

granted, or at least to one nearly allied and contiguous to it. If

the parties want further liberty, they should so state it in their peti-

tion to the Pri^y Council ; as in the present case, they ought to

have applied for a licence to Dublin, with permission to touch at

Leith ; and when once the ship had arrived in that port, a further

application might have been made for leave to land the cargo

there, which would probably, as in other cases, have been granted.

I think it is impossible to say that the present transaction is not a

different one from that for which the licence was granted. The

licence is to go to Dublin, and the ship is taken on a voyage to

Leith without any intention of going to Dublin at all, imless

permission to unload at Leith is refused. The transaction there-

fore is different from that which was represented to. government,

and for the protection of which it issued its fiat. The present case

appears to me to bear no analogy to the cases which have been

cited. Those were cases of ships coming to this country under the

wish, rather than the intention, of the owners that they should

proceed further, and which were acting in conformity to the terms

of their licences, and were in the permitted branch of theii* voyage

at the time when they were captiu'cd. Such was the case of the

Ilenn'effn, and the others which have been mentioned. But here

the cii'ourastances are altogether different ; here is so entire a

deviation both as to port and coiirse, that I do not think it is in

the power of this Court to carry the construction of the licence to
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the extent that is prayed. I do not say that there is any mala 1813

fdes in these parties, but there is a strange misconception or mis- "^ "'

construction of the information which I should not have expected Tue :Maxly.

from such a source. How such a notion could have entered the SirW. Scjth

minds of gentlemen of commercial experience is not distinctly

explained. But whether the mistake has arisen from the ignor-

ance of the person gi^ing the information, or the misapprehension

of the person receiving it, the event must still be the same. The

Court cannot divest the captor of a right which he has acquired by

the detention of a ship so denuded of all protection from the

licence under which she is claimed. Where the parties have been

acting under honest but en'oneous impressions, one may feel a

repugnance to follow up the mistakes with consequences detri-

mental to them, as the confiscation of their property. But tliough

they may have been intentionally, still they may not have been

legally innocent. The only question which the Court has to

decide is whether the sliip, belonging to an enemy, is protected by

a licence which she had on board, and I am of opinion that she

is nut.

THE ^OLUS. [1 Dods. 300.]

Licence—Due Diligence—Prevention of Performance hy Enemy.

Persons using due diligence are entitled to the benefit of a licence,

notwithstanding its expiration and the refusal of government to

renew it.

This ship, together with her cargo, consisting of 19,447 gallons 1S13

of bi'andy, was seized by a custom-house ofiieer in the London '*^

Docks in the month of April last.

There were four British licences on board at the time of seizure,

the first of which was dated tlie 9th of July, 1812, and was to

remain in force for the space of four months. By tlio terms of

this licence, the claimants were permitted to export in tliis vessel,

from London to Rochelle or Havre, a cargo of British goods, and

to import from Ivochclle, or to sail in ballast from tliat place to

IIa^Tc, and import from thonco a cargo of wine, spirits, &.C., on

condition that the wine and spirits should be imported only in
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iHi:? niiirn for sugar, coffee, &c., previously exported ; tlie proportion

'^'*'y
'^

' of spirlis to bo not more than 120 gallons for eveiy 12 cwt.

The 2E.0-LV3. of sugar ; and on condition likewise that the epirits should he

iniiiortc'd and -warehoused for exportation only.

On tlio oLst of ^\\\y a licence similar to tlie former was granted

with an additional clause, permitting the ship to proceed in ballast

from liochelle or Havre to Bordeaux, and import the cargo from

that port.

The quantity of sugar exported not entitling the vessel to bring

back a complete cargo of spirits according to the terms of the

above-mentioned licences, an additional licence was applied for,

and granted on the 27th of August, 1812. By this licence the

claimants were at liberty to import a full cargo of wine and

spirits, on condition that the excess of such wine and spirits for

which the export of sugar had not already been made, should be

warehoused according to the regulations set forth in the licences

dated the 9tli and 31st of July.

This licence having likewise expired before the voyage was

completed, a further application was made to the government, and

on the 4th of January, 1813, a licence to bo in force for three

months was issued, permitting this vessel to import a cargo, accord-

ing to the provision of the licences dated the 9tli and 31st of July,

1812.

There was also an Order in Council, dated the loth of April,

1813, directing the ship to be admitted to entry, according to the

conditions of the licence, dated the 4 th of January, 1813, notwith-

standing the expii'ation of that licence.

The vessel proceeded to Eochelle, and there delivered a cargo of

sugar pursuant to the terms of the several licences, but having

been detained by order of the French Government, was unable to

bring back a return cargo -s^ithin the time prescribed. Upon her

arrival in the London Docks, the ship and the whole of her carg<->,

consisting of 19,447 gallons of brandy, were seized; but as it

appeared from the statement of the exports and imports, made by

the proper officer, that the claimant had a right under the renewed

licences to import 14,610 gallons of spirits, the seizor consented to

the restitution of that quantity of brandy, and of the ship itself.

The remaining 4,867 gallons of brandy, being the excess of the
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quantity allowed by tlio renewed licences, were proceeded against 1813

as droits of admiralty. ^"'^ ^'

For tlie seizor it was said that tlie refusal of the British Govern- Tue ^olus.

ment to grant an extension of the licence, dated the 27th of

August, which alone permitted the importation of a full cargo,

sufficiently declared its intention not to protect beyond the quantity

covered by the other licences, and that it was incumbent on tlie

Court to carry the intention of the government into execution by

condemning the siu'plus.

To which it was replied that the government refused to renew

the licence of August, 1812, merely in consequence of a general

change of policy with respect to the future commercial intercourse

witli the ports of France ; that it did not mean to interfere with

what was past, but to refer all cases of existing licences to the

decision of the Court ; and that with reference to the principle of

former decisions, the claimant, who had used every degree of dili-

gence to complete the transaction within the time prescribed, was

entitled to restitution.

Sir W. Scott.—AVhere the party has used his best endeavours

to fulfil his engagement, and has been prevented by the violence

of the enemy from finishing the transaction in due time, the Court

will decree restitution, though the government may have refused

to renew the licence. The refusal of the government to grant a

fresh licence appears to me to leave the principle, upon which the

Coui't has been in the habit of acting, untouched ; and as the delay

in this case has been occasioned solely by the restraint imjioscd

by tlio hostile government, I shall restore the property to the

claimant.
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[I Dods. 30 r,. ] THE WOIILFOKTU.

Licence— Car<jo—Discharge—New Cargo.

AVlicro tlio original cargo has been spoiled by unavoidable accident,

the protection of a licence is not forfeited by taking in a fres-h cargo of

the same kind after the time for which the licence was granted had

expired.

1S13 This was the case of a ship under Prussian colours, laden with a

^"^^ ^'^- cargo consisting of 57,400 Edam cheeses, one cask of drugs, and

one chest of coral beads. There was a licence on hoard permittiDg

tlie vessel to import from Amsterdam to London a cargo of cheese,

drugs, &c. (even if enemy's property), and to export from London

to Amsterdam a cargo of permitted goods.

Sir W. Scott.— It appears that the ship, having taken on board

her cargo, consisting of 57,400 cheeses, sailed from Amsterdam,

and that she was obliged to put into Medemblick, which bears the

same relative situation to Amsterdam that Gravesend does to

London. At Medemblick it was necessaiy to unlade the cargo,

and the cheese upon unlivery was found to be so much damaged

that it was not fit to be put on board again ; it was therefore

thought advisable to sell the old cargo and piu'chase a new one of

the same description, which was accordingly done. Now this cir-

cumstance of purchasing a cargo of precisely the same description

does, I think, distinguish the present case very materially from

those which have been alluded to, in which the original transac-

tions were departed from and new adventures undertaken. Here

the second cargo was of the same identical nature with the first,

corresponding with it both in substance and quality. It does not

appear that there was time to have obtained a fresh permission

from the Britisli Government. If the ship had received damage

after her arrival in the Thames, and had then gone back to the

Texel for the purpose of taking a fresh cargo, the same indulgence

could not have been reasonably expected ; because there the parties

might have had access to government, and might have applied

without loss of time for a new licence. The case is very different

where the ship is in a distant port, and where the foreign shippers
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Sir W. Scott.

are acting for persons in tliis country witliout the ready means 1813

of communication witli their principals. What more advisable —"JL—1_

method could tlie parties have adopted under the circumstances ^The

stated ? Was the licence to be rendered abortive ? Was the ship

to come in ballast ? That would not have been permitted. If the

cheeses originally put on board had been brought hither, they

must, under the terms of the licence, have been put into govern-

ment warehouses, and there kept as a security till a return cargo

had been exported. But what would have been the value of the

security if the cheeses wore of no value ? I cannot think there

has been such a departm-e from the licence as to deprive the parties

of all protection under it. The case would have been widely

different if goods of a different description had been taken instead

of the former cargo. Here the original purpose was pursued ; no

new speculation was originated, nor any change, except such as

was produced by time and unavoidable accidents. I am of opinion,

therefore, that I do not go beyond a just and fair interpretation of

the licence in saying that the transaction comes within the latitude

that ought to be allowed.

Ship and cargo restored.

THE LOUISE CHAELOTTE DE GULDENERONI. [i Dods. sos.]

Licence—IloJikr for Yalne—Fraud iiJtnit .1 Kcndion.

When a licence to trade with an enemy country has been fraudulent!}'

altered by a change of dates in such licence, a lund Jidv holder for valuo

will not be protected by it.

This was the case of a ship, under Danish colours, laden with a ^813

n 1 , -1 • ii i- p i-
Xomuhrr 4.

cargo of corn, and taken in tlio prosecution ot a voyage irom

Aarhuus with an asserted destination to tlio port of Newcastle.

A claim was given for the ship and cargo, as protected by a licence,

which purported to be dated on the 8th of October, 1S1"2
; l)ut

from an affidavit brought in on the part of the captor, it appeared

that the licence, upon which the claimant relied for protection, had

been granted by the Privy Council on the 8th of September, and

R.—VOT,. TT. N
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1813 not on tho 8th of October. In consequence of this affidavit, the
^"'''""^'''' *

judge assigned the claimant to exhibit further proof as to tlie

TiiK LouisK destination of the cargo, and to account for the alteration appearing

GuLDENjjiiONi. to liave been made in the date of tlie licence. An affida%'it made

l)y the Danish shijiper was now offered, in wliioh it was stated that

he purchased the licence at Copenhagen in the presence of two

merchants, and that if any alteration had been made in the licence

it Avas so done before it came into his possession ; tliat he was

totally ignorant of any such alteration, and that he had paid a high

price for the licence, conceiving that it was in all respects complete

and regular. This statement was corroborated by the evidence of

the two merchants who were asserted to have been present when

tho licence was purchased.

Sir W. Scott.—In this case two demands were made by the

Court on a former day ; first, the production of a letter asserted to

have been written by Messrs. Armstrong & Co. ; and, secondly, an

explanation wdth respect to the falsification of the licence, which

jDurports to be dated on the 8th of October, on which day it appears

that no such licence was issued, though there was a licence to the

same effect granted on the 8th of September.

With respect to the letter and its non-arrival no satisfactory

explanation has been afforded to the Court, but it may be that it

has miscarried, in consequence of the difficulties to which all

foreign corresjiondence is now exposed. I shall therefore not lay

any great stress upon the deficiency of the case in this respect.

The other objection is of greater weight, and is entitled to the

most serious consideration of the Court. It appears very certain

that the date of the licence under which the present claim is made

has been altered, and consequently that the licence itself must

become a mere nullity; it is said, however, that although there

may have been a fraudulent alteration in the date of the licence,

yet the present holders, who were entirely ignorant of that altera-

tion, and who purchased the licence at a large price in the market

overt, ought not to be the sufferers. But there are many cases in

which it is unavoidable that an innocent man should suffer for the

fraud of others. If I take adulterated money, it is every day's

experience that I suffer for it by loss, though no party to the
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fraud. In the present case I profess that I do not see how it is 1813

possible to produce sufficient evidence to satisfy the Court that the
"^"''^'^'^^"' *•

individuals claiming the benefit of the licence for the protection of The Louisr

their property were not themselves guilty, or at least cognizant of Guldexeboxi!

the fraud which has been committed. Where a licence admitted to gjj. w~S"ott
bo adulterated is relied upon, the denial of the party himself, even

upon oath, cannot be deemed sufficient to exonerate him from the

responsibility to which he is liable, so far as the validity of that

licence for any beneficial purpose is concerned. It is said that the

Court might in this case be furnished not only with the affidavit of

the party himself denying all knowledge of the alteration that has

been made, but likewise with the evidence of two disinterested

persons who were present when the licence was purchased in its

present state for a valuable consideration ; but I do not think tliat this

would be sufficient to remove the difficulty. The whole transaction

of the purchase and sale might be merely ostensible, and have been

arranged beforehand between the pretended buyer and seller.

There is hardly any evidence that would satisfy the Court that the

alteration of the date might not be the act of the party himself by

whom the benefit of the licence is claimed, and though it is not at

all necessary for me to infer fraud against the x^arty now before

tlie Court, I must for the sake of guarding against fraudulent acts

of this kind adhere to the general rule, that the party claiming the

benefit of a licence must show a licence unimpeached. Take the

facts, however, to be proved as stated, that the matter passed in

the presence of others, and that a bond fide purchase was made.

The party would in that case be entitled to his remedy against the

person from whom he pm'chased. If any other rule than that

which I have laid down were permitted to prevail, the conserpicnce

would be that a door would be opened to the indefinite extension

of licences, for they might then be prolonged at will, not only by

the hostile government itself, but by every person resident in the

enemy's country. Tlio present case may be one of great hardsliip

upon an innocent individual, but I cannot take upon myself to say

tluit a licence which has been vitiated in so material a point can be

deemed valid, and I therefore feel myself \mder lh(» necessity of

pronouncing a sentence of condemnation.

n2
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[iDod«.3iG.] THE UNION.

Juliif Captiii'e— Vessel not in Sit/Jtt of Cajdure—Ritjld to Share in Prize—Con-

tinuance of Common UndertaJciiif/.

If at the timo of a capture by one vessel another associated in the

chase is not visihlc owing to fog or darkness, such other vessel is entitled

to share in the jirize if it is proved tliat at the time of the capture she is

still cTigagod on the common purpose.

1813 This was the case of an American vessel laden with a cargo of
.

gQ^|.Qjj^ g^jjjj captured on the 18th of January, 1813, whilst in the

prosecution of a voyage fi'om Philadelphia to Bordeaux, by his

Majesty's frigate Iris. Claims of joint capture were interposed by

his "Majesty's ships AndromaeJte, Rota, and liorcr, under the cir-

cumstances detailed in an allegation which is cited at length in the

judgment.

The claim of the joint captors rested principally on this ground,

that the ships were in chase and distinctly seen, both by the actual

captor and by the prize, during the whole of the day previous to

the capture ; that they continued the chase during the night, and

were prevented seeing the act of capture solely by the darkness of

the night.

Judgment.—This is a case of asserted joint capture on the pari

of the Andromache, Rota, and Rover, to share in a prize taken by

his Majesty's ship Iris. The allegation pleading the fact of joint

capture was admitted without opposition at the time, but it is in

effect now opposed, for the case has been argued for the actual

captor on two grounds : first, that the facts pleaded in the allega-

tion, if proved, would not entitle them to share ; and, secondly,

that the facts are not proved as laid. It will be proper, therefore,

to consider the case first on the allegation.

The allegation pleads, " that on the IStli of January last, his

Majesty's ship Andromache, George Tobin, Esq., commander, was

on a cruise in the Bay of Biscay, in company with his Majesty's

ships Rota, Philip Somervillc, Esq., commander, and sloop Rover,

Justice Finley, Esq., commander; that at about nine o'clock of
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the said morning, the said ship Andromache being in latitude 1813

45° 28' N., and longitude 4^^ 34' W., and the Cordovan lighthouse
^''''•"»^'' -^-

hearing N. 87°, 45° E., distant about 150 miles, and being engaged The Union.

in supplying the Rota with provisions, two strange sails were dis-

covered from the masthead of the Andromache, in the S.E. quarter,

whereupon the boats of the said ship were inmicdiatcly hoisted in

and all sail made in chase of the same ; that a short time after-

wards the said strange sails were made out to be a merchant vessel

and a frigate in chase of her, the said merchant vessel steering

N.E. by N. ; that the Andromache, as also the Hofa and liorcr

which had joined in the chase, approached the said merchant

vessel, saw her plainly, and soon perceived her to alter her course

more to the eastward, at which time the Andromache was seen from

the said prize ; that at about noon the said frigate exchanged

private signals with the A)idromachc and liofa, whereby they all

became known to each other, and the said frigate was found to be

the /r/.s' " ; so that, according to this statement, no doubt can be

tlirown on the identity of the ships ;
" that the wind being from

the ^^ost^^ard and the chase to the eastward the A)idromache kept

tlie uind on her larboard side, which enabled her to near the

chase and to prevent her from getting to windward of the Iris

;

that the Andromache continued the pursuit, though occasionally

losing sight of the chase as well as of the Iris in the haze which

came on ; that at about five o'clock they were both clearly seen

from the Andromache bearing N.E. by N. and distant about four

miles, and she was then closing very fast with both the said ships
;

that shortly after, the weather becoming very foggy and darkness

coming on, they were entirely lost sight of, but the Andromache

persisted in the pursuit, and sailed to the N.E. with a view of

intercepting the said chase, and at about half-past five or a quarter

before six the flash of a gun was plainly seen and the rejiort

tliercof distinctly heard on board the Andromache in llie direction

of the said chase, whicli the party proponent dotli expressly aUcgo

and propound was fired from the Jri.s at the chase to bring her to,

and the said gun brought her to accordhigly, and she was imme-

diately afterwards captured by the said frigate Jris at the distance

of not more than three miles from the Andromache, and that tlie

Andromache was prevented from being seen by the persons on
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1S13 board tho prizo at tlio time of capture aforesaid, as well as bj those

i\'(ar»iAf »• 2G.
^^^ board tlio said fri^^ato //•/>, by tho fog and darkness of tho

Tub Union, night only." And I am clearly of opinion tliat upon this state-

ment tho ships would be entitled to share as joint captors, because

if llioy wovo prevented seeing solely by the fog and darkness

of tho night, that circiimstance would not bo sufTicient to bar them

of a right to which they would otherwis-> have been entitled. It is

certainly true that darkness preventing sight will not universally

exclude from a right to share, nor can the rule be laid down uni-

versally the other way, for there may not in every case bo evidence

to show proximity to the scene of action ; but where it can be

shown that the asserted joint captor was in sight when the dark-

ness came on, that it continued steering the same course by which

it was before nearing the prize, and that the prize itself also con-

tinued the same course, it amounts almost to demonstration that

the ships would have seen and been seen by each other if darkness

had not intervened. Upon the allegation, therefore, the case

appears to be quite clear, and I am of opinion that any opposition

to its admission would have been perfectly vain (a)

.

And this brings me to the other part of the ease, namely, how

far tho allegation is supported by the evidence.

[The Court then examined the evidence, and held that the

alleged joint captors had proved the necessary facts.]

[2DoJs. 110.] {(i) In tlie VEtoile, March Sth, intimidation to the enemy." After

1810, tlic following passage occurs an elaborate examination of the facts

in the judgment: "I hold it to bo the Court held that " the fact of sight,

a clear and indisputable rule of law, at the time of the action and capture,

that if two vessels are associated for is made out," but added, "taking

one common purpose, the continu- the fact to be otherwise, still I think

ance of tho chase is sufficient to that there is sufficient to establish

give the right of joint capture. the claim on the other grounds. She

Sight under such circumstances is was a consort of the actual captor,

by no means necessary ; because, had pursued the prize in conjunction

exclusive of that there exists that with her, and had not discontinued

which is the very essence of the claim, the pursuit at the time when the

encouragement to the friends, and capture was consummated."
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THE BELVIDERE. [iDods.sss.]

Shi}')—Seizure—Claim hi/ British Mcrchcmt—Security fur Advances.

The claim of Britisli nicrcliants for advances made by them for the use

of an American ship seized by the government upon the breaking out of

hostilities with that country, cannot be allowed upon the more avenncnt

of the parties themselves that the ship was put into their hands as ;i

security for the debt so contracted ; still loss if the money was adviincod,

not for the immediate outfit of the vessel, but for the general mercantile

transactions of the American owners.

Tins was an application on behalf of Messrs. Sansom & Co., 1813

I3ritis]i mercliants, to obtain possession of an American ship, which " ^ '

was seized in the Itivor Thames, under the embargo which pre-

ceded the declaration of hostilities between Great Britain and the

United States of America.

It was stated in an affidavit made by one of the partners in the

house of Sansom & Co., that they had advanced considerable

sums to tlie American owners on account of this ship ; and that it

was put into their possession as a security for the repayment of

the money advanced by their house of trade : that they sent the

ship, under the protection of a licence, bearing date the 14th of

August, 1811, to the Baltic and back ; and that the amount of the

freight earned on the voyage was placed to the credit of the ship :

tliat they obtained another licence in February, 1812, for a simihir

voyage, but made no use of it, because it would have been neces-

sary to have advanced money for the purchase of a cargo, which

tliey declined to do, in consequence of the non-arrival of some

remittances wliich they had expected from their American corre-

spondents. It was stated, likewise, in tlie affidavit, that by way

of fm-ther security, a power of attorney was executed on the 7th of

March, 1812, authorising Sansom & Co. to sell the ship, or to

employ her in any way that they might deem most ehgible for

their interest. A letter of attorney to this effect was aunrxed to

the affidavit ; and there was also exhibited an account current

between tlio parties respecting the ship ; from which it appeared

that the balance due to Messrs. Sausom & Co. from the American

owners on the 31st of December, 1812, amounted to 1,724/, 4s\ 9^/.
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1S13 Tlio iifTidavit also stated, tliat tlio American liouso of trade wore

•^"'^ ^'- furdicr IndoLtod to M(^ssrs. Sansom & Co. in tho sum of '\ylhH. 17.<f.,

The for wlilch tlioy liad no security Avhatever.
Belvideke.

Siii "W. Scott.—Tliis is tho case of an American vessel wliicli

has been seized in the London Dock, and is liable to condemna-

tion as the property of an enemy to the Crown of tliis country.

No ro^-ular claim lias been given for tho ship, but an application

is made to the Court by merchants in this town (Messrs. Sansom

& Co.) to have the ship re-delivered to them, stating that it had

been placed in their hands as a security for money advanced by

tliom on account of this very ship. Cases have been stated in

wliieh the Court has certainly attended to claims somewhat similar

;

but in all those cases the parties had some certain evidence of their

right : they had either a positive lien upon the ship, or were in

possession of a bottomry bond, or some specific secm-ity. In this

case nothing of the kind is made out by the claimants ; and this

does, I think, materially distinguish it from those cases which have

been mentioned. Here is nothing but an affidavit of the claimants

themselves, stating that they have at various times advanced money

for the uses of this ship, and that the American owners had put

them in possession of it as a security for the debt so contracted.

No bottomry bond, or any instrument of any kind, is produced in

support of the claim, which is left to rest upon the mere averment

of the parties interested. The persons who have made this affidavit

are certainly of the highest respectability in the class of persons to

which they belong ; but the Court cannot take a fact of this sort

upon the bare averment of any persons, however respectable, or

suffer itself to make personal distinctions in matters of this kind.

It expects to be furnished with something more substantial than

the mere affidavit of the parties themselves. Nothing more is

offered in the present case ; and this defect is, I think, fatal to the

claim.

"What Mr. Sansom swears is this : that the vessel was put into

tho possession of the house of trade to which he belongs as a

security for money advanced by thorn ; but this statement is wholly

unsupported by documentary evidence, and rests on the assertion

of Mr. Sansom himself. "What sort of possession of the ship was
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given to this gentleman? According to his own statement it was 1813

entrusted to him partly for the sale of the ship, and partly for its
'^"'^^ ^'

omitloyment in trade. But that any instrument to this effect was The
, Belvidebe.

executed, or that there was any correspondence Ly letter relative

to this business, does not at all appear. Thus far the matter rests

upon mere verbal agreement between the parties ; if, indeed, there

was anything that can be treated as an actual agreement upon the

subject. Then (at a very late date) comes a general power of

attorney, such as might be very well granted to any other agent

who had no claims whatever on the ship. The accounts, too, are

made out in the way in which any other agent must be supposed

to make out his accounts ; for the profits earned by this ship in

the way of freiglit are placed to the account of tlie principal in

America. There is so manifest a deficiency in the evidence, that

it is impossible for the Court to sustain the demand.

Another very important consideration in the present case is,

that the advances, which are stated to have been made, were not

merely for the purpose of covering expenses incurred in the repairs

and outfit of this vessel, but for the general mercantile transactions

of tlie American owner. The Coui't has never gone the length of

allowing a claim so founded. "What was done in the case of the

Vroic Sdi'dJt (a), and the other cases which have been mentioned,

was to give English merchants, from the bounty of the Crown, the

expenses inciu'red in the outfit of the vessel immediately before

('() Tliis was the case of a Dutcla seized under tlio embargo (lotli May,

ship, wliich sailed in July, 1802, on 1803) whicli preceded the declaration

a voyage from the Toxel to Surinam, of hostilities against the Batavian

but put into Cowcs in distress in Ecpublic, and were proceeded against

consequence of damage she had sus- as droits of Admiralty. A claim was

tained at sea. On his arrival at given by Messrs. Sieur and Mitchell

Cowes the master applied for assist- for the amount of the repairs dono

ance to Messrs. Day, of that place, by them, and also on behalf of

who, after a regular survey, caused Messrs. Day for the money they had

the cargo to bo unlivorod and ware- advanced for the unlivcring and ware-

housed, and put the vessel into tho liousing the cargo, and other inci-

hands of Messrs. Sicm- and Mitchell, dental expenses. Tho Court pro-

with directions to them to make tho nounced in favour of tho claims,

necessary repairs, which they accord- referring it to tho Registrar and

inglydid. After the repairs had been merchants to ascertain tho sums

completed, the ship and cargo were actually duo to tho claimants.
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1H13 tlio eoizui'u was made. It was thou "^'l it by the Court, and by the

"^"^'J *' government also, that it would bo a liarsh measure to make British

The merchants sustain the loss of money so expended. But hero the

L Court is called upon to investigate transactions which have no
Sir W. Scott,

giiijstantive affinity to the present, and to examine accounts of

profit and loss upon a course of trade which was going on for a

number of years. I am clearly of opinion that it is not within the

province of this Court to enter upon such an investigation. There

may exist counter-demands on the part of the American owners;

there may be disputed accounts between them and Sansom's house

of trade to wliicli the Court can have no access. Differences may

exist as to the employment or non-employment of this vessel.

The owner may perhaps say that the ship was not employed

according to his order. I think I should depart from all con-

sistency of judgment, if I were to allow a claim like the present,

which differs substantially from those to w^hich it has been repre-

sented as similar, which is latent, ancient in point of time, and

unaccompanied by any satisfactory proof. If I were to take this

ship out of the possession of the seizor, I must probably be under

the necessity of doing the same with every other ship wliich has

been seized in the same way ; for I suppose there is hardly any

American ship in this country for which advances have not been

made in a similar manner. Every agent to whom an American

ship has been consigned for employment in European trade has

the same kind of possession ; and many of them have doubtless

orders to sell the ship if no advantageous employment can be

procured. All that Mr. Sausom states in his affidavit points rather

to the direction and management of the ship, for the benefit of the

American owner, than to any possession by way of security to

himself. I am under the necessity of rejecting the claim.
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THE SPARKLER. [iDod8.3J9.]

Joint Capture—Sight—False In/ormaiion by Captor—Costs.

A ship in sight at the time of capture is eutitled to share in the prize

from that circumstance alone, and the claim is still stronger in favour of

a ship which has joined in the pursuit of the prize.

A captor giving false information is liable to be condemned in costs.

This was a claim on behalf of his Majesty's ship Armide to isi3

share in the salvage which had been decreed to the Ninirod for the l>''<'<'>»b<"' '-

recapture of this British ship and cargo from the hands of the

enemy. The claim was founded on the fact of sight and of joint

chasing ; there was also a question of costs arising upon the mis-

conduct of the Nimrod, from which ship false information had been

given respecting the prize, and had occasioned a necessity for the

expenses attending this litigation.

Sir W. Scott.—This case, wliiuh is one of asserted joint capture,

has been described in the argument as an extreme case ; but I own

that it does not appear to me to answer that description. The rule

of law upon the subject is, that a ship in sight at the time of

capture is eutitled to share in the prize from that circumstance

alone, unless the case happens to fall within one of the exceptions

to that general rule, such as the circumstance of steering a directly

contrary com-se, for that might defeat an interest which would

otherwise have been supported upon the ground of being in siglit.

It may seem hard upon the actual captor that a vessel, which was

perhaps scarcely in sight and contributed nothing t ) the captmv,

should be entitled to an equal share of the bcnelit with another

sliip, wliicli may perliaps have been engaged in a long pursuit of

tlie prizo, and may likewise have sustained a very severe conflict.

"Where exertions of this kind have been made by the actual captor,

and no assistance has been afforded by the vessel claiming to sharo

as joint captor, the case may very properly be called an extreme

one ; but according to the statcmcut contained in tlio aUegation,

there was in this case an actual contribution of assistance on the

part of the Annide, for that ship is asserted to have joined in the

pursmt with the Nimrod. Sucli a claim is not to bo described as
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December 2.

The
Sfabkleb.

S-rW. Scott.

an cxtrorao ono, or ns one wlildi tlio Court wouM slniin hard to

rojoc't; it is ratlior cutitlotl to Lo considered in a favouraLle jioint

of view, for the law is willing to favour the interests of all who

contribute their endeavours to capture the vessels of the enemy.

Upon the facts of tlio case I can entertain no doubt. The fact

that the An/iidc saw tlio prize and was also seen from the prize is

indisputably proved. It is proved likewise that she was steering

in a direction towards the prize ; nor is it a sufficient contradiction

to this to say that she steered a course different to that of the

Niinrod ; for it is not necessary that the joint captor should pursue

the prize in exactly the same course with the actual captor ; indeed,

the situation and bearing of the ships to the prize and to each

other may frequently make it proper that they should shape their

courses in du-ections not precisely the same. The fact, as I before

observed, is established that the Armide steered in pursuit of the

prize, and that she was seen by the prize so to do, and though the

sight was now and then obscured, yet the pursuit was continued

up to the time of capture, and even after it had taken place.

With respect to the identity of the three ships there can bo no

doubt, for it is next to an impossibility that the very same circum-

stances should have occurred to three other vessels precisely at the

same time. According to the reasoning of the Coui't in other

cases, I must hold the fact of identity to be satisfactorily esta-

blished by the coincidence of several circumstances.

I proceed, in the next place, to consider the question of costs.

Now it is evident that there has been such a degree of misconduct

on the part of the actual captor that would justify the Court, if it

was disposed to act rigorously, in visiting him with costs. It is a

painful thing in any case to see that in the sworn answers less

attention is paid to the sanctity of an oath than is due upon all

occasions to so serious an obligation. After the prize had been

boarded by the Nimrod, it appears that a licRitenant and midship-

man were sent off to that ship from the Aniiidt' with dii-ections to

make inquiry respecting the name and other particidars of the

vessel which had been boarded, and that upon their arrival on

board the Ni'nirod they were assured that no prize had been made,

but that a transaction of a totally different nature had taken place

:

that the vessel which they had been pursuing was found to be
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protected by a licence, and had on that account been dismissed. 1813

In consequence of the representation so made, and to which full
^''^"'

credit was then o-iven, the claim of the Armide was for a time ^ The

abandoned, and it was from mere accident that the trutli was

afterwards discovered. The excuse which has been set up by the

person who returned the answer, that he returned a false answer

because the question was not put to him by the proper person, is

unsatisfactory. Want of authority in the person putting the

question miglit at the utmost be a reason for declining to answer

altogether, but can never justify an attempt to mislead by return-

ing an answer altogether false. According to the real demerits in

this conduct, I should feel myself justified in condemning the

party in the costs of this litigation ; but it must at the same time

be recollected that he is the actual captor, and that, from the size

of the Annidc, for whose interest I have pronounced, the share of

tlie Nimrod will be very much diminished. It would bo hard too

to take away any of the rights of otlier officers and men who are

not implicated in this act of misconduct. I shall, therefore, con-

tent myself with pronouncing for the claim of the Armide, and

directing the expenses of the two commissions, for the examination

of witnesses, to be deducted from the share of the Nimrod.

The counsel for the commander of the Nimrod having repre-

sented that the expense would exceed his share of the prize, which

must be reduced very low by his own expenses, and by the

magnitude of the sliaro to which the Armide would be entitled, in

consequence of the size of that ship, the Court directed the parties

respectively to pay their own expenses, but expressed a wish that

tliis should bo understood as not withdrawing its disapprobation of

tlio conduct of the officer of the Nimrod.
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[ii,oas..G;g THE JOHN (No. 1).

.Jiiliit Capture—I'rudice—Burdin of Proof.

Tlio bunion of proof lies upon the party sotting up a claim of joint

capture, and the testimony of releasing witnesses if unsupported by

other evidence is insufRcient to estabUsh such a claim.

1813 Tins -was a claim on Lohalf of the commanding ofBcors and crew

December 2. q£ j^jg Majesty's sloop Roijalist, to share in the salvage due for the

recapture of this British ship and cargo, which had been taken by

tlie enemy and retaken by his Majesty's ship Bennuda. Tlie cir-

cumstances of the case are fully stated in the judgment of the

Court.

Sir "W. Scott.—It is hardly necessary for me to repeat the

observation which the Couit has in very many cases occasion to

make, tliat the actual captor is the favourite of the law, and that

the Com-t will not suffer his interest to be affected but by evidence

the most satisfactory. The onus jit'obandi lies upon the party setting

up a claim as joint captor, who in order to establish it must bring

very clear proof in support of his case. The evidence of releasing

witnesses, if unsupported by other testimony, has always been held

insufficient for such a purpose. ... It has been contended in argu-

ment, and the principle has not been denied, that if there is any

ambiguity in the case it is sufficient to put an end to the claim of

the asserted joint captors. Their case rests entirely upon the

evidence of the releasing witnesses, which is not resting upon a

rock, and the party has thrown away or lost the opportunity of

examining other witnesses. As Captain Cunningham in his answer

does not support, but denies, that he meant what should be more

naturally understood from the terms of his answer, the Court is

bound to apply that interpretation. The case, then, rests on the

evidence of releasing witnesses only, which is not sufficient, and

I am therefore under the necessity of pronouncing against the

claim of the JRoi/alisf.
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THE MOLLY. [iDods.391.]

Capture and Condemnation by Enemy—Sale to Neutral—Lapse of Time—Claim

by British Owner.

A claim was made by a British owner in respect of a ship captureil

and condemned by the enemy ten years previously, and sold to a neutral.

Ilehl, that having regard to the lapse of time the Court would not

question the title of the neutral owner, or inquire into the validity of

the condemnation.

This ship, in the possession of a Spanish proprietor, was seized isu

in the Eiver Thames under a warrant of this Court obtained by -1 1_

tlie former British owner, but at the distance of ten years after

the possession of the present Spanish proprietor acquired by pur-

c'liase from the French captor, and after proceedings said to have

been reguharly conducted before tlic Conscil dcs Prises at Paris.

Spain was in a state of neutrality at the time when the seizure was

made, but hostihties were afterwards commenced by that country

against Great Britain, and these have since terminated in a treaty

of peace by the conditions of whieli Spain has been placed not

merely in the character of a neutral, but in that of an all}' of

Great Britain in the war against France.

Sir W. Scott.—There are many considerations in this case to

repel the party from entering into a discussion of the title to this

ship, and particularly that which arises upon the length of time

that lias elapsed since the purchase was effected. Here has been

an uninterrupted possession of ten years ; and althougli tlie law

lias affixed no particular period of time after which possession shall

not be distm-bed, yet it is highly reasonable that there should in

practice be some such limitation. It is merely owing to the acci-

dent of the ship's coming to tliis country that tlie question is now

raised, and it might have been twenty years longer before that

event occurred. Can it be said that it would then have been

proper to enter upon such an investigation ? I think, certainly

not. It is, indeed, true as a general principle, quod iioii vaht ah

initio, tracfu feiiijwri-s )ion vaJvf, yet, in practice, something dilferent

must be observed; a title wliidi may havo been originally faidty
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1814 must of necessity become unimpoaoluiblo "by great lapse of time.

March 11. j^ -^ ^^ ]^^ romomberc'd, likowlse, that lliis title stands upon a sale

The Molly, to a neutral, and is upon that account to be treated with a greater

Sir W. Scott, degree of tenderness.

There is, I think, something of laches observable in the conduct

of the original British proprietor. It has been said that he could

not have commenced proceedings at an earlier period, because the

ship did not sooner make her appearance in an English port. But

it must be remembered that Spain was neutral at the time of the

capture, and that ho (knowing as he did whither the ship was

carried) miglit have made his application to the Courts of that

country. I will not take upon myself to say with what success

such an application might have been attended, but I am bound to

presume that the Courts of Spain, which was at that time neutral,

w^ould not have suffered the claim of a British proprietor to be

illegally divested. No attempt, however, appears to have been

made to regain possession of the ship by any proceedings in the

Com"ts of that country.

There is another circumstance likewise to be taken into the con-

sideration of the present case, and that is the change of character

in the relation of the two countries. Spain was at the time a

neutral, afterwards an enemy, and has since become an intimate

friend and ally of Great Britain. I will not take upon myself to

say that a treaty of peace puts an end to all questions of property

between the subjects of the States entering into the treaty
;
per-

haps it may be more strictly correct to say that it quiets all titles

of possession arising out of the war only. At the same time when

a treaty of peace has been concluded, the revival of any grievances

arising before the war comes with a very ill grace, and is by no

means to be encouraged. Treaties of peace are intended to bury

in oblivion all complaints, and if grievances are not brought

forward at the time when peace is concluded, it must be presumed

that it is not intended to bring them forward at any future time.

Now, upon all these considerations, the claim having been made

only upon the accidental arrival of the vessel in a port of this

country after a lapse of ten years, and after such changes in the

relative situations of the two countries, I should feel very great

reluctance in disturbing the possession of the Spanish projirietor.
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Under such circumstances it cannot be the duty of the Court to isu

look minutely into the title, but rather to supply the defects if any
'^^'"'^^' ^^

such should be found to exist. The title, however, does not appear The Molly.

to be materially defective imder the evidence now produced. Sir "W. Scott.

Length of time alone may sufficiently account for the non-produc-

tion of documents. The owner, perhaps, might not think it neces-

sary, after ten years' possession, to preserve with'exact care and to

carry about with him all the title deeds. The Court has been

called upon to look into the character in which the Comcil den Prises

acted, whether it proceeded upon its original or its appellate juris-

diction, but this is a question upon which it does not feel itself

called upon to enter on the present case. I shall presume that tlie

proceedings before the Conscil des Prises were regularly conducted,

and shall direct the warrant of arrest to be superseded, but without

costs.

THE GEOEGIANA. [i Dods. ui

Recapture—Prize—Enemy Ship—Prize Ad—Setting forth for War—Author ifij

of Commander—Condem nation .

The einplojTuent of a ship in the military service of the enemy is not

a sufficient setting forth for war to entitle the re-captor to obtain her

condemnation under the Prize Act, 45 Geo. III. s. 72 (a) ; but if there is

a fair semblance of authority in the person directing the vessel to be so

employed, and nothing upon the face of the proceedings to invalidate

it, the Coiu-t will prcsuuK* that such vessel is a ship of war.

The commander of a single ship may be vested with this authority as

well as the commander of a squadron.

This was the case of a British ship engaged in the Avhale fislierj', i'**!

'

which was captured in the South Seas on the 28th of April, IS 13, —''.'^ "-

by the American frigate Ex>>e.r, and recaptm'ed on the '28th of

November by his Majesty's sloop of war Barosm. When taken by

the American frigate she was laden with a cargo of oil, and had

eight guns and twenty-five men on board. The captain of the

Essex, without carrying the vessel into port or taking out the

cargo, supplied her with ten additional guns and sixty men, and

employed her under the command of one of his lieutenants to

(a) See now Naval Prize Act. 1S64 {21 & 2S Vict. c. 65). ss. 25, 40.

n.—VOT,. TI. n
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'^^'
cniiho ao-aiiiHt the other Ijntish vessels iu those seas, three of "whicli

April 20.
"

, .

were by tliis means actually taken. The force with which she ha*!

OKORfiiANA. hcon supplied was afterwards reduced, and only four guns and

fifteen men were found on hoard at the time when the recapture

took place. The question was, whether this vessel should be con-

demned as prize to the recaptors or restored upon salvage to the

British owners.

For the recaptors, the TO'iif/^x Atlvornto and Plnlliinorr contended

for condemnation.

For the owners, the Adrorn/e of tho AdniirnJti/ and Adanif^.

Sir W. Scott.—The depositions in this case were taken in so

imperfect a manner that I was induced to admit an affidavit

explanatory of some circumstances respecting which the Court was

left very much in the dark ; but I think that the affidavit which

has been offered is not admissible in its present form. A great

part of it contains merely a repetition of what has been already

stated in the depositions, and another part of it appears to be still

more exceptionable, for it amounts almost to a direct contradiction

of what the witness had deposed to upon his original examination.

Ho there says that '' he knows she had a commission from the

captain of the American frigate lesser to cruise against the ships of

his Britannic Majesty." This is now attempted to be diluted and

explained away by his affidavit, in whicli he swears that " he did

not mean to say she had any commission in writing, but merely

that the power or authority she had for so doing was derived from

Captain Porter ; that he never saw or heard of any such commis-

sion in writing." I think it would be dangerous to admit an

affidavit containing so total a departvu-e from the former statement

made by the same witness ; I cannot permit so direct and positive

assertion to be withdrawn. The statement which follows in the

affidavit is founded on conversation only. He says that '* he heai'd

repeatedly from the officers and crew that the E<-^(\i- had sailed as a

single ship from New York on a cruise to the coast of Brazil, and

that she was not victualled or stored for a longer cruise, but that

Captain Porter hearing there were a number of British vessels

round Cape Horn, did of his own accord and without any instruc-
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tion from his government, proceed round Cape Horn to the coast 1814

of Chili and Peru." Now this is a matter upon whicli tlie Court '^^^'' ~^'

does not require any explanation. Ca])tain Porter was cruisino: in The

those seas, and how he came there is by no means material. Tlio —'.'

conversation of the officers and crew, supposing it to liave been ' ^^ • •
c^ .

correctly represented by this man, is not to be depended on, for

they may have been ignorant as to what were the real instructions

to the superior officer, and it is quite impossible that the Com-t

should take it from his imderstanding of their conversation. It is

upon mere conversation, too, that he founds his belief that Captain

Porter had no authority from his government to commission this

ship, for he says, " that upon Captain Porter's charging him with

piracy in liaving captured an American vessel when his letter of

marque was not against the United States, this appearer told liim

that what he had himself done was much more irregular, for that

he had anned and sent this vessel, the Gcorgiana, cruising ^^•ithout

having any authority from his government to do so ; and that the

said Captain Porter in reply did not say or pretend tliat he had

any such authority, but merely said that the officer lie had put on

board tlie said vessel was a commissioned officer." I think that

I am not at liberty to consider this affidavit as any part of tlie

evidence before the Court, and shall therefore dismiss it entirely

from my consideration.

Then how stands the case upon the original evidence ? The

vessel, it appears, was captured by an American frigate, and a

number of men and guns were put on board under a commissioned

officer, who was directed to cruise against British vessels, which ho

accordingly did, and succeeded in making three captm-es. The

vessel, therefore, was engaged in actual hostilities.

The question is, whether, under the words of the Prize Act, this

ship is sufficiently " set forth for war " so as to entitle tlio captors

to condemnation of her as ])rize of war, according to the original

law of recapture, and also according to the clause of the statute

excepting vessels which have been " set forth for war " from tlio

more modern usage of restitution upon salvage.

It has been usual for the Court to look in the first place for the

commission of war, because where that is to be found nothing more

is wanted. "Where the ship has been armed without any authority,
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iHit that Ims not of itself been lidd sufTieiciit to bring the case within

^^P''' '^^'
tlio oxt'option f)f tlio clause, for the Court has never gone so far as

Thk to Piiy that a mere arming will do, notwithstanding the marginal

* note io the Prize Act, which ''seems to make using as a shi[) of

SirW. Scott,
^^.jj^.

"
^,i(ii(jieiit. The Court has always required that there should

be some semblance of authority, although it has not thought it

necessary in tlic cases which have been brought before it to look

very minutely into the foundation of that autliority. If sailors

were merely to put arms on board a vessel and go out upon a

cruise, I think there would be a deficiency of authority, and that

the vessel could not be considered as " set forth for war," according

to the true construction of the Act of Parliament. But where

there is a fair semblance of authority, and nothing upon the face

of the proceedings to invalidate it, that the Court has been in the

habit of considering sufficient. In the case of the Castor, before

the Lords of Appeal (1795), the authority of the commander of a

fleet w^as considered as sufficient, though the vessel was not carried

into port or adjudged. And in the case of the Ccyhn (a), this

Court held that the employment of a ship for the purposes of war,

under the authority of the Governor of the Mauritius, was suffi-

cient to constitute it a public ship of war. But it is said that this

case goes further, that here was no autliority from the commander

of a fleet, but the mere act of an individual officer commanding a

single frigate. Take it to be as stated, that it is the act of an

officer commanding one ship only, the distinction does not appear

to me to be very material. When it has been held that the com-

mander of two or three ships may sufficiently '' set forth for war,"

it is not going much further to say that the commander of a single

ship may possess the same authority. There is nothing in the

evidence to show that there were not other vessels under the com-

mand of this very officer ; but taking it to be otherwise, the distinc-

tion, as I have already said, does not appear to me to be materieJ.

A great deal has been said with respect to the inconvenience that

might arise to the commercial interests of this country, if the com-

manders of single frigates should be allowed to commission all the

prizes they may happen to take. The argument ah inconvonenti

{a) Ante, p. 133.
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may be very strong wlieii applied to cases otherwise doubtful, but 1814

it is not to be intended that the law would introduce any iuconve- ^^"' '^'

nience. No particular inconvenience has been pointed out, and The

I confess it does not occur to me how any could arise. It certainh-

would not occasion a greater number of captures by the enemy, for ' '^ ^cott,

they may be as easily made without as with a commission ; and if

the American law be the same as our own, the onl v question would

be whether the prize should be condemned to the individual captor

or to the American Cxovernment ; the decision of which question in

either way could afford but little consolation to the British owner.

There does not appear to me to be such an essential and solid dis-

tinction between this and the two other cases as should induce me
to apply a different ride. The ship was supplied with additional

arms, and was employed in cruising against British vessels, some

of which she actually succeeded in capturing ; iioii comtat that she

was not so employed under sufficient authority. I shall therefore

condemn this vessel as prize to the recaptors.

N.B.—The ship and cargo were in the first instance carried to

the Bermudas and afterwards sent on to London \\\i\\ the consent

of the parties and under the sanction of the Court. Freight A\as

on a subsequent day (20th July) decreed to the recaptors for the

voyage from the Bermudas to tliis country.

THE DILIGENTIA. [iDod.s.^oi.]

Capture—Abandonment hy Captor—Act of Commander hindimj on all Sub-

ordinates.

If a captor of a vessel subsequently abandons her, ho thereby gives

up possession of such vessel, and she becomes lawful prize of a sub-

sequent captor.

This Danish vessel, witli various others of the same nation, was hsu

lying in the river Tagus, in the month of August, 1808, and was tliero ^"'-^ ^^: _
blockaded by a fleet of his Majesty's ships under tlie command of

Vice-Admiral Sir Cliarles Cotton. Upon the evacuation of l\trtugMl

by the French forces, in virtue of the Convention of ('intra, tliis,

and tlie otlier Danish vessels in the Portuguese ports, were taken
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18U possession of by tin- siiuiidron under the command of Sir C. Cotton,

^^"y ^^- but woro rrlcasod b\' orders from liini before his return to Enfjland.

TnB Upon the arrival of Admiral Berkeley, by whom Sir C. Cotton

was succeeded, in January, 1809, tlie vessels were again seized

and sent to England in consequence of an order issued by tlie

Lords Commissioners of the Admiralty to send home for legal

adjudication all iJanish and otlicr foreign vessels then in the Tagus

Avhich were in tliat river prior to the evacuation of Portugal by the

French. The ship was originally condemned as taken by a

squadron of his Majesty's ships under the command of Admiral

Berkeley ; but an appearance having been afterwards given for

Sir C. Cotton and his fleet as the actual captors, the decree of con-

demnation was rescinded in order that the claim of Sir C. Cotton

might be propounded. The question was, whether the fleet of

Sir C. Cotton or that of Admii-al Berkeley were entitled as the

captors to the benefit of the prize.

Sir W. Scott.—This is a question affecting propei-ty of much

greater value than that which stands for the immediate decision of

the Court, and respects the interests of two highly meritorious

officers, to both of whom the Coiu't would be desirous of giving a

share of the benefit ; but it so happens that their interests are in

perfect opposition to each other. As it is impossible, therefore,

that the claims should co-exist, the Court is bound to decide upon

them according to their legal merits, which must depend upon this

question, which of them was the actual captor ? that is, not only

which is the person by whom a seizui'e was made, but which is the

party legally entitled to the character of captor ; for there may be

many successive captors, but only one can be legally entitled as

captor to the benefit of prize. If one party takes a vessel, and

afterwards abandons her, and then another takes the same vessel,

the last seizor is in law the only captor. To this it must be added,

that the act of the commander is binding upon the interests of all

imder him, and that he alone is responsible for costs and damages.

He has a right to examine the ship's papers, and to detain or not

according to his own notions of propriety. He may perhaps act

erroneously, and relinquish what would have been good prize to

himself and his crew. But if he does dismiss what he had before
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seized upon, the interest of himself and all under liim is concluded isi i

by his act, and the same vessel lies open to seizure by any other ^'^
•

captor Avho may exercise a sounder discretion. Subject to these Tub
• 1 T 1 -IP (• 1 • DiLIGENTIA.

principles, 1 have to examine the facts of this case.

SirW. Scott.

[The Court then examined all the facts at length, and con-

cluded :]

I think there is evidence to show that Sir C. Cotton from

motives of delicacy and a nice interpretation of the Convention,

thought these vessels were not liable to bo considered as prize, and

cither by mistake of fact or law relinquished possession ; and, by

so doing, abandoned tlie right of himself and of those under him,

I must therefore pronounce for the exclusive interest of Admiral

Berkeley, but I direct the expenses of Sir C. Cotton's claim to bo

paid out of the proceeds.

THE GALEN. [i Duds. 129.]

Prize— Convoy.

A. convoy has ii right to share in a prize if the other elcmcnttj neces-

sary to establish the right are present.

[The following dicta were stated in the judgment :]

Sir W. Scott.—This is a case in which a reference has been ^^^^

made by the Privy Council to the judgment of this Court, to '—'-—
decide as in a matter of prize, tliough strictly speaking it is not so

to be considered, the captors not being entitled to any benefit in

tlieir own right, but deriving their title altogether from the bounty

of the Crown.

In a subsequent part of the allegation it is pleaded that tlie

convoy, under the proteetion of the Couratjeux^ again cast anchor

Avithin sight of the Crcnsy and the other ships of Captain Piitor's

convoy, and that they were in sight when the captures were actually

effected. There can be no doubt, therefore, that if the facts should

be proved. Captain Pater and his floi-t wcnild be entitled to share,

for there is nothing in the convoying character whidi would
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1H14 (l(']>iiv(! liiin of Ills right more tlian it would tlio actual captor, the

'^"'" '•^' duly of attoudiug to tlio sliips under tlioir convoy boing equally

TuE Galen, incumbent on both. (,'aptain Pater had a knowledge of the

Sir W.Scott, existence of hostilities, which ho communicated to the other, and

acduilly made hiiu an offer of assistance when the motion towards

capture was made, though afterwards delayed on whatever ground.

There was, also supposing the statement hero made to be coiTect,

sight, both at the time when the captui'o might first have been

made, and afterwards when it actually was made. I have no

doubt, therefore, of admitting this allegation to proof, the altera-

tion which has been suggested being first made.

[iDods.43c.] THE LA CLOEINDE.

Head-money—Capture—No Conflict.

Where a vessel was fought and disabled by one sbip, and then surren-

dered without resistance to another : Hekl, that both ships were entitled

to share head-money.

1814 This was a claim on the part of the Eurotas to the head-money

:

—

'.— due on account of the capture of the French frigate Clorinde,

exclusively of his Majesty's frigate the Dnjad, which claimed as

actual taker. The circumstances in favour of the claim of the

Eurotas were pleaded in an allegation, which was opposed on the

part of the Dryad.

The allegation stated in substance that the Eurotas brought the

Clorhuk to action on the evening of the 25th of February ; that it

continued nearly two hours, when the Clorinde had lost her main-

mast, mizen-mast, and foretop-mast, aud being much woimded in

her hull, and having lost many men, stood off from the Earotas

;

that the Eurotas likewise had lost all her masts, and was not able

to keep within gunshot, but kept within sight all night ; that she

repaired herself by jury courses, &c., and by noon the next day

was ready for action, and in chase of the Clorinde, and not more

than six or seven miles distant at half-past twelve, when two

strange sails hove in sight. After laying-to for some time to

ascertain what they were, and finding they were British ships of

war, the Dri/ad and Achates, she resumed her chase ; that these two

ships made sail towards the Clorinde, aud the Bnjad came up with
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her at half-past twelve, the Eurotas being distant only four miles, isu

and came up at twenty minutes after one, when they found the -^
^^'

Clori)uh' already in possession of the JDnjad and Achatcn ; that the The La.

Clorinde was so disabled by her engagement with the Eurotas that

she was incapable of renewing the engagement, her guns being

all disabled, and the ship unmanageable, and the crew panic-struck

and skulking and refusing to fight, notwitlistanding the tlireats an<l

even force employed by her officers, and determined not to resist

the Eurotas which was nearing her next morning, and on her

approach expected to take possession without furtlier defence ; that

no resistance was made to the Dri/ad, wliose officers and crew con-

sidered her as prize to the Eurotas, wliich alone engaged her, and

was prevented from taking first possession only by the superior

sailing of the Dryad.

The luncfs Advocate and Burnalji/, counsel for the Dryad.

Jenncr and Phillimore for the Eurotas.

Sir W. Scott.—If the Court were at liberty to consult merely

its own inclination, there are circumstances that might dispose it

to decide this case in favour of the Eurotas, for she had certainly

done most and suffered most in this transaction, but the Com-t is

bound to follow where the authority of decided cases leads it, and

must adhere to that whicli, by a series of decisions, has become the

fixed rale of law.

The subject of head-money has undergone some valuations. It

is true, as stated by Dr. Phillimore, that originally it was the

reward of actual combat only; in later times the necessity of actual

combat has been dispensed with, and capture itself, whether \>xo-

duced by actual combat or not, has been held a sufficient founda-

tion for the claim. But there is no case in which head-money has

been gi'anted where the act of capture has not been consummated ;

there may have been great demonstrations of valour, but if they

have not ended in the actual surrender of tlio enemy tliey have not,

that I know of, been held sufficient. In all cases a successful con-

summation of the engagement is rtMjuired, and if it does liapjx'n

that other vessels come in at a later hour, all that the Court can do

is to confirm the capture as one common act, and, looking to its
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iHii (iiniinoncoraoiit, its process, and its riiiiil accomplislimont, to hold

'^"'•' ^•*-
tliat jdl parties arc entitled. It cannot weigh minutely the

The La different proportions of merit; tlioy may be, as in this instance,

* signal and marked, or tliey may be such as no exactness of atten-
Sir w

.

Scott,
^j^^j^ could conveniently distinguish. It is possible to suppose an

extreme case in which the whole conflict had been sustained by one

vessel and the possession taken by another which casually came up

;

it may seem hard in such a case that one vessel should run away

with any portion of the fruits of another's victory, but I fear that

if no indication of siu'render had been made, and the victor was in

such a state as to be unable to compel it and to take possession, a

decision could not easily be found that would authoiise the Court

to exclude the vessel that consummated the capture. What was

the case in the present instance ?

[The Court then examined the evidence, and concluded :]

Upon these grounds I reject this allegation claiming the head-

money for the Eiirotas exclusively, but pronounce for her interest

in conjunction with that of the Dri/ad, inasmuch as by her conflict

immediately preceding she is entitled to be considered as a joint

taker, and I do not understand that the Dryad opposes it.

[iDod..443.] THE FANNY.

riecajitiin—Sa/L'a;/r—Neutral Propertji on Anr.id IShip of Belligerent.

If a nciitirtl places goods on a belligerent f^hip of force wHcli he may

presume will be defended by force, lie thereby adheres to the belligerent,

and loses the benefit of his neutrality. The neutral property if cap-

tured is liable to condemnation, and on recapture is subject to salvage.

isu This was a question of salvage upon neutral (Portuguese) pro-

^'*-y ^"-
perty on board a British armed ship, which had been taken by an

American schooner, and was afterwards retaken by one of his

Majesty's ships of wai-. The vessel sailed on her outward voyage

under convoy with a cargo from Liverpool to Eio de Janeiro,

where the master increased his crew by hiring thirty additional

men for the purpose of fighting his way home without the pro-
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teution of convoy, which he had obtained permission to do from the i«h

British admiral commanding on that station. The slii}) was fur- " ^

nished with a letter of marque, had sixteen guns mounted, with The Fanny.

small-arms and ammunition in proportion. On her return voyage

with a cargo consisting partly of Portuguese and partly of British

property, she was eaptm^ed on the 17th of April, 1814, by the

American schooner General Aniisfronr/, but did not siu'ronder till

after a very severe action, in Avliicli the mate was killed and several

of the seamen, and the merchant himself, who happened to be on

board, was dangerously wounded. The ship and cargo were recap-

tured on the 10th of May, 1814, by his Majesty's ship Sceptre, and

for this service a salvage was demanded upon the Portuguese as

well as the British property. The demand for salvage was resisted

on the part of the Portuguese owners.

For the recaptors, the Kuh/h Advocate and Jen iter.

Adams and Stoddart, contra.

Sir W. Scott.—This ship, liaving a commission for war, but

employed likewise for purposes of commerce, sailed under the pro-

tection of a British convoy from Liverpool to Pio de Janeiro, and

there obtained permission from the admiral on the station to return

homo without convoy. Thirty men Avere hired, and some addi-

tional guns were put on board for the express pm-pose of enabliug

the ship to fight her way home, and it was upon the prospect of

her being competent to defend herself that the admiral permitted

her to sail without convoy ; tlie fact of her beiug armcil must liave

been notorious at Kio de Janeiro, and consequently witliin tlie

knowledge of the merchants who put their goods on board. It

appears tliat the sliip actually sustained an engagement, for the

Avitness says that *' she did not surrender till after a very severe

action of fifty-five minutes, during whicli man}' guns were fired on

both sides and the ship had her second mate killed, four men

dangerously wounded, as was also the merchant liimsi-lf, who

happened to be on board, and her standing and running rigging

all cut to pieces, so that they had no longer any command of the

ship." Being so taken by the Americans and afterwards re-

taken by liis Majesty's ship Sceptre, the question is, wliether the
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ISM Portugiioso lader is entitled to tlio restitution of his goods abso-

^M/yiO.
lui(>ly^ or subject to tlie payment of u salvage to the recuptors.

The Fanny. Now, upon principle, I cannot but think that the goods would have

Sir W. Scott, been in very great danger of condemnation in an American court

of prize, lleference has been made to an Act of the American

Congress rdativo to salvage, but I do not think that it can have

mucli bearing on the present case ; the Act does not define the

cases to which it is intended to be applied : that is left to the Courts

to determine at their discretion. I shall tlierefore lay the American

law entirely out of my consideration and consider the case upon

the general principle. Is there a high degree of probability (for

certainty is not required) that this property would have been con-

demned if it had been carried into an American port ? In evory

point of view in which I can see the matter I cannot help thinking

that it would have run a very considerable risk of condemnation,

and that the Portuguese merchant would have no ver}^ good

ground of complaint if it had actually been condemned ; the ship,

being furnished with a letter of marque is manifestly a ship of

war, and is not otherwise to be considered because she acted also in

a commercial capacity ; the mercantile character being superadded

does not predominate over or take away the other. There was

formerly, indeed, a distinction made between privateers and mer-

chant vessels furnished with a letter of marque, the one being

entitled to head-money and the other not, but that distinction has

since been entirely done away. A neutral subject is at liberty to

put his goods on board a merchant vessel, though belonging to a

belligerent, subject, nevertheless, to the rights of the enemy who

may capture the vessel, but who has no right according to the

modern practice of civilized States to condemn the neutral pro-

perty ; neither will the goods of the neutral be subject to con-

demnation, although a rescue should be attempted by the crew

of the captiu-ed vessel, for that is an event which the merchant

could not have foreseen ; but if he puts his goods on board a

ship of force, which he has every reason to presume will be

defended against the enemy by that force, the case then becomes

very different. He betrays an intention to resist visitation and

search, which he could not do by putting them on board a mere

merchant vessel, and so far as he does this he adheres to the bel-
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ligerent ; he witlidraws himself from his protection of neutrality, is 14

and resorts to another mode of defence ; and I take it to bo quite '^"^'J
'-^-

clear tliat if a party acts in association with a hostile force, and The Fan-nt.

relies upon that force for protection, he i% pro hue vice to be con- sir W. Scott.

sidered as an enemy. It is not a sufficient excuse to say that the

Portuguese are not possessed of shipping- of their own sufficient for

the whole of their commerce, and are therefore under the necessity

of making use of those belonging to others. If they choose to

take tlie protection of a hostile force instead of their own neutral

character, they must take the inconvenience with the convenience
;

they must abide by the consequences resulting from the course of

conduct which, upou the whole knowledge of the matter, they have

thought proper to pursue. It could not in this case have been a

secret that force was to be used for the protection of the property

;

it must have been known to the laders of the cargo that this ship

was to sail as a single ship, and to fight her way home, since a

large number of men were openly and publicly collected for the

purpose of enabling her to resist a hostile force. I cannot entertain

a doubt that the Americans might, upon just and sound principles,

liave condemned this property. The case wliich lias been cited

from the American Reports [a) is much too indistinct to assist the

Court in forming its judgment upon the practice of the American

Court. The ground upon which salvage was there given does not

appear to be of great authority either one way or the other. I

decree restitution of this projierty on payment of the usual salvage

to the recaptor.

{a) Talbot v. The Shi'p Amelia, 4 Sir W. Scott concluded: "On the [EJw. 251.]

Dallas, 34. whole of the circuiiistances of this

The Act(eo)i, July 2nd, 1810, was case, -vrithout looking minutelj- into

also cited. In this case salvage was the varying policy of France, 1 think

decreed in respect of the recapture that there is very rational ground to

of American ships not proceeding to apprehend that the French Prize

a French port, but taken by the Court would have considered theso

French. These ships had not on ships as legal captures, and thcivforo

board certificates of origin as required I shall pronounce for the usual sal-

by the French decrees. After ex- vage." See also vol. i. j). 231).

amining the facts put before him.
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[ii).Mi.M..ir.o.] THE FOLTINA.

Caj'tnrf—JLtrhonr in JfcMih' Tcrrifori/ in PoKseesidn of British Furcn—hr<<H

of AdmiraUii.

Ships seized in the harbour of an island conquered and taken posses-

sion of by British forces arc condemnablc as droits of Admiralty, though

the conquest of the island may not have been confirmed to Great Britain

by a treaty of peace.

1814 This was the case of a ship and cargo seized on the loth of

•^"^^ '^^'
. December, 1811, whilst lying at anchor in the roadstead of

Heligoland, which island had been surrendered to his Majesty's

forces on the 5tli of September, 1807. The question was whether

the ship and cargo should be condemned as droits of Admiralty or

otherwise.

Sir W. Scott.—This is the case of a vessel which was taken in

the roadstead of Heligoland, not at the time of the siu-render of

the island, but afterwards, and the seiziu-e is represented to have

taken place within the harbour. The locality of the transaction is,

I think, sufficiently described by the term made use of by the wit-

nesses, who must be understood to mean that portion of the sea to

which vessels are carried for the pm-pose of landing then- cargoes at

Heligoland ; and whether the same portion of the sea is more or

less inclosed, whether it is completely land-locked or not, does not

appear to be material to the issue in the present case. The Gazette,

too, describes the place as a haven, a compliment to which it is

certainly not in strictness entitled ; but it is used as a haven, and

may therefore faMy be considered as such, at least for the purposes

of the present question. There is certainly no reason for saying

that the property is not within the grant of the Crown to the Lord

High Admiral, so far as the locality of the seizure is concerned

;

for it is the ordinary rule that ships taken in such places during

the existence of hostilities become di'oits of Admiralty.

But the chief point to be considered is, whether at the time this

seizure was made, Heligoland formed part of the dominions of the

Crown of Great Britain or not. The island, it appears, had been

conquered and taken possession of by British forces, but the con-

quest had not been confirmed to this country by a treaty of peace.
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It was a firm captm^e in war, but was still subject to a kind of 18U

latent title in the enemy, by which he might have recovered it at "^
'

the conclusion of the war, provided this country would, have con- "^^^ Foltika.

sented to its restitution. SirW. Scott

It is somewhat extraordinary that in the course of the numerous

and long wars in which this country has been engaged, no case

should have been determined which might serve as a guide to the

Court in the decision of tlie present question. It does not appear that

any case of the kind has hitherto occurred, with the solitary exception

of that which has been mentioned in the argument [the £:>])€ranza),

and that is admitted to have passed with very little notice, and

Avitliout opposition. A case thus passing sub silentio cannot be

considered of great weight in point of autliority. I observe that

the grant from the Crown to the Lord High Admiral applies to

the King's dominions generally, and that there is nothing which

points to a distinction between those parts of the King's dominions

over which the Crown has picnilni dominium or other^A-ise. No
point is more clearly settled in the Courts of Common Law than

that a conquered country forms immediately part of the King's

dominions. {Campbell v. Hall, Cowper's Rep. 208.) In a late

instance we know that an island so acquired (Guadaloupe) was

transferred to a third power, subject, undoubtedly, to the shadowy

right of the former proprietor. It is said that a conquest of this

kind may be re-acquired fagranlc hello by the State from which it

was taken ; but so may any other possession, tliough forming part

of the original and established dominions of the Crown of this

country, if the enemy has it in his power to make tlio conquest.

The same observation is applicable to tlie Isle of Wight as well as

to Ueligoland, for the enemy has the .same right to make a con-

quest of the one as the other. It is said that the enemy may

recover back the island of Heligoland wlien peace takes place ; but

it is equally true that the conqueror maj' retain it if lie can
; and

if nothing is said about it in tlie treaty, it remains with the pos-

sessor, whose title cannot afterwards be called in question. Tlio

distinction between the two species of territories is, in fact, rather

more formal than real and substantial ; at least, I must profess my

inability to see any distinction between them that can materially

affect the present question. T1h> power of the British Government
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1814 was full and complete ; and thougli tlie Lords Commissioners of

•^"^^ ^^-
tlio Admiralty miglit not liavo interposed the particular authority

Thk Foltina. -with \vliicli they are invested, yet the Crown had exercised its

SirW. Scott, authority, and the Admiralty, as the grantee of the Crown, would

succeed to its rights. It might have erected a Court there for the

exercise of Admiralty jurisdiction; and if it did not, I presume

that it only refrained from so doing because it was not thought

that ])ublic convenience required it. The enemy cei-tainly had no

right to say that a Court of that kind should not be there erected.

Under the circumstances, I think there is no solid ground for the

distinction that has been taken ; and though I am by no means

disposed at this time of day to enlarge the bounds of the ancient

grant from the Crown to the Lord High Admiral, which is now

become of less consequence, yet it is the duty of the Court to

maintain ancient landmarks. I shall pronounce for the claim of

the Admiralty, and condemn this ship as droits of Admiralty.

[iDods.480.] THE HUNTER.

Sjpoh'ation of Papers.

By the law of every maritime Court of Eui-ope, spoliation of papers

not only excludes further proof, but does per se infer condemnation

;

English, law has, however, modified the rule to this extent, that if all

other circumstances are clear, this circumstance alone shall not be

damnatory, particularlj' if the act was done by a person who has interests

of his own that might be benefited by the commission of this injurious

act.

1815 [In the course of the judgment the following dictum is

^P'-^i 15. stated:—]

Sir "W. Scott.—It is certain that by the law of every maritime

Court of Europe spoliation of papers not only excludes further

proof, but does per se infer condemnation, founding a presump-

tion j'ln-is ef lie jure that it was done for the pui-pose of fraudu-

lently suppressing evidence, which if produced would lead to the

same result, and this surely not without reason, although the lenity

of our code has not adopted the rule in its full rigom-, but has

modified it to this extent, that, if all other circumstances are clear,

this circumstance alone shall not be damnatory, particularly if the
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act was done by a person who has interests of his own that might 1815

he benefitted by the commission of this injurious act. But tliougli ^^'"'^ ^^'

it does not found an absolute presumption Juris ct dc jio'c, it only The Huntzb.

stops short of that, for it certainly generates a most unfavourable Sir W. Scott,

presumption. A case that escapes with such a brand upon it is

only saved so as by fire ; there must be that overwhelming proof

arising from the concurrence of every other circumstance in its

favour that forces a conviction of its truth, in spite of the

powerful impression which such an act makes to its entire reproba-

tion. It is the less necessary to examine this minutely, because

the Com't has admitted the introduction of proof not professedly

and formally in that character of further proof, but manifestly so

to be considered in substance and effect, consisting of affidavits

and papers that do not appear to have been on board this vessel.

The question remains, whether, with the advantage of all the

evidence that has been admitted, it answers the description of a

case in which an unfortunate act of spoliation occurs, but which

in all other respects wears the aspect of perfect sincerity and truth.

In considering that question it may be proper to consider the

conduct of the parties, for conduct is a good expositor of facts ; if

the parties act in a way consistent with their statement, it greatly

confirms the statement ; if, on the other hand, they conduct them-

selves in a way that appears utterly irreconcilable with it, then it

is not too much to say that the credibility of the statement is

deeply affected by the contradiction of tlie facts.

THE ACTiEON. [2 DocU. 48]

Keidrnl Ship— Dcsirudion J»j Belligerent—Damaf/cs an<l Costs— Measure of

Damages.

If a belligerent ship destroys a neutral vessel, tlio owner thereof is

entitled to be put in the same position as ho was before the destruction

of liis vessel, that is, to recover damages and costs.

The commander of a belligerent ship may have good reason fi«r

destroying a neutral vessel, but this fact does ni<t relievo liim from

responsibility to the Tieutral owner for damages.

This was the case dl' an American ship, which on tlie 2 Hh of i^i-''

January, 1813, sailed from Norfolk in Virginia to tlio ]iort nf

M.—\o\ .11. r
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1815 Cadiz, ladon witli a cargo of about 4,200 barrels of flour, wliith

^^ ^^' had been shipped under a Bntish (a) licence, dated the 13th of

The Acmcon. August, 1812, and was to be in force for nine months from the

time of its date. On tlie 27th of February the vessel arrived at

Cadiz, and the master having delivered his cargo produced the

licence under which he had sailed, to the British Minister resident

at that place, who granted liim a further licence, permitting him to

shij) a cargo of lawful merchandise and to return with it to any

port in the United States of America. The master having taken

on board a few boxes of fruit, four quarter casks of wine, and some

other trifling articles, set sail on the 1st of April, bound to Boston,

in America. In the course of his voyage he was boarded by

several British ships, the commanders of which examined his

licence and permitted him to proceed on his voyage, which he

accordingly did until about noon of the r2th of May, when he was

captured by his Majesty's ship La Hague, commanded by the

Honourable Captain Capel, who on the evening of the same day

set fire to the vessel and destroyed it.

A claim was given for the ship and cargo as the property of

citizens of the United States of America, protected by licences

granted by his Majesty's Government, and by his Excellency the

Minister Plenipotentiary of Great Britain at the Court of Spain,

and at the instance of the claimant a monition was issued, calling

{a) In the year 1812, the Britisli same miglit belong, and to receive

Government being very desirous tliat their freight, and to return to any
the port of Cadiz should receive a port not blockaded, upon condition

constant supply of American floiu-, that the names and tonnage of the

granted numerous licences authoriz- vessels, and the names of the masters

ing any vessels, except French ves- should be endorsed on such licences

sels, being unarmed, and not less at the time of the vessels clearing

than 100 tons burthen, and bearing from theii- ports of lading, and such
any flag, except that of France, to licences were to be in force for nine

import into Cadiz, from any port of months from the time of their date,

the United States of America, cargoes These licences were transmitted from
of grain, meal, flour, or rice, without this country, by the various mer-
raolestation on account of any hostili- chants, brokers, or agents who applied
ties which might exist between his for them, to the United States of

Majesty and the United States, not- America, where they were disposed
withstanding such ships and cargoes of. and used as occasions might
might be the property of any Amcri- require,

can citizens, and to whomsoever the
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upon the captors to proceed to the legal adjudication of the ship isii

and cargo. An appearance was given under protest for the captor, _
"'-^

'

and the case now came on for hearing. It was understood that The Act^ox.

the captors did not contend against a sentence of restitution, but

objected to the payment of costs and damages.

For the captors, the Ki)i(j\ Adrocate and Adamn.

Joiner and Lushijififon, contra.

Sir W. Scott.—This question arises on the act of destruction of

a valuable ship and cargo by one of his Majesty's cruisers. On

the part of the claimants restitution has been demanded, and there

can be no doubt that they are entitled to receive it ; indeed, I

understand that it is not now opposed by the captor himself ; but

it remains to be settled what is to be the measure of restitution

—

how far it is to be carried. The natm-al ride is, that if a party bo

unjustly deprived of his property he ought to bo put as nearly as

possible in the same state as he was before the deprivation took

place ; technically speaking, he is entitled to restitution with costs

and damages. This is the general rule upon the subject, but like

all other general rules it must be subject to modification ; if, for

instance, any circumstances appear which show that the suffering

party has himself fm-nished occasion for the capture, if he has by

his own conduct in some degree contributed to the loss, then he is

entitled to a somewhat less degree of compensation to what is

technically called simple restitution.

Tlds is the general rule of law applicable to cases of this doscrii>

tion and the modification to which it is subject ;
neither does it

make any difference whether the party iuflifting tlie injury has

acted from improper motives or otherwise. If the captor has been

guilty of no wilful misconduct, but has acted from en-or and

mistake only, the suffering party is still entitled to full compensa-

tion, provided, as I before observed, he has not by any conduct of

his own contributed to the loss. The destruction of tlie properly

by the captor may have been a meritorious att towards his own

government, but still the person to whom the property belongs

must not bo a sufferer. As to him, it is an injury for which he is

entitled to redress from the party who has iuilicted it upon him,

i'2
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1S15 ami if tlio captor lias l)y the act of destruction conferred a benefit

^Jfsyjil^__ ^„ |]j^^ pul)li(. ]u> must look to tlio government for his indemnity.

The Act.t.on. The loss must not be permitted to fall on the innocent sufferer.

SirW. Scott. Tiiis American vessel, having been invited into the service by the

govt'rnment of this country, had carried a cargo of corn to the port

of Cadiz for the use of the army, which at that time stood greatly

in need of a supply. It is true that the licence which had boon

here granted in the usual manner had afterwards been purchased

for money in America ; but I do not see what difference that can

make in the consideration of this case, for if the licence was general,

which it appears to have been, it could be of no consequence who

were the individuals who acted under it, provided they complied

with the conditions annexed to it. There is nothing whatever to

show that the parties acted otherwise than in strict conformity to

the spirit and letter of the original licence signed by the Secretary

of State in London, and I must presume that they did so from the

circumstance of their obtaining permission from the British

Minister in Spain to carry back a cargo to America.

Let us now look a little to what has been said in justification of

the capture and destruction of this vessel. Why, it is said in the

fu'st place that Captain Capel found the transfer of these licences

from one vessel to another rendered such cases suspicious, and

made it necessary for him to use great vigilance in detecting them
;

but that did not at all impose upon him a necessity of destroying

the vessels which were furnished with them. It is said that the

master acknowledged he had bought the licence, but supposing the

fact to be that he had done so, that alone would not render the

transaction illegal ; neither could the circumstance of the expira-

tion of the time for which the licence was granted have had any

such effect, even supposing the fact to have been so, which it was

not. It has been urged, too, that there were letters on board to

America from the officers of Commodore Rogers' squadron. What
were the contents of those letters does not at all appear ; but, in

the absence of all proof to the contrary, I must presume that they

were of an innocent kind, and addressed to private individuals, for

if they had been of a ^niblie nature and of a dangerous tendency I

can have no doubt that they would have been preserved by Captain

Capel, and exhibited in this cause. Lastly, it has been said that

i
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Captiiin Capel could not spare men from liis own ship to carry the 1815

captured vessel to a British port, and that he could not suiter her '_1'''^^'

to go into Boston, because she would luive furnished important "^"^ Acrxox,

information to the Americans. These are circumstances wliich SirW. Scott,

may have afforded very good reasons for destroying this vessel, and

may have made it a very meritorious act in Captain Capel as far

as his own government is concerned, but they furnish no reason

why the American owner should be a sufferer. I do not see that

there is anything that can fairly be imputed to the owner as con-

tributing in any degree to the necessity of capturing or destroying

his property, and I think, therefore, that he is entitled to receive

the fullest compensation from the captor. It does not appear that

Captain Capel is chargeable with having acted from any corrupt or

malicious motive, and if, as I believe to have been the case, he lias

acted from a sense of duty and of obedience to the orders he

received, I can have no doubt tliat he will be indonmified upon a

proper representation being made to the government. But this

will not affect the right of the American claimant, Avhom I must

pronounce to be entitled to restitution with costs and damages

;

and I beg it may be understood that I do so without meaning in

the slightest degree to throw any imputation on the conduct and

character of Captain Capel, but merely for the purpose of giving a

due measiu-e of restitution to the claimant (a).

THE LONDON. [2 Dods. 74.]

Salvage—Donation—Bill of Exchange.

Salvage on doimtiou from the cnoiny.

Tins was the case of a British ship and cargo captured by an I815

American privateer, the captain of whicli offered to restore the ship '^""'' ^^-

and cargo to the master, on condition of his drawing a bill for

£1,000 payable in London. The master accepted the restitution

((() Tlio Jiii/us was the next case guish tliis case from the la.st, and

which came on for hearing. must therefore make the same decree.

The Co\irt said, I cannot distin-
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ifii') on (lioso terms, and accordingly drew a Lill to that amount, but

'" ^^' took (!aro to send advicos to London in time to prevent payment

The Lo.NDON. of it. A demand was now miido by him for salvage on the cargo

as rociiittured from the enemy. The value of the cargo Avas stated

l.)be from ,il,0()0 to £?,000.

Tlie Court gave him one-tenth and his expenses.

[2 DoJ,s. 88.] GENOA AND SAVONA.

Juint Capture—Ship cf War—Actual Capture hij Land Forces,

A ship of war being in itiuere, and barely seeing or hearing a filing

on the land, is not entitled to share in the beneficial effects of an attack

made by a force with which she has no concert or communication.

1810 The towns of Grenoa and Savona were taken in the month of

' 1_1 April, 1814, by his Majesty's sea and land forces under the com-

mand of Lord William Bentick and Sir Edward Pellew, and the

shipping, ordnance, &c., &e. there seized have since been con-

demned in the Court of Admii'alty, the whole property being

subject to his Majesty's direction for distribution amongst the

captors. A suggestion having been made by the agents of the

actual captors that his Majesty's ship Fompee would not be allowed

to participate in the benefit arising from the capture, a memorial

was -presented by Sir James Athol Wood, the commander of that

vessel
J
to his Majesty in Council, praying that the Pompec might

be included in the list of the vessels entitled to share, or if doubts

were entertained of her claim, that leave might be given for the

usual measures to be taken in the Court of Admiralty to establish

her right. The Lords of the Treasury signified their pleasiu-e to

the King's Proctor that Sir James Athol Wood might be at liberty

to prefer the claim, and the King's Proctor, on behalf of his

Majest}', consented accordingly. An allegation was now offered

setting forth the interest of the Pompec.

[In the course of the judgment the following dictum occurs :—

]

Sir W. Scott.—The question then comes to this : Avhether a ship

of war being in itinerc, but barely seeing or hearing a firing on the
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coast wliicli she is passing in the prosecution of her voyage, with- 1815

out at all knowing the occasion of such firing, is entitled to sliare
^"''""^'' -^ -

in the beneficial effects of an attack made by a force with which Genoa

she has no communication or concert whatever—to say that she

would be so entitled appears to me to be going further than has

hitherto been done in any case with which I am acquainted. If

the Pompee and the actual captors had recognized each other the

case perhaps might have been different, but here was a perfect

ignorance on botli sides. The Pompee had no communication with

the captors, no knowledge of what the force was that was employed

in the operation, nor of the precise object of attack. The allega-

tion goes on to plead that " the Pompee and transports pursued their

course for Leghorn agreeably to the order of the said Admiral

Hallowell, and arrived there in the evening of the 19th of April;

that he the said Sir James Athol Wood finding that no orders had

been left for him by the said Lord William Bentick, determined

to proceed •sN'ith the Pompee and transports for Genoa, and on the

fcjllowing morning they sailed accordingly and arrived off the

same early in tlie morning of the 21st, but owing to light and c<m-

trary winds did not come to anchor off the mole until the morning

of the 22ud, when the troops were landed, and when it was learnt

that the town had surrendered by capitulation and that the colours

had been hauled down on the preceding day, pursuant to the

terms of the same, and whilst the said ship Pompee and transports

Avere in sight." From tliis surely they can derive no title to share

if the former facts did not give it them.

THE LA HENRIETTE. [J Dods. oc]

Joint Capture—Dlochnde—Associated Ships.

Where a squadron is blockading a jTOit, and one ship thorcof captures

a VCS80I leaving tiuch port, ;ill the ships of the blockading 6<iuadron,

however distant from the place of capture, are entitled to a .-liaro of the

prize-money.

This was the case of a French ship whirh was capturr<l in tlio 1815

night of the 14th of August, 1814, in the Passage du Ihxz, by liis
-^'«^'""^'- 28-

Majesty's ship Clarence, under the command of Captain Henry
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TiiK La.

IIenuiette.

Viinsittart. A cluini of joint ciipturo was made on behalf of the

conimnTidors, oflidTs, and crews of hi.s Majesty's ships Queen

C/i/ir/ii//(', Pi/ramu-^, Nimrod, Itipppu, and VUlc de Paris, and an

allegation was brought in pleading the facts upon wliich their

claim to share in the proceeds of the prize was founded. The

allegation pleaded " that the above vessels were employed as a

squadron, under the command of lioar-Admiral 8ir Harry Neale,

to l)lockade the port of Brest, in wliich there was at tliat time a

French fleet, at least equal in point of number to the said

squadron ; that during the time the said squadron was employed in

blockading the port of Brest some one vessel of the said squadron

usually remained close off the entrance of the harbour of Brest,

wliilst the remainder of the said squadron remained at anchor in

Douarne Nez Bay, near the said port of Brest ; that on or about

the 5th January, 1814, the Clarence, one of the said squadron, was

ordered by the said Hear-Admiral Sir Ilarry Neale, to proceed

from Douarne Nez Bay, where the said squadron was then at

anchor, to watch the entrance of the harbour of Brest ; that the

Clarence proceeded from Douarne Nez Bay off the harbour of

Brest, and continued there during the night between the 5th and

6th of the said month of January ; and in the course of the said

night captured the French national ship or vessel Ilcnrictte, which

was then attempting to escape from the said port of Brest, and in

the morning of the said 6th of January returned with the said ship

or vessel Jlciirieife to Douarne Nez Bay, where the Clarence and

Jlenriefte came to an anchor with tlie rest of the squadron."

The admission of this allegation was opposed on behalf of the

actual captor.

Sir W. Scott.—This is a claim of joint capture on the ground

of associated service, the object of the particular association being

the blockade of the harbour of Brest. The Court has always held

that a service of this kind associates vessels as intimately as it is

possible for any service to do, since, from the very uatiu'e of it, it

can only be perfonned by a combination of vessels. It is, I appre-

hend, a common practice to station one vessel close off the mouth
of the harbour, whilst the remaining part of the squadron keeps at

some distance, but still near enough to render assistance if neces-
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sary. The mode, therefore, which was adopted in this particular 18 15

instance for effecting the purpose cannot be considered as an _!l 'll^

unusual one, nor does it appear that this station, close to the mouth The La

of the harbour, was always assigned to this individual ship, the "

Clarence, but that the several vessels under the command of Sir ' ^ '
'"'^ '

Harry Neale took it by turns to watch the entrance of the harbour.

It lias been said that the bay in which the squadron remained was

not near Brest, and tliat the squadron therefore could not have

come up in time to render assistance ; but I am at present to take

the facts as described in the allegation, and I find it there stated

that the squadron remained at anchor in Douarne Nez Bay, near

the port of Brest. If the fact be otherwise it may be counter-

pleaded, but at present I must consider it as truly stated. The

squadron itself, although at some distance, must still be considered

as maintaining the blockade ; it was impossible, indeed, that the

Clarence could have maintained it without tlieir assistance, for

there was at that time a Fi-ench fleet in the harb<nir of Brest at

least equal in point of number to the British squadron. I think

that the other ships of the squadron were as much connected with

the service of the blockade of Brest, and as necessary to the due

performance of it, as the Clarence herself was, and that, upon duo

proof of the facts now pleaded, they would be equally entitled to

share in the proceeds of this prize which was taken coming out of

the harbour of Brest. I shall therefore admit the allegation.

THE LA MELANIE. [jDod.. 122.]

Joint Capture—Si(jltt—Presumption of Assistance—Jleluttalle hy Evidence—
Vessel at Anchor.

When a vessel of war is in sight both of a prize and of an actual

captor at the moment of capture, there is a presumption that such vessel

has caused intimidation to the enemy, and encouragement to the friend.

But such presumption is rebuttable by evidence to show that a vessel in

sight cannot have been of any assistance having regard to her state and

position.

This was the case of a vessel under French colours and laden ''"'•^

with a cargo of cotton, which in the prosecution of a voyage from "
'-—
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isKi New Orleans to Bordeaux was captured on the 8tli of Marcli, 1813,

•^""'' ^'^- by Ills M;ijcsfy's ship BrifoH, Sir Thomas Staines, commander, and

The L\ Lroufflit to the port of I'lymouth. A claim of joint capture was

given on behalf of a squadron of his Majesty's ships which -were

lying at anchor in the Basque Roads, under the orders of llear-

Adniiral Sir Harry Noalc, and employed in blockading the enemy's

ships at the Isle of Aix.

Sir "W". Scott.—This is a claim on the part of a British

sqiKidi-ou, consisting of his Majesty's ships the Villc de Paris,

Warspite, Bippon, Sultan, and Hover, to share in this French vessel

and cargo which was taken on the 8th of March, 1813, by

his Majesty's frigate Briton, under the command of Sir Thomas

Staines. The case on the part of the actual captor is stated

pretty much to the following effect: That the Briton was upon her

station off Bordeaux on the 8th of September, at about half-past

ten o'clock a.m., Cordovan lighthouse bearing about E.S.E. five

leagues, when a strange sail was discovered in the north-west

quarter steering for Bordeaux ; that the Briton made sail in chase,

A\hen such vessel hauled her \\ind and also made all sail, the wind

N.W., and between two and three o'clock the Briton made the

Isle of Oleron and soon afterwards saw the mastheads of the ships

of his Majesty's squadron off Basque Roads over the island at

anchor, and about five o'clock the Briton made her distin-

guishing signal to the admiral, the Briton being at such time

between the chase and the shore, and after firing several guns at

her came iip and captiu-ed her about seven o'clock in the evening,

the fleet still continuing at anchor. This is the statement on the

part of the Briton, and it is likewise admitted by Sir Thomas

Staines in his answers, that *' he believes the capture may have

been observed from the squadron." The case on the part of the

squadron does not differ very materially from that which has just

been stated.

.... The claim of the squadron, therefore, is put upon two

distinct grounds, on the fact of sight and on the power and

inclination to have joined in the chase, had any assistance been at

all necessary. There can be no doubt that sight alone is, between

King's ships, generally sufficient to establish a claim of joint
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capture. By sight I understand the being seen by the prize as I8I6

well as by the captor, and thereby causing intimidation to the '^""' ^^-

enemy and encouragement to the friend. I am not aware that The La

one of these will do without the other ; but sight, even if proved

in the fullest and most satisfactory manner, does not universally ' ^ '
'''^^

give a right to share. The presumption arising from it, like all

other presumptions, may be rebutted or evicted by adverse cir-

cumstances; ships, for instance, which are Ijiui:;- iu a liarbour

imder circumstances which render it physically impossible for them

to get out, cannot be permitted to share merely because they

happen to be in sight when a capture is effected. "Where there is

no such pliysical impossibility, where ships are at sea and have it

in their power to render assistance, still, if they are unconscious of

what is going on, and are pursmng a different course in complete

ignorance of the transaction, they have no more right to share

than if they had been in the opposite quarter of the globe. In

such circumstances they can occasion no terror to the enemy, nor

afford any encom-agemont to the friend, and therefore they are

justly deemed not entitled to a share of the benefit. It would not

be difficult to put other cases of the same kind ; one occurred in

tliis Court in the year 174 G (the 2Iarfjarct). In that case there

. were three ships asserting an interest, one of which (the Qncen of

ll(i)t(j(tri/) was present at the time of capture, but performed no

service. Another (the Trial) was in sight, but at a very con-

siderable distance from the scene of action, and likewise performed

no service. The third ship (the Terribic) engaged the enemy fur

three hours, and effected the captm'c. Sir Henry Penrice, Avho

was at that time Judge of the Admiralty, awarded three-fourths

of the prize to the Tern'b/c, one-fourth to the Queen of Jlmujari/y

and nothing to the other ship, which performed no service, and

was at a great distance, although within sight.

Where the claim is founded on the fact of sight b}- vessels lying

iu a harbour, there must, I think, be some sudi limit as this

assigned to theii- claim ; namely, that they must be in sight at the

time when the capture is consummated, otherwise cases of tho

greatest hardship on the actual captor might frequently occur.

Suppose, for instance, the case of a prize chased all the way up tho

Channel: would it not be monstrous to sny tlmt all tho bhips iu
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1810 all ilic different harbours which they passed, and wliic-h happened
/m;/<! 18.

^^^ g^.^, j^ pjj^.^ iif l]j,. chase, should be entitled to share Avith the

The La actual (•ai)lory The utmost that can be admitted is, that those

Mklanie.
j^ijjpj, jiioiiy wlii.h Avitni'ssed the last act of the chase—the con-

Sir W. 8Lott. summation of the capture—should have a share of the prize.

It becomes necessary, therefore, to see what was the degree of

sight in this case ; how far it is proved at the time of capture.

.... Taking all those circumstances into consideration, that

the chase was commenced by the Britun onl}' ; that the prize

would never have been seen by the squadron if it had not been

for the acts of the Briton ; that the squadron was engaged in a

blockade of the strictest kind, which rendered it imperative on

them not to desert their post ; that they were lying at anchor

with their sails furled, in the bottom of a bay into which the wind

was blowing strong, I think I should be going further than

former cases would justify me in doing if I were to pronounce for

the interest of the squadron, and therefore I shall decide in favoui"

of the exclusive claim of the Briton.

p Dods. 301.]
THE YILLE DE VAESOTIE.

Head-money—Distrihution—Associated Ships.

The rules as to lioad-monoy differ in the case of associated and im-

associated ships. lu the case of associated ships it is only necessary to

prove that the claimant was part of a general body associated for a

common purpose, and was within sufficient distance to give assistance

to ships actively engaged.

1813 Sir W. Scott.—This is a question of head-money arising out of

'^""'' 30- the destruction of five French ships of war, in the memorable

engagement at Aix Roads, in the year 1809. They and other

vessels had been long blockaded by a fleet under the command of

Lord Gambier, and an attempt was at length proposed to destroy

as many as could be reached by means of fireships, assisted of

course by the blockading squadron. This attempt was can-ied into

execution on the night of April the 11th, and in the following day,

with the effect of destroying the five ships, at least as far as the

present question is concerned. The head-money was applied for
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on the part of tlie fleet, and it was granted; but the distribution isis

was prevented by a notice which was given, on the part of Lord " ^^'

Cochrane, to the agent of the fleet not to distribute. In con- Trk Ville de

sequence of this proceeding a monition was taken out calling upon —

.

Lord Cochrane to show cause why the head-money should not be ^^ •

'

co .

distributed among the fleet in general, and it is in answer to this

monition that his lordship appears and shows cause, the effect of

which it is for the Court now to consider.

Some complaint has been made that the present mode of pro-

ceeding is disadvantageous to his lordship. If it be so, the objec-

tion comes too late. In the beginning it was open to his lordship

to have adopted a different course, and at a later stage it was open

to him to have represented to the Court any inconvenience to

which that course had subjected him, and the Court would have

given the matter another shape. But both parties have been

content to go on in the course originally taken, and any complaint

upon that matter now comes too late to be entitled to attention.

This being a question of head-money, it is to be admitted that it

certainly has been the habit of this Court, supported by a con-

sentaneous practice on the part of the superior Coui-t, to restrict

the benefit of head-money within much narrower limits than that

of prize or proj)erty taken from the enemy. In the case of the

latter property, it is well known that the benefit has travelled to

a much greater distance by means of an enlarged interpretation

of the word "taken," carrying the application of that Avord to an

extent probably not within the contemplation of those who first

used it. It has been extended so as to include, with few excep-

tions, all ships of force within visual distance, though perhaps

otherwise unconnected with the act of capture, and even uncon-

scious of its occurrence ; a rule which falls hard in many particular

cases affecting tlie interest of meritorious cajitors, but which is

supported by the equity of an universal application, giving possibly

an equal benefit to the same meritorious captors in other cases,

Avhere, but for this same rule, they would take no benefit at all.

In the distribution of hcad-nionry, tln' bounty of the State itself,

and not the fruit of fortunate acquisition, a nnicli stricfor principle

has been applied. It is considered more as a reward for real and

active service and for meritorious personal exertion, though not
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1818 vtry ])ioniiiiciifly ciilK il lor Ly llio mere textual expressions of the

^""^ ^^- statute ; it is uot sliaroJ with those who have no title but that of

Tkk ViixKDE the casual sight of a transaction in wliich tboy had no immediate
VAnsovifc,.

p],j^j.(3 . j(- ig jjq{; even an honest and anxious endeavour to share in

Sir W.Scott.
(],L^ ppi-ii f]j;it shall hring tlie i)arlic3 witliiu tlie extent of the

beneficial title, if the endeavour does not bi-ing them within the

capacity of actual sharing in that peril. If two sliips of war,

otherwise unconnected, chase, and the one comes up and fights and

captures before the arrival of the otlier, the latter is not held

entitled, because she liad not, tliougli using her best endeavours,

brought herself within the sphere of action ; but if she had so

done, and only refrained from actually mixing in the fight then

terminating, because the force immediately applied was already

more than was necessary and the addition of any more could only

have injured the value of the property in contest or produced an

useless effusion of blood, and if such a state of facts were clearly

established to the satisfaction of the Court, the Court would not

consider tliat the party who withheld the use of his force upon

such considerations only, being otherwise perfectly ready and

disposed to combat, was disqualified from taking an interest in the

head-money pronounced for thereon. The Court has gone still

further, and upon principles from which it feels no disposition to

recede it has pronounced for the interest of a vessel which had

not been shown with any degree of certainty to have arrived

within gunshot. Such was the case of the TTeser, in which the

lllppon, a large ship of force, was called in to assist two others

which had contended a long time in vain with the enemy. On the

appearance of the Bippou the Wescr surrendered at once, and

although there was no further action the immediate submission

was held to entitle the JRippo)! to share in the head-money.

In the case of an united force acting for a general purpose, I

take the rule to be, that it is a conflict of all with all. In point of

fact, particular ships must and will be engaged at particular times

during the engagement with particular ships ; but as the co-opera-

tion and conflict are both general, and it may be hardly possible to

distinguish the particular combats that take place in the course of

a long mixed engagement which is varying its face every moment

of its duration, it is considered by the law as tlu'oughout the com-
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bined effort of every one against every one, without particular 1813

attention to particular merits or sufferings. In the battle of
'"^

Aboukir one ship which gallantly led the way into action grounded The Ville de
Vaesovie,

upon a shoal, and was prevented by that accident from taking any

further share in that memorable engagement. That ship, I pre- ^^ • •
<:t> •

sume, sliarcd in the head-money. At least, I am confident that

this Court would have felt no hesitation in pronouncing for her

interest, any more than for that of any other ship which had been

disabled in the course of the action. It may happen, and I have

reason to believe often does happen in fact, that in general engage-

ments ships which are mutually engaged recede to a great distance

from the general fleet and far out of its sight ; but that elongation

does not at all affect the unity of the transaction ; it is still a

general engagement, and the ship belonging to the superior party,

wliether successful or not against her particular ojiponent, shares

with all the rest of the body of the fleet in the fruits of the general

triumph of the day.

The rules, therefore, as to head-money differ widely as they

regard claims arising out of general engagements, and as they

regard those which are founded on particular combats; and in

questions respecting that title, it is very necessary to distinguish to

which class the case in question is to be referred. If to that of

particular combat, it must be shown that the claimant has directed

his force to the particular object in the requisite degree ; not so if

founded on something of the nature of general engagement.

There it is only necessary to show that the claimant composed a

part of the general body ; that he was present within a sufficient

distance to have given assistance still more active, if required, to

that part of the common force which was immediately employed

;

that he was present, giving not a remote encouragement, but an

immediate support, to the enterprise, as far as it was necessary for

him so to do. It might happen, as it most certainly does in the

present instance, that the active use of the whole force miglit bo on

many accounts extremely unadvisable ; that the space for such an

employment miglit, on account of its limits, be attended with much

inconvenience and risk ; that the use of one d^'Si-ription of tlie com-

ponent force might be more proper to sustain only an auxiliary and

protecting part, though equally necessary to the success of the
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isiH goiu'val enterprise; tliat tlio disposition of tlio ^vllole force corn-

'^""'' ^°- bined for the general purpose rested witli the skill and discretion

The ViLLK DK of tlio coiiinmuder, "svlio had assigned to each portion its proper

" station; tliat such a station had been assigned to the claimant in

SirW. Scott.
^|j,^^ transaction ; and that the duties imposed upon him by such an

assignment of station, whatever they were, had been adequately

performed. If such be the character fairly attributable to the

transaction, it will subject the case to the rules that apply to a

combined force acting in the nature of a general engagement. If

not— if it is to be understood upon the common principles applied

to a separate force, or to a force that must be considered as acting

separately—it must be considered less favourably for the fleet in

this instance ; for it has been established to the entii-e satisfaction

of the Court, assisted in its judgment by gentlemen of the Trinity

House, that the fleet never approached within gunshot of the scene

of action. At no period did the Caledonia and the ships imme-

diately associated with her do so, and therefore they could with

great difficulty, if at all, support a claim to head-money for ships

captured by other vessels, unless upon principles that in no degree

belong to unassociated ships.

The questions proper to be considered in order to determine this

case are therefore

—

1. Whether these were the transactions of a fleet originally

associated for one common purpose, to which these transactions

immediately relate ?

2. If so, whether a severance and dissociation was produced by

any occurrence afterwards, at any period at which the fleet could

be excluded from the benefit that it would have taken if it had

continued in its original united character ?

The first question refers necessarily to the origin of the trans-

action. [The Court examined the e\-idence on this point.]

Man}' other circumstances tend to support the conclusion that

this must be fairly considered as a joint enterprise in which all con-

curred, though in very different degrees of hostile activity. It is

not ahvays the degree of hostile activity that determines the conflict.

In the case of the Iiij)pon, it is perfectly clear that it did not.

That ship, of much superior force, had hardly arrived within gun-
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shot, aud had not fired a shot, when the enemy which had beat off 1818

the former combatants, who had called in the Rippon, struck his
^""^ ^^'

colours, and yielded a submission which their efforts could never Thk Ville de
Vajisovie

have compelled. It is therefore by no means accm-ate to lay it

down universally that intimidation and encouragement are out of '
""

•
"^"^ •

the question. They are certainly out of the question so far as

concerns the general presumption raised by the more construction

of the law, that they necessarily operate on every jiresence ; but if

tlie matter does not rest there—if it is proved in fact that they did

operate, and compelled a surrender which would not otherA\'iso

have taken place— to say that because they did not actually fire

they are not entitled, is what cannot be maintained upon any other

principle than such as ought to exclude all title to head-money in

every case in which the enemy submitted without resistance to a

superior force. Nobody, I presume, would contend that you cannot

have head-money without a battle for it. The utmost length to

which the Courts have gone is this : that if there has been a

battle, they will not raise the presumption of intimidation from

mere presence as in cases of prize. A ship unassociated must

show a concurrence by actual proof of engaging in the combat,

or of having actually contributed mainly to produce a sur-

render by her appearance at the scene of action. In this case

there has been a contribution of endeavours on the part of the

fleet that goes much beyond mere sight and presence. Every

ship engaged is a member of the fleet at the time of action,

and is so engaged by the directions of the commander of the fleet.

How is the connection broken ? Not by elongation of distance
;

for that often takes place in general engagements to a mucli

greater extent. Not by being detached on a distinct service ; for

the whole fleet is instant and imminent, and with all its attentions

and all its energies, as far as necessary, concentrated in the pursuit

of this one object ; not by being placed under a separate connnand,

for the control and superintendence remain entirely with Lord

Gambler. Different degrees of activity are assigned by liim to

different ships; for it would be inconvenient to them nil to act in

the same place and upon the same scale of eff<n-l, but all are con-

tributing in those degrees to the general operation. The number

and quality of the ships mixing immediately in tlie contest ore

K.—VOL. 11. *-»
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Sir W. Scott.

226 rriE vh^lk dk varsovik.

18IS clctcrmined hy him. Tlioy arc sent in successively as the occasion

•^'"'^ ''^^-

appears to mature and to rcr^uire co-operation. On board the

TnK ViLLEDE ships so scut in (the inshore squadron, as it is called) there are the

usual traces of a battle—returns of killed and wounderl. The fleet

that stayed behind is looked to by Lord Cochrane for assistance

and support as that which is co-oporating. lie is of opinion that

he ditl not receive all that ought to have been afforded, and that

had half the fleet been sent in, it would have effected the whole

purpose. Those are opinions on which the other jurisdiction has

decided in a way that excludes any judgment of mine upon such

a question. I am bound to take it that as much was done as was

proper to be done, and by all the means that were proper so to be

applied. The other ships fled up the Charente by throwing over-

board their guns and heavy stores ; and this, I am to presume,

could not be prevented by any efforts which a sound discretion

should direct. Then how stands the whole of this matter ? An
expedition originally confided, in the material parts of its plan, as

well as of its execution, to Lord Gambier—carried throughout

under his care and superintendence—every movement directed by

him—every situation assigned by him— every part of the business,

principal or auxiliary, executed by ships which were as much

members of his fleet as the Caledonia herself—from the beginning

to the end, no interruption of command or association.

Servatur ad imuin

Qualis ab inccpto •—

—

To this view which I take, it adds a great corroboration that it

appears to be the "view which everyone else takes of it who has no

interest in taking another. The opinion of the British fleet may

be supposed to be produced or influenced by concurrent interests

of their own. But what shall be said to the captured witnesses of

the French fleet, attributing the disastrous events of the night and

day to the fleet under the command of Lord Gambier ? They

have no interest in this matter of head-money. What shall be

said to the inshore squadron who have all the same interest as the

InfpericKse to deny the title of the fleet ; but to them it never

occiirs to claim any title either to glory or profit from this trans-

action, but in partnership with the fleet. These are strong iudica-
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tions of wheat was dictated by common reason, and hy common 1818

and just feeling upon the subject, and cortainly len«l no small '^""' ^^-

confirmation to the more artificial conclusions of law- upon it. TukVilledk

With respect to the cases that have been cited and commented on,

I do not think it necessary to enter into them minutely. I know '-'^ "^- ^'^°**-

of no general doctrine, nor of any particular dicta that, being

fairly weighed, can be considered as adverse to the opinions I have

intimated. Those that relate to unassociated ships are all foreign

to the present question whicli I take to arise entirely upon the

footing of a combined enterprise connected in its origin, and carried

on throughout without any breach of continuity in its progi-ess to

its termination. If I am wrong in this \iew of it, I am wrong

altogether in tlie foundation of my judgment, but I think I am
warranted and compelled by the facts to assume it, and to decide

by that assumption the disputed interests.

The Court accordingly pronounced against the cause shown by

Lord Cochrane, and in favour of the right of the whole fleet to

share in the hoad-money.

Bfrrmbrr 4.

THE LA BELLONE. [•2Do1<.3I3.]

Ilead-mouy—45 Geo. III. c. 72, 8. 5—Limitation to Officers and Crew of the

Navy—Conjunct Naval and Military Expedition.

The bounty awardablo under 45 Geo. III. c. 72, s. 5, is not distributable

to ofiBcers and crews of the Navy after conjoint naval and military

operations (o).

This was the case of one of the French ships of war which was isis

lying in the harboui' of Port Louis, in the Isle of France, when that

island was blockaded by his Majesty's land and sea forces, under

the command of Vice-Admiral Bertie and Lieutenaut-General the

Honom-able Ralph Abercrombie, and was surrendered and de-

livered up on the 3rd of December, 1810, together witli the town

and fortress of Port Louis and the other iiublic property belonging

to the French Government, by virtue of a capitulation, under

which the French officers and crew ^^ere permitted to proceed to

France.

{<() The operative words of 45 those of the Naval Prize Act, l^^tl

Geo. III. c. 72, 8. 5, are similar to (27 & 2S Vict. c. 25), s. 42.

q2
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18IS On Iho 12tli of December, 181], tlie ship and cargo were con-

December 4. Jemnod to bis Majosty, as liikon by lii.s Majesty's sea and land

Tine forces.
I,V BlCU-ONK.

Sir W. Scott.—This is a question of the riglit of head-money

claimed by the captors of the vessel in question, and I consider it

as not put by the one side or the other on any particular circum-

stances distinguishing the present from similar cases, but upon the

general title of the army and navy to head-money on ships

captured, not at sea and by ships alone, but in harbours and rivers

and other such places as are the objects of joint attack, in conjunct

expeditions conducted by both species of force acting on the

common service in tlie way that their instructions or the discretion

of their commanders may concur in deeming most effective for the

common purpose.

All specialties, therefore, are entirely out of tlie case. It is a

sufficient statement of the facts necessary to found the question

that these ships, for the capture of which head-money is claimed,

were taken at the surrender of tlie Isle of France to a conjimct

force acting imder the command of Vice-Admiral Bertie and

Lieutenant-General Abercrombie, and that the claim is given on

behalf of these officers and of the persons under their command.

The number of men to wliich head-money is proportioned on board

the captured ships has been ascertained by the Court, not certainly

by way of helping out the claim in any manner, but merely for

the purpose of removing the difficulties that might otherwise be in

the way of applying the decision to tlie facts if the decision should

prove favourable to the claim.

The question is referred to this Court for decision by the Board

of Treasury, and expressly for a legal decision, thereby meaning

certainly to intimate that nothing that could be so deemed had to

their knowledge taken place, and therefore clearly that no opinions

or acts of their own were so to be considered.

The statute enacts that in cases in which doubts shall arise

whether the parties claiming head-money are entitled thereto, the

same shall be siunmarily determined in the course now taken, the

legislature probably thinking that the history of this j)articular

subject being more familiar to this Coui't, a question of this kind
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might probably receive a readier illustration from its knowledge of 1818

the liistory of the law than might possibly bo within the immediate "'^"' ^'' *'

view of those judicatures which are the more regular and constitu- The
La Belloxe.

tional interpreters of statutes.
SirW. Scott.

The decision Avhieh is required is a legal decision, and if a deci-

sion so to be qualified had been given before, it would be the duty

of tliis Court, in the consideration of the present question, to weigh

that decision, and to allow it all the authority which is justly due

to all former legal considerations of the same matter. But no

sue) I decision has been offered to the view of the Court. All that

is alleged is a practice that has obtained in some instances by tlie

will of persons who, whatever be the respect due to their stations

and characters, are in law incapable of giving a legal decision. It

appears that on applications for head-money in some cases of con-

junct expeditions to the Commissioners of the Navy, they have not

submitted immediately to the claim as they would have done in

pursuance of the Act of Parliament upon a clear judgment of its

validity, but have invoked the judgment, or at least the authority

of the Treasury, to sanction an}' payment, and the Treasmy has in

some instances exercised either its judgment or its authority in

sanctioning such payments. The number of instances in which

this has been done is not exactly ascertained ; the Commissioners

in their return made to the Treasury mention but two, the industry

of the claimants has furnished several more, and two or three of

them are in the cases of some other ships taken upon the very

same occasion with those for which the present claim is instituted.

I should have tliought that the whole niunber for which the head-

money had been so given bore a very small proportion indeed to

the number of those which had occurred in the numerous expedi-

tions of this kind that took place in the course of the hitc jirotracted

wars, and for which no such claim had been made, or if made had

not been assented to ; the contrary, however, is asserted, and I

have not the means of either contradicting or confirming that

assertion. Take it any way, it is impossible to ascribe to such a

limited practice as this the reverence duo to a course of legal

decisions.

The first board to which ai»plication is made plainly licsitatrd in

opinion. It refeiTcd the matter to another authority, ami that
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autliiiiity, iutiiij,' i»u its finauciMl ]h)Wois rather tliun on anytliing

tliiit can bo decincil judicial, and in a ju.st confidence that I'arlia-

TuE mont would ratil'y and confirm such exorcises of discretion in such

cases, directed tlio payments to Lo made in those instances. To
Sir "W

,

Scott,
g^^^i^ exercises of discretion, if they were much more numerous

oven than they are, no judicial character can be applied ; the

utmost offcft that could be attributed to them in a legal discu.ssion

would bo to incline tlio judgment, in a case of extreme doubt, in

favour of the existing practice, countenanced as it was by oitinions

though not judicial yet respectable in themselves, and resting upon

considerations of apparent equity. But to admit them to that

operation it must appear that the question is one of extreme doubt,

and that the Court is not shut up from entertaining any such

remote grounds of interpretation by the intelligible language of

positive law ; for the whole of this subject is the creature of mere

positive law. Head-money is not property acquired in any manner

by the captors, or to be demanded on the ground of any antecedent

title ; it is a mere voluntary grant of public mone}', and the

grante3S must b3 content to take what is actually given and no

more. The Coui-t cannot amplify the gi'ant by constructive

analogy, and by so doing take upon itself the double impropriety

of imputing blame to the legislatiu'e for a supposed omission and

arrogating to itself the fm-ther disposal of public money. By
every rule of interpretation that can apply to such a matter the

Court is bound to confine its exposition within the ver}' letter of

the statute, if that letter speaks an intelligible language.

Now it has been admitted that in the present instance the case

does not come within the specific terms of the grant. The grant is

to naval persons acting in a capacity merely naval in the captm'e

of ships, and effected by persons acting on board the ships that

make tlie captm'e. Soldiers are not recognized as grantees in any

other manner than when they are clothed with a naval character

by serving on board ships. The grant in the whole of its extent

relates to naval capture only; where it is not purely naval the

statute has thought fit to be silent, and it is not for this Court to

introduce a different description of service into a grant wliere

it is not.

The whole history of this matter confirms the Kmitation. Till

late times the distribution of prize property was wholly within the
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authority of tlie Crown, and till very lately, in regard to conjunct is is

expeditions, the course was for the Crown to give instructions for
-^^"'""^'"'"'^'

the distribution of all property taken on conjunct expeditions. AM The

Prize Acts until the last have been purely naval ; the parties '

entitled under thorn have been entitled by naval description only ;

" '

they recite the royal grant on wliich the whole right is originally

founded as confined to naval captors. The subject-matter is

within the maritime jurisdiction alone. The army is not re-

cognised in any one of these Acts until the very last (that of the

ooth of the King) as having any title to prize, much less to licad-

money. Head-money is a boimty Avhicli was first introduced into

what is called the Cruisers Act (passed in the Gth of Queen Anne),

and then rested on grounds of naval policy only. It had reference

to naval capture, and goes no further in its terms than to reward

services of that description.

It long remained a subject of some imeasiness between the two

services what was the claim of a military force acting with the

navy on conjunct expeditions. Certainly no such claim even to

prize could be maintained on the statutes (for, as I have said, they

pointed only to naval captors), and much less to head-money,

which, if granted at all, could be applied only to the naval service

in the very terms in which it was expressed. At length came the

case of the Iloogsliarpc/, which was one of several Dutch ships taken

in Saldanha Ba}', near the Cape of Good Hope, in 1781, by a con-

joint force under Commodore Johnstone and General Meadows,

acting according to instructions under the King's sign manual,

which directed that all the booty taken should be divided between

the land and sea forces. The question of interest in these captures

made at sea was first agitated in this Court, where the judgo,

according to the expressions used in his sentence, pronounced for

the interest of the army, agreeably to the spirit of his ^lajcsty's

instructions." On appeal to the Lords the case was argued with

great ability for several successive days, and an elaborate judgment

was pronounced on the 30th of June, 178G, by Earl Camden, then

President of the Council, assisted, as I best recollect, by Lords

Kenyon and Grantley. They laid it down that conjunct expedi-

tions were entirely out of the statute with respect to both the

services, and that the whole property captured was at the disposi-
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1818 tion of tlio Crown, whoso equity and liberality in justly estimating
iremieri.

^j^^ merits of both could not be doubted. The same arguments

Thk were urged then as have with great propriety and with great

ability been urged now : such as that the co-operation of the array

could not divest the title of the navy; that their interests wore still

preserved, for that they were takers in a sufficient degree to

answer the descriptive terms employed in the statute. But these

arguments were urged in vain ; the property was condemned to

the Crown, and no head-money allowed.

This being the settlement of the law at that time by the highest

authority, it is clear that no interest can now be communicated to

either service on conjunct expeditions, except such as arises from

new matter in later statutes. So far as that new matter goes, so far

an interest is communicated, and no further. Now a limited

interest, under strict regulations therein prescribed, has been con-

veyed by the last statute (the 55th of the King) to both services,

but it is an interest in prize only ; the subject of bounty or head-

money remains exactly as it did upon the more ancient statutes,

without any amplification or enlargement whatever. If the law

did not then convey an interest in head-money to either service, it

cannot do so now ; it cannot now apply to a conjunct expedition if

it did not at that time.

On these grounds I feel myself bound to a strict interpretation

of the statute ; the statute does not apply to conjimet expeditions,

and therefore I am clearly of opinion that the parties in the

present case are not entitled to head-money.

[2Dod8.336.] THE JOHN (No. 2).

Capture—Invincible Ignorance of Captor—Damages.

A vessel was seized in ignorance by the captor of the conclusion of

peace, which fact it was impossible could bo kno\TO to him. During his

possession the prize was lost withoiit negligence of the captor. IlchI, that

the captor was not liable for damages.

1818 This was the case of an American ship and cargo which, in
December 1. ignorance of the peace which had been concluded between Great
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Britain and the United States, was seized on the oth March, 1815, 18I8

and was lost after the capture. A claim was put in by the owner.
'"^'^"' " '

The John.

Sir W. Scott.— This case began with a monition to proceed to

adjudication. The party monished appears imder protest to show

cause why he should not be compelled to proceed to adjudication.

The grounds of the protest, and the answer, bring the merits

sufficiently before the Coui't to enable it to decide the question

whether it should enforce the monition ; for if there should appear

in the protest sufficient grounds to release the party from so pro-

ceeding, of com'se the monition would not be enforced. If no

sufficient matter is shown, the com-se must be different ; and the

sufficiency depends upon this : whether the parties, upon their

representations, have shown such a state of facts as would entitle

the mover to recover upon the result of further proceedings ; for if

it would not, the Court would certainly be disinclined to compel

the parties to incur an expense that would lead to nothing—and

this more particularly by an inquiry into transactions of four

years ago, when all the witnesses on one side are dispersed beyond

all hope of recovery, when the person charged with wrong-doing

will find himself totally disabled to obtain the testimony that

might be absolutely necessary for his defence, although he might

have obtained quite sufficient for it, in the com'se of such an

inquiry, if instituted in proper time. It is impossible to state a

case in which the obligation of an immediate proceeding on the

part of the complainant could be more visible. He must know

that the witnesses of the defendant must be the crew of his ship of

war; tliat a peace having taken place, all that crew must have

been discharged near four years ago, and that the defendant must

search the world over to recover them if possible ; but that tlio case

must, in all probability, be maintained upon its facts by witnesses

all on one side, and those on the side of a penal prosecution,

without any means of defence on the other. The dofendnnt must

blame himself, if a Com-t feels a great indisposition to consider a

case so to be brought before it. The present question is whether

enough does or does not appear- to exonerate the party from being

placed in a situation of such extreme and unfair disadvantage.

These considerations lead to a view of tlie representations of fact

q5
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i«i« as contuiuod in the protubt, aud tlio alHdavits which support
^ ''>"'"•>' ^-

thorn.

TiiK John. Tho comjilaiiinnt in tliis roply appears to put liis case on two

Sir W. Scott. gi'ouu<ls : fh'st, tlio general right to restitution in the case of a

capture made out of the due time and place. Second, on mis-

management of the ship while in the possession of the captors, by

whicli tlie misfortune was occasioned. I shall consider this latter

question first, because, if proved, the responsibility clearly attaches.

It would do so upon a capture made flagrante hello. Whether the

misfortune is to fall upon the British captor or the American

owner, it is perfectly clear that if the British captor is to be con-

sidered as a bond fide possessor, using due care in the possession, he

is not answerable for mere misfortune. That misfortune must fall

where it immediately lights ; and I have no doubt, on a view of all

the circumstances represented to the Com't, that due care under the

possession was applied.

The only remaining question, therefore, is whether the original

act of possession was a hond fide possession. A bond fide possession

I understand to be, that which is honestly taken under all the

knowledge of rights which the party had, or could have had, upon

due and practical injury. The very title of ho)id fide refers more

to the integrity of the party than to the legality of the act, appear-

ing afterwards by circumstances not within his reach at the time of

the transaction. It is an attribute of the person, not of the act.

He may err, but he errs optima fide if he acts honestly, according

to all the information he either had or could have procui'ed. Most

certainly it is not sufficient for a party to plead ignorance as a

legal excuse for making compensation to another for an act under

which he had suffered, if his ignorance was vincible by himself,

and ought not, therefore, to have existed at the time at which the

transaction complained of took place. But if the ignorance was

invincible by any endeavours to which he could have resorted, it

certainly leaves him in full possession of his title of bond fide in

the original act. And I take this to be a distinction between the

common law cases cited by counsel and such a one as the present.

The bailiff who executes a warrant is bound to look to its legality

at the time of execution. It may, perhaps, involve a question of

law of no easy solution to such a person ; and it may afterwards
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exercise the sagacity of a whole Court to ascertain whether, under isis

all circumstances, it was legal or not ; but, if so determined, its
^^<'^"'^^'' ^-

effect is retro-active on the person who executed it. He cannot The John.

plead ignorance of the law in excuse of his act ; every man is sir W. Scott,

bound to know his own domestic law, wherever he applies it, and,

if he mistakes, he is answerable for the effects of his own mis-

apprehension. But the present case is an ignorance, not of a law,

but of a fact out of which the law is to arise : the ignorance of a

foreign fact, not governed by his own domestic law, but dependent

on transactions of State, with which he is wholly and unavoidably

unacquainted till they are actually communicated. No practicable

endeavours of his own could have removed that ignorance ; it is

therefore an ignorance honest and invincible on his part, and he

has the full benefit of all the privileges which honest and invincible

ignorance can confer. He is acting upon riglits which he could

have no reason to suppose were divested, and, so acting, he is

certainly acting with as much bond fide as if these rights were in

the fullest actual existence.

The law therefore compels me to attribute to this person all the

privileges of bond fide conduct in the original act ; and if nothing

follows but what naturally and usually follows suili conduct,,

nothing is imputable. He puts it into tlie hnnds of his own

agent ; assui-edly so, and with the most perfect right so to do, not

merely on the duty he owes his own Sovereign (for that would be

no defence against the complaint of the subject of a foreign State),

but on the general law and practice of capture. He is the officer

of the law, taking a bond fide possession, and he is acting regularly

in pursuance of that possession by means of his agents ; and any

mere misfortune which happens in such a custody is a misfortune

to the owner, the custody not being tortious. I am tlicrefore

clearly of opinion that tliis individual is not answerable in tlie way

of compensation for the damage this misfortune has i)roduced,

though if no such misfortune had happened he must have relin-

quished the possession, and retimied the property to the o'wnier.

In determining thus, I certainly go no further than the expres-

sions warrant, that this individual captor is not liable to this

individual sufferer. That does not exclude a liability elsowluri",

if it exists. Whether there be such a hability in the government
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is a question Avliidi 1 am not called upon to examine. I have

neither the proper parties nor the proper evidence before me. It

is sufficient to observe upon that matter, that there may possibly be

such a liability. There doubtless would, if the government had

not used due diligence in advertising the cessation of hostilities in

the quarters, and at the periods stipulated, if that were practicable.

If it appeared that no want of due activity could be imputed, but

that the conveyance of intelligence was not physically practicable

within those quarters, then this question might result : whether the

two governments had mutually bound themselves to answer to

each other for mere casualties occurring under a possession justly

taken ? The terms of the contract do not go so far as to outrage

that case. They continue the right of capture absolutely to the

full effect of vesting the interest in the captors by prorogations

founded on a reference to the possibilities of conveying information

to various distances upon the globe where such captures might take

place beyond. Within such times captures are valid, to the effect

of justifying the seizure, if made ; with the information, that they

impose the duty of restitution. Whether, if the property is lost by

mere chance, without any fault on the part of the governor or the

captain, an obligation is incurred to restore in value what has been

taken away by mere misfortune, the terms of the contract have not

specifically provided for ; and just principle seems to point another

way. That, however, is not the question now before me for my
decision. All that I have to decide upon is the liability of the

captor in this particular case ; and I am clearly of opinion that he

ouo-ht to be exonerated.
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THE FELICITY. [2Dod8.38i.]

Capture—Enemy Property—Neutral Property—Destruction of Prize—Duty of

Captor.

If a ship of war captures property wHch is undoubtedly enemy pro-

perty, the first duty of the captor is to bring in such property for con-

demnation ; if such bringing in is impossible, then the duty of the captor

is to destroy the property. If the property in such prize is doubtful or

neutral, the proi^or cour;^o of the cajitor is to dismiss, if impossible to

bring in for adjudication ; for an act of destruction of neutral proportj--

cannot be justified to the neutral owner by any necessity on the part of

a belUgerent.

This was the ease of an American sliip which ori^^inally sailed ^^^^

^11 .1 o . P V. -.- 11-1 ^VwwiArr 26.

from Chaiiestou with a cargo of rice for Cadiz, wliere she arrived

about the end of May, 1813, and delivered her cargo. At Cadiz

she took on board a return cargo consisting of wine and fruit.

She sailed therewith on the 31st October, 1813, bound for Boston,

but having met -udth bad weatlier and sprung a leak, and being in

great distress, 900 boxes of raisins were, between tlie 14th and

16th of December, thrown overboard. The leak still continuing,

and the vessel being within 100 miles of the Bermudas, the master

and crew resolved to steer for those islands, and approached within

seven leagues of them ; but the wind proving adverse, it was deter-

mined to shape the course of the vessel for Charleston. On tlie

1st January, 1814, they fell in with his Majesty's ship Emli/iiiioii,

Henry Hope, Esquire, commander, it blowing at that time a

strong gale. The Ewlymion immediately hoisted Englisli colom-s,

and fired a gun for the purpose of bringing to the Fclicifi/, which

hoisted American colours. About eleven o'clock a.m.. Lieutenant

Ormond and a boat's crew of the Endijmion boarded the said sliij),

and found her in a leaky state, with lier sails spht, and her rigging

in an unserviceable state, and otherwise nmch disabled. Sniitli,

the master, then went on board the Enilinnion with his papers,

when the same were inspected and examined by Captain Hope
;

and there being no licence. Captain Hope asked the ma.st»'r if li.>

had any such document, when lie declared, and several times

repeated such declaration, that he liad no licence, and tliat he was

otherwise unprovided with any protection. The state and condi-

tion of the Felicity at the time she was so fall.'u in with was sucli
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1819 ns to riilso ('onsiderablo doiil)! wlictlier she could, without assistance

^»^^^^l»^^>^- f,-,,„i (ho JCiK/i/niioii, reaiih a Britisli port in Bafety, and (Japtain

The Jlopo Avas unwilling' to lesson the number of his olficers and crew
Fl*LICITY

in conscqupuco of the service upon which the Enili/inion was then

specially engaged—she having been detached, by Admiral Warren,

to watch the movements of the American ship Presidcnf, then lying

ready for sea at llhode Island ; the Endi/mion being the only

Ijritisli frigate upon that station of corresponding force with the

Prcsidvut. Under these circumstances, Captain Hope informed

the master of liis determination to destroy the ship and cargo

;

and Lieutenant Fanshawe, wlio was dispatclied by Captain llope

for that purpose, enquired of the suj)ercargo and mate of the

Feliciti/ if there was any licence, who assured him that no such

document existed so far as they knew of, and the trunks and

baggage being removed, Lieutenant Fanshawe, in pursuance of a

preconcerted signal from the Endymion, set fire to the Felicity.

"When the master perceived the vessel to be on fire, he called for

his chest, and from a concealed place produced a paper pui-porting

to be a licence, and requested Captain Hope to put him again on

board his ship. This, however, was wholly impracticable from her

then burning state, and the extreme difficulty of communication,

there being a heavy sea, and the gale having increased so much

that the cutter of the Endymion was stove, and the boats could not

lay alongside.

A claim was given by C. Coolidge, of Boston in Massachusetts,

an American citizen, for the ship and cargo, as the property of

citizens of the United States of America, protected fi-om capture by

a licence, granted by his Excellency Sir Henry Wellesley, his

Majesty's envoy extraordinary and minister plenipotentiary at the

Court of Spain, in pursuance of an Order in Council bearing date

the 13th of April, 1812, on board the said ship at the time she was

seized by the Endymion.

Sir W. Scott.—The present question arises upon the destruction

of an American ship, which took place on the 1st of January, 1814
;

no proceeiling- whatever is commenced till the 13th of October, 1818,

nearly five years afterwards.

[The Court commented on the delay in the proceedings.]
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This ship and cargo, American property, Avere destroyed Ly i»iy

Captain Hope, of his Majesty's ship Endi/miou, on the 1st of
-^''"'''"*^'- 26-

January, 1814, being then in the prosecution of a voyage from The
Telicity.

Cadiz (where she had carried provisions) to B&ston, where lier

owners resided. She had encountered a continuance of most tern- ^ •
"°"-

pestuous weather, and had suffered most severely under it, so as to

make it more than doubtful whether she could possibly reach

America. Under a strong sense of their danger, they had deter-

mined, upon a general council of the master and mariners, to make

for the island of Bermuda, but were baffled by the opposition of a

head-wind, and compelled to resume their course to America in

their shattered condition ; and under the unsettled and boisterous

weather which belongs to that season of the year in such latitudes,

she is met with by his Majesty's ship Eiidi/niion, Captain Hope, by

whose orders she was destroyed, after her captain and crew, with

their baggage, were removed on board the Eiidijnuott, and after

other transactions to which I shall have occasion to advert.

Taking this vessel and cargo to be merely American, the owners

could have no right to complain of this act of hostility, for their

property was liable to it in the character it bore at that period of

enemy's property. There was no doubt that the End//di ion had a

full right to inflict it if any grave call of public service required it.

Regularly a captor is bound by the law of his own country, con-

forming to the general law of nations, to bring in for adjudication,

in order that it may be ascertained whether it be enemy's properly;

and that mistakes may not be committed by captors, in the eager

pursuit of gain, by which injustice may be done to neutral sub-

jects, and national quarrels produced with the foreign states to

Avhich they belong. Here is a clear American vessel and cargo,

alleged by the claimants themselves to bo such, and consequently

the property of enemies at that time. They share no inconvenience

by not being brought in for the condemnation, which must havo

followed if it were mere American property ; and tlie captors fully

justify themselves to the law of their own country, wliieh proscribes

tlio bringing in, by showing that the immediate service in which

they were engaged, that of watching the enemy's sliip of war, the

Prc.'iidoif, with intent to encounter her, though of inferior force,

would not permit them to part with any of their own crew to carry
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Sir "W. Scott,

1819 lior iiilo a Brliisli port. TJndor this collision of duties notliiiig was

__^!1!1^!___L loft but to (lesiroy hor, for they could not, consistently with their

The goiieral duty to their own country, or indeed its express injunctions,
Felicity.

. i i xp • -i i

permit enemy a property to sail away unmolested. If impossible

to bring in, tlieir next duty is to destroy enemy's property. Where

doubtful wliotlior enemy's property, and impossible to bring in, no

sucli obligation arises, and the safe and proper course is to dismiss.

Wliere it is neutral, the act of destruction cannot be justified to the

neutral owner by the gravest importance of such an act to the

public service of the captor's own state ; to the neutral it can only

be justified, under any such circumstances, by a full restitution in

value. These are rules so clear in principle and established in

practice that they require neither reasoning nor precedent to illus-

trate or support them. In the present case it is contended that the

hostile character was disarmed by a licence, and I see no reason

to dispute either the existence of the licence or its authority. It

had been granted under circumstances that have been justly

described as highly favourable. The vessel had carried a

most seasonable supply from America to Cadi^, a city much

connected with and protected by this country during the severe

pressui-e of our war with France for the liberation of Spain, of

which this city had become the only remaining stronghold. She

had undertaken this duty under the dangers of a heavy responsi-

bility to her own country, then at war with Great Britain, and

having successfully performed it, was returning home under the

protection of a renewed licence fi'om the British minister at Cadiz.

It is not to be denied that these facts create claims of a very strong

and commanding natui'e—claims which are quite irresistible if

ui-ged in a proper manner. And the only question is whether

these claims are so brought forward as to affect the captor with

responsibility, I take it to be cleai- that if the captor knew of

this licence, either from its production or from other circumstaneos

which ought to have satisfied him of its existence, he is liable to

the whole extent of the mischief done, which is estimated at the

sum of 12,000/. It is as clear a proposition that if the existence

of the licence was not disclosed to him by those whose duty it was

to inform him, and he had no sufficient means to inform himself,

he is not a Avrongdoer. The act, if tortious, is the act of the
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persons who withheld the information they were bound to have

given him before the act of destruction took place. If they held

out the shij) and cargo to be enemy's property, he had still more The

right to treat it as such. There is no case in whicli the rule, dc non

existentibmi ct non apparcntiljiis, can more justly apply, than where

a man is called upon to answer for a loss occasioned by the act of

concealment of the complainant himself. If a ship, armed with a

protecting licence whicli is not alleged or produced at the time of

ca[)ture, is brought in under circumstances that did not at all

compel and authorize an immediate destruction, the Court would

subsequently restore that vessel, but it would indemnify the captor

to the utmost extent of all the expense lie had been put to by

that act of concealment or denial. The ship in this case being

destroyed, cannot be restored, but if she was justifiably destroyed

under an ignorance produced by such an act, the Court owes the

captor the same protection to the fullest extent. These are the

principles which I must apply to tliis issue of fact. Was the know-

ledge of this licence communicated to the captor, or was it neces-

sarily to be inferred by him before the act of destruction took place ?

[The Court then examined the evidence.]

Of all the evidence, therefore, respecting the indication or pro-

duction of a licence in proper time, the fair result is that no such

fact took place in either form till it was too late to prevent the

l)urning ; but it is said that Captain Hope might have presumed

from circumstances, iudependeut of any such fact—a very unfair

duty imposed upon Captain Hope of presuming and acting upon

Ids own presumptions in direct opposition to the asseverations of

the other party. But wliat are these circumstances ?

[The Court liold there was no such presumption, and concluded.]

The important question of fact is, did these persons liold out

this ship as an unprotected ship, and thereby authorize Captain

Hope to deal with her as an enemy till after the act of destruction

was beyond prevention or remedy ? I am of opinion that it is

clearly proved that thoy did so, and I Iheroforo assoil the captor of

all responsibility, and condemn the claimant in the coj^ls of this

proceeding.
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[Spink8,i.]W Til]'] FEXIX, oTiiKiiwisK THE rilCENIX.

/'nntirp. — /''iirmi/ ('liiiinitnl — AJfiiJ'trlt of Groiiitfls of Claim— Cnptur'-—
Jilockittle— Orihr in Conucil, 29th M(trch, 1854

—

Condeinmition.

An enomy nrnst sliow by affidivvit the grounds of his claim.

A vessel bclnngiiif:^ to IJjornoborg, in Finland, Bailod from Ilartl'-pool

to CopcMiliagcu with a cargo of coals, which sho there discliarged, for the

use of the British fleet, pnor to the declaration of war, which took placo

on the 29th of March. Sho was unable to sail to Bjorneborg immediately

after her cargo was discharged, by reason of the ice ; but on the 10th of

April sho loft Copenhagen, bound for that port, in ballast, and was

captured on the 12th. Jhhl, sho was not protected by the Orders in

Council, which refeiTcd solely to ports within her Majesty's dominions.

An Order in Council relaxing the belligerents' rights should be construed

in favour of the party whom it is intended to benefit.

1854 The Fenir, otherwise the P/i(V}ii.r, was a barque belonging to

'^'"'^^^-
Anton Bjorneborg, Isaac Carstrom, and Carl Martin, of Bjorne-

borg, in the Grand Duchy of Finland. In December, 1853, she

was in London, and had an advantageous charter-party for Lisbon,

but owing to the unsettled state of affairs between England and

Russia, she was ordered home to Bjorneborg. The charter-party

to Lisbon was therefore given up at some sacrifice ; and the London

agent, in order to some extent to compensate the owners, directed

the master to take a cargo of coals, and leave them at Copenhagen

in passing, it being, at such time, impossible to enter Bjorneborg

on account of the ice.

The Phanixy therefore, left Gravesend for Hartlepool on the

31st of December, 1853 ; took on board a cargo of coals, and sailed

from Hartlepool on the 15tli of February, 1854
;
put into Copen-

(«) The following cases in Spinks are not republished :

—

The Froija, p- 37.—The same point of practice was decided in the Phoenix

(see p. 238), and the case was only brought before the Court because

the qiicstion had arisen before the decision in the Phcenix.

The Soglasie, p. 104.—A question of fact as to whether a master was also

owner, and what his national character was.

The Steen Bille, p. 161.—A question of fact.

The Union, p. 164.—Eeversed on appeal. See p. 73.

The Nornell, p. 171.—A question of credibility of evidence.

The Rapide, p. 172.—Whether sufficient ground on the facts was shown for

giving further time for claim.

The Ionian Ships, p. 193.—As to the status in 1855 of the Ionian Islands,

and their relation to Great Britain.

The Aina, p. 242.—As to remuneration of navy agents, now regulated by
27 & 28 Yict. c. 24.

The Fortuna, p. 307.—A question of fact to which the principles laid down
iu the Ustsci.' were appHed.

The Baltica, p. 264.—Reversed on appeal. See p. 628.
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]iagen on the 20th of the same month, and delivered lier coals for 1354

tlie use of the English fleet. The discliarge was completed on the '^""^ ~^'

lUth of March; but, at such time, the ice still preventing her The Fe.vix,

entering Bjornehorg, she was compelled to remain at Copenhagen, the Pikenix.

War was declared on the 20th of Mareli, on which day, also, an

Order in Council (r/) was published, " allowing Russian merchant

vessels, in any ports or places within her Majesty's dominions,

until tlie 10th of May, six weeks from the date thereof, for loading

tlieir cargoes, and departing from such ports or places." This

Order appears to liave been misunderstood, for tlie opinion pre-

vailed at Copenhagen tluit Finland sliips might proceed to their

own ports unmolested up to the lOtli of May. Accordingly, as

soon as information arrived that the ice was broken up sufficiently

to allow a vessel to enter Bjornehorg, the Phcenix prepared to sail,

and the Russian consul, in his official capacity, sent fifty-seven

sailors, the crows of vessels whidi liad been sold, on board the

rinenixy to be conve3'ed home to Bjornehorg.

She sailed from Copenhagen on the 10th of April in ballast, and,

{(t) Iler Majesty, l)eing compelled to declaro war against Lis Imperial

ivlaje.sty tlio Eiiqioror of all the Russias, and being desirous to lessen as muck
as possible tbo evils thereof, is pleased, by and with the advice of her Privy

Council, to order, and it is hereby ordered, that Eussian merchant vessels, in

any ports or places within her Majestj''s dominions, shall bo allowed until

the tenth daj' of May next, six weeks from the date hereof, for loading their

cargoes and departing from such ports or places ; and that such Eussian

merchant vessels, if met at sea by any of her Majesty's ships, shall bo per-

mitted to continue their voyage, if on examination of their papers it shall

appear that their cargoes were taken on board before the expiration of tho

above term : Provided, that nothing herein contained shall extend or bo

taken to extend to Eussian vessels having on board any officer in tho military

or naval service of the enemy, or any article prohibited or contraband of war,

or any despatch of or to tho Eussian Government.

And it is hereby further ordered by her !Majestj', by and with the advice

of her Privy Council as aforesaid, that any Eussian merchant vessel wliich,

prior to the date of this Order, shall have sailed from any foreign port bound
for any jiort or place in her ^Majesty's dominions, shall bo permitted to enter

such port or place, and to discharge her cargo, and afterwards forthwith to

depart without molestation ; and that any such vessel, if mot at sea by any

of her Majesty's ships, shall bo permitted to continue hor voyage to any port

not blockaded.

And tho right honoiu'ablo tho Lords Commissioners of her Majesty's

Treasury, the Lords Commissioners of tho Admiralty, and the liord Warden
of the Cinque Ports, are to give the necessary directions heroin as to thcin

may respectively appertain.
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18-51 it ajipeare, passed the English fleet unmolested; Lut upon the 12th
'^""'''^^-

she was captured near Gothland by her Majesty's ship Trihxnc, and

TiiK FiA'ix, sent to London for condemnation.

TiiK I'licKNix. The master, mate, and an able seaman were examined upon the

standing interrogatories, nnd the oase now came on for hearing,

upon their evidence and the ship's papers. A claim was made for

the vessel by John Gabriel Alcenius, of St. Bennct's Place, Grace-

chnreh Street, London, ship agent, who made an affidavit, " That

ho was duly authorized to claim the vessel on behalf of Anton

Bjorneborg, Isaac Carstrom, and Carl Martin, respectively residing

at Bjorneborg, in the Grand Duchy of Finland, the true, lawful,

and sole owners and proprietors thereof at the time when the same

was taken and seized by her Britannic Majesty's screw steam-

frigate Tribune, Carnegie, Esquire, commander, whilst in the pro-

secution of a voyage from Hartlepool, in the county of Durham,

by way of Copenhagen, to Bjorneborg, and brought to the port of

London ; that the claim thereunto annexed was a just and true

claim ; and that he should be able to make duo proof and speci-

fication."

The Qiifcn^s Advocate {Sir J. D. Harding) and Dr. Jenner appeared

for the captors ; Dr. Addams and Dr. T/riss for the claimants.

The Qiteen^s Advocate took a preliminary objection to the form

of the affidavit of claim. Though it might not be of any great

importance in the present, it might be in future cases. Neither

the affidavit nor the claim annexed stated any ground whatever

upon which the claim was made. He certainly could not speak

from any experience of his own, but he had availed himself of that

of the learned Advocate of the Admu'alty (/v) , who informed him

that when a claim was made by an enemy it was always necessary

to set forth on what ground the claim was made, whether under a

licence, under an Order in Council, or on what other ground. Unless

such course were adopted, it would be impossible for the counsel for

the Crown to know against what they had to contend.

Dr. Addams contended it was quite unnecessaiy. There could

be no doubt in the present case upon what ground the claim was

made ; but if the Court thought it necessary, another affidavit

could be brought in.

(?)) Dr. Phillimore.
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Per Curiam.— In the last war the principle and practice was 1354

that in the case of enemy claimants it was always necessary to June 21.

state something to show that they had a locus standi. The same the Fextx,

course must be followed in the present war ; but, in the present

case, instead of having a further affidavit, setting forth the ground

of claim, let us assume that it has been made, and proceed to the

argument.

The Qucoi's Advocate, having stated the history of the ship's

proceedings, submitted that it was clear from the ship's papers and

the evidence that she was a liussian vessel belonging to enemies

;

that having been captured after the declaration of war, she was

clearly, by the law of nations, lawful prize, unless she was in any

way exempted from the operation of that law. It would, perhaps,

be contended that her voyage was continuous from Hartlepool to

Bjorneborg ; if it were so, that would not protect her ; but the

evidence proves completion of voyage at Copenhagen. Iler charter-

party was for Copenhagen, and her cargo was destined for that

place, and there discharged. From Copenhagen she sailed on a

fresh voyage for Bjorneborg, after having received on board fifty-

seven passengers. He could not conjecture on what ground, or

under what Order in Council, the claim could be supported until

he had heard the counsel for the claimants, when he would reply.

Br. Jenner followed on the same side.

Dr. Addams, contra.—It does not much affect the question

wliethcr the voyage was continuous or not ; but the tenor of tlio

evidence on the interrogatories is that it was a continuous voyage.

The master was directed to take the vessel home to Finland, where

her owners resided, by way of Copenhagen. She sails from

Hartlepool, and arrives at Copenhagen before war was declared.

She was detained there until after the dechu-ation of war by tho

ice not permitting entrance into Bjorneborg. She sailed from

Copenhagen on the 10th of April, and by the true construction of

the Order in Council of the 29th of March, she should have been

protected in her voyage home until the 10th of May.

The true construction of that order is the question for tho con-

sideration of the Court. That document must be taken in connoc-

n.—VOL. IT. 1^
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I8>i lion willi tlio others issued ])y tlio game authority about the same

_

'"
• time, find must bo construed witli tlio utmost liberality. The

TitE FicNix, language of all the documents is so loose that no strict interr)reta-

Tun PiicExix. tion can fairly be put upon them. If this vessel is not protected

by the strict letter of the Order in Council of the 29th of March, it

is by its spii-it. By its spii-it it must be construed, otherwise this

absurdity is the result—those Eussian vessels which are in our

ports, and therefore in our power, we are to let go ; but those

which are not, we are to search for, and capture as lawful prize.

By the strict letter of the order, a vessel in PljTnouth on the

29th of March, and sailing subsequently, would be protected, while

a vessel sailing from the same port on the 28th might be captured

and brought back into the port as lawful prize on the 31st. Such

an interpretation would make the Order in Council a mere trap for

Russian merchant vessels, for such a construction could never have

been anticipated. From whatever port they sailed, they were

entitled to protection until the 10th of May.

Dr. TicL^s followed on the same side.

The Qucen^s Advocate, in reply.—Liberality of construction

cannot be carried to the length of considering vessels out of her

Majesty's dominions as in her Majesty's dominions. The exemp-

tion specifies, " Russian merchant vessels in any ports or places

within her Majesty's dominions," and the vessel now claimed was

at such time in Copenhagen, and cannot by any liberality of con-

struction be brought within that exemption.

Dr. Lrsiii>'GTOx.—It is very probable that this may not be the

onl}' case under similar circumstances brought under the cogniz-

ance of this Court ; but whether it is the only case or not it is my
duty, as it is the first brought under consideration, to state the

grounds upon which my judgment will be founded.

I will fii'st address myself to the facts of the case. It is admitted

on both sides that this is a Russian vessel ; that she was lying in

the port of London for the purpose of taking a cargo for Lisbon,

when, in consequence of the imsettled state of affairs, her destina-

tion was changed, and she sailed in December, 1853, to Hartlepool,

to take in a cargo of coals ; that in the middle of February she
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sailed from Hartlepool to Copenliagen. All these facts took place 18.')4

prior to the declaration of hostilities to wliieh I must presently Ju^e^'^-

advert. She discharged her cargo at Copenhagen about the middle The Fexix,

of March, sailed from Copenhagen on the 10th of April, and was Toe Tna-six.

captured on the 12th on her voyage to the port of Ljornehorg, in ~^
Finland. Liishingtou,

Tliese being the facts of tlie case, two questions appear to have

arisen with respect to the Order in Council, to which of course

reference must be made : first, whether the Phcenix comes fairly

within the meaning of that order; and secondly, whether the

voyage in which she was engaged was a continuous voyage or not.

Now the order for general reprisals having Ijeen issued on the

2Stli of March, and the declaration of war upon the day following,

it is quite clear that unless something has passed under the

authority of the government to exempt any of them, all Russian

vessels would be liable to detention on tlie high seas, and to con-

demnation in the Court of Admiralty. But it appears that hor

Majesty's Government have thought it riglit to introduce certain

modifications of the belligerent riglits whicli her Majesty is

entitled to exercise. These modifications are to bo found in the

various Orders in Council, to which allusion has been made in

argument.

I agree in thinking that all these documents are to be construed

fairly together—that if there be any doubt as to the interpretation

to bo put upon one, it must be construed with reference to others

issued on the same subject, in order, if possible, to discover the

true intention of the government in issuing it ; but I cannot agree

with the argument that in documents of this kind we should

expect to find a statement of the reasons which actuated the

government in tlie modification of the belligerent riglits to which

it has seemed proper to resort. It is not according to the custom

of former times to set forth the facts and circumstances which

induced the Sovereign to adopt measures of this description.

Indeed, very great inconvenience might arise from tlio adoption of

such a course of proceeding. Wo must judge of the document by

itself alone.

Much of the argument in the present case has turned upon that

document which bears date the 29th of ]Marcli last, and which

r2
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1851 immedlatoly succoods an Order in Council for preventing vessels

'^">"'-^-
clearing out for Russia, and ordering, as is customary in all wars, a

TitK Fenix, nronoral embargo or stoppage of enemies' vessels. Now upon what
OT1IKRWI915 '.., -ri li- il'i i'T

TiiK ruacNix. prniciplc am 1 to put a construction upon this document .'' i am

Dr.
Lushington.

perfectly free to confess that I think it to be quite clear, that when-

ever the Government of Great Britain or of any other country, by

a public document in the nature of an Order in Council, relaxes

the severity of belligerent rights, it ought to be taken in favour of

the party for whom it is intended, and that a liberal construction

should be put upon it. If it were necessary to confirm my opinion

by authority, I could resort without difiiculty to that of Lord

Stowell. However, it is perfectly clear that that is the true

principle. When discussion arises with regard to the intention of

those from whom the document emanates, we can only look for

that intention to the words in which they express it. The

principle being to put upon the words the most extensive interpre-

tation which is consistent with them, I take it for granted there

must be words in the document sufficient to justify that interpreta-

tion. I am not at liberty to travel out of the document. If the

words of the document are capable of two constructions, then I am
clearly of opinion that the one most favourable to the belligerent

party in whose favour the document is issued ought to be adopted

;

but the Coui't must bear in mind that its province is not Jus dare

buty^^s dicere, and I must again refer to the principle which I have

often enunciated in this Com't, verbis plane cxpressis omnino

standum est.

I must now refer to the document in question ; it is an Order in

Council for exempting from capture enemies' vessels under special

circumstances; it is in these words : "Her Majesty being compelled

to declare war against his Imperial Majesty the Emperor of all the

Russias, and being desii'ous to lessen as much as possible the e%ils

thereof "—much might be said upon the precise meaning of these

words, whether it was intended to lessen the evils suffered by

British subjects engaged in commerce with Russia, or by the sub-

jects of Russia ; at all events, it appears to me that it would not be

correct to take the words as only operating in favom' of the latter,

though no doubt one part of the document is intended to confer

great favour upon them—"is pleased to order that Russian
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merchant vessels in any ports or places within her Majesty's 1854

dominions "—we must recollect that we are speaking of a matter "^""^ -^'

over which the Queen of England is supreme ; with the advice of The Fexix,

lier constitutional advisers she may make any relaxations she The PncExrx.

pleases of the rights of war against belligerents, and whatever she ~^
may declare in relaxation of her own belligerent rights becomes Lushington.

the law of those Courts—" shall be allowed until the 10th day of

May next, for loading their cargoes and departing from such port

or places."

Now the first division, I find, is that this order applies to vessels

in certain ports and places within her Majesty's dominions. Then

I am to consider whether I can by any latitude of construction

apply this to a vessel which on the 29tli of March was lying at

Copenhagen. The only ground upon which that could be con-

tended for would be either that the words had no real meaning

and were perfectly superfluous, or that it might be said that

having been once in her Majesty's dominions she was to be con-

sidered in the same position with respect to the protection as a

vessel remaining there on the 29th of March. What would be the

effect of either of these constructions ? Take the first : it would

have the effect of protecting the whole of the Russian merchant

navy wherever they had sailed from all over the world at any

period anterior to the 29th of March ; and the argument which

was addressed to the Coiu-t, went the length of saying that I

might put that construction on the words. Take the other con-

struction, and see whether, by any latitude of interi")retation, it can

come within the meaning of the words. If I were to consider tliat

a vessel which sailed from Hartlepool in February, and proceeded

to Copenhagen, was included, then any Russian vessel that had

taken a cargo out of Great Britain, or, rather, out of any of the

ddiniuions of her Majesty, at any time prior to the Order in

Council, would be entitled to protection. I cannot possibly give

this effect to the words. I confess I cannot get over the limitation

of the time by reference to the words of this or of any other Order

in Council.

But besides this limitation of the time of six weeks from tlio

29tli of March, there is another, viz., the loading their cargoes.

There is a limitation of six weeks for loading their cargoes, and
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18.) I not the least referoneo to a, cargo taken on board in February. It
'^"'"''^^-

goes on to say, " and that such Eussian merchant vessels "—what

TiikFknix, is the meaning of "such"? It means llussian vessels which,

TuK riim.six. having been in her Majesty's dominions on the 29th of March, had

J) J, loaded their cargoes and departed prior to the 10th of May ; that

Lubliiiigtcn. ig t]io meaning of the word " such "
; it is a word of limitation and

qualification ; and it is those vessels which shall be permitted to

continue their voyage.

The Order in Council goes on to say, " And it is hereby further

ordered by her Majesty, &c., that any Russian merchant vessel

which, prior to the date of this Order, sliall have sailed from any

foreign port, bound for any port or place in her Majesty's dominions,

shall be permitted to enter such port or place, and to discharge her

cargo, and afterwards forthwith depart without molestation ; and

that any such vessel, if met at sea by any of her Majesty's ships,

shall be permitted to continue her voyage to any port not block-

aded." What is the meaning of this ? It clearly has reference

to trade with her Majesty's dominions. The vessel, to be entitled

to protection, must have sailed from some foreign port bound for a

port in her Majesty's dominions. It is there the trade is to bo

brought. If I were to put the construction on this Order in

Council which has been prayed, and apply it to all Russian vessels

which sailed with cargoes antecedent to the 29th of March, must

not the order have been expressed in totally different words ?

Then, again, with reference to the fui'ther order, dated the

Ttli of April, respecting the East Indies and the colonies, it is of

precisely the same character. It allows Russian vessels which may
bo in any of the Indian or colonial ports, at the time of the publi-

cation of the order there, thirty days for taking their cargoes on

board and departing ; and it further allows Russian vessels which

had sailed from any foreign port prior to the declaration of war,

bound for any port or place in any of her Majesty's Indian teni-

tories, or foreign or colonial possessions, to enter such port or

place, and to discharge her cargo, and forthwith to depart without

molestation.

For all these reasons, looking at the first head, the Court can

have no hesitation in pronouncing tliis vessel liable to condemna-

tion.
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With regard to the second point, whether this was a eon- 1854

tinuous voyage or not, I do not think the Court is called upon to '^ ^ '

decide it ; I shall therefore give no opinion upon it, but leave it The Fexix,

unprejudiced. The Pucexix.

I am bound to condemn this vessel, as being enemy's property, ~^
and as not being within those exceptions which her Majesty has Lusliiugton.

been pleased to make.

THE AINA (No. 1). [Spmk«, s.]

Nutionul Character—Neutral Resident in Enemija Counirij—Eneuxij Vessel—
Mortgage—Invalidity— Condemnation.

A neutral, resident as merchant and consul in the enemy's country,

loses his neutral character during such residence.

A claim for one-third of the proceeds of the ship founded on a

mortgage deed, on behalf of a citizen of Liibeck resident at Ilelsingfors,

in Finland, as consul of the King of the Netherlands, di.-^allo-n-od.

Foreigners cannot set up a mortgage deed on the ship against captors,

though under certain circumstances the lien of British merchants may
be allowed.

This was a Russian vessel captured by her Majesty's steamship isj^

Allan, on the 21st of April, in the Cattegat, sailing under Danish J""" -^-

colours, on a voyage from Lisbon to Elsinore.

A claim was made by Messrs. Sieveking, of Sisc Lane, London,

as the agents and on behalf of " Carl Frederick Degener, a citizen

of the Free llanse Town of Lubeck, and Consul of his Majesty the

King of the Netherlands, at Ilelslngfors, in Finland, the true,

lawful, and sole mortgagee of one third part or share of tlie above-

named vessel." In the affidavit of Mr. Sieveking, accompanying

the claim, it was stated that " by a certain instrument, bearing date

the 2nd day of January, 1854, Eric Nils Sundman, the lawful

owner of one third part of the said ship, mori gaged his said one

tliird part thereof to the said C. F. Degener, as a security for

repayment of 7,200 silver roubles, lent by him to Eric Nils

Sundman as therein mentioned ; that at the time of the capture of

the said ship, as he verily believed, no part of the said mortgage

debt had been paid, but that the whole thereof was dun an<l out-
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1851 standing and unsatisfied ; tliat the said C. F. Degenor was, at the

'^""<'-^-
tirao of tliG said captnro, and now is, a citizen of the Tree Ilanse

The Aina. ToAvn of Lubet'k, and tliat no person, being a subject or subjects

of Russia, nor tlioir factors or agents, nor any otlier enemies of

the Crown of Great Britain, had at the time of the said capture

or now have, directly or indirectly, any right, title, or interest in

the said mortgage debt, or any part thereof."

The case came on for hearing on the e\idence upon the standing

interrogatories and this affidavit.

The Qucen^s Advocate, for the captor.

The evidence leaves no doubt as to the ship being enemy's pro-

perty, and no witness seems to know anything of this mortgage.

There is nothing but the affidavit of Mr. Sieveking. That is a

singular one. It states that the claimant is residing in the enemy's

country, and does not say he is not a Russian subject. He is

clearly adhering to the enemy, and therefore cannot sustain this

claim.

But if there were no objection to the claimant, the claim could

not be sustained. Captors take without reference to such lien,

fiupposing this mortgage was perfectly regular and duly executed,

of which not a syllable appears in the evidence or the ship's papers.

JDr. Deanc, on the same side.

It appears that the claimant was residing in the enemy's country

for the purposes of trade, and though born in a country now

neutral, ho has lost his neutral character. His being consul for

the Netherlands does not protect him. In the Indian Chief {e)^

Lord Stowell said, it was a point fully established in these Courts,

that the character of consul does not protect that of merchant

united in the same person.

Dr. Addams, for the claimant.—It is objected that there is no

evidence of this mortgage, and that we have withheld information

we might have given. That was not the practice of the Court.

At the present stage we have no right to give evidence ; we can

only state what we can prove if allowed further proof. We can

(e) Vol. I. p. 2.51.
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prove tlio due execution of this mortgage deed, and on that we 1854

claim one-third of the proceeds of this sliip. The principle adopted "^ ~^'

by the Court respecting these liens is laid down by Lord Stowell The Adta.

in the Belvidere (/) ; it rejects the claim on secret liens, but admits

them where the claimant has some specific security. Here the

claimant is in possession of such specific security, and is entitled to

the thii'd part of this vessel.

Dr. Tici-ss, on the same side.—The Court may have discouraged

secret liens, but there are many cases where bond fide claims of this

natui-e have been admitted. \_Pcr Ci(ria)ii. Were not all those

cases where the claimants were British subjects, and the vessel had

been seized in a British port ? Can you show me any case at all

similar to the present where the claim has been allowed P] The

principle of those cases may be extended. Lord Stowell regarded

bottomry bonds with favour

—

Coiisfa)ifia Harlessen {g) . A mort-

gage may be put at least on an equal footing.

The Qaeoi's Advocate, in reply.—No attempt has been made to

answer the objection that the claimant does not state that he is not

an enemy. He must know whether he is a Russian subject or

not, and lie has suppressed the information. This is no case for

further proof. The question of the lien seems disposed of by the

judgment of Lord Stowell in the Marianna {//).

[Br. Addams.—The remarks of the judge in that case were

dii-ccted against secret liens.]

Dr. Lushington.—Two questions have arisen with respect to

the present claim : first, as to the national character of the claimant,

whether he is to be considered an enemy or a neutral ; and,

secondly, whether supposing him to be neutral he would be entitled

to come to this Court and claim one-third of his ship by virtue of

an alleged mortgage executed prior to the declaration of hostilities.

Now, with reference to tlie first question, it is stated that " he is

a citizen of the Free Ilanse Town of Lubeck, and consul of his

Majesty the King of the Netherlands at Ilelsingfors in Finland."

(/) Ante, p. 1S3. (y) Aide, p. 28, note. (h) Vol. I. p. ol.">.
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i«ji Upon this I can put but ouo construction, that ho is resident in

—.

'-— Finland, and carrying on his business there. I take it to be a

Tub AiNA. point boyoiid controversy tliat where a neutral, after tho com-

Dr. mcncement of war, continues to reside in the enemy's country ior

the purposes of trade, ho is considered as adhering to the enemy,

and as disqualified for claiming as a neutral altogether.

But with regard to the claim on the mortgage, I asked whether

there was any caso where such a claim had been allowed to any

but British merchants, and counsel were unable to furnish me witli

any. The caso of the BcJcidcre (/) was of quite a different character.

That was an American vessel which was seized in the river Thames,

under an embargo which preceded i\\Q declaration of hostilities

between Great Britain and the United States. A claim was made

by some British merchants for advances made by them for the use

of the ship, and it was alleged that the ship had been put into

their hands as a security for the debt so contracted. In that case

there was a bare claim without any evidence ; the claim was not

allowed ; and it is only on certain words which fell from Lord

Stowell that any argument can be founded in support of the

present claim. Alluding to certain cases where the claim of lien

had been allowed, he says, " They had either a positive lien upon

the ship, or were in possession of a bottomry bond, or some specific

security ;" but it so happens that on referring to the case, we find

the distinction to wliich I alluded ; for Lord Stowell there says,

" It was thought by the Court and by the government also, that it

would be a hard measure to make British merchants sustain the

loss of money so expended."

But it is a very different question whether lenity should be

shoAvn to British merchants when the captured vessel has been

lying in a British port, where they have had transactions in the

way of business with it ; and whether, as in cases of this kind, the

Court should allow an alien to put in a claim to defeat the right of

the captors. If I am to do it in the present case, innumerable

questions would arise, and the Court might be called upon to

inquire into the validity of the mortgage, and be compelled to

determine that validity, not by the law of England, but by the

(i) Ante, p. ISo.
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law of the country where it was executed. I accede to the argu- 1854

ment of Dr. Addams, that in the first instance they would only J">>^-^-

state the fact of the mortgage without entering into any particulars Tue Aixa.

or proof. That would he done if further proof were admitted. Dr.

13ut having no doubt whatever in my own mind that the case fails

on both grounds, viz., the national character of the claimant and

the nature of the claim, I cannot admit fui'ther proof. The vessel

must be condemned.

Lushinffton.

THE AINA (No. 2). [Spiuk.., ij.]

Entmij Master—Redonttion of Property.

Tho Court cannot restore property to an enemy master "witliout tlio

consent of the captors.

Dr. Addams moved the Court to decree the restoration to tho i854

master of two casks of red wine and three smaller casks of white Jui^^'^^-

wine, together of the value of about 13/., which he had pm'chasod

at Lisbon on his own private adventure.

Dr. Llstiixgton.—No doubt the Court has power, and has

continued to exercise it, of restoring property to neutral masters,

but I have no authority to restore to an enemy master except by

consent of the captors.

The Queen's Advocate.—We have no objection.

The Court.—Well, then, it may bo given up ; but I wish

it to be understood that I have no authority, as far as I can

discover, to restore to an enemy master witliout the consent of

tho Crown.
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[Spii.ks, 12.] TITE JOTTANNA E^fllJE, otherwise EMILIA.

Bhip— Trans/vr hi/ Billir/mnt Oiriur to Neutral be/ore DfcJaration of Jl '«/•

—

rroofa of honk (ido Transfer—Spoliation of Papers—Further Proof.

A vessel built in Uiinover in 1853, sailed in ballast to Eiga, with a

crew of Ilanovorians. She then sailed, under Russian colours, to Ilavre,

thcnco to Newcastle—and on the 23id of January was transferred by her

Russian owner to a Hanoverian—thence she sailed to Lisbon. There she

took in a cargo, and sailed for London on the 4th of April, under Hano-

verian colours. Shortly after her arrival in the London Docks she was

seized by a Custom House officer. She was claimed on the ground that,

while lying at Newcastle, she had been, under a power of attorney given

by the owner to the master, sold and transferred to a Hanoverian.

Further proofs of l)0)ia fides of transfer required.

The legal consequences of destruction or spoliation of papers depend

for the most part upon the circumstances of each case, but unless the

case is one of grave suspicion, further proof will be allowed.

1854 This schooner was seized in the London Docks early in May,
Juw 20 & 3 0. ]y54^ ijy ]y;r. Cox, Acting Landing Surveyor of the Customs, -who

had received information that, though sailing under Hanoverian

colours, she was really a Russian vessel.

The master, mate, and cook were examined on the standing

inteiTOgatories, and a claim was given in by Theodor Sehlutow,

of Mincing Lane, London, who made an affidavit '' that he was

authorized to make the claim on behalf of Georg Schwers, of Leer,

in the kingdom of Hanover, merchant and shipowner, a subject of

the King of Hanover, sole owner and proprietor of the said schooner

at the time of her seizure in the London Docks."

The facts of the case, as stated in the evidence, were these :

—

The schooner was built in 1853 at Leer, in the kingdom of

Hanover, and sailed thence on the 20th of October, entu-ely

manned with Hanoverians. She first sailed to Eiga in ballast,

thence to Havre, and on the 3rd of January to Newcastle, where

she took in a cargo of coals for Lisbon, where she arrived on the

16th of February ; and, having delivered her cargo, took in

another for London. She sailed from Lisbon on the 4th of April,

and arrived in the London Docks on the 1st of May. A few days

afterwards she was seized. The master stated that for some reason

or other, which he could not set foith, the schooner, fi-om first

leaving Leer urtil her arrival at Lisbon, was navigated under the
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Russian flag; that wliile at Newcastle he received a power of i85t

attorney from Mr. Rucker, her then owner, the Hanoverian Consul- ^""^ -^ ^ ^Q-

General at Riga, authorising him to sell her, in consequence of The Johaxxa

which lie proceeded to Leer and transferred her to Mr. Schwers, otiieuwise

the claimant ; that on completing the transfer he returned to Emilia.

Newcastle and proceeded with her to Lisbon, where he received

instructions from Mr. Schwers to give up the Russian papers and

colours, which he did, to the Russian consul ; after which she

sailed under Hanoverian colours and papers. The purchase-

money was stated to have been 8,000 dollars, which were received

by a notary at Leer and remitted to Mr. Rucker.

The Qifccn^s Advocate and the Admiraltij Advocate for the Crown.

The evidence shows the vessel to have been a Russian, not a

Hanoverian. The alleged transfer from Mr. Rucker to Mr. Schwers

was a sham sale to defeat our belligerent rights. No money

passed at the time of the alleged sale, and after that time the

vessel sailed from Newcastle to Lisbon under Russian colours,

without any Hanoverian colours on board, and in the same trade

as before.

There has been a distinct spoliation of papers by the master on

the outward voyage to Lisbon, at Lisbon, and on the homeward

voyage from Lisbon to London. That is a sufficient ground for

condemnation, or at least a bar to restitution without further proof.

The Hunter (/), Two Brot/icrs (w). Rising Sun (n), Folhj (o).

Dr. Addanis and Dr. Tui'ss for the claimant.

The seizure of this vessel was made in violation of the Orders in

Council. Revenue officers have no right whatever to seize vessels

and proceed against them as prizes. This schooner was built in

Hanover, belonged to a Hanoverian subject, not a Russian. The

transfer was a bond fide transaction between one Hanoverian and

another, previous to a declaration of war. There is no law to

prevent a neutral from purcliasing a ship from an encni}'. As to

there being no entry of the sale in the log-book, that cannot affect

(0 Ante, p. 20S. (»?) Sco p>s<, p. 203.

(h) Seeposi, p. 263. (y) Vol. I. p. 24N.
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1854 tlio salo ; tlioro is a rogular Lill oi Bale transferring tlie vcs.'fl

Juur 29 & 30.
j^ccordlng to the forms used in Hanover.

TiiK JonAxxA Tlioro has hecn no spoliation of papers to affect this ship.

AVIk'u it is alleged to have taken place the master could not have

known that war had been declared ; it was not therefore a spolia-

tion in the proper sense of the term. There was no ground what-

ever for the seizure, and the Court must therefore not only restore

the vessel hut condemn the seizor in costs.

The Quccn\s Advocate and Admiraltij Advocate in reply.

It is objected that the Custom-house officers, having no commis-

sion, had no right to seize this vessel, and that this Com-t has no

jiu'isdiction to try such a case; but in La Rosine (q), seizure was

made by an officer in the Fife Dragoons. It is common for

captures to be made by non-commissioned persons. The capture is

equally good, but it belongs to the Queen in her office of

Admiralty. The Rehcchah (r).

Dr. Lushington.—I will addi-ess myself in the first instance to

the observations which have been made on behalf of the claimant

with regard to the course of proceeding which has been adopted on

the present occasion, and perhaps I ought to take some little

blame to myself for having elicited some of those observations in

consequence of what had dropped from me in reference to the

embargo which is placed on Russian vessels—vessels bearing the

Eussian flag at the time they entered these ports. It had no

reference to the case of vessels seized under other coloui'S, but

which subsequently turned out to be Eussian. With regard to an

enemy's property coming to any part of the kingdom or being

found there, being seizable, I confess I am astonished that a doubt

could exist on the subject. I apprehend the law has been this,

that it is competent for any person to take possession of such

property, unless it had any protection by licence or by some

declaration emanating by the authority of the Crown, and to assist

the Crown to proceed against it to adjudication. There are many

instances in which a captui-e has been made in port by non-com-

[2 C. Rob. [q) The La Bosine. Tin plates for evidence I stall condemn these boxes
2 '3.] canister shot seized as stated in the of tin as droits of Admii-alty."

text. Sir W. Scott said :
" On this (r) Yol. I. p. 118.
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missioned captors, and the usual form has been for the proceedings 1854

to be conducted under the authority of the Proctor for the Admi- -^'^"^^g&so.

realty, and condemnation has passed to her Majesty in her ofBce of Thk Johaxxa
"

T 1
•

i.
Emilie,

Admiralty. If the property was on land, according to the ancient otheewise

law it was also seizable ; and certainly during the American war
'

there were not wanting instances in which such property was
y^'n-w.

seized and condemned by law, not by the authority of this Court

but of anotlier. That rigour was afterwards relaxed. I believe

no such instance has occurred from the time of the American war

to the present day, no instance in which property inland was

subject to search or seizure, but no doubt it would be competent to

the authority of the Crown if it thought fit.

The Qucoi's Advocate.—Recently, during the present war, ships

on land have been seized, I believe.

The Court.—That was under peculiar circumstances.

The Queen's Advocate.—Not in this Court, but by inquisition

ill rem.

The Court.—But that was property belonging to the Emperor

of E-ussia, and not to a subject. Tlie munitions of war fall under

different rules. I am not aware that it has pleased her Majesty

to take measures to seize property which might be lying in a

merchant's hands in the City of London or elsewhere. I believe

that the proceedings to whicli you allude are of a different character.

I cannot entertain a doubt that these proceedings have been duly

instituted, and they have been sanctioned by those who advise her

Majesty in her office of Admiralty, as well as by her Majesty's

Advocate.

Then the only question, or rather the great question whicli

remains for me to decide is whether the claim for the ship ought

to be admitted, whether further proof is necessary, or whether it

ought to be condemned. Now, the facts of this case are some-

what peculiar. The fact of the vessel having been seized while

lying in the London Docks does to some extent account for her

not having the usual papers on board, because it is customary for

thom, while the ship is lying in port, to be in the hands of the

consul acting for the State to which the ship alleges itself to belong.
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1854 Therefore I am not surprised myself that no fm-ther papers have
June 29_&30^ bocu found than those attaclied to the afn.hivit of Mr. Cox, tlie

othkrwise
Emilia.

Dr.
Lushington.

TiiK Johanna seizing oflicer. There are papers to whicli I will presently advert,

hut these are not the papers of primary importance in this case.

Tlie general features of the case are as follows :—This vessel was

built in the kingdom of Hanover in 1853, her master tliroughout

the whole period was a Hanoverian, and so were the whole of

the crew, and, as appears from certain parts of his evidence, the

present claimant is the individual who, to a certain extent, had the

du'ection of her commercial transactions. The claim on the pre-

sent occasion is entirely founded on her transfer, and it is ludicrous

to contend that the property of the ship was not, immediately

after her building, in Mr. Eucker, who was resident at Eiga,

because the claim is founded on the ship having been bought of

Mr. Eucker ; therefore, so far as the Prize Court is concerned, that

must be taken to be an admitted fact. She was the property of

Mr. Eucker, and she sailed under Eussian colours from the time

she was built up to the period of sailing from the port of Lisbon.

Now, Mr. Eucker is a gentleman who, according to the evidence,

is a Hanoverian subject, acting as the Hanoverian Consul, resi-

dent at Eiga, a Eussian port. He has been domiciled there for

many years, and must therefore, in consequence of his domicile, in

all that relates to his national character be taken to be a Eussian,

not a Hanoverian. There is no principle, I apprehend, so well

laid down—no principle so generally followed as this, that what-

ever country a gentleman may belong to, if he is resident in and

carries on trade for a period of time in another country, he must

be taken, for the purposes of trade, to belong to that other country,

and not to his original domicile. With regard to the possibility

of there being a /ocus j)C)ufe)ifi(r, that argument might have been

addressed to the Court, supposing the claim had been on behalf of

Mr. Eucker, but it can have no bearing when the claim is on

behalf of another person.

What I have to see, therefore, is whether there is sufficient

proof of a valid transfer from the Eussian owner of the ship to

the present claimant, who is a Hanoverian subject. That proof

may be wholly insufficient, or it may be sufficient, coupled with

other evidence, to call on the Court for the admission of further
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proof, or it may be so mixed up with transactions reflecting on the 1854

bona fidc^ of the proceeding, that the Court may be called upon to 1 :: L

condemn the vessel. Looking at the state of public affau'S at the The Johakxa

latter end of 1853 and the beginning of 1854, it is perfectly con- otheewise

sistent with probability that every person possessed of a Russian '. "

vessel would be desirous of selling it, though at a considerable
L^g^ju^i^toD.

sacrifice ; and I have no doubt that many Russian vessels havo

been sold, or attempted to be sold, during that period. I say, such

a sale is jorobable, but is also suspicious ; it is suspicious for the

obvious reason that a sale made under these circumstances—parti-

cularly to a person in the situation of the present claimant—is

undoubtedly questionable, because it is well known that there is a

mode of carrying on trade without being the actual owner of the

vessel, namely, by transferring her to a pretended purchaser.

Certainly, when a transaction of this kind is done under pressure,

there always exists a certain degree of suspicion that it is not Jjuju'l

fide. With regard to the legality of the sale, assuming it to be

bond fide, it is not denied that it is competent to neutrals to pur-

chase the property of enemies to another country, whether consist-

ing of ships or anything else ; they have a perfect right to do so,

and no belligerent riglit can override it. The present inquiry,

therefore, is limited to whether there has been a bond fide transfer

or not.

Looking at this case on legal principles, I must consider what

is the evidence which has been given on deposition, and also

what is to be found in the ship's papers ; both those attached to

Mr. Cox's affidavit and those annexed to the depositions, and

subsequently brought in by Mr. Currey, the examiner on tlio

present occasion. With regard to tlie facts of the case, the

evidence of the master is by far the most important, and I must

advert to that somewhat in detail. The account whidi, upon tlio

third inten-ogatory, the master gives is, that " the schooner sailed

on her voyage from Leer on the 20th of October, 185.3, under

Russian colours"—if I understand him rightly, tliis is the com-

mencement of the only voyage lie luidertook
—" Why she did so,

is a thing belonging to the owners. I never knew or asked to

know. She had no other colours then on board." lu my judg-

ment, not the least suspicion arises from this evidence—none

K.—VOL. II. 8
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1864 whatever. It was in October, LSO-'J, tliat these colours were
June 29 & 30.

]iojg<;(;j^ ^nd uiidouLtodly llussian colours could not then have

The Johanna Leon hoistcd to interfere witli tlie rijjhts of Eiij^land and France,

oTHKRwisE Russian colours might be used for the purpose of taking advantage

'^^- of sailing into liussian ports, where llussian flags were entitled to

^^- enter; but, supposing that was the case: supposing they were

used for the piu'poso of practising fraud on Russian ports : that is a

matter of which this Court can take no cognizance whatever, for

there is no maxim better laid down than that the Court of Prize

never takes cognizance of any practices to which ships may resort

to obtain advantages in other States. Then, assuming it to be

true, it is consistent with probability that Russian colours were

used for the purpose stated, and it does not in any degree derogate

from the good faith of the present transaction. I must confess I

was astonished at the argument of counsel on that point, for I

cannot see how using Russian colours in October, 1853, coidd

possibly have any effect on our belligerent rights at the present

time. With regard to the subsequent change of colours, the facts

of the case appear to have been these : that the master, when

lying in the port of Newcastle, received a letter, according to his

statement, from Mr. Rucker, in which was enclosed, as stated in

answer to the 11th interrogatory, a power of attorney to sell the

vessel. Of course, up to this time she had sailed under Russian

colours, and his account is this :
" When I was in Newcastle, in

January last, I received a power of attorney to sell the said ship

from the said Mr. Rucker, referred to in my 8th answer. This

power was sent from Riga, where Mr. Rucker lives, to my house

at Leer, and was sent on thence to me at Newcastle by my wife.

The said Mr. Rucker also sent me a letter to Newcastle desiring

me to sell the schooner to whomsoever. Mr. Rucker is the Hano-

verian consul," and so on. lie says, " I believe Mr. Rucker is a

Hanoverian subject. I have known him personally for ten years,

and he has been consul-general as aforesaid all that time, and I

know he is a German. I was thunderstruck to receive the said

power, for I was always under the impression, up to that time,

that the schooner belonged to the said George Schwers," i.e., to

the present claimant. Now, this has been open to a great deal of

observation, and at first, I confess, I was myself struck with this
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part of his evidence, but, upon consideration, my surprise lias i8o4

ceased. It appears, from another part of his evidence, that he was J^^^ '_
•_

appointed to the command of tlio schooner in 1853, by Mr. Sclnvcif-, The Jodaxxa

and that he coiTesponded with this gentleman chiefly, though occa- otheeavise

sionally A\ith Mr. Eucker ; therefore I am not at all surprised *

that he laboured under the impression that, though sailing under
Lygi^j^.V^^,,,

Itussian colours, the property was in reality Mr. Schwers'. I may

observe that it is a matter at which no one ought to be much

surprised, because it is perfectly notorious that the merchants of

Great Britain have repeatedly, at various times, been c^ners of

foreign vessels sailing under foreign flags—a privilege of which

they would be very sorry to be deprived—a privilege which, though

it may subject them to difl&culty in case of war, they are entitled

to exercise, except so far as the rights of war may interfere with it.

He then goes on to say, " Mr. Rucker's name appeared on the

Russian sea-pass "—now he is accounting for this—" which I then

had (and of which I shall depose hereafter), but I thought that

was only a pretext." He was under the impression, not an un-

natural one, that it was for pretence that the name of Mr. Ruckcr

was inserted in the sea-pass.

Then it appears that, upon receiving this power of attorney, he

goes over immediately to Hanover for the piu'pose of acting upon

it ; and he says that, by virtue of the said power, he transferred

the schooner to Mr. Schwers. It appears that he was there on the

22nd of January, that is the date of the sale, and he came back to

Newcastle, having accomplished his voyage with as much expedition

as he could, and thence sailed to Lisbon on the 28th. Now, with

regard to the power of attorney under which he acted, no doubt it

is not binding in the same manner in which such a document

would be framed in England. It begins by appointing him master,

ho having stated that he derived his appointment before from the

present claimant ; it then requires him to keep an account, and to

recompense himself for all the services ho might perform ; but

the clear gist of tho whole is, that it fully empowers him to

sell the ship and receive the purchase-money. Accordingly, this

bill of sale is executed, and it fairly states that tho vessel was at

that time voyaging under Russian colours, and lying in tho

harbour of Newcastlo-on-Tyno with all her appurtenances. That

s2
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1854 appears a fact in favom* of tlio present claimant ; there was no con-

.jmi L cealmont of the circumstance—none whatever—at the time the sale

Thk Johanna took place. Tlio exhibition of this document, supposing it to be

oTKEiiwisE sliown to the captors, would undoubtedly have given information

with regard to the proceedings of the vessel herself. Now, in

T i?'^\ section 4 of tlio bill of sale is the following important statement

:

*' The pm-cliasc-nionoy for the sold ship, witli her appurtenances, is

fixed at the sum of 8,000 rix-dollars, which have already been

carried into account between the contracting parties before the

signing of these presents." Here I must say this is a very un-

satisfactory mode of effecting a sale, though I do not mean to say

it is unusual. I do not mean to say that it was not effectual, but

tlie mode of j)ayment ty merely carrying the purchase-money to

an account, which of course is hidden from the view of any Court

having to investigate the transaction, produces in a matter of this

kind a considerable degree of doubt. The effect on my mind of

this mode of paying the purchase-money is not favourable to the

proceeding with regard to the transfer of the ship.

The bill of sale bears date on the 23rd of January, and there

has been a great deal of conflict as to the master sailing from

Newcastle under Russian colours after this date ; and it does

appear to me to be a fact requiring explanation why, after the

transfer of this vessel on the 23rd of January, Hanoverian colours

were not hoisted, and the Russian colom's put on one side ; why
the vessel should not have sailed from the port of Newcastle under

Hanoverian colours, having then become Hanoverian. I do not

know that I have a satisfactory account of it, except in this way

:

by supposing that a certain time must elapse before it was possible

for the master to acquire Hanoverian colours and papers, namely,

the sea-pass, &c. ; and therefore he was compelled for the present

to continue his Russian colom-s. He does continue the Russian

colours till ho proceeds from the port of Lisbon.

An observation was made in ai'gument with respect to the paper

No. 2, which is the account of the master respecting the payment

made to the Russian consul at Newcastle. I see little in that,

inasmuch as the master stated that when they give up the Russian

papers, they make a payment, as well as on receiving them. I see

nothing of importance in that ; besides, at that time the vessel

continued under Rus-sian colours.
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Now, as to the sea-pass. I presume all the Russian papers were 1854

oil board at the time ; but the sea-pass is a very remarkable docu- """ " ' '

mcnt. It bears date the 29th of November, 1853, and it is not to The Johaxsa

come into force till the 4th of February, 1854, and is to last till otueuwibb

1855. No explanation of this is given in the evidence. Un- '

doubtedly, so it stands. Assuming it to be, as it was argued on j J?'^-

behalf of the captor, that the application was made on the 29tli of

November, 1853, it would be a circumstance tending very strongly

to impeach the integrity of all these proceedings, because the power

of attorney is not dated till the 14th of December. But presuming

this pass to have been utterly blank, and afterwards filled up, of

the probability of which I say nothing, then the matter would be

capable of some further explanation ; for it would appear the pass

was given to operate on tlie sliip from a given time, namely, I

presume, from about the time she would arrive at Am'ich. It

stands thus ; the captain is bound to produce this sea-pass at every

foreign port where a royal Ilanoverian consul or vice-consul is

appointed. Then it seems to be exhibited at Lisbon on the 3rd of

April, and in London on the 29th of April, upon his return. It

had been issued at Hanover on the 29tli of November, 1853, and

was delivered at Aurich on the 4th of February, 1854—I appre-

hend by the officer whose business and duty it Avas to have the

care of matters of that kind—to come into force at that period.

There are certainly circumstances attending this part of the

transaction which are not altogether satisfactory on the face of the

papers.

I am not aware that there are any other papers to which it is

necessary to advert. Upon the vessel arriA'ing at Lisbon, I think

it is of very little importance whether tlie papers were laid before

the consul on one day or tlie other. Then on the return voyage

the master sailed under Hanoverian colours ; I apprehend for this

reason : he sailed then, and not before, because he was not in

possession of the sea-pass, and not in possession of the right to use

Hanoverian colours at all. But several objections have been taken

to the evidence in support of this claim. It has been said that the

master is entirely discredited by various circumstances ; and the

fact principally relied upon is the circumstance of his having denied

that there was any spoliation of papers. Now in truth and verily
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1851 tlioro was a spoliation of papers. I must say a word as to tho

jtoic 20 & 30.
spoliation of papers generally before I address myself to tLis fact.

TnK Johanna I do not know that there is to ho found in any of Lord Stowell's

OTiiKuwisE judgments any direct definition of tho word " spoliation." I am
EiOLiA.

^£ opinion that the mere destruetion of papers is not, under all

^ ^^- circumstances, to be considered a spoliation ; I say under all cir-
Lusnington.

. . , .iii -li r i

cumstanccs, because the principle might be carried to a very absurd

length. I apprehend it might be said, if at any time during a

long voyage tho master destroyed papers that had no relevancy to

it relating to a fonner voyage, the matter would not be put in

issue. To say that was a spoliation of papers would be going the

length of saying that nothing in tho nature even of a private letter

was to be destroyed after the vessel had left her port. I am not,

liowever, disposed to relax the practical effect of the rules laid

down by Lord Stowell, because they are consistent witli good

sense and with justice to all parties ; but they must not be pressed

beyond his true intention with reference to all the facts of the case,

because there is not one of the cases cited to me yesterday, when I

came to examine them, which I have done with a great deal of

care, in which I do not find that to form an accurate judgment of

them you must be acquainted with the whole facts of the case.

To pick out a single sentence would give no accurate idea of Lord

Stowell's opinion on the rules whicb he intended to prescribe to

himself in matters of that kind.

The case of the Iluntcr («) was a case of a very peculiar land.

There the mate was caught in the act of spoliation after the voyage

was begun. Neither the master nor the supercargo were produced,

but they had been allowed by mutual consent to quit the vessel and

go away, so that the best evidence, either for the captor or the

claimant, was wholly wanting. But notwithstanding the fact of

this spoliation of papers—and a grave spoliation it was, no doubt

—

further proof had been allowed in that case, and the question

which was there discussed was whether still further proof should

be allowed, the further proof being insufficient. The spoliation of

papers clearly appeared on the face of the depositions, and yet

further proof was allowed under these circumstances ; therefore it

{s) Ahie, p. 208.
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cannot be contended that the spoliation of papers uniformly and iSJi

always sliuts out a right to fiu'ther proof. Tliat proposition is
"^""^ "^ '•'^" ^^'

Dr.
Lushington.

negatived hy the facts of this case to which I have now adverted. The Johaxna

That was a case under peculiar circumstances ; I find upon looking otueewise

at my note-book that it was appealed and afterwards compromised.
^nuA.

The Tico BrotJiers [t) is another case which has been cited. That

has but a very slight bearing on the question of spoliation at all,

because on looking at the case it will bo seen that Lord Stowell

thus expresses himself : he says that he decided it on the ground

that the claimant did not appear to have any interest in the

question. To be sure, that was quite a sufficient ground without

resorting to what would be the effect of the spoliation of papers.

Now, it is true, in that case the fact of destroying papers is com-

mented upon by Lord Stowell, and he states the effect on his

mind, but it does not appear how the spoliation took place so as to

form an}' direct guide to my judgment. It is stated that the

master burnt some papers before the captiu'o—when, how long

before, or what, there is no information. But I need not rely on

that case or advert to it more, because it is quite clear that it did

not turn on the spoliation of papers, but on a defect of proof on the

part of the claimant.

In the Risinfj Sun (n) Lord Stowell lays down the doctrine that

although spoliation does not inure to condemnation, with other sus-

{t) 1 0. Rob. 131. [Not rcpiiblishccl. A decision on a question of fact.]

(») The lUsinfj Hun (July 16, 1799).—This was a claim by tho master for

the greater part of tho cargo on an American vessel. A small part was

claimed l)y the owner of the vessel, and a small jtart by one Leaman, a pas-

senger. It was admitted that there was a spoliation of papers, tho parties to

it being the master and Leaman. The master said that there were eight or

nine letters under the care of Leaman, but that ho took them from him on

tho appearance of tho chasing vessel, which he supposed to bo a French

vessel. No reason was given for destroying thcso letters. Sir W. Scott

said:— " Hero there is a spoliation, unaccounted for and unexplained, traced

homo to tho master of tho vessel, who is also tho asserted owner of a great

part of the cargo. Spoliation is not alono in oiu* Courts a cause of condem-

nation ; but if other circumstances occur to raiso suspicion, it is not too

much to say of a spoliation of papers, that tho person guilty of that act shall

not have tho aid of tho Court, or be permitted to give further proof, if further

proof is necessary." Tho Court then considered tho history of tho case, and

found tho story "excessively improbable;" and thoreforo rejected tho claim

of tho master, and allowed further proof in tlie case of the owner and of

Leaman. Froisrht to tho owner was also refused.

[2 C. Rob.
104.]
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1854 pit'ious circumstances it shuts tlio door uguiust further proof. To that

Jioic 29 & 30.
j^Qc|;rijjG I entirely assent ; -where tlioro lias been spoliation in sorao

The Johanna cnscs WO may allow further proof, in other cases which you cannot

oTiii liwisE describo, if the circumstances are full of strong suspicion, then, to

^'"'^'
use his own exjircssion, the door is shut against further proof. In

^ J?^'- that case the spoliation was stronf? indeed, because the papers were
LusliingtoD. * °

.

destroyed on the appearance of the chasing vessel.

Now let me say a word on this, as to the time at which the

papers are destroyed. I pray that my moaning may not be under-

stood beyond the words I use. I hold time to be of great

importance ; if papers are destroyed when the capturing vessel is

in sight or there is a chance of capture, it is the strongest proof

that these papers contain some matter which would inure to con-

demnation ; so it is if they are destroyed at the time of capture,

and if they are destroyed clandestinely after capture ; but if the

papers are destroyed a long time antecedently, before there is any

probability that they were destroyed for fraudulent purposes, and

there is no evidence that it was for fraudulent purposes, then,

though there is spoliation, and though no doubt the inference of

law is against the act during war, yet the case is of a less stringent

nature.

The PoN// was also cited (.r) ; that is a very important case.

There it is said that the spoliation makes a ease for further proof

;

not that the spoliation of papers is a reason why no fiu'ther proof

should be granted, but it makes a case for further proof.

The Queen's Advocate.—It cannot be released without further

proof.

The Court.—That is the doctrine laid down there, and it is

perfectly true. So far as appears, the spoliation in that case was

at the time of capture or afterwards, but in that case the property

was restored, as you see at the end of the Po/Zy ; so that spolia-

tion, on that occasion, did not extend to inure to condemnation.

The Queenh Advocate.—Upon further proof.

Dr. Tin'ss.—Lord Stowell says it is impossible for the Court to

relax the rule ; where there has been suppression of papers there

must be further proof.

{x) Vol. I. p. 248.
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The Court.—IIo uses the word " suppression "
; these are the 1854

IT • ™ J"»e 29 & 30.
words 1 am using.

Now, to come to tlie fact of tlie suppression of papers in this The Johanna

case, and see to what extent it goes. An observation was made oxuEiavisE

by Dr. Addams which induced me immediately to send for the
^^a-

standiuff interroofatories, and the 17th is in these words :
" What _ ,^''-

°
. . ... LusliiDfrton.

papers, charter-parties, bills of lading, invoices, letters, or other

A\Titings were on board the ship at the time she took her departure

from the last clearing port, before she was taken as prize ? Were

any, and, if yea, which of them burned, torn, or thrown over-

board ? " I apprehend Dr. Addams was riglit in his observation

thus far ; what may have taken place on a previous voj^age does

not directly come within the purport of that interrogatory. I in

no degree blame the examiner for taking down the evidence, for it

is better that the examiner should take it down, and that it should

be expunged, than that it should be sui")pressed, and the Court

know nothing about it. I apprehend, strictly sj^eaking, that inter-

rogatory is intended to apply to the destruction of papers after

the last clearing port, the effect of which would be here that it

would exclude tliat part of the evidence given by tlie mate as to

the destruction of papers upon the voyage from Newcastle to Lisbon.

The cook swears positively to the destruction of certain papers alter

the departure from Lisbon, and upon the way on the voyage home.

I must first see what is said by the mate. lie states that the

papers were destroyed on the passage from Newcastle, and were

papers obtained from Riga.

I leave that out of consideration. He states the nature of

these papers ; and then he goes on and says :
" I also saw the

captain burn some papers, I do not know what, whilst we were

lying at Lisbon"; that would run very nearly, I should say,

within the line, but what follows, it would be safer, if I were not

to consider it as evidence, because it does not appear to relate to

the same transaction.

The cook says, in answer to the 17th interrogatory, " I know

nothing whatever respecting any of the ship's papers, for I never

saw any of them to read them. On one occasion, during our last

voyage from Lisbon to London, the captain brought to me, wlxm

I was in my cooking-place on the deck, a handful of papers, and
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1854 directed mo to burn tlieni, wliicli I did in my fire, Loing alone at

June 29 & 30. ^^^ ^-j^^^ AV]i:it tlioy wcro, or wliat were their contents, or

TnE^ Johanna wlietlicr they wero written or printed, I cannot say, for I did not

oTiiKiiwi'gii: read or look at tliora." Now, tliis is positive evidence, in my
'
"'"^- judgniont, as to the destruction of some papers on this voyage

;

^ J}"^- and thouffh I am of opinion that the destrucfion of papers ante-
Lushington. ° -^

.

cedent to a known declaration of war does not operate with the

same force and effect that it operates during the time of war, yet,

at the same time, I think that it is of very considerable importance.

The distinction I take is this : I do not tliink tliat tlie destruction

of papers antecedent to war draws upon it the same penal conse-

quences which it does during war ; but I think it gives rise to very

strong suspicion, which suspicion must be removed, or it will be

fatal to the case. There are cases of destruction of papers, which

in themselves draw immediate penal consequences, and call upon

the Court for immediate condemnation.

The captain, on the 17th interrogatory, says: " There were no

papers or documents relating to the said schooner or cargo in any

way burned, torn, thrown overboard, destroyed, altered, cancelled,

concealed, or attempted to be concealed, either during her last or

previous voyage, or at any time whatever."

I conceive that with regard to the fact I must rely upon the

evidence of the cook, and that there were papers destroyed ; but

whether it follows from the fact being so, that this captain has

wilfully perjured himself, is another and a very different con-

sideration ; for we know not what the nature of these papers was
;

and the answer is in these words :
" No papers or documents

relating to the said schooner or cargo wero in any way burned,

torn, thrown overboard, or destroyed." It may be,—for it is a

conjecture which I will not much rely upon,—it may be that the

papers which were so destroyed were papers which had no reference

to the schooner or cargo at all, and so far the captain may be

relieved from the charge of having sworn falsely ; and yet at the

same time the Com-t must deal \riih. the fact as a fact. "With

regard to its operation in this case, I am not under the necessity,

from any consequences that will follow, of going the length of

saying that the master has been wilfully perjured.

Then this case, in my judgment, stands thus: There has been
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what the law terms the spoliation of papers, and in addition to 1S54

that I am not satisfied on two points : I am not satisfied as to the '^""^ ^^ ^ ^^'

payment for the ship, and I am not satisfied exactly as to the The JonAiniA

manner in which the sea-pass was obtained. It appears to me, oTHEE^vI6E

under these circumstances, that it is a case for further proof. I do ^'^^^

not think the spoliation of these papers connected with circum- ^ ,^''-,
^

_ ^

-^ ^
_ _ ,

Lushington.

stances of such grave suspicion as would justify me in condemna-

tion. I think the party is entitled to the benefit of further proof

;

I shall therefore admit further proof.

Her Majesty's Advocate asked if I would direct evidence to be

taken by plea and proof, and open the case to the captors. That is

most unusual ; so unusual, that in the com-se of my recollection I

hardly remember its being done. I would rather refer to the

memory of the learned Advocate for the Admiralty, and ask if he

remembers that there were cases by plea and proof open to the

captors ? Dr. PJdUimore.—No, sir.

The Court.—I cannot charge my memory -with more than one

or two. There is tlio case of the Ifaguus {>/). The effect of

{y) Tho Magnus (Nov. 20, 1798).—Tlio qucsticn in this caso was wlicthcr [1 C.Rob. 31.]

cargo belonged to a native of Switzerland, as alleged, or of Franco. Tho

cargo had been referred to further proof by plea and proof. Tho Court

found that there was a defect of e^idenco. It proceeded :
—"Thus stands

the caso on defect of evidence, and condemnation, it is urged, must

necessarily ensue. Total defect of evidence is certainly, on tho general rule,

a legal ground of condemnation, especially where the party has been indulged

with the opportunity of supplying tho defect. But it is always a painful

thing to the Court to decide on mere defects ; they arise sometimes from,

ignorance, from negligence often, or perhaps from accident.
'

' On mere defect, it would have been with great pain that I should have

proceeded to condemn so considerable a mass of jn-opcrty as is involved in

these causes ; it would relievo me from this anxiety to find also, in addition

to these defects, some affirmative proofs of fraud. I have, therefore, looked

into tho caso with this view, and I think it is a caso which will afford mo
that satisfaction.

[Tho Court examined the evidence.]

'

' Thus stands tho whole caso. On a view of all those sj-miitoms of fraud, in

addition to defects of evidence, I think I should bo fully justified in pro-

nouncing it subject to condemnation : I should t^till, however, fool reluctant

to condemn so largo a property if I thought there wcro any moans of obtaining

fiu'thor information, but I fear there aro none.

" If tho experience of tho counsel can furnish any instance in which a

second refereuco has been made for further proof, after tho causo had under-

gone a trial of this nature by plea and proof, I should bo glad to bo informed
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June 'Id & 30,

OTnEEWISB
Emilia..

Dr.
Lushington.

opening tho case to furtlior proof on the part of tlio claimants is

not to open it to tho captors. All I shall do is to roqniro further

The Johanna proof, and to fctato of wjiat that must, independently of other

' things, consist. I must he satisfied that the sum given for the

vessel was an adequate amount under all the circumstances ; I

must he satisfied that that money was bond fide paid ; I must have

all tlie correspondence produced which passed between tho master

and the gentleman resident at Riga ; and I must have evidence

from tho claimant himself of all tho facts and circumstances within

his knowledge. With less than that tho Court will not feel itself

satisfied and at liberty to restore the ship.

Queenh Advocate.—We are not to bring in any further proof?

The Court.—No ; I follow the course of Lord Stowell.

[Spinks, 26.]

1854

June 29.

THE IDA.

L icn—Best itut ion—SiiniiJattd Papers—Fu rth er Proof.

A lien, liowevcr honest, of a third party on captured property is no

ground for its restitution.

The chaim of a neutral merchant for 2,G50 bags of coffee consigned to

him on the credit of advances made by him, disallowed. Further proof

cannot be allowed when there has been an attempt to deceive the Court

by simulated papers.

This vessel, a brig of 174 tons burthen, under Russian colours,

sailed from Rio de Janeiro on the loth January, 1854, with a

cargo of 2,650 bags of coffee, bound to Helsingfors, in Finland,

but on her voyage put into Elsinore, whence she sailed on the

lltli of April. On the ITtli she was captured off Dagerort, in the

Gulf of Finland, by her Majesty's ship Gorgon.

The master and cook were examined in preparatory on the

standing interrogatories, and a claim was given in by Mr. Henry

Sharpe, of Broad Street Buildings, London, merchant, on behalf

of Messrs. Behrens & Sons, of Hambiu'g, for 2,650 bags of coffee,

laden on boai'd this ship.

He made oath that he was duly authorised to make the claim

for them, " the consignees, and as such the true and lawful owners

of it ; if the Lords of Appeal think they can go beyond tho forms of this

Court and admit further proof, I cannot say I should regret it ; but I fear I

cannot make such a deviation from the established rules of practice."

Condemnation ; but suspended to search for precedents on this point.

Dec. 3.—Condemnation final ; no precedents being produced.
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and proprietors " of tlie said bags of coffee. And he further made 1854

oath that " he is informed and believes that the said bags of coffee
'^""^ ^^'

were so shipped in the month of January last past at Eio de The Ida.

Janeiro, and consigned to the said Messrs. L. Behrens & Sons, on

the credit of advances made by them, and by means of their

acceptances, to the amount of marks banco 102431 . 12, for the

securing of the payment of which advances bills of lading of the

said 2,650 bags of coffee, whereof the exhibit hereto annexed,

marked A., is a counterpart, were made to them or their assigns;

and that the said advances have not been repaid to the said

Messrs. Behrens, but that the said consignment remains their only

secmity; that until the said Messrs. Behrens shall be repaid or

otherwise indemnified for the said advances, neither the Emperor

of Kussia nor any person being a subject of or inhabiting within

any of the dominions or territories of the Emperor of liussia hath,

directly or indirectly, any right, title to, or interest in the said

goods."

Annexed to the affidavit and claim was a bill of lading for

2,650 bags of coffee, stated to be shipped by Gr. & "W. Heyman on

board this vessel, and bound to Elsinore for orders, to be delivered

at such port of destination unto Messrs. Behrens & Sons, of

Hamburg, or to their assigns, paying freight for the same as per

charter-party, dated Eio de Janeiro, 14th of December, 1853, the

bill of lading being dated 4th of January, 1854.

At the hearing a fm-ther affidavit of Mr. Sharpe was tendered

and allowed by the Queen's Advocate, to be received as evidence.

He made oath that, since filing the claim, Messrs. Behrens had

transmitted to him three original letters in the German language

marked A., B., and C, and six bills of lading inclosed in the said

letter marked B. ; that the said letters and inclosiu-es were received

by Messrs. Behrens in duo coui"se of post from Messrs. Gc. &, "\V.

Heyman, of Eio do Janeiro, merchants, the shippers of 2,650 bags

of coffee aforesaid, and are (save the bill of lading No. 6) true and

genuine, and in no manner false or colourable. That the said bill

of lading. No. 6, is, as mentioned in the said letter marked B., a

colourable bill of lading, but that tlie deponent, at the time of

giving in the claim aforesaid, had no knowledge of the same, or

the counterpart annexed by him to the said claim, being other than

a true and genuine document, for the deponent at such time was
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1851 not informed of, nor in possession of any other Lill or Lills of

'^""" ^^-
lading- of a diffcront terra ; and he verily believes that the hill of

The Ida. lading annexed to his paid claim was sent to liim for the mere

purpose of specifying the property to be claimed. And he further

made oath that the hereunto annexed bills of lading, marked 1, 2,

3, 4 and 5, transmitted to the said Messrs. Behrens as aforesaid, are

indorsed according to the custom of merchants, and have the effect,

until indorsed over by the aforesaid Messrs. Behrens, of con-

stituting them, on their order, the lawful consignees of the several

parcels of goods in the said bills of lading mentioned ; and that the

said bills of lading are still held by the said Messrs. Belirens as

security for the advances made by them in respect of the said

cargo, the whole of which advances are still due and owing to them

save a very small sum, &c.

The contents of these exhibits are fully set forth in tlio judg-

ment.

The Queen's Advocate, for the captors.

This is a claim for a portion of the cargo. It seems to be a

claim of lien for advances for tliis coffee. The whole transaction

is a disgraceful fraud ; but, if not, the Court would disregard such

lien. In the case Aina (z), the Court held that a mortgage could

not be sustained against captors. He should ask the Court to

condemn the claimant in the costs for the fraud. An affidavit has

been brought in this morning on behalf of Messrs. Behrens, with

certain letters and documents annexed. From these it appears that

by desire of the captain simulated papers were put on board this

vessel. There has been clearly an attempt to impose upon the

Court, and to defeat our belligerent rights. The legal consequence,

is condemnation, without the privilege of further proof. {Osicell v.

Vigne [a) ; the Eenrom (b).)

It cannot be said that Messrs. Behrens are not responsible for

the fraud. They are bound by the acts of their agents. (The

Eenrom {h) ; the Calypso {e).) The present case is quite analogous
;

the Messrs. Heyman were the agents of the claimant, who must be

bound by their acts. In such a case the Court must condemn the

claimant in costs.

Dr. R. PhilUmore on the same side.

(z) Ante, p. 247. («) 15 East, 7o. {I) Vol. I. p. 168. (c) Yol. I. p. 238.
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Two questions arise respecting this cargo : 1st. The indorsement 1854

of the bills of lading ; 2nd, the fraud respecting the papers. With -^""^ '^'^-

regard to the first question, it is, in fact, a claim of lien, of which The Ida.

the Court will not take cognizance. This lien, too, would bo

revocable, and, therefore, least favourable. Besides, the indorse-

ment is not an indorsement over to Messrs. Behi-ens, for whom the

claim is made. As to the second question, it is a direct instance of

fraud when compared with the evidence of the captain that no

simulated papers were on board.

D)'. Deane, for the claimant.

This is not a case of lien, but of ownership. Certain Finlanders

sent a ship to Brazil for coffee, but, having no credit there, the

coffee was shipped on account of Behrens & Company, neutrals,

residing at Hambui'g. On B. & Co. the shippers drew bills, and

to them, by the bills of lading, consigned the property. B. & Co.

are the consignees in Europe. The bills of lading found on board

the ship, and annexed to the ship's papers, are not indorsed, and

tlie master could not pass the property described in them ; but the

bills of lading sent to B. & Co. are indorsed, and thereby they

become entitled as owners to the property. This is the true

meaning and effect of the indorsed bills of lading. Consequently

the ultimate loss, if the property be condemned, will fall on B. &

Co. ; and the ultimate loss is the true test of ownership in the Coui't

of Prize, according to Lord Stowell in the PacJcet de BiWoa {(!).

It is said there was a fraudulent intention on the part of Messrs.

lleyman & Company, the consignors in Brazil, to furnish tho

master with double sots of papers, tlie one true and tlio other

colourable : the true, the charter-party, as well as bills of lading,

in the names of several Finlanders ; the simulated, or colourable,

in the names of B. & Co. But there is no evidence of this, and

the expression in the letter of Messrs. Heyman does not bear tho

argument out to that extent. At all events, it must have been a

mere intention, never carried into effect ; for only one set of papers

in the name of B. & Co. were found on board, and there is no

charge against the master of spoliation of papers. Tliere is no

case of condemnation on tho ground of an intention to sail under

(r/) Vol. I. p. 2(ty.
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1854 falso papers. Tliat would bo carrying the case of OhucU v.

'
^'^'

Vi>/nc ((/) <<) an extravagant longtli.

TnB Ida. The llelsingfors charter-party will Lo brouglit in as soon as it

can bo procured, if the Court will allow further proof, to which the

neutral owners of this cargo are, it is submitted, entitled. The

properly was made over t(j B. & Co. by the indorsed bills of

lading ; it remains in them until such time as they are paid tho

amount advanced. As to the alleged fraud, they must have been

ignorant of that, or, if informed of it, they had no time to

countermand the orders.

Dr. Tivi^ss on the same side.

There is one question only, viz., in whom is the property ? It

is not in any way a question of simulated papers. It must be

borne in mind that it was a neutral shipper, not an enemy shipper.

The bills of lading on board, not being indorsed, convey no

property. (Abbott on Shipping {//).) In this case the property

remains in the neutral shipper. [The Queen's Advocafe.—There

is no claim on his behalf; the claim is for the alleged consignee.]

As to the indorsement, cases abound at Common Law ; and the

law of the Prize Court as to ownership is the same. [Per Curiam.—
If you can establish that the Common Law and the law of the

Prize Court as to property or ownership are identical, you will

prove wonders. If this were in the time of peace, there would be

no doubt whatever that the bill of lading indorsed by the con-

signors to the consignee would vest the property, but in the time

of war the law is very different.] Mr. Justice Story seems to

speak of the law being the same in these Courts as at Common
Law, in the San Jose ImUa)w and Cargo (/), and Lord Stowell

states the principle of effectual transfer of property in the Cousinc

Marianne {k).

There is no ground for refusing tho claimant the privilege of

further proof. There was no fraudulent intention vrith regard to

the ship's papers ; besides, the whole of those circumstances were

antecedent to the declaration of war.

The Qxecn's Advocate, in reply.

Tho principle is clearly laid down in the Jan Frederick (/), that

{y) 15 East, 75. (//) Tth edit. p. 330. (/) 2 Gallison (Arner.), 225.

(A-) Ante, p. 85. (/) Tol. I. p. 435.
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transactions in contemplation of war are judged by the same rules 1854

as during actual hostilities. These papers were simulated in the "^ " '

immediate contemplation of war, and for the express purpose of The Ida.

defeating the rights of one of the belligerents. The property

would be, therefore, liable to condemnation. But it is not a

question of ownership, but one of lien. These bills of lading were

intended merely as securities for advances. The claim of lion will

not avail in this Court.

Dr. R. PhilUmore.—In the case of the San Jose Indiano, what-

ever may appear to be the opinions of Mr. Justice Story, they are

founded entirely on English cases to which he refers.

Dr. Lushingtox.—There are three courses open to the Court

on the present occasion, either to condemn the property, to restore

it, or to direct further proof. The course which the Court will

adopt must depend on a consideration of the facts of the case, and

the law applicable to them.

In the first instance, I look to what is found on board the ship,

and to the examinations which have taken place upon the standing

interrogatories. It is the cardinal rule of this Court that, prima

facie, the evidence upon which the Court must form its judgment

is the ship's papers and the evidence of the master. It is very easy

to set forth the contents of the examination of the master.

It appears that this was a Russian ship, and that she sailed

imder a charter-party from Finland to Rio de Janeiro ; that there

was to be purchased a cargo of coffee, which was to be brought

back, and delivered in Finland, on account and at the risk of

Finnish merchants. That is his representation. As far as ho is

concerned, he has no knowledge of the property now claimed

belonging to neutrals ; he Ijelieves it all to be Finnish property.

With regard to the papers found on board, there is neither a

Finnish charter-party nor any other: a eircumstanee wliicli a]>pears

to me a little surprising. But tliere are certain bills of lading to

whicli it is necessary to advert. Tliere are six of tliem, but it will

be necessary to consider one only. It is as follows:—"Shipped

by G. Sc "W". Ileyman, in the shij) Ida, bound to ]''lsiiiore for

orders." Then tliey state the quantity of coffee, the marks aud

J^.—VOL. II. T
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i«.')4 iiinnlx'is, " to 1)(' (lolivorod at tlie port of destinntion unto order or

'^'"" ^^-
to assigns ;" notliing more being said except tliat the freight is to

Toe Ida. ho paid as per elmrtf'r-])arty, which is not forthcoming. This hill

Br. of lading is signed by the master, and I find in the margin the

Lusbington.
foiio^ving ^yo^jg ._" T^ ^^ cleared at Elsinore, at Messrs. A. Gead-

mnn & Gloorfcldt." Now, the master, I apprehend, could liave

liardl}- had any alternative but to have delivered these goods

according to the bill of lading to some order. What that order

was intended to be is left in perfect obscuiity. There is no

indorsement on this bill of lading, so there is no information given

to the master how to act when he arrived at Elsinore. This being

the state of things, there is no evidence whatever of any portion of

the cargo belonging to a neutral.

I now come to the claim preferred for the pui^iose of considering

whether the pai'ties are entitled to immediate restitution, or to give

in fm-ther proof.

The original claim is given in by Mr. Sharpe, a merchant of this

town, who states that he is duly authorized to make the present

claim on behalf of Behrens & Sous, who are neutral merchants,

and he states them to be the consignees, and, as such, the true and

lawful owners and proprietors of 2,650 bags of coffee. Then he

goes on to state that they Avere shipped in the month of January

last, and consigned to Behrens & Co. on the credit of advances

made by them.

This appears to be a very clear statement with respect to this

claim, which is founded on two things : on Behrens & Co. being

the consignees, and on the cargo having been purchased on the

credit of advances made by them. He then states that the bills of

lading were made for securing the pajTnent of such advances, and

the advances have not been repaid. He further says that he

verily believes, that until Behrens & Co. should be repaid or other-

wise indemnified for the advances, no subject of the Emperor of

Russia is entitled to the property.

The bill of lading was annexed to the original claim, and is in

these words :
—

'' Shipped in good order and well-conditioned," and

so on. It then states that the master was bound to Elsinore for

orders
; not boimd, as is stated in the other bills of lading, to

Helsingfors, but to Elsinore. for orders. There is a difference

with regard to the destination. In some eases a difference of
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destination has been held to be of great importance ; whether it is 1854

so in the present case we shall see when we have further examined "^""^ "^'

it. It also states that the bnjjs of coffee are to be delivered to The Ida.

Behrens & Co., of Hamburg, or to their assigns, he or they paying Dr.

freight for the said goods, as per charter-party, dated Rio de

Janeiro, 14th of December, 1853, but which charter-party is not

forthcoming. This bill of lading is signed by A. Gr. Steen.

On these papers the Court could certainly not have granted tlie

claim ; it could only have been asked to allow further proof ; and

whether it would have complied or not would have depended on

the whole facts of the case, and whether there was any attempt to

deceive the Court by the manufacture of papers which were not of

a true and genuine character. But Mr. Sliarpe, on behalf of

Behrens & Co., has offered an affidavit, with sundry documents

annexed ; and her Majesty's Advocate, on behalf of the Crown,

lias assented to their introduction as evidence. I may therefore

address myself at once to these documents.

Mr. Sharpe states that, since he made his claim, Messrs. Behrens

have transmitted to him three additional letters in the German

language and six bills of lading. He states that these letters were

received by them from the sliippers of the coffee, and are, save the

bill of lading No. 6, true and genuine, and in no manner false

or colourable. With regard to No. 6, he says :
" The said bill of

lading, No. G, is, as mentioned in the said letter marked B., a

colom'able bill of lading."

The question will be : Colourable for what purpose ? because

there are circumstances in which a colourable bill of lading might

1)0 innocent, and circumstances in which it might draw after it

legal consequences. Mr. Sliarpe says, that at the time of giving

in the claim ho had no knowledge of the same, or the countorjiart

annexed to the same, being other than a true and genuine^ docu-

ment. He says: "The five l)ills of lading are indorsed according

to the custom of merchants, and have the effect, until indorsed over

by Behrens & Co., of constituting them or their order the lawful

consignees of the several parcels of goods." Upon that I appre-

hend there can be no dispute. Then, he says, the bills of lading

are still held by Behrens & Co. as secimty for the advances made

by them in respect of the cargo, the whole of which are still due
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18.')4 savo a Vfiy small sum. Tliey appear to Lo all indorsed by
'^""'' ^^'

Ct. Si W. Ileyman, except the last, for the genuineness of which

TnK Ipa. ]\o (loos not vouch.

Dp. 1 must now direct my attention to the throe letters referred

LiisjiiiiKtoii.
1^^^ ^slli^.h certainly give the Court a considerable insight into

the nature f)f these transactions. The first bears date the 14th

of ].)oeembor, 1853, and therein the Messrs. Heyman acknow-

ledge themselves in receipt of letters of a certain date, and say

they observe thereby the confirmation of the credit for sundry

shipments to Finland by sundry ships, of which the Idn is

one. Now from this we get at one fact, viz. : that Behrens & Co.

had given them credit of themselves, and they confii-med that

credit for the purpose of making that shipment by the Ida. They

say :
" We request you to effect a provisional insurance.'' This

insurance, which is not undeserving of consideration, is to be

made on account of these persons who are represented by the

master to be the real owners of the property. At the end of this

letter the following words are added :
" By the desire of the

captain we shall give to the Ida double sets of papers." The

captain, in his evidence, has not mentioned that fact at all; he

says he knows the papers are all true and genuine ; therefore,

either this letter or the evidence of the captain is false. If the

captain's is false, we all know the consequences, and there is no reason

to suppose that Messrs. Heyman w^ould assert a matter of this

kind unless it were true. They go on to say :
" That is to say,

bill of lading and manifest, the original whereof is filled up to

orders for Helsingfors ; on the other hand, the duj^licate relating

to the before-mentioned coffee is made out in your names to

Elsinore for orders." Now, that simulated biU of lading was

certainly framod for some pm-pose or other by desire of the master.

It is a well-known rule of this Com-t, that where there are con-

tradictory papers the burden of proof lies on the claimant, to show

that the contradiction is not inconsistent with the rights of a

belligerent power ; and I must say I have not heard any satisfac-

tory explanation of how or why these papers were framed, except

it was for the pm-pose of deceiving those who might have to

determine whether it was an enemy's property or not. The
second letter seems a mere duplicate of the fii'st. In the third,

marked C, they say :
" Enclosed we now have the satisfaction
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to hand you letter of advice, invoice, and bill of lading- for 2,650 1854

sacks coffee, per Russian brig Ida, &c." This invoice, of course,
'^""'' '"'^''

the Court has not ; but the bill of lading, I apprehend, can be no Thk Ida.

other than that now brought in by Mr. Sharpo. They then go on Dr.

to say :
" Agreeably to the credit opened for us with you, and

confirmed by you, we have now taken the liberty to ch-aw upon

you for the account of the above-named friends "—so that bills of

exchange have been drawn and placed to the debit accoimt of the

Russian merchants. Then we find these words: "'We furthermore

delivered to him," i.e., the captain, " a charter-party which was

made out for \iqv pro forhia, and as he by this proceeding has no

papers on board which would compromise the cargo, consequently

we trust that, in case of war, it will be an easy matter for you to

reclaim the cargo." This, of coiu'se, means that by their putting

papers on board which do not say whose property the cargo is,

in case of a war it will be no proof that the cargo belongs to a

Finnish subject.

These being the facts of the case, I will now address myself to

some of the law which has been cpioted as applicable to them.

The claim, I have said, is founded on two grounds : Fii'st, on

Messrs. Behrens & Go. being the consignees of the cargo ; and,

secondly, upon their having a lien on the properly. It has been

contended by counsel that the property is in Behrens & Co. by

virtue of the indorsement of the bills of lading ; and cases from

common law have been cited in support of tliis. I believe that,

under some circumstances, that would be the case. They would

have a legal title to the property ; but I have considerable doul)t

whether it is not the law of this Court that the claimant must

show that he has not only a legal, but an equitable title. If a

mere legal title would justify the Court in restoring property, the

consequences would be most alarming; for nolliing would be

more easy than to cover enemies' property from one end of the

kingdom to the other. I strongly object to tlie doctrine that if

a legal title be shown this Coiu't is bound to restore ; for I hold

that an equitable title is also necessary to support a claim in this

Coui-t. With reference to the case (///) which was cited from the

American Reports, it does not appear to me that the remark.^ of

Mr. Justice Story have any applicability to the present case, or lo

(?«) The San Jose Indiano and Cai-f/o, 2 Gallison, 267.
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iH.v» llin luw wiiicli J am bound to udministor. Jt iippoars tliut, ia

.////(/•'JO.
ijjj^^ case, an ordor Imd been given for certain goods to Messrs.

TnK liu. J)j}^oii &, Co., merchants in England, an enemy country, by

Dr. ^ti*- J- Lizam, of , in Brazil ; that they executed the order,

-ii.Minngtou.
-jj^i^^ j^Q^ being willing altogetlior to trust Mr. Lizam, consigned

the goods to Messrs. Dyson & Finney, of liio de Janeiro—

a

commercial house composed of tlie same partners, but trading in a

neutral country. In fact, the shippers in England consigned the

goods to themselves in Rio ; and the question being whether, in

transifu, the property was in Mr. Lizam or not, it was lield that

it was still in Messrs. Dyson, the shippers, who were also the

consignees.

To the remarks of the learned j udge I fully subscribe, but I do

not see their applicability to the present case.

It would, perhaps, be as well to notice as I go on, the case of

the Consine Marianne {n), of which a sentence was cited. That

was a question whether certain goods, which had been imported

into England under a licence in which the words " to whomsoever

the proi)erty may appear to belong " were omitted, and which

were shipped by enemy merchants, had become the proj^erty of

the British consignee, or whether they still remained in the

enemy shipper ? Lord Stowell there said : "It is a settled prin-

ciple in this Court, tliat in order to constitute an effectual transfer

of the property there must be either an order for the goods, or an

acceptance of them by the consignee, prior to the capture." In

construing Lord Stowell's words we must always be careful to

remember the facts of the case, for it is impossible to arrive at his

opinion from an isolated sentence. He goes on to say : ''If the

capture takes place where no order has been given, and before the

goods have been accepted, they must be considered the property of

the persons who have so consigned them." Who can possibly

doubt that ? If no order have been given, it would be contrary to

common sense to say that a man should be bound to take and to

pay for that which he had neither ordered nor subsequently

accepted. He then says :
" In this case, therefore, the Court has

called for evidence to show whether any order had been given by
the British merchants, or any act done by them in the uatm-e of

an acceptance before the captm-e. It is not pretended by the

(//) AnU, p. S5.
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claimants that any specific order was given for these goods, and so I85i

on." So that the circumstances of that ease were very different ^'"'^ ^^'

from the present ; and if it was at all applicable, it would tend to The Ida.

show that the property in the present case was in the shipper, for Dr.

whom no claim whatever has been made. "'' '°^' *^"'

There was a case cited the other day which appears to me to

have much more bearing on the present question. I allude to

the Marianna (o). In that case the vessel had been sold at

Buenos Ayres, by an American, to a Spanish merchant ; the

purchase money, however, had not been paid, but was to be

satisfied out of the proceeds of a quantity of tallow consigned

to England on board this vessel for sale. The vessel was seized

on her voyage to this country, documented as belonging to a

Spanish merchant, and a claim was given on behalf of the former

American proprietor, in virtue of the lien which he professed to

have retained on the property for the payment of the piu'chase

money. That case more closely resembled, in fact it is a much

stronger case than, the present; it was a claim much more in

the nature of a Ken. But what does Lord Stowell say ? Does ho

admit this to be a claim which must be upheld ? No. He says :

" Such an interest cannot, I conceive, be deemed sufficient to

support a claim of property in a Court of Prize. Captors are

supposed to lay theii- hands on the gross tangible property, on

which there may be many just claims outstanding between other

parties which can have no operation as to them." Yet a stronger

case of lien could scarcely exist. Further on, he says :
'* Tlien as

to the title of property in the goods, which ai-e said to have been

going as the funds out of which the payment for the ship was to

have been made. That they were going for the payment of a debt

will not alter the property ; there must be something more. Even

if bills of lading are delivered, that circumstance will not be suffi-

cient, unless accompanied with an understanding that ho who

holds the bill of lading is to bear the risk of the goods as to the

voyage, and as to the market to which they are consigned ; other-

^vise, though the secmity may avail y^/c tnntu, it cannot bo held to

work any change in the property." It is n(jt pretended in tlie

present case that any such risk fell on Messrs. lU^hrons &. Co.

They may have held the bills of lading as a sccurily; but, if T

(.-) Vol. I. p. o\><.
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18.VI \viiiilc<l ;iiitliniity, I ]i;i\c tli;ii of Loiil Si'Avell ioT sajiiig tllilt is

'^""'' '^^-
not suflicR'iit to coiivfit llio property so as to defeat the riglit of a

Thk Tpa. c'a])lor.

Dr. ]'>nl, wlioU}' indepondent r)f autliorlty, it is an establislied

T,ii,si,iMgt..u.
pi-ijjcjpio of t],is Court that no lien, however lionest, affords

sufriciont ground for restitution. It was asserted to its fullest

oxlont in the TuhcKjo (p), than which a harder case can scarcely

be conceived. A British merchant had lent money to the master

of a French vessel on a bottomry bond previous to hostilities, but

Lord Stowell refused to allow the claim as against the captors, and

said there was no instance in which the Court had recognized

bonds of this kind as titles of property, and that they were not

entitled to be recognized as such in the Prize Courts.

Such is the law. But, looking at the facts of the present case,

can I doubt where the property lies ? I am clearly of opinion

that the property belongs to an enemy, subject to Messrs. Behrens'

charge.

The property was ordered from Finland by persons whose

names are set forth by the master, and Messrs. Heyman would

not have given effect to those orders had it not been for the inter-

vention of Messrs. Behrens & Co. ; the consignors were paid for

the property, which became wholly divested, and the consignees

were to indemnify themselves for the advances they had made.

There is no case on record, that I am aware of, in which, when a

lien existed even prior to the commencement of a war, the Court

thought itself justified, on account of that lien, in making restitu-

tion. I cannot hold that the present claim stands in a more

favourable light.

There is another point of law to which I must now refer. It

is not possible to doubt for a single moment that there was an

intention in this case, by means of colourable bills of lading and

of this non-apparent charter-party, to deceive and defraud this

coimtry of its belligerent rights. Human ingenuity can discover

no other reason for such a proceeding than to cover enemy's pro-

perty as neutral. But it is said that Behrens & Co. cannot be

affected by this, because it was not done under their authority.

It appears, however, to have been the act of the master, who must

be responsible, and the act of their own agents, Messrs. Heyman.

{p) Vol. I. p. 45G.
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Looking, then, at tlie Avhole of the case, I oiitertaiu uo doubt 1854

that I must condemn the property, because the claim, wliieh is

simply that of lien, is in no degree strengthened by the fact of Thb Ida.

Behrens & Co, being consignees. I cannot see that further proof Dr.

would alter the nature of this claim ; besides, it is contrary to the

rule of this Court to allow any further proof where there has been

an attempt to deceive the Court by the manufacture of false

papers. I have been pressed by the Queen's Advocate to condemn

the clahnant in the present case in costs, but to that I cannot

accede, as it has not been usual to coudenm neutrals in costs,

unless under very peculiar circumstances.

J;I>

THE FIDENTIA (No. 1). [Spinks, 39.]

Practice—Further Proof—Evidence of Master Insufficient—Staiidimj lidir-

royatories— Further Time—Affida vit.

When the evidence of the master as to the ownershii) of tho jiroperty

chiimed is deficient, it cannot be restored without further j)roof.

Evidence by standing interrogatories should bo taken in full, and one

interrogatory should not be ans'wered by reference to the answer to

another.

The Russian barque Fidoitia sailed from Cadiz on the 9th of 1854

March, lS-'>4, bound for Loviso, with a cargo of salt, wine, corks

and olive oil, and was captured by her Majesty's ship of war

Tribune upon the 9th of April.

A claim given for the ship by an enemy was directed to be

amended, as in the previous case, but was afterwards abandoned.

A claim for a portion of the cargo, specified in two bills of lading,

was made by Elias (Jharles Unonius, of AVinchcster Street, Loudon,

on behalf of " John Duncan Shaw, of the City of Cadiz, a British

subject, the sole owner and proprietor thereof."

These bills of lading, which were annexed to tlio affidavit of the

claimant, were dated March the 7th, 1854, and staled tho goods to

have been " shipped by John Duncan Shaw, to bo delivered to

Elias Unonius & Son, Esqs., or to assigns ; freight for the same

goods paid in Cadiz.'' On each of these bills, and bearing the

same date, was a certificate of the British Consul at Cadiz, to

the effect that "Enrique Campagne, pro Jcthn Duncan Shaw, a
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ibJ Tfii; FlDKNTIA.

1864 Brilisli niorcliant ostablisliod in that city, personally appeared,

JuiijjA.
fj,„| voliintiirily (Iccliircd upon oatli tliat the goods described in the

Thb hill of lading were bom fide liis own property, and had heen

shipped on tliat day by his solo account and risk to the consignment

of l']l. Uuonius & Son, Esqs."

Tlio master, mate, and cook were examined ou the inter-

rogatories.

The Qncoi'ti Advocate and Dr. liohinnon, for the captors.—The

claim for the ship must he amended. Tliat for the cargo stands

on a different footing. But there is a deficiency in the affidavit

accompanying that claim sufficient to induce the Couit to reject

it. The agent does not swear to his belief that the property, if

restored, will belong to his principal. The principal question will

be : to whom will the property belong, if restored P It might belong

to him when it left Cadiz, but still might not belong to him if

rc^tunied. That is the only principle on which it can be claimed

in this Court. The affidavit is carefully drawn, yet that important

point is omitted. The agent might easily have communicated

with his principal at Cadiz. The omission, therefore, is a very

suspicious circumstance.

The claim itself, as to the property of the cargo, fails on thf

evidence and the ship's papers. The master, on the eighth

interrogatory says :
" Mr. Unonius is the corresponding owner,

having the du-ection and management of the trade of the ship and

cargo, and with whom I corresponded tliereon." Here he first

touches on the cargo, and says nothing whatever of Mr. Shaw,

but distinctly puts another person in as the owner.

\_Pcr Curiam.—You must bear in mind. Queen's Advocate, the

terms of the interrogatory :
" With whom do you correspond on

the concei-ns of the vessel or her cargo ? "]

Certainly ; but this is the first time the cargo is mentioned;

and he makes no allusion whatever to the claimant. And to the

twenty-first interrogatory he gives a most prevaricating answer,

and professes to know nothing about the matter. He cannot tell

whether or not the cargo, if it had ai-rived at its destined port.
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would liave been the property of the consiguees or of Mr. Shaw, 1854

or whether it was then their property, or to be sold by them for J»f>J'^'^-

Mr. Sliaw. Tliis is a most unsatisfactory answer. The answer to ^
The

X'^IDENTIA,
the thirty-third interrogatory is still more unsatisfactory, for it

merely refers to what he has said before, without giving any

information whatever. The object of such interrogatories is to

test and compare the answers of a witness ; and this object is

defeated if the examiner does not require full answers to each

interrogatory, but allows the witness merely to refer to a former

answer.

[Ptv Ciin'diiL—Certainly, that is Cjuite correct; full answers

must be taken to every interrogatory. I regret to find frequently

in these cases that the evidence is not sufficiently full. I wish it

to be understood, that in every case the examiners are to take the

evidence in full, and not to allow the witness under any circum-

stances to answer one interrogatory by a reference to his answer to

another. Such a course defeats the object of the examination.]

Now, as to the papers, the bills of lading are dated Mai'ch 7th.

At that time the Russian Ambassador had withdrawn from

England, and war was closely impending. The vessel sailed from

Cadiz in immediate contemplation of war. This accounts for

the state of the ship's papers, upon which nothiug tm-ns. But

annexed to the affidavit of claims are two bills of lading, and a

certificate that Mr. Shaw is a British subject. The bills of lading

bear an indorsement to the effect that the property mentioned

therein belongs to Mr. Shaw. But what is tlie law ? It is

stated by Pothier, in the following passage :
" C'cst aussi

une chose qui est de la nature du contrat de vente, qu'aussitot

que ce contrat a reou sa perfection par le consentement des

parties, quoiqu'avant la tradition la chose vendue soit aux

risques de I'acheteur, et que si elle vient li perir sans la fauto du

vendeur, la perte doive tomber sui' racheteur, qui ne sera pour celu

decharge du prix ; mais commo cela est de la nature seuleniont, et

non de I'essence du contrat do vente, on j>cut en contract ant

convenu' du contrau'e " {r). This is tlio general law, and in the

(;•) rothitT, Tniiti' dcs OhU<jalivns, Part i. C. i. § 1, Art. i. § 3.
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is.vt tirao of war or in immcdiato coutcraplution of war, it is not

J^'^[- conipcfont to parties to mako ])articular exceptions to sliift tlie

TriB risk. In tlie Pfic/.rf d,- Jillhoa (.s), Ijord Stowell says :
" The

ordinary state of commerce is, that goods ordered and delivered to

the master are considered as delivered to the consignee, whose

agent the master is in this respect "—in this cjfse the master swears

he had consignees—" but that general contract of the law may be

varied by special agreement, &c. In the time of peace they ma}-

divide their risk as they please, and nobody has a right to say thfy

shall not ; it would not be at all illegal, that goods not shipped in

time of war, or in contemplation of war, should be at the risk of

the shipper." Certainly not ; but that would be done by special

contract, and in this case they have not done so. Lord Stowell

goes on to say :
" In time of war this cannot be permitted, for it

would at once put an end to all captures at sea ; the risk would ia

all cases be laid on the consignor, where it suited the purpose of

protection. On every contemplation of a war this contrivance

would be practised in all consignments from neutral ports to the

enemy's country, to the manifest defrauding of the rights of

capture ; it is therefore considered to be an invalid contract in the

time of war, &c." Supposing this contract to have been made in

this case, it must have been, on the 7tli of March, made in

immediate contemplation of war, and could not therefore be

sustained. The Packet dc Bilhoa establishes this : that prima, facie

goods shipped belong to the consignee. This is the doctrine laid

down in Abbott on Shipping. In this case there is not the

slightest evidence to rebut the presumption of law. The property

must therefore be considered as belonging to the enemy consignee.

Dr. Addams, for the claimant, was stopped by the Court, and

—

Dr. Lushington said :
" I •vN-ill hear you, Dr. Addams, if 3'ou

think you can satisfy my mind that it is a case in which I can

order immediate restitution. I am clearly of opinion that you are

entitled in this case to give further proof ; but I do not think I

could possibly decree restitution without it ; for, unfortunately, the

(«) Vol. I. p. 209.
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evidence of the master is by no means satisfactory, and it is a rule 1854

of tlie Prize Court, that where the evidence of the master fails as "^ '

to the ownership of the property claimed, further proof is indis- Thk

peusable before restitution can be decreed."
Dr.

Lushiiigton.

The case stood over for further proof.

THE ABO. [Spink., 42.]

Practice—FurfJicr Pronf—Jlil/ of LmluKi— Property in Carijo.

A bill of lading did not state on whose account the i^ropcrty therein

named was shipped. At the time when sucli shipment was made, war

was not imminent. /A7f', that there must be an order for further ])roof.

This vessel, a Eussiau, which sailed from Cadiz on the isoi

27th February, 1854, was bound to Abo, with a cargo of salt, olive
J"'.'''^^-

oil, and other goods, and was captm'ed on the 15th April by her

Majesty's ship Tribune.

No claim was given for the ship, but Mr. Quiucey Ivew, of Old

Broad Street, gave a claim for seven pipes, four hogsheads, and

eight quarter casks of olive oil, and a box containing 1,000 leeches,

on behalf of Charles Younger, a merchant of the city of Cadiz, and

a British subject, as the sole owner and proprietor thereof.

Annexed to the affidavit and claim was a bill of lading, signed by

the master, acknoAvledging the receipt on board his ship of the

property claimed, and binding himself, on his safe arrival, to

deliver the same to Messrs. E. Juliii ^^ Company or order,

against a stipulated freight, t^c. On this bill of lading was tlie

following indorsement :

—

"British Consulate, Cadiz, 2na Alarch, 1851.

" These are to certify tliat on this day personally appeared

before me, Charles Younger, a I'.ritish merchant and Swedisli

consul, residinjj^ in this city, and voluntarily declared, upon oatli,

that the seven pipes, four hogsheads, and eight quarttT casks of

olive oil, and one box containing 1,000 leeches, as described in the
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18.VI nnnoxofl ])ill of ladinp, nvo hnnd fuh liis own propoity, mu\ have

Julyn. l)0('ii bliippod on liis Holo account and risk on board tlio Jiunsian

The Abo ^^"P ''^'^"' ^- ^' C^o^Sj bound for Abo.

" Given under my hand and seal of office, at Cadiz, on

tins 2nd day of March, in the year of our Lord

1854.

" J[. Brachenbury, Consul."

The master of the captured vessel, being extremely ill, was put

ashore at Copenhagen by iho commander of the Trihuno, and his

examination on the standing inten-ogatories was therefore dis-

pensed with. The mate, second mate, and one seaman were

examined.

Dr. Lushington.—I think it is expedient in this case to address

myself first to the primary evidence, viz., the papers found on

board the ship, to the examination on the interrogatories, and to

the facts admitted. It is admitted that this is a Eussian ship, and

that part of the cargo is Eussian property. There is no claim for

tliat, wliich will, therefore, of course be condemned. A claim,

however, has been set up on behalf of a gentleman stating himself

to be a British subject resident at Cadiz ; but as far as any rule of

law can be applied, this gentleman holds a Spanish national

character, and not that of a British subject, because it is a very

just principle, that in time of war a person is considered as

belonging to that country where he is resident and where he cames

on his trade.

Now with respect to the papers found on board the ship, inde-

pendently of what I may more properly call the ship's papei-s,

there is a bill of lading for a quantity of salt and other articles,

which are admitted to be Eussian property and liable to condem-

nation. There is also another bill of lading, which contains an

order to receive certain specified articles fi'om Mr. Younger, the

gentleman on whose behalf this claim is made ; but it is to be

remarked that this bill does not state on whose account and risk

this shipment was made, but it bears date on the 24th of February,

three days before the vessel sailed.

The Court has heard much as to what was the state of things as

regards persons carrying on trade at the period when this transac-
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tion took place. It has been contended that at that time the 1854

Russian Ambassador had quitted Great Britain, and that a decla- " '' ^ '

.

ration of war might be considered as imminent, but it did not take "^^^ '^"°-

place until the 29th of March following. I am, however, of Dr.

opinion that in such a state of things the rights of neutral

merchants to carry on their trade were in no degree altered. It

would be utterly impossible to fix a period at which, in consequence

of the probability of hostilities, they were to be deprived of their

accustomed rights ; but it is perfectly true that, if in so carrying-

on their trade shortly antecedent to the commencement of a war,

and when it is known to be imminent, they resort to any practice

which is not customary in a time of peace, their conduct lays them

open to the suspicion of covering an enemy's property under the

guise of their neutral character. If this cargo had been shipped,

to use the expression of Lord Stowell, _//r/(7;Y/»A' hello, the bill of

lading ought on the face of it to have expressed for whose account

and risk the property was shipped. On this point it is silent

;

but I know of no law that a neutral merchant may not, if he

thinks fit, ship property without saying on whose account and risk

it is so shipped ; it is, I believe, customary not to state on whose

account and risk the pro]ierty is shipped, thf)ugh sometimes it is

done.

It has been contended that I ought to conclude the property to

be in the consignee, and that therefore there is an end to the claim

of the consignor. In support of this argument tlie Paclct de

BiJhoa [u) was cited, but, on referring to that case, I cannot think

it furnishes sufficient authority for what I am asked to do on the

present occasion, viz., merely attend to tho bill of lading. The

heading of that case is this :
" Shipment at the risk of consignor

till delivery ; allowed as being made before the war. Particular

mode of Spanish trade." So that prinu'i fdcio it docs not appear to

bo an authority for the captors ; but some remarks of Lord Stowell

in the course of his judgment have been relied on, and I must say

that more important words could scarcely be found in any docu-

ments. What Lord Stowell said was this : that wliere goods Imd

been ordered by the consignee and delivered to tlie master, thoy

{,<) Vol. T. p. '.'OO.
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1854 wore to bo considered as delivered lu llio consignee. To this

/«y^. proj)osi(ion I fully accede; Lut I a])preliend that, when the goods

TnK Ano. have no( been ordered, a very different state of things exists ; it is

Dr. a most important ingredient, in considering the question of the
..us ling: on.

pj.,^ppj.j.y^ ^}j,^^ ^]^0 order should have been given by the consignee.

Throughout the whole of that case the remarks of Lord Stowell

have reference to such a state of circumstances, and I give

unqualified assent to them, but I do not consider them any

authority to govern my decision in the present case, in which the

circumstances are different.

I was also referred to Abbott on Shipping, and I would here

observe that it is always important to bear in mind, that there is

a totally different question arising in the Prize Court from that

which arises in the Court of Common Law. At common law it

may be very true that by a bill of lading property may be so

vested in tlie consignee that he may be capable of seUing it, though

he would be responsible to the consignor. It may be true that,

between the consignor and third parties, he would have a good title

to sell, but that is not the question which the Coiu't looks to here.

This Court inquires in whom the property is vested, and not merely

at what is called a legal title at common law. Lord Tenterden

says :
" Where goods are sent by a vendor to a vendee, the delivery

of them to the carrier usually vests the property in the latter" (.r).

Usually, but not always, there are excepted cases. To this pro-

position I also assent, but it must be remembered that it refers to

a question between a vendor and vendee, and that the question

now to be considered is between a consignor and consignee, and I

know of no principle laid down iu the Prize Court by which I am
bound to hold that under such circumstances as the present, the

consignor has divested himself of his right and title. There are

innumerable cases in which a merchant may send property to some

agent, some consignee, and yet retain a right and control over it.

There are innumerable instances Avhere goods are sent to a consignee

witliout previous order or direction, and, in a great many cases,

without previous communication with the consignee himself. I

cannot think that the hands of the CoiU't are tied in this case by

(x) Abbott on Shipping, 9th edit. p. 269.
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anything decided, by any of the authorities to which I have 1S54

referred. Juiy2\.

How stands the case now? I have tlie bill of lading, and The Abo.

nothing else. Unfortunately, I have not the benefit of the Dr.

master's evidence ; no blame attaches to any party for the "" '°^ °"'

absence of his examination, for it was a matter of necessity and

liumanity, and it may be said to be a common loss to both parties.

It might be that the master would prove it to be enemy's pro-

perty, and condemnation would follow. On the other hand, he

might prove it to belong to a neutral, and restitution would be

decreed. It is impossible to conjecture what evidence he might

have given.

How, then, is the Court to deal with the case in tlie unavoidalilo

absence of the evidence of the master ? I apprehend that, accord-

ing to ordinary usage, that circumstance opens the door to fiu'ther

proof, supposing the other circumstances of the case are such as to

justify such a course.

I now come to the affidavit of claim ; and I will here observe

that the Court, with great reluctance, looks beyond the mere

affidavit of claim. I apprehend the course of the Court to be this:

in the first instance, the Court considers the evidence, whether

found on board the ship, or taken on the preparatory examination,

and the fact of tlie claim only. In perfect strictness, the Court

ought to attribute no weight to any document brought in and

annexed to the affidavit of claim. Such documents are altogether

ex ))(irt(\ and entitled to but little weight.

In the present case there is annexed to the affidavit a bill of

lading of the property claimed, with an indorsement made by the

British consul at Cadiz, after the ship had sailed, to the effect that

the property belonged to ^Ir. Shaw. Tlie Court must be destitute

of common sense if it did not see for what purpose this indorsement

was made. It was clearly made for the express purpose of doing

that which lie had previously omitted, in order to give the appear-

ance, at least, of its being the property of tlie claimant. It is

manifest that no great reliance can bo placed upon a document so

framed. I may observe that, in the present state of the world

and the present state of commerce, one cannot expect to find such

lengthened correspondence ns in former times. Th^n tlioro wcm a

R.—VOL. IT. 1
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1854 variety of documents on "board sliip relating both to ship and

^"^'.i'^^- cargo, wliicli now, from tlio groat change of circumstances, we can

Tub Ado. hardly expect to find on board a vessel at the commencement of a

Dr. war.
LuBhington. Looking at the whole of the case, I entertain no doubt whatever

that it is the duty of the Court to order further proof.

[Spliiks, 18.] THE PRIMUS.

NeiitraVa shares in Enemy Ship—Condemnation—Neutral Cargo—Expenses of

Capture.

A neutral having shares in an enemy ship is bound by the character

of such ship, and his shares arc therefore liable to condemnation.

Motion for the expenses arising from the capture of a neutral cargo

laden on an enemy ship, which was condemned and sold, to be paid from

the proceeds, refused.

1854 This vessel sailed under a charter-party early in the mouth of

'^"^!^ ^^- March last, under Russian colours and with a Russian pass, from

St. Ubes, with a cargo of salt, bound to Elsinore for orders. At

Elsiuore she received orders to proceed to auy Russian or Finnish

port, and accordingly put into Maarsund, a port in the island of

Aland, where she delivered half of the salt into small boats to be

sent to Abo, then sailed on the 7th of May with the remainder of

the cargo, and was captured on the following day b}' her Majesty's

sliips Va^ourous and Vultnre.

Four claims were given in : one for two-eighths shares of tho

vessel, another for three- eighths, both on behalf of Russian

subjects ; a third for three-eighths, as the property of Johan

Gustaf Bergborn, of Altona, a subject of the King of Denmark
;

and a fom-th for the cargo of salt, as the property of Messrs. Bauck

^ Dm'koop, citizens and bm-ghers of the Free Hanseatic town of

Hamburg. The first two claims having been abandoned, the

argument was confined to tlie tliird and fomth.

[A part of the arguments and judgment had reference to the

claim for the restitution of the cargo which was decreed ; this portion

of the case depended, however, solely on questions of fact which are

too shortly set out in tlie original report to be of value.—En.]
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The Qucoi's Advocate and Dr. Haggard, for the captors. 1854

July2\.

The chiim of Mr. Bergborn cannot he supported. If he he a
"^"^ ^'^'^'•

neutral, his shares in this vessel are liable to condemnation, for

the law, clearly laid down by Lord Stowell in the Vroto

Elizabeth (y), is that neutrals cannot claim, on the ground of their

neutrality, a vessel sailing under the colours and pass of the

enemy. It is, as far as the belligerents are concerned, enemy's

property. Besides, it is very doubtful from tlie evidence whetlier

this gentleman is a neutral. lie has been living in Russia all his

life, and onh' removed to Denmark in the year 1852. There is

no proof of his title to the shares. The only bill of sale among

the papers is three-fourths of the vessel, which does not correspond

witli the present claim, which is for three-eighths. Tlio bill of

pale under which he claims is not forthcoming.

Dr. Adda)itf; and Dr. Tiriss, for the claimants.

The doctrine that neutrals sailing under the flag and pass of

the enemy are liable to have their ships condemned, does not apply

to such cases as the present—occumng just in the very commence-

ment of a war. Under such circumstances the neutral cannot be

precluded from his claim. No case whatever has been produced

to that effect.

Dr. Lusiiixgtox.—There are two questions to be disposed of

in this case : the one reffardinff certain claims for a share in the

ship, and the other relating to the cargo. The first is a pure

question of law, whether the persons who now claim, and who

are admitted, for the purpose of argument, to be neutral subjects,

are entitled to have the sliip restored. On the part of the CroA\Ti

it has been contended that the flag and pass are biuding upon all

persons having property or shares in the ship. In sujiport of this

principle, authorities have been brought before the Court wliich

must govern it in this and all similar cases. The only distinction

attempted to be established in the present case is, that tliis is

(//) Ynl. I. p. -10!).
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1854 property in the vessel belonging to neutral subjects, which existed

'^"'!/-^- antecedent to the breaking out of the war. It has been argued

Tun rRiMirs. that I ought to take notice of that distinction, but I apprehend

Dr that not only tlie authority of Lord Stowell, but every argument
Lushuigton.

jjp used, go the whole length of saying, that whoever embarks his

property in shares of a ship is bound by the character of tliat sliip,

whatever it may happen to be. If he reap the benefit accruing

during peace, he must also take the consequence of war. Unless

this were so, it would be very difficult to find out the time whon

neutrals would cease to have an interest in an enomy's ship. I

am of opinion that this great principle is one that ought not to be

infringed.

Another argument has been addressed to the Court, which, if

valid, would place the judge of this Court in such a predicament

as no judge was ever placed in before. It arises from the terms

of her Majesty's Order in Council of the 29th of March, which

requires me to " take cognizance of, and judicially proceed upon,

all and all manner of captures, seizures, prizes, and reprisals of all

sliips, vessels, and goods, that are or shall be taken, and to hear

and determine the same; and, according to the course of Admiralty

and the Law of Nations, to adjudge and condemn all such ships,

vessels, and goods as shall belong to the Emperor of all the

Russias, or his subjects, or to any others inhabiting "within any of

his countries, territories or dominions." It is contended that it is

not within the terms of my commission to condemn this vessel,

and that I am restricted to the condemnation of ships exclusively

belonging to Russians. If this were the true construction of the

Order in Council, it would go to show that the Court has no power

to condemn neutral vessels committing a breach of blockade, or

carrying articles contraband of war, because they did not belong

to subjects of the Emperor of Russia. Certainly no judge who

ever occupied this chair before was so tied, nor liave I any

intention to place such manacles upon my own hands. I must

remind the learned counsel that the principle which governs the

proceedings in this Court is to condemn as enemy's property aU

wliich is not entitled to be restored by tlie Law of Nations. To
establish a title to restitution, it ought to be perfectly clear that

the property does not belong to an enemy ; and where the claimant
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fails to establish that, the property is condemned as enemy's 1854

property. -^"^-'^ -^-

Without further adverting to the general law or the terms of The PRmrs.

the commission I now hold, I have no doubt that I ought to Dr.

condemn the three-eighths of this ship, which have been claimed on
^"^^^^ton.

behalf of a neutral.

On October 6th the Court was moved on behalf of the owners of [Spinks, 59.]

the cargo to decree to them out of the proceeds of the ship the

expenses which they had inciu'red in consequence of her capture.

Dk. Lushington.—I am at a loss to understand wpon what

ground this application is made. No instance has been cited, and

I certainly cannot call to my recollection any one, in which the

owners of a cargo, under similar circumstances, have been held to

be entitled to their expenses. It is quite clear that at the time of

shipment of this cargo war between this country and Russia was

imminent. This was notorious to Europe
;
yet, notwithstanding,

the owners of this cargo think proper to put on board a liussian

vessel and send it to the Baltic. Accordingly, they must be held

to have done so at their own risk. They must be bound, moreover,

by the conduct of the master. What was that, according to his

own account ? He sailed for Abo, but being unable to reach it,

he broke bulk and discharged a large portion of his cargo into

small boats to bo conveyed to Abo, and subsequently ran his ship

ashore in Saggo Bay to avoid capture. Certainly no blame

attaches to this master for his endeavours to save his shiji, but

undoubtedly the neutral owners must suffer for his act.

This motion is, in my opinion, without precedent and without

justification, and must be rejected, with costs.
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[RpiukM, .V2.] THE AKGO.

< 'itjitnn —J'j'j' mjitioii— Ordif in Council, March 2dt/i, 1854— C'o/i/j'/iwoua Vni/age.

Tho Order in Council of 29th March, 18.54, exempted from capture

Russian vessels which, i)rior to tho 29tli of March, should havo sailed

from any foreign port bound for any jjort in her Majesty's dominions.

A vessel under a charter-party for a voyage from Ilavannah or Matanzus

to Cork, sailed from Ilavannah in ballast prior to such date, took in her

cargo at Matanzas, and sailed thence subsequently theret(j. Held, that

it "was a continuous voyage ; that it commenced at Havannah, where tho

charter-party was entered into; and that the ship must be ref<tored under

the Order in Council.

1854 This vessel, belonging to a Kussian owner, and sailing under
iiff. 4 ><• lo.

j^^ggian colours, bound on a voyage from Ilavannah and Matanzas

to Cork, for orders, was captured on the 6th of May, 1854, off Cork

harbour, by her Majesty's revenue cruiser Eliza.

By permission of the Lords of the Admiralty she subsequently

proceeded from Cork to Liverpool, where she discharged her cargo.

A claim was made by Mr. Henry Sharpe, of 2(3, Broad Street

Buildings, London, Merchant, on behalf of Gustaf Bergboin, of

Uleaborg, in the Grand Duchy of Finland, the sole owner of the

vessel. This claim was ordered to be amended, and Mr. Sharpe

made a further affidavit :
'' That he is advised and believes that the

ship Arrjo, although the property of a Russian subject, was, at the

time and under the circumstances of her seizure by her Majesty's

revenue cutter Eliza, on tlie Gtli day of Maj- last, within tho

protection of her Majesty's Order in Council (issued expressh' for

the piu'pose of lessening the evils of war) of the 29th of March last,

exempting from captiu-e or detention Russian vessels under special

circumstances, and as so being ought to b^ restored to her Russian

owner."

The special cii-cumstances are stated in the judgment.

The Quecn^s Advocate and the AdiniraJfi/ Advocate appeared for

the captor.

Dr. Addani!^ and Dr. Tiviss, for the claimant.
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Dr. Lushixgtox.—This is a Russian vessel, captured on 1854

Uay Gth. She left Cuba on April 2nd, with a cargo belonging to
''^"^- ^ ^' ^^-

Kirkland & Co., Glasgow ; she reached Queenstown on May Gth, The Anoo.

and was there seized bj a revenue cutter. The cargo was restored Dr.

and a claim is now made for the ship and freight. The ship, being "® ngton.

enemy's property, must be condemned unless she is protected by

some act of the British Government ; and it is alleged that she is

so protected by the Order in Council of March 29th.

With regard to the construction of that Order, I have already

stated in a former case the principles which will guide my judg-

ment (a) , and to which I intend to adhere till better informed by

a higher tribunal.

I am of opinion that all relaxation of belligerent rights

emanating from the Government of this country, and declared in

authentic documents, sliould receive a liberal constructiou, as

liberal a construction as the terms of those documents will adpait

of ; but in so doing I must be governed and restricted by the

words which are used, and abstain from giving an interpretation

which cannot be borne out by the instrument to be construed.

Fii'st, then, what are tlie facts of the case ? In the month of

February this vessel was lying in the port of Ilavannah, whence

she had come from the port of Antwerp, vdth a cargo landed at

Ilavannah ; whilst at Ilavannah she took in ballast, then sailed

for Matanzas, and there shipped her cargo. Matanzas was the

last clearing port, and she left it on April 2nd. According h>

the evidence of the master on the ninth interrogatory, the carg(j

was begun to be put on board on February 28th, and completed

on March 30th.

This vessel sailed under a charter-party bearing date February

the 7th, at the Ilavannah, and by the charter-party it was

stipulated that the vessel should load at Ilavannah and/or {fj)

Matanzas ; forty-two running days were to bo allowed, at (lie

end of which demurrage was to be paid. Should the vessel bo

ordered to j\[atanzas, sufhcient cargo or ballast should bo given at

Havannah to keep her safe.

{<i) The Phceni.r, ante, p. 22.S.

(/') In the charter-party it wa.s so ^•xprcs^^O(l :
" aud or Matanzas.
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18.H I must hero observe that tho eoutract, boyond all doubt, waa

Aiitf. i ^ \o.
jjjf^jo jit tho llavannah, and, as I understand it, tho charterers had

Thk Aroo. the option to load at tho llavannah or at Matanzas, or partly at

])r. ono or partly at tho other ; and not only was the contract entered

I-u.hiiigto...
.^^^^^ ^^ ^|j^ llavannah, but it began to bo executed there, first,

by taking in tho ballast as mentioned in tho charter-party, and

secondly, by tho running of tho lay days as appears by the

indorsement of the charter-party itself.

Such being tho facts, I now turn to tho Order in Council. It

has been contended that this vessel ought to be released within

the terms of the first paii; of the Order, which directs that Russian

vessels within her Majesty's dominions shall be allowed till

May lOtli for loading and departing. Now, this vessel, at the

date of that Order, was clearly not within her Majesty's dominions,

and in my judgment was neither within the words nor the spirit

of the first part of this Order.

The next branch of this Order dii'ects that any Russian

merchant vessel, which prior to this Order shall have sailed from

any foreign port bound for any port or place in the Queen's

dominions, shall be permitted to enter and dej^art "s^ithout moles-

tation. This vessel did sail from the Havanuah prior to the date

of the Order ; she sailed from Matanzas subsequently to the date

of the Order. When she loft the Havannah she was in ballast,

bound for Cork, according to the charter-party.

It has been contended that this Order in Council contemplated

that the Russian vessel should have been laden at the date of

the Order ; but I find no words in the Order that would justify

my putting so strict a construction upon it ; neither do I think

that there are any words -which impose the necessity of not

touching at or taking a cargo at some other port than that where

the voyage commenced. For instance, I apprehend that a vessel

might have taken in a part of her cargo from one foreign port,

having left that port prior to the 29th of March, and taken in

another part of the cargo at another foreign port subsequently.

The real meaning of the Order in Council, according to my
view of it, is : that the vessel shall have sailed prior to the 29th of

March, on a voyage to end in Great Britain, and I am clearly of

opinion that this was one continuous voyage, the commencement
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of which was at the Havannah, aud that the sailing from the 1854

Ilavannah prior to March the 29th is a substantial compliance — "y- ^ ^ ^^-

with the terms of the Order. I must therefore restore this vessel. The Aego.

Dr.
Lusliington.

THE INDUSTEIE. [Spmks, oi.]

NeutraVs Shares in Enemy Ship— Cvndeinnaliun.

A vessel under Russian colours, -with a Eussian pass, and whose papers

disclosed only Russian owners, being captured, a claim was made by

the master as being a neutral, and tlie lawful owner of one-fourth part

thereof. Jleld, that the claim could not bo sustained, as the enemy's

flag and pass imprinted a hostile chai'acter on the whole shij).

This vessel, a Russian ship, left Hull with a cargo of salt, i8j4

bound to Riga, on the 18th of December, 1853, and after meeting -^^"ff- ^^-

various mischances, was captured off Memel on the 26th of April.

Three-fourths of the ship, having beeu admitted to belong to

Russian merchants, was condemned ; but a claim was made for

one-fourth by Jens Neilson Fuhl, the master, who was, as alleged,

a subject of Denmark.

The Queoi's Advocate and Dr. li. PhiUimorv, for the captor,

cited the Vrow Elizahctli {(f) and the Pritnu.s (r).

Dr. Aihhutts and Dr. Tuinn, for the claimant, cited Tlic

ForfiDia (./'), Donna Jlarianita (r/), Success (//), Onderncetuintj (/),

Diana (/.•), Cahna {!), and the San Francisco A)ifoniiis (ni).

Dk. Lushington.—In all cases of doubt and difliculty, or where

there is any novelty, the Court is desirous of taking time, in order

{d) Vol. I. p. 409.
(j) Vol. I. p. 41 (note).

(e) Aide, p. 290. ,j. y^^^ j ^24.

(/) 1 Dod. 86 (case on the slave ,
'

.„ /„• ^ ,• t ,

, J . , , .. Ti e 1 \ (0 I>iff of Sir Leolmo Jcnkyns,
trade Acts, as to nationality 01 ship). y.. ^

''

{g) 1 Dod. 91 (appeal from a Vice- ^ ^'- "' ^' '^^"

Admiralty Court on the slave trade ("0 Not reported, but cited from

Acts. Uucstion whether the ship was a ^^S. volume of the lato Sir James

British or Portuguese). Marriott, in tlic possession of I;it>.

(A) Ante, p. 140. -"•• '-^'^^i'^'^-
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iH.vi tliiit its dctcnninatlou may bo expressed iu clear and intelligible

Aiiff. 13, words ; but whore the Court entertains no doubt whatever as to

Thk the judgment to which it will arrive, and wliore it sees no dilficulty

,' ' whatever in expressing its reasons with sufficient perspicuity to

l.iushiiijrton
satisfy its OAvn view of the justice of the case, it is very desirable

that no delay should be interposed, lest it should be imagined that

it docs entertain any doubt at all. Upon the jn-esent occasion I

;im tally prepared, according to the judgment I have formed, to

pronounce my opinion. I think, in so doing, I may entirely lay

out of consideration what I said iu the case of the 7*;'//;»/s, because,

if it should so happen that I expressed myself hastily, or Baw

reason to depart from anything I said, I should have the candour

and the courage to be ready and willing to reconsider the matter,

and to correct it if I were in error.

The facts of this case appear to me to be these : Tins was a

vessel sailing under Russian colours, and, as I understand, with

Russian papers, not divulging any other interest than that the ship

was wholly owned by Russians. She is now claimed by the

master, who contends that he is a subject of Denmark, and is

entitled to a restoration of one-fourth of the vessel, because he was

a neutral at the time ; and that he is not prevented from asserting

that claim by reason of the vessel being under Russian colours, or

by reason of the papers not disclosing any such interest.

I will entirely divert my mind from anything relating to the

national character of this individual for the purpose of argument

;

but I must candidly state that there are facts appearing on the face

of the evidence which would, uudoubtedl}', create some doubt in

my mind as to whether this man is entitled to the national character

of a Dane or not. I will state what could not come under the

cognizance of counsel. "When the interrogatory is first put to him,

he states that his home is partly at Riga and partly elsewhere, and

then the former is struck out.

The question then comes simply to this : Can he maintain a title

to restitution at this period—the commencement of a war—by reason

of being bona Jidc entitled to one=-foiu-th part of the vessel at a

period antecedent to the war, and up to the time of seizm'e ? I vaU.

give him the benefit of all these facts. If this be a question

already concluded by high authority, and acquiesced iu in various
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judgments by Lord >Sto\vell, and never carried up lu tlie Appeal i85i

Court, which then had jurisdiction in prize matters, it is vain for '^"^' ^'^'

the Court to inquire whether it is hound by such authority. In The

the case o£ the Vroic Elizabeth (o), Lord Stowell has expressed '

himself in the most decided terms with regard to the Law. He Lushingtou.

said : "It would, I think, be extremely hazardous to admit a claim

in opposition to this evidence." That relates merely to the question

of evidence, but as to the rule of law, he says, " I will go farther,

and say that I hold the claim to be also against the established

rules of law, by which it has been decided that a vessel sailing

under the colom-s and pass of a nation is to be considered as clothed

Avith the national character of that country." There cannot be a

stronger expression than this, and the proposition cannot be more

clearly enunciated. It may be said that Lord Stowell would

condemn the property on other grounds ; but of that I know

nothing. He stated the reasons which led to his judgment, and

the principles of law on which he proceeded.

In a note to this case, it is said, in the Ondcniceniing (p), a

British subject obtained restitution of seven-eighths of the ship,

under a Dutch flag and pass. Now, assuming there was no Order

in Council, and assuming there were no special directions fi'om the

Crown, he would have obtained restitution against the wliole law

laid down by Lord Stowell, and it would have been remarkable if

that had been adverted to in a note instead of coming forward as a

prominent case, showing the doctrine of the Court. But I cannot

doubt what the fact was, for the note goes on, " The King's

instructions, July 2-3, 1803, direct restitutions of ships and cargoes

ho)id Jidc belonging to British subjects, sailing before tlie knowledge

of hostilities from the colonies of France and Holland, to whatever

country they might be going." This opinion which I have formed

appears to be borne out by a note at the end of the volume (</) :

" Since the decision of the Court of Admiralty in the case of the

]^ron- Elizahrtli, where the Hag and i»ass of the enemy was held

conclusive for the claim of the ship on behalf of a neutral proprietor,

thougli adopted prior to hostilities, and without any prospect of

such an event, the same question has been fully agitated before tlie

{•>) Vol. 1. p. 40'.». (/.) A'(.l. 1. p. 111. ('/)
') C. Hob. 410.
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1854 (^oiul dl' Appcfil in sfvcral caso3, und wit li !i similar result." No
^'"J- ^''-

distinction \viis niadj Lotwoon tlio flu^^ Leing adopted prior to tbo

Tub coninu'nccracnt of liostilitios, and whon thoro was no reason to

suppose that hostilities would have taken place, and the flag being

adopted Jhifjraiifo hello. By these authorities I must bold myself

concluded.

If tliore bo an exception on the present occasion, it must be shown

to bo in circumstances which have not been brought to my

attention, but which will take it out of the principle. When the

vessel is sailing under a neutral flag, the captors may show that all

the property is not neutral, but that part of it belongs to an

enemy, and in tliat case you divide it, and condemn the part which

is hostile, and not the part whicli is neutral ; but the converse pro-

position is not true, that where a vessel is sailing under a hostile

flag, you can claim, on behalf of a neutral, any part of the property

under such flag.

From the cases cited from Sir Leoline Jenkyns and Sir James

Marriott, I cannot draw deductions contrary to the principles to

whicli I have adverted. What would become of belligerent rights,

if, when you search vessels under hostile colours, you are to be

told, " This is not a Eussian vessel ; it is neutral, or nine-tenths is

neutral. You are quite mistaken ; it is entitled to restitution at

tlie hands of the Court." It is manifest that the right of search,

under these circumstances, would be destroyed. It is clear that

the whole trade of an enemy might be carried on with perfect

impunity, and all the naval force of France and Great Britain

would never be able to carry into execution those rights which they

are undoubtedly justified in exercising by the Law of Nations. I

entertain no doubt in this case, and I condemn the vessel.
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THE POLKA. [Si.inks. .57.]

Prize in Neutral Port—Condemnation—Special Circumstances,

The general rule of law is that a prize shall be brought into a port

belonging to the captor's country, but under sjjecial circumstances the

Court will condemn a prize which has been taken into and lies in a

neutral j^ort and allow it to be sold there.

The commanders of lier Majesty's ships AmpJiion and Coujlict 1854

Jiaving received information that a number of llussian merchant -^"g- 15.

vessels were lying in the port of Libau, anchored within gunshot

of the town on the 17th of May last, and summoned the governor

to surrender the said vessels within three hours. At half-past

three p.m. of the same day an answer was received from the

authorities, to the effect that they were without the means of

defence, and would readily send the vessels out, but could not

possibly do it within the time specified. Whereupon the captains

of the A Dip// ion and Co 11 flicf caused the ships' boats to be manned

and armed, and they proceeded with them to the port. Having

had the Russian vessels—seven schooners and one brigantine

—

pointed out, they took possession of them, brought them out into

tlie roads, and finding them not to be in a condition to perform a

voyage to England, took them to the port of Memel, where they

remained to await the decision of the Court.

At the time of their capture the vessels were found all dis-

mantled, their sails unbent, and some of them aground. Two of

them were scuttled, the whole of them deserted by their crews, and

no papers whatever were found on board, neither could the captors

obtain any information whatever respecting them, but believed they

had been taken away by the masters "when they deserted tho

vessels.

The Qitecii^s Adcocate moved the Court to condemn tho vessels

and decree their sale in the port of Memel, stating that an

intimation had been received from tho Prussian Government that

no objection would be made to such a course, provided they wore

sold by private contract, without being advertised or put up to

auction.
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Aiiff. 1.').

The Polka.

Dr.
Lushiugton.

Dr. LrsiiiNOTON.—Tho circumstances under which the present

ni)l»lication is made nro quite peculiar, and fonn an exception to

tlio general prluciplo upon wliich this Court i)rocee.l8. Thougli

there is no direct evidence tliat tho vessels are Kussian, yet there is

no claim, and the Court entertains no doubt upon tho suhject. I

have no hesitation in condemning them ; and, looking at the fact

deposed to, that they are not in a fit state to be brought to

England, and the consent of tho Prussian Government to their sale

at Meniol, the Court will allow that course in the present case, but

with tho proviso that the wishes of the Prussian Government shall

be fully observed with respect to the sale.

I wish it, moreover, to be expressly understood, that this case is

decided upon its own peculiar circumstances, and is not to be con-

sidered as a precedent for the condemnation of a prize while lying

in a neutral port. The rule is that the prize shall be brought into

a port belonging to the captors' country, and the Court must guard

itself against allowing a precedent to the contrary to be established.

[Spinks, 60.]

1854

October 13.

THE JOHANN CHPISTOPH.

Ship—Fictitious Transfer—National Character of Alleged Purchaser—Proof

of Purchase—Order in Council, April loth, 1854

—

Condemnation.

A sliip sailing under neutral colours and with neutral papers from a

Russian to a British port with a cargo, within the time granted to

Russian vessels by the Order in Council, was seized by the Custom
House officers, and claimed by the master as the bond fide purchaser

and a neutral. Held, on further proof, that, 1st, the neutral character

was not established ; 2nd, the transfer to the master was merely colour-

able ; 3rd, the Court could not restore the ship as Russian, but pro-

tected by the Order in Council, when it had been previously claimed as

neutral.

This vessel, sailing under Danish colours, was seized by the

Custom House officers at Grimsby. The ciixumstances of the

case were these :

—

JMr. Christiansen, a native of Denmark, who for six years had

been carrying on business as a merchant at Lcith, on the 4th of

April Avrote to Lord Clarendon, informing him of some purchases

he had made at Libau, of Mr. H. Sorensen, the Danish Consul at
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that place, and inquirmg "wlietlier, in the event of his goods 1854

being shipj^ed on board neutral vessels, they would be subject to _

^''^''^^'' ^^-

seizure and condemnation cither by and at the instance of the T"e Johaxw

commanders of her Majesty's cruisers, or by her Majesty's officers

of Customs on the arrival of the vessels in the ports of this

country." On the 22nd of April a letter was sent from tlio

Foreign Office to Mr. Chiistiansen, " referring him, in reply to his

inquiry, to her Majesty's Order in Council of the loth of April,

Avhich permits the importation of the goods in question in neutral

vessels." Mr. Sorenson chartered the JoJuoni C/irisfop//, and, about

tlie 4th or 0th of May, put the cargo, consisting chiefly of railway

sleepers, on board, consigned to Mr. Christiansen. The ship

sailed from Libau on. the 9th of May, arrived at Grimsby, and

delivered her cargo. She was then seized by the Custom House

officers on the 18th of June on suspicion of being a Russian vessel,

and her papers were taken away. On the 2oth slio Avas liberated,

and her papers restored. She prepared to take her departure

in ballast, and on the 28th received from the Custom House

authorities at Grimsby her clearance certificate {r) ; but upon the

following day she was again seized by the officers of the Customs.

A claim was given in by Mr. A. II. Lindgron, of Crown Court,

Old Broad Street, on behalf of " Johann Gottlieb Bohss, of Altona,

master mariner, a subject of tlie King of Denmark, the true, lawful,

and sole owner and proprietor of the said ship."

The master, mate, and carj)enter were examined on the standing

inteiTOgatories.

The evidence of the master witli respect to liis own national

character was to the effect " that he was born at sea, in the Baltic,

and christened at Libau ; that during the seven years last past,

up to February last, lie has lived at Iviga ; that since Fobruar}''

last he has lived at Altona, wliich he considers his present home

when he is not at sea ; that lie is now a subject of the King of

Denmark ; that in 18-10 he became a liussian subject, but ceased

to be so in February last ; that he has taken an oatli of allegiance

(;) " Tl lis is to certify tliut the tjliij) Copouhagcn, is free to depart from

J(ili((iiit c/in'.-itoph (Bohsa, maf^ter), tbitj jjort and to proceed on her

Avhich has this day boon ck^ared out- voyago without any stop or iiiipcdi-

wards at this (^iistom TTnuso for input wliatovor."
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1851 to tlio Emperor of Ilussia in 1840, and another to tlie King of

^"^"*''' ^^-
, Denmark on the Stli of April, 1854 ; tliat be obtained a certificate

TheJohann of being a subject of the Emperor of Russia in 1840; that on

becoming a Danisli subject he obtained a certificate of being a

subject of tlio King of Denmark ; that he has been admitted a

burgher of tlie city of Altona, and was so admitted by taking an

oath of allegiance before the magistrates, which he did on the

8th of April, in the usual manner ; that he has resided there ever

since, except when on board ship ; that he paid about 200 Danish

dollars for his admission ; that he is married ; that his wife and

family have hitherto resided in Riga, but that his wife was with

him on his last voyage before he left Libau ; that she left him at

Libau with the intention of returning to Riga, and selling off all

their property there, and then joining her own family, who reside

near Copenhagen, but that he has not yet heard what has become

of them."

On the admission of the claim the Court intimated its opinion

that it was a case for further proof, and that it should expect some

more satisfactory evidence of the national character of the claimant,

and stringent proof that the sale was bond fido, and not merely a

colourable transfer.

The case now came on for hearing on the further proof. The

Queen's Adcocate and the Admiralty Advocate for the seizor, cited,

on the question of the national character of the master, the

Endraught (s) and the Graaff Berndorf{t).

Dr. Tuiss and Dr. Spinls appeared for the claimant.

Dr. Li'SHiNGTON.—In this case, when it originally came before

the Court, two questions were raised : first, what is the national

character of the claimant ? and, secondly, whether the purchase of

the vessel by the claimant was a bo)u'i fide purchase, or not ? The

Court directed that further proof should be adduced upon both

these points, and intimated at the same time that it should expect

clear and positive evidence of the actual payment of the purchase-

money. I have now to decide whether the evidence produced is

{») Yol. T. p. ;J0. it) Vol. I. p. -JGo.
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sufficient to justify me in restoring this vessel. Of course, it must 18.54

be sufficient to satisfy my mind upon both the questions at issue,
0''^o^^>" i-^-

or she must be condemned ; because, if the claimant fails to prove The Joaxss
Cheistoph.

the purchase, he is not entitled to restitution ; and, where a person

claims as a Danish subject, notwithstanding the ingenious argument Lushingtou.

of the learned counsel, I have no power to restore to him in any

other cliaracter, or under the Order in Council, whereby it is

directed that a Eussian owner coming before the Court sliall, under

certain circumstances, have his vessel restored {»).

I will first address myself to tlie question of the national

character of Mr. Bohss ; and I would observe, that with respect

to national character, it has been over and over again laid down,

that the application of the general principle must depend on the

circumstances of each individual case. Now what are the circum-

stances of this case, according- to Mr. Bohss's own representation ?

His father, he says, was a Dutchman, and he was bom at sea,

somewhere in the Baltic ; he seems to have been christened at

Libau, but that circumstance would not affect his native character

as a Dutchman. In that character he followed the vocation of a

seaman until tlic year 1840, when, for the purpose of obtaining

certain advantages in his profession, he took the oath of allegiance

to the Emperor of Russia, became a llussian subject, and

subsequently resided with his family at Riga for seven 3'ears up to

February last. So that there can be no doubt that, at the com-

mencement of the year 1854, there was impressed upon him the

quality of a Russian subject ; and the question for the Court now

to decide is whether anything occurred between February, 1854,

and the purchase of this vessel on the 12th of April following

which could divest him of that quality, and convert him into a

Danish subject, in which character he now claims restitution.

(») Older ill Council, April 15, because tlio claimant attempted no

18.34. It was contended that if the fraud but was guilty only of igno-

Court were satisfied of the bond fidf ranco of what the law rociuircd to

character of the sale, but thought the effect n change of national character

;

neutral character of the claimant was and had therefore committed a venial

not established, it must give him the error in calling himself a Dane instead

benefit of the Order in Cmmcil and <>f a Russian,

allow him to claim as a "Russian.

T^.— VOT,. TT.
'^
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isr)! IIo loft liussia, according to his statement, in February last

;

^'^'''""' ^^- and on tlio 8th of April took tlie oath of allegiance to the King of

The Johann Denmark, and was admitted as a burgher of the city of Altona.

But I am clearly of opinion that that circumstance alone never

LusWn ton
could confer upon him a national character. I apprehend tliat five

minutes' notice and the payment of so many dollars might entitle

him at any time to exercise all the rights of a Dane within the

dominions of Denmark ; but I must protest against the argument

that ho is therefore to bo considered in the Prize Courts of

bi'lligereut nations as having changed his national character. To

enable liini to do this the Law of Nations, by which these Courts

are governed, requires several other things to concur. He must

have actually abandoned his previous national character—not be

merely in the course of abandonment ; he must have taken up his

abode with his wife and family, with the intention of remaining in

the country of which he claimed to be a subject. Do the cir-

cumstances answer these requirements ? Mr. Bohss, according to

his own representation, having heard, in January, 18-54, that this

ship was advertised for sale, conversed with its owners at Libau

with respect to it ; and it then entered into his head that as the

ship was likely to be sold he would make himself a Danish subject

and purchase her, and that he should be able to navigate her

under the Danish flag. "What does he do ? lie goes to Altona,

and after a residence of a few daj's, without having taken any

house or given any proof of his intention to fix his domicile there,

on the 12th of April he pm-chases the ship. He does not even

pretend that his wife and family were about to join him at Altona.

On the contrary, he expressly states that when he parted from her

at Libau, she repaired to Riga to sell off their goods, with the

intention of proceeding immediately to reside w'itli her relations at

Copenhagen. This might certainly be evidence of an intention to

abandon Russia, but it is no evidence of an intention to become the

subjects of Denmark. But whether even this intention has been

carried into effect we have no certain information.

I am clearly of opinion that the assumption of the national

character of a Dane is a fiction from the beginning to the end ; and

further, that even if the facts stated are true, there is not sufiicient

to effect any change in the national character of Mr. Bohss. After
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living at Riga, and having become to all intents and purposes a 1854

liussian suLject, the mere proceeding to Denmark, and going
^t-<o^<r 13^^

through a few formalities, would not enaLle him to lose his The Johann

national character and to become a Dane at once ; he must actually

have cpiitted his former domicile. I do not mean to say that a Lusbim'ton

character assumed for the purposes of trade may not be changed

with greater facility than under other circumstances ; but I do say

it must be a real and not merely a nominal change, as I hold it to

have been in the present case.

The Court being of this opinion with respect to the national

character of tlie claimant, the determination of the second question

becomes of minor importance. I Avill, however, give my opinion

upon it, that there may be no doubt as to the grounds of the

Court's decision.

The circumstances of the purchase of the ship are stated to be the

following :—Mr. Buhss, ha^ing been in command of the ship, and

become attached to her, was anxious, when he heard she was adver-

tised for sale, to become the purchaser from the former owners, and

for that purpose proceeded to Hamburg. Now it does appear to me
a little curious, if this was intended to be a bond Jidc sale, that he

should have heard of the sale by an advertisement in Hamburg,

and that he should not have communicated with the owners upon it

when he was at Libau, instead of proceeding to Hamburg and

purchasing it of Messrs. Merck & Co., by vii'tue of a power of

attorney which they had from the owners for that purpose. These

are circumstances of suspicion which naturally induce the Court to

look more closely into the evidence of the purchase, and, above all,

of the actual payment of the money. But of ^^hat does that

evidence consist ?

A certificate from the British Vice-Consul at Libau has been

produced ; it is in these words—" I, the undersigned, do hereby

declare and certify that the former Russian bark, Johaun Chrisioph,

has been sold to the Danish subject, Johaun Gottlieb Bohss, Esq.,

of Altona ; and that the sale has takt«n place at Altona on the

12th of April, at the price of 4-3,(>O0 niairs Hamburg banco. I

further declare and certify, that the bill of emption of the bark,

Johaun ChristopJi, has been delivered by the magistrate of Altona,

and produced to me this day, the la-iZth of April. GivfU

X 2
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1851 undor my liand and sciil of oflice.— Libau, April 15/27th,

OrfobrrU^ 18o4." Aiid it is signod Ly lier Majesty's Yice-Consul. Now

TiiK .ToHANN wliat is the value of this document as evidence ? The Vice-Consul
CaiuBToru.

^^^^^ .^ ^^^^^ ^^ cognizant of the facts to which he certifies, except

T i^'"' . from documents shown to him, or from the statements of otliors
;

and yet it would appear tliat lie Avas certifying to something withm

Ills own knowledge. The certificate comes to nothing—tlio facts

could not bo within tlio knowledge or grasp of tliis gentleman at

all. It is, moreover, not a little extraordinary that lie certifies tlie

sale to have taken place at Altona, whereas the copy of the bill of

sale expressly states the transaction to have taken place at

Hamburg.

That copy—for the original has not been produced—is attached

to the afiidavit of a Dr. Schram, a notary public of Ilambui-g, who

appears to carry on what, no doubt, will shortly become a very

lucrative business, in assisting at and attesting the conversion of

Russians into Danes, and the fictitious transfer of the enemy's

property. He does not, however, in this case, depose to the

payment of the purchase-money for the ship ; and here lies the

gist of the whole matter. He merely says, " that the receipt of

the consideration money for the said ship, to wit, the sum of

45,000 marcs Hamburg banco, was acknowledged by Justus Carl

AVilhelm Ruperti, one of the firm of H. J. Merck & Co., the sellers,

in his presence." From Mr. Ruperti or Messrs. Merck no evidence

whatever is produced ; for some reason or other, they have made

no afiidavit. Now I have stated before, and I repeat it again,

that ill all purchases of this kind, made under similar circum-

stances, proof of actual payment of the money is most stringently

requu'ed ; but in this case I have nothing but a declaration—even

the appearance of a receipt is not produced, and there is no

evidence whatever, from the agent of the vendors ; and yet I am
asked to believe that this master mariner has been the hoiid fdc

purchaser of this vessel at the price of 4-5,000 marcs banco. I do

not believe in the trutlifulness of the whole transaction, but am of

opinion that the sale to Mr. Bohss was merely colourable. The

vessel, therefore, must be condemned on both grounds—the

national character of the claimant, and the want of proof of the

sale.
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THE OCEAN BEIDE. [Spink.see.]

Ihcupiure— Bestitution— Munidpul Law— Jurisdiction of Prize Court to

recoguise British Ruhs as to Eeyistration.

The Prize Court, if a Britisli owner is entitled to restoration of his

ship, will not inquii-e into questions of municipal law—such as the regis-

tration of ownership—unless it is shown without doubt that the owner is

not entitled to restoration through a clear breach of municipal law. A
British ship fictitiously transferred to Russian merchants to prevent lier

seizure by the Russian authorities, while lying ice-bound in a Russian

port at the outbreak of the war, but seized as Russian proi)erty by the

officers of the Customs on her andval at Leith, restored to the British

owners on payment of the seizor's expenses.

This vessel, a Britisli built ship, sailed from this country for 1854

Archangel in September, 1853, was there frozen in, and detained ^''^- ^ ^' ^'^-

by the ice until some time after the outbreak of the war. She

sailed in the beginning of June, and arrived at Leith about the

lOtli of July, when slie was seized with her cargo by the Custom

House ofHeers as a Kussian prize. On the 29th of July the cargo

was restored by consent on payment of costs and freight ; and on

the 2nd of August a claim for the ship was given in by a Mr. Clark

on behalf of the asserted owners, Messrs. Stewart & Smith. The

admission of the claim was argued on the 14th of August, when

the Court directed tliat further proof should be given on both sides.

The case of the claimants was, that this vessel was a British

ship, duly registered in 1853 at the port of Dundee, biit that being

detained b}^ the ice at Archangel at the outbreak of the war, her

owners, Messrs. Stewart & Smith, of Dundee, became alainud

lest she should be seized in Russia as the property of British

subjects, and, in order to protect her, assigned licr by vendition, or

bill of sale, dated 11th March, 1854, to Messrs, AVilliam Brandt &

Sons, of Archangel and London ; that such bill of sale was granted

by the owners to Messrs. Brandt without any sale taking place, or

any price paid, and truly that tliey might hold the vessel in trust

for behoof of the owners, and that she might ajipear to the Ru.ssian

authorities as the property of Messrs. Brandt & Sons of Archangel

;

that tlic transaction was explained to !Mr. "Wronghnm, merdiant of

Dundee, the agent of Messrs. Brandt, and to ^Ir. Kerr, tlic .solicitor
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is.u onii)loyod, Loforo llio lull nf smIo was signed; that the owners
Oct^u.

(,.,i„^„ji|<p,i tiiig i,in (,f .sale to Mr. AVronghara on the 14th of

TitK Ocean March, wiih a letter stating the ohjoet thereof, and Mr. AVrongham

transmitted ilie hill of sale to Messrs. Brandt & Son of Loudon,

who immediatel}^ returned it with the request tliat the signatures

might he attested hy the Rtissian Consul ; and that when this was

(hmc it was again transmitted to Messrs. P>randt. That, on the

Sth of April following, Messrs. Brandt of London transmitted to

]\[r. AVronghara a letter from Captain Smith, the master of the

vessel, and a draft by him npon Mr. Stewart, one of the owners,

for 137/. IGs., the amount of advances of money he had received at

Archangel for the use of the vessel, that Mr. "Wrongham might

obtain payment from the owners ; and Mr. Brandt further required

a sum of 270/. to defray the necessary expense of repairing and

placing the vessel in safety from the ice. That the said sum of

137/. 16s., with interest, was paid to Mr. Wrongham, and trans-

mitted by him to Mr. Brandt of London, who acknowledged its

receipt on the 28th of April, and after stating that his ^\j'changel

friends would not allow the vessel to leave before the deposit they

required was made, the vendition or bill of sale being of no use to

them, suggested that the owners should give a bond on the vessel.

That on the 1st of May Mr. AYrongham ^\Tote Mr. Brandt of

London, recommending that the captain of the vessel should grant

a bottomry bond for any advances he might receive at Archangel

;

whereupon Mr. Brandt, in reply, requested Mr. "Wrongham also to

procure from the owners a bond for the advances to be made in his

own name as a collateral security. That accordingly on the 10th

of May the owners executed a bond and vendition in security,

conveying the vessel, in further security of such advances, to

Mr. Wrongham. That on the Sth of July Messrs. Brandt & Sons,

hv vendition or bill of sale, conveyed the vessel to Mr. Wrongham,
who presented this bill of sale for registration at the Custom House,

Dundee, on the 10th of July. That the vessel is bond Jidc the

property of Messrs. Stewart & Smith, and that the transfer of

her to Messrs. Brandt & Sons was truly made for the purpose of

preventing her being seized by the llussian authorities, and that

Messrs. Brandt and Mi\ Wrongham are ready to transfer and

reconvey the vessel to the owners on payment of their advances.
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The Queen's Advocate and the Admiralty Advocate appeared for 185-t

tlio seizor ; Dr. Addams and Dr. Ticiss for the claimant. Of/. 6 ^ 1 3.

The Ocean

[The Court examined the evidence, and held, that on the facts,
^™^'

the sale to Messrs. Brandt was fictitious and conveyed no riglit or

title to them, and that they could not engraft a lieii upon a trans-

action which was a nullity ; it then proceeded to deal with the

question of restitution.]

J)ii. LrsiiiXGTOx.—If then, according to my view of this case, if

according to prize law there has been no legal transfer, if that

law requires that to divest the title from the original owners tlie

transaction should be boiui fide, and there should be a legal and

equitable title conferred, or other considerations which I need not

mention, what is there to prevent me decreeing restitution of the

sliip to the claimants ?

The first objection is, that this vessel is registered in the names

of "Wrongham, and of Brandt & Co. of Archangel, and that by

statute law no other person can have a legal or equitable title

lliereto. I state this proposition generally, because it is true

generally. I apprehend, to put it as shortly as I can, that by the

law at present in force and operation, a bill of sale duly registered,

notwithstanding it may have been oifered as a security, gives a

title to those in whose favour it is registered against any person

whatever. But there is no such case here : there is no one claiuis

imder the registry, because the persons who claim are neither more

nor less than Stewart & Smith, the vendors.

Here arise several questions; whether I shall be successful in

disposing of them I do not know, but at any rate I must have the

courage to meet them. Nothing, in my opinion, is more undesir-

able than to put the case vaguely. If the Court is unable to come

to a right conclusion, its judgment may be afterwards corrected
;

but if the Com-t gives a judgment, and that appoars easy, and tlio

difficulty is never noticed, it leads to a supposition that tho real

point of the case never did arise. Now I will endeavour not to

avoid the difficulties ; I grant that they are not small.

First, how far is it the duty of this Court to take cognizance of

the municipal law of this country, sitting as a Court of Trize?
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1864 And this head, I iiiu soiTy to say, may 1x3 again divided : first, as

Wf/^^- 13,
^^j j^ breach of tlie municipal law; and secondly, as to pronouncing

The Oceax a decision wliicli may be incompatible with it.

* As to the first point, it is settled by various cases, that property

^'''

t''oy'""''"
claimed by Britisli merchants cannot be restored, if at the time of

capture the trade is contrary to British statute law. This is

expressly laid down in the Wahiufjluun P(«'lcct {jc), and the cases

there cited, and in the Etrusco {y).

This rule of law cannot, I think, apply to the present case, for I

am not aware that it has ever been contended that this ship was

illegally engaged in trade. To whomsoever she belonged she

might lawfully bring this cargo to Great Britain. It is also fit to

observe, that I deem the protection of British property from hostile

confiscation a lawful and praiseworthy object, and that this cir-

cumstance renders this case wholly different from those I have

cited.

The principle of the Wahiiujham Packet is, that you are not

merely violating the law of the country in name and appearance,

but doing an act held by the statute law to be injurious to Great

Britain. You are endeavouring to obtain for yourself, for your

own commercial purposes, the advantage of a trade prohibited by

that statute law ; therefore, as Lord Stowell very properly said, it

was a great moral and legal principle. Stronger words I need not

use, and the whole of that judgment proceeds on that ground.

The Etrusco was a similar case. There the claimants of the

Etrusco were carrying on a trade prohibited by the law.

Now the second point is undoubtedly one of great difficulty,

and of no ordinary magnitude, namely, that a decree of restitution

would convey the ship to claimants not on the register, and that

this ship is a British ship.

Upon this I will observe, I do not recollect, and I do not

believe, that there has been any case of a British ship being

claimed in which any inquiry or question has arisen in the Prize

(.<•) Vol. I. p. 1S9. coudcmued iu consequence of tlio

, . _. , .. , „ iiuuliuissibility of such a claim is to
(»/) "In the case oi the Ltrunm. -. , , - . -i • ,• • , ,^- ' ' be condemned, not to the indi%adual

Lords, 11th Aug. 1803, it was decided, captor, but to the king." Vol. I.

after long deliberation, that property p. 3!SS, note.
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Court as to the British registry, or as to a compliauce with all our 1854

navigation laws. Such formalities have not been entered upon, ^^^' ^ ^ ^^-

and, unless it was my bounden duty to do so, I should be reluctant The Oceax

to embarrass the Court with such ciuestions, perhaps less embarrassing '

and perplexing now than they were in those days, but still quite ^^- Lushmg-

sufficiently difficult not to induce the Court to volunteer to go into

them unless it was distinctly a part of its duty.

Again, it is a serious question how far the register alone would

be binding in a Court of Prize. Could I, for instance, condemn

this ship as the property of Brandt & Co. merely because slie

was registered in their names, w^hen I am of opinion that there

was no transfer, and that the proceeding was merely colourable ?

I apprehend I could not. I might condemn her for another

reason, but I could not on the ground that she was the property of

Brandt c^ Co., because the Court of Prize never goes on a mere

formal instrument. Over and over again Lord Stowell has said, it

is not the documents themselves which the Court goes upon—they

must be true, they must be boiui fide—it never goes on formalities.

This is a broad distinction, which I consider not only indispensable

to prize law, but to be one of the most honourable distinctions

which exist between a pri^e and a municipal court ; that a Prize

Court looks to that which is bond fide true, while a Court of law is

sometimes bouud by formality, which prevents real justice being

done in tlio case.

But supposing this colourable bill of sale, and consequent

registry, to bo made to a neutral merchant, could I restore to him,

on the ground that no one else had a legal or equitable title '^

Now, what would be the effect of a decree of restitution in the

Court of Prize ? The possession of the vessel would be given to

the claimant. This Court does not decide that the vessel is

entitled to a British register—it has nothing to do witli tliat

question. It does not say whether there lias been a forfeiture

according to statute law or not; that is the province of anotlier

Court. It is silent, as it ought to be, as to penalties. The vessel

may liave been forfeited twice over by municipal law, l)ut the

Court would act exactly as if no such thing had taken place.

Might there not be cases in which a Prize Court would restore,

whatever miglit be the circumstances with respect to a British
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iscri register ? Tlicro are no such cases on record; no such cases have
Oct. c .5-

13^ oecurred, ns I believe; I know of none. But let us suppose one.

Tin: Ocean Suppose a British vessel sold abroad to a neutral subject. I
BmiiK. ^

^
. . . . . . r—- appreluMid a ufutral subject might acfjuire a title which this Court

jyjj

''"^' must recognize, wluitever was the state (jf the register. I appre-

hend tliat, although, perliaps, it might give no title to a British

subject, it would convey a good title to a neutral, which I should

be bound to respect ; for tliis Court restores—not with any refer-

ence to tlio national character of the ship—but simply as a ship

bond Jide sold. I should not generally inquire by what law a

vessel has been sold. See what the consequence would be if I did.

If I were bound, in case a vessel was claimed by a subject of any

one of the states at present neutral, to ascertain precisely what was

their law, whether he had acquired a good title by their law, I

should be under the necessity of becoming—what I am sure I

never shall be—master of the navigation laws of all these countries.

Supposing I could, by possibility, get a glimpse of them, I never

could ascertain whether there had been a fraudulent use made of

it, if they had a register answering to something like our own, or

wliother all the formalities had been strictly complied with.

Sometimes, certainly, the Court does make the inquiry. But

why ? For the purpose of ascertaining if the sale was bond fide.

For that purpose I confess it might be considered important. But

supposing you take the case of a neutral subject claiming a ship,

and supposing the neutral in possession of the ship, and I was

satisfied that the possession was a bond Jide possession, I certainly

should not inquire if he had obtained his title through all the

formalities of the country, both of the vendor and the vendee,

because both would be necessary to be inquired into. I should

not enter into that inquiry, provided I was satisfied that he was

the bond Jide owner.

I am well aware, with respect to English laws, that the obliga-

tion upon this Court may in some respects be different ; but still,

I think, according to the best of my judgment, it does not go to

the extent of requiring mo minutely to examine the title not

contested by any other claimant. I am of opinion, therefore, that

I am at liberty to make a decree restoring this vessel to the

claimants not as a British ship entitled to a British register, for of
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Dr, Lushing-
tou.
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that I do uot judge, nor do I say, I repeat it again, that there has is.54

not been a forfeiture or penalty incurred. With that I liave
^''^- ^ * ^^-

nothing to do. The Ockax

Before I come to a conclusion, I must consider what are the

other objections so properly raised, and so very ably supported, on

the present occasion.

One, I think, I may dispose of, though not unimportant, in few

Avords. It was argued, in opposition to the bona fides of this

transaction, that the claim was made by an agent, and ought to

liave been made by the parties. I entirely agree with the truth

of that observation, and think it was a circumstance of some

suspicion ; but I cannot say it was really anything more. 1

cannot consider, as it is the commencement of the war, that the

parties who are concerned in this matter, or their advisers in

Scotland, ought to have been so well aware of the ordinary practice

of this Court, that their adoption of this course of proceeding

cannot be considered a venial error ; thougli at the same time, it

A\'ould bo of importance, unless the other facts removed the sus-

picion that arose from this circumstance.

It is said, secondly, I might restore the shij), and condemn the

enemy's interest in it, if he has one. Now what is that interest ?

A bottomry bond is admitted in the memorial. That fact never

Avas kept back. As to the master not having mentioned the

circumstance of a bottomry bond, I was originally struck with the

argument as to his silence ; but I have had reference to the inter-

rogatories, and I do not see that the interrogatories pointed to a

bottomry bond at all. I do not see that there was an intentional

concealment, and it comes out from the mate. I do not see tliat

the interrogatories distinctly, or indeed at all, vcquircil tlio master

to allude to it.

I may here observe that it is not improbable—thougJi I think

I might have had more information on the subject, had some of

the parties thought proper to give it—that Messrs. Brandt &,

Company having a bottomry bond, and knowing or believing they

could not enforce it here, for that reason, among otliers, offered to

restore the ship on condition of tlieir advances being ]>aid. They

say, first, we have got a mortgage deed of doubtful validity ; and

again, we have got a bottomry bond of still more doubtful validity
;
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iH.vi wo cannot enforce it, but wo will not transfor the sliip, wo will not

(kt. 6 S
;
13.

Ijq j^Q^yo unless we got our nionoy back again. That I believe to

TitK Ocean bo the real condition of the deed of the 8th of July,

]')U< ]iow can I i'ollow the course suggested of condemning this

Dr. Lusliui^'-
j,j^f,j.,.^|- y jf {\xq bond be considered as given to an enemy, it is a

nullity, it could not bo enforced ; if it is not given to an enemy,

then I could not condemn such interest. Again, it i.s wholly con-

trary to the usage of this Court to take notice of either a mortgage

or bottomry bond. I believe there is no instance in which it has

been done ; and all the cases, principles, and decisions are to the

contrary. I should be very unwilling so to do in the present state

of the law witli reference to mere declarations and Orders in

Council.

If I do not restore this vessel to the claimants, I have no alterna-

tive but to condemn her to the Crown. And how ? Not as taken

by a non-commissioned captor, but I must condemn her as the

Etnixco was condemned— for a violation of British law—to the

Crown. This, I think, I could not do; first, because I have no

proof of a violation of British law, which, by British law, would

entail such consequences as condemnation ; secondly, because there

has been no intention to commit a mala fide act in violation of

British law ; lastly, because the whole transaction is a deception on

the British Customs for the purpose of protecting British property

—

not for the purpose of decei^ing British authorities, not with the

intention of violating British law, but for rescuing property sup-

posed to be in the grasp of the enemy.

I do not sny that this coiu'se of proceeding, even for a laudable

purpose, is quite correct ; but I think it ought not to stay m}' hand

in pronouncing a decree, restoring the ship. I trust, in coming to

this conclusion, whether well foimded or not, I have at least fairly

stated and met all the difficulties of the case. This inquiry has

been most properly instituted. Neither the officers of the Customs,

nor the officers of the Crown, would in my opinion have been

justified in releasing this vessel without the judgment of this

Court. It has had to steer through many difficulties of a perfectly

novel character ; and where there are great difficulties, according to

my view of the ease, a ship never ought to be restored except by a

competent jurisdiction.
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The judgment of the Court will be, to restore the ship on pay- 1854

ment of the expenses which have been incurred hy the Crown.
^'^'' ^ ^' ^^-

The Oceax
Bride.

Dr. Lushing-
ton.

THE EAPID (No. 2). [Spinks, so.]

Pi(rch(tse immediately anteceilent to War—InraliiUty.

A purchase purporting to bo made just antecedent to a war cannot be

upheld unless it is proved that the transfer was lond fide, the money
was paid, and that the transferee was a neutral subject (z).

This vessel, under Danish colours, arrived from Archangel at 18.54

Hull with a cargo on the 19th of August, and on the 21st was 0'-iof><-y 18-

seized as Russian property. The cargo, belonging to British

subjects, was restored.

A claim for the ship was given on behalf of Mr. Hansen, her

master, as her sole owner and a Danish subject. The vessel was

built at Libau in 185;i, and purchased by Messrs. Brandt & Sons,

of Riga, who appointed Mr. Hansen master.

He alleged himself to have become the purchaser of the vessel

on the L'ith of April last, subsequently to which he made a voyage

from Riga to London with a cargo, whence he proceeded in ballast

to AiX'hangel, where he took on board the cargo with which lu'

arrived at Hull.

The Qxroi^s Advocate and the Admh-alti/ Adrovatc appeared for

the seizor ; Dr. Dcane for the claimant.

Dr. Lushixgton.—It has been contended, on behalf of tho

captors in this case, that the ship is liable to condenmation on two

grounds : either on the ground that the transfer was colourable and

fictitious; or that, if bond fide, the master who purchased tlio vessel

was a Russian subject, and consequently that tln> sliip is Russian

property.

(z) See the Ernest Mercl; po.it. In Tho case dopendod solely on ppcriiil

tho Soglasie, Dec. 16, 1S51, Spiuks, facts, and is thoreforo not lioro n'-

104, the si\mo i)rinciple was acted on. printed.
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is.ii I will consider in tlu; first instance whether there was a bond fide

October 18. transfer of the ship. It is necessary to state that this was a

The Rapid, purchase purporting to be raade just antecedent to the war by the

Dr. Lushing- mabter who had commanded her before, and who had sailed in her
""

as a Kussiun subject. Tliis, according to all the rules and prin-

ciples laid down and established in the Prize Court, has been

always considered as a transaction that cannot be upheld, unless it

be indisputably clear tliat the transfer was hond fide, that the

money agreed to be paid was paid, and that the person to whom
the vessel was transferred was a neutral subject.

The case has been very fully discussed, and all thf documents

have been brought under the notice of the Court ; and though I

must, in justification of the opinion which I am about to give, refer

to some of them, yet I shall refer more briefly to them than I

should otherwise have done in consequence of my adopting the

arguments which I have heard on one side and on the other.

I will first read the answer of the master to the eighth inter-

rogatory for the purpose of seeing how far that evidence is borne

out and supported by the documents which have been produced

in this case. He swears that " on the 18th of March he was told

by the Russian Consul at Lubeck that the vessel was sold."

Therefore the information which he received from the Russian

Consiil was, that on the 18th of March that sale had actually

taken place. " That he then w^ent over to Hamburg''—I suppose

I must understand from that, without any delay in consequence

of hearing that report ;
" where he learnt "—that is, for the first

time information was given him— " tliat Messrs. "Wagner &
Enet had bought the vessel, and he thereupon called ujdou them

and offered to buy it." He concludes by saying that he has

had no correspondence with any one upon the ship since the

inirchase.

The ship had been originally built by Buckhoff in 1853, and

was sold by him to Brandt & Co., merchants, carrying on a trade

at Riga. It is stated in the papers that they were merchants

at Archangel. It is a matter of no consequence, because it is

clear, from previous cases, that the house of Brandt & Co. at

Archangel and Riga are connected, to a certain extent, with the

house in London.
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I may here observe, because it may be of use in other cases, 1854

that it is the custom of the Court, wliere information has been Of^t^^f'- 18-

acquired in one case, to use it in others. Lord Sto^vell over and Tue Rapid.

over again states, *' I do not forgot the information which I liave jy^, Lushing-

derived from other cases."
**'"•

Soon after tlie month of April, it appears, according to a

previous part of the master's evidence, that the vessel went from

Lubeek to lliga in ballast, from Riga to London with a cargo

of hemp, from London to Ai-changel in ballast, and from Arch-

angel to Hull with a cargo of linseed, and there she was seized.

This is the history of the vessel, according to the statement of the

master.

Let us now see whether the documents are conformable to

the evidence ; whether it is consistent with probability that he

received the information which he alleged he received from tlie

Russian Consul at Lubeek as to the vessel being sold, and whether

in consequence of that information he did go to ILimburg and

jnirchaso her on his own account. Now the alleged account is,

that Brandt & Co. of Iviga, being determined to get rid of

the vessel, in consequence of the impending war, authorized

Wagner & Co. to dispose of her. A strange circumstance tlion

took place. Those who had the power of attorney to sell the

vessel, sold it to one of themselves ; and it was almost imme-

diately afterwards transferred to the master—a still more striking

circumstance.

[The learned judge then referred to several of tlie documents,

with a view of testing the truth of these statements, and said :]

It appears to me that the master has deposed falsely and untruly
;

therefore I have not the least hesitation in saying tliat the transfer

of the property was merely colom-able, and I condemn tlie vessel.

With regard to the very important argument respecting the

national character of the master, it is of no use for me to enter

into it, because I entertain no doubt that the other ground is a

very sufficient one for condemning the vessel.
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[Spinkfl,_820 THE CimiSTINE.

Seizure—Afirmnnit for Hale—Nun-paijuunt of Parchdse-money— Furtlnr

Proof r<fii8i'<J,

A vessel, under Lubeck colours, was seized by Custom House officers.

ITor innstor claimed her on the ground that he was a neutral, and had

purchased her of her Russian owners. lie admitted that he had paid no

part of the purchase-money, and no hill of sale was on board at the time

of seizure. Further proof was refused, and the vessel was condemned.

1851 This vessel, having arrived, at Liverpool, from Memel, under

1- Lubeck colours, on the 31st of July, was seized by the Custom

House officers on the 11th of August. She was claimed by Mr.

Schwartz, her master, on the ground that he was a neutral, being

a citizen of Lubeck, and had purchased her of Russian owners.

He admitted, however, that he had not paid any part of the

purchase-money, nor given any security beyond his own personal

engagement, but stated that his property at Lubeck was liable to

satisfy the claim against him for that purchase.

The Qucen^s Advocate and \hQ Admiralty Advocate for the Crown.

Dr. Addams and Dr. T/cis.^t, for the claimant, cited the

Marhnina (a), the Bernon {b) and the Jcmmij {c).

Dr. LusHiNGTON.—For the purj^ose of the judgment I am
about to deliver, I will assume that the master is entitled to the

neutral character which he claims as a citizen of Lubeck, and

confine myself to the circumstances of the purchase of this vessel.

According to the master's own statement, this purchase was

made at Libau, by a contract between himself and the owner,

executed at Libau in February or March, 1854, he having been

previously master of the vessel from June, 1853, and sailing under

Russian colours. This contract is a very suspicious one, not only

on the ground that it was immediatel}- antecedent to the war, but

also on the ground that it was a purchase by the master. I very

much doubt, if all the records of this Com-t were examined, during

the last war, whether there would be found a single instance in

which restitution passed to a master, who was master of the vessel

at the time of the sale and who afterwards continued master, the

vessel being still employed in the same or an analogous trade. Be

(</) Yol. I. p. olR. (/-) Vol. T. p. 70. [r) Yol. T. p. 331.
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that as it may, and not considering it to be a fatal objection, vet 1854

it is abundantly clear tliat a party coming forward under such

circumstances, and claiming a ship in a neutral character as a

burgess of Lubeck, is bound, not only to produce but to have on

board sufficient documents to satisfy the Court that he possesses a "

ton,

bona fide title. I do not sa}' that the Court would bind him down

to tlio production, in the first instance, of all the papers which it

miglit ultimately deem necessary, to induce it to pronounce for a

restitution ; but I do say it ought to be a contract of that nature

in itself, supported by such documents found on board, as would

give the Court good reason to suppose that, if the opportunity of

producing further proof was allowed, it would give him a title to

restitution ; otherwise, further proof is a mockery.

Now, in the present case, there are two capital defects. The

master's answer to the thirty-first interrogatory is in substance

this : that he, the party who now claims as the purchaser of the

vessel, has not paid one single shilling of the purchase-money,

4,000 roubles ; that he has given no security for it, but that he

believes his property at Lubeck would be liable to pay for it, and

perhaps the ship, if it went back, would be also liable. He then

goes on to say, that after the payment of expenses he shoidd

remit the earnings of the ship to liquidate the interest, and reduce

the principal.

I am of opinion, looking at all the decisions which have taken

place in this Court, that the case is/c/o de se, on the statement of

the master. It has been laid down, not in one but in half-a-dozcn

cases, that there must be proof of payment in all cases where any

suspicion arises as to the validity of the contract at the time of

sale. It is quite vain to say, " ^Uuo is a bond fide valid contract.

"

The money must have been paid before the master assumes the

command or ventures out on the high seas during war ;
otherwise,

the ship would be liable to be condemned. I have been asked in

the course of the argument whether it is necessary that tlie money

should bo paid in all cases ; Avhether a bill of exiliango woidd not

do? That question I will answer when sueh a case comes before

me for my decision. But I will say this, that if in any case it

appeared to me that one ship had been exchanged against another,

or that some equivalent had been actually paitl over, that would,

R.— VOL. II. ^
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1854 ill my ojdnioii, Lc a tottiUy diifcront case from tlio one now under
^'"'^"' ^^-

cli.si'ussion. All iluit is now stated by tlic master is, tliat lie had

The a;?recd to ijurcliase the ship, hut had not paid one farthint'. That
Cheistine. .... . .

IS a title of -which no Prize Court can take cognizance.

ton.
""^'

That, however, is not the only defect in the case ; the title on

which the master claims—the bill of sale—is not here. Xow this

may bo a loial Jidc claim; I do not decide whether it is or not;

but I decide that it is not legal, according to the usage and prac-

tice of the Court, and the laws which regulate the Court in matters

of prize. If this important paper, which is the sole title deed, is

not produced, what satisfaction can the Court have ? The title

deed to the ship should be on board the ship. If further proof

were allowed in this particular case, could the Court feel satisfied

that it would receive a genuine document ? The case is teeming

with suspicion throughout. Is there any one document whatever

produced that can satisfy the Court that the transaction was bond

fidc^ independently of all the circumstances I have mentioned?

Certainly, there is one document, marked No. 5, to this effect :

—

" We, the Senate of the Free Ilanseatie town of Lubeck, do hereby

make known and declare, that before the senator, H. C. Dettmer,

by us specially hereunto ajjpointed, hath in our Chancery person-

ally appeared the local ships' clearer, J. C. F. Schutt, of the fii'm

of Schutt & Company, as lawfully authorized by the local burgher,

and Captain Johann Frederick Schwartz, by his power of attorney,

dated Libau, the 12th of February, 1854, a burgher of this town,

and deposed, and upon corporeal oath affinned, that the aforesaid

ship Chriafinc, commanded by the local burgher and captain J. F.

Schwartz, doth solely and bona fide to the last-mentioned belong,

and that none other, whether directly or indirectly, hath any share

or interest therein."

So that this gentleman makes oath, by virtue of a power of

attorney from Captain Schwartz, which power of attorney is not

produced. I have simply this document, which in no degree

corroborates the claim. No case could be produced which would

alter my impression of the present one. The Mananna{a) was

a totally different case ; that was an enemy's ship, and the ques-

((0 Vol. I. p. .518.
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tion before the Court was the title of propert}' in some goods and 185

1

in the freight, for which a claim was made bj the former owner
^

"
"

of the vessel, on the ground that he had a lien on the property for Thk
Christine.

the purchase-money, which had not been paid. Lord Stowell's

remark, that the fact of the purchase-money not having been paid '^'

ton.'*°^'

could have little weight, since it was a matter solely for the con-

sideration of the person who sells to judge what mode of payment

he will accept, applied (and I perfectly agree with him) to the

circumstances of that and similar cases ; but not to a case where

the question in dispute is the bni/a fith's of the sale, for in such cases

it has always been held that proof of actual payment was essential.

I cannot allow further proof, and have no hesitation whatever in

eondemnins: this vessel.

THE FIDENTIA (No. 2). [Sp"'i^^ »-^]

Practice—Further I'mof— ('nrf/o Owner—Coudemudtiim.

l-'urtlier time to bring in proof of the ownership of the cargo, when the

asserted owner has made no affidavit and prodnccd no corrospondenco,

rcfiL^ed, and tlio cargo condemned.

On the 21st of July the Court allowed further proof in this case i854

as to the cargo (/;), The proof not being brought in within the ^^off>>if><'>' i^-

time allowed, an application was now made for further tim<'.

Dr. Addams appeared in support of the a]iplication ; Ihe (^laoi^-i

Advocate, contra.

Dr. LrsmxoTON.—The present question is, whetlier the Court

ought to allow more time fcr the purpose of giving in tlie further

proof which was ordered when the case came before it on flu-

21st of July last. Before I proceed to the circumstances of this

case, it is very expedient that I should reiiiark, that such an

application for the extension of time, made in so informal a

manner, will not again be entertained by the Couit, Ijceause it

(/.) Ante. p. L'Sl.

Y 2
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1854 is iiocossar}' in all sucli cases tliat tlio application should Lo
Xotrmhn- 14.

f,j^,„j^.j ^^„ ^^^ aflidavit which should be delivorod to the Court,

TiiK toirethor with the papers in the cause, in due time before the
FiDENTIA.

motion comos on to be heard. As observed by Dr. Addam.s, the

ton.""^'' main question before the Court is, whether it should allow further

time or not
;
yet it is not irrelevant in many cases to refer not

only to the paj^ers and to the facts adduced, in order to induce it

to give further time, but also to the evidence in the original cause.

I do not tliink it necessary upon the present occasion that I should

Comment upon the evidence in the original cause. It appeared to

me perfectly clear at the hearing, that the Court would not restore

the property, under the circumstances of the case, unless perfect

and adequate proof were given. The facts of the case are, that

this was a Finnish vessel, and that she was proceeding with a

cargo to a Finnish port. She sailed, so far as I recollect, towards

the latter end of March, and was captured on the 9th of April.

A claim was given on the 27th of May, according to a statement

in an affidavit made by a gentleman who appears to be a merchant

resident in this town, and connected he must be, by inference,

with a house in Finland. He says : " I received a letter from

Elias Unonius, of Lovisa, in Finland, dated the 12th of May,

enclosing a power of attorney from himself and A. Sundman,

authorizing me to claim the above-named barque Fidcntia as their

projierty "'—it was claimed as Hussian property; that claim was

rejected and the ship condemned—" and the cargo as the property

of Johan Duncan Shaw, of Cadiz." I must say this case does not

set out under very favourable auspices, because the claim is made

on behalf of Mr. Shaw, who, though a British subject, yet in fact

is entitled on the present occasion to no other character than that

of a neutral merchant resident in Cadiz ; and the claim comes, not

from any authority from him, but from the authority of consignees,

who are the enemy merchants in an enemy's country.

It does not appear that even up to the 21st of July, according

to the statement of this letter, this gentleman had interfered in

this case. The affidavit then goes on :
" On ascertaining from my

proctor that the judge had directed the claim on behalf of the

said Johan Duncan Shaw to stand over for further proof as to its

being his property, T, on the 27th of July last, transmitted, per
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post, to tlie said Juhan Duncan Shaw, at Cadiz, a sketch of an is'.j

affidavit to bo s^\o^n to by liim in further proof of tlie said cargo " ''^"" ^'

beino- his ?jo>id fide property, with directions to him to annex to The
FlDEXTIA.

such affidavit as exhibits copies of the letters which had been

addressed and sent by him to the said Elias Unonius and ^'

ton.

"^^'

A. Sundman, transmitting to them the bills of lading of the

respective portions of the cargo consigned to them by the said

Johan Duncan Shaw, and containing his directions as to the

disposal thereof." Now this letter was sent, and the form of an

affidavit. So far as the Court can collect from the brief statement

contained in this affidavit, if correct and true, the affidavit for-

warded to Mr. Shaw must have been to the effect that the property

belonged to him, and tlie letter recjuired him to transmit the

correspondence. " On the 19th of August following, I received a

letter dated the 8th of that month,"—I do not see that there was

any delay in this

—

" from Mr. Shaw, returning the said affidavit

for amendment, by reason that he was unable to furnish copies of

the letters so sent to the said Elias Unonius and A. Sundman,

inasmuch as by some accident they had not been entered in his

letter-book." Now it will be observed, that in this letter, what-

ever else might have been its contents, there is not only no

proof that no letters were written on such occasion, but there

is proof by necessary inference that there were letters accom-

panying the bill of lading, and their not being annexed is

attributed to the accident that they had not been entered in the

letter-book.

It is rather, I confess, to me a startling cii'cumstance, that a

merchant making a consignment at that period, especially under

the circumstances of this case, who wrote letters representing what

was to be done with the cargo when it arrived in Finland, should

by some unaccountable accident not have entered them in the

letter-book.

Mr. Unonius says, on the 29th of August, having conferred

with his proctor, ho sent a letter to Mr. Shaw, slating that lio

feared it would bo useless again to apply to the Court for Iho

restitution of the goods, unless the original letters wore produced.

On the 29th of September he received a further letter from

Mr. Shaw, dated the 20th of that mouth, informing liim tliat
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l«j4 Ijo WU8 uiiaLlo to I'urnisli liim witli cf)|ti<'S, us ho liail also

November It.
^^^^^^ jj^ ],jg fomicr letter, but suggesting that ho (Mr. Uuonius)

The ghould claim the onginals, which liad been sent to Finland.
FiDKNTIA. ~,

• 1 1 1 • 1
- - I must say, I am a little surprised that at the time the corre-

tou.""^'' fpondenee took place ]\[r. Shaw did not make an affidavit stating

that the property claimed did belong t(j hiiu, and giving the

reasons why ho ANas unable to produce copies of the papers.

Tliere would then have boon a very strong ground laid for the

extension of the time. Mr. Shaw, however, does not appear

to have taken any step of that kind. Mr. Unonius in this

country writes to Mr. Unonius in Finland, requesting him to

send the letters addressed to him. He wrote to Mr. Shaw,

acquainting him that he had done so, and transmitted a copy

of the letter so written. On the 28th October he received a

letter from Mr. Shaw, dated the IGtli of that month, in reply

to his letter addressed to him on the 30th September, and on

the 20th of October he says, " I received a reply from Mr. Unonius

to my said letter to him of the 29th September last, acquainting

me that neither he nor Mr. Sundman had any further docu-

ments in their hands from Mr. Shaw concerning the Fidcntia^n

cargo."

Then as to what had become of those letters, or where they

"\\ere at any time, there is no statement ; but a still more extra-

ordinary accident is, the original letters which had been addressed

to Mr. Unonius in Finland have disappeared altogether. If I

am to believe Mr. Shaw's letter, they were written, though not

copied into his letter-book, and it is not stated they were ever

received. All that is said is, that the house of Unonius at Carleby,

in Finland, had not got them in their possession.

If I were to order further proof, under the cii'cumstances, \\\\a.i

do they offer as satisfactory evidence that this cargo belongs to

Mr. Shaw ? They offer me Mr. Unonius's affidavit, of Finland

—

the affidavit of an enemy merchant. Does any man believe tliat

I do not require the original documents ; that I do not require

proof that, not now, but in March last, homi fide documents

were wi-itten and sent to Finland, giving dii'ections as to the

disposition of this propert}-, or that any amomit of aflfidavit

will now induce the Court to restore it ? I have not altogether
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forgotten the practice of former days. I am not going to suppose 1854

that the world has undergone so great a change that those practices -^'o''^"'*'*'' 14 •

which then prevailed have vanished. It is my duty to take care, The

and I will take care, that when these claims are made under

suspicious circumstances, they shall be supported Ly [iroofs that ^^" ^ubbiLg-

ought to he in the power of a bond Jidc claimant.

I A\ill attribute no blame to Mr. Shaw ; but if any merchant

shi2:)s goods in a vessel without ordinary and due prudence, he

must expect to take the consequences. It appears to me, on

all tliese and other grounds, that there is no satisfactory reason

assigned for giving further time ; that all the facts as they

ap]>ear in the original evidence, and as they appear in the afliihu'its

that ask for further time, can lead the Court to no other conclusiuu

than to the rejection of this motion and the condemnation of the

cargo.

THE ELIZE, OTHERWISE ELISE WILHELMINE. [Spiuks. ss.]

UnjustifiahJe Seizure hij Custom-house Offictr— Dumofjes and Costs.

A Customs officer having seized a neutral vessel on lier arrival at Leith,

on the ground of an alleged breach of the blockade of Archangel, /A A/,

that as on the facts the seizure was not justifiable he must be condemned

in damages and costs.

A bare offer of restitution should bo accepted, rosorviug the question of

costs and damages.

This vessel, belonging to a Danish merchant and sailing under I8.i4

Danish colours, arrived at Ai-changel on the 10th of August last.
•^'""^'^'' ^^'

On the l?th, the commanders of the English and French squadrons

sent in a flag of truce, and officially aunoimced that, from that

da}', Archangel would be effectively blockaded, and thai any

vessel attempting to enter that port would be seized for a breach

of the blockade ; but that all vessels which had already entered

would le allowed fourteen days from such dale to load tlidr

cargoes and depart unmolested. On the 2(»tli this ve.-^.sel, in com-

pany with many others, sailed from Arcliangel with a cargo of

mats and tar, passed immolested through the blockading squadron,

and arrived safely at Loith. She had there discharged about lialf

lier cargo, when, upon tlio 11th of Ortobor, she was sei/fd by
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I8;vi tlio Custom House ollioora for breach of the blockade of the port
'^'"''"'^'^ '^'^-

of Arcluingeh

The Elizb. The usual examinations in preparatory having been taken were

brought in, together Avith the ship's papers, on the 20th of October,

when tlio judge directed them to be opened; and, at the jtetition

of tlio Admmdty Proctor, decreed the usual monition. On the

4th of November a proctor appeared and claimed the vessel on

behalf of her owner, a Danish merchant. On the 8th of November,

the proctor for the seizor offered to restore the vessel, which offer

the proctor for the claimant refused to accept without damages

and costs.

The case now came on for argument simply upon the question

of damages and costs.

The Queen's Advocate (with whom was the Admira/fi/ Advocate)

y

for the seizor.

Eestitution having been offered, the sole question is, whether

the seizor is to be condemned in costs and damages. There is no

ground for such condemnation. This vessel sailed from Archangel

after the commencement of the blockade, which was duly notified

at that port, and was subsequently announced in the Gazette.

As soon as it was found that licence had been given to vessels to

come out for fourteen days, the offer of restitution was made

—

fom* days only after the claim had been given in.

The seizure, too, was justifiable on another ground. There

was, among the ship's papers, no Danish sea-pass—a most essential

document to foreign neutral ships, and the absence of which

would alone justify the seizure. (Story's Prize Practice, p. 103.)

It is difficult to conceive upon what principle, or upon what case,

the complainant can rely after the decided opinion which the

Court has already expressed in other cases, with respect to giving

costs and damages against captors. (The Osfsee (c).)

Dr. Addams, for the claimant.

No cases need be cited. On the broad principles of justice,

(c) Poef, p. 432. [The Osisee -svas reversed on apj^eal, and the judgment of

the Prize Court is printed vrith the judgment of the Privy Council.]
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where one party lias suffered damage by the wronji^ful act of 1854

another, he is entitled to compensation. It is his right cr dvbifo
'^ "''''"'*''' ""^-

juntitiw. Unless it is to be the rule laid down by this Court The Elize.

Avitli respect to neutrals trading with this country, that every

Custom House officer is to be at liberty to arrest their vessels

and cargoes, and to interrupt their trade, without being liable

to make good the losses they may occasion by a wrongful act,

the seizors in this case must be condemned in costs and damages.

There was not a shadow of a pretence for seizing this vl-sscI.

There was clearly no breach of blockade ; and if there had been,

the delictum was purged by the termination of the voyage, and

the discharge in part of the cargo. But it is said this ship had

no Danish sea-pass on board. That matters not ; there is no

question as to the Danish character of the vessel, and the having

a Danish sea-pass on board is a matter belonging to the domestic

regulations of Denmark, of which this Court does not take cogni-

zance. On the principle laid down by Lord Stowell, the claimants

are clearly entitled to full costs and damages. (The Acfdvii (d).)

Dr. Tin'ss on the same side cited the Wcla-aart (c), and the note

appended to that case from Bynkershoek (,/), Jujf'row JIan'a

Sc/irocdcr {[/), Iluvtige IIanc{h), Lisctte {i), General ILimilton {h),

and the Actceon (/).

The Queen's Advocate and Admiralty Advocate replied.

Dii. Li SHiXGTON.—The question for the decision of the Court

is, not whether the ship should be restored, because tliat is assented

to on behalf of the seizors, but whether she ouglit to bo restored

with costs and damages.

It may be expedient, in the first instance, before considering

this question, to state what voyage this vessel has been engaged

(d) Aute, p. 209. (A) V„l. I. p. ;il7.

(e) Vol. I. p. 207.
(

-^ y^l. I. p. ,3^7.

(/) Bynkers. QuoDst. Jur. Pub., ,,x -,r , t too

lib.l ckll.
(/•) Vol. I. p. .2K

(,) Vol. I. p. 279.
[l)Antr,^rl^^i^.
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1854 in, and liow i'ar that was a legitimate procfscdiiig. It appears by
November 22.

^^^ momorniulum of charter-party, that, at the time of its date, this

The Elizk. vossol Was lying at Ijoith, and it was agreed that fclie should

Dr. Lusliing- procced to Archangel, there load a certain quantity nf tar and
*'°^'

mats, and bring them to this country. Amongst otlur things, it

was stipulated that, if Archangel should be blockaded, the char-

terers guaranteed to the master 100/. sterling. This charter-party

is dated on the 21st of June, 1854 ; and I approlicnd that this was

a perfectly legitimate undertaking, because it entirely coiTcsponds

with the Order in Council of the 15th of April, 1854, which is to

this effect :
—" That all vessels under a neutral or friendly flag,

being neutral or friendly property, shall be pennitted to import

into any port or place in her Majesty's dominions all goods and

merchandise whatever, to whomsoever the same may belong."

Now the effect of that clause undoubtedly is this : that a neutral

vessel might import into this country the property of the enemy,

and no inquiry should be made into the ownership of the cargo.

The Order in Council fui'ther pro\'ides " that, save and except only

as aforesaid, all the subjects of her Majesty, and the subjects or

citizens of any neutral or friendly State, shall and may, diu'ing and

notwithstanding the present hostilities with Russia, freely trade

with all ports and places wheresoever situate, which shall not be in

a state of blockade." It was therefore perfectly competent to this

vessel to sail to Archangel, and to bring back a cargo, provided

that port was not blockaded, whether the property in that cai'go

belonged to a neutral, ctr a British subject, or an enemy—certainly

a very great change from the state of things "\^•hich existed in all

former wars.

This being so, I will now, before I consider the subsequent facts

of the case, address myself to the law of costs and damages. That

law, as a general principle, though subject to many modifications,

I apprehend t(^ l>e precisely what is laid down by Lord Stowell in

the Acfwon{)t). lie there says: "The natural rule is, that if a

party be unjustly deprived of his property, he ought to be put as

nearly as possible in the same state as he was before the deprivation

took place"—that is, he is entitled to restitution with costs and

(>/) An(r. p. 209.
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damages. This is a proposition which, I apprehend, no person 1S54

would be inclined to dispute generally ; but error rcrmtur in (jeue- ^'^""'^er 22.

raJilxi^, and it is very difficult to collect from all the cases that have The Euze.

been decided any very definite principle by which we may deter- j^^ Lusbin^-

mine what is to be considered an unjust deprivation of property. *°°-

With regard to the practice, however, I repeat what I said on a

former occasion, that within my knowledge and recollection

there have been but very few cases in which costs and damages

were given ; certainly not more than ten or a dozen. It was a

rule laid down by Lord Stowell, that restitution was to be granted

on the ship's papers and depositions, and that the captor was not

to be condemned in costs and damages without having the oppor-

tunity given him of showing that tlie seizure was justifiable, for

which purpose he would be entitled to produce evidence if he

thought fit.

I must determine, in each individual case, by reference to its

own particular circumstances, whether the seizure was just or

unjust, and decide accordingly with respect to the liability to costs

and damages. One observation, however, I think I am justified

in making, viz., that there is, in my opinion, a wide distinction

between commissioned and non-commissioned ca})tors. It is the

bounden duty of persons acting under the commission of her

Majesty, namely, otficers in the navy, to seize all vessels whatever

to which a hostile character might reasonably be attributed; and,

when they fairly discharge that duty, the Courts have been astute

in discovering reasons to release thmu, as far as ])0ssible, from any

liability. That was clearly the principle upon which Lord Stowell

acted in the case of the Actwon, though it ended in a condemnation

in costs and damages. That was a very peculiar case, and not at all

like an ordinary one. In consequence of a scarcity of wheat, the

British Government, in the year lsl'2, being very anxious that

the poi-t of Cadiz should receive a constant supitly of American

flour, this countr}- being at that time at war with America, grunted

numerous licences, authorizing any vessels except French ve.s.sels,

and bearing any Aug except that of France, to import into Cadiz

from any port of the United States of America cargoes of grain,

meal, ilour, or rice, without molcstiitioii, on account of any hos-

tilities which might exist between tliis country and the United
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1864 States, iiotwit]j,staii(lin<,^ Bucli ships and cargoes iniglit belong to

Kovembn- 22. (^,jy American citizens, and to return to any port not blockaded.

Tub Elize. Tlioso licences wore to be in force for nine months. Under one of

Dr. Lti.siiiiiir.
^hese licences the Artwon imported a eargo into Cadi/, and there

tou. received from the British minister a furtlier licence, ponnitting her

to ship a cargo of lawful merchandise, and to return with it to any

port in the United States of America. In the course of the

voyage she was boarded by several British ships, but on her licence

being shown was permitted to proceed. But on the day before

her original licence would have expired she was captured by one

of her Majesty's ships, the commander of which, for certain

reasons, being unable to retain her as prize, on the same evening

set fire to and destroyed her. Under these circumstances Lord

Stowell, though he expressed a belief that the captor had acted

from a sense of duty, held that the American claimant was entitled

to costs and damages.

I now come to the question whether, in the present case, the

seizors, who were non-commissioned captors, mere Custom House

ofiScers, were justified in making the seizure in a port in this

country, for I must observe that this circimistance also makes an

essential difference. Where a vessel is captured at sea, the captor

has very little opportunity of forming his judgment as to the

course he should adopt beyond a few interrogatories addressed by

him to persons who would naturally be unwilling to give him

iiiformation ; and a mistake under such circumstances would be

infinitely more venial than when committed in a British port,

where there is ample opportunity of obtaining advice, and of

ascertaining the truth with respect to all the circumstances of the

case.

Now this vessel, it appears, left Ai'changel on the 20th of

August last, laden with a cargo of tar and mats, bound for Leith,

where she arrived on the 29th of September. She was seized by

the Custom House officers on the 11th of October, part of her cargo

having been discharged. She was claimed on behalf of the present

claimants on the 4th of November, and on the 8th there was a

proposition to restore her. I speak of the ship only ; A\-ith the

cargo I have nothing to do at present. That proposition, it appears,

was refused, except upon payment of costs and damages.

I
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Let us see, then, what was the original groand of seizure. As 1854

I understand it, the justification is now placed upon two facts :

'^"'"'^"'^''^ --•

first, that this vessel had violated the hlockade of Archangel : The Euze.

secondly, that she had no sea-pass. It has also been urged that Dr. Lushing-

tlie master in his depositions will not speak to the property of the *°°'

cargo ; but tins argument can, I apprehend, have no weight, except

upon the supposition that this was Russian ^^ropcrty, because tlie

Order in Council allows neutral vessels to impoi"t into any place

of her Majesty's dominions all goods and merchandise whatsoever,

to whomsoever the same may belong. It would not follow that

the cargo, though Hussian, ought to be condemned also, even if

the vessel were condemned : because, if it were clear that the

vessel was a neutral, it would not follow that the llussian merchant

who had put his property on board in the bond fide belief that it

would be protected by the Order in Council of the British Govern-

ment, should lose that property through the act of the neutral.

With respect, then, to the first point, how must I deal with the

blockade of Archangel ? The Court must refer to the Gazette (/^),

a public document which it is bound to notice, and also to the

evidence given by the master. The Gazette states, that the

blockade had been imposed on the 12th of August last on the port

of Ai'changel, and upon divers other ports of that part of Russia,

and it makes no exception whatever. It must be observed, that

from the date of that notification, as we all know, the blockade

would be considered as announced to all neutral States ; but it

does not follow, because this notification was so made, that there-

fore it is to be taken as an absolute fact that the blockade was

actually imposed at that period. The Gazette is only prinid facie

evidence of the blockade, and not conclusive. What is the master's

evidence on this point ? lie says, in answer to the thirty-sixth

interrogatory :
*' AVhile I was lying in the i^ort of Archangel a

Custom House officer boai-ded my ship, bringing with him a notice

of communication from the Russian governor of the distriet, con-

taining a notification from the officer commanding the combined

men-of-war—English and French—in the White Sea, to the effect

that from the 1st of August (old style), or from tlie i'M\\ of

(/») 29th Sopt. is.')4.
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IS.-) J August (new style), the blockade of Archangel and oilier Russian
^ '"''''"'"''' -'-•

ports in tlio Wliito Sea -vvris lo commence and come into operation

The Ei ize. as respects ships coming into those ports ; and, as respects ships

])r. Lushing- leaving those ports, the blockade thereof was to commence fifteen

*""• days afterwards. The Custom House ofiieer called upon me to sign

my nnine to that notice, and to a certificate thorfon of my having

read it, and become aware of its contents, which I did, and he then

took it away with him. I passed the blockading squadron while

lying at anchor behind Cross island, on the 24th of August last,

and showed my colours to them on passing." lie then says, lie

did not receive any instructions from any one else regarding any

blockade established or about to be established.

There cannot exist a doubt that, supposing this evidence true,

ibis master committed no breach of blockade at all. He came out

of port with the permission of the blockading squadrons, and sailed

direct to the port of Leith. He is perfectly innocent, and conse-

quently the owner is entitled to stand as perfectly innocent also.

This seems to be admitted by the proposition to restore, as well as

by the arguments in the case ; but it is snid that tlie non-com-

missioned officer was entitled to avail himself of the Gazette, and

that he was not bound to know whether there was any such

permission given to the master or not. I confess I entertain very

grave doubts as to the truth of that proposition. I very much

doubt whether, after a vessel has performed a voyage from a

blockaded port by the express permission of the l)lockading

squadrons, and has arrived and delivered jiart of her cargo in

a British port, it is competent to a non-commissioned seizor to

say, " I relied upon the Gazette ; and, though it turns out that

the master was innocent in all his conduct, yet I was justified

in the seizm-e." I am much inclined to think, that if those in

command of the British force gave fidl permission to certain

vessels to come out of a port which ajipears from tlie Gazette

to have been blockaded, the seizor must take the consequence if

he did not get information as soon as possible from the Govern-

ment ; the loss is not to fall on the innocent owner.

Before, however, I come to that conclusion, I must notice

another argument on the part of the claimant, viz., that, even

supposing there had been a breach of blockade, still tliat breach
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has been purgcnl. That is a question of very great difficulty, ami is54

one which I am not inclined to dispose of unless it is necessary so
^'""'>»^^'^'^'

to do. As far as I am aware, that quoslion never arose in thf TheElize.

former war. It did not arise even during the whole of that period Pr. Lu.shing-

when all the coasts of England were imder what is called a paper *""'

blockade. I think it is not incumbent on me to decide it now,

because I am of opinion that the seizure of tliis vessel by a non-

commissioned officer for a breach of blockade was not a justifiable

proceeding

Anotlier argument has been pressed by her Majesty's Advocate,

which is entitled to consideration, viz., that a captor is entitled to

avail himself of all the evidence which comes out upon examina-

tion, though unconnect(_'d Avilh the pretence or ground upon which

the vessel was originally seized. But though this may be true

of an officer commanding one of her Majesty's vessels on the high

seas, who has seized a neutral vessel and brought her in for adjudi-

cation, yet I am not so clear that it can bo permitted a non-com-

missioned captor, when it is not denied that it is a neutral vessel,

to say, " You should condemn her because she has no sea-brief.

I did ufjt seize her on that account, but having found out that she

liad no sea-pass, therefore you shall condemn her.'' (Nearly this

was not the ground on which the seizure was made; it is c.v poxf

facto. Let us see to what weight this is entitled. It may be true

that, according to the laws of Denmark, she is not entitled to

carry the flag of that country ; but there is no doubt about this

being a Danish vessel, for she has an admeasurement bill, wherein

she is described as being of the Custom district of Flensburg, and

as belonging to Mr. Andersen, of Flensburg; and it is further

stated, that her tonnage, as also the initials of the royal names,

and the words " Danish property," had ])een branded on the

deck-beam at the mainmast. That document boars dat<> tlie 29th

of December, 1848, and it shows that at that time she was entitled

to the character of a Danish vessel. It has never been customary

to interfere with the domestic law of other countries; but at the

same time I am bound to say this, that the sea-pass is not only a

document constantly required by the municipal law of other coim-

tries, but by the Court of Prize also, in certain cases, where there

is reason to believe that the vessel proceeded against is not a
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1854 iioutrnl. Under sucli circumstancos the absonco of tlio sea-pass is

Xotember 22
. highly important, if not fatal.

Thk Elizk. J Jq jjf)t approhcnd, liowcver, that that principle can ho strained

Dr. Liishiiif,'- to the ease of a Custom House seizure of a vessel, manifestly, from

all the circumstances, possessing a Danish character, manned with

a Danish crew, having been engaged in a legitimate voyage,

chartered by a British merchant, and bringing home a cargo on

his account.

On these grounds I am strongly inclined to think that the

claimant has made out his claim to some extent ; but there has

been a mistake on his part in these proceedings. Restitution was

offered on the 8tli of November ; this was refused unless accom-

panied by costs and damages. This was an error ; it ought to

have been accepted, with the reservation of the question of costs

and damages. Unfortunately, that was not done, and the ship

has remained under arrest up to the present period.

I must condemn the seizor in costs and damages ; but the

damages must cease on the 8tli of November, at the time when

the claimant might have had the vessel restored to him.

No claim was given in for the cargo until the IGth of November,

and restitution was offered and accepted by the claimants upon

the 22nd. They, however, desired to be heard on the question of

costs and damages.

The only difference between the cases of the claimants for

the ship and the claimants for the cargo was, that the latter

were British subjects, and had neglected to claim until the IGth

of November. It was stated in the com-se of the argument that

they had mistaken their course of proceeding, and had commenced

an action for damages against the seizor in a Scotch Com't.

The same coimsel appeared.

Dr. Lushington.—This is a question as to the restitution of the

cargo, the Court having on a former day restored the ship, T\-ith

costs and damages. This vessel and cai'go having been seized as

prize, I conceive it to be a proposition perfectly evident in law that
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tlie sole aud exclusive jurisdiction of the whole matter belongs to is.H

tlie High Coui-t of Admiralty, under the commission that has been
^'"'"^""*'^ '^^^

issued bj her Majesty in prize matters, and that no other Court The Elize.

whatsoever within the United Kingdom is entitled to exercise any Dr. LushiDg-

jurisdiction at all. Supposing that an action had been brought in
'^^'

any other Coiu't for costs and damages, it would be a good and

sufficient defence to say that this was a matter of prize. That was

a lesson which I learned early in life, and I believe I was correctly

taught.

The Court has abeady expressed its opinion that there was no

sufficient ground for this seizure, and that it ought never to have

been made. The seizure took place on the 11th of October, but

the claim for the cargo was not made till the 16th of November.

The Court is disposed to make a distinction between the claimants

of the cargo and the claimants of the ship on this ground : the ship

was Danish property, and it appeared consistent with equity and

the ordinary practice of the Court that more time should be allowed

to a foreign claimant to prefer his claim than to a British subject

resident on the spot who had every oppoitunity to acquire a know-

ledge of the course to be pursued.

Now it appears that the present claimants of the cargo were

either misinformed as to the course of proceedings which they

ought to adopt, or were in utter ignorance of it ; and it appears to

me that, whichever was the case, it would not be just for the Court

to lay the burden on the j^arty who originally made the seizure.

I cannot, therefore, direct the costs and damages to begin before

the claim was made, viz., on the 16th of November. With respect

to their continuance, it appears that on notice being given of a

motion for restitution, with costs and damages, tlie claimants were

informed that tlie restitution would not be opposed. Tliey miglit,

therefore, have taken possession of their property on tlie 22nd of

November. "Where it is intended to prefer a claim for costs and

damages, restitution should be accepted, praying tliat the question

of costs and damages may be reserved. If restitution were

declined until the question of costs and damages was discussed,

great delay might tako ]iln(e. and very large expenses be

unnecessarily incun'ed.

K. vol,. IT. ''•
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1864 Tho parties in tliis case are fairly entitled to restitution,

November 22.
^^j^j^ damages from the 16th to the 22nd of November, and

ThbElize. costs («7).

Dr.
Lushington.

[Spiuks, 98.]

1854

Nov. 22, 25.

Dec. 1, G.

THE ERNST MERCK.

Ship—Sals immediately be/ore outbreak of IVar—National Character—Onus of

Proof—Leijal Title of Claimant.

Where an enemy ship is alleged to have been sold to a neutral imme-

diately before the outbreak of war, tho burden is on the neutral claimant,

who must show a good legal title in order to obtain restitution of the

vessel.

This vessel sailed from Pillau to England under Mecklenburg

colours, and was seized in Hull on the 1st of June, 1854, by the

Custom House officers. She had a cargo of wheat and hemp on

board, which was restored.

On the 11th of August a claim was given in by Mr. Gustav

Menkow, of Schwerin, in tlie Grand Duchy of Mecklenburg-

Sehwerin, on behalf of himself and Mr. Frederic Albrecht, of the

same place, as the sole owners and proprietors of the said ship.

On the 30th of August the Court ordered fiu-ther proof, which

being brought in, the case came on for hearing.

The Queen^s Advocate and the Admiralty Advocate appeared for

the seizors ; Dr. Haggard and Dr. Bayford for the claimants.

Dr. Lushington.—In order to state clearly the opinion which

I have formed upon this ease, it will be necessary to specify the

alleged facts with more than ordinary minuteness, and with equal

care to notice the evidence by which such facts are supported.

The principal persons concerned in these transactions are : first,

the house of Knock & Co., Russian subjects, resident at Riga, the

alleged vendors of the vessel claimed ; secondly, Messrs. Albrecht

and Menkow, subjects of the Duke of Meeklenbm-g, and resident

('/) On a reference to the registrar

and merchants to assess the damages,

a claim for 121>/. 12*. 4'/. was made on

behalf of the owner of the ship ; but
the report of the registrar mid mer-

chants, to which no objection was

taken, reduced the amount to 40^

No claim was made on behalf of the

owner of the cargo.
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at Schwerin, said to be the purchasers ; tliirJly, Kriiger, the I8.34

master, a Prussian born, afterwards havino; the national character
^''''- '""' -^•

' °
Dee. 1, G.

of a Russian, and now alleged to have the national character of an

inhabitant of Mecklenburg ; fourthly, Mr. Charles Bolsche, de- '^mekcT''

scribed in the documeut marked 2a as of Riga, merchant, the ~

—

undoubted agent of Knock & Co., of Riga, and the asserted agent Lusliinjjton.

of Albrecht and Menkow, for certain purposes ; fifthly, the

house of Merck & Co., of Hamburg, bankers, who are stated to

have been bankers botli to Albrecht and to Knock & Co., and

tlirough whom it is alleged certain pajTnents were made. The

ultimate decision of this case will depend principally upon what

has been said and done by these parties, taken in connection with

the documents herein produced.

The history of the voyage is as follows : this vessel sailed from

Pillau to England under Mecklenburg colours, and was seized in

the port of Hull, on the 1st of June last, by the Custom House

officers. She had a cargo of wheat and hemp on board, which has

been restored.

On the 11th of August, 1854, a claim was given for this ship

by Mr. Menkow, whereby he claimed her as the projierty of

himself and Mr. Albrecht, of Schwerin. On the 30th of August

the (V)urt ordered further proof to be given in support of this

claim ; that further proof has now been brought in and fully

discussed.

It is now necessary for the Court carefully to inquire what is

really and truly the history of this ship antecedent to the voyage.

First, she was built at Libau, in 1853 ; and she was built for the

joint account of Knock & Co., and Kriiger, the master. It has

been argued that by the law of Russia, the master had a peculiar

right with respect to this vessel, which did not entith' liini to bo

what wc call in this country a registered owner, but that he was

placed in this peculiar position, that lie had a right (o have some

given share in the profits of the vessel, and was subject to any

losses arising to the concerns of the vessel, and could sell such

right, but that Knock, the principal owner, could transfer tlie

vessel without Kriiger's consent. It is sworn tliat sueh riglit

exists by custom both in Russia and (iermany. How, in such

case. T\riig(>r was to be paid for his iiiffre>.t in Ihe vessel wlien

/2
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1864

iS'oc. 22, 25.

Dec. 1, 6.

TiiK Ernst
Mkhck.

Dr.
Lusliius-tou.

sold; wLotlior hy tlio purcluisor, or by Knock, the vendor, is left

wildly in the dark ; in some way or other, of course, he was to be

iiub'iimiru'd, either by retaining his proportionate share, or by

payment from some one. I can well understand how sueh a right

as I liave now described may exist, but I cannot so well compre-

liond how a transfer can be made of this vessel without some

distinct provision for the securing such a master's interest. I can

easily conceive that there may be a share in a browcry and not in

the premises, or in a newspaper, and not in the house where it is

printed and sold ; but it appears to me that a perpetual share in

the profits and loss of a ship cannot be separated from the ship,

though a share in the profits and loss of a voyage may. The case

put by Dr. Haggard, viz., that of a whaling voyage, in which the

master shares the profits, is entirely different ; it is confined to the

voyage, and is not, as in this case, a perpetual lien remaining on

the ship.

Now, the claim is, as I have said, for the ship, as the property

of Albrecht and Menkow. It is exceedingly important that no

doubt or obscurity should be allowed to hang about the law as

administered in the Courts of Prize with respect to such claims.

First, I apprehend that I cannot restore the ship to the claimants

unless they show that they are the sole legal owners ; and secondly,

that though in the case of an enemy's ship, or a ship condemned

by the Court of Prize, I cannot take notice of any lien or interest,

yet, in the case of a claim and restitution asked for, I cannot

restore, if there be any interest in the ship belonging to any one

else, for which no claim has been given. This proposition,

pcrhajis, requires some elucidation. If A. B. claims a ship as his

property, and it should tm-n out that he is a trustee for shares in

that ship belonging to another person, I cannot restore that ship

to A. B.—I will not say in no case,—but certainly not unless the

cestui que trud is himself entitled to restitution. There ought in

such cases to be a claim for a person equitably interested. This

will render it necessary for me presently to examine and

determine whether the master has any, and what, interest in the

ship. For the present I will proceed willi what I will call the

history of the claim.

The representation on the part of the claimants is, that Bolsche,
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by virtue of a power of attorney, which was general and not 1854

special, as the agent of Messrs. Knock & Co., did, on March* 13th ^°j^' ^^'
"i"^'

of the present year, transfer to Mr. Albrecht, his father-in-law, all

his right, interest, and title to this vessel ; and it is represented Meeck.

that at such time Mr. Albrecht had one-tenth, Mr. Menkow ~"~

another one-tenth, the master, Krl'iger, an undefined right to foiu'- Lushington.

tenths, and the remaining four-tenths belonged to Mr. Knock,—

I

say the remaining four-tenths, because such would be the whole

interest remaining in Mr. Knock, supposing the agreement with

the master lias been fully carried out. It is, then, an indisputable

proposition, that as this vessel sailed under Russian colours up to

the 13th of March, and was to all intents and purposes a Russian

vessel, if she had been seized before that date, whatever had been

the right of Albrecht, Menkow, and Kriiger, it would have been

condemnable as Russian property.

This being a sale by a merchant, now become an enemy, very

shortly before the war, is a transaction requiring to be very

narrowly investigated, and respecting which the Court must

exercise great vigilance lest the property of the enemy should

be sheltered under a fictitious sale. A real homl fdc sale is, no

doubt, within the bounds of lawful commerce— of commerce

lawful to the neutral ; but if a neutral merchant chooses to

engage for the purpose of extraordinary profit in dangerous specu-

lations of this kind, lie must be bound to satisfj' tlie Court of

the fairness of the transaction by the clearest evidence, complete

in all legal form, and not only in legal form, but in truth aud

reality. If he does not produce such proof, or produces it in

part only, when the rca gcntcc show tliat better proof might have

been adduced, he must not expect restitution upon such incomplete

evidence.

[The learned judge then examined with groat minuteness the

evidence of the transfer and of the master's alleged interest, and

having pointed out numerous discrepancies and deficiencies, con-

tinued.]

I now come to the payment ; we all know that one of the most

important matters to be establislicd by a claimant is undoubted

proof of payment. It is alleged and it is argued that 8,00(1

dollars have been paid to Mr. Knock tlirough tlie house of
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I8;)i ^AForck Si Co., of ]raml)ur<>; and it is said tliut this money was
^'"'' ^'^' '^*''

paid in the foUowinf' manner: that Knock & Co. drew hills upon
Dee. 1 G.

"
'-

Albrecht for larger Bums, which included this 8,000 dollars ; that

AIerck.^^ Alhrecht accepted those bills and sent them to Merck & Co. to be
~~— i)la('od to the credit of Knock & Co., and which they promised to

X^ushington. do h}' their letters " after recovery." I was very anxious to got

some solution of these Avords "after recovery"; it is to be ob-

served that this transaction is by bill of exchange, i.e., a promise

to pay but not a bill made payable at their house. What, then,

is the meaning of " after recovery " ? If we look at the Gorman

Ave find that Avhat is translated " after recovery " is literally " after

receipt " or " after payment." I apprehend that they retained

the bills for the benefit of Knock & Co., and that when put in

cash for the amount of the bills, they would place the amount to

Knock's account. It is singular that Mr. Albrecht does not swear

to this payment at all ; Mr. Menkow, indeed, swears that the

payment was made by drafts, dated the 30th of March and the

6th of April ; but is this payment, according to the established

rules of this Court, satisfactorily made out ? First, there is no

proof whatever that these bills Avere ever paid or the proceeds

transfen-ed to the account of Knock & Co. This might easily

have been given by extracts from the books of Merck & Co.

Secondly, there is not a syllable coming from Knock & Co. as to

the receipt of payment.

It apj)ears to me that there are deficiencies in this case which

can scarcely be accounted for ; there must have been some cor-

respondence between Knock and Albrecht antecedent to the sale,

and subsequent also ; but only one letter is produced, and that

not from Knock but from Albrecht. The master says he received

a letter from Knock informing him of the sale—that is not pro-

duced. There is no affidavit from Bolsche, none from Knock, nor

is there any attempt to explain the want of a proof so manifestly

necessary in a transaction of so suspicious a nature.

But to proceed with the facts of the case. I will consider

the acquisition of the national character of the master, and also

the obtaining for the ship the rights of the Mecklenburg flag,

together.

AVith respect to the national character of the master— a Prussian
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hy birth, a Russian by national character up to the 4th of April, isji

1854—it maybe as well to say a few words on the doctrine eo
'''''

"' *

stroDgly insisted on by the learned counsel for the claimants, and

Avhich I think is founded on sound principles. It is this—that a Mebck."

national character, acquired by occupation only, may be cliangod
~

with greater facility than a national character arising from birth Lushing-ton.

or from long domicile ; but though I admit this to be true, yet

I hold that it is also true that a national character acquired by

occupation must remain until another is boiici Jidc acquired. How
has such domicile been acquii-ed in the present case ? By a

residence of two days afterwards and the payment of a few

dollars. It must be observed, moreover, that this was not a return

to the national character of origin, but the acquisition of a new

national character in a State to which the master was altogether a

stranger.

The master is said to have been naturalized on the 4th of

April, to have been made a burgher on the uth of April, and to

have had four shares transferred to him on the 6th of April, on

which day also the passport is dated; he admits that he was

resident in Schwerin for two days, not before but afterwards ; he

acquii-ed, therefore, his right, if indeed he acquired any, to a

citizenship at Mecklenbui'g by purchase, and not by residence. If

this be a legitimate mode of changing a national character, then

such change may take place in twenty-four hours.

But is this new acquisition of national character of the master

connected with change of character of the vessel, and how was

this effected ?

First, there is a paper. No. 6, admitted to be false, that tlio

vessel was built at Eostock ; secondly, there is a pass, equally

false, permitting the vessel to sail from Eostock, where she had

never been. "What, then, is the necessary inference from these

facts? Either that the Mecklenburg government was deceived by

false representations as to this vessel, or thai the government

granted Mecklenbui-g papers, knowing that they were gnmted

upon false grounds.

The Coui-t is tlisposed, as it is its duty, io protect the just rights

of neutrals and the proper exercise of municipal powers by

independent States within their own dominions; but if for its own
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18;')-1 u<lviuil!ij40 any Sltite will suiiction, either in form or reality, such

Xor. 22, 2.5. jneasurcs as these, it is also the Court's bounden duty to take caro

— ' tliat they do not operate as an infringement on the just rights of

T.IR Ernst
l,ellicr,>ronts.

Melox. o

Lot us now sec what was the course followed with respect to the
Dr

Lushinfc'ton. omployniont of this vessel. "Who was the agent employed to have

the conduct of, and the control over her ? Mr. Bolsche, the agent

of Kn«^ck & Co. Whither was she going had not accident

prevented it? To Riga, to resume her former trade—Riga, the

residence of Knock & Co.

Under these circumstances can it be seriously contended that the

national character of the master was changed, and that the ship

became a bond Jide Mecklenburg ship ?

There are other facts, however, in this case which the Court is

bound to notice. There has been a suppression of important papers

in no degree accounted for by the master, though he has had ample

opportunity of so doing. There are grave deficiencies in this case.

The law requires, where a vessel has been purchased shortly before

the commencement of the war or during the war, clear and

satisfactory proof of the right and title of the neutral claimant,

and of the entire divestment of all right and interest in the enemy

vendor. The onus is upon the claimant to produce this proof ; if

he does not do so the Court cannot restore. The Court is not

called upon to say that the transaction is proved to be fraudulent

;

it is not required that the Court should declare affirmatively that

the enemy's interest remains ; it is sufficient to bar restitution if

the neutral claim is not unequivocally sustained by the evidence.

This being the law, how then docs this case stand? Fii'st, a

purchase, where what was bought, and what was sold, and what

was the interest of the master, is wrapped in impenetrable mystery,

and this even if the alleged custom as to the interest of the master

shoidd be admitted to be true—a custom not argued to extend to

Germany, though it is sworn so to extend in the affidavits.

Secondly, no previous correspondence between Knock and Albrecht,

though the papers point to it ; the bill of sale and the letter of

Albrecht being inconsistent with each other, inasmuch as the bill of

sale declares the transfer to have taken place at the desire of

Albrecht and Menkow, whereas the letter states it to have been at
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the desire of Knock. This letter is the only one produced, and 1854

proves nothing, though it is evidently one of a correspondence
'^'"- 22, 2j.

which might have proved all. Thirdly, no satisfactory proof of the

payment. Fourthly, no evidence from Knock or from Bolsche, and Mee^^
no correspondence after the sale. Fifthly, the acquisition of ~~
Mecklenburg papers upon false grounds. Sixthly, the suppression LusLington.

of papers. Seventhly, the continued employment of the vessel

under the agency of Bolsche, and the intended destination to

Riga.

Under these circumstances, having carefully weighed all the

arguments so industriously urged on behalf of tlie claimants, I

have no hesitation in saying that, according to my understanding

of the law and practice of the Prize Court, restitution cannot take

place, and I therefore condemn the vessel.

THE ATLANTIQUE. [Spinks, i04.]

Damages and Costs—Fraudulent Claimant.

Parties knowingly making a fraudulent claim condemned in the costs

of the proceedings.

This vessel was seized by the Custom House officers at Leith on 1954

suspicion of being Russian property. A claim was given in for ^''^- ^-

her by a lirm in Liverpool, who made an afTidavit that no enemy

had any direct or indirect interest in her. The claim, however,

was withdrawn before the hearing.

The Court, being of opinion that there had been an attemi-t to

practise a great fraud upon the Coui't, not only condemned the

ship, but condemned the claimants in the costs of the proceedings.
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[spinks. 2S7.] THE FRANCLSKA (0 •

[10 Moorp,
r. C. 37.] Jilocliudi' — Jiiluxidion of JJloc/cudc in fucour of BeUi'j*reut — I.iahxUty i>f

Neutral—Notice—Restitution without Costa and Damayes—Further Proof.

'Wh(>ro dinibts exist with vespfct to uuitter whicli docs not appoar

upon evidence furnislied by the ship itself (namely, the i)apcrs on board,

or tho examination of the master and crew), such as the existence or

non-existence, tho sufficiency or insufficiency, of a blockade, a Prize

Court will allow further proof, and such further prcjut is not limited to

the claimant, but may bo granted to the captor also.

"Whatever may bo the demerits of a ship, she cannot bo condemned for

a breach of blockade unless, at the time when she coramittod the alleged

offence, the port fur which she was sailing was legally in a state of

blockade, and was known to be so, by the master or owner.

The Admiral of tho Fleet must be presumed to have carried with him

from England sufficient authority to blockade such of tho enemy's ports

as ho might deem advisable.

I'rinciples which regulate the right of a belligerent to exclude neutrals

from a blockaded port exjdained.

Eelaxation of blockade in favour of belligerents, to the exclusion of

neutrals, is illegal.

Semhie.—Tho blockade would not bo valid if tho same indulgence

was extended to neutrals.

Notice of a blockade must not be more extensive than the blockade

itself.

The existence and extent of a blockade may be so generally known
that knowledge of it in an individual may be presumed without distinct

proof of personal knowledge, and such knowledge may supply the place

of a dii'ect communication from a blockading squadron, yet the fact, with

notice of which an individual is so to be fixed, must be one which admits

of no reasonable doubt.

On tho loth of Ajiril, 1854, the commander of the Baltic fleet block-

aded, de facto, the coast of Courland, but his notice to the British

Ministers, including the British Minister at Copenhagen, was of that

character that the impression was that all the Eussian ports in the

Baltic were blockaded. The English Government also on that date

issued an Order in Council, giving permission up to the loth of May for

Eussian vessels to discharge their cargoes fi'om Eussian ports in the

(<) This was one of a class of cases, of Courland. The Franciska was
consisting of the Johanna Maria, selected to try the question of

Unio)i, A»»echi>ta Jaidina, Steen ingress, and the Johanna Maria of

mile, Vrouw Alida, Jeanne Maria, egress, of the port of Eiga. The
and Nome)!, taken as prizes for a cases of the Franciska and the Jo-

breach of the blockade of the coast hanna Maria were argued together.
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Baltic aud White Sea to their port of dcstinatiou, even though those

ports were in a state of blockade. A similar permission was granted by
the French Government. And the Russian Government by a ukaso

allowed the same indulgence to English and French ships. On the

14th of May, 1854, a neutral vessel, under Danish colours, sailed from

Copenhagen for Eiga, and was captured off Eiga bj- an English ship of

war on the 22nd ol that month, for a breach of the blockade of that

port.

Held :—First, that the vessel was improperly seized, as there was no

legal blockade at the time of the seizure.

Second, that as the Order in Council must be taken to have extended

to British and French shijis, and as it relaxed the blockade in favour of

the belligerents to the exclusion of neutrals, the blockade was illegal.

Third, that assuming the blockade to be legal, yet the master of the

ship must be fixed with personal knowledge of all that was publicly

known at Copenhagen on the 14th of May, and that as the general

notoriety, so far as it existed at that time and place, was that all tho

Eussian ports in the Baltic were blockaded, which was not tho fact, tho

notice, therefore, of the blockade being more extensive than the blockade

itself, it was of no effect against a neutral.

In such cii'cumstances tho sentence of condemnation was reversed, and

simple restitution decreed, but without costs.

The Franmka, a neutral ship under Danish colours, was cap- 1^55

tiired on the 22nd of May, 1854, off Lyser Ort, at the entrance of •^"'.v 2G, 2:.

30, 31, and
tlie Gidf of Riga, for a breach of tho blockade of tliat port. August 1.

This ship sailed in March, 1854, from Tarragona, in Spain, Avith

a cargo of wine and salt, the property of subjects of her Majesty

tho Queen of Spain, bound for Elsinore for orders, and thence for

Lubeck, or some otlier safe port in tho Baltic, not further north

than Stockholm or Revel. On the loth of May she left Elsinore,

and passed the Sound, where she cleared for the Baltic generally,

without naming any port, and was captured on the 22nd of the

same month, off the entrance of the Gulf of Riga, by lior Majesty's

ship Cruiser, under the command of the respondent, Captain

Douglas, for a breach of the blockade of Riga, and sent to EngUind

for adjudication.

A claim was entered by the appelhmt, a shipbroker in JiOudon,

on behalf of Jorgen Peter Arboe, of Copenhagen, tho solo owner,

for restitution of the ship and freiglit. It was alleged bv him that

the master had orders to proceed to Riga if it was not in a state of

blockade ; that to ascertain whether it was so or not he mado

inquuies at Copenhagen, and also of her ^lajesty's shij) Boxamond,
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1855 ImiI witliout effect, ninl tliat upon doscrylng tlio Crtiixcr, tlie

/K^y 2r,, 2/, l);i,i('ish(( Failed towards licr witli a view of makincr the Eamo
30, Jl, 1111(1 "
August 1. iiujuiiy, when she was captured.

The '^^^ case was heard on this claim on the 6th of October, IHol,

Fbanciska.
^vIjpu t]io leaiTied judge of the High Court of Admiralty (the

Iviglit lion. Dr. Lushington) admitted the claim, hut allowed both

the cai»tor and the claimant to bring in further proof, which ho

directed to bo confined to the fact of the blockade onlj. Further

proof was brought in, and evidence entered into at great length by

both parties, the material parts of which are mentioned and

referred to in the judgment of their Lordships on appeal.

On the 27th of January, 1855, the judge of the Admiralty

Court delivered judgment (»), condemning the ship and freight for

a breach of blockade, on the grounds, first, that the blockade was

notorious at Elsinore on the 14tli of May, the day the Franciska

had sailed from that port ; and secondly, that the master had

deposed falsely, as in the ojiinion of the Court he was proceeding

to violate the blockade with a full knowledge of the same, and that,

under such circumstances, the owner could derive no benefit from

the treaty of Great Britain with Denmark, made in the year 1670.

From this sentence of condemnation the present appeal was

brought by the claimant.

The arguments at the hearing of the appeal were chiefly upon

these two ptoints :

—

First, whether at the hearing of the claim further proof as to the

time at which the port of Eiga was put in a state of blockade

ought to have been allowed to the captor. The cases cited iij)on

this question were the Hen rick and Maria [x), the Haahct {>/), the

Ajwilo (z)

.

Secondly, whether upon the further proof there was suflBcient

evidence that the port of Riga, if at all in a state of blockade

at the time of the capture of the Franciska, was so known

to be by those in charge of the ship, and if the conduct

(?/) [The judgment of Dr. Lusli- Privy Council.—Ed.]

ington, though reversed, covers (.v) Vol. I. p. 84.

many important points, and is printed (y) Vol. I. p. 524.

at the end of the judgment of the (2) Yol. I. p. 481.
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The
Feanciska.

imiDuted to tliem constituted such a breacli of blockade as made 1855

the shij) liable to condemnation. Upon this point the evidence in "^"^^^^^'^a

the cause was referred to, and the following cases and authorities -luffust i.

were cited: The Couriered), the Vrouic Jt(difh{b), the Colionbia (c),

the Ilenricli and Maria {d), the Bdsoy {e), the Frcderuh Molke (./'),

the Apollo {(/) , the JnffroioMaria ScJirocder (//) , the Joihjv Pcfroiwila (/)

,

the Neptunus (/.•), the RoUa (/), the Charlotte (w), the Ilofiimirj {ii),

the Triheten (o), the Adelaide (/;), the Flad Oycn {q), the Welraart

Van Pillaw (;•), the Hurtige Hane (.v), the Nancf/ {t), Nai/lor v.

Taylor {ii), the Fox {x) ; 1 Kent's Comms. p. 147 ; 1 Kent's Law of

Nations, p. 113; 2 Wheaton's Elem. of Inter. Law, 238 (;ird

edit.); Traite de Prize Maritime, p. 378; Annual Reg. 17l>3
;

State Papers, p. 174.

The appeal was argued by

Dr. Addams and Dr. Ttci'ss for the appellant ; and

The Qncen^s Advocate {Sir John Harding) and Di

the respondents.

Jenncr for

The case, with that of the Johanna Maria {//), involving a similar

question of a breach of the blockade of the port of Riga, stood over

for consideration. Judgment was now delivered by

The Right Hon. T. Pemberton Leigh.—In the month of

March, 1854, the Danish schooner Francisha, Mechelsen, master,

was Ij'ing in the port of Barcelona, in Spain. On the 4th of that

montli a charter-party was signed by the master and certain mer-

(a) Ante, p. oO.

\h) Vol. I. p. 8G.

(c) Vol. I. p. 89.

((/) Vol. I. p. 84.

(e) Vol. I. p. 63.

(/) Vol. I. p. 58.

[g) Vol. I. p. 481.

(/() Vol. I. p. 279.

(i) Vol. I. p. 208.

\lc) Vol. I. p. 194.

(/) Vol. I. p. 573.

{m) Ante, p. 52.

(«) Vol. I. p. 533.
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18(55 cluints at Barceloiin, whereby the sliii) was hired for a voyage with

io%T\ul\ "• '^'^^g^ of wiiio and salt " to Elsinoro for orders, and thence for

Augusn^. TiuLeck or some oihor safe port in tlio Baltic, not further north

The than Stockholm or Kevol." Twonty-foiir hours wore allowed for

rcccivinf^ onh-rs at Elsinore, and the captain was to consign his

'i'^'reinherton ^^''I'' ^" ^^^® passago of the »Sound, to Messrs. Ahnian & Lind-

Leigb. berg at Elsinore.

On the 14th of March the master took on board a quantity of

•wines at Tarragona, and having completed her cargo wth salt at

Torreviega, on the 13th of April sailed from that port for Elsinore.

On the 13th of May the ship passed the Sound, where she cleared

" for the Baltic " generally without naming any port. On the

22nd of May she was seized near the entrance to the Gulf of Kiga

by her Majesty's steam frigate Cruiser, under the command of

Captain Douglas, for an alleged breach of the blockade of Riga,

and sent home for adjudication. On the 3rd of August a claim

was entered for the ship by Northcote, a shipbroker in London,

on behalf of Jorgen Peter Arboe, of Copenhagen, as the sole

owner.

On the 6th of October the case was heard on the claim, when

the judge admitted the claim, but allowed the proctors on both

sides " to bring in further proofs, but only as to the blockade."

Fui'ther proofs were accordingly brought in, and on the 2rth of

January, 1855, the judge condemned the ship and freight. From

this sentence of condemnation the present appeal is brought.

At the hearing of the appeal it was contended by the

appellant:—
First, that the ship ought to have been restored on hearing the

claim, or that, at all events, fiu-ther proof ought not to have been

allowed to the captors.

Second, that upon the further proof (if properly received) res-

titution ought to have been decreed witb costs and damages.

As to the first point, the course of proceeding to be observed on

the original hearing is very clear. In everything that regards the

ship aud cargo the case is to be considered in the first instance ex-

clusively upon the evidence furnished by the ship itself, namely,

the papers on board and the examination on the standing inter-

rogatories of the master and some of the crew. If the case be
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clear upon this evidence, restitution or condemnation is decreed at is&j

once. If upon such evidence the case be left in doubt further
30'^3^^'and

proof is usually allowed to the claimant only, but it may also be ^-/m^«<< i.

allowed to the captors if, in the opinion of the judge who hears the Tuj,

case, such a course appears to be required. With respect to matters ^rai^ka.

which cannot appear upon evidence furnished by the ship, as the Riptt Hon.

existence or non-existence, the sufficiency or insufficiency, of a Leigh.

blockade, the Court must necessarily resort to other means of

information. In this case the ship was labouring under the utmost

sfispicion. She had no Latin pass, which the Danish Government

provides for a ship of that country ; she had no paper whatever on

board showing the port for which she was bound ; she did not

appear to have had any communication with the finn of Ahman &
Lindberg at Elsinore, from which by the terms of her charter-

party she was to receive orders as to her further destination. The

master stated that he had received his orders from Ai'boe, the

owner of the ship, at Copenhagen (who, as far as appeared, had no

authority to give any), and that liis orders were to proceed to

Momel, but if there was no blockade, and if the English warships

would permit him, to proceed to Riga ; and that before he was

captured he was sailing for Memel. Yet it clearly appeared that

he had never steered for Memel at all, but had passed that port

without approaching it, and had been captm-ed at the Lyser Ort, at

the mouth of the Grulf of Eiga.

There was every reason, therefore, to suspect, if Iliga was at this

time in a state of blockade, that the master had notice of it, and

intended to break it ; but the existence of the blockade and its

legality, as well as the master's knowledge of it, were disputed by

the claimant. On reference to tlie London Gazette there appeared

to bo some confusion as to the time when the blockade had

commenced, and under these circumstances the learned judge

allowed " further proof, but only with respect to the blockade, to

both parties." Their Lordships are of opinion that he was perfectly

riglit in taking this course.

The second question is, wliat is the effect of the wlmlo evidence

ultimately before the Court ?

Whatever may be the demerits of the ship she cannot be con-

demned, unless nt thp fiuiewhen sho comiiiittod tlie alleged offoTiPo
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1855 tlio port for wliicli sho was sailing was legally in a state of

30^31 iind
^lo^'kado, and was known to be so by the master or owner.

^i'i9'*'^t 1. Tlie ofTcnce imputed to the ship in the affidavit of Captain

Thk Douglas, the captor, is that she was sailing for Higa, " and the

J deponent had reason to believe that the fact of the blockade of the

Tliphtllon. (}^]f Qf Hijra was known at Copenliaf^en on the 13tli day of May,

Leigh. the day of her departure from that port."

The grounds of the condemnation are thus stated in the

judgment :
*' I condemn this ship, first, because I hold that the

blockade was notorious at Elsinore on May the 14th, the day this

vessel sailed ; secondly, because the master has deposed falsely,

and was proceeding to violate the blockade with a full knowledge

thereof. Under such circumstances he can derive no benefit from

the treaty with Denmark."

It is not contended by the captors that after the ship sailed from

Copenhagen she received any notice to affect her with knowledge

of the blockade, and the questions, therefore, are :

—

Pirst, was the port of Riga on the 14th of May legally in a

state of blockade ?

Second, if so, had the master or owner at that time such notice

of the fact as to subject his ship to condemnation ?

AVith respect to the evidence on the first point, it is established

that on the 15th or 17th of April (on which of those days it is not

material to determine, and there is some discrepancy in the affi-

davits), the admii-al did estabhsh, by a competent force properly

stationed for the purpose, an effective blockade of the ports of

Libau, "Windau, and the Gulf of Riga ; that, with the exception of

the 3rd and 4th of May, on which days all the blockading ships

were absent from their stations, the blockade was maintained to a

time subsequent to that at which the Franciska was seized, and

their Lordships agree with the learned judge in the Court below in

thinking that the admiral must be presumed to have earned with

him from England authority from her Majesty's Government to

institute such blockade of the Russian ports as he might deem

advisable.

But while the admiral was taking these measures in the Baltic,

the English and French Governments were taking measures at
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home of which he was ignorant, and which it is contended seriouslv i8o5

affect the validity of the blockade in point of law. ' 30%f and'

By an Order of her Majesty in Council, issued on the breaking ^uffnit i-

out of the war and dated the 29th of March, 1854, provision had The

been made for the case of Russian merchant vessels which at the
^^^^^^-

date of the Order should be in British ports, or which, prior to the J^'-h'''*^ P*^"-^ ' ^ 1. lemberttn
date of the Order, should have sailed for any foreign port, bound Leigh.

for any port or place in her Majesty's dominions ; and by another

Order dated the 15th of April, after reciting the former Order as

far as regarded the last-mentioned class of vessels, and that her

Majesty, with the advice of her Privy Council, was now pleased to

alter and extend it, it was ordered, by and with such advice as

aforesaid, as follows :
" That any Russian merchant vessel which,

prior to the 15th day of May, 1S54, shall have sailed from any

port of Russia situated either in or upon the shore or coasts of the

Baltic Sea or of the White Sea, bound for any port or place in her

Majesty's dominions, shall be permitted to enter such last-men-

tioned port or place, and to discharge her cargo and afterwards

forthwith to depart without molestation, and that any such vessel,

if met at sea by any of her Majesty's ships, should be permitted to

continue her vo3'age to any port not blockaded."

It has been held, and in their Lordships' opinion properly held,

in the Court below, that the permission given by this Order to

export goods from Russian ports in the Baltic and the "White Sea,

would authorize such exports from places which might at the time

be in a state of blockade. Indeed, as it appears to have been the

intention of the Allied Powers, as soon as possible after the com-

mencement of the war, to blockade all the Russian ports in the

Baltic, any other construction would make the Order almost

nugatory. The same construction must, in their Lordships' ()i»inioii,

be put upon tlie corresponding Ordonnance of the French Govern-

ment, issued on the same 15th of April, by which Russian vessels

bound for any place in France or Algeria wore to be at liberty to

leave any Russian ports in the Baltic and White Sea before tho

15th of May, and pursue their voyage and return to any port not

blockaded.

By a Russian Ukase issued on the ground of tho Orders made

by the Allied Powers, six weeks from tlie 25th of April were

R.— VOr . 11. A A
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1855 allowed to Englisli nnd French vessels in Russian ports in the

jw/y 2(5, 27, ^^.j^j^ " f^j. tiikiuf): ou board their cargoes, and for an unobstructed
30, .H, iiiul o D '

Autjiist 1. departure for foreign ports."

The The English Order in Council of the loth of April had provided
Franciska.

^^i^ £qj. -[Russian vessels bound to British ports, and the French

Riffht Hon. Ordonuance of the same date for Russian vessels bound to French
1. I'embcrtou

Lei<f]i. ports ; but by a further French Ordonnauce dated the 26th of Apru

(containing instructions to French cruisers), free passage was

ordered to be given to all Russian vessels loaded in Russian ports

on French account for French ports, or on English account for

English ports, up to the 15th of May.

As regards export, therefore, from the Baltic ports, by the effect

of these several Ordinances all restriction up to the 15th of May,

on the conveyance of cargoes in Russian vessels to British and

French ports, w^as removed; and though British and French

vessels would, by the general Law of Nations, be liable to con-

fiscation for breach of blockade, by sailing from blockaded ports

with cargoes taken on board after notice of the blockade, and the

permission to export is, by the Orders, in terms, confined to

Russian vessels, it seems improbable that the Allied Powers could

intend to deprive their subjects of the indulgence granted to them

by the Russian Government, or to subject their property to con-

fiscation for doing what the enemy was permitted to do with

impunity.

In effect, therefore, neutrals only would be excluded from that

commerce which belligerents might safely carry ou ; and the

question is, whether by the Law of Nations such exclusion be

justifiable ; and, if not, in what manner and to what extent neutral

powers are entitled to avail themselves of the objection ?

That such exclusion is not justifiable is laid down in the clearest

and most forcible language in tlie following passage of the judg-

ment now under review:—"The argument stands thus: By the

Law of Nations a belligerent shall not concede to another belli-

gerent, or take for himself, the right of canying on commercial

intercoui'se prohibited to neutral nations; and, therefore, no blockade

can be legitimate that admits to either belligerent a freedom of

commerce denied to the subjects of States not engaged in the war.

The foundation of tlio principle is clear, and rooted in justice; for
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interference v>iiih. neutral commerce at all is only justified by the 185'»

right which war confers of molesting the enemy, all relations of
"^'q^-Zi^'^^^

trade being- by war itself suspended. To this princii")lo I entirely v/'/ff««< i.

accede, and I should regret to think if any authority could be The

cited from the decisions of any British Court administering the
s^NcibKA.

Law of Nations, which could be witli truth asserted to maintain a J^'^^^^
,^°°-

' T. romberton
contrary doctrine." Lci-jii.

The learned judge, after discussing the question how far licences

to enter blockaded ports would invalidate a blockade, and pointing

out the important distinctions between blockades according to tlio

ordinary Law of Nations, and the blockades introduced during tlio

last war by the Berlin and Milan Decrees on the one hand, and

the British Orders in Council on the other, and between special

licences granted for a particular occasion and licences granted

indiscriminately, proceeds :
" I think that if the relaxation of a

blockade be, as to belligerents, entire, the blockade cannot lawfully

subsist; if it be partial, and such as to exceed special occasion,

that, to the extent of such partial relaxation, neutrals are entitled

to a similar benefit." And he concludes his able discussion of this

part of the case in these words :
" With respect to the present

question I, therefore, have come to the conclusion, that as liussian

vessels might have left the ports of Courland up to the 15th of

May, the subjects of neutral States ought to be entitled to the

same advantages, and if there be any vessel so circumstanced, I

should hold her entitled to restitution. I think the remedy should

bo commensurate with the grievance." The learned judge holds

that such relaxation does not affect the general validity of the

blockade.

In order to judge how far this conclusion can be maintained, it

is necessary to consider upon what principles the right of a belli-

gerent to exclude neutrals from a })lookadcd port rests. That

right is founded not on any general inilimited right to cripjilo tlie

enemy's commerce with neutrals by all means effectual for tliat

purpose, for it is admitted on all hands that a neutral lias a right

to carry on with each of two belligerents during war all the trade

that was open to him in times of peace, subj(>ct to the exceptions

of trade in contraband goods and trado with blnr-kadcd ports.

A V
'2
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Lei<'h.

i8.)5 Both tliosG exceptions sooni founded on the same reason, namely,

30
'':n 'and ^^^^^ '^ iioutriil lins no right to interfere witli the military operations

August 1.
(jf j^ helh'geront eitlier by supplying his enemy witli materials of

The war, or by holding intercourse with a place which he has besieged
FlUNCISKA. Ill -IT

or blockaded.

T. I'ornbertou Grotius cxprcssos liimsclf upon the subject in these terms:

—

" Si juris niei executionem rerum subvectio impedierit, idque scire

potuerit, qui advexit, ut si oppidum obsessum tenebam, si portus

clausos, et jam deditio aut pax expectabatur, tenebitur ille mihi de

damuo culpa dato." {De Jure Belli ac Pads, lib. iii. c. i. § v.)

Byukershock's commentary on this passage is to the effect that

it is unlawful to carry anything, whetlier contraband or not, to a

place thus circumstanced, since those wlio are within may be com-

pelled to surrender, not merely by the direct application of force,

but also by the want of provisions and other necessaries. " Sola

obsidio in causa est, cur nihil obsessis subvehere liceat, sive contra-

bandum sit, sive non sit, nam obsessi non tantum vi coguntur ad

deditionem, sed et fame, et alia aliarum rerum penuria." {Quce.

Jar. Pub., lib. i. e. 11.)

Wheaton, in his " Elements of International Law," vol. ii.,

pp. 228—230, justly observes, that this passage in Bynkershoek

goes too far, and that a blockade is not confined to the case where

there is a siege or blockade with a view to the capture of a place

or the expectation of peace. But these passages seem to point to

the reason on which this interference with the ordinary rights of

neutrals was originally justified.

Vattel lays down the same doctrine:—" Quand je tiens une

place assiegee, ou seulement bloquee, je suis en droit d'empecher

que personne n'y entre, et de traiter en ennemi quiconque entre-

prend d'y entrer sans ma permission, ou d'y porter quoi que ce

soit : car il s'oppose ci mon entreprise, il pout contribuer a la faire

echouer, et par la me faire tombcr dans tons les maux d'unc guerre

malheureuse." (B. iii. c. vii. ss. 1, 17.)

These passages refer only to ingress and tlie importation of

goods, but it is clear that the operations of the siege or blockade

may be interrupted by any communication of the blockaded or

besieged place with foreigners ; and Lord Stowell, when he defines
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a blockade, always speaks of it as the exclusion of the blockaded 1855

place from all commerce, whether by egress or ingress. In the 3o%i^and
Frederick Moihe (t), he says :

" What is the object of a blockade? -^ugui^t i.

Not merely to prevent an importation of supplies, but to prevent Tub

export as well as import, and to cut off all communication of *^^^-
commerce with the blockaded place." In the Bvhcii (d) : "After J^'g**^^''"-

the commencement of a blockade, a neutral cannot, I conceive, be Leigh,

allowed to interpose in any way to assist the exportation of the

property of the enemy." In the Vrouw Judith (e) : "A blockade

is a sort of circumvallation round a place, by which all foreign

connexion and correspondence is, as far as human force can effect

it, to be entirely cut off. It is intended to suspend the entire

commerce of that place ; and a neutral is no more at liberty to

assist the traffic of exportation than of importation." In the

Bo/ia {/) :
" What is a blockade but a uniform universal exclusion of

all vessels not privileged by law ? " In the Success {rj) :
" The measure

which has been resorted to, being in the natm-e of a blockade,

must operate to the entire exclusion of British as well as of neutral

shijts; for it would be a gross violation of neutral rights to jtro-

hibit their trade, and to permit the subjects of this country to

cany on an unrestricted commerce at the very same ports from

which neutrals are excluded."

It is contended that the objection of a neutral to the validity of

a blockade, on the ground of its relaxation by a belligerent in his

own favoiir, is removed if a Court of Admiralty allows to the

neutral the same indulgence which the belligerent has reserved to

himself or granted to his enemy. But their Lordships have great

difficulty in assenting to this proposition. In tlie first place, the

particular relaxation, which may be of the greatest value to tlio

belligerents, may be of little or no value to the neutral. In the

instance now before the Com't, it may have been of the utmost

importance to Great Britain that there should be brought into her

ports cargoes which, at the institution of the blockade, were in

Iviga ; and it may have been for her advantage, with that view,

to relax the blockade. But a relaxation of the blockade to that

{<) Vol. I. p. 58. (ri) Vol. I. p. (33. (f) Vol. I. p. so.

(/) Vol. I. p. 573. i'j)
Jiii'-, p. 110.
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is.").> oxtout, and a permission to neutrals to bring such cargoes to

ao ^:5^^''iin(l
I^'rilisb jiorts may liavo boon of little or no value to neutrals.

Aii^Kxt 1.
fj;|^Q

counsel on both sides at their Lordships' bar understood

The that the learned judge in this case intended thus to limit the

rights of neutrals, and to place neutral vessels only in the samo

r,?^'.*'^^^ T^^^P" wtuation as Russians under the Order in Council. Their Lord-
1 . It'inhorton

Leigh. ships would be inclined to give a more liberal interpretation to the

language of the judgment; yet, if this be done, the allowance of

a general freedom of commerce, by way of export, to all vessels

and to all places from a blockaded port, seems hardly consistent

with the existence of any blockade at all.

Again, it is not easy to answer the objections which a neutral

might make, that the condition of things which alone authorizes

any interference with his commerce does not exist, namel}', the

necessity of interdicting all communication by way of commerce

with the place in question ; that a belligerent, if he inflicts upon

neutrals the inconvenience of exclusion from commerce with such

place, must submit to the same inconvenience himself ; and that

if he is to be at liberty to select particular j^oints in which it suits

his purpose that the blockade should be violated with impunity,

each neutral, in order to be placed on equal terms with the

belligerent, should be at liberty to make such selection for

himself.

But the ambiguity in which all these questions are left by the

Order in Council of the loth of April : the doubt whether the

liberty accorded to enemies' vessels extends to neutral, and, if so,

whether such liberty is subject to the same restrictions, or to any

other and what restrictions, affords, in the opinion of theu" Lord-

ships, another strong argument against the legality of the blockade

in this case. If a partial modified blockade is to be enforced

against neutrals, justice seems to require that the modifications

intended to be introduced should be notified to neutral States, and

that they should be fully apprized what acts their subjects may or

may not do. They cannot reasonably be exposed to the hardship

of either abstaining from all commerce with a place in such a state

of uncertain blockade, or of having their ships seized and sent to

the country of the belligerent, in order to leai-n there, from the

decision of its Court of Admiralty, whether the conduct they have
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pursued is, or is not, protected by an equitable interpretation of 1855

an instrument in which they are not expressly included.
gJJ ^3J '^^^^

If these views of the law be correct, this ship cannot be con- -^"ffxit i-

sidered to have had notice of any blockade of Eiga at the time The

when she sailed for that port ; for, in truth, no legal blockade was J

then in existence, and it would be liard to require a neutral to rj?p''^J^^'n

speculate on the probability, however groat, of a legal blockade Leigh.

(fe facto being established at a future time, when lie is not per-

mitted to speculate on tlie chance of its discontinuance after ho

has once had notice of its existence.

Their Lordships have considered the objections to the blockade

only as it is affected by the Orders in Council of the 15th of April,

which relate to egress from Russian ports, and to this view of the

case the argument at the bar was confined, both before the judge

below and before their Lordships. But it may not be immaterial

to advert to the position in which Russian vessels at this time

stood with respect to ingress into the Baltic ports, and to consider

whether a certain class of such vessels, namely, those which at tlio

breaking out of the war were in British or Frencli ports were not

at liberty to sail with their cargoes for the ports to which they

were bound, although such ports might be blockaded.

By the Order in Council of the 20th March, already referred to,

it was ordered " that Russian merchant vessels in any ports or

places of her Majesty's dominions should be allowed until the

10th day of May next, six weeks from the date hereof, for loading

their cargoes and departing from such ports or places ; and tliat

such Russian merchant vessels, if met at sea by any of lier

Majesty's ships, should be permitted to continue their voyage if on

examination of their papers it shouhl appear that their cargoes

were taken on beard before the expiration of the above term.

Provided that nothing therein contained sliould extend or be taken

to extend to Russian vessels liaving on board any oflieer in iho

ndlitary or naval service of tlio enemy, or any article prohibited

or contraband of war, or auy despatcli of or to the Rus.sinn

Government."

There is hero an eniimeration of tlio severnl jtartieulars which

are to exempt a vessel from the Order, and to leave her, of coursi>,

subject to capture as enemy's property. But the attempt to enter
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1855 a blockaded port is not among tlio exceptions, nor is there any pro-

3()'^-ii°'ftml
^'i^ji^i"" against entering sucli poii. An enemy's ship commits no

Aii^u.',t 1. offence agaiust the law of nations by attempting to elude a hostile

TnE squadron and enter a blockaded port ; she has a perfect right to do
Franciska.

g^^ •£ gi^g ^^^^ gl^Q ^g already subject to seizure in another

Rij?ht lion, character, but does not incur any penalty by breach of blockade.
T. I'einbertoa

, , ... . • j i j
Leigh. If, therefore, her liability to seizure as an enemy is to be removed,

but her liberty to sail in security to her port of destination is to be

restricted to such ports as may not be in a state of blockade,

it should seem that such restriction ought to be specified.

Accordingly, in the next paragraph of this Order, which applies

to a different class of vessels, the restriction is specified. Russian

merchant ships, which at the date of the Order are on their voyage

from foreign to British ports, are to be permitted to unload their

cargoes, and forthwith to depart and continue their voyage to any

port not blockaded.

By the corresponding Ordonnance of the French Government of

the 27th of March, permission is granted to Russian vessels in

French ports for six vp'eeks, " de se rendre directement au port de

destination sans qu'ils soient dans I'intervalle susceptibles d'etre

captures." There is no exception of blockaded ports. By subse-

quent Orders of both Governments the period for lea^ing certain

distant ports was extended to six weeks after promulgation of the

Order. The same observation which has been made "^ith respect

to the cases of egress may be repeated with respect to ingress,

namely, that if all the Russian ports were to be blockaded, and if

a permission to a Russian vessel to sail to her port of destination

Avas to be subject to a tacit exception of blockaded ports, such per-

mission would be delusive, and hardl}' consistent with good faith

towards the enemy.

No doubt, ships of one belligerent at the outbreak of war found

in the ports of another, into which they have entered for peaceful

purposes with the expectation of the continuance of peace, form an

exceptional class which has a strong claim to an indulgent exercise

of the right of capture ; and an express permission to such ships to

enter their port of destination, though blockaded, might, perhaps,

not affect the validity of the blockade. It might fall within the

class of cases alluded to by the learned judge of the Court below,
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of licence granted in particular cases upon special grounds. Sucli 1855

a case is very distinguishable from one where a belligerent, with a ao'^Vfaud

view to the interests of his own commerce, permits enemies' ships ^"ffi<»t i.

to bring to him cargoes from their own ports, though he at tlio The

same time insists on a blockade of such ports against neutrals.
hanoska.

Supposing:, however, the blockade in this case to be open to no ^^l^''* }^°°-

, , , , ^ -l- lembertoa
objections in point of law dming the interval between tlie 10th of Lei^'h.

April and the 15th of May, it remains to be inquii'ed wliether the

notice which this ship received of its existence was of sueli a

character as to subject her to the penalty of confiscation for disre-

garding it. Notice has been imputed to the claimant in the Court

below from tlie alleged notoriety of the blockade on the 14th of

May, at Elsinore where the ship touched, and at Copenhagen

where the owner resided.

It is contended by the appellant that in a case of ingress of a

port subject to a blockade only de facfo of which there has not been

any official notification, guilty knowledge cannot be infen-ed in an

individual from general notoriety, and that a ship is always

entitled under sucli circumstances to warning from the blockading

squadron before she is exposed to seizure.

To this proposition their Lordships are unable to accede. If a

blockade dc fado be good in law without notification, and a wilful

violation of a known legal blockade be punishable with confiscation

—propositions which are free from doubt—the mode in which the

knowledge has been acquired by the offender, if it be clearly

proved to exist, cannot bo of importance. Nor does there seem fur

lliis purpose to be much difference between ingress, in which a

warning is said to be indispensable, and egress, in wliit-h it is

admitted to be unnecessary.

The fact of knowledge is capable of mucli easier proof in the ono

case than in Wxq other ; but Avhen once the fact is clearly proved,

the consequences must be tlio same. The reasoning of the learned

judge of the Court below in this case, and the language of

Lord Stowell in the Adddiilr, reported in the note to tlio 3'/'-

tunus {/i), are conclusive upon this point.

But while their Lordships are quite prepared to hold that tin'

{h) Vol. I. p. li».'..
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1855 oxistonco and extent of a Llockado may be so well ami so generally

30 3^'''nml
^^^'^^^^^ ^^'''^t knowledge of it in an individual may be presumed

-^I'O'i'^ f 1- Avitliout distinct proof of personal knowledge, and that knowledge

The so acquired may supply the place of a direct communication from
•BANcisKA.

^1^^ blockading squadron, yet tlie fact, witli notice of wliieli tlio

,.?^'K^'*^^
?^""' individual is so to be fixed, must be one Avliirli admits of no reason-

1. 1 cmhcrton
Lfi^jh. able doubt. " Any communication Avbich brings it to the know-

ledge of the party," to use the language of Lord Stowell, in tlio

Bolla (/),
" in a way which could leave no doubt in his mind as to

tlio autlienticity of the information."

Again, the notice to be inferred from general notoriety must be

of such a character that, if conveyed by distinct intimation from a

competent authority, it would have been binding ; the notice

cannot be more effectual because its existence is presumed, than it

would be if it were directly established in evidence. The notice

to bo inferred from the acts of a belligerent, which is to supply the

place of a public notification or of a particular warning, must be

such as, if given in the form of a public notification or of a

particular warning, would have been legal and effectual.

For this purpose the notice of the blockade must not be more

extensive than the blockade itself. A belligerent cannot be allowed

to proclaim that he has instituted a blockade of several j)orts of

the enemy, when in truth he has only blockaded one ; such a

course would introduce all the evils of what is tenned a paper

blockade, and would be attended with the grossest injustice to the

commerce of neutrals. Accordingly a neutral is at liberty to dis-

regard such a notice, and is not liable to the penalties attending a

breach of blockade for afterwards attemj)ting to enter the port

which really is blockaded.

This was distinctly laid down by Lord Stowell in the case of the

IFcnricJi and Maria (/>•), where an officer of the blockading squadron

hiul informed a neutral that all the Dutch ports were in a state of

blockade, whereas tlie blockade was confined to Amsterdam. The

ship was afterwards captui-ed for an alleged attempt to enter

Amsterdam, and Lord Stowell, in decreeing restitution, observed :

" The notice is, I think, in point of authority, illegal ; at the time

(0 Vol. I. p. 573. (A-) Vol. I. pp. 84, 339.
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wlien it was given there was no blockade wliieli extended to all is 3.)

Dutch ports. A declaration of blockade is a high act of sovereignty, ^o^r'and
and a commander of a King's ship is not to extend it. The notice August i.

is also, I think, as ille^'al in effect as in authority ; it cannot bo The

said that such a notice, though bad for other ports, is good for _'

Amsterdam. It takes from the neutral all power of election as to
x^ pp^bcrtou

wliat other port of Holland he should go, when he found the port Leigh,

of his destination under blockade. A commander of a ship must

not reduce a neutral to this kind of distress ; and I am of opinion,

that if the neutral had contravened the notice, he would not have

been subject to condemnation."

The authority of this case is fully recognized by Dr. Lushington

in the present case, who observes tliat sucli an administration of

tlie law, in protecting the party misled, was most just.

Applying these principles to the evidence before thorn, their

Lordships can have no doubt that the master and owner in this

case are to be fixed with notice of all that was publicly known at

Copenhagen on the 14th of May, on the subject of the blockade

;

that it was known there that merchant vessels had been turned

back from ports on the coast of Courland, and that a general

impression prevailed that vessels seeking to enter Russian ports

ran great risk of seizure ; and that the owner in this case shared

that impression, and that to this cause are to bo attributed the

want of proper ships' papers, which lias been aln-ady alluded to,

and the absence, on the further proof, of any affidavit on the part

of the owner denying knowledge of the blockade.

But it is contended by the appellant that the impression whidi

thus prevailed at Copenhagen (if, in fact, there existed any general

impression) on the 14tli of May, was, and of necessity from the

at'ts of the belligerent powers must liave been, not that the ports

of Libau, Windau, and the Gulf of Riga were blockaded (which

they really were), but that all the Rus.sian ports in the I'.altic were

blockaded, which they certainly were not; and that a notice to bo

gathered from such erroneous impressions was, on the principles

ali'eady refen-ed to, of no effect.

In order to determine the question of fact ui«on tins point, it is

necessary to examine with some minuteness tiie ih'tails of tho

evidence as it applies to Copenhagen at the timo when this ship

I
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1855 loft that city. On the lltli of April, 18'i>4, the admiral rnado the

so'^a'i'nnd
^''^^''^ving coiiimunjcnfion to Mr. ]jiichanan, her Majesty's Envo"

^ugn>it 1. Extraordinary at the Court of Denmark:

—

FkaSka ^'"^'^ "f ^^'Mingion, in Kioge Bay,

April 11, 1854.
Rifyht Hon. gir

Leigh. I have the honour to acquaint your Excellency, for the infor-

mation of tlie foreign ministers, consuls, vice-consuls, and consular

agents residing in the Kingdom of Denmark, that her Britannic

Majesty's fleet will sail this day for the Gulf of Finland, to place

in a state of blockade the wliole of the Russian ports in the Baltic

and in the Gulfs of Finland and Bothnia.

I have, »S:c.

(Signed) Ciias. Napier,

Yice-Admiral and Commander-in-Chief.

On the following day, the 12th of April, Mr. Buchanan pub-

li.shed the following circular at Copenhagen :

—

To ministers, chargrs d'affaires, and consuls of all nations :

—

The undersigned, her Britannic Majesty's Envoy Extraordinary

and Minister Pleniiwtentiary at the Court of Denmark, has the

honour to inform you that her ^Majesty's fleet, under the command
of Vice-Admiral Sir Charles Napier, sailed this morning from

Kioge Bay to take measures for placing in a state of blockade all

the Russian ports in the Baltic and in the Gidfs of Finland and

Bothnia.

(Signed) Andrew Buciiaxax.

On the 15th of April, a notification of the official communica-

tions thus received was published by the Danish Government in

the public new^spapers.

A letter in the same terms with that to Mr. Buchanan was at

the same time sent by the admiral to her Majesty's Ministers at

Berlin and Stockholm, and the Hanse towns.

The effect of this letter was communicated on the 14th of April,

by Mr. Lloyd Hodges, her Majesty's Charge d'Affaires to the

Hanse towns, to the Governments of Hamburg, Lubeck and

Bremen, and by the Minister at Stockholm to the Swedish

Government.

On the 16th of April, Lord Bloomfield, the British Minister at
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Berlin, made a similar communication to her Majesty's Consuls at is.>5

Dantzic, Stettin, Konigsborg, Memel, Pillau and Swinemunde.
i'o'':if'ii^n<l

The effect of these communications was that the admiral had -I'lffi'^^ i-

sailed with the British fleet up the Baltic for the purpose of imme- the

diatelj placing in a state of blockade all the Russian ports in tluit
^"^c^^-

sea, not that he had actually blockaded any. ,,^'^^*^ ^'°°-

But, by a most unfortunate mistake, Mr. Hertslet, the Britisli Leigh.

Vice-Consul at Memel, announced not merely that such a blockade

had been actually instituted, but tliat he was ordered by tlie

British Minister at Berlin to make such an announcement.

On the 17tli April, ho published at Memel, in the German
language, a notice to the following effect :

—

Memel, April 17ili, 1851.—I hereby most respectfully iuform

the Honourable Corporation of Merchants at this place, that I am
ordered by the Eoyal British Ambassador at Berlin, to make
known : that Admiral Sir C. Napier has placed the whole of the

Russian ports in the East Sea in a state of blockade.

W. J. Hertslet, her Britannic Majesty's Yice-Consul.

On the 18th of April this notice was posted by the authority of

the Corporation of Merchants at Memel, on the Royal Excliange

of that city, and remained there the two following days.

There is nowhere to be found any public correction or qualifica-

tion of this most important error. Indeed, it does not appear by

anybody to have been considered an error as regarded the fact of

the blockade. The admhal himself seems to have considered that

he had both established and notified a general blockade. Tiie

officers of his fleet might naturally share the impression. Captain

Foote and Lieutenant Hall, as is observed in the judgment below,

had been in communication with Mr. Hertslet, and he probably

made public the impression which he had received from tliem.

There is not the least reason for imputing to him any intentional

misrepresentation

.

But the important point for consideration is : what imprrssious

would these proceedings create on tlic public miud, and what

reports on the subject would be likely in conscrpience of them to

circulate through the ports of the Baltic? Tiie belief whieh tiicy

would occasion, as it appears to their Lordships, must necessarily be
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1855 that wliatcvor tho blockade migljt Le it was general, and extended

ao'VI^'und ^*^ ^^^ ^^^^ Kussian ports in tho Baltic and was not confined to a

August 1. fg^y ports or to a particular division of tho coast.

The There is evidence that this actually was the belief created,

Franciska. q^ ^i^^ 21st of April the Lubeck newspapers contained the

Ilif,'htnon. foUowinrr notice :
—" The closing of the Russian ports, which has

1. remhiTtuii
Leigh. now taken place through the blockade of them ordered by the

English Government, cannot fail to exercise great influence on the

value of Eussian produce." On the same day the Gottenburg

newspaper contained the following notice: "Stockholm, April 21.

—

It has already been made known at the different places, by the

official paper of last Tuesday's post, that the British fleet has pro-

ceeded up the Gulf of Finland, and that all Russian and Finland

ports have been declared in a state of blockade."

Nothing appears to have taken place which could have been

known at Copenhagen, on the 14th of May, calculated to correct

this impression. That ships had been warned off from Libau,

Windau, and the Gulf of Riga, would in no degree tend to raise a

belief that the blockade was confined to those ports, unless the

masters of the vessels had been informed that they might proceed

to other Russian ports, which does not appear to have been the

case. One ship, indeed, the Friihiqf, appears by Captain Key's

affidavit to have been permitted on the 1st of May " to proceed on

her voyage to the Gulf of Bothnia, because that gulf was not

then blockaded "
; but the ship could not have returned from her

voyage or have made that fact public at Copenhagen by the 14th.

That ships coming out of the blockaded ports were warned of the

existence of the blockade was quite consistent with the existence of

a blockade of other ports. The earliest document, in point of date,

which refers to the blockade of the particular ports, as distinct

from the supposed general blockade, is Captain Key's letter of

the r2tli of May, to Mr. Hertslet, at Memel ; but that letter, if its

contents had been more material than they are to the point now

under consideration, could not have been generally known at

Copenhagen on the 14tli, the communication between those places,

as appears by Mr. Hertslet's affidavit, occupying five days.

But there is conclusive evidence that, long after this period, the

individual at Copenhagen, who might be supposed to be best

1
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acquainted with, the blockade, and whos3 authority must carry 1855

the greatest weight at that place, namely, the British Minister,
glf'^o","'

"':

supposed the blockade to extend to all the Russian ports in the August i.

Baltic, and a letter of Sir Charles Napier of the 27th May, 1854, The

seems to show that he was under the same impression.
Fbancissv.

On the 27th May, the Admiral addressed, from Ilango Bay, ^'f^'^ ^^o^-

T. Pemberton
the following letter to Mr. Buchanan :

—

Lei^'h.

Sir,—Many Danish and Swedish vessels have been warned

off the coast of Courland, attoinptiug to enter the blockaded

ports, pretending that no blockade has been notified. My letter,

notifying the blockade, was addressed to her Majesty's ^linisters

at Copenhagen, Berlin, Hamburg, and Charge d'AlYaires at

Stockholm. [It does not appear that any such notification bad

been made by the Admiral, except by bis letter of the lltb of

April.] I have, therefore, to request that you will take steps

to make it known tliat all vessels, in future, will be seized attempt-

ing to break blockade.

On receipt of this letter, ^Mr. Buchanan, on the 3rd of June,

addressed tlie following note to the Danish Minister for Foreign

Affairs :

—

Copenhagen, Juno 3, IHol.

M. le Ministre,

I have the honour to acquaint you with respect to my note to

your Excellency of the 12th April last, that Sir C. Napier, the

Commander-in-Chief of her Majesty's naval forces in the Baltic,

having established a blockade of all the ports of Eussia in that

sea and the gulfs of Finland and Bothnia, has reported to mo

that he has already had occasion to warn off Danish vessels

attempting to proceed to some of these ports, and tliat his

Excellency has notified to me, for the information of the subjects

of his Majesty the King of Denmark, that vessels attempting

in future to violate the blockade which he has established will

bo seized by her Majesty's cruisers.

Yet, from the Gazette of llie 1 1th of August, it appears that

the blockade of the coast of (Jourland commenced on the 17th uf

April, that of Helsingfors and some other ports on the 20th of

April, that of Eevel and other ports on the 20tli of May, and

that of Croustadt and others in the (hdf of Finland ou the
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1855 onili of June, al)0V(3 throe -weeks after the date of ]^[r. liuclianan's

Jul;/ 2(j, 27, ju
30, 31, uud ^'^''^'^•

-^uffi'it 1. It is clear, therefore, that the real state of the blockade could

Thk not have been known at Copenhagen on the 14 th of May, and
'KANcisKA.

^jj^^ ij^^ ^^^1^^ notice which the master could receive at that port

Eight Hon. j^|- (j^.^^ ^[^^^Q -would be, that he must uot sail for any of the
T. IViiibcrton

, ... . .

Leigh. liussian ports ; a notice which, if ho had received it from a

British officer, he could not, on the principles already stated, be

ininishcd for disregarding.

If this view had been presented to the judge in the argument

iu the Court below, it is probable that it would have commanded

his assent, since he entirely approves of the principles on which it

is founded. But unfortunately the argument before him took a

different direction. The contention then appears rather to have

been that there had been no blockade of any Russian ports which

could have been known at Copenhagen on the 14th of May ; and

that if any knowledge, however accurate, had been acquired by

the master, through the channel of notoriety, it would not have

formed a legal ground of condemnation for an attempt to enter a

blockaded port. At all events, their Lordships have the satisfac-

tion of believing that the conclusion at which they have arrived

upon this point is not opposed to the authority of the eminent

judge whose decision they have to review.

But, further, although the Government and commercial classes

of Denmark could hardly have been ignorant on the 14th of May
that the commerce of neutrals had been subject to interruption,

and that captains of British ships of war had interfered with tlieii-

vessels, on the allegation of a blockade of Russian ports, there

were not wanting circumstances which might reasonably excite

grave doubts whether any such blockade had been established

with sufficient authority, or would ultimately be recognised by the

British Government.

In the first place, the intention to blockade had been duly

notified to the Danish Government, and they might naturally

expect that as the British Government on the one side, and the

admiral on the other, had means of easy and rapid communication

with Copenhagen, any measure so seriously affecting their trade

as the actual blockade of any of the Russian ports would be foith-
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^vitIl intimated to them in the same authentic manner. It now 1855

appears ^\hy this was not done, namely, that the admiral con- {'^'''^J^' "I*

sidered the notification of the 11th April as equivalent to notice of Augiut i.

actual blockade ; but of this, of course, the Danish Government Tire

could not have been apprized.
Franoska.

Besides this, they would see that, by the British Order in Rifrht Hon.
. . .

T. Pemberton
Council, and the French Ordinances of the l-3th of April, issued Leigh.

subsequently to the notification by the admiral of the intended

blockade, a certain degree of commerce—which, if the ports were

blockaded, would expose neutrals to confiscation—was permitted

to Hussian ships up to the 15th of May ; they would observe that

no such permission was given to neutrals ; and they would not

unreasonably infer that such permission was not granted only

because it Avas not required ; that the permission was granted to

Russians because they would be liable to capture, whether the

ports were blockaded or not ; that it was not extended to neutrals,

because, there being no blockade, there would on their part be no

risk ; and this impression would be confirmed by observing that,

in the permisj>ion to Russian ships in the ports of the allies to

proceed on their voyages, no reference is made to blockaded ports

as either included in or excluded from such permission.

Again, it might be known at Copenhagen that the rumours of

blockade which prevailed were, to a certain extent at all events, so

far unfounded that many of the ports which were said to be

closed were, in truth, open ; that as to the coast of Courland itself

there had been for two days no ships of war u])on the blockading

station, and that on those days and the day following a very largo

number of ships were reported at least, whether truly or not, to

have entered Riga.

Tlieir Lordships cannot but think that these considerations

might with great justice affect the credit of any reports in circula-

tion at Copenhagen, and create a not unreasonable doubt whether

any blockade of Russian ports had yet been established by a com-

petent authority ; and they go far to explain much of the testimony

which might otherwise be fairly open to severe animadversion.

There has been much confusion and perplexity with respect to this

blockade ; there are, as usually happens in such cases, some

inaccuracies and errors in the evidence on both sides, but their

R.—VOL. II. " ^'
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1855 Lordships aro nut inclined to attribute to tlie statements of th''

JiiJij 26, 27, -svitncssc's, or tlio cortificato of the merchants, wliicli has been
30, 31, mill

'

. 1 . .

Aiii/u>.t 1. pr(jduced on the further proof, any wilful distortion or coucoalment

Tju; of the truth.

Franciska. ipijQ y'^Q^ which their Lordships have taken of this part of the

Ilijflit llou. case makes it unnecessary for them to advert to the many other

Leiyh.
" important points which were argued at their Bar. They must

advise a restitution of the ship (or rather of the proceeds, for it

appears to have been sold) and of the freight, but certainly without

any costs or damages to the claimant. There will be simple

restitution, without costs or expenses to either party (/).

[Spinks, 307

;

(/) THE JOHANNA MAEIA.
1 Mooro,
r. C. 70.] The circumstances in this case which led to the capture of the shi]),

(lifCcred from those of the Franciska, in this extent: The Joharni'i

]\[aria, a neutral ship, belonging to a subject of Sweden, under Norwegian

colours, took on board at Stavanger a cargo of herrings, and sailed there-

with on the 5th of May, 1854, bound for Eiga, where she arrived on the

20th of that month, and discharged her cargo, and then took on board a

retiun cargo of rye and hemp, and sailed from Eiga on the 24th of May,

bound for Elsinore for orders, destined for a Norwegian port, and in the

prosecution of such voyage was captured on the following day, about eight

miles off Lyser Ort, at the entrance of the Gulf of Eiga, by her Majesty's

ship Archer, the resjjondent, Edmund Heathcote, Esq., commander, and

brought to England for adjudication.

On the 19th of July, a claim was entered for the ship by the appellant,

the Swedish Consul-General, on the part of the owner, Chi-istian Lindtnor,

of Stavanger, Norway.

After the admission of further proof by the captors and claimant, the

ship and cargo were condemned by sentence of the High Coui-t of Admi-
ralty, dated the 3rd of February, 1855, for a breach of the blockade of Eiga,

with a full knowledge by the master of the blockade. From that sentence

the present appeal was brought.

Dr. Addams and Dr. Twiss, for the appellant ; and

The Queen''s Advocate (Sir John Hardicg), and Dr. Jtnner, for the re-

spondents.

The arguments and authorities were the same as those advanced in the

case of the Franciska

.

Judgment was delivered at the same time as in the case of the Franciska.

The Eight Hon. T. Pembertox Leigh : This vessel entered Eiga on the

20th of May, after all difiBculty arising from the Order in Council of the

15th of April had been removed. She came out again on the 24th of May,
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The following is the judgment of tlie Court below which was

reversed :

—

Dr. Lushingtox.—In the judgment I am about to pronounce upon
tlie question relating to the blockades in the Baltic, it -will be my
earnest endeavour to found my decision uj^on the principles laid down
by Lord Stowell in the numerous cases Tvhich it fell to his lot to deter-

mine, and, in adducing reasons for the conclusions to which I may
come, I shall be anxious to resort to none which woidd not be in strict

conformity with the principles forming tlie foundation of tliose great

judgments—judgments which have been the delight and admiration

of the world—and I adopt those principles and reasons, not solel}' on

account of their authority or intrinsic merit, nor because the decisions

of the Court of Admiralty were, with scarcely an exception, uplield by

the Court of Appeal, and, more especially, were sanctioned by that

most eminent judge, Sir William Grant, but also because, so far as I

know, tliev were adopted as a part of the law of nations by tlie most

celebrated jurisprudents in the United States. Indeed, I am content

1855

Janunry 27.

The
Feaa'ciska.

iJr.

Lusliins-ton.

having taken on board a cargo, witli a full knowledgo of the existence of the

Ijlockade at the time of loading, and in the expectation, as it is said, that the

worst that could happen would be that she would bo sent back by the

British shijis forming the blockade, to unload her cargo.

The only groTind on which she could ask to be relieved from condemnation

would bo, that the letter of Sir Charles Napier, of the 27th of May, is.j4

{(intey p. 3G4), and the subsequent announcement by the British Government

in the London flazdie, of the 14th of August, would be sufficient to annul

all that had previously taken place, and, on the principles laid down by Lord

Stowell in the JloIIa (m), to postpone all penalties for breach of blockade

till after the 2Sth of May.

Their Lordships, however, are of opinion that such a judgment would

caiTy the doctrine referred to further than either the decision itself or sound

principle would warrant. In that case Lord Stowell observed tliat the

blockade had been very lax ; that several vessels had been permitted by the

blockading squadron to enter, and the observations relied on must bo under-

stood with regard to the circumstances out of which they arose. In this

case, from the 5th of May there had been an uninterrupted blockade; no

single instance has been produced in which any vessel had been permitted

by any of the blockading ships to enter tho port ; nor hail any been jkt-

mitted to come out after tho 15th of May with carg<jcs subsc([uently loadcul.

Thoro is clear proof of a de fadn blockade ; full knowledge of it by tho

master, and nothing which could mislead him as to its extent or effect, llio

usual consequences must therefore follow, and the sentence below be affirmed,

but without costs of the ajipeal.

(»)) Vol. I. p. ">7;i.

V. V, 2
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January 27.

Tub
Fbanciska.

Dr.
Lusbiugtou.

to take tlio law of blockade in the words of Chancellor Kent (a).

1 do not road tlioso passages, because tliey are familiar to all, but I

ri'poat tliat they contain the doctrine by wJiich I intend to be guided.

I purpose, in the first instance, to address myself to the general

(questions, whiili may possibly affect all or most of the cases; having

disposed of tliem, I shall then, so far as jnay be nocessarj', consider

each particular case and what distinctions ought to bo made.

Assuming, for the moment only, that certain blockades were estab-

lished or attempted to be established by Sir Charles Napier in the

Baltic, the first question which lias been raised is : whether Sir Charles

Napier was invested with adequate authority to establish blockades in

those seas ?

What is the law? Lord Stowell states it in the Henrich and

Maria (b) and in the Rolla {c), where he sa^-s, "a declaration of

blockade is a high act of sovereignty." The doctrine is this: that it

appertains to the government of a belligerent country to declare a

blockade ; that no commander, of his own authority, can declare a

blockade : he must be directly or indirectly empowered so to do by

adequate instructions from his government, according to the circum-

stances of the case. It is not necessary for a commander on a distant

station to have a special authority to impose a particular blockade.

He must be supposed to carry with him such a portion of the sovereign

authority as may be necessary to provide for the exigencies of the

service, many of which cannot be known beforehand. With respect

to stations in Europe, however, Lord Stowell said, it may be different.

In all this I fully concur, and it comes to this : that Sir Charles

Napier, in order to declare a valid blockade, must have had adequate

instructions from his own government. These instructions are not

before the Court, and why ? Because, when the objection was first

taken, and afterwards, when rej^eated, I offered to cause a letter to

be written to the Admiralty, requesting to be informed how far the

instructions given to Sir Charles Napier authorized the imposition of

blockades (r/), and this offer was not accepted. I must say that the

objection comes with a bad grace from the claimants, who, if doubts

there were, had an opportunity of having them cleared np by the

most competent authority.

(fl) 1 Kent's Com. § 7, p. 145.

[h) Vol. I. p. 84.

(c) Vol. I. p. 573.

[d) Dr. Twiss submitted that that

would not affect the question, which
was whether, by tlie law of nations,

neutrals were bound to conclude.

without notice, that Sir Charles Na-

pier had such authority ; that such

authority, or subsequent confirma-

tion by his own government, might

legitimate a commander's acts as

between himself and them, but not

as respects neutrals.
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But apart from any such information, I am of opinion that the Court 1855

has satisfactory proof that the blochadcs imposed by Sir C. Napier January 27.

were imposed by competent authority. r^j^^

In the case of the Rolla, Lord Stowell distinctly lays down the Feanciska.

doctrine that the adoption by the home government of an enterprise TT"
which included blockades, though originally undertaken without Lualiington.

ajipropviate instructions for that particular purpose, would have the

effect of legitimating all the acts done by the commander, so far, at

least, as the subjects of other countries are concerned ; and on that

principle he affirmed the blockade of Monte Video.

There appears to mo to be conclusive evidence in this case that her

Majesty's (xovernment not only adopted all that Sir Charles Napier

had done, but that those acts were done by virtue of due authority

previously committed to him. The Gazettes of June 16th, July 12th,

and August 11th all distinctly recognize, adopt, and enforce tlie

measures of blockade instituted by Sir Charles Napier. That is more

than enough to dispose of this objection ; besides, this Court cannot

pronounce itself ignorant of what all the world knows, viz., that one

of the primary objects of the great armament organized for the Baltic,

and entrusted to Sir Charles Napier, was the institution of blockades

against the coasts and towns of Eussia. This Court has uniformly

acted upon such notoriety, and has never deemed itself under the

necessity of asking for strict proof of that which no one reasonably

doubted.

I pronounce, therefore, that this objection is wholly untenable.

The questions which I have at present to determine have reference

only to the blockade of Eiga, AVindau, and Libau ; and therefore my
observations will at present be confined to the blockade of those

places, or, perhaps it may be said, of the coast of Courland.

It was objected that the force destined to perform this service was

inadequate to maintain the blockade. This is a question distinct from

the due maintenance of the blockade; and I intend to consider them

as separate matters.

I need not now state with perfect accuracy what is a legal main-

tenance of a blockade. As a general description, the places assorted

to be blockaded must be watched by a force sufficient to render tlio

egress or ingress dangerous ; or, in other words, save under peculiar

circumstances, as fogs, violent winds, and some necessary absence.'^,

the force must be sufficient to render the capture of vessels attempting

to go in or come out most probable.

Is it proved, by satisfactory evidence, that, on the present occasion,

the force appointed for the duty was competent to the performance

of it?

That the testimony of the commander on the station is admissible
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1855 evidence for sucli purpose, there is an authority to which, even if my
January 21 . own opinion (lifTored thorofrom, I am bound to defer : the judgment

rp in the Court of Appeal pronounced by »Sir "\V. Grant in tlio Nancij (a).

Feanciska. But the authority of that case goes mucli furtlier ; for the opinion of

p the commander-in-chief on the station, that the force employed was

LushiDg-ton. adequate to maintain the blockade, was considered by the Court

of Appeal as a sufficient ground on which to form their judgment.

Sir W. Grant said: "As it appears the commander on the station

considered the force employed completely adequate to the service

required to be performed, we feel it necessary to rely on his judgment,

and condemn the vessel as prize to the captors."

I must then first examine what the commander-in-chief has deposed

on oath upon this point. Sir C. Napier, in his affidavit dated

September 9th, 1854, amongst other things, deposes that on the

17th of April he placed the ports of Libau, "Windau, and the Gulf of

Riga under strict blockade, and the Convict, the Cruizer, the Archer^

and the Desperate were stationed off that coast, with orders to maintain

the blockade; that on the 'Jth of May the Amphion was added; that

he has received from the officers in command their logs, and has been

officially informed that the blockade has been strictly maintained, and

that he A-erily believes such information to be true.

It is true that Sir C. Napier does not in so many words assert that

tlie blockading squadron was sufficient for the purpose, but the

inference that he considered it so to be is irresistible ; for he never

could have deposed that he believed that the coast had been strictly

blockaded by the force he despatched for such purpose, unless at the

same time he believed it was capable of doing what was reported to

have been done.

I am of opinion, therefore, that I have the same evidence of the

adequacy of the force appointed to maintain the blockade as existed

in the case of the Nancu, and was deemed by the highest authority

sufficient proof of the averment.

I believe that I might safel}- rest my conclusion upon this authority

and this evidence ; but for the sake of a clear understanding of the

principle, I will make one or two further observations. Although I

am bound by the authority of the Nancij, and my own opinion entirely

concurs with it, still that case must not be pressed too far. I am of

opinion that if the declaration of a commander-in-chief on a station,

that the blockading force is adequate for the jmrposes intended, is not

met by conflicting evidence, it ought to be received as conclusive
;

unless, indeed, I could conceive a case in which the commander-in-

chief would so certify, yet it should appear, even to a landsman, that

{it) Ante, p. 106.
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such certificate could not meet the exigencies of the law, or, in other

words, that the commander was mistaken in his notion of what was, in

law, an effectual blockade. Where there was conflicting CAndence

—

though I should pay the attention justly duo to the testimony of tho

commander-in-chief, yet I should not hold myself absolutely bound by
it—I should draw my conclusion from a consideration of tho whole

evidence Tiefore me.

I cannot think that the facts of the present case raise an}- suspicion

;

I can see no reason to suppose that a force of three or four steam

vessels was not perfectly adequate to blockade the coast of Courland,

from Libaii to Lyser Ort, a distance of less than a hundred miles.

Indeed, I am satisfied that evidence to establish the fact according to

precedent and the law of this Court has been adduced to justify the

conclusion that the force appointed to blockade that coast was

adequate to an efficient discharge of that duty.

I shall now consider the question whether the port of Eiga, and, I

may say, all the Eussian ports within the Gulf of Eiga, Pernau, and

others, could be legally blockaded by a force stationed off Lyser Ort.

As this question, though not very prominently put forward, has been

incidentally raised in the course of these proceedings, I deem it

expedient to deliver my opinion upon it. Let me first consider tho

facts, and then see how the law will bear upon them.

Captain Key, in his affidavit, after having stated that ho was

appointed to command four ships, and that he stationed twO between

Memel and Libau, goes on to say, "that the two other ships were

ordered to remain off the entrance of the Gulf of Eiga and near

Lyser Ort, where is the only passage for ships passing in and out of

tho Gulf of Eiga ; that the said passage is limited by shoals to a

breadth of three miles ; that tho said position is the best and most

efficient which can bo taken by a ship or ships blockading the

Gulf of Eiga and the ports which are within tho Gulf of Eiga, tlio

only approach to which it entirely commands, as the northern passage

is impracticable for sailing ships, and is, in fact, never used by vessels

of any description except lisliing and other small boats, and tliat .'iliips so

stationed off' Lyser Ort are also within sight of the port of AVindau."

It follows, then, that it is perfectly practicable for a vessel of war,

especially a steamer, stationed near Lyser Ort, at the entrance of tho

gulf, to prevent the ingress and ogress of vessels into and from tlio

gulf, and, consequently, to and from all places within it. Indeed, tho

distance of three miles is so short tliat tho practicability of so dosing

the entrance is self-evident.

It is true that, in this mode of blockade, tliore are no shii)s regularly

stationed immediately close to tho towns of Eiga or Pernau, or any

other town in that vicinity ; and it is also true that from Lyser Ort to

1S55
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1S.5:> I^ig'i itst'lf, and alHo to I'ornau, tlio distance is very considerable

—

January 27. very ninny niilos—but it is ulao true tliat all tho coast within the gulf

rpjjg forms a part of tho Russian dominions.

Fbanciska. As siicli a })lo(kado is, l)oyond all question, a justifiable measure of

J)
-wavfaro aji^ainst liu-^sia, tho question is, whether neutral nations have

Luthiiigton. a right to comidain thereof? In what respects are they aggrieved

nioro by a blockade of this kind than by one whore the blockading

force is stationed more immediately off tho coast or town blockaded ?

It is not a question of cfliciency, for it is obvious that such a

blockade as this of the Gulf of Riga, may be more completely main-

tained than that of many other towns or coasts, because the distance to

bo <:>uarded is limited to a breadth of three miles. Then, what is the

distinction ? Why, that the blockading force, though performing its

office with equal efficacy, is stationed at a greater distance from tho

place blockaded. I confess that I do not perceive how any ingenuity

of reasoning can conjure up a grievance to neutrals from a blockade of

this description. Can the grievance depend upon the comparative

distance which, in different cases, the blockading force may be

stationed from the place blockaded ? If so, at what distance would the

blockade be valid, and at what not ? "Where is the arbitrary limit,

and why should an arbitrary limit be fixed at all? To me it is

abundantly manifest that the true criterion whereby the legality of a

blockade shall be establislied is, not the place where the blockading

force is stationed, nor its distance from the place blockaded, but the

capability of the force, wherever stationed, adequately to maintain the

blockade.

I will now examine whether there is any authority on this question,

remembering always the terms of the proposition, that the whole of

the coast purported to be blockaded is part of the dominions of the

enemy. What are tlie words of Chancellor Kent?—"The sf[uadron

allotted for the execution of tlie blockade must be competent to cut off

all communication with the interdicted place or ports " (c). This, I

agree, is the true test, and not the distance of the blockading

squadron.

All Lord Stowell's definitions are the same in substance. He tells

us that a blockade, to be legal, must be efficient ; and if efficient, it is

enough.

No authority to the contrary has been or can be cited.

This, too, is the doctrine to be collected from the case of the
Xaiinj {b), already cited. The inquiry of the Lords of Appeal was, not

whether the place blockaded was an island, or a port, or a gulf, nor at

(a) 1 Kent's Com. 146.

(/>) Ante, p. 106.
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what distance the ships were stationed, but whether the force 1855

employed was completely adequate to the services to be performed. Jattuary 27.

There is another case which came under the consideration of -p^^

Lord Tenterden, when Lord Chief Justice of the King's Bench. It FBA^•cIfKA.

was the case of Naijlor and others v. Taylor («), and related to the j-jj.

blockade of Buenos Ayres. It was contended by the present Lord Lusliington.

Campbell, then counsel in the cause, that no breach was proved. " It

does not apjiear," he said, " that there was any port to which the

notified blockade ajiplied nearer than Buenos Ayres itself, which was

100 miles distant and more from the place of capture. A blockade

cannot properly exist at such a distance ; or, at least, vessels cannot

understand that it does so, and are not guilty of a breach of blockade."

Lord Tenterden, in delivering judgment, said: "The distance of

the blockading fleet from the ports declared in blockade is certainly

considerable ; but I know no precise limit of distance which can be

fixed. I should say, as at present advised, that the blockading fleet

may be at any distance convenient for shutting up the port blockaded,

not obstructing any other"—that is, a neutral port—"and that was

the case here ; for Monte Video was open, and we do not learn that

there were any ports not in a state of blockade higher up the river.

I think, therefore, that the blockading fleet might lawfully be stationed

off Monte Yideo." Therefore, compare the distance between Buenos

A^Tes and the point where the capture was effected in that case with

tlie distance between the blockaded port and the blockading squadron

in the present case, and compare the River Plate, the breadth of that

river, with the passage off Lyser Ort of not more than three miles,

and see whether the case to which I have now adverted is not an

authority of the strongest kind.

In the course of the argument reference was very properly made, as

I think, to the blockade imposed b}' Great ])ritaiu on the coasts of

Holland in 1799. That blockade was deemed just and legitimate,

though many of the squadron maintaining the blockade were neces-

sarily stationed at great distances from the ports intended to be

affected by the blockade, and large spaces of sea intervened between

them.

I am satisfied, both on principle and authority, that the requisites

to a blockade are only two : 1st, that the ports to be blockaded shall

be hostile territory {b) ; 2nd, that the blockading force could so act as

(«) 1 Moo. & M. 207. of that river, have been condemned
;

(/() Since this judgment was doli- hut the Coiu-t has in each case cx-

vorc'd, many vossols which had been prcssly stated the ground of condeui-

cai)turcd oil' the SuUna mouth of the nation to be, that no claim had been
Danube, for breach of the blockade given in on their behalf.
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I next procood to consider -what was done to constituto tlio blockade,

and wlicthor tlie bloclcado was maintained with that strictness wliich

is nec(>ssary for its legal maintenance. For this puiiioso I shall con-

sider the evidence, })oth affirmative and negative; j>remi8ing, however,

that I reserve for subsequent investigation the whole question of

notice.

I will first observe that, assuming the force d<^puted to perform the

duty was competent, a point already disposed of, some presumption

fairly follows that the officers did discharge tlie duty entrusted to

them, unless indeed it should ajipoar that they either misconceived

their diity or neglected it.

Sir Charles Napier deposes that on the 17th of April he jdaced the

coast of Courland under blockade, and he mentions the four ships

appointed to that duty. On the 9th of May the Amj)hion was added

to the squadron. The Desperate may have been withdrawn.

As none of the ships now brought before me for adjudication were

captured before the 21st of May, it does not appear to me necessary

at this moment to endeavour to fix the jirecise day before that time

when the blockade might actually have commenced ;
but I will ex-

amine the evidence as to the actual maintenance of the blockade.

Captain Douglas, one of the first who joined the blockading squadron,

deposes that he is the commander of the Cruizer, and joined the

squadron then blockading the coast of Courland on the loth of April.

He remained on that station till the 25th of August, but with very

considerable absences—no less than about thirty- eight days. "Where

the Cruizer was during that interval I have no means of knowing.

Captain Douglas then deposes that during all the time he was on

the station he rigorously maintained the blockade, and he subjoins a

list of sixty-nine vessels which he boarded.

Captain Ileathcote, commander of the Archer, joined the squadron

on the 9th of May, and he deposes to have assisted in maintaining

the blockade from that period till the 12th of September, also with

certain intermissions, amounting only to fourteen days or thereabouts;

during that period he examined forty-one vessels.

Captain Cumming, who succeeded Captain Foote in the command of

the Conflict, performed a similar duty from the 1 1th of May to the 14th

of September. He was absent during thirty-three days. He ex-

amined forty-two ships.

Captain Key, in the Amphion, had the command of this squadron,

which he assumed on the 9th of May. He states that two of the

squadron were stationed off Lyser Oii, two between AVindau and
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Memel, and tliat they so remained until the 11th of July '• with such

intermissions only as -svere necessary for coaling, watering, or otliL-r

exigencies of the service."

What were the positions of the blockading ships after the 11th of

July does not so distinctly appear from this affidavit ; but Captain

Key swears that the blockade was maintained up to the 19th of

September, the date of the affidavit.

To this affidavit is attached a list, not of all the vessels boarded by

the Amp/lion, but of those bound to Russian ports, nearly. all to Eiga,

being eighteen in number.

Without attempting with any accuracy to ascertain the whole

number of vessels so searched, it appears from this statement that they

greatly exceeded 150 searched—some proof that the scj^uadron were

not wholly negligent of their duty.

But there is a much more competent judge than I can pretend to be,

who has had under his consideration all the logs and all the official

despatches of the officers cmploj'cd in this service. Sir Charles Xapier

deposes on his oath, "that he has from time to time, in the course of

their public duty, received from the officers in command of the said

ships the logs of the proceedings of such ships, and has been officially

informed by tlie said officers, and fully believes, that from the said

1 7th of April up to the present time, to wit, the 9th day of September,

1854, the said blockade has been strictly maintained."

If Sir Charles Xapier, with this evidence before him, with his means

of forming a correct judgment, has come to the conclusion that the

blockade was duly maintained, I think that a judge sitting in this

chair would, in the absence of conflicting testimony upon such evidence,

feel himself compelled to come to a similar conclusion ; and I think so

also, more especially because if Sir W. Grant deemed the opinion of

a commander-in-chief adequate evidence of the competency of a

squadron to execute a blockade, d fortiori, muUum d fortiori, such

opinion would be of force when the question was of its actual main-

tenance, and when the evidence from whicli the conclusion was to be

drawn consisted of logs and other statements, upon which none but a

nautical person can form a very satisfactor}' judgment.

I am of opinion, therefore, judging only from the evidence at

present referred to, and the opinion of Sir Charles Napier, that I

must, prima facie, consider the blockade to have been adequately

maintained.

]}ut this is a prima facie opinion only. I must now examine the

opposing evidence in these cases, to see whether any facts or circum-

stances are proved which ought to lead to the conclusion that those

officers are mistaken in their notions of the maintenance of a blockade,

or that in truth the blockade was not adequately enforced.

1855
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1865 !Nrnny DLjoctions of this kind liavo heeu raiscfl. I will notice tlicin

January 27. in order. First, it lia.s boon said tliat many ships were allowed to go

in and some to conio out of the port of liiga, with the consent of the

Fbanct8K\. blofkiidin^' sijuadron, or ono of tlioin.

Tj

—

"What is the law, and what is the proof of the fact ? I apprehend

Lu.shingtoii. the law to be that when a blockade has been established by notifica-

tion or de facto, for so long' a space of time that all neutral natir)ns

must bo taken to bo cognizant thereof, it is not legally competent to

the blockading squadron to allow ingress or egress at their pleasure
;

and that if they do so—though the blockade is not wholly invalidated,

as I will presently show from authority—yet, if it be carried to too

great an extent, then the blockade cannot in justice be enforced against

other neutral vessels. But when a blockade, de facto, has been

recently constituted, then it is the privilege of the neutral trader to

come out of the port blockaded with a cargo laden before the blockade

was imposed, and the duty of the blockading ships to allow such vessel

to pass. The officers of the blockading vessels must, from a con-

sideration of time or other circumstances, form the best judgment they

can as to whether the cargo was taken ia before the blockade com-

menced or not. They have no very satisfactory means of investigating

such ciuestions, because all they can do when they examine a vessel

coming out of a blockaded port is to make inquiry of the master, who
is clearly a person greatly interested in making a rei^resentation to his

own advantage. Should the commander of any such blockading ship

occasionally miscarry in his judgment, it could not be seriously

contended that the blockade was thereby invalidated.

Of course, neutral vessels in ballast might leave the port.

Then as to ingress. To allow any vessel to enter would clearly be a

breach of duty and an illegal relaxation of the blockade ; but it by no

means follows, that because a cruiser may not allow a vessel to enter,

that he is therefore bound to detain her. On the contrary, it is his

duty, if he has reasonable ground to believe that the master had no

knowledge of the blockade, to warn her o£F, and not detain her. Very

true it may happen, and frequently does happen, that a vessel is

warned off, and that, upon being so warned off, the master of such

vessel, instead of pursuing the line of conduct most consistent with a

just regard to the interests of the belligerent, avails himself of the

very first opportunity to slip into the port by night.

Such, then, being the law, what are the facts? Is there the slightest

proof that the vessels composing the blockading squadrons at any

time voluntarily relaxed the blockade by permitting egress or ingress

contrary to the law regulating such questions ? That no such neglect

of duty or omission to perform it took place the affidavits of all the

officers commanding all the cruisers fully prove. They state, one and
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all, that no vessel was allowed to come out except in ballast, or because 1855

they had adequate reason to believe that the cargo was taken on board Ja»it«ry 27.

before the blockade took place ; that no ingress was allowed to any -j-^g

vessel whatever ; but that they did as they were bound to do—warn Feaxciska.

off every vessel intending to enter which they conceived might bo -q^

ajiproaching the blockaded ports in possible ignorance of the blockade, Lusliington.

detaining only those which from circumstances they deemed knowingly

and wilfully to be attempting to violate the blockade.

The Court listened with the attention justly due to the many able

arguments which were advanced on the part of the claimants, but I

confess I marvelled much that so little notice was taken of the evidence

I have just referred to—most important evidence on the part of the

Crown—most important because, if neither discredited nor contradicted,

it established the great leading fact of all, viz., that there was main-

tained a blockade defacto.

But what evidence is there to the contrary ? Direct evidence of

neglect of duty, or of ineflBciency to perform it, there is none. Tliere

is no evidence of any ships being allowed to go in or to come out with

the permission of the squadron—mark the words icith the permission of

the sqtiadron—contrary to law. There is, however, evidence brought

in on the part of the claimants, showing that a certain number of ships

did enter the port of Eiga notwithstanding the blockade. Assuming

the fact to be so, such fact furnishes no evidence against the affidavits

of the captors that they permitted no violation of the blockade ; it is

not even said or contended in any part of the evidence that a single

one of those sliips which entered Eiga did so with the consent or by

the connivance of the captors.

Then to what point can this evidence tend ? To one only ; it is

legitimate evidence, not to prove but to tend to prove, that the

blockading force was not adequate to the full discharge of the duty

entrusted to it ; and this brings me to the consideration of the question

whetlier, seeing what was done and what was not, the Court ought to

hold that the blockade was adequately maintained or that the port of

Eiga was so insufficiently invested that ingress might take place

without evident danger.

This is a mixed c[uestiou of law and fact. To decide it properly-,

the whole evidence on both sides must be weighed and contrasted,

and not only the evidence as to facts showing the number of vessels

which entered the port, and the number prevented, warned off, or

captured, but all the peculiar circumstances of the blockaded port

must be borne in mind.

What, then, is an ellicient blockade, and how has it been defined,

if, indeed, the term "definition" can be applied to such a subject ? The
one definition mentioned is, that ingress or egress shall be attended
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18.")5 ^vitll ovi<l<Mit (liingfr ; njiothor, tli.it of Cliancellor Kent («), is that it

JaHnar;/ 27. t-liall bo iipparontly (laiigorouH [h).

Z All thoHo (Icfiiiitions arc and must lie, from tho nature of blockadeB,

FRANcibKA. looso 011(1 uiiccrtaiii ; llic maintonaiico of a blockudo must always ho a

7r~ (]U(>stion of degrf'o— of tlio degree of danger attending bliiits going

hiisiiington. into or leaving a blockaded port. Nothing is further from my inten-

tion, nor, indeed, more opposed to my notions of the law of nations,

than any relaxation of the rule that a blockade must bo efficiently

maintained ; but it is perfectly obvious that no force could to absolute

certainty bar the entrance; that vessels may get in and get out during

tlio niglit, or fogs, or tlio prevalcnoe of violent winds, and those fogs

or thos(> winds may occur more or less according to tlie latitude and

longitude of the place wliere tho blockade is maintained. It is most

difPicult to judge from numbers alone. Hence, I believe—and I have

made search to ascertain the fact—that in ever}- case the inquiry has

been whether tho force was competent and present, and if so, the

performance of the duty was presumed ; and I think I may safely

assert that in no case was a blockade held to be void when the

blockading force was on the spot or near thereto, on the gi-ound of

vessels entering into or escaping from the port, where such ingress or

ogress did not take place with the consent of the blockading squadron.

I asked if there was such a case ; none has been produced.

A very elaborate argimient was addressed to the Court to prove

that the blockading force was not, at certain periods, upon the station,

or, rather, was not off Lyser Ort ; and most certainly, if the fact could

be established, that from incompetencj' or neglect of duty that force

was not present in its proper place at times and seasons when there

was no legal excuse to justify its absence, the validity of this blockade

could not be sustained. But what was the evidence resorted to for

the purpose of establishing so important a position ? Eefercnce was
made in some detail to entries in the logs of the cruisers ; for many
reasons I consider myself incompetent to form any such sweeping

conclusion from the entries in the logs. First, the logs at times

contain expressions wholly unintelligible to me, and, I apprehend, to

all who are not possessed of nautical experience. Secondly, I do not

know at what particular part of the coast, how far off Lyser Ort, or

how close to Filsund, would bo the best station to maintain the

blockade. Thirdly, I apprehend that, according to circumstances,

(»/) 1 Kent's Com. 1-16. is, by the disposition of the power
{h) In the convention botwoon which attacks it with ships stationary

Great Britain and Eussia, on the or sufiBciently near, an evident danger
17th of June, 1801, a blockaded port in entering."

was declared to bo "that where there
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places at a considerable distance from each other may bo selected,

aud tliat winds and currents may have much to do with the selection.

Fourthly, there must be winds which prevent at one time ingress, at

another egress, to sailing-vessels, and the position of tho blockading

force will be altered accordingly.

These are circumstances upon wliich I am incompetent to form any

conclusive judgment. I fully admit, however, that tho fact of vessels

entering tho blockaded port is ovidouco always to be considered ;
but

tliat question I have already examined.

For these reasons, I think that any judgment I could form from

such data would not bo warranted by former practice, and would bo

most liable to error. To this I may add that I should act against

authority in entirely overthrowing the evidence of those persons who
were on the spot and are possessed of nautical knowledge ; and I

will also observe that tho opinion given by 8ir Cliarles Napier has

been also adopted and notilied through tho act of tho Admiralt}-,

thereby showing that, in their judgment, the force was competent for

the purpose.

Again, take the li.st which is found on the one side and on tlie

other. Assuming the list produced by the claimants to be a correct

list, I find that according to that, from May 22nd to June 13th

seventeen vessels entered liiga ; from May 22nd to July 26th nine

vessels went out of Eiga, of which several were captured. Now take

the other list; from April loth to May 31st not less than 103 vessels

were examined, that is, during a period of about six weeks—a fact I

shall hereafter advert to again.

Now, it does ajjpear to me to be very difficult to say, even from

those statements, that egress from and ingress to this port, was not a

matter of evident danger.

But allowing for a reasonable number of these vessels escaping by

night or during fogs, which would not in the slightest degree affect

tho validity of the blockade, how many came out in broad daylight

and were not exposed to examination ? There is not one iota of jiroof

that a single vessel did so come out, and perluips when I come to

another part of tho case I may bo able to show that it was very

improbable that any would make such an attempt ; but assuming

that a third of tho number did so como out, can it reasonably bo

contended, looking at tho number boarded, that tliero was no danger

to such vessels in effecting their ogress ? Is a mere violation of a

blockade, against tho consent of tho blockading force, to invalidate

it ? Is there any case or authority for such a position ? In the case

of tho blockade of the coasts of Holland in 1799, can it bo supposed

that many, very many, vessels did not evade that blockade ? AVhon

we see the cases which came before tho Court of Admiralty in that

I8r)5
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(liiv, (Iocs it not almost follow as a matter of certainty tliat there wore

nuinoroiis ca.'^cs in which that hlockade was hrokon ?

If such a doctrine as tliis could bo maintained, tlie right of a belli-

gerent to establish a blockade would boconio a nonentity. No port

conld bo hornietically sealed.

I am tJion of opinion that I have ample evidence that the blockading

force was adequate to the duty to bo performed ; satisfactfjry proof

that all the oflicers of the .squadron did their duty ; and nothing to

oppose it but the escape of some ships, all of which might be acci-

dental, and none of which unquestionably did take place with the

( (nisont or by permission of the blockading squadron.

I cannot think that this blockade is invalidated by reason of any of

tlio circumstances I have just investigated.

I will now consider the argument that the blockade could not have

a legal existence until after stated periods, and I wish, so far as may
be, not to mix up this part of the case with another most important

division of tlio subject, viz., whether and when it became, to use a

short expression, a matter of notoriety.

It has been contended that this blockade could not, by reason of

the dates of the publication in the Gazette, be in existence before a

particular time.

[Tlie learned judge then stated the contents of the three Gazettes.~\

AVhat are the inferences to be drawn from these facts ? First, it is

clear that any blockade constituted by Sir C. Napier would acquire no

legal validity in addition to what it originally possessed, or by way of

confirmation and approbation of the exercise of the authority given to

him, before the actual publication in the Gazette; or, in other words,

the Gazette cannctt convert a blockade de facto into a blockade by

notification from the State itself before such notification be published.

Up to the date of such notification, a blockade de facto must depend

on its own legalit}', and be subject to all the rules attending a blockade

de facto as distinguished from a blockade by notification ; but I am
at a loss to comprehend on what reasoning it can be maintained that

a blockade defacto is, either as to the time it commenced or its validity,

dependent upon the period of its notification by the government.

If a commander-in-chief imposes a legal blockade de facto, and

maintains it, does the law require that it should be affirmed or con-

firmed or notified by his government at all, at any time whatsoever ?

I am not aware that any such proposition was ever advanced before

the hearing of this case, or that any authority can be found for it. No
doubt it is much more convenient that every blockade de facto should

be commimicated as soon as possible to the home government, and by
the government be duly notified ; -and for obvious reasons. Such

blockade immediatol}' becomes a blockade by notification, and obtains
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also tlie advantage of such a blockade over a blockade de facto. But
suppose a blockade de facto is not notified at all, is it less a legal

blockade ? Is there any authority for contending that a blockade

de facto, of liowever long continuance, must of necessity, and to

maintain its vitalit}-, be notified by the home government at all ? And
have there not been many blockades de facto never notified by the LushiDgton

homo government, and that ex confesso, from all the authorities ?

Lord Stowell said, in the I'rnw Judith {u), that though a formal

jiublic notification would always be most desirable, yet it is sometimes

omitted in practice ; and he added, that it might commence de futu,
and went on to state some of the requisites of such a blockade.

If, then, it be not necessary to have any such notification from the

liome government at all, how can a late notification have any retro-

spective effect to invalidate a blockade with respect to neutrals? If a

blockade de facto, with all its provisions for the protection of neutrals,

be valid, how can they bo injured by the delay or absence of

notification ?

I really doubt if it has been intended to argue that such delay of

notification is a proof that there was not a blockade de facto actually

imposed before ; but if such was the drift of the argument the answer

is the fact itself proved by the affidavits of Sir Charles Xapier and the

other evidence to which I have referred.

Even supposing that Sir C. Napier omitted to make due com-

munication, or that the home government thought fit to delay the

publication of the notification, or, if j-ou please, neglected it—

I

cannot rationally put the proposition - stronger—what right has a

neutral subject to complain of this ? Has he a right to say. Why did

you not sooner convert a blockade de facto into a blockade by
notification ? Is not a blockade de facto fenced, for the protection of

neutrals, by stringent and more rigid rules, to prevent injustice being

dono ? and can it be averred that he is more sorely i)ressed by a

blockade de facto than by one by notification fi'om home ? In how
many cases can there be no such notification, such as in the China Seas,

the Pacific, and even on the coast of the Brazils ? In how many cases

nearer home may the communication be delayed from a variety of

circumstances ?—from misapprehension, as supposing Sir C. Napier

tliought that the communication of his intention immediately to

blockade was sufficient, or delayed to do so till his other measures

wore more advanced, or for any other reason ? Suppose all this or any

other similar reason, would not a blockade de facto be valid from the

commencement, and would it be rendered null because the commander
did not communicate tlie fact, and cause it thereby to be notified ? If

this were so, a blockade defacto would not depend on the authority to

(«) V(.l. T. p. H«.
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Dr, onorous to neutrals ; whereas it is a fact that in a Itlockade de /acfo, a

liiisliington. Bovero operation upon neutrals is guarded against by regulations so

stringent that it cannot affect them even to the same extent as a

Idockade by notification.

The same reasoning applies supposing that the home government, for

onuses by it deemed sufficient, or if you please by accident, should for

a time delay notification, or omit it altogether.

Let me, however, not be misunderstood. I consider that it is, for

the sake of greater certainty and the observance of strict regularity,

advisable that the home government should, at a due season, make a

notification ; but that it is not incumbent upon it to do so at any

particular time, and that such notification is not essential to the

validity of a blockade de facto, in all other respects duly established.

I proceed to an argument which has been urged -with great force,

and which presents considei'atious of serious importance.

By the Order in Council of the loth of April, any Russian

merchant -vessel which, prior to the 15th of May, 1854, shall have

sailed from any port of Russia in the Baltic or White Sea, bound for

any povt in her Majesty's dominions, shall be permitted to enter,

discharge her cargo, and go to any port not blockaded.

It is then argued that the true construction of this Order is to permit

any Russian vessel to leave, until the 15th of May, any blockaded

Russian port, and consequently the port of Riga, and therefore to

allow the trade to be carried on from a port prohibited to the

neutral.

If this be so, the alleged inference in law is said to be that tlx'

blockade is invalidated, because it is contended to be contrary to the

law of nations for one belligerent to permit to another a trade from

which neutrals are excluded.

Three questions arise hereupon. First, the construction of the

Order of April 15th. Secondly, what is the law? Thirdly, will the

validity of the blockade be affected, and if so, how and when ?

On the part of the Crown, the construction put on this Order is denied.

I will first observe that tliis Order of April 15th is an extension of

the Order of March 29th, with certain alterations. By the Order

of March 29th, all Russian merchant-vessels which had sailed from
any foreign port prior to the date of that Order bound for any
port in her ^Majesty's dominions were protected. The Order of

the loth of April made great alterations; it limited the place, from
which Russian vessels might sail, to the Baltic and White Seas, and
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extended the time from the 29th of March to the 15th of May. The 18-3)

reason of the extension was manifestly to give time to leave the January 27.

Russian ports after they were free from the ice. rp^^g

It is apparent that at the date of issuing the Order of March 29th, Frakciska.

there could not possibly be any reference to blockade, or egress from
jj^.

a blockaded port, for that Order is cotemporary with the declaration Lushington.

of hostilities. Although her Majesty, by another Order, specially

reserves the right of blockade, yet it is in no degree adverted to in

the Order to which I am referring, and which applies to a period

when there could have been no blockade ; but with respect to the

return voyage, there was no exception of blockaded ports.

When the Order of April 15th was issued, the Government could

not have known of any blockade, for none could have been imposed

and made known to them at that period ; but they did know what

instructions had been given to Sir C. Napier, and they might have

conjectured that some of the Russian ports would be blockaded before

the 15th of May. Then the question is this, whether the original

Order not having purported or probably intended to allow Russian

vessels to sail from blockaded ports, such permission is conferred by

the Order of April 15th. Now that Order makes no exception what-

ever ; in form it applies to all Russian ports in the White Sea and the

Baltic. Am I at liberty to engraft an exception upon it ? It was

urged that the British Government never could have intended to

cripple its right over the power of blockade ; to have granted an

indulgence to the enemy, though also for its own advantage, which

might possibly invalidate a blockade as to neutrals.

It appears to me that this is a strong argument to prove that the

British Government never intended to allow Russian ships to come

out of a blockaded port, but I think that that is not the true question
;

the Order in Council of the 15th of April gives in certain words a

privilege to Russian ships, and the question is, not what the govern-

ment intended, but what is expressed by the words which they have

iised. In cases of great doubt and difficulty it is true that surrounding

circumstances may be resorted to, to ascertain the meaning of given

vrords ; but if the words themselves contain a clear aud detinite

meaning, it is exceedingly dangerous to resort to circumstances dehors

the instrument ; and not only is this so, but it must bo recollected

that in a concession given hy one 1)elligev<?ut to another, relaxing tho

strict lights of war, it is a principle sanctioned by high authority, and

in my judgment to be sacredly maintained, that the most liberal

interpretation shoiild be given to tho terms in v/hich such relaxation

is declared.

I am, therefore, of opinion that no restriction can bo engrafted upon

tho words giving pennission to Russian vessels to quit Russian ports

;

(• (• -'
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tliat ovoii if doubt thero woro, that doubt ought to bo decided ia

favour of tho liostilo power ; and that, consequently, if any qur-stion

were to arise as to any Russian vessel coming out of Kiga prior to the

l.Oth of May, that port being blockaded, such Russian vessel ought

not to bo subjected to condemnation.

Again, if I am right in this conclusion, tho subjects of neutral

powers would be justified in contending in this Court, that so far as

their interests could bo concerned, such was tho true construction of

tho Order in Council of the 1 5th of April.

For these reasons I am disposed to give to all tho claimants in this

Court tho benefit they can be justly entitled to derive from such a

construction; but it remains to be considered to what benefit they

could justly make a claim, and to what extent and in what way the

consequences of a blockade would be affected. This statement, I am
well aware, opens a very wide and all-important theme for discussion,

and requires the Court to go back to the first principles by which the

rights of belligerents and of neutrals shall be governed.

The argument stands thus: by the law of nations a belligerent shall

not concede to another belligerent, or take for himself, the right of

carrjing on commercial intercourse prohibited to neutral nations, and

therefore that no blockade can be legitimate that admits to either

belligerent a freedom of commerce denied to the subjects of States not

engaged in the war. The foundation of this principle is clear aud

rooted in justice, for interference with neutral commerce at all is only

justified b}' the right which war confers of molesting the enemy—all

relations in the nature of trade being by war itself suspended. To

this principle I entirely accede, and I shoidd regret to think if any

authority could bo cited from the decisions of any British Court

administering the law of nations which could be with truth asserted to

maintain a contrary doctrine.

One authority was mentioned, the case of the Fox (a). That case is

most essentially distinguished from the present ; it refers solely to

bloikades, if so they may be called, established on the princijile of

notification only. The observations which have been cited from the

judgment in that case were called forth by an argument that even the

blockades of those days might be vitiated by a grant of licences. In

answer to such arguments, Lord Stowell asserted a fact, but he did

not maintain a principle ; he said, with great truth, that it had never

been considered that the validity of blockades was vitiated by the

grant of licences ; but to give just weight to his words, we must bear

iu mind the circumstances of the case that he was then discussing.

Lord Stowell was not speaking of blockades according to the ordinary

custom of nations ; he was discussing another and a very different

(a) Artie, p. Gl.
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question. He had to decide whether Great Britain was justified, in isoo

consequence of the celebrated Berlin and Milan decrees, in imposing, January 27.

by declaration only, blockades against a very large portion of the rj-^j.

coasts and towns of Europe—blockades which it was never intended, Feanciska.

and which, indeed, it was imjiossible for the naval forces of Great -Qj,

Britain to maintain according to the ancient laws. These were called Lushington.

paper blockades, and their justification depended wholly and entirely

upon reasoning foreign to the present case. With regard to the

observation of that learned judge, that the grants of licences had

never been held to invalidate a blockade, I must obsen-e, first, that

the relaxation contained in the Order of the 15th of April is not merely

a grant of licences to individuals, but, though limited to a class, is a

permission to the whole of the Russian mercantile navy destined upon

voyages to Groat Britain to complete such voyages, and I think that

this fact alone forms a distinction between the present case and the

grant of licences. And secondly, with respect to the grant of licences,

I concur with Lord Stowell as to the fact (though I believe the ques-

tion was never raised) that the grant of licences had never been held

to vitiate a blockade ; and I am of opinion that where such licences

were granted upon peculiar and special occasions, and for such only,

the doctrine is true, and for this reason, because special occasions

might arise which might call for the grant of such licences, and be

productive of no perceptible injury to the subjects of neutral States

or their commerce ; but I think it my duty to declare that if, in the

case of blockades, according to the accustomed law of nations, licences

should be granted indiscriminately and with such profusion, with

liberty to violate that blockade, as to throw the whole trade into the

power of the belligerent State imposing the blockade, and thereby

excluding neutral commerce, I am not prepared to say that such a

blockade under such circumstances could be justly enforced against

neutral States with a due regard to the principles of the law of nations.

I think that if the relaxation of a blockade be, as to belligerents,

entire, the blockade cannot lawfully subsist ; if it be partial, and such

as to exceed special occasion, that, to the extent of such partial relaxa-

tion, neutrals are entitled to a similar benefit. To a certain extent

this also was the course of reasoning adopted by Lord Stowell in the

Fox, upon the fact that licences had been granted as numerously to

neutrals as to British subjects.

AVith respect to the present question, I therefore have come to the

conclusion that, as Russian vessels might have left the ports of

Courland up to tlio loth of May, the subjects of neutral States ought

to be entitled to the same advantage ; and if there be any vessel so

circumstanced, I bhould hold her entitled to restitution. I think the

remedy should be commensurate with the grievance.
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ruANoisKA. the privilege of IJuasian vessels had ceased, neutral 8u})jects could

claim a right to b(> emancipated from the ordinary law of blockade.

At that p<ri()d all the reasons which a neutral might justly urge on

account of the advantage conferred upon the enemy, or the benefit

given to I'ritish commerce, had vanished ; and how can it bo fairly

contended that the effect shall continui-, v>hen the cause has dis-

ap]ioared ? To me it seems that I have conccdi'd to the utmost limit

all that can be justly demanded on the part of a neutral nation.

I must now briefly refer to another matter. In the course of the

argument the letters which have been written by the officers com-

manding different ships composing the squadron were adverted to, and

it was contended that the legal operation of a blockade could not be

maintained at times earlier than those mentioned in the letters.

Tliough I am prepared to admit that, so far as relates to the interest

of any individual ship affected by the letters or actions of the com-

mander of one of her Majesty's ships of war, the claimant would be

entitled to the full benefit of any results fairly emanating therefrom,

yet I think it right to guard myself against the supposition that the

acts or conduct of such an officer can be held to alter the character of

such a blockade, such officer at the time being under the command of

a superior. To elucidate what I mean, I will refer to the case of the

Ilrnrick and Maria (a). There the officer commanding the capturing

vessel erroneously stated to the master of the neutral ship that the

blockade was of greater extent than in reality it was, and this Court

decreed restitution—and most just Avas such an administration of the

law in protecting the party misled—but it would have been a most

extravagant conclusion to have administered a remedy wholly beyond

the disease, and to have held that the character of the blockade was

changed, and its efficiency impaired with respect to other vessels,

where there was no misleading and no mistake. This also was

precisely the course pursued in the three cases reported in the notes to

the Jtijfrow Maria Sc/iroeder {!>).

In the case of the Fruw Barbara, the vessel was taken on her voyage

from Havre to Hamburg; she had been stopped and examined in

going to Ha^i-e, and had been informed, in effect, that she might do

so. The master knew of the blockade, and understood that it had been

relaxed. Lord Stowell restored the vessel, and very properl}-, because

she was permitted to go in. So in the case of the Henricus, the Court

held that the permission to go in with a cargo, included the permission

(a) Vol. I. p. 84. (/)) Vol. I. p. 27t».
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to that sliip to come out with a cargo. So in tlio J'enscah ; Imt mark i855

what Lord Stowell said: "I beg it may be understood that I hold January 21.

that the blockade existed generally, though individual ships in some ^
few instances are entitled to exemption from the penalty in consequence Feamciska.

of the irregular indulgence shown to them by the blockading force. T.

It has never been held by the Court that no blockade existed from Lushington.

November, 1798, to September, 1799." And such, in fact, was also

the case of the Jitffroiv Maria Schroeder.

I apply that doctrine to the present case, and it is on that doctrine I

undoubtedly shall act. Wherever any neutral vessel, in reliance ou

the Order in Council of the loth of April, has gone in, I t-hall give to

every such vessel coming out of Eiga at the period so named, i.e., up
to the loth of May, tlie benefit of restoration. If it can be shown that

any vessel has been permitted improperly to enter or come out, I shall

confer the same benefit on such vessel ; and even if there were any

vessel that had been permitted so to do, I should still hold with Lord

Stowell, that such an unfortunate relaxation of the blockade by negli-

gence does not at all impair its general validity.

I must now examine the law attending blockades generally, and
especially blockades de facto ; I do not mean to state the authorities

;

we all know where they are to be found. If these doctrines do not

rest upon the decisions of Lord Stowell and the books referred to, they

have no firm foundation. "\Ve all know that there are blockades by
notification, and blockades de facto ; we must bear in mind the

attributes belonging to eacli, and the distinctions between them.

And first let me observe with respect to the word notification, I am
not sure that that word, as applied to this subject, has ever received

any clear definition ; indeed, I believe that the cases show that even

Lord Stowell is reported to have used these expressions in a very lax

sense ; to have used the expressions notify and notification without its

being possible to affix to them their peculiar strict meaning ; I refer

particularly to the case of the Holla (o). Notification in its strict sense

was, I think, well defined by Dr. Twiss, when ho stated that it was a

communication of a blockade by the government of a belligerent to

the representatives of foreign Courts in a belligerent country, or by

the ministers of the belligerent country resident abroad to the respec-

tive governments to which they were accredited. Thus far is clear

;

but I am inclined to think that a similar effect has been ascribed to

similar communications made by conunanders-in-chief even to a hostile

government. The case of the Holla appears to me to exemplify this

proposition. It will not, however, be necessary for me to determine

whether any promulgation short of a State communication will cany

('/) Vol. I. 1). 573.
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"71 lilockado dcfacto. All authorities, as well as common ju.stice, require

LtKsimigton. that tho sulijects of neutral States should not be injuriously affected

by such a blockade without previous intimation of its constitution.

Notice, therefore, is indispensably requisite ; but it is another and a

different (piostion what shall constitute notice. It is, indeed, incapable

of accurate definition. Lord Stowell (a) thus expresses himself: "All

that is necessary to make a notification "—whether we take notice or

notification will not signify—" effectual and valid is that it shall be

communicated in a credible manner, because, though one mode may
be more formal than another, yet any communication which brings

it to the knowledge of the party, in a way which could leave no doubt

in his mind as to the authenticity of the information, would be that

which ought to govern his conduct, and will be binding upon him."

It is clear, therefore, that to answer its end and purposes the notice

must be, of whatever it may consist, adequate to convey a knowledge

to all concerned of the danger of approaching a blockaded port. Notice

to each individual vessel or to each merchant concerned is impossible,

but unless the notoriety of the blockade be so great that, according to

the ordinary course of human affairs, the knowledge thereof must

have reached all engaging in the trade to the ports so blockaded, a

warning is indispensably requisite ; and we shall presently see what

distinctions in this resjiect necessarily exist with respect to egress and

ingress.

I concur with Lord Stowell in thinking that, by lapse of time and

other circumstances, a blockade de facto may become so notorious that

knowledge must be generally presumed. In some cases the notoriety

may be so great as to amount to o. presumptio juris et dejure, in others

it may only throw the onus of proving ignorance on the claimant. If

there be room for reasonable doubt, the subjects of neutral States are

entitled to the benefit of it.

Though the term notoriety may not be precisely the expression of

all I wish to convey, yet upon the whole it is the best I can use for the

purpose of declaring my views ui>on tliis subject. What shall con-

stitute notoriety, I repeat, is incapable of definition, but we may make
some approach by giving that term its due efltect, by seeing what
materials necessarily must exist to form notoriety.

I apprehend that they are the following : first, a state of circum-

stances arising out of the blockade itself ; secondly, communications,

('0 The IlvJla, Vol. I. p. bio.
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howsoever made, of tlio blockade having been established; and thirdly, 1855

all the circumstances peculiar to the case. January 27.

Under the first head, the continuance for a time more or less long .p^j.

of a hlockading squadron oflt the port blockaded, the prevention of Fkanciska.

vessels entering and departing, the indorsement upon the papers of p^
vessels turned back and the fact of capture, must necessarily tend to LusLiugton.

constitute notoriety; for these are facts so deeply affecting the intere&ts

of the commercial world, that it would be contrary to all human experi-

ence to suppose that they are not circulated at least with tlio ordinary

rapidity with which mercantile communications are made.

Under the second head will be comprised all verbal or written com-

munications made by officers or other persons in authority to persons

engaged or likely to be engaged in commercial transactions connected

with the blockaded ports. These will have their weight towards

establishing the requisite publicity according to the clearness with

which, and the times when, they occurred, and the number and

condition of persons who were made cognizant thereof.

Thirdly must be taken into consideration the whole circumstances

which may be said to be component parts of the history of tlie trans-

action ; for instance, the locality of the places blockaded, the proba-

bility—a probability known to the public— of the blockade being

imposed, the facility of communication of the fact of the blockade to

all persons accustomed to trade with tlio port blockaded; and especially

duo consideration must bo given, according to these facts, to the time

that has elapsed between the establishment of the blockade and any

attempt to trade with that port. Nor must we forget that the residence

of the parties who may embark their property in sucli commercial

undertakings may require in justice to be duly considered, for it is

obvious to all that intelligence which must become known to countries

in the neighbourhood of blockaded ports may be utterly unknown to

the inhabitants of distant States, where all communications of facts

must occupy a longer space of time, and in some instances be less

likely to take place at all. Hence the well-known distinction in favour

of the United States of America and of the Brazils.

Let me now, before proceeding to the evidence on the point, say a

word as to the consequences of complete notoriety when once proved

to exist. In such a case I apprehend that every vessel seeking to

trade in whatever way with tlie blockaded jiort must be taken to bo

cognizant of the blockade, and that, generally speaking, under such

circumstances, no vessel is permitted to go to the mouth of the

blockaded port itself on any pretence whatever ; that tlie sailing with

iulcut to enter such a port is itself a broach of Mockaile ; and tluit

warning off is only necessary when there does not exist a notificatiou

or such a notoriety as I have endeavoured to describe. This I appro-
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ISofl Ih 11(1 to Lo tlin law, and in both cases to Lo foundod upon tlio tamo

Joni4an/'>7. jJiiiHiplo, viz., that what is necessary to justify a blofkading force in
~

Tuiikinj,^ n capture, is that the captured had, or ini^^ht have had, a

FiuNciEKA. knowledge of the blockade. And whether this knowledge ho acquired

Z~~ through the medium of notification or notoriety is one and the samo

Lushington. thing ; it is the knowledge that affects the party, and not the mode in

which that knowledge was conveyed.

Having endeavoured, with as much perspicuity as the nature of the

subject admits, and is within my limited power, to notice what con-

istitutcs notoriety, I will now examine the evidence in the case.

AVith regard to the evidence to bo produced in the Admiralty Courts

with respect to blockades, and indeed I may say all other questions of

prize, I believe the practice to have been, not to entertain objections

to the admissibility of the evidence offered, but to receive all that might

be tendered ; and certainly we have in this case the licence of evidence

of every kind and description which could well be offered to the con-

sideration of the Court.

I apprehend that this, so far as I know, the universal practice of

the Court, was adopted for several reasons. First, because the Prize

Court, being not a municipal Court but a Court for the administration

of public law, was not restrained, with regard to evidence, by those

rules which are applicable to questions of municipal law.

Secondly, it would be most difficult, even if possible, to have hiid

down any rules of evidence ; because this Court, having to concern

itself with the transactions of various nations, could never construct a

code in conformity with all their various rules, and consequently

injustice might be done by excluding, in transactions in which they

were interested, proofs recognized by themselves.

Thirdly, because of the extreme difficulty of procuring what we are

accustomed to call the best evidence, when such evidence is to be

obtained from distant countries.

Fourthly, because, though the Court may receive all, it will form its

own judgment according to the circumstances of the case, of the

weight to be attributed to each species of evidence, and is not sup-

posed to be liable to the error of giving undue importance to any

evidence, merely because it does not exclude it.

Lastly, though not least, because as all its judgments may be

exposed to the test of an appeal, the superior Court may, with greater

facility, correct au}' error arising from too great force being attributed

to any species of testimony, than it could remedy an evil arising from

exclusion.

Now, then, as to the facts of this blockade, it is bevond all doubt

true that from the loth day of April there were four vessels of war

stationed on or alout the coast of Coiirlaud : and at least this may
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be said without tlie risk of contradiction, that these vessels did, during 1855

that period, perform some of the duties, if not all, of a blockading January 27.

squadron. We have a list of 103 vessels, bound to Russian ports, rr.

boarded or spoken to by these vessels during a period of six weeks ; Fhanciska.

and every one or nearly every one of these vessels had her papers T.

indorsed with a notice of the blockade. Lushington.

Beyond all possibility of doubt these facts must have been known
in the blockaded ports and in their vicinity ; for can it be imagined

that the masters of all these vessels did not make known, wherever

they went, the circumstance of tlieir having been boarded and of n(jtico

of the blockade having been given to them ? It v>'ould be contrary to

the course of human nature if it were otherwise. The interests of the

masters and their employers would induce them to make these facts as

public as possible. To suppose publicity was not given would be to

raise a conjecture in defiance of all probability.

There were other facts, too, of whicli the whole world was imme-
diately cognizant ; the unfortunate deatli of Captain Foote in April,

then in command of the squadron ; the attack and capture of the

vessels at Libau ; the in-escnce of Sir C. Napier in tlio Baltic, with tho

largest fleet that ever had been despatched to those seas, and where

for years a British man-of-war had not appeared. All these and many
other facts must have given rise to inquiry, and must have produced

knowledge. Indeed, it is not too much to say that tlie eyes of all

Europe were fixed upon the proceedings in the Baltic ; and least of

all is it to be supposed that the eagle sight of commercial men was
blinded upon an occasion so deeply aft'ecting their interests.

Leaving, tlu-u, the consideration of the facts which tended to render

the blockade notorious, let me now advert to tlie communications, to

use as appropriate a term as I can, distinct from the notification of

the blockade itself in the strictest sense of that term.

Sir C. Napier deposes that on the 11th of April he requested her

Majesty's Ministers at Berlin, Copenhagen, Stockholm and Hamburg,
to give notice to the British consuls and vice-consuls that he in-

tended immediately to place the whole of tho Itussian ports in tho

Baltic and tht" Gulf of Finland and Botlinia under blockade.

What was done thereupon ? Lord Bloomfield deposes that on tlio

14th of April he received such communication from Sir C. Napier;

tliat on the loth he communicated it to tho British consuls in the

various parts of Prussia—Memel and Stettin—desiring tliem to give

publicity to such information ; that he communicated the same intelli-

gence to the Prussian Minister for Foreign Affairs, and ho sulijoins a

copy of that Minister's answer.

That answer is dated the 28th of April, and it encloses a copy of

an official declaration to tho merchants of Prussia annexed to it,—

a
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1865 (locmiifiit of no Hiiiall iinpoitanco with rospoct to tho question now
JiDiiian/ 27 . u,i(ltr conHidcratioii. It boars (late tlio 2l8t of April. It infonns tlio

rp„g nionlumtH tliat Sir C. Nnpior wa.s .'ibout to take measures for estab-

Fbanciska. lisliiiig tho blockath' in question, and it apprises them that confiscation

])p is tho penalty attending a breach of blockade, and that the Prussian

Lushirigton. (tovcrnmont will not 1)6 able to intercede in consequonce of any vessol

being captured for attempting a broach of blockade. That is tho

notice given by tho Prussian Government to their own subjects.

Lord Bloomfield concludes his affidavit by deposing that the

blockade of Libau, Windau and tho Gulf of Piga, was matter of

public notoriety, referred to in all tho newsjiapers, and a matter of

general conversation in political and commercial circles, in Berlin as

early as tho 1st of May.

Mr. Buchanan, her Majesty's Minister at the Court of Denmark,

deposes that on the 12th of April he received from Sir Charles Napier

the following despatch :

—

" Duke of Wellington, in Eioge Bay, April 1 1th, 1854.

" Sir,—I have the honour to acquaint your Excellency, for the infor-

mation of the foreign ministers, consuls, vice-consuls and consular agents

resiiling in the kingdom of Denmark, that her Eritannic Majesty's fleet

will sail this day for the Gulf of Finland, to place in a state of blockade

the whole of the Eussian ports in the Baltic, and in the Gulfs of Finland

and Bothnia."

Up)on receiving this notice Mr. Buchanan immediately addressed a

note to the Minister for Foreign Affairs to the Court to which he was

accredited, giving him information thereof, and he received a letter

acknowledging the receipt of that communication.

Mr. Buchanan further deposes that, having ascertained that

Sir C. Xapier had sailed with the fleet on the 12th of April, he

made an express communication of that particular circumstance to

the Danish Minister for Foreign Affairs by a note, a copy of which

is annexed, and to all the foreign ministers, and other foreign

diplomatic and consular agents at Copenhagen. On the 14th of April

a notice of such information was made in a public journal.

Mr. Hodges swears that on the 14th of April he made similar

communications to tho governments of Lubeck, Hamburg and

Brunswick.

It is true these are not notifications by Sir C. Napiier himself of an

actual blockade having been established or to be established on a

given day, but these communications do make known to foreign

governments the intention to constitute this blockade immediately.

It is, therefore, a fact, proved beyond all shadow of doubt, that

Prussia, Denmark and the Hanse Towns were apprised of what was
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about to talio place ; and the public notice taken sbows tboir sense of

such communications, their conviction that as soon as practicable the

intention of Sir 0. Napier would be carried into effect, and that their

governments—the Prussian more especially—duly apprised their

subjects of what would bo tlio consequence of violating the blockade.

Now, of the perfect notoriety, and, I will add, the legal notoriety, Lushington

of such intention to blockade, no human being can entertain a doubt.

The least that can be said is, that tlie subjects of these neutral States

knew what was about instantly to be done.

What, then, is the legal eflPoct of such an authorized communica-

tion ? I admit that it is not the publication of a notice of an actual

blockade, or that it will be imposed on a certain day. Had a day or

time been fixed, such a communication would in effect have been a

notification. The communication, however, is as nearly' as possible

an approach to such notification,—was so received by the Prussian

Government, and was treated as such b}' them in the documents which

they published to the mercantile classes. AVhat was the consequence?

The attention of all mercantile classes was roused to the subject ; their

most important interests were at stake ; and it is inconceivable that

they did not from that time use every endeavour in their power to

obtain information on the subject, and avail themselves of every

channel of knowledge to ascertain when the blockade was actually

imposed.

It was not only their interest but their bounden duty to pursue such

measures, for it never can bo reasonably contended that, having

received such information, the subjects of neutral States had a right

to shut their eyes and to stop their ears against the reception of that

knowledge which such a state of circumstances would naturally

generate. They had no right to say, because this is not a notification

of a blockade at a particular time or hour, present or to come, we will

consider this intimation of what is about to take place of no con-

sequence, and wo will contend that we are entitled to be placed in the

same situation as if no such knowledge had been conveyed to us ; or,

in other words, we wiU contend, when the blockade is imposed on

Eiga, it is the same as if all had boon kept secret from us ; and we
will assert that, as a matter of right, in justice and common sense wo
are entitled to the same notice at the ports blockaded as if no com-

munications of Sir Charles Napier's intention had been made, and ho

had not quitted for the very purpose of carrying it out.

I am, therefore, of opinion that these communications are strong

evidence tending to prove the notoriety of this blockade ; for if, as I

have already said, the lilockado was established in fact, tliose circum-

stances must liave led to inquiry, and inquiry to information.
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185.5 T will now nialvo a short i-fff-rciico to tho ovidonco of Lieutenant

Jail 11(1,1/ 27. Hull, Mr. Hortslct, mid Mr. Lousada.

l.it'utonant Hull was lieutenant on board the Con/lict. He swears
Tin; .

Fkanciska. tli.'it on April loth tlin Idockado was established, and on that day tho

Zj Dutch galliot, tho Joan Geelhuj, was boarded and warned off, and her

Lfisliiugton. itapors indorsed ; that the day after she went into tho port of Memol,

not for tho purpose of keeping that circumstance a secret, I apprehend
;

that on the 17th ho. Lieutenant Hall, wonttoMemel ; that he informed

IVfr. ITcrtsh't, the vice-consul, that tho coast of Courland was blockaded
;

that he remained on shore for three days, conversed with many of tho

merchants at the principal hotel, and the fact of the blockade was

perfectly well known.

Mr. Hortslet deposes tliat on the 17th of April he received a letter

from Lord Bloomfield, stating that Sir Charles Napier would imme-

diately place the whole of the Iiussian ports under blockade, and that

he was desired to give publicity to that intelligence. Accordingly on

the same day, April 17th, he gave notice to the following effect, that

Admiral )Sir Charles Napier has placed the whole of the Iiussian

ports in the East Sea in a state of blockade.

Now it is perfectly true that this notice so given does not strictly

correspond with the instructions of Lord Bloomfield ; the instructions

speak of intention, the notice states the fact ; but if the fact were true

as relates to Eiga, to Libau, and to Windau, how can it be a matter of

any possible importance that there was such a difference as I have

mentioned between the instructions and the notice ?

Did Mr. Ilertslet know the fact, or did he not ? Mr. Hertslet was
apprised by Captain Foote and by Lieutenant Hall on the same day that

the blockade had commenced ; and the day before, a Dutch vessel had

come into the port of Memel, having been warned off. He had ample

knowledge of the fact of the blockade ; and although a strict com-

pliance with form might have required that he should have given the

notice in the terms of Lord Bloomfield's letter, and have added to it

that the blockade had actually commenced, jei what difference could

this possibly make to the neutral merchant, when the only question

that appertained to him was the knowledge of the blockade? The
notice to which I have referred was posted by the authority of the

corporation of merchants on the Memel Exchange on the 18th, 19th,

and 20th days of April. If so, it would be very difficult indeed to say

that the merchants of Memel especially were not perfectly cognisant

of the fact of the blockade, as well as of the previous intention to

impose it.

Mr. Hertslet annexes to his affidavit a letter from Captain Key,

dated the r2th May, and in this letter he is desired to inform the

consuls at the ports of Libau, "Windau, and Eiga, that these ports
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were strictly blockaded, and that any vessel leaving them after the

15th of May with a cargo will be detained. This letter was com-

municated to all the consuls of the neutral States, and they were

requested to inform their colleagues at the Russian ports.

Much comment has been made upon this letter. I know not the

particular motives which induced Captain Key to write it, or to fix the

date of the 15th of May. Whether he did so because lie had received

information of the Order in Council of the 15t]i of April, fixing that

as the last day Russian vessels should leave the port, or for some other

reason, I know not ; but whatever view he took of it, I can in no

respect concur with some of the arguments which have been attemjited

to bo drawn from it. Such a letter could in no degree whatever impair

the validity of the blockade previously established. Captain Key had

no authority so to do ; the utmost extent to which that letter could go

would be, to protect vessels coming out of the blockaded ports prior

to the loth of May—a point wliich I have already considered.

Mr. Lousada's affidavit is dated December 6th, and if the contents

of this affidavit be true, they are of the very greatest importance, for

they prove to demonstration that on the 19th of April the most exton-

sive publicity was given at Riga to the fact of the blockade being

established.

Mr. Lousada at that time filled the office of her Majesty's consul at

Riga, and the measures which he has sworn he did adopt were

measures which it was his bounden duty to take.

His character and veracity have been strongly impugned, and I

must say, in my judgment, without a shadow of cause, or without auv

reason being stated which I deem worthy of notice ; and I am bound
in justice to that gentleman to say that I think the disparagement

attempted to be thrown upon him and his evidence is wholly without

foundation.

He dejioses : That the blockade was well known at Riga on the 1 7th

of April, the very day it was established, to all the consuls, merchants,

&'c. ; that communications were made of the proceedings of the

squadi'on by telegraph, especially from Dome Ness, and that frequently

.and at all hours of the day, and were posted up on the IJourse and at

the club-house ; that Mr. Hertslet's notification was known on tlio

18th of April at Riga, and a copy thereof was posted up at the Bourse

and his consular offices ; that ho made known tlie Order in Council of

April 15th to all the foreign consuls at Riga, and pointed out to them

the extent to which he apprehended it caused an exemption from the

blockade ; and that all the consuls, Danish and Swedish included,

acted upon his suggestions, and made declarations before him which

necessarily admitted the existence of the blockade, and sought the

1855
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lioncfit of tlio pxoni])tioii wliidi Mr. Lousadii thought tlio Order in

L'ouucil of April 15th gave.

Assuredly this is evidence which, if credited, is perfectly conclusive

tliat Ihis blockade was known at Riga. I will not dwell further upon

it at tlie proficnt moment.

There is some other evidence to which I will very briefly advert, for

it would answer no good purpose for me to travel more deeply into

details in this case.

!Mr. riiut's letter, annexed to Captain Key's affidavit, establishes the

fact that the blockade was known at Lubcck long before the lOtli of

May.

All the numerous documents annexed to the affidavits prove that

formal notilication was made about the middle of April of Sir Charles

Napier's declaration that he was about immediately to establish the

blockade, and also of his having actually sailed on the 12th of April

for such purpose.

Accounts relative to the fact of blockade appear in the public papers,

more or less distinctly announcing the fact, as would probably bo the

case in such, compilations ; and, moreover, in a few instances the

accounts from Eiga in some respects deny the existence of the blockade,

on which species of evidence Lord Stowell, with his accustomed wisdom

and acuteness, observes that it must be listened to with great distrust,

as the inhabitants of a port blockaded have a great interest in making

the commercial world believe the contrary.

Mr. Sloman and Mr. Bischof deposed that this blockade was known
at Hamburg as early as the end of April.

Mr. Bird's affidavit affords an instructive specimen how facts of this

description circulate. The Jagerxne was warned on the 18th of April

from entering Eiga. She went to Memel. Mr. Bird deposes that at

Flensburg, to which port this vessel belonged, the fact that the

Jacjerine had been examined and searched by one of the blockading

squadron—a fact conclusive of the actual exercise of the blockading

power—was known soon after the 18th of April. I apprehend that

such information of the search and warning of this vessel, having

reached Flensburg, did not remain buried at Flensburg, but in aU
jirobability it must have circulated through some part of the Danish

dominions.

A similar circulation of the facts must have taken place with respect

to all the other vessels warned, and whose papers were indorsed, and
there were above one hundred in number. The same facts, the same
motives, the same inducements, would produce the same results.

I have now stated, as succinctly as I can, the leading parts of the

evidence tending to establish the notoriety of this blockade in the

Baltic. Before I attempt to drr.w any conclusions upon this question,
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it is meet that I should weigh and consider the evidence that has been 1855

adduced on the part of the claimants, not so much with reference to Jatiuanj 27.

any particular instance of ignorance, as to the absence of general rj-j^

notoriety, and the disproof of evidence produced on behalf of the Fbaxciska.

Crown. This will not be a very long task. ~^
It is established by this evidence that on the 19th of Way Lushingtou.

Mr. Andersen, part owner of the Steen Bille, inquired of Mr. Larlham,

the British vice-consul at Elsinore, if the Eussian ports in the Baltic

were blockaded, and that he answered that the British vice-consul here

had not received any official report to that effect.

Now there can be no doubt as to this fact, and the claimant is

entitled to the full benefit of it, whatever that may be. I have, how-
ever, already expressed my opinion that in the case of a blockade

dcfacto, neutral subjects have no right to break that blockade merely

because there has been no official notification. I must observe that if

ls\x. Larlham, at the time when that inquiry was made of him, had

deposed that he had no official account of the blockade, and he did not

believe it existed, it would have been strong evidence to disprove

notoriety
; but it stands on the simple fact, which is not disputed,

namely, that there had not been official notification.

In the further proof in the Nornen there is an affidavit from

INIr. Sharp, annexing a letter of Captain Key's, of which letter I am
imablo to see the importance. It appears to me to be merely a

repetition of what had been written before, stating the consequences

of the blockade being broken. Captain Heathcote's letter has no

effect upon the question we are considering.

The further proof produced in the case of the Sieoi Bille requires

more attention. I will first advert to the certificate from certain

persons at Elsinore. After having spoken of an official communication

received at Elsinore on June the Gth, the subscribers, who were no

doubt persons of great respectability, state that it was not known to

tliom that any persons had received notice of any effectual blockade

being established. "Without stopping to remark that this certificate

is not upon oath, I cannot but observe that it is expressed in language

calculated to raise much doubt. It is not a statement of facts, biit an

expression of opinion very much dei)ending upon the meaning to bo

attached to the word "effectual." Had the.se gentlemen deposed that

within their knowledge no ships had been stopped and warned off,

and all vessels allowed to come out of Kiga, their evidence as to these

facts, if they could have so deposed, would have been infinitely more

to the purpose.

The Minister for Foreign Affairs of Denmark has given an argu-

mentative note upon the present occasion, upon which I do not think

it necessary particularly to comment. It bears date, "Copenhagen,

n.—vol,. II. n 1)
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August .'31 at." It admits the rocoipt of Sir Charles Napier's letter,

uiulor (Into of April 12tli ; but unfortunately it wholly omits to notic*-

i\w only point in (|U(>3tion, viz., wliotlior that Government had a know-

lod.i,'o of the blockade de facto. In fact, all the papers annexed to the

afliilavit of Mr. May base themselves upon the absence of a fonnal

notification, and that only. If they can stand on that foundation,

well ; if not, there is an end to the discussion. If I am wrong in the

law, they may bo right in their construction ; if they are wrong in

their construction, and I am right in the law, all the evidence whicli

has been brought to prove there was no official communication is

rather an unnecessary work.

There is one pajier whicli I cannot refrain from noticing. It is a

paper emanating from the Merchant Society of Copenhagen, dated the

2.5th of September, 1851. It has indeed been already strongly com-

mented upon, but I think not more strongly than it richly deserves.

Tliose gentlemen have tliought fit to state, not to swear, that having

had great interest in observing anything connected with that blockade,

they had never heard, even as a loose rumour, that it had been earned

into execution until June 3rd. I hardly know how to treat this paper;

it certainly requires considerable self-command. Truth requii-es me
openly to declare my opinion that this statement is utterly unworthy

of credit. I do not stop to notice their arguments, whicli in this same

paper follow up this representation ; for they are about upon a par

with the credibility of the statements.

The next set of further proofs to which I will advert relate to the case

of the Annechina Jantina. These proofs afford very little occasion for

comment ; they merely allude to a formal notification, and present

an accumulation of formal documents to prove what no one denied,

and what was not the true is^ue in the cause.

There is, however, one document which I will shortly notice, and

that is a statement of Messrs. "Wohkman & Sons, the shippers of the

cargo. They certify that, at the time of the shipment of the cargo

(that is, about the middle of May), no blockade de facto existed.

Certainly, if none such, existed, the fact could not be notorious, but

whether it did exist or not depends upon other evidence besides that

of these gentlemen. I should like to have known whether they were

aware of the publications made by Mr. Lousada or the proceedings of

Captain Key. I should like to know whether, at the time tbey signed

that certificate, they knew anything of these captures, or of the

numerous vessels whicli had been warned off. Looking at the com-

munication between Libau and Eiga and Windau and Eiga, I should

like to know whether these gentlemen could have been in total ignor-

ance of that fact, witli which the whole commercial world must have
been acquainted.
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In the case of the Union, there is a cortificato from merchants that, ISjj

according- to thoir full conviction, it is impossible for the captain of a January 27.

ship leaving Flensburg- on May 1-1 th lo have arrived at a certainty

whether and when the blockade of the Russian ports had taken place.

Tliere is also a certificate from the Custom House to the same effect.

The further proof in the Vroutv Alida principally relates to the Lushiugton

peculiar circumstances of that case.

It now becomes my duty, from a consideration of this conflicting

evidence, to draw such conclusions as I think tho law and the facts of

the case require.

Can I believe that, after the evidence tliat I have recapitulated as

to the fact of the blockade itself, as to the visiting so many vessels,

and indorsing their papers—after all the communications made by the

ministers, the consuls, the officers, the publications at ]\[emel and at

Iliga—considering the facility of communication between all the ports

of the Baltic, the earnest desire which self-interest would prompt to

acc[uire tlie best, the earliest information—can I believe, on a com-

parison of this evidence, that the fact of this blockade was not known
at least at a very early period in the month of May? Lord Bloomfield

says it was known prior to the 1st of May. Supposing it was not

known before in other places, how long would the news be travelling

from Berlin ? I will not attempt to fix the da}-, because it is obvious

that knowledge may have reached various ports at different times.

I cannot in my conscience entertain any rational doubt that the fact

was so, and I hold myself bound, therefore, to pronounce that this

blockade, by the period I have stated, was matter of public notoriety.

But I wish to proceed with all the care and all the caution which an
earnest desire to protect the subjects of neutral States can possibly

dictate : and if there be a rational doubt, however small, I wish to

give them the full benefit of it. I shall therefore limit my conclusion

by stating that I consider this blockade to have been, at the time

mentioned, a matter of notoriety, yet not of such notoriety as to bind

the neutral merchant absolutely and without power of redemption,

but sufficient to throw upon him—and I am well warranted by autho-

rity in taking this position—the onus of proving, if it should be in liis

power to do so, that he was pursuing his avocation in ignorance of that

measure which had generally become so publicly known.

By these conclusions I shall bo guided in determining the cases

brought before me with respect to a breach of the blockade of the

coast of Courland, and, I hope, Avitli a just regard to tlie circumstances

of each particular case.

I am happy to say I have arrived at the last part of this case wliich

requires a separate discussion. Tlie brnnih of ijiquirj- on which I am
now entering iiivolves two qnesti<ms :

I) n 2
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First, whether the 16th Artich! of the treaty of Great Britain with

Dontnark, 1<)70, ])e now in force, and, if so, what in the construction

to b(> put upon it V

Similar questions arise with respect to tlie lltli Article of the treaty

of 1(5(11 with Sweden.

It is admitted tliat these treaties were made at the time they purport

to bear date, and consequently were engagements binding upon the

c'ontractiiif?' powers. To prove, therefore, that the treaties themselves,

or any part of them, are not operative at the present time, must be an

onus on those who assert such position.

The question of revocation of treaties is, I believe, almost novel

in these Courts. I must therefore state what are the principles

which I presume ought to govern the Court in so important an inquiry.

In one respect, States contracting with each other in forming treaties,

dissolving treaties, or altering treaties, stand in a very different

position from individuals. Independent Governments are not bound

by any particular form, either in making contracts, or changing, or

annulling them. Forms are, indeed, in use, but as to contracts

affecting only the mutual interests of the contracting parties, they are

not, I apprehend, bound to observe them.

Though some arguments were addressed to the Court, the aim of

which might be to prove that those articles were obsolete, yet without

entering into the question whether treaties can so fall into desuetude,

I think the whole history of these treaties, and the discussion

respecting them so late as 1793, demonstrate that such a position

cannot in this case be maintainable.

The only question which has been substantially raised for my
decision is, if I understand it rightly, whether the Danish and

Swedish treaties before mentioned have been as to particular articles

revoked by the convention of 1801, The terms in which such a

proposition is stated admit their existence uji to that period.

If one written statement is to be revoked or altered by another,

there are only two means by which such effect can be wrought

—

direct revocation or necessary imjjlication. Direct revocation is not

alleged. In order to constitute revocation by implication, the inference

must be free from doubt ; it must be proved that the provisions con-

tained in the latter instrument are such as to be wholly irreconcileable

Avith those of the former ; that the two cannot reasonably co-exist

together. The presumption is against such a revocation, because, if

the contracting parties intend to alter a subsisting article, they

would naturally so express themselves ; they woidd use revocatory

terms.

Now the articles to which I must more particularly address my
attention arc the 16th of the Danish and the 11th of the Swedish
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treaty, wLidi preceded it somewliero about nine or ten years.

IGtli Article is in these words

—

The

"It shall be la-wful for either of the confederates, and their subjects

or people, to trade with the enemies of the other, and to caiTy to them

or furnish them with any merchandise (prohibited only, which they call

contraband, excepted), without any impediment, unless in ports and

places besieged by the other ; which, nevertheless, if they shall so do, it

shall be free to them either to sell their goods to the be.-iegers, or to

betake themselves to any other port or place not besieged "
(«).

This treaty, I should observe, was originally in Latin.

The convention of June, 1801, is between Great Britain and Eussia,

but Denmark and Sweden afterwards became parties to it {b). It is

mentioned that the intention was that all tlie former treaties should bo

renewed by tliis convention, when Dcnnuirk and (Sweden acceded to it

;

for they say, "save and except the differences which result from the

nature of the treaties and enfi-agements antecedently subsisting between

England and Denmark, of which the continuance and renewal aro

secured by the aforesaid convention."

I take it, therefore, that the convention of 1801 generally confirmed,

revived and brought into existence, the same as if there were no war,

all the treaties previously subsisting between Denmark and England,

and, amongst others, this identical treaty. Tliat confines the conside-

ration to the simple c[uestion whether anything is to be found in the

convention of 1801 which will annul directh' or indirectly the article in

question.

I hardly know where to fix my attention in this case. Perhaps it is

better to begin by observing, that beyond all doubt there arc no

revocatory clauses, and that the question is one of necessary implica-

tion—whether, in fact, it was the intention of these parties, witliout

stating it, to substitute the provisions in the treaty of 1801 for tho

loth Article of the Danish treaty, and the 11th Article of the Swedish

treaty,

I am not quite sure whether I am correct, but I understood tho

argument of her ^Majesty's Advocate to bo founded upon the 3rd

Article of this treaty, and especially upon tlio division of it marked
No. -1 :

" That in order to determine what characterizes a blockaded

port, that denomination is given only to a port where there is, by tho

dispositions of tho power which attacks it, with sliips stationar}' or

sulliciently near, an evident danger in entering."

I have looked through tho whole of this treaty very carefully, and

have paid duo attention to tho argument of her Majesty's Advocate,

as I understand it, that because the convention of 1780 has been

ISoj
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(a) Hertslet, Vol. I. p. 191. (/.) Ihi,}. p. 205. (r) //././. p. 21.5.
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ombodiod in tliin, almost word for word—with tlio singlo oxcoption of

the two nrticlcs wliicli woro most objoctionaldo to Great ]?ritain, viz.

thai free .slii[)s iiiado froo goods, and tho article of search, of uotico,

and of blockaded ports—therefore, by reason of the omission on the

occasion in question, this treaty must bo considered a substitution for,

or rather a revocation of, the lOth Article of the treaty of Denmark of

1070.

On this point I would first observe that, beyond all doubt what-

ever, there are no revocatory words, and I must say that I cannot

discover any terms in this treaty which I am justified in construing to

be a revocation by implication, nor any intention to substitute this

treaty, or any part of it, for the stipulations contained in the 16th

Article ; and I must add that I do not perceive the slightest incon-

sistency in the 16th Article of tho Danish treaty and this treaty of 1801

subsisting together. I will add to this, that with regard to the Swedish

treaty in 1803, that article which contained a provision as to contra-

band was altered, and no notice was taken of tho remainder. I see

no reason for sujiijosing that it has been in any way set aside.

In the documents themselves I see no reason to pronounce a judicial

ojiiuion in favour of a revocation. There are circumstances, however,

which, if I am correctly informed, tend to show that some conception

was entertained that a revocation was intended. I advert to the fact

that the reservations as to Sweden and Denmark, inserted in the

instructions from the Admiralty in 1793, were not inserted in any

instructions issued in the war commencing in 1803 ; and also, what

appears still more extraordinary, I cannot find any trace of the

articles in question becoming the subject of discussion in these Courts.

But if all I have now stated bo correct, I do not jierceive how such

circumstances ought to influence my present judgment, for the omis-

sion to which I have alluded may possibly have been unintentional, or

even if intentional, it was the act of one of the contracting parties

only. I am at a loss, indeed, to conceive how it happened that, when
so many Danish and Swedish vessels were captured, these articles

were not brought into controversy ; but the omission to seek a remedy

cannot alter a contract.

For these reasons I feel myself bound to conie to the conclusion that

the 16th Article of the treaty with Denmark of 1670, and the 11th

Article of the treaty with Sweden of 1661, arc unrevoked and in full

vigour.

The most dilueult task I'emains, for, admitting these articles to be

in force, what is their true meaning, and how are they to be construed?

I apprehend that I must first look to the articles themselves, and if

the meaning intended to be expressed is clear, I am not at liberty to

go further.
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If there be doubt, I should in an ordinary course seek elucidation

by reference to the circumstances under which the treaties were con-

cluded. I have used ni}- best endeavours to obtain information, but I

must candidly acknowledge that I am unable to refer to any auxiliary

information of this description. I cannot find any information as to

the peculiar circumstances attending the country at the time these

treaties were made which would throw any light upon the present

question. Cotemporary exposition would be the next resource ; I

have none, and I have not heard that there was any cotemporary

exposition. In the very able argument addressed to the Court I was
not apprised, and I do not know, whether those articles were carried

into execution, and if yea, how, during any war prior to 1793, or if

so, to what extent.

Again, with regard to modern exposition, this may be of two kinds.

First, an explanation solemnly agreed between the two States

reconcileable with the terms of the articles. An interpretation of

this kind, though it might not be quite in unison with my own
opinion, I should hold myself bound to accept.

Secondly, an interpretation which the words of the article do not

admit. Such an interpretation might be more properly called a sub-

stitute for the original meaning, but a substitute agreed to by both

the contracting powers. Assuming this to happen, I must have the

authority of the Government under whicli I sit that such an agreed

interpretation has taken place. I should then receive it, not as a

construction, but as an agreed settlement of a difficulty. I must

always remember the limits within which, as a coiu-t of justice, I can

act.

It is quite right that the Court of Admiralty fchould decide whether

one treaty has been altered or revoked by another ; it is equally

within its province to construe the meaning of a treaty; but if any

change has taken place by diplomatic arrangements only as relates

either to the subsistence and continuing effect of the treaty, or as to

any alteration in its meaning, such is matter for the Governments, and

not fit for a judicial tribunal.

It has been contended that these treaties must have been intended

to confer some peculiar privileges on Denmark and Sweden, otherwise

why should such articles be framed ? or, to express the same idea in

other words, that in case of war, Denmark and Sweden should, as

neutrals, have some advantage over other neutral countries.

First, I will observe that it may bo not altogether unusual for a

treaty to be made merely declaratory of the law, not giving any

peculiar advantage to either of the contracting powers ; and such is

the opinion expressed by Mr. Wheaton. "With regard to the treaty

with America in 1794, he says :
" The stipulation in the treaty intended

1855
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Lushington.
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to Ini cnf(jrcod by tliis instruction eeonis to ho a correct exposition of

the Inw of imtionB, and is admitted by the contracting parties to bo a

correct exposition of that law, or to constitute a rule between them-

selves in place of it " {a).

NN'ithout any refcrenco to these particular treaties, I must express

my serious doubt whether the principle involved in such proposition

can be maintained, whether it was quite consistent with tlie law of

nations to confer on one neutral rights as to blockades wliich did not

belong to others similarl}' circumstanced. The true principle is that

the evils arising to neutral nations from war, and especially the

exercise of the right of blockade, are evils which ought to fall on all

according to the same rule ; that it would be wholly contrary to law

and justice to allow one neutral to trade with a blockaded port, and

exclude others. So, in a less degree, but still equally in principle,

it could not be consistent with justice to relax the precaution or

diminish the safeguards against entering a blockaded port in favour of

one or two neutral States, to the prejudice of others; because so doing

would be giving them facilities and inducements which others did not

possess, and so confer upon tliem a special commercial advantage

not warranted by other distinguishing circumstances ; and moreover,

that such a measure might justly be complained of on another ground,

viz., that all restrictions with regard to blockades are only justifiable

to the extent that they are necessary to effect their object ; and that if

a restriction is not necessary to be imposed on one neutral State, it is

equally unnecessary to be applied to another.

1 will illustrate the foregoing reasoning by reference to the subject

of contraband. Now, we all know that there is contraband by the

general law, contraband by special treaty, and articles excepted from

contraband for special reasons, particularly as being the growth and

produce of a country. Suppose Franco and Eussia to be at war, and

Belgium and Great Britain to be neutral countries ; what would be

said of a treaty whereby France agreed to allow the manufactures of

Liege, being of the nature of general contraband, to go without let or

hindrance to Eussia ? Would not Great Britain have a right to say :

" The whole law of contraband depends upon the right of self-

protection ; if necessary at all, it is eqiiaU}' necessary against aU ; and
you have no right to keep the burden upon me, and relieve another to

my disadvantage ? " For these reasons, without saying to what con-

struction I may bo compelled to come, I think strong objections in

principle lie to the proposition contended for by Dr. Twiss, that the

articles must confer some privilege beyond what is allowed to other

States.

(<0 TVTioaton's International Law, Vol. II. p. 23S.
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To carry this matter a little further. When I am told that by 1855

these treaties extraordinary rights were conferred on Sweden and January 27.

Denmark, I should have liked to know what was the law governing ^^^
blockades such as the present in those days when the treaties were Feanciska.

framed, and in what particulars these treaties differed from that law.
~

It would, perhaps, not be easy to show what the law was. It is Lushiugtou.

within the bounds of possibility, looking at the unsettled state of the

law at that period, that the alterations supposed to have been made })y

those treaties were only an exemplification of tlio present law : a

declaration of what should be taken to be the law.

On the other hand, however, it must be admitted tliat the circum-

stances of the exception from the Admiralty Orders of 1793, and

Mr. Keene's negotiations about the same period, show that, in the

opinion of the British Government at that period, there was some

peculiar privilege reserved by these treaties to Sweden and Denmark.

That privilege was construed to be a right to warning.

These instructions are very short, and we must recollect that, upon

the occasion when they were issued. Great Britain and other European

countries conceived that such was the state of warfare with France,

that it was lawful to resort to the most extraordinary measures for the

purpose of crushing the French nation, even to the attempt of

endeavouring to starve them.

The first object of these instructions is contained in Article 1 : all

neutral vessels laden with corn, &c. bound to any French port or to

any port occupied by the French troops were to be detained, and tho

right of pre-emption exercised ; and to the best of my recollection

they received ten per cent, in excess. The second article was :

—

" It shall bo lawful for tho commanders of his Majesty's shijis of

war, and privateers that have or may have letters of marque against

France, to scizo all ships, whatever ho their cargoes, that shall be found

attempting to enter any blockaded port, and to send tho same for con-

demnation, together with their cargoes, except the ships of Denmark and

Siveden, ivhich shall only be prevented from entering on the first attempt,

but on the second shall be sent in for condemnation."

Now, it is perfectly clear to my mind, and no person can denj-, that it

nmst have been intended by those instructions to have referred to

treaties which were in existence, and that in consequence of these

treaties this privilege was given to Denmark and Sweden. When we go

to the third article, I must confess, that when one comes to construe tho

treaty itself, it does leave a court of justice in a grt\at difiiculty indeed.

The third article, supposing that I understood it riglidy, and that pains

were taken in framing these articles, relates to blockade by declaration,

in which case Danish and Swedish ships are all put on the same

footing as others, and there is no exception at all. I must not call that
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l,s.j,5 H con-striKtion of llio treaty, bocauso that would bo wrong; this was tho

Jiinmrij'n. stop tf«l< oil by liis ^Fajofity's Govcrnnient at that time in coneequenco

Z~"^ of fli(> treaties between Denmark and Sweden.

ruAxrisKA. Tliero arc several reasons which render it very doubtful whether I

"i;^— can take these instructions as my guide.
Dr.

Lusbington. First, I can hardly consider them as a construction of tho words of

the articles, for I can find no words in tlie articles to bear them out.

They can bo made to bear them out only by putting words into tlnj

articles which ajipear neither expressly nor by implication. There is

not a word as to warning oil tho first time to be found in any one of

tho articles, nor anything approaching to it.

Secondly, as an exposition of the articles, they are loose and un-

satisfactory ; for the great question of all will still remain unsolved,

viz., whether a Danish vessel would be entitled to a warning if sho

proceeded with a knowledge of the blockade ile fado, and made an

attempt to break it ; that is not solved by these instructions nor by

anything else.

Thirdly, this exposition, if such it may bo called, or agreed con-

struction, was temporary only, and, so far as I know, its duration

ended with that war.

Fourthly, Mr. Keene's despatch justifies me in saying that this was

not an exposition of tho articles, but a substitution for them ; and I

apprehend that where such a substitute for explanation is agreed

upon, I am not at liberty to engraft it into judicial proceedings,

except under the authority of the Government under which I sit, and

no such authority I have.

Let us see what Mr. Keene says. Addressing the minister of

Sweden, he says:—"The minister of Sweden will no doubt observe

that the rules prescribed in these orders are more favourable to

Sweden than those stipulated in tho treaty existing between the two

Courts, as in tho treaty all transports of provisions to an enemy are

declared contraband and subject to confiscation." This may be

peculiar to Sweden, because the two articles differ as to contraband,

but tho next passage cannot. "The excejition in favour of Sweden,

in the article of these regulations concerning blockod-up ports, is

founded upon tho same treaty, tho principles of which are perfectly

consi.steut with tho prescriptions given to the commanders of his

Majest}''8 armed vessels.'' These are the regulations which the

Government, for the time being, chose to enact, founded on the treaty.

Then he goes on, "It can certaiulj- not be imagined that the object

of this treaty has been to jjermit to the vessels belonging to neutral

powers to renew their attempts of entering into blocked-up ports as

many times till they succeed in throwing provisions into them ; they
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have only been exempted from, tlio puuislimeut of couliscation upon the 1855

first attemi^t "
(«).

January 27.

Now, I repeat my opinion tliat these instructions are not a con- -p^g

struction or intei-pretation of the treaty. Feaxciska.

If, then, I am not authorized to take these instructions as the
jy^

arrangement made between the two Governments, and as a permanent Lushiagton.

settlement, I must put upon those articles that interpretation which I

think the words in which they are expressed require, and which they

were intended to bear at the time of the contract ; that is, if we can,

with our little means of judging, say what the contracting parlies

intended in 16G1 and 1670.

First, it is, I conceive, perfectly clear that these articles do not give

any general right or liberty to go to blockaded ports.

The words of the ICth article are : they shall have freedom, of

course, to go anywhere they please without impediment, "unless in

ports and places besieged by the other." Therefore, construing, as I

believe I must, obsessum to be commensurate with the siege or

blockade, or both, it was intended that Denmark and Sweden should

not convey merchandise to blockaded places.

With regard to what follows, I must enter into some nice dis-

quisitions with respect to the two treaties, because the treaty of

Sweden, which perhaps I may call the mother treaty of the two, is

in these words, " quod si acciderlt,''^ which is construed to mean, "if

they happen to go to blockaded ports." The words are, '^ quod si

acciderit," the meaning may be, "unintentionally approaching them";

the words in the Danish treaty are, " quod si jecerint "
; these words

are equally left without auxiliary explanation. They must, I grant,

looking at the whole context, necessarily mean this : if they should in

some way or other, but how nobody can tell, approach blockaded

ports.

My opinion is, therefore, that there was no general right to go to

blockaded ports, and that such a stipulation would not only have

militated against tlie right of blockade, but would have been re-

pugnant to the just rights of other neutral nations.

In what cases, then, were these articles to apply ? There are in-

superable difTiculties to any literal interpretation of the words of the

articles, arising most probably from our ignorance of tlie circumstances

for which they were intended to provide.

It is my belief, though a belief I cannot act upon, tluit tliero was

some particular commercial intercourse, a regard to which dictated

these compacts, such as a supply of provisions or some similar com-

modity ; for it is almost an absurdity to suppose that these articles

(f/) Annual Eogistor, 1793; Stiito Papers, p. 171.
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1855 n])]ilit!(l to cargoes of ovory (Inscription. Observe tlie alternative—you

Januanj ll . may fiiko it, nccordiiif^ to ono coTistruction, to a Itlockadod \u>ri\ the

hlockadiiig s(|ua(ln)n must Ituy it, or you must take it to another poit.

FiiANTisKA. Now, could it bo supposed that a iJanish or iSwedisli vessel could cany

a cargo of silks and satins or pig iron to the blockading fleet, and say,

Lusliiiigton.
" ^'"y "\y cargo, or send mo to an enemy's port not blockaded " ? It

must have been intended that the commodity ofTered to the squadron

must have been a commodity possible to be bought ; there can be no

other meaning to that part of the treaty.

I incline to think that the only mode of arriving at a safe conclusion

is to determinL" -what is not the meaning, or what is sometimes called

the process of exhaustion.

It is agreed, then, first, that this article does not destroy the right

of blockade generally. Does it moan that a Swedish or Danish vessel

may, with a perfect knowledge of the blockade, sail with a cargo for

that blockaded port, get in if she can without being stopped by the

cruisers, and if stopped say, " True, I was going to the blockaded

port, but 3-0U have caught me ; buy my cargo, or send me to another

port not blockaded " ?

"Would that be a rational exposition ? "What would be the conse-

quence ? All Swedish and Danish vessels might sail for any of the

blockaded ports for Eiga
;
get in if they could ; if turned back, sail

along the blockaded coast, slip into "Windau or Libau ; or, if stopped

by another cruiser, say, " I have been warned ; I am in my course to

some port not blockaded."

If this be the sort of warning claimed for a ship intending to violate

the blockade, I say that such a construction is not only not to be found

within the four corners of the treaty, but is repugnant to the spirit of

it ; destructive of all just rights belonging both to belligerents and

other neutral States.

But there is another possible interpretation which I will put to the

test. A Danish vessel, cognisant of the blockade, but without any

intention to violate it, sails straight for the blockading squadron, and

says, ** Buy my cargo, or let me go to an unblockaded port." I think

this might be one of the meanings, and, if such a case should occur, I

would restore the vessel.

Take another state of things. A Danish vessel jiroceeding for a

blockaded port in ignorance of the blockade. By the ordinary law of

blockade she will not be condemned unless the blockade has been

notified to Denmark, or unless the blockade has become so notorious

that knowledge must be presumed. Does the treaty make any

difference in such a case ?

In the case first supposed, of notification to Denmark, it coidd not

be argued that ignorance could be any excuse, when that ignorance
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arose from the fault of the Danish. Government in not informing her

subjects, as Lord Stowell lield it was the duty of every Government so

receiving a notification to do.

Then consider the case of ignorance of a blockade de facto. There

might be a case of general notoriety, and yet of particular ignorance
;

a case where, unless there was some stipulation by treaty, the pre-

sumption of knowk^dge ought to prevail against the fact of ignorance.

Does this treaty provide for such a contingency ? Possibly it might

have been intended so to do. It is possible that, as this treaty is

universal in its terms and not confined to the Baltic, and as Denmark
and Sweden were in those times difficult of access, this might have

been the intention of the contracting parties.

Be it so, then, though circumstances have wholly changed
;
yet if

such a case occur, Danish ships and property shall be protected.

Is there any other possible state of things in which Denmark or

Sweden (I speak of them indiscriminately) could reasonably claim a

benefit under this treaty ? I will exercise my ingenuity to find a case.

Say a case of doubt as to the continuance of a blockade ; of justifiable

doubt. What is the extent of any reasonable demand on the part of

the merchant vessels in such a case ? Liberty to approach the

blockading squadron and make inquiries. Produce the case of

reasonable doubt and of directing the course of the vessel to the

blockading squadron for such jiurpose ; I will release her.

Now, what cause of complaint has Denmark or Sweden? I have

provided for every case that I can even imagine for the j^rotection of

their merchant vessels, if their commerce be conducted with integrity

and due regard to the rights of the belligerent. If there be any other

state of things which could require a similar remedy, I would provide

for that also ; but do not tell me that I have given to Denmark and

Sweden no more than other nations could justly claim until you have

proved to me what the state of the law was prior to 1661—until yon.

have shown me that, either this treaty was not declaratory of that law,

or, if it were not, that the law of nations, since 1661, has not grown
up to the same proportions. Show me, in short, that my construction

is not consistent with justice, or with the fair import of the words of

the treaty, and I will abandon it ; but if no complaint can fairly bo

raised, and no grievance pointed out, I will adhere to my own inter-

pretation, and not adopt that which the convenience of the moment or

the incuria of statesmen might liave induced them to resort to, for the

sake of temporary acquiescence.

Having now stated the various conclusions to which I have come
with regard to this blockade and the treaties, I proceed to adjudicate

upon this case of the Franciska, in conformity with those conclusions,

and, I hope, also with the true result of the evidence.

1855

January '21.

The
Feanciska.

Dr.
LusLiin<j ton.
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JantMnj 27. ycssol is ii Danish vf.ssol, and, in tho montli of April, left Spain witli a

ipjjg mixed cargo, destined for tho IJaltie, and hound to lOlsinoro for orders.

FuANcibKA. Mr. Arljoe, tlie owner of tho vessel, was resident at Copenhagen.

jjj.
"Wliat were the precise orders tho master received I have no means of

Lu.sliiiigton. knowing witli accuracy. She loft Klsinoro on the I4th of May, and I

must seek for his destination in the evidence of the master, tho papers

in general terms describing the voyage to he to the Baltic,

The master's account on tho 18th interrogatory is, that his owner's

orders were to pi'oceed to !Memel, but, he says, "If tliere was no

blockade, and if the English ships of war would permit, I was ordered

to proceed to Riga, and I was sailing to ascertain this from the English

wlien captured. Tlie voyage was to have ended at Eiga if not

blockaded, and if permitted to go in and out."

It is of the last importance in this case to try the credit of the

master ; to examine whether his evidence be consistent and true, or

whether, having placed himself in a difficulty, he has adopted such a

statement as he belicA-ed might rescue him from the consequences

witliout regard to the real truth of the case, and it may be without

having very definitely determined upon the line he should adopt in his

evidence.

First, then, he has sworn that his orders were to go to Memel, a

neutral port, to wliicli he was entitled to go, and so far well ; he does

not say lie was to go to jNlemel to make inquiries there as to the

blockade, but omitting all mention of what was to be done at Memel,

he goes on to state that he was ordered to proceed to Eiga if not

blockaded.

On the 13th interrogatory he states the consignees of the cargo in

Memel were Frederick Schadler : the Eiga consignees he does not

know, nis evidence on the 3rd interrogatory is :
" The place of capture

was ten miles to the west of Lyser Ort ; the day was the 22nd of May;
the distance from the place of capture to Memel would be about 130

miles to the north of Memel, and beyond it."

I cannot easily reconcile this statement with his assertion that his

orders were to proceed to Memel ; but on the 30th inten-ogatory there

is a further statement that the Franciska was steering her course

towards Memel before the capture. Here, then, is a vessel w4th a fair

wind said to be proceeding to Memel, when she has already proceeded

130 miles beyond it towards the Gulf of Eiga, and is sailing in a

direction, according to the log, E.X.E. and N. by E. ; that, I confess,

is a nautical question which I cannot solve with any advantage to the

present claimant.

(o) On a subsequent day tho c.Trgio was also condemned.
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But is there a word of truth iu this statement ? Was this vessel

sailing- towards Memcl at the time of capture, or shortly before ? Let

us look at the log : on the 21st of May, at 3 a.m., Libau was in sight

E. by N. ; the course during the whole of that day Avas E.N.E. and

N. by E. On the 22nd she had advanced so as to get Windau in

sight, and she steered N.N.E. and E. by N., therefore she was never

steering towards Momel at all, and this part of the statement is

utterly false ; it is not true that her course was altered to approach

the cruiser when she descried her. In answer to this same in-

terrogatory this master equivocates, and plunges still deeper into

difficulty. He says her course was at all times, when the weather

would permit, directed to the place for which she appears destined by
the ship's papers. This is mere equivocation, because he knew that

the clearance was for the Baltic generally, and it is utterly false to

say that she was going to ^femel at any time whatever.

The real truth is that the master was going to Eiga ; that he was
aware that the so doing might subject him to detention by a British

cruiser ; that he was embarrassed b}^ the place of capture, that he

could not determine what was the best course to take ; so that at one

time he swears he was going to Memel, which was not true, and at

another that ho was seeking a British cruiser for the purpose of

making inquiries, which was equally false. I entertain no doubt

whatever that this master was cognizant of the blockade, was seeking

to violate it, and has invented a tissue of inconsistent falsehoods for

the chance of escape.

There is nothing more to comment upon. The papers afford no
information, nor docs the further proof. It was strongly urged by

her Majesty's Advocate that Mr. Arboc, the owner, had not made
an afUdavit deposing to his ignorance of the fact of the blockade.

Terhaps that may be some conlirmatory proof of the inferences I must
draw from the evidence of the master and the log; but I respect

Mr. Arboe for his abstinence, for sure I am from this evidence, as

well as from the whole testimony regarding the blockade, that

he could not have asserted his ignorance without sacrificing his

conscience to his interest.

I condemn this ship, iirst, because I hold that the blockade was
notorious at Elsinore on the 1-lth of May, the day this vessel sailed.

.Secondly, because the master has deposed falsely, and was pro-

ceeding to violate the blockade with a full knowledge thereof. Under
such circumstances he can derive no benefit from the treaty with

Denmark.

With respect to the other cases, I must postpone my judgment till

I have had time to examine the peculiar circumstances belonging to

each.

1855
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I am afraid it may bo said with some truth tliat this judgmont in

parts may hr> diffiiKO, in others I may have been guilty of repetition
;

but when it is considered tliat I liave had, in the space of one week,

to niuko fionio inquiries, as far as my means extended, into the history

of llie treaties, to weigli and digest all this evidence, and to come to

Lushington. my conclusion, I think it would not bo expected that I should be as

concise or as accurate in my expressions as I otherwise might have

wished to bo. But I felt, from the great interest taken in those

cases, and knowing what mischief must accrue by delay, that it

was bettor to pronounce my judgment, the substance of whidi I

believe right, than, by taking further time, to prejudice the paities

interested.

tlO Moorp,
'. C. 73.]

THE FEANCISKA (No. 2).

THE UNION.

1856

^pril 12.

Restitution—Sale—Rights of Claimants—Oross Proceeds—Proper Deductions—
Expenses of Sale—0/ Custody of the Ship—Of Pilotage, &c.

A ship and cargo taken as prize having been condemned by the

Admiralty Court, was sold under a decree of that Court, pursuant to the

Prize Act, 17 & 18 Yict. c. 18, s. 26. The decree was reversed on

ajipcal, and simple restitution decreed. Jldd, that as the captors were

lii)i(i fide in possession during litigation, they were entitled to the rights,

allowances and incidents attaching to such possession, and that the

claimants were only, upon simple restitution, entitled to the nett

l)rocceds of the sale, after deducting from the gross proceeds the

marshal's charges, consisting of (1) expenses of sale, (2) reasonable

expenses for the care and custody of the property pending adjudication,

and (3) for pdotage, Hghts and other dues, iuciuTcd in bringing the ship

to England.

The i^ractice in former wars in such cases considered.

A FURTHER question arose in the eases of the Franciska, and the

ship Union, which had been also seized by the Cruiser for a breach

of the blockade of Riga, and condemned ; but in accordance with

the decision in the Francida, the sentence of condemnation had

been reversed ; •whether the claimants upon the reversal of such

sentences were entitled to the gross proceeds of the sale, or only to

the nett proceeds, after deducting the marshal's charges.
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It appeared that after their condemnation as prizes by the 1856

Admiralty Court, the ships were, upon the petition of the Queen's ^^^"'^ ^--

Proctor, in pursuance of the Act 17 & 18 Vict. c. 18, s. 26, decreed TnE

to be appraised and sold. The sales were accordingly effected by rp^ Union.

the marshal as directed by that section, and the gross proceeds were

paid by him, to the account of the Paymaster-General, into the

Bank of England. Subsequently, the marshal brought in his

account of charges in each ease, which being taxed, an order was

made under the provisions of the 28th section of that Act, for the

payment out of the proceeds then in the hands of the Paymaster-

General. The marshal's charges were of three descriptions

:

Fii-st, those which related exclusively to the charge for advertising,

sale, for printing and distributing inventories, for use of Lloyd's

room, appraising, commission of sale, &c. ; secondly, those which

related to the care and custody of the ships and cargoes, pending

adjudication, tlie charges for possession, dock dues, warehouse

room, &c. ; and, thirdly, those which were incurred in bringing

the ships and cargoes to this country, for pilotage. Trinity lights,

Ramsgate dues, &c. The registrar received from the Paymaster-

General the proceeds realised by the sale, on account of the prizes

and their cargoes less the marshal's claim for fees and disburse-

ments ; which the claimants refused to accept, insisting on their

right to the gross proceeds of the sales.

The claimants now moved for payment to them of the amount

of such gross proceeds.

Dr. Addamx, for the claimants.

The Queen's Advocate (Sir John Harding), iov the captors,

opposed,

submitting that the question was one rather between the officers

of the Court and the claimants, than between tlie claimants and

tlie captors.

At the conclusion of the argument their Lordships reserved

judgment, the question being, in their opinion, one of considerable

importance, and as such, they deemed it requisite to see whether

R.—VOL. IT. K E
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185G (hero \s('ro iiny authorities ui)on the point. They referred the

^P'ii 12. niattiT, tlioroforo, to tlie rej^istrar of the Court, in ecclesiastical and

The niaritimo causes, to cxamino into and report upon the practice in

sucli cases prevailing during the last war in this respect, upon the

question, whether any and wliat deductions were allowed from the

gross j)rocccds of property sold in cases of simple restitution. The

registrar liaving made Ids report (ii)—
(n) As the rojiort .)f tho Ecgi.strar (Mr. II. C. Eothery) contains a very

full iiiul valuable account of the ja-actico in former wars upon this point, tho

reporter, thinking that it would he accoptahle to the profession, has obtained

jiennission of the Eogistrar to print it. The report, after setting forth tho

above facts, proceeded as follows:—"The fact which I am directed to

ascertain is, whether in former wars, any, and, if so, which of these charges

were allowed as deductions from the gross proceeds in cases of simple

restitution on appeal.

" It will not be \inimportant briefly to examine, in the first place, what

was the practice in former wars, in regard to the care, custody, and sale of

prizes, and in what respect that practice was altered in the late war, by the

provisions of the Prize Act (17 & 18 Yict. c. 18). In all previous wars,

prizes, when captiu-ed by commissioned vessels during hostilities, were left,

pending adjudication, in the custody of the captors; the prize master and

crew, who had brought the vessel to port, frequently remaining on board

and taking care of her imtil she was either condemned or restored. On the

breaking out, however, of the late war with Eussia, it was thought better

that tho practice prevailing in the United States of America, in this respect,

should be adopted, and that the prizes should, immediately upon their

arrival in port, be placed for safe custody in the charge of some public

officer. Accordingly, the 15th section of the Prize Act du'ected that all

prizes which shall be brought within the jimsdiction of the Court of

Admiralty, shall be forthwith delivered iip to, and remain in the custody and

care of, the marshal, his substitute, or other officer to be appointed by the

Court ; or if there be no such ofiBcer, then shall be delivered up to the collector

or comptroller, or other principal officer of the Customs, or of Navigation

Laws, at such port, and shall remain in such custody and care, subject to

the decree of the Court.

" This transfer of the prize, pending adjudication, from the custody of the

captors to that of an officer of the Court of Admiralty, necessarily led t<>

another very important alteration. In former wars, upon the condemnation

of any prize, it was tho captor, or, rather, his agent, who sold it. But under

the present Prize Act, it is the marshal who is dii'ected in all cases to effect

the sale. The 26th section of the Act provides that, whenever any ship,

vessel, goods or merchandise, has been condemned as piize. in the Court of

Admiralty, the judge of the Coiu't shall forthwith direct the same to be

appraised and sold by the officers of the Court, or by persons authorized by

tho Court for that purpose, and the proceeds thereof to be paid to the account

of her Majesty's Paymaster-General on account of naval prize.
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Judgment was delivered by the Right Hon. Sir John Patteson : 1856

—In tliese cases, the ships and cargoes having been condemned by ^ ^'

The
" Some pi'izes, indeed, there were even during former wars, in wliicli the -cRanciska.

sales were effected by the marshal, as when the property was condemned as ^^ ^
(b-oits of Admiralty, or when it was sold pendente life, in consequence of its Sir John
being in a perishable condition ; but such cases were, comparatively speaking, Pattcson.

rare. When a prize was sold, it was generally through the instrumentality

of the prize agent. It is important to bear this distinction in inind, as it will

explain why it has not been possible to find any case exactly similar to those

of the FrancisJca and the Union ; that is to say, any case in which the prize,

after having been condemned, has been sold by the marshal, and where the

proceeds have been ordered to be restored on appeal; for if the jirize had

been condemned, the captors' agent, and not the officers of the Court, would

have effected the sale thereof. I shall, however, bring before your Lordshii)s

cases as nearly similar as the altered practice of the Coui-t will allow. I shall

bring before you cases in which the sale has been effected by the marshal,

and shall show you the deductions which have in such cases been usually

made by him from the proceeds. And I shall also bring before you cases in

which the prize has been first condemned, and then restored upon appeal,

where the sales have been effected by the captors, and whore thoy have been

called upon to bring in account sales on oath, and whei'e the deductions which

they have claimed to make from the pi'oceeds have been objected to by tlio

claimants.

"First, then, as to sales effected by the marshal under an order of the

Court.

" In the middle of the last century, a curious practice existed in regard to

sales effected under an order and by the marshal ul the Court—the practice

of making, not only the exjienses of the sale, but all incidental charges, and

even the costs of the proceedings, form part of the price. That this was the

practice, at least in some cases, appears clearly from Marriott's Admiralty

Reports, for the period from Michaelmas Term, 1776, to Hilary Term, 1779,

at page 142 of which we find the ease of the Vrow Antoinette, in which the

Court ordered that certain goods ' should be sold for his Majesty's use, to

persons to be authorized, on a fair valuation by merchants ; the carrier to

be i^aid his freightage and all incidental charges by the buyer ; and the

money to be paid to the claimant or captor, whosoever should finally have

the pi'operty.' Again, in the case of the Concorilia Affuiitatis, Vol. I.

p. 25, the Court directed a portion of the cargo 'to be sold for his

Majesty's iise at a fair valuation by merchants ; the freight and expenses

of proceedings to make a jiart of the price, and the money to be brought

into the registrj', for the use of the jiarties who should linallj' obtain the

jjropertj' upon a further hearing.' In the case of Le Perlan, Marriott, p. 2'>io,

the Com-t ordered the cargo to bo sold for the use of his Majesty's Navj',

upon a valuation by merchants named on each side, for the profit of tho

claimants, all expenses on both sides to bo charged to the buyer.' And
again, at p. 287, in regard to the cargoes of certain Dutch store Shi]).-), it is

stated that ' all freight and expenses were to be charged to tlie buyers, and

E E 2
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tlio Court of Admiralty, appeals were entered and prosecuted,

and their Lordships reported to her Majesty, that the sentences of

the iiioiioy to bo brought into Court for tho benefit of all parties who ehould

bo i)rovod to luivo right.'

"Now, I need hardly observe that tho effect of such a practice must

hiivo been to throw the whole of tho expenses upon the proceeds, eo

that they would bo payable by the captor in tho event of a condemna-

tion ; by the owners in the event of a decree of restitution ensuing. No

constat of these expenses would appear amongst the records of this office,

as thoy would naturally bo settled out of Court by the purchaser.

"The inconvenience, however, attending such a mode of sale must have

been very great, and must necessarily have had the effect of narrowing tho

circle of piurchasers to those only who could form a prettj' accurate estimate

of what the expenses would amount to. Whether or not this course was

adopted, in regard to all sales effected at that period, tmder a decree of the

Court, or when in fact the practice was altered, I have not thought it

necessary to inqiiii-e. Suffice it to say, that from the early part of this

century it was the invariable practice of the marshal, in all sales effected

by him under an order of the Court, to deduct the expenses of the sale and

all charges which he might have against the property from the gross pro-

ceeds, and to pay the net proceeds only into the registry.

" -fVnd if the deductions thus made by him were improper, or his charges

extravagant, a monition could be takuu out against him on the part of any

person interested in the proceeds, caUing upon him to bring into the registry

the amount improperly deducted by him. In the Appendix to this report

will be found the account sales in a number of cases, in which the sales

wore effected by the marshal under orders of the Court, between the

j-ears 1804 and 1816 ; and in every one of these cases the amount paid

in by the marshal, as appears by our books, was the net and not the gross

proceeds.
'

' The practice of permitting the marshal to repay himself all his charges

and disbursements out of the gross proceeds, and of bringing in only the

net amount of proceeds, prevailed in the Court of Admiralty from the

time to which I have referred down to about the end of the year 1853,

when it was thought better that tho marshal should, in the first place,

pay in the whole of the gross pi'oceeds, and that the amount of his charges

and disbursements should, after taxation, be paid out to him. It was

thought that the marshal ought not to be the judge, even in the fii'st instance,

of what charges were and what were not proper to be retained by him out of

the proceeds, and accordingly the practice was, with the sanction of the

judge, altered in this respect. Hence, in all the sales effected by him imder

the present Prize Act, it has been his practice to pay to the account of the Pay-
master-General at the Bank of England the amount of the gi'oss j^iroceeds, and

to receive thereoiit, under an order of the Court, the amount of his charges,

after they have been taxed and allowed by myseK, in accordance with the

provisions of the 2Sth section of the Prize Act. This is the course that was
adopted, not only in regard to the cases of the Fraiici^l-a and the Union, but
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the Court of Admiralty ought to be reversed, and that the ships

and cargoes in question ouglit to be restored, or the proceeds

in regard to all the prizes which have been sold during the late war by order

of the Court.

"It should, however, not be forgijtten, that the amount remaining in the

Paymaster-General's hands, after paj-ment of the marshal's charges, is, in

fact, the sum which the marshal would originally have brought in, before ho

was precluded from deducthig his charges from the proceeds. Yoiu- Lordships

will perceive, by an examination of the account sales, printed in the

Ajipendix hereto, what was the general character of the charges which the

marshal was in the habit of deducting from the proceeds, and how far they

resemble the charges in the cases of the Franciska and the Union.

" I now proceed to call your Lordships' attention to the sales effected by
the caj)tors or their agent, upon condemnation of the property to them.

And, first, let me observe, that the practice of selling a prize after condemna-

tion, even though an appeal had been entered from the decree of the Court

below, was abnost invariably adopted in former wars. It was considered to

be more for the interests of all parties concerned, that the property should bo

sold, than that it should remain under arrest, necessarilj- at a heavy expense,

to become, as Lord Stowell expressed it, ' food for the worms.' The minute

usually entered on the occasion of an appeal being entered, apud acta, from a

decree of condemnation, was as follows :— .... with all due reverence

protested of a gi'ievance and of appealing. The judge assigned the captors to

bring in account of sales on oath, and directed the sentence not to be

suspended on bail being given to answer the appeal. The assignation books

of the Admiralty Court for past wars are filled with similar minutes.

" First, then, I would observe that there is a clause to be found in all the

Prize Acts passed during the wars, from 1793 to 1815, but which, fi-om some

cause or other, was not inserted in the late Prize Act, that of 1854. It is in

the following terms :
—

' Provided always, and be it further enacted, that in

case the sentence or interlocutory decree, having the force of a definite

sentence of such Court of Admiralty or Vice-Admii-alty, shall be finally

I'eversed after sale of any ship or goods, piu'suant to tlie directions in this

Act contained, the nett proceeds of such sale (after payment of all expenses

attending the same) shall be deemed and taken to bo the full value of such

ship and goods, and that the party or parties appellate and their securities

shall not be answerable for the value beyond the amoimt of such nett

proceeds, unless it shall ai)pear that such sale was made fraudulently or

without due care.'

" This section will be found in all the Prize Acts passed from 1793 to 1815;

the references to it are as follows :—33 Geo. 3, c. G6, s. 3*2 (1793) ; 43 Geo. 3,

c. 160, s. 29 (1803) ; 45 Geo. 3, c. 72, s. 44 (1805) ; oo Geo. 3, c. 160, s. 41

(1815).

" In the present Prize Act, however, no such clause is to bo found. How
this came to pass I am unable to say. It may have been omitted per

incuriam, or, more probably, it may have boon thought better to leave tho

Court of Appeal wholly unfettered in its discretion as to the degi-oe of
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aiisiiifj; from tho sale thereof jiaid I0 tlio chiimiuits for the use of

tlio owners and ]»roprietors tlioroof. Those reports were duly

confirmed Ly lier Majesty in Council.

rostitiitiou wliich it rai;;lit thiuk jjiupor to fji-ant, and as to the deductions

wliich it might or might not think proper to allow from the value of the

l)ropcrty iu such cases.

"To return, however, to the practice in previous wars : the words of the

section, quoted above, ' the nott proceeds of such sale (after payment of all

expenses attending the same),' would certainly seem to imply that the

expenses of the sale only, and not those rehiting even to the care and custody

of the projiei'ty, were pi'operly chargoaljlo against the proceeds in cases of

this description ; and I think that I shall bo able to show that up to about

tho year 1805 this was the admitted jnactice of the Court in cases of this

description ; but that the question then, and subsequently, underwent very

full consideration from the Lords of Appeal, and that very impoi-tant altera-

tions were made in regard thereto.

"It is, indeed, much to be rcgi'otted that questions of this description,

which arc of the greatest importance to the parties interested in the proceeds,

were not, in former times, thought worthy of being reported; so that,

throughout the volumes of Admii-alty Eei^orts, no one case is to be found

bearing directly upon the question at issue, namely, as to what charges are

or are not proper to be deducted from the gross proceeds in cases of simple

restitution on appeal (although it can hardly be supposed that the subject

was not frequently brought under the consideration of the Lords of Appeal).

Allusions are indeed made to the subject in several places; as in the first

volume of C. Eobiuson's Reports, p. 187, where there is an Order of the

Court dated the 3rd of July, 1799, one clause of which is in the following

terms :
—

' That the commissioners and marshal bring in the proceeds which

have been collected, at the same time with their returns; and that if the

whole proceeds have not been collected, they retain only such simis as may
be required to answer accruing expenses.' There is also the case of the

NurcissHS, Moulton, reported in the fourth volume of the same reports, p. 17,

where the expenses of sending a cargo from Bermuda to Europe were decided

to be not chargeable to the claimant on restitution. There is also the case of

the Industrie, reported in the fifth volume of the same reports, p. 90, where

the expenses of the unlivery and appraisement of a cargo were held to be a

charge on the property. And in a note to that case, at the same page, it is

said, ' In the case of the /'<'/'/'/, March the 8th, 1804, a similar decree was
made, that the captor should be liable to tho marshal for the expenses of

apjiraisemont and unlivery, but that he should be considered to have a

demand against the goods for such expenses, to be charged rateably on all

the property restored.' And there is also the case of the Frau Maria,

reported in the second voliuue of tho same reports. (Vol. I. p. 235.)

" I must also not omit to mention the case of the Rendsherg, reported in the

sixth volume of the same reports, p. 142, where the marshal's fees were very

fully considered by Lord tjtowell.
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Questions now arise and have been discussed before tlieii- Lord-

ships. First, whether the gross proceeds of the sale ought to be
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.

" I do not, however, cito these cases as being in point, for they are not so.

The utmost that they prove is, that the marshal has a claim against the "^^^ Union.

proceeds for the amount of his charges, or, if the proceeds be insufficient,

then against the captors. But neither of these cases arc cases of siuijilo

restitution on apj^eal, like the Francishi and the Uin'u/i.

"It is, however, amongst the old records of this office that cases of this

description are to bo found ; and by good fortune I have discovered three

leading cases, which, although unreported, appear to have undergone the

very fullest consideration from the Lords of Appeal, and which I shall have

the honour to lay before you. The disadvantage, however, of referring to

an unreported case is this, that wo have no means of knowing what fell from

the Court on the occasion of its finally disposing of the case, further than

wluit ajipears from the formal words of the decree ; nor can we say what
general principles the Court may have laid down, or how far it may have been

induced to deviate from those principles by the special circumstances of the

case. Such as they are, however, they are submitted to your Lordships'

consideration.

"Firot, then, I would observe that upon a decree of condemnation being

reversed upon ajjpeal and restitution decreed to the claimant, it was the

practice to call on the captors, by whom the property had been sold, to bring

in the proceeds, together with the account sales, on oath. If the owners

were satisfied with the accounts as furnished by the captors, they received out

the proceeds in satisfaction of their claim ; but if, as frequently happened,

tlio owners were not satisfied with the deductions claimed to be made by the

captors from the proceeds, the accounts were referred in the usual way to

the registrar and merchants to I'eport the amount due. The rei^ort of the

registrar and merchants when brought in could be objected to by either

party, and the question would then be decided by their Lordships. The cases

to which I am about to refer you are cases of this description.

" The first case to which I will call your Lordships' attention is that of the

Catheriua Maria, captured by the private shij) of war Qoieraf (fllara, on

the ground of her having enemies' goods on board. The vessel was accord-

ingly taken to Gibraltar, and proceedings having been instituted against the

cargo in the Vice-Admiralty Court there established, the same was, on the

'27th of July, 1797, condemned as pri^^e, and was thereupon sold bj' the agent

for the captors ! An appeal was, however, prosecuted against the decree to

the Lords Commissioners of Aj)iu'al in I'rize Causes, and on the 17th December,

1SI)2, their Lordships reversed tlie judgment of the Court below, pronounced

tlio cargo U> have belonged as claimed, decreed the same to bo restored, or

the value thereof paid to the claimant for the use of tho owners and pro-

prietors thereof. The captors were then monished to bring in tho accoimt

sales on oath, which they did, showing deductions from tho proceeds, not

only of the expenses of unlading tho cargo, selling and measuring it, «S:c., but

also of the Court fees and i)roctor's charges, and of a commission to tho agent

himself of five per cent, on the gross proceeds, and making the nett pro-
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repaid, after doductinr^ llio marshal's charges; and, secondly, if
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coods ii) iiiiiduiit only to tlif sum of wnon hunflrod and nine pounds nine

shillinji;s and five pence (709/, 9«. bd.). Those accounts were, of course,

objected to 1)}' the owners, and wore accordingly referred to the registrar,

assisted by merchants, who on the L"2nd of July, 180.'5, reported the sum of

ono thousand and thirty pounds one shilling (1,0150/. Is.) to bo duo to the

claimant. In the Appendix hereto will be found a copy of the account sales

brought in l)y the captors, as also the registrar's report with schedule

annexed, and by a comparison of those two documents it will be seen that

the only dcduetions allowed by the registrar and merchants were the expenses

of the sale and tho freight, which was necessarily a charge on the cargo.

By tho subsequent proceedings in tho cause, it a})pears that a monition issued

against the master of the privateer, the two owners, and the bail given on

their behalf, to bring in tho said sum of one thousand and thirty pounds one

shilling (1,030/. \s.), and that this amount was subsequently brought into the

registry by tho privateer's agent, and was then paid out to the claimant.
'

' The next case is a very important one, and occurred a few years after-

wards : it is that of the Faick, a vessel which was captured by 11.M.S.

Bnoisioicl-, on the ground of her having enemies' goods on board, and was

carried to Jamaica for adjudication. The ship was restored and freight was
ordered to be paid to the neutral master, but the cargo was condemned by
the Vice-Admiralty Court of Jamaica, and the sale thereof was effected as usual

by the captor's agent there. Subsequentlj" an appeal was prosecuted, and on

the 14tli of July, 1803, tho Lords of Appeal reversed tho sentence of the

Court below, decreed the cargo to be restored, or the value thereof to be paid

to the claimant for the use of tho owners and proprietors thereof. The
captor then brought in the account sales, showing the gross proceeds to have

amounted to the sum of nine thousand and sixty-seven pounds one shilling

and tenpenco halfpenny (9,067/. Is. lOW.), and the dediictions therefrom,

iucludiug a large item for freight, to four thousand seven himdi-ed and sixty-

seven pounds four shillings (4,767/. 4^.). To these deductions an objection

was taken by tho claimant, and the accounts were accordingly refen-ed to

tho registrar and merchants in tho usual way. On the 18th February, 1804,

the registrar made his report, disallowing the charges for pilotage, prize

master's allowance, and expenses of landing and warehousing the cargo,

and allowing only the freight, the expenses of advertising the sale, cooper-

age of cargo, and the duty paid on the wine. On this report being brought
in, an objection was taken to it by tho King's Proctor, on the ground that

the charges which had boon disallowed were necessary expenses attending

the sale of the cargo, and as such ought to have been allowed. An Act on
petition was gone into on the subject, the case was argued, and ultimately,

on the 22nd Jime, 1805, their Lordships, after having taken time to delibe-

rate, overruled the King's Proctor's objections in respect of the allowance
to the prize master, and a charge of 5 per cent, commission on the gross

proceeds of the sale by the captors' agent, and two other small items, but
dii-ected the report to be reformed by allowing to the captors the expenses
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tlie nett proceeds only ought to be paid, what deductions from

the gross proceeds ought to bo allowed.

of landing the cargo, including tte permit for that purpose, and wharfage

and warehouse rent for a reasonable time, and the article of appraiser's fee

on perishable goods, 311. 9.s. 3c/., if it should appear to have been incurred

by order of the Court. I should add that the lords who delivered this

judgment were Sir William Grant, Sir William Wynne, and Sir William

Scott.

" The next case is that of the Triton, a case vcrj' similar in manj' respects

to that of the Fulck. This vessel, the Triton, was captured on the 7th of

October, 1799, by the private ship of war Caroline, on the ground of her

having enemies' goods on board, and was carried to Jamaica for adjudica-

tion
;
proceedings were tliereupon commenced against the cargo in the Vice-

Admiralty Court there established, and it was ultimately pronounced to be

Dutch proiDcrty. It apj^eared, however, that the Caroline, although commis-

sioned against the French, was uot commissioned against the Dutch, although

we were at war with Holland at the time ; and accordingly the goods were

condemned as droits and perquisites of his Majesty in his office of Admiralty,

and were thereupon sold by the Eeceiver of Admiralty droits in that island.

From this decree an appeal was entered, and on the 7th of Maj', 180.'5, their

Lordships reversed the sentence appealed from, decreed the cargo to be

restored, or the value thereof paid to the claimant for the use of the owners

and proprietors thereof. Subsequently the Admiralty Proctor brought in

the account sales, showing very large deductions to have been made from the

gross proceeds on account of the expenses, including wharfage and warehouse

rent, labour and duties, also the captors' costs in the Court below, and the

agent's charge of 5 per cent, on the gross proceeds of sale. These account

sales, being objected to bj' the claimants, were referred in the usual waj' to

the registrar and merchants, and on the 7th of October, 1803 (the judgment
of their- Lordships in the Fakk not having been then pronounced), the

registrar made his report, allowing only the charges for advertising and the

duties paid. The report was objected to by the Admiralty Proctor, on the

ground that his parties had been put into jjossession of the cargo by the

decree of a competent Court for the use of his Majesty in his oflico of

Admiralty, that they were bound to sell and dispose thereof to prevent its

being wasted and altogether lost, but which they could not have done with-

out incurring various and heavy disbursements, and he submitted and
humbly insisted that all the .'^aid charges were necessai'ily incuiTcd in the

course of the proceedings in law in the said Vice-Admiralty Com-t in

supporting the interest of his Majesty in his office of Admiralty and in tlie

sale of the said cargo, &c. The ([uestion was argued before Sir William

Wynne, Sir William Scott and Sir John NichoU, and on the I'Jth July, ISIO,

their Lordships referred back the registrar's report to have the allowances

made to the captors according to the decree of their Lordships in the case of

the Falck, and also to reconsider the rate of exchange. What was the exact

amount of the charges ultimately allowed does not appear from the records

of the Court
;
probably the case was compromised out of Court ; but there is
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Those questions must have arisen dm-ing former wars ; but as no

direct decisions ujioii llicni wore to bo found in the prinlcd r<'itort.s,

Hiiflicii'iit in tlii'ir I.onlship.s' dfcrou to uliow tho priiicijilos upon wliich

(lodiu'tions from iln- frross proroods woro to bo allowed.

" Liistly, tlion- is tho caso of tho Mailnr, -which was finally docidod in IXI",

after tho conclusion of tho war. The sliip was captured on the 15th day of

Juno, 1H1;J, by his ^lajcsty's brig Rihnff, and having boon sent to Gibraltar

for adjudicatim, was, together with tho cargo, condemned as prize by tho

"N'icc-Admiralty Court there established, and subsequently sold by the

captors' agent. Ati appeal was, however, entered against the said decree,

and on tho lOth day of February, 1815, the Lords of Ajjpcal reversed tho

sentence of the Court below, decreed the ship and cargo to be restored, or

tho value thereof paid to tho claimants for the use of the owners and

proprietors thereof.

" The captors therciqxm brouglit in tlnj account sales of tho ship and cargo,

in which thej' claimed very large deductions from the proceeds on account of

labour, pumping the ship, coopering casks, fees of appraisement, wharfage,

unloading cargo, watchmen, shipkeejiers, lighterage, Coiu-t charges, auction

dues, brokerage, couimission, and a variety of other charges. To these

deductions the claimants objected, and accordingly the accounts were referred

to the registrar and merchants as usual. On tho 5th of July, 1815, the

registrar made his report, allowing a portion of the charges for labour,

wharfage, warehouse rent, lighterage, auction dues, and brokerage ; but

disallowing altogether the charge for sliipkecpers, and of course the law

expenses and agent's commission. This report was objected to by the

cajitors, and an act on petition having been entered into, their Lordships, on

tho 20th March, 1817, referred back the report to the registrar and merchants

to reconsider it, which they did, and the amended report was brought in on

the '21st of May, following. This case is extremely important, as it occurred

nearly two years after the final termination of the war, and it enters very

fully into the whole question of the allowances proper to be made in cases of

simple restitution. In the Appendix hereto will be foiuid the account sales,

tho registrar's first report, the Act on petition in objection thereto, the

registrar's amended report, and the decrees of their Lordships relative thereto.

A comparison of the first and second reports with the account sal s will show

the general character of the deductions which were allowed from the proceeds

by the registrar's amended report. At the second inquiry before the registrar

and merchants, it transjtired from the evideuce produced, that the greatest

frauds had been attempted to be i^crpetrated by the captors' agents, and,

amongst other things, that a large sum, which had been charged by them
for auction dues, and bad been allowed by the registrar in his fii'st report,

had in fact never been paid by them ; so that this is not a case in which any
great indulgence was likely to have been shown to the captors, or that other

than the most legitimate charges would have been allowed them as deduc-

tions from tho proceeds. And yet we find that the registrar in his amended
report allowed them not only tho expenses attending the sale, the brokerage,

the auction d^ies as far as paid, the labour, lighterage, wharfage and ware-
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their Lordships ordered that search should be made by the registrar

into the books of the Admiralty Court, in order to ascertain what

house rent, but also (and which is most important) a certain amount for

shipkeepers—not indeed the full amount charged as for four shipkeepers

duiing the whole time, but about a third of that amount. From the further

proceedings in this case it would seem that no objection was taken to the

registrar's amended report, and that the amount reported due from the

captors was paid by them into the registrj'.

" The conclusions, then, which maj' fairly bo drawn from these cases as to

the practice prevailing in former wars in regard to cases of simi^le restitution

on api)eal are as follows :

—

"First. It may, I think, be safely allirmed that the expenses of sale

were alwaj^s allowed as proper deductions from the gross proceeds. The

clause in the former Prize Acts appears to be conclusive upon this point

;

but, independently of this, in all the cases cited above, the Vutherina Maria,

the Faick, the Triton, and the Mailvc, the expenses of the sale were allowed

from the first by the registrar and merchants ; nor, indeed, do the)' appear

to have been objected to by the claimants.

Second. As regards the expenses attending the care and custody of the

property, the cases of the Falck and Triion (where the property in question

was cargo) appear to sanction the principle that warehouse, wharfage, and

otlicr such charges are proper to be allowed as deductions from tlio gross

proceeds ; and the case of the Madoc, in which both ship and cargo had been

sold, that possession fees likewise arc pro^jcr deductions from the proceeds.

" It should, however, be observed in regard to the item of possession fees,

that in former times prizes generalh- remained in charge of the prize master

and prize crew pending adjudication, and that consequently no charge in

the nature of possession fees would ordinarily bo found in the account sales.

Whereas, in the late war, all prizes were handed over to the marshal or his

substitute, who was obliged to provide and pay persons to take charge of

them, the prize master and crew at once rejoining their respective shijis ; so

that one of the expenses for the care and custody of prizes in the late war
would not ordinarily have been incurred in i)rcvious wars.

" Thii'd. As regards the expenses of bringing the prizes to this country.

These relate exclusively to the shiji ; and in the case of the Frauci^ka are

(here he enumerated the items).

*' The only important items in the accounts are those for pilotage, the

others are but trilling in amount. Now in the case of the Fahk a sum of 3/.

was allowed for pilotage out of the proceeds, and in that of the Mudoc a sum
of forty-eight dollars, or about 8/., for mooring and pilotage. Whether
your Lordships will consider these two insttuices as sufficient authorities for

allowing these charges in the cases of the Fraiicishi and the Uniim is a

matter entirely for your Lordships' consideration.

" There is yet another case to which I would wish to call your Lordshiji.s'

attention, as bearing upon the quostit>ns at issue in these causes; it is not,

strictly spoaldug, a prize case, but is in the nature of prize, and occurred so

lute as the year ISIO. I refer to the case of Uarioii v. The Queen, reported
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li;nl liccii (111' pructico in suoli cases in former wars, and that tlie

rogistrnr sliould report tlioroon.

ill till' "Jiid Moon/s 1'. ('. ("ast's, pa^o 1!). It was the case of a ship cullc-d

tin- Wiinrirk, wliicli Was eei/.od in the Port of Gibraltar on tho grouiul that

shn was oii^Mf^cd in tho shivo trade. Proceedings wore conimencod against

her in tho Vico-Adniiralty Court there established, and on the 20th of Julj',

1838, the judge of that Court adjudged her to be forfeited to tho Qut-en.

From this decree an appeal was prosecuted to this Court, the result of which

was, that their Lordships ordered tho vessel to be restored to the claimant

for tho uf-o of tho owners and ])ropnetors thereof, or the jjroceeds thereof

(traiisniittod to tho registrj' of this Coui-t) i)aid to thom, but without costs

aTid damages, &c. In the meantime, however, and pending the proceedings

in the Court of Appeal, the vessel had been sold by the Vice-Admii-alty

Court of Gibraltar, and the sum of 1 ,591/. had been paid into the registry- of

that Court as the nett proceeds of the sale, the marshal having first deducted

his foes and expenses, and then paid the balance in. Subsequently, how-
ever, tho bill of costs of tho proctor for the captors, amounting to no less

than 9jo/. 10s. \Qd., was paid out of tho proceeds; and when a monition

issued from this Court to transmit the proceeds, the sum of 635/. 9-^. 2(/.

only, being the balance after payment of the captor's bill of costs, was
transmitted. Upon this a further monition was issued against the judge,

registrar, and marshal of tho Court below, ordering them to transmit the

above sum of 955/. 10s. lOc/. into the registry of this Court, the said sum
being the balance of the nott proceeds of the said ship or vessel Winwick, &c.

Before, however, the attachment actually issued, Captain Sheriff, the captor,

brought in the said sum of 955/. 10s. lOr/. I have carefully examined the

papers in the cause to ascertain whether the 1,591?. brought in by the

marshal was really the gross or the nett proceeds of tho sale, and have

assured myself that it was tho nott proceeds only, after payment of all the

expenses attending the sale ; the affidavits both on the one side and on the

other agi'oo in this.

" The case, therefore, of the Winwick establishes the fact that the proctor's

bill of costs is not a proper deduction from the gross proceeds in cases of

simple restitution on appeal ; but it does not prove, as would at first sight

appear on a hasty perusal of the reported case, that no deductions whatever

are to be allowed from the proceeds in such cases. On the contrary, the

expenses of the sale were in that case deducted from the proceeds by the

marshal, and there was never any question as to his refunding the amount.

I regret to say that I have not discovered amongst the papers in the cause

any detail of tho marshal's charges, but only the fact that they related to

the sale, and that they amounted to about 65/. sterling ; no question

as to the propriety of their being deducted appears ever to have been

raised.

'
' Such are the facts which I have been able to collect as bearing upon the

question of whether any and what deductions can be properly made from the

gi-oss proceeds of sale in case of simple restitution on appeal ; and the only

question that now remains to be considered is, in what manner the claimants
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Mr. Rotlier}'', the registrar, has accordingly made diligent search,

and has famished their Lordships with an elaborate and highly

valuable report.

are to be reimbursed in the event of your Lordships being of opinion that all

or any of the charges in question ought not to fall upon the proceeds.

" The proctors for the claimants, in their printed cases, state that I have

claimed to make certain deductions from the proceeds, and pray that your

Lordships will be pleased to order me to pay to them the gross proceeds, and

not the nett proceeds. I would, however, beg to observe, first, that as

Eegistrar of the Court of Admii-alty, no part whatever of the proceeds came

into my possession or under my control ; the gross proceeds were paid by the

marshal directly to the account of the Paymaster-General at the Bank of

England in accordance with the provisions of the Prize Act ; I then taxed

the marshal's account of charges, and certified their correctness, xipon which

an order of the Coui-t was made for the payment thereof to the marshal, and

the amount was accordingly paid by the Paymaster-General out of the funds

remaining in his hands. And, secondly, as Eegistrar of the Court of Appeal,

I have never received from the Paymaster-General more than the nett pro-

ceeds after the payment of the marshal's charges. I have not, therefore,

made or claimed to make any deduction from the proceeds, and I would

humbly svibmit, that I cannot bo ordered to pay that which has never come

into my possession or been under my control.

" The question, then, remains to be considered, by whom the deficiency, if

any, should be made good ; whether the marshal should be ordered to pay

into the registry the amoimt of such charges as may appear to be not pro-

perly chargeable against the proceeds, or whether a monition should bo

issued against the captor to bring in the amount.
" In former wars, when the sale and everything relating thereto was con-

ducted by the captors or their agents, and the proceeds j^assed directly into

their possession, it was natural that the monition should issue against them
to make good any deficiency which might bo found in the proceeds in cases

of restituti(jn on appeal. Under the present Prize Act, however, the captors

have not the whole conduct of the sale, nor, in fact, are the i)roceeds paid as

formerly directly into their possession. On the other hand, however, both

these vessels and their cargoes were sold at the petition of the Queen's

Proctor, acting therein as the captor's agent, the decrees or instruments for

effecting the sales were taken out by him, and by him entrusted to tho

marshal with directions to carry them into execution. Again, when tho

vessels and their cargoes had been sold, and the marshal brought in his

accounts of expenses relating thereto, they were sent by mo to tho Queen's

Proctor to ascertain if he had any objections to offer to them on behalf of tho

captors, or to an order being made upon tlio Paymaster-iJeneral for the paj--

ment thereof out of the gross proceeds. No objections were made by him to

the accounts, and they were accordingly paid in tho manner stated above.

Every step relating to the sale of these vessels and cargoes was done with

the full knowledge and sanction of the Qupr>n's Proctor; and in his bill of
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If iiiiisi jilways l)i> Lonio in iniiid tliat these cases are cases of

rovcrsiil 071 njipoal, decrooinf^ Hiniplo restitution of the jirojicrty or

its i>rocoe(ls. The captors am, tliereforo, treated as l)eing bond fide

in possession of tlie property, during tlie time of litigation, and ar<

cniitlcd to .ill rights, allowances and incidents attaching to such

/loiu't /i(/i' ])oss('Ssion, tliough the legal right to such possession may

ultimately bo determined against them. The distinction between

ho)id fide possession, and legal right to possession, as regards prize

cases, is in itself sufficiently obvious, and it is fully and clearly

explained by Lord Stowell in the cases of the Bcfsei/ {a)

and the Jo/iii {h). The captors in such cases of bond fide

possession are not answerable for incidents not arising from

any misconduct on their part, and are to be protected in doing

whatever may be necessary for the preservation of the property,

and for converting it into money, if a sale takes place in the

ordinary course of judicial proceeding.

The registrar has furnished theii* Lordships with four cases not

reported, during the former wars, in which simple restitution was

decreed by the Lords of Appeal, after condemnation in the

Admiralty Court, and in all which the question arose as to what

deductions ought to be made from the gross proceeds of the sale.

These eases are the Catherina Maria, in 1802, the Falch, in 180-3,

the Triton, in 1810, and the Madoc, in 1817, after the conclusion

of the then war. In all these cases, and indeed in all similar

eases, the expenses of sale were uniformly allowed, as proper

deductions from the gross proceeds.

It is true that in the Prize Acts in those times, passed from 1793

to 1815, an express clause was inserted, that in cases of reversal on

appeal, the nett proceeds of the sale (after payment of all expenses

attending the same) should be decreed and taken to be the full

value of such ship and goods, and that in the present Prize Act

costs in those cases, whicli have been since taxed by me, will be found

charges for taking out the decrees of sale, for instructing the marshal to

execute them, and for examining the marshal's accounts of charges, &c. So

that, in case the marshal were ordered to repay any portion of the sums
which ho had received out of these proceeds, he would be entitled to recover

the amount from the Queen's Proctor, by whose directions and under whose

instructions he has acted throughout."

((/) Vol. I. p. 03. {b) Ante. p. 232.
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tliat clause is omitted; but their Lordships are clearly of opinion, 1856

that such omission, if intentional, could at most only operate to "^ '

leave the matter in the discretion of the Court, and that the Courf-, The
Fkamciska.

whether tliat of Admiralty or Appeal, ought to continue and act rp^^^^
u^^o^'

upon the practice which lias liitherto prevailed. r,.~^r,
. . .... 1

Sir John
Their Lordships, therefore, liave no hesitation in saying- tliat the Patteson.

expenses of sale must bo deducted from the gross proceeds, before

any money is paid over to the claimants.

But there are two other heads of deduction which require a

distinct consideration. The one is composed of charges whicli

relate to the care and custody of the property, pending adjudication,

and before sale. Now in former wars that care and custody

remained with the captors, excepting the few cases in which the

property was condemned as (/roifs of the Admiralty, or, being

perishable, was sold at once. The present Prize Act directs that

the property shall be fortlnvith delivered up to, and remain in, the

custody and care of the marshal, or other officer (as the case may
be). It necessarily follows tliat persons must be employed and

paid to keep possession of the property ; whilst in former wars

those persons would have been the servants of the captors them-

selves.

Their Lordships are of opinion that this alteration made by the

present Prize Act, being intended for the benefit of all persons

concerned, the reasonable expenses attending the possession, care

and custody of the property, must be treated as a charge upon the

property itself ; and must be deducted fi'om the gross proceeds of

tlie sale, whether the property be condemned or restored ; and

indeed this appears to have been the practice in former wars,

whenever, from circumstances, the possession, care and custody did

not remain with the captors themselves.

Another head of charges is oomposed of " Pilotage," " Trinity

Lights," " Pamsgate Duos," Slc. These charges relate to the ships

only. The charge of pilotage appears to have been allowed in the

cases of the Fakk and the Blarhc. The amount indeed in those

cases was much smaller than in the present instances; but the

principle applies equally to all. Tliey are charges necessarily

incurred, in order to bring the ships into th(> proper port for

adjudication, whilst the captors were hoiu'i fido in possession of the
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eliips, iind wliioli thoy wore compelled to pay by the Acts of

——^^-^^— rnrliiuncnt relating to " Pilotage," " Trinity Liglits," &c.

Yju^cLkx Their Tjordshijts are f)f opinion that these charges fairly and

TuK Union, projierly attach to the property, and ought, therefore, to be

Sir John deducted from the gross proceeds of the sales. Their I^ordships,

rattcson.
therefore, determine that the sums which have been received by the

registrar from the Paymaster-General, and those only, are the

amounts which the claimants in these cases are entitled to receive.

[9 Moore, THE OSTSEE.
p. C. I,i0;

Spinks, 174.] r„,,fiire—Wro]u//iiJ Ad ~ J/cnrf^t MisUth' of Captor— Bestifution—Damaf/fS

(111(1 Costs.

If captors imiiroperly and without reasonable cause, but tbi'ough an

honest mistake, seize a vessel, such vessel not being, by any act of her

own, voluntary or involuntary, open to any fair ground of suspicion,

the captors are liable in damages and costs.

1855 The question raised by this appeal was whether the owners of

Fihruanj 19, ^he Oiitscc and her cargo which had been captured by her Majesty's

August 19. ship A/ban for a supposed breach of the blockade of Cronstadt,

were entitled, upon the decree of the High Court of Admii'alty for

restitution of the ship and cargo captured as a prize, to costs and

damages from the captors. The seiziu'e and detention being

admitted to be without sufficient grounds for condemnation, the

captor consented to the restitution of the ship and cargo. The

sentence of the Admiralty Court was founded upon that consent.

The facts of the case were these :

—

The Ostscc, imder Mecklenburg coloiu-s, took on board at Cron-

stadt, in the month of May, 1851, a cargo of wheat, and sailed

therefrom on the 28th of the same month, bound to Elsinore for

orders, and in the prosecution of such voyage was captured on the

1st of June in the Gulf of Finland, about twenty-fom' miles from

Dagerort, by her Majesty's ship Allan, Henry Charles Otter,

commander, as for a breach of the blockade of Cronstadt, and sent

to England for adjudication ns a prize.
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Proceedings were instituted in July, 1834, against the ship and 1855

cargo in the High Court of Admiralty, when a claim was put in ^ '^sT
^^'

by the aj)pellant on behalf of the owners of the ship and cargo. It ^»yt<v< 10-

appeared, however, that the blockade was not imposed upon Cron- The Ostsee.

stadt until after the capture, and consequently the Queen's Proctor,

on the 2nd of August, offered to consent to the restitution of the

ship and cargo on payment of the captor's expenses. No answer

was given to this offer until the 10th of August, when the claimant

rejected it.

The cause came on for hearing in the Admu'alty Court ou the

19th of August, when the claimant prayed the restitution of the

ship and cargo, and that the captors might be condemned in costs

and damages. Tlie captors consented to restitution of the ship

and cargo, but submitted that it ought to be without costs and

damages. The judge of the Admiralty Court (the Right Hon.

Dr. Lushington) admitted the claim for the ship and cargo, and

decreed the same to be restored to the claimant for the use of the

owners, but without costs and damages. In giving judgment the

learned judge observed that :
" During the seventeen years that

Lord Stowell presided in this Com't, and administered the law of

nations with regard to war, I believe that out of the many thousand

ships and cargoes brought before him, he condemned the captors in

costs and damages in only about ten or a dozen cases—not one in

a thousand ; and Lord Stowell also, as I right well remember, laid

it down that he would not condemn the captors in costs and

damages upon evidence given before him, without giving them the

opportunity of justifying their conduct, and stating, if they thought

fit, the grounds on which they made the capture. In my own

recollection there are only three cases of restitution with costs and

damages. I am well aware that where a seizure has been made

without ostensible cause or reason, justice requires that the persons

making the seizure should make good to the party the loss that

may have been occasioned by the captm'o ; at the same time, I am
of opinion that this is the extremity of the law of nations, which

ought not to be adopted except in cases wliieli imperatively require

the Com-t so to do. "Without venturing any opinion as to what

may be the duty of the Court in cases that may come before it,

looking at the confusion that lias arisou rosppoting this blockado,

R.—VOT. n. F F
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1866 nii<l ilu' (lifTiculty commanders of her Majesty's vessels liavo in

Februnri, 10,
f,,j.,nj„g |)„.ji. ^^y,^ opinion, and seeing tliat consent has Lr-en given

Auffu.'it 19. fm- j^lio restitution of this ship and her cargo, I think I sliouhl be

Thb Ostsbb. going too far in condemning the captors in costs and damages, and

I decline so to do " (o).

From so much of this sentence as refused costs and damages to

the claimant the present appeal was brought, and the appellant

prayed that that portion of the sentence appealed from might be

reversed, the principal cause retained, and that the damages and

costs sustained by the owners of the Osfscr, and her cargo, by

reason of her capture and detention, be pronounced for, and that

the respondent, Otter, the captor of the ship and cargo, might be

condemned in the damages and costs, and also in the costs incurred

by the appellant, as well in the Appellate Court as in the Court

below, by reason that the seizure and detention of the OatseCy for

the presumed breach of a blockade, which was not imposed until

nearly a month after, were unjustifiable ; and that the same were

not occasioned by, and was not imputable to, any misconduct of

any description on the part of the Ostsee.

The appeal was argued by Dr. Addams and Dr. Ticiss for the

appellant, and

The Queen's Advocate (Sir John Harding) and Dr. Baijford for

the respondents.

For the appellant, it was contended that the general principle

recognized in Prize Courts was to grant compensation to claimants

ujion restoration of the ship and cargo when wrong had been

done ; whether the original seizure was justifiable or not, if the

captors were guilty of malfeasance or non-feasance ; and they

submitted, that as the seizure in this case was without jirobable

cause, as it was not in disj)ute that the Osfsee was captured for a

breach of a blockade which had no existence imtil neai'ly a month

after the seizure, the appellant was entitled, ex dehito justitice, not

only to simple restitution, but to restitution with costs and

damages. The following authorities were referred to by them, as

instances where costs and damages had been allowed on

[(«) Tliis was the whole jtidgmcnt as reported in Spinks, p. 1T4.—En.]
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restitution : Story on Prize Courts, pp. 35, 39, 112 (_p), the 1855

Washimjtoii{q), the Acfeon{r), the Hendrick and Jacob (s), the ^'^"l^^'y
^^'

WUhchmhcrg (t), the Coricr Marifinw {»), the Anna (.r), the Keustra ^"g"*< ^9.

Senom de Los Dolores (//), the Sai)it Juan Baptista (~), the EUse {a), The Ostsee.

Undo V. Bodney (i), Zt? Cr/^^r v. Eden (c) ; and they further suh-

mitted that even if the captors had acted bond fide and been guilty

of no misconduct, and the neutral had been "vsTonged, he was still

to be compensated by the captors, the payment of which was a

question resting between the government and the captors : the

Zacheman {d) ; and that the fact of the captain. Otter, having

acted under orders of his superior in command, did not exonerate

him from responsibility : the Mentor {e), the Eleanor (/).

The respondent's counsel distinguished the cases cited by the

appellant, where costs and damages had been allowed, from the

Ostsee, submitting that they were either cases of captiu-e by

privateers, or of improper conduct on the part of King's ships, and

they refeiTcd to the Betsey {(j), the Felicity (A), the Lively (/), the

Marianna Flora {ni), the Tiro Sasanna/is {n), as authorities that

restitution had been decreed without costs and damages. They

further contended that the seizure of the Ostsee by the Alban was

upon probable grounds, as there was an absence of necessary ship

papers ; that by international law it was the absolute duty of

neutrals in time of war not to sail the seas without a complete set

of ship papers (Bynkershoek, Qaa\st. Juris Publiei, lib. i. c. xiv.
;

Story on Prize Courts, pp. 4, 36 (o) ; 1 Kent's Comm. p. 161
;

Chitty's Law of Nations, p. 196 (edit. 1812); Abbott on Shii^ping,

288 {p) ; Ilubner, De la Saisie des Butiments neutres, c. 3, sec. 2)

;

that the sea register was wanting, and they submitted that it was

(iO Pratt's edition. Doug. 612.

(7) Vol. I. p. 555. (c) 1 Doug. 594.

(r) Ante, p. 209. ((/) Vol. I. p. 439.

(s) Cited in the Bet^nj, Vol. I. at (') Vol. I. p. 9G.

p. G7. (/) 2 Wheat. Amr. Eep. HAG.

(0 Vol. I. p. 437. l<j)
Vol. I. p. G3.

(«) Vol. I. p. 137. (/() Au(r, p. 233.

(a-) Vol. I. p. 499. (0 1 Gallis. Amr. Ecp. 315.

(//) Aide, p. 20. (m) 11 Wheat. Amr. E.p. 1.

(z) Vol. I. p. 417. (») Vol. I. p. 208.

(a) Ante, p. 327. (o) Pratt's edition.

{b) Note to Le Caux v. F<ld), 1 (/.) 9th edit., hy Shoe.

I- F 2
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18/):, not too lato to urge such objection, as it was the privilege of the

FfhriM,!/ 19,
^.uptQj. to rely upon any point at the liearing, as ho might capture

Aiiffiut 19. on one ground, and obtain a condemnation on another: Story on

Tub 03TSEE. Prize Courts, p. 49 ; the Adeline (q).

Dr. TivkSy in reply.

The consideration of the appeal was reserved.

Judgment was now delivered by the Right lion. T. Pemherton

Leigh :

—

On the 1st of Juno, 1854, the ship O.sfsec, sailing under the

Mecklenburg flag, on her voyage from Cronstadt to Elsiuore, was

seized by her Majesty's ship Alhan, under the command of Captain

Otter, and sent to London for adjudication as prize.

Upon the ship's papers and the examination of the master, the

mate, and another of the crew, on the usual interrogatories, there

appeared to be no ground for condemnation ; and with the consent

of the captors, on the 19th of August, 1854, an interlocutory decree

was pronounced, by which the ship and cargo were restored to the

claimants, but without costs and damages.

From so mucli of the decree as refuses costs and damages to the

claimants the present appeal is brought.

It is agreed on all hands that the restitution of a ship and cargo

may be attended, according to the circumstances of the case, with

any one of the following consequences :

—

First. The claimants may be ordered to pay to the captors their

costs and expenses ; or.

Second. The restitution may be, as in this case, simple restitution,

without costs or expenses, or damages to either party ; or.

Third. The captors may be ordered to pay costs and damages to

the claimants.

These provisions seem well adapted to meet the various circum-

stances, not ultimately affording ground of condemnation, under

which captures may take place.

A ship may, by her own misconduct, have occasioned her capture,

and in such a case it is very reasonable that she shoidd indem-

nify the captors against the expenses which her misconduct lias

occasioned.

Or she may be involved, with little or no fault on her part, in

(q) 9 Crnnch, 244.
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Bucli suspicion as to make it the right, or even tlie duty, of a 1S55

belligerent to seize her. There may be no fault either in the ^(^''[^^y '^^^

captor or the captured, or both may be in fault, and in such cases Augmt 19.

there may be damnum absque injun'd, and no ground for anything The Ostsee.

but simple restitution. EitrTtHon

Or there may be a third case where not only the ship is in no '^- ^t-mberton

fault, but she is not by any act of her 0"v\'n, voluntary or involun-

tary, open to any fair ground of suspicion. In sudi a case a

belligerent may seize at his peril, and take the chance of something

appearing on investigation to justify the capture ; but, if he fails

in siich a case, it seems very fit that he should pay the costs and

damages which he has occasioned.

The appellants insist that the circumstances of this case bring it

within the last of these rules.

The general principles applicable to this point are stated with

great clearness in a document of the very highest authority, the

Report made to Kiug George II., in 1753, by the then judge of

the Admiralty Court {>•), and the law officers of the Crown, one of

whom was Mr. Murray (afterwards Lord Mansfield), and they are

laid down in these terms (Pratt's Story, p. 4):—"The law of

nations allows, according to the different degrees of misbehaviour

or suspicion arising from the faidt of the ship taken, and other

circumstances of the case, costs to be paid, or not to be received by the

claimant, in case of acquittal and restitution. On the other hand,

if a seizure is made without probable cause, the captor is adjudged

to pay costs and damages."

This passage (with others) is cited by Lord Stowell (then Sir

William Scott), and Sir John Nicholl, in thoir letter to the

American Minister, in 1794, as containing an accurate statement

of the law of maritime captiu-e.

These rules have been recognized and acted upon by all the

chief maritime powers.

In France, a very earh' Ordonnancc provides that when a seizure

is made " sans cause raisonable, nostra dit Amiral sera deuement

restituer le dommage." (Pratt's Story, 35.)

The same rule is laid down by M. Pourtalis, in two cases which

came before the French Conseil dcs Pri.^cff, in 1799. In one, the

Piyou, where a neutral ship (an American) had been captured by

(r) Sir J. Lee.
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1S.3') two French frigato.i, tlio rulo was stated and applied, it may bo
Fctnuary 19,

(],Q,ij^rl,t witli somo sovcrity to the particular case.

Awjmt 19. ^,1 Englisli translation of a rather imperfect report of tho

The Ostsee. jiid;2^ment is to bo found in the notes in the case of the Charming

Kijrlit Hon J^'tiieij (.v)
; but the judgment is set out at length in a French work

T. ivniiwrton puLHslicil during the present year, with wliich Mr. Rothery (the

registrar) lias been good enough to fiu-nish us, entitled, Traile

(h'li Prises Maritimcs, vol. ii. p. 54.

After stating that in general a man is bound, as well by natural

as by civil laAv, to make good the damage which ho has occasioned,

and that error on his part cannot relieve him from this reparation,

tlic judge (^) proceeds in these terms:—"En matiere de prises,

rimprudence des captui-es, leur negligence dans I'observation de

certaines formes, des precedes equivoques peuvent souvent compro-

mottro leur surete et faire suspecter leur bonne foi. II pent arriver

alors qu'en examinant I'ensemble des faits on reconnaisse qu'une

prise est invalide. Mais on pent reconnaitre aussi que les captures,

par leur conduite, ont donne lieu a la meprise des capteurs. Dans

ce cas, il serait injuste de rendre ceux-ci responsables d'une erreur

que Ton ne pent raisonnablement regarder comme leur ouvrage.

" Mais quand I'injustice des capteurs ne peut etre excusee, les

captures ont incontestablement droit a une adjudication de dom-

mages-interets."

In that case there would appear to have been some colour for

the capture, for the Tribunal of the First Instance had decreed

restitution ; that Order had been reversed by a superior Court at

Morbihan, which decreed condemnation of the ship and cargo, and

this sentence was again reversed by the Coiiseil des Prises, which

decreed restitution with costs and damages.

The same doctrine is laid down by the same eminent authority,

about the same period, in the case of the Statira (ii).

The cases in the American Courts fully bear out the statement

of tlie law by Mi*. Justice Story, in the treatise ah-eady referred to

{s) 2 Cranch, 98. or public prosecutor, and the passage

(/) It appears that this was not is taken from the " conclusions," or

strictly a judgment of the Cnnseil arguments, delivered in by him to

des Frises, as Monsieiu" PourtaUs, the Couit. They are, however,

although aftci-wards President of the important as being the deliberate

Conr df Cassattoi), was at that time opinion of so eminent a lawyer,

only f'ommi'isaire du Gonvernement, (n) 2 Cranch. 90.
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(p. 35), which is in these terms:—"Every capture, whether made 1855

by commissioned or non-commissioned ships, is at the peril of tlio ^''""^^y i^»

captors. If tliey cajiture property without roasonahle or justifiaLle August 19.

cause, they are liable to a suit for restitution, and may also be The Ostsee.

mulcted in costs and damages. If the vessel and cargo, or any part Right Hon
thereof, be good prize, they are completely justified, and although '^- ^embcrton

the whole property may, upon a hearing, be restored, yet, if there

was probable cause of capture, they are not responsible in damages."

It may be observed that there is a misprint in this passage in

Pratt's edition of Story, p. 35, where the words "possible cause"

are substituted for " probable cause." On referring to the Appendix

to 2 Wheat. Rep. 8, from which this paii of the treatise is copied,

the mistake appears, and, indeed, it is obvious from the context.

Mr. Justice Story then proceeds to enumerate a great variet}' of

circumstances which have been held to constitute probable cause,

but all of a character to throw suspicion on the sliip or cargo, and

all attributable, in a greater or less degree, to some act or omission

on the part of the owners. At p. 39, he lays it down generally :

—

" If the capture is made without probable cause, the captors are

liable for damages, costs, and expenses to the claimants."

In the case of the Juff'roic Maria Schrocdcr (r), in 1800, Lord

Stowell says, " It is not necessary that the captor should have

assigned any cause at the time of the capture ; he takes at his own

peril and on his own responsibility to answer in costs and damages

for any "WTongful exercise of the rights of capture."

In the case of the Triton (.r), in 1801, the same learned judge

expresses himself thus: "It being tlie case of a voyage from

Saint Thomas to Altona, both neutral ports, witliout any doubt on

the destination and without any sufficient ground of seizure, I

think tlie claimants are entitled to costs and damages."

In the case of the WiUia)n (//) the same learned judge states :

(r) Vol. I. p. 279. " Gentlemen, I will in tin's stage of

(n-\ V 1 I T)
3''> the ease take the liberty of stating to

you the princii)lcs of law which

(//) The words quoted are from the govern cases of this descni)tion. [fi C. Tv.ib.

following charge to the Trinity AMion a capture is not justifiable, the 31 G.J

^[asters, the vessel having, as was captor is answerable for every

alleged by the claimant, been lost at damagi\ But in this case the ori-

sca through want of proper nautical ginal seizure has been justifird by
care on the part of the captors:

—

the condemnation of part of the
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1856 " Wlion II capluro is not justifiable tlio captor is answerable for

'^"rlf
' every dama{>o." The same law is laid down in tlio Adcvon [z),

Auf,i,st 19.
-^vliicli we shall presently state more fully. In the case of the

TiieOstseb, EHznhrth {a), in 1H09, Sir "William Grant, an authority upon such

Riirht Hon. subjects second only, if second, to Lord Stowell, said : " We
'^

LorY^*^""
order the vessel to be restored, and, as we are of opinion there

appears scarcely any ground for justifying the detention of the

vessel, condemn the captors in costs."

There appears in that case to have been, in the opinion of the

Court, some, though but little, ground for the seizure, and the

decree is for restitution without damages; but the captor, who had

obtained a decree in the Court below, is condemned in the costs of

the appeal. We have referred to the original Order in the Minute

Book, the case being loosely stated in the repoi-t.

The result of these authorities is, that in order to exempt a

captor from costs and damages in case of restitution, there must

have been some circumstances connected with the ship or cargo

affording reasonable ground for belief that one or both, or some part

of the cargo, may prove upon further inquiry to be lawful prize.

What shall amount to probable cause so as to justify a capture

cannot be defined by any exact terms. The question was discussed

before Mr. Justice Story, in the case of the George {b), when it was

cargo. It is therefore to be con- no confidence reposed nor any volnn-

sidered as a justifiable seizure, in tary election of the person in whose
which all that the law requii-es of the care the property is left. It is a com-
captor is that he should be held pulsory act of justifiable force, but
responsible for duo diligence. But E^till of such force as removes from
on questions of this kind there is one the owner any responsibility for the

position sometimes advanced, which imprudent or incautious conduct of

does not meet with my entire assent, the prize-master. It is not enough,
namely, that captors are answerable therefore, that a person in that situa-

only for such care as they would take tion uses as much caution as he would
of their own jn'operty. Thi.s, I think, use about his own affairs. The law
is not a just criterion in such case, rcquii-es that there should be no
for a man may with respect to his deficiency of due diligence ; and this

own property encounter risks from is the point which you will have to

views of particular advantage, or determine on the evidence laid before

from a natural disposition of rash- you."
ncss, which would be entii-ely un- (2) Ante, p. 209.

justifiable in respect to the custody (a) 1 Acton, 10. [Not republished,
of the goods of another person which The quofation comprises the entire

have come to his hands by an act of judgment on appeal.]

force. In cases of capture there is (b) 1 Mason, 24.
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contended that, in order to exempt captors from costs and damages, 1S55

the case against the ship at the time of seizure must be such as ^ "23*^ '

pri//HI facie to warrant condemnation, or, at all events, that a resto- -^"ff^^J 19-

ration hj a Court of Prize without further proof is conclusive The Ostsee.

evidence of a defect of probable cause. Mr. Justice Story expresses Ri„ht Hon.

his dissent from these propositions, in which we agree with him ;

'^- Peniberton

and he then expresses himself in these terms (p. 26) :
" If, there-

fore, there be a reasonable suspicion of illegal traffic, or a reason-

able doubt as to the proprietary interest, the national character, or

the legality of the conduct of the parties, it is proper to submit

the cause for adjudication before the proper Prize Tribunal ; and

the captors will be justified, although the Court slioidd acquit

without tlie formality of ordering further proof." In this case

there was abundant ground of suspicion, and the demand of

damages was rejected.

Neither in the texts, nor in the decided eases to which we have

thus referred, do we find it stated that, in order to subject captors

to condemnation in costs and damages, vexatious conduct on tlieir

part must be proved (except as some degree of vexation is neces-

sarily implied in the detention of a vessel without reasonable cause,

after she has been searched), or that honest mistake, though occa-

sioned by the act of the government of which they are subjects,

can relieve them from their liability to make good to a foreigner

and neutral (and with this case alone we are dealing) the damage

wliich, by their conduct, he has sustained.

Nor is it easy to perceive upon what grounds of reason or justice

such excuses could rest.

If costs and damages were inflicted as a punishment on captors,

honest intention woidd be a consideration of the greatest weight

;

but the principle on which they are awarded is that of affording

compensation to a party who has been injiu-ed. Vexatious conduct

on the part of the captors has, in some cases, been alluded to as

removing all reluctance on the part of the judge to award costs

and damages, as in tlie Ne/zirsis (0), or as forming a ground for

((•) Edwards' Eep. 50. [Not ro- turo of a British sliip on unjustifiable

}niblish.ed. The decision was based on grounds. " It is impossible to con-

tho special facts of the case, costs and ccive the least shadow of an excuse for

damages being awarded for the cap- such conduct."—Per Sir W. Scott.]
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1855 A\]uit aro termed vindictive damages, or for suLjeetiDg the cajjtors

FrbrKari/ 10, ^^ ^.^g^g ^J^^y Jamagos or depriving tlicm of tlieir expenses, when,

^i>>/ii.st 19, ])ixt for sucli conduct, they might have Leen entith^d to their

TheOstbek. expenses against the claimants, as in the cases of the Spcciifa-

H' TTTi ''"'" ("')' ^'^° IFas/iiiif/foii {e), and several others; but no case was

T. JVniiKTtnn (Kod to US at tlio Bar, nor have we been ahle to find any, in which

wilful misconduct on the part of the captors has been stated to be

a necessary ingredient in an ordinary condemnation in costs and

damages.

So as to error occasioned by the proceedings of their own govern-

ment. The captors act as the agents of tlie State of which they

are citizens, and which must ultimately be responsible for their

acts. Prize Courts afford the remedy as between the indi'siduals,

which otherwise must be sought by the government of the claimants

against the government of the captors ; but the mode of proceeding

cannot affect the right to redress, and if the State could not urge

its own mistakes as a justification of its own wrong, neither, it

should seem, should individual citizens be permitted to do so.

The law of nations upon these points appears to us to be settled

by decisions both in the American and European Courts. In the

case of the Channing Betsey (/), in 1804, the captain of an

American ship of war had seized in America a vessel which was

held upon the evidence to have become Danish property. The

Court was of opinion that the orders issued by the American

Government were such as might well have misled the captor ; but

it was decided (the judgment being delivered by a most eminent

lawyer, Chief Justice Marshall) that the claimants were entitled to

costs and damages against the captors (though not vindictive

damages which had been awai'ded in the Court below), and that

the olHccr, if he had acted in obedience to orders or had been

misled by his government, must be indemnified by the State.

Precisely the same doctrine, though without reference to this deci-

sion, was laid down some years afterwards by Lord Stowell in the

case of the Actecon (g).

There an American ship sailing imder a British licence had been

captured by one of his Majesty's frigates, imder the command of

((/) Vol. I. p. 237. (/) 2 Cranch, 64.

(e) Yol. I. p. ooo. Ig) Ante, p. 209.
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Captain Capel, who, being unable to spare men to take cliarge of 1855

lior, had destroyed the vessel and cargo. It was a case, therefore, -^'^*'"'"y i^.

in which all possible suspicion of selfish or improper motives for ^"ffn^t 13-

the capture was out of the question, yet Lord Stowell decreed The Ostsee.

restitution, with costs and damages, and laid down the principles Rjo-ht Hon
of his decision in these terms :

—'* This question arises on the act "^^ Pemberton

. .
Leigh.

of destruction of a valuable ship and cargo by one of his Majesty's

cruisers. On the part of the claimants, restitution has been

demanded, and there can be no doubt they are entitled to receive

it ; indeed, I imdorstand that it is not now opposed by the cni^tor

himself; but it remains to be settled what is to be the measm-e of

restitution—how far it is to be carried. The natui'al rule is, that

if a party be unjustly deprived of his property, he ought to be put

as nearly as possible in the same state as he was before the depri-

vation took place ; technically speaking, he is entitled to restitution

with costs and damages. This is the general rule upon the subject,

but like all other general rules it must be subject to modification.

If, for instance, any circumstances appear which show that the

suffering party has himself furnished occasion for the capture ; if

he lias by his own conduct in some degree contributed to the loss;

then he is entitled to a somewhat less degree of compensation to

what is technically called simple restitution.

" This is the general rule of law applicable to cases of tliis

description and the modification to which it is subject. Neither

does it make any difference whether the party inflicting the injury

has acted from improper motives or otherwise. If the captor has

boon guilty of no wilful misconduct, but has acted from error and

mistake only, the suffering party is still entitled to full compen-

sation, provided, as I before observed, he has not by any conduct

of his own contributed to the loss."

His Lordship, then, after observing that the act of Captain

Capel in destropng the vessel might have been a very meritorious

act as regarded his own government, and that he was not charge-

able with any corrupt or malicious motives, but acted, in all

probability in obedience to orders, concludes his judgment in these

A\ords :
—" But this will not affect the right of the American

claimant, whom I must pronounce to bo entitled to restitution,

with costs aud damages ; and I beg it may be understood that I
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1855 do Fo witlioiit monning in the slightest degree to tlirow any impu-
Fil'niar!/\0,

|„|;,„, f„, (],,. ,.,„i,l,i(.[ niid character of Captain Capel, but merely

jiiiffiiMt 19. f,),. j],(3 purpose of giving a duo measure of restitution to thr-

TiikOstskk. <-liiimant."

J..
TTTj Tliis judgiiient was pronounced hy Sir "William Scott in the

T, r(>mi)(itnn nionth of May, 1815, almost at the very close of the war, and it is

in perfect conformity with the rules laid down at its commence-

ment in the paper already referred to in the year 1794.

The same decision on the same grounds was pronounced by the

same learned judge immediately afterwards in the case of the

Eii/m (//).

It is needless to refer to all the other cases which were cited at

the Bar, but there is one large class which so strongly illustrates

the princijile that it may be proper to adveii to it. "We allude to

what are called the Cape Nicola Mole cases.

In the early part of the last war a number of French and Dutch

vessels and cargoes were captured by British ships, and sent in for

adjudication to the Court of Admiralty of St. Domingo. Several

of the ships and cargoes were condemned, and the proceeds of the

captures distributed in the years 1797 and 1798.

It was afterwards discovered, that although the Court of St.

Domingo was properl}' constituted as a civil Court of Admiralty,

and his Majesty's instructions had been addressed to it as a Prize

Court, yet, by mistake, no warrant had been issued to give it a

prize jurisdiction against France or Holland, although there had

been a prize warrant against Spain.

Some time afterwards some of the owners of the captured pro-

perty having discovered this error, the effect of which was that the

Court had no jurisdiction, instituted proceedings in the High

Court of Admiralty, calling upon the captors to proceed to adju-

dication. These proceedings were instituted nearl}- two years after

the sentence, when the property had been distributed, the crews

dispersed, the papers probably lost or destroj'ed, and when it was

scarcely possible that the truth of the cases could be made to

appear on the part of the captors. In one of these cases, the

Unhlali (/), Lord Stowell, in 1801, overruled the protest of the

(A) Antt, p. 213, note. («) Vol. I. p. 303.
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captors against the proceedings ; and, in 1804, in determining a 1855

question upon the registrar's report {the Driver) {/i), he speaks of -^**'"'(^'^y i^.

it as " one of that unfortunate class of cases in which this Court ^«i"'«< 19.

has felt itself under the necessity of decreeing restitution, with the Ostsee.

costs and damages." Rij,^Ion.

In all these cases where restitution was ordered, we believe that, T. Pemberton
Leigh,

on reference to tlie registrar's hooks, it will be found that the

captors were condemned in the costs of the proceedings in the

Court at Cape Nicola Mole.

Surely, if the absence of misconduct on the part of the captors,

if honest error, occasioned by the blunders of the government, or

the consideration of hardshijD upon individual officers, acting in

discharge of their duties, could in any case afford a protection

against the claims of a neutral, such protection would liave been

afforded by the circumstances of these cases. Yet the captors

were held liable by the Coui*t of Admiralty, and were afterwards,

we understand, indemnified at the expense of the public.

To apply, then, these rules to the facts of this case.

It appears that the ship was captured on the ground of some

supposed breach of blockade. The mate, on his examination,

says :
—" I did not hear of any port or place being blockaded imtil

the 1st of June, 1854, when we were taken. When they came on

board thoy told us there was a blockade, and asked us if we did

not know it."

The master says :
—" I did not know of any blockade whatever

;

I did not hear of any blockade. It is true I heard from Sii"

Charles Napier, after the capture, that I had broken the blockade

;

but I did not knowingly enter or leave any blockaded port, place,

river, or coast. I did not hear of it except from Sir C. Napier on

the morning following the day of captm-e. lie sent a boat for

me, and I was taken on board the admiral's ship, and he told mo

of it."

This is all that appears upon the evidence Avith respect to tlio

grounds of seizure, but the papers on board tlie ship distinctly

showed the port from which she had sailed and tliat to whicli slie

was addressed; and it may not be immaterial to observi^ thnt,

(/,) Eub. lio. [Not republishetl.]
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1855 ulfliough sonif of tlu'so documonts wore in languages of which

23^ ^' I'^'iglish seamen miglit well ho supposed ignorant, yet the material

Auyiisi 19. iads are staled in an English certificate, signed by the British

TheOstsee. vice-consul at llostock. From these papers it api)e:ired that she

Right Hon. ^"*^^ sailed from Cronstadt, and was bound for Elsinore for order.-.

T. iVmijrrton "^y^ ^^^.q ^^ f^j. granted, therefore, that it was for a supposed

breach of blockade in sailing from Cronstadt that she was seized

;

and this is the only ground upon which the ease was rested on the

argument before us. Now, in order to justify a condemnation

for breach of blockade, three things must bo proved :— 1st, the

existence of an actuiil blockade ; 2ndly, the knowledge of the

party ; 3rdly, some act of violation, either by going in or coming

out with a cargo laden after the commencement of the blockade.

{TheBetsei/{l).)

The instructions to her Majesty's commanders upon this subject

for the present war are, that if any vessel shall be found coming

out of any blockaded port, which she shall have previously entered

in breach of such blockade, or if she shall have any goods on board

laden after knowledge of the blockade, such ship and goods shall

be seized, and sent in for adjudication. (Ai'ticle X.)

Now, when this ship was seized, was there any reasonable ground

for suspicion that she was liable to seizure under these instruc-

tions ?

It appeared distinctly upon her papers, as the facts upon inquiry

turn out to be, that on the 25th of March, 1854, before the decla-

ration of war against Russia, this ship was on her voyage from

Leith to Cronstadt ; that she was on that day chartered for a

voyage with a cargo of wheat from Cronstadt to England, or

countries in alliance or amity with England, according to orders

Avhioh she might receive at Elsinore ; that on the 10th of May the

shipment of her cargo had been completed ; and that by the IGth

she had complied with all the formalities requii-ed to enable her to

leave Cronstadt ; and that when she was taken she was on her

direct coiu'se from that port to Elsinore.

Cronstadt was not blockaded at the time when she entered that

port, nor at the time when she took her cargo on board, nor at the

(7) Vol. I. p. 63.
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time when she left Cronstadt, nor even at tlie time when she was 1855

captured, nor for more than tliree weeks afterwards ; and no '^ '^"2-^^ '

blockade of Cronstadt had been proclaimed either by the British '-i-ngt'iit 19-

Government or by the admiral. The Ostsee.

It is said that the admiral had, on the 16th of April, in Kioge Rif,ht Hon.

Bay, proclaimed an intention of blockading all Russian ports, and

that certain ports in the Gulf of Finland were actually blockaded

on the 28th of May, and perhaps at an earlier period ; but there

was not the slightest ground for suspecting that this ship had left

any other port than Cronstadt, or had any intention of entering

any other Russian port.

What colour of reason, then, could there be for seizing under

such circumstances this vessel, which did not fall under any one of

the conditions which are required by the instructions to concur in

order to justify sending in the ship for adjudication ?

It is said that there was a confusion with respect to the blockades

in the Baltic, and the several gulfs of Finland, Riga and Botlinia.

But, in the first place, with respect to the port of Cronstadt, we

find no trace in the evidence of any confusion or doubt as to the

period when the blockade commenced, and if there had been, it

was a confusion created only by the acts and in the minds of lier

Majesty's officers, and could not, therefore, according to the

principles which we have collected from the authorities, have

afforded any answer to a neutral perfectly innocent of all fault,

and not by any act or neglect of ids, voluntary or involuntary,

exposed to any suspicion.

But it is said that although there might be no ground for

suspecting this ship of breach of blockade, yet a captor is not

confined to the case upon which the seizure was made, and thai a

vessel sent in for adjudication upon one ground may, if the facts

warrant it, be subjected to condemnation on anotlier.

Of this rule there is no doubt. Whether, when a ship is sent

in for adjudication as a neutral, and there appears to be no reason-

able cause for having sent lier in as such, a captor can excuse

liimself from costs and damages by alleging irregularities in her

papers, whicli might have led, but did not in fact lead, him to

doubt her neutrality, is a question which it will bo time enough to

consider when it arises. This question, as regards non-commis-
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issrj sioned captors, is disoupscMl, ami in our opinion most properly
Fehrua^!, 19,

(|p^.j,ipj^ -^y ^jjo loamea judgo of tho Admiralty, in the case of tlio

^i<t9»i>i '9- sloop Elizc, nf/ivriri.'ir Willtdmine {in).

TuE OsTSEE. In this case it is not open to doubt upon tho CNidonce that tho

Ripht ilnn. OfitKvc was iu truth a neutral ship, and nothing suspicious is found
"^

L^rlP^"" on hoard her. But it is said that she ought to have had on board

a sea pass from tho Mecklenburg Government, describing and

identifying her, f^nd that no such pass is amongst the documents

produced. It is very true that no such document is found there,

but unfortunately, in this as well as in other respects, there has

been some irregularity on the part of the captors. By the Act

17 & 18 Vict. c. 18, it is enacted, and by her Majesty's instruc-

tions, in conformity with the Act, it is ordered (Art. II.), that the

captor shall bring into Court all books, papers, passes, sea briefs,

and other documents and writings whatsoever, as shall be delivered

up or found on board any captured vessels, and the captor, or one

of his chief officers, or some other person who was present at the

capture, and saw the said papers and writings delivered up or

otherwise on board at the time of the capture, shall make oath that

the said papers and writings are brought in as they were received

and taken, without any fraud, addition, subduction, alteration, or

embezzlement whatsoever, or otherwise shall account for the same

upon oath to the satisfaction of the Court.

It is obvious that unless the papers are verified in the manner

pointed out by these instructions, that is, by the oath of some

person who saw them taken, there can be no secm'ity that the

papers brought in are all the papers on board the ship.

Now, iu this case, neither the captor, nor any person present at

the captm-e, nor any person who can have any personal knowledge

w^hatever on the subject, has made the affidavit. It appeal's that a

gentleman named Huxham, one of the officers on board of the

Duhe of Wellington, the Hag ship, was sent home in charge of

this vessel, and he brings in certain papers, which he swears were

all that were delivered to him by Captain Otter, with certain

exceptions, which he specifies and accounts for.

On the other hand, the master, Yoss, iu bis answer to the

(?n) Ante, p. 327.
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7th interrogatory, states that the ship had a sea pass on board 1855

from tlie Mecklenburg Grovernment, and in liis answer to the 28th ^''^''l^^!/
^^y

interrogatory lie says it was on board when he took the command ^ixffi'xt 19.

of the sliip and previously thereto. Now, when it is remembered Thb Ostsee.

that, from the nature of the case, Mr. Iluxham's affida-sit offers
Ri„i,t Hon.

no contradiction to this statement, and that the sup])0sed absence "^^ P^mbcrton

.
Lcijrh.

of this paper appears to have excited no remark at the time of the

capture, and to have occasioned no doubt as to the ship's neutrahty,

it is impossible to attribute any weight to this cu'cumstance.

We will now advert to the principal cases cited for the respon-

dents, by Avhich it was argued that the rules which we have above

stated Avere luodified, or exceptions engrafted upon them, which

are sufficient to protect the captors ; but in doing so we must

premise that, unless the rule itself be qualified, its stringency is

not affected by the circumstance that it may not always have been

applied by the judge who lays it down, to cases in which those

who are bound by its authority may consider that it was applicable.

The application, of course, must depend upon the opinion of the

judge in each particular case.

The first case relied on was the Betsey {n) .

There an American ship was found in the harbom* of Guada-

loupe, at the time when the island was captured by the British

forces ; there were cu-cumstances which, in the opinion of Lord

Stowell, threw great doubt upon the point whether she was neutral

or enemies' property, and made a seizure justifiable, for the purpose

of further inquiry'. The learned judge, it is true, remarks that

the question whether there was or not a blockade in existence

when tlie ship entered the port was one of nicety, which had only

been recently decided by the Lords of Appeal, and rcquii'ed more

legal discrimination than could be required from military persons

;

but he does not appear to have rested his jmlgment upon that

ground.

The next case relied on was the Luna (o), which is, no doubt, a

strong decision, for in the case of a captm-e made from a neutral,

under a mistaken construction by the captors of a British Order in

(;/) Vol. I. p. G3. the facts and decision avo set out next

(o) The Luuu. [Not republished ; page in this judgiuout.] [Edw. 190.]

R.—VOL. n. or.
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1855 Council, the learned judge not only relieved the captors from costs

February 19, q^jj^j damages, but gave tliem tlieir expenses out of tlie captured

August 19. property.

Thb Ostsek. I^ ra\xs,i bo admitted that the mistake of the captors was not an

unnatural one : they thought tliat an Order in Council of April 2G,

T. I'einbcrton Ib'OU, which declared a strict blockade " of all ports and places

^^^^'
under the Government of France, together with the colonies,

plantations, and settlements in the possession of that government,"

extended to St. Sebastian in S[iain, which was then, and had been

for two years, in the possession of the French.

The facts of the case are not stated in the report so fully as to

enable us to form an accurate judgment of the degree of suspicion

which might really attach to the ship. The question of expenses

does not seem to have been argued, and Lord Stowell probably felt

that he was going to the very verge of the law, for he says :
" I

cannot in this instance refuse the captors their expenses, but in no

future case arising on the same state of facts wdll the Court grant

this indulgence."

This judgment was pronounced in the year 1810, during the

conflict between the French, Berlin, and Milan Decrees on the one

hand, and the retaliatory British Orders in Council on the other.

Whatever may be thought of the particular decision, the general

rule with its modifications is laid down five years afterwards, in the

case of the Acfcuoii, by the same learned judge in the terms which

we have stated.

If, however, these cases be held to establish the principle that

there may be questions of so much nicety in the construction of

public documents, or the determination of unsettled points of law,

as to exonerate captors from what would ordinarily be the conse-

quence of their mistake, they will not much assist the argument of

the respondents here, where no questions of la^^- of any kind appear

to have existed.

The other authorities mainly relied on by the respondents do not

relate to disputes between belligerents and neutrals. They are

either cases in which the rights of belligerents only were involved,

as where captures had been made by one belligerent from another

in ignorance that peace had been restored, or where no belligerent

rights at all were involved, as in the captiu^e of ships engaged in

the slave trade.
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The rules laid down in these eases may have an indirect, but 1855

only an indirect, application to rpicstions between belligerents and ^< *'"'^^'^'"y ^^>

neutrals. Aur/nst 19.

The case of the Jo/ui (p) was one of the fomier class. The Ostsee.

There a captui-e of an American vessel liad been made by a RipttHon
British cruiser in ignorance that war between Great Britain and '^- Pemberton

. Leiu'ii.

America had ceased, and the prize having been lost by unavoidable

accident, the captor was called upon for restitution.

The case was one which, as the learned judge intimates, might

be provided for by the treaty of peace between the two nations, and

on which, as between them, there might or might not be a claim

against the British Grovernment according to its terms, and

according as the British Government had or had not taken due

means for giving notice of the peace to its officer ; and he lays it

down that the officer being under invincible ignorance, and being

in possession bond fido, was not responsible for the loss which had

occurred.

In another case of the same kind, the Mentor (q), Lord Stowell

seems to have tliought that when an act of mischief was done by

the King's officers, though through ignorance, it Avould not neces-

sarily follow that they would be protected from civil responsibihty,

but that the party injm'ed might resort to a Coiu't of Prize, and

that the officer must look to his own government for reimburse-

ment. "Whether all the doctrines laid clown in these two cases are

quite consistent with each other may perhaps admit of some doubt

;

but they belong, as we have already observed, to a different class

of cases from that which we have to decide ; and if all the doctrines

found in the Jo/in were applied to a case between neutrals and

belligerents, they would afford no protection to the captors here,

where there was no invincible ignorance, where everything

depended on the admiral's own acts, whether lie had or had not

established a blockade of Cronstadt.

It was then urged that the captors, having acted Ooiui fide, ought

to be indemnified by her Majesty's Government, and that there are

cases in which the Court of Admiralty has either made an order

against the government, or has rcfusod to make an order against

{p) See (lute, p. 2:32. (7) Vol. I. p. ;»«;.

o o 2
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isjj ilic captor uulcss the govenimcnt would undertake to indemnify

Aut/itsc 19. "XMio cases relied on for this purpose are the Zachcman {>•) and the

TheOstske. San Jiiau KrpoDixceno {-s).

llighUlon. I^ tli« former the Crown, having by treaty the right of pre-

T. ivinhcrt^iii onii)tion of certain ffoods seized as contraband, had improperly
LcIkii.

delayed to exercise such right. In the latter the slaves, the value

of wliich was souglit to be recovered, had been liberated by the

Crown.

In both tliese cases the Crown either had taken, or had the right

to take, the property, the value of which was demanded from the

captors. In neither was any order made against the government,

nor is it easy to see how any could have been made.

But it is sufficient to say, that in the case before us no blame of

any kind appears to be imputable to the government. They had

contributed by no act or default of theirs to the capture. They

had not, at the time when it took place, proclaimed any blockade

of Cronstadt, nor done anything to mislead the naval officers in

that respect.

Whether in any case where her Majesty's naval officers may have

acted wrongfully as regards neutrals, but are liable to no imputa-

tion of wilful misconduct, it may or may not be expedient, with a

view to the efficiency of the navy and the interest of the public

service, to indemnify such officers at the public expense, against the

legal consequences of their acts, must be left to the consideration of

those who are entrusted with the executive authority of the Crown.

Sitting here judicially, we can only administer the law as we find

it between the claimants and the captors.

It is then said that in this case the sending in the ship must be

treated as the act of the admiral, and not of Captain Otter. When
a subordinate officer does an act under the immediate order of his

superior, it may well be that the superior officer should be

responsible for it. The principles applicable to this subject are

discussed and explained in the Mentor, already referred to, and the

Eleanor {t), before the American Courts in 1817. But here we are

dealing with the actual captor, who demands adjudication of the

{,) Vol. I. p. 439. the Slave Trade AboHtion Acts.]

(s) 1 Ilagg. 265. [Appeal under (i!) 2 Wicat. 357.
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sliip and cargo, aud who, for all purposes of this suit, must ho i8.jo

treated as the party responsible to the claimant. With any rights ^"^^'[^^^y i^-

or liabilities as between Captain Otter and Sir Charles Xapier we ^«i"'«< 19-

have hero nothing to do. Tub Ostsee.

It is then said, that if the captors had been admitted to prove the Ri^l^^on
circumstances of the capture the case might have worn a different T. Pemberton

aspect. But the principle of the Prize Com-t is that the case is, in

the first instance, to be tried on evidence coming fi'oni the cap-

tured ; and if upon such evidence no doubt arises, the property is

to be restored instantly—to use the expression of Lord Mansfield,

in Linda v. Rodneij {it), " velia kcatis.'' The liberty to enter

into proof on the part of the captors is rarely granted, and is

attended with great inconvenience, as is well explained by

Lord Stowell in the case of the ITaabef (r). No doubt the cir-

cumstance that the case is decided exclusively upon evidence

proceeding from the claimants is deserving of great attention,

when it is sought to condemn captors in costs and damages, and

makes it fit that the Court should look with groat jealousy at tho

evidence, with a view to see whether there might not be reasonable

ground of seizure, before it pronounces such a decree. But we

can see, in the case before us, nothing to excite any suspicion or to

induce us to think that if an application for liberty to give evidence

on the part of the captors had been made in proper time, it ought

to have been complied with, or, if complied with, would have

altered the complexion of the case. However that may be, we do

not mean, in any degree, to afPect the rules of law upon this point

as tlioy now exist. In the present case the captor was aware,

before the cause came on, of tho question which alone was to bo

discussed; if he thought his case could be bettered b}^ further

proof, and that he was entitled to give it, he should have applied

for such liberty before the case was heard, and he cannot reason-

ably make such an application after the hearing.

It is then said that there is a distinction to be made in these

cases between officers of her Majesty's navy and privateers; that

the Court has a large discretion in such subjects, and ought not to

press with severity \ipon men who arc acting in the discharge of a

difficult and important duty.

(«) 2 iJoiig. 014. «(/) Vol. I. p. 524.
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iKo.) I^hat, for injiiiy puri)oses, there is u clear distinction to bo made
Irbniari/ii),

i)p(^yej>j^ public Rud privuto ships of war, and that there are the

AinjKi^i 19. strongest reasons for making such distinction, can admit of no

Tub Ostske. douLt ; but, as regards the particular rule in question, that a

RiKhtTroii. capture without probable or reasonable cause exposes the captors to

'l\ iVnibiTton condoTuiiation in costs and damafj^os, we find it laid down in the
Luigli.

.

text books and the decided cases, both foreign and domestic,

as applicable to captors generally, to public and private ships

indifferently.

In the case of the Lkchj {w), Mr. Justice Story states distinctly :

" Public and private ships must be governed by the same principle."

Again, as to the discretion to be exercised by the Court. When
the application of a rule depends on the absence or existence of

misconduct in both or either of the litigants, the greater or less

degree of that misconduct, the existence or absence of suspicion

attaching to a particular ship or cargo, the greater or less degree

of it, and the causes to which it is, in whole or in part, to be

attributed, it is obvious that there must necessarily be a very large

discretion left to the judge, for scarcely any two cases can in all

sucli respects be precisely the same. But when once, in the opinion

of the judge with whom the decision rests, a particular case is

brought clearly within a particular rule, it should seem that his

discretion is at an end. It is not a question merely of costs of

suit, but of reparation for a wrong which, when an accidental loss

has afterwards occurred, may extend to the whole value of the

ship and cargo.

Nor, if we were at liberty to relax settled rules upon our owa
notions of justice and policy, are we quite prepared to say that we
should do so in this instance. The law which we are to lay down

cannot be confined to the British navy ; the rule must be applied

to captors of all nations. No country can be permitted to establish

an exceptional rule in its own favoiu', or in favour of particular

classes of its own subjects. On the law of nations, foreign deci-

sions are entitled to the same weight as those of the country in

which the tribunal sits. America has adopted almost all of her

principles of prize law from the decisions of English Com-ts, and

whatever may have been the case in former times, no authorities

{w) 1 Gallis. 327.
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are now cited in English Courts, in cases to which they are 1 8.5.5

applicable, with greater respect than those of the distinguished ^''^''"^n/ ^^,

jurists of France and America. Whatever is held in England to ^uffx^f 19.

justify or excuse an officer of the British navy will he held by the The Ostsee.

tribunals of every country, both on this and the other side of the RightHon.

Atlantic, to justify or excuse the captors of their own nation. '^- ^emberton

By the usage of all countries, captors have a great interest in

increasing the number of prizes. The temptation to send in ships

for adjudication is sufficiently strong. Is it too much to say that

where no ground of suspicion can be shown, and all that the captor

can allege is that he did wrong under a mistake, he .should make

good in temperate damages the injmy which he has occasioned ?

Ought a captor to be permitted to say to tiie captured, " True,

nothing suspicious appeared in your case at the time of seizure, but

upon further inc[uuy something might have been discovered. I

had a right to take my chance
;
you have nothing to complain of.

I subjected you to no unnecessary inconvenience. Gro about your

business, and be thankful for your escape " ?

We cannot think that this would be deemed a satisfactory

answer to a British neutral seized by a foreign belligerent.

Upon the whole, therefore, after the most anxious consideration,

having sought in vain for any circumstances which could afford in

this case a probable cause for capture, we cannot hold the captors

exempted from all responsibility, though the damage will, in all

probability, prove to be but small. The amount must be referred

to the registrar in the usual way; but we shall advert to some

circumstances which ought to be attended to in making the com-

putation.

No complaint is made of any vexatious conduct on the part of

the captors, or of any imdue delay iu sending home the vessel.

London appears to have been one of the ports to which the charter-

party provided that she might be sent. For any delay wliieh may

be attributable to the claimants themselves, the captors of course

cannot be held responsible.

The exact time of the ship's arrival in London does not appear.

It was stated at the Bar to have been on the 2()th of June.

On the ord of July a monition was taken out and the ship's

papers were brought in ; on the 6th the monition was posted up at
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185') ilir lii.yjil J'Lxclmngf^ ; an<I on llio Tlh nf July tlio fxamination of

Frbruar;/ 19, |]j|, ^yit iiosscs III piurpfimlorio was eomplfted.

Aufimt 19. It seems probiiblo tliat as tlio sliip liad previously traded with

The Ostsf.e. tliis eountry, and one of her contemplated destinations was tho

Ri"lTTlon ^^^^ coast of England, the owner, or at all events Brockelman, the

T. I'tnibcrtou part-owner of the sliip and sole owner of tho cargo, had agents in

tliis country.

On the lOlli of July, at all events, tlie present claimant came

forward and gave bail, but his claim was not consistent with tlie

fact, for he alleged Brockelman to be the sole o's\Tier both of tlie

ship and cargo, omitting the other part-owners of the ship, and no

affidavit accompanied the claim ; an amended claim and affidavit

were afterwards brought in, but not till the -3 1st of July.

On the 2nd of August an offer was made by the captors to

restore on payment of their exj)enses, and no answer was returned

to this till the 10th, when the claimants rejected it, expressing

their hope of obtaining £2,000 for damages.

On the 19th of August the case was heard and restitution took

place.

We think that three weeks, at least, of the delay in this case

must be imputed to the claimants, and that in respect of this period

no damage or demurrage must be allowed to the ship or cargo.

We shall recommend that the claimants have their costs in the

Court below, but that no costs should be given of this appeal.

We have thought it fit to enter so fully into the grounds of our

decision, not only on account of the great importance of the

general principles which have been brought into discussion, but

out of the deference which we must always feel for any opinion of

the learned judge from whom we are compelled to differ, and to

whose deliberate judgment, if it were consistent with oirr duty to

do so, we should willingly surrender our own. But this case

seems to have passed without much discussion in the Court below,

certainly without that full examination of the princijiles and the

authorities, both in this and foreign countries, for which we are

indebted to the able arguments addressed to us from the Bar. The

cases in which during the late war restitution was attended AWth

costs and damages turn out on inquir}* to be more numerous than

was supposed.
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Wo have been guided to the conclusion at \Nhich \\v have arrived i8o5

by what we consider to be establislied principles. They appear to ^^^>'"'^!^v 19,

us to be founded both in justice and convenience, reconciling as ^i'i/"st 19.

far as possible (wliat it is very difficult to reconcile) the conflicting The Ostsee.

rights of belligerents and neutrals. We have adopted thera, how- Ri^hTnou.

ever, not upon any views of our own, but because we consider '^-

^L™i!h'^*°^

them to have been recognised and acted upon by the general con-

sent of nations (./•)

.

THE JEANNE MARIE. [Sp^"'^^' i*^'!

Blockade—Neidral— Curfjo Oirner—LiahiUtij for Act of A(jnit—Eijirsti.

Tho rules as to blockade may bo relaxed in the case of a cargo oAviier,

ignorant of a blockade, who has purchased cargo in a blockaded port

before the declaration of war, which cargo is brought out of a blockaded

port without knowledge on his part of the blockade.

This was a Dutch ship, which left Amsterdam in ballast on tlie
185.)

Jani((iri/\'i,\6.

18tli of April, and proceeded to Elsinoro for orders. She cleared y,hiua,ij8.

out from Elsinore on the 5th of May, entered Riga on the 16th,

put a cargo on board in that port, cleared out on the 27th, and was

captured by her Majesty's sloop of war Arc/ter on the 30th, about

fifty miles from Eiga.

Dii. LusiiixGTON.—This is a Dutch ship whicli loft Amsterdam

in ballast on the 18th of April, proccedod to Elsinore for orders,

cleared out from that port on the 5th of May, entered Riga on tlie

1 Gth day of May, put on board a cargo in that port, cleared on the

27th, and was captured on the 30th.

As to tlie ship and freight there is no (juestion, tliey umst be

condemned for breach of blockade; and I must add that all the

evidence in this case, and all the conduct of Mr. Schrcoder satisfies

(.r) The claimants laid their dam- -n-ith interest at 1 per ci-nt. per aniunn

ages at £l,i){)l los. 6-/., which, upon from tho IDth August, 1SJ4, until

a reference to the registrar and mcr- paid. The amount was subse<iuently

chants, was reduced to £1, '223 lS)s.(5'/., paid by her ^rijesty's Government.
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is/j.^) mo— if, iiulood, I liail iiol Ih-cii olliorwiso satisfied—ol' the perfoct

'^Tbnlaly'^^' knowlod-o wl.Irh all tho pavlios at Eiga had of th(,- blockade

(Ic facto, and of tlm fallacies tlioy iiiduli^ed in with ix'.sn(?ct to the

Makik. absonco of formal notification, and of a blockading squadron inimo-

I)^ diatcly off Riga. It is miidi to b(! lamented that persons filling

Lushiugtou.
gyi^^.]^ i-ysjionsiblo situations should not ("xereise more caution.

The cargo, liowever, may stand in a different position ; it does

not belong to the owner of the ship, but to different persons, being

Dutch subjects.

The master's account is as follows : He says that the cargo con-

sisted of sixty lasts of hemp and twenty-nine lasts of hemp -seed

;

that the laders are Messrs. Kriiger & Company, of Riga ; and

the owner, Mr. Schroeder, of Amsterdam, for whom the cargo had

been purchased in 1853.

The charter-party was signed in Amsterdam on the 14th of

April ; the master received it in a letter at Elsinore. He says it

was a condition of the charter-party—and so it appears—to go to

Riga to load seed for Amsterdam, and that it should be void if the

vessel should be prevented by blockade. At Elsinore the master,

according to his own account, applied to the Netherlands consul for

advice and information, and, acting upon his own judgment

thereon, proceeded to Riga.

This is, as relates to the cargo, tho substance of the master's

evidence, and it appears to me to be substantiated by the further

proofs. Then here is a Dutch merchant, with property in a

Russian port, bought in December, 18o3, and January, 1854, three

months before hostilities ; he charters a vessel to bring it away as

soon as practicable after the ice breaks up. Such charter is entered

into, and the vessel sails before any knowledge of the blockade

could be supposed to have reached Amsterdam. A blockade was

expected, and that contingency was provided against by the charter-

party being void if it took place.

The master of the vessel M-as not the agent of the owmer of the

cargo. Assuming him to have left Elsinore vd.\h a knowledge of

the blockade, it does not appear to me that such act can be ascribed

to the owner of the cargo. I think, therefore, that if any breach

of the blockade by ingress has been committed, the owner of the

cargo is innocent.
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As to egress, the ease stands in a different position. The 1855

shippers of the cargo were certainly the agents of the owners of the •^"""^''if^^^^^'

cargo, and tliey ordered the goods to be laden on board this ship,

in breaeli of blockade. Of this the owners were most probably not Mabie.

cognizant.
—

The question is whether they ought to be held responsible for Lushington.

the acts of their agents. We all know that, as a general rule of

law, principals must be bound by the acts of their agents ; but tliis

Com-t, as appears by many judgments, is not disposed to cany this

rule to the full extent to which it might properly be applied in

ordinary transactions. It looks with indulgence, and I think witli

a just indulgence, to those cases where neutrals, without any fault

of theii' own, have had their property placed in jeoj^ardy by the

breaking out of hostilities, and the acts of agents over wliom tliey

could not at the time exercise control, and who might liave an

interest in the very act which endangered the property of their

principals.

I will refer to two or three cases in order to see whether the

})resent case faiiiy falls within the principle. The JSeptioufn was a

case arising out of the blockade of Amsterdam
;
part of the cargo,

belonging to Hamburg merchants, was condemned under the

general rule respecting shipments in a blockaded port ; but with

respect to other parts belonging to residents in Portugal, the Court

was prayed to allow them to show that the shipments were made

under orders given previous to the blockade ; and Lord Stowell

said :
" It might be attended with great hardship to neutral mer-

chants if a responsibility for the acts of agents in the enemy's

country was to be bound down witliout any consideration on them

with the same strictness with which the law imputes the acts of

agents in ordinary cases to their employers ; it is obvious that such

agents may have private interests in shipping off tlie mercliandiso

of their ports whilst under blockade, without attending sufficiently

to the risk of their principals "(//). Accordingly, lie permitted the

orders to be produced, that it might be seen whether tliere had

been time for counter-ordering the shi})mcnts after the notifioation

of the blockade, and wliether due diligence had been used for that

[y] Vol. I. p. 292.
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1855 ]iiiiji()S(' on till' pari of the sovoral claimants, l^pon the production
J,n,uar!/U,\6. ^j- ^j^^, ^^^.^j^.^. ^^^^^ j|,^, Kubscquoiit lioarinc; of tlie claim, lio said :

" Tlio claimant stands, therefore, fully justified as far as his own

Mauie. personal act can ho considered. But then it comes to this general

~^ question, which 1 am not aware that the Court has yet fully

Lushington. (locided : whether the owners are in all eases hound merely hy the

acts of their agents. The abstract rule is undoubtedly just that

persons are boimd by their agents ; but two or three considerations

weigh much to induce me to limit the extent and application of

this principle in those particular cases. In the first place, I cannot

but recollect that the law of blockade is a thing rather out of the

common course of mercantile experience ; it is new to merchants,

and not very familiar to lawyers themselves. It might, therefore,

be a little too rigorous to expect in the very first instance an exact

compliance with the strict rule of law. A second consideration is,

that the agents of foreign merchants in the enemy's country, that

country being under blockade, do not stand in the same situation

as other agents ; they have not only a distinct, but even an opposite

interest from that of their principals to fulfil the commission, at

all risks, as rapidly as possible, for their own private advantage

and for the public interest of their country, at that time under

particular pressure as to the exportation of its produce. This may

fairly be allowed to impose a strong obligation on the candour of

the Court not to hold an employer too strictly bound, on mere

general principles, by an agent who may be actuated by interests

different from those of his principal."

Lord Stowell again enunciates the same principle in the

Adelaide {z), where he also says, with reference to the shipment

of a cargo by an agent, *' There must be time to give the principal

an opportunity of countermanding;" and he held in that case that

there was not sufficient to affect the American merchant with culp-

able negligence, and that he was not to be held strictly bound by

the act of his agent.

I will also mention the case of the Jup'rou- 2Iaria Sc/iroedcr,

reported in a note to the Potsdam (a). The note is to this effect

:

"A quantity of goods sent into Havre in 1797, before the blockade,

for the purpose of being sent on to Paris and sold for the account

{z) Yol. I. p. 30G. ((«) Vol. I. p. 356, note.
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of the consignor, but re-shipped (as found unsaleable) by order of isoo

the neutral proprietor, during the blockade, was restored; the ^X4a>y'8.
'

Court saying : * As the truth of this representation is not im- -z

peached, these goods are, I think, entitled to restitution. The Maeie.

same rule which permits neutral merchants to withdraw their ships j^^

from a blockaded port, extends also with equal justice to mcrchan- Luslangton.

dise sent in before the blockade, and withdrawn bond fide by the

neutral j^roprietor.'

"

The principle, then, is shortly this: that the goods of neutrals in

a port before a blockade may be withdrawn. That case very

nearly resembled the present ; almost went upon all-fours witli it.

Here the property belonged to tlie claimant, not only prior to the

blockade, but prior to the war. Tliese cases, however, admit of

nice distinctions, and I must observe that neither this case which I

liave cited, nor any otlier that I know of, justifies, even where

tliore was neutral property bought before the war in the enemy's

ports, the sending in a neutral vessel in ballast to bring it out

of this blockaded port. The Comet (b) shows what Lord Stowell

held to be the law upon this point.

Under all the circumstances of the present case, I shall restore

this cargo on the conviction that this property was bought before

the war; that the owners of the cargo were ignorant of the

blockade when the ship sailed; that the breach of blockade by

ingress was not committed with their knowledge, and that the

breach by egress, though committed by the shippers at Riga, who

were their agents, ought not to work a condemnation under the

circumstances, and especially, as I think, there was no fair oppor-

tunity of obtaining a knowledge of the blockade and counter-

manding the shipment. I shall therefore restore this cargo, first,

for the reasons stated in the Juffrow Maria Se/iroeder, and secondly,

for the reasons stated in the other cases to which I ]ia\e referred
;

but I must direct the expenses of the captors to be jiaid. The

sliip and freight must be condemned (r).

{b) Aiife, p. 10. caso. Tln'y wero not appealed, tlio

(c) On the 3rd of February, in tli(> not proceeds of tlio ]'roitiv Alii/u

cases of tlio Vrouw AJida and Anm- heiug only about 220^, and of the

china J((ui'nnt,i\iO Qowvt condemned Aunechiua Jautiim under 400/. Tlio

the 8hip and freight, but restored tbo Jtaiine Marie, of which the not pro-

cargoes, on the same principle as this coods woro about 500/., was appealed.
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[Spinks. 208.] TJIE ODESSA.

Seiznrf—Release—Second Seizure— Vnh'iJifi/— Ordir in ('ninirll— Protediaii to

Eiienu/ Vessel—Reasonahle T'ime.

A ship under neutral colours sailed from a foreign port bound -with a

cargo to Hull within the time granted to Russian vessels to sail, was
seized on her arrival at Hull on suspicion of being Russifin, was imme-
diately released as protected by the Order in Council, remained at IIuU

six months after the discharge of her cargo, and was then again seized.

Held, 1st, the first seiziu-o not having been judicially recorded, was no

bar to the second ; 2nd, an enemy entering a British port, and claiming

the protection of the Order in Council, must enter under enemy, not

neutral, colours ; 3rd, the protection of the Order in Council does not

extend to enemy vessels beyond a reasonable time for the discharge of

their cargoes and for their departiu'e.

18.55 This vessel, laden with linseed, sailed from Odessa under the

^^"'J ^^- Tuscan flag, on the 28th February, 1854, hound to Hull, where

she arrived on the 18th of June, and was immediately seized by

the oflBcers of the Customs on suspicion of being Russian property.

Proceedings were commenced before the Standing Commission at

that place, but on its having been ascertained that the vessel had

sailed from Odessa before the 29th March, bound for Hull, and

upon the case being referred to the Proctor for the Admiralty, he

gave directions for her release, on the ground that she was, if

Russian property, protected by the Order in Council of the

29t]i March, and he reported accordingly to the Admiralty.

No return had been made to the Court of the proceedings com-

menced at Hull, and no monition had issued.

The cargo was discharged on the 6th of July, but the ship

instead of " departing forthwith," as permitted by the Order in

Council, still remained at Hull. This circumstance having been

reported to the Admu-alt}' by the officers of the Customs, the

Admiralty Proctor was instructed in the month of December to

take proceedings against her. The vessel was then again seized,

and the examination in preparatory taken.

On the 29th of January a claim was given in by S. W. Bowden,

of Hull, merchant, on bohalf of Andrea Wicklund and others, of
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Gamhi Carlebj, iu Finland, subjects of the Emperor of Russia, as 1855

the owners. In the affidavit accompanying the claim, !Mi'. Bowdeu "'-' "

deposed that tlie vessel sailed from Odessa on the 28th of February, Tue Odessa.

1854, laden with a cargo of linseed the property of British owners,

bound to the port of Hull, and arrived there on the 18th of June;

that by virtue of a certain Order in Council of her Majesty, made

on the 29th of March, 18:>4, Ivussian vessels which shall have

sailed prior to the date of the said order from any foreign port,

bound for any port or place in her Majesty's dominions, are

exempt from capture or detention on entering such port or place

;

that prior to sailing from the port of Odessa, and with a view to

protect tlie said vessel and cargo from capture by the forces of the

Ottoman Porte, then at war with the Emperor of Russia, a bill of

sale of the said ship Odesm to Pietro Augusto Adami, of Leghorn,

merchant, a subject of the Grand Duke of Tuscany, was executed

by Henric AVieklund, the then master of the said vessel ; tliat the

said vessel passed through the Turkish waters and tlie Dardanelles

on her said voyage to Hull under the Tuscan flag ; that on her

entering the said port under the Tuscan flag the said vessel was

seized by tlie collector of her Britannic Majesty's Customs, but on

a representation of the circumstances being made to her Majesty's

authorities after inspecting the said ship's papers, was released

as being Russian property and protected by the said Order in

Coimcil.

The ease now came on for hearing on tlie admission of the

claim.

The Queen^s Advocate and the Admivalln Advocate appeared for

the Crown, Br. Baijford for the claimant.

Dr. Llshington.—The Court has been call(>d upon to condemn

this vessel upon two grounds : first, that the claim is contrary to

the depositions and to the ship's papers, and tlierefore cannot be

entertained ; secondly, that supposing the Court to enter into the

facts of i\\(i case, it cannot l)e proved to its satisfaction tliat this

vessel was protected by tlie Order in ( 'ouncil of the 2!)tli of Marcli;

that, in fact, she does not fall witliiii the terms of that order, that
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1855 sliG has violated tliiit order, and on tluit ground also ought to be
May 12^ condcmuod.

'J'iikOdkssa. On tlie otlicr li;ind, on Lflialf of the claimants, it is urged, first,

Dr. thill Ihis is a Second seizure, and tliough it is not pressed as an
Lusl.iugton.

j^ijg.^i^i,. i^jjj. 1^ t]j,. proceedings of tlie Court, yet it is alleged that

in equity the Court ought to look witli great suspicion upon the

case, if not to reject it altogether ; secondly, tliat if the Court goes

into tlie merits of tlie case it will appear lliat tliis vessel, although

entering a liritisli port under Tusean colours, is entitled to be

restored as a llussian vessel under the Order in Council.

I will first dispose of that part of this defence which relates to

the second seizure. So far as I am acquainted with the facts of

i\K' first seizure, I think they are these : that some suspicion arose

whether the vessel was not entitled to protection under the Order

in Council. Slie was sei^ied by one of the Custom House officers at

Hull, the depositions were taken in part, then by an order of the

Lords of the Admiralty the vessel was released ; she remained at

Hull till the mouth of January, and then she was again seized by

the officers of the Customs.

Now, in order to make a bar to the proceedings under the second

seizure, two things are requisite : first, it is necessary that there

should have been a restitution by consent or otherwise in this

Court, judicially recorded ; and, secondly, it must be shown that

there were no circumstances, no noviter percenta of importance,

which would call on the Court to adjudicate on the merits of the

case. There is no such restitution here, there has been no decree

of restitution of the Court, and therefore I apprehend it was com-

petent to the seizors to make a second seizure; but wherever

a second seizm'e is made, it is always at the peril of costs and

damages.

Again, it was pressed upon the Court that though there was no

regular restitution, yet it was done by order of the Lords of the

Admiralty, that it emanated from high authority and ought to

operate in favour of the claimants. But if I am not wholly mis-

taken, the present proceeding has been conducted with the appro-

bation of the Lords of the Admii-alty, otherwise the proceeding

could not take place at all ; therefore, the Lords of the Admiralty,

on a reconsideration of the circumstances of the case, having deter-
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mined to sanction the investigation, it is clearly not for the Court 1855

to refuse to entertain the case. I am also of opinion that the ^"^ ^^'

circumstances Avhich occurred after the first restitution are such as The Odessa.

fully justify the proceedings being commenced. I refer to the Dr.

fact of the vessel remaining in port, and to the fact of the attempted "* '°^ °'

sale of the vessel.

I will now proceed with the history of this case, and consider

the facts.

This ship is claimed, on behalf of an asserted Russian OAMier, as

a Eussian vessel protected by tlie Order in Council of the 29th of

March, 1854. By the admission of the claimant, therefore, she is

subject to condemnation unless protected by that Order in Council.

The facts of the case are these :—She was and is a Russian

vessel ; she left Gloucester in 1853, bound to Odessa, to bring from

thence a cargo to England; she quitted Odessa at the end of

February, 1854 ; reached this country about the 18th of June, was

seized on the 20th, but released again on the 27tli of that month
;

the cargo was discharged in the course of the month of July, but

she remained in the port of Hull until the month of January in

the present year, when she was again seized.

It further appears that a fictitious sale took place at Odessa

from the Russian owner to an Italian merchant at Leghorn. I

call it a fictitious sale, because the present claim is founded on the

fact of its being a fictitious sale, and because, from an examination

of all the papers, there is no reason to suppose that any interest

vests in any one but the Russian owner. Whether or not the

AA liole of the proceedings have been conducted with fairness and

integrity, whctlicr tliere has nol been an attempt to deceive

through the medium of the papers, is quite a different considera-

tion, to which I shall presently direct my attention. The fact is,

she assumed Tuscan colours at Odessa, and obtained more fonnal

papers at Leghorn, where she touched on licr voyage to England

;

and that under ili<> same Tuscan colours slie sailed from Leghorn

and entered the Britisli port as a Tuscan vessel.

I must observe, that wlien tlio vessel quitted Odessa, on the

28th of February, she could by no possible means liave had in

contemplation the Order in Council dated the 29tli of March
;

indeed, I am not satisfied that this vessel ever had tlie benefit of

R. VOL. II. II 11
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ISM llir Older in Council in view nl all. Slic Idt Leghorn some day
^^"•' '"•

in .Vjiril, but 1 li.avc no rdiiiblo fvidonco to show oitlior tlic ])reciso

TiiK Odessa, chite of lior dcjjarturc, or wliftlior she was llicn apprised of the

Dr. Order in Council. II' slu; was apprised of the Order in Council, it

U.S uug on.
j^ soniowliut siu'prising that at Leghorn, where there was an

opportunity of abandoning tlie Tuscan and resuming the Hus.sian

character, she did not avail herself of it.

Let us now see what is the reason assigned for this fictitious

sale. Th(? reason, and the only reason, according to the affidavit

of claim and the evidence of the master, is stated to have heen to

enable this slii^) to prosecute her voyage with safety, notwithstand-

ing the war between Russia and Turkey.

I will here advert to the distinction which prevails between this

case and tlie Socjlasic (d). In that case the master claimed the

ship as a Danish vessel on behalf of himself, the owner, as a

Danish subject; when it appeared that this claim couM not be

sustained, an attempt was made to ask for restitution on behalf of

the real owner, a Russian subject, which the Court rejected. In

the present case the Italian title is ah initio abandoned, and tlie

claim is preferred on the part of the Russian owner as protected

by the order. There is no attempt therefore by the claimant to

deceive the Court, and he is free from all culpability on that

ground.

I now consider the alleged cause for assuming Tuscan colours,

bearing in mind that it is sworn that there was no other object

in view.

It is true that Great Britain did not become an ally in the war

between Turkey and Russia till the end of March, 18o4 ; and

though the excuse of escaping from the power of the Turks at that

time cannot be viewed in a very favourable light, yet I will not

venture to say, whatever I ma}' think, as to the fact of assuming

Tuscan eolom-s, that the alleged reason for so doing imported any

legal culpability. I do not think it did. I think that, in the

absence of war between Great Britain and Russia, the fictitious,

assumption of neutral colours, for the purpose of avoiding capture

by the Turks and passing the Bosphorus, is not an offence of

which the law of nations can take cognizance.

('7} [Not republished. See noto. p. 238.]

i
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It appears, however, in this case, that the disguise continued 185 '>

long after the reason for its assumption was at an end, because as "^ "
.

soon as this vessel liad escaped the Dardanelles, there was tlien no The Odessa.

reason to he afraid of Tarkisli intervention and Turkish capture. Dr.

T-. 1 J^ J .1 • • 1 ,• Lushington.
it so happens that tins snnumtioii

Dr. Baijfonl.—T may mention slie liad no Russian papers at

that time.

The Court.—I am perfectly aware she had no Russian papers,

but she had a Russian flag on board ; the Russian papers were left

at Odessa, that is one of the facts of the case ; but I must consider

a little tlie necessity, not only of continuing the flag at Leghorn,

but the necessity of sailing and entering here imder tliat flag.

I say the necessity for tlio assumption or continuance of the

Tuscan flag, so far as relates to the reason assigned, entii*ely ceased

when tliis vessel came out of those waters ; but she enters here, as

I liave stated, under the Tuscan flag, without giving, so far as I

kno^\-, or as appears from tlie papers or from tlie depositions, the

least intimation that slie was not bond fide entitled to that flag.

Now with regard to vessels entering a British port, there is a

very wide difference between one whicli hom'i fide belongs to a

neutral and enters under a neutral flag and one which, being an

enemy's vessel, has no title to enter that port except under peculiar

protection ; and how far it is justifiable in an enemy intending to

claim protection from the Order in Council to assume a neutral

status, entirely at variance witli lier evidence and her real cliaracter,

must be tlie subject of the present investigation.

I will look at once to the Order in Council, upon the construction

of wliich the Court's final determination must depend.

The words are :
" Any Russian merchant vessel which prior to

the date of tliis order shall have sailed." Now is this ves.^d

entitled to be considered in any sense of the word a Russian mer-

cliant vessel ? "What was the intention—the fair intention—of

those who framed the Order in Council at the time is to be collected

from the terms of tlie order itself , because out of the order itself, of

coiu-se, I cannot presume to go.

It has been said, and snid with great trnlli, repeating, indeerl,

II TI 2
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18.-..) only tliG sontlnifiit to wliich the Court gave utterance on a former

Y"" i^: occasion, tluit wlicrovcr tlicro is any relaxation of tlie rights of war

The Odessa, (.xtciided 1o any belligerent, the document •which confers such

Dr. ]aivilcges ought to receive a liheral construction ; hut though that

''"'^''"'^''""-
he true, a rational and natural construction must he put on the

instrument. Now can this order mean anything else than a

llussian vessel under Russian colours, coming in avowedly for the

purpose of claiming the protection of the Order in Council ? Let

us sec what the consequence would be if I were to yield to the con-

struction which has been put upon the order by the coun.sel for the

claimants. It would be this : any number of vessels coming under

any Hags whatever, being llussian owned, would be entitled to the

protection of this order ; and not only entitled to the protection of

this order, but, having once come to a British port, and having

been received as neutrals, would remain and trade—for who could

prevent it ?—in whatever way seemed most conducive to the

interests of those concerned. She might take a cargo, and she

would be protected under the assumed character ; and not only

take a cargo, but she might become the subject of sale and transfer,

and to all intents and purposes would be treated as a neutral

vessel. It is clearly my opinion that the only construction to be

put on the Order in Council is that it extends protection, as in the

case of the Success (c) , only to those who come within the fair

meaning of the terms ; that is, vessels under the Russian flag,

exclusively owned by llussian merchants.

The case of the Sxccess, which was cited by the Advocate for the

Admiralty, I well remember, for I argued it myself. That case

laid down two propositions : the one was a repetition of what the

Court had said in anotlier case, namely, that the flag and pass bind

the parties. It went further : it stated at length the ophiion of

the Court, that if any inconvenience arose from the assumption of

such flag and pass, it must fall on those who thought fit to assume

that character. That was one of the points decided in that case.

The other was that, though the vessel was Swedish to all appear-

ance, though she carried the Swedish flag and would have been

protected if Swedish property, yet part, and part only, not being

(f) A„f'\ p. 14(1.
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Swedish property, the Court held .she was not protected by the 18''5

words of that proflainatioii, a proclamation which was intended to
"'•'

protect vessels whicli wen^ hoiu'i fido Swedish Ycssels. I think this The Odessa.

is a very strong authority, and lias been properly cited by Dr. Dr.

Phillimore to satisfy tlio Court what ought to be the fair construc-

tion put on tliis Order in Council.

But I must take care not to be misunderstood, i do not say

there might not occiu- a case of that peculiar description, where, for

instance, a belligerent avails himself of a British licence authorizing

a ship under any flag, and for tlie purpose of carrying out that

licence, and acting hona Jidc in tlio matter, assumes a flag in order

to escape the enemy ; and I do not say tliat such an assumption

would be a simulation that would be visited with punishment ; on

the contrary, there wore sucli cases in the Inst war, arising from

various causes, especially from the manner in whicli licences were

granted, when it was deemed desirable on the part of this country

to extend the system of licences ; and, instead of licensing a neutral

by name, to give authority to bring a cargo in a vessel under any

colour, by whomsoever owned. There tlie terms of the commission

granted permitted the assumption of the colours of the enemy,

without regard to the real national character of the vessel.

Now let me follow this uj) a little. This vessel comes here, and

wliat does the vessel do then ? Does she comply with the terms

of the Order in Council, either as to tlie time or as to anything

else ? The words are, " shall forth-with depart witliout molestation
;

and that any such vessel, if met at sea by any of her Majesty's

ships, shall be permitted to continue her voyage to any port not

blockaded."

I am of opinion tliat tlie words "any port not blockaded"

include every port whatsoever, and that the words " not blockaded "

are especially added for the purpose of giving a liberty to go as

well to a neutral port as to the enemy's port ; and I think th(^

Avord "forthwith" ought not to be pressed with too much severity

against a vessel so circumstanced. I think so for this reason :

circumstances might intervene which would render it dilHcult,

perhaps impossible, to discharge the cargo with great expedition,

or to leave the port. She might have had to make re^iairs, or

something of the kind. But the argument is that the vessel might
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iSor) rcni.iiii Ikm-o for an}- Icngtli of linio whatever, Locauso tlic argu-

^rtjM2^
ineiit oil tho other pidn is founded on the assumption that all

TukOdesba. liussian ports aro blockaded, or will he blockaded, as soon as tho

Dr. ice allows the navigation to he opened. If that were so, not only
Lushington.

j^^jg^^^ gj^^ j^^ allowed to reniiiin during the late blockade, but even

durin:^ tlie present blockade ; and there would be no end. It is

diilicult to satisfy my mind that that is the proper construction r)f

this order. It is true that ports in the Baltic are blockaded ;
it is

not true that all Russian ports aro blockaded. I apprehend, when

tho instrument was framed, those who framed it must have con-

sidered tho probability of a blockade in the Baltic ; but still there

would be Russian ports open for a considerable time to which a

vessel might resort. It is obvious that the vessel might have gone

to Memel, iu the immediate neighbourhood of Russian ports, had

she been minded so to do.

I am of opinion, therefore, she was not protected, by the Order

in Council from that period when she might fairly have quitted

this countr}'.

But there is another matter which strikes me with still greater

force : this vessel is advertised for sale. Has it been contended

to-day, or could it be contended for a single instant, that it was

intended by this Order in Council to allow a Russian vessel to

come to a British port and discharge her cargo forthwith, and then

to remain to be the subject of barter and sale? I was astonished

to hear that that could be within the view of British policy at all.

What are the views of British policy ? To place the whole of the

enemy's navy in that position in wdiieh they can be of no v^alue

whatever to the owners. But if you allow them to remain under

the Order in Council, and permanently to remain, you are defeat-

ing your own intentions, and conferring upon them that which is

the greatest benefit to a commercial nation—namely, the oppor-

tunity of competing with yourselves in the best market to which

their wares can possibly be brought.

Upon that ground alone I should hold this vessel liable to con-

demnation as not being protected by the Order in Council in so

lying here. I am not speaking of the gentleman who makes the

claim, Mr. Bowden. I am not sajing whether he was right or

wrong in signing this document which advertises the ship for sale.
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I do not attribute an}' blame to liim as a iiierchaut earryiiij^- ou his 1855

business. The vessel was under Tuscan colours, he may have -^/«.y i'-^-

consulted the Custom House authorities ; but if the Custom House The Odessa.

officers, with the knowledge they possessed in Hidl, knowing she Dj..

was a Russian vessel, sanctioned the sale as a Tuscan vessel, they I^^shington.

were guilty of a double fault : first, for countenancing a fraud
;

and secondly, for countenancing a sale contrar}' to the laws of the

country. But their ignorance or disregard of the law cannot

protect from condemnation the projierty of those who are enemies

to Great Britain, and have no protection from the authorities of

this country.

It appears to me, therefore, that I really am under tlie necessity

of condemning this ship for many reasons. There is still another

reason besides those I have mentioned : I tliink tliere has been an

attempt, and a very clear attempt, to deceive tlie authorities of this

country.

I refer to the evidence given (ju tlie lOtli interrogatory b}' all

the three witnesses. Henric Wicklund, the master, swears boldly

and straiglitfor^ard, that jMr. Adami is the owner of this vessel.

It is not till he is pressed on the 31st interrogator}' that his con-

science a little pricks him, and he endeavour's to show that he was

tlie owner in law, but that, in reality, the gentleman who resides

iu the Russian dominions is the true owner. Tliis is the real

fact.

Let us see what the papers say. They go to a late period,

subsequent even to the first arrest. There was a letter from

Mr. P. Augustius Adami to the master, enclosing important

documents proving Mr. Adami's ownership of the (h/cssti, previous

to tlie declaration of war, namely: "A declaration from tlie Tuscan

mariners, whicli will be very useful." I should like to know for

what ? " Copy of a deed of his ownership of the ship OdcxHti

;

"

and finally, " A copy of a passport from the Tuscan Consulate at

Odessa." These papers are to be used when and where necessar}'.

There is a latitude given for the use of these papers within llie

British dominions ; a fraudulent use. of course, if they knew the

sale to be fictitious. The letter further states that another vessel

of his, the Orio, has been seized by a Freneh steamer, and not yet

released ; and tliat botli sln'ps, flie O'/rss/i and ()/ io. were pun-liasod
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1866 ])y liim prior to tlio Joclaration of war. Nevertheless, lio says,

^^ " You Avill 1)0 omitious to consider well before leaving the port

The Odessa, where you now are. Tell me whether the documents I transmit

DJT you lire sufricient." Dated, "Leghorn, 22nd July, 1854." So
ing on.

^j^^|. |]|^j.^ jg ^ perseverance in that which is now admitted to he a

false and fictitious character from the beginning to the end, and

false and fictitious with the very view of deceiving those in this

country who might make an investigation.

But it is not these documents alone ; tliere are othr-rs, and

several of them, too, in which the same thing appears. Xos. 211

and 212, for instance ; they are documents in the form of an

agreement : the first between Captain "Wicklund and the super-

cargo, and the second an agreement of Captain Wicklund with

Captain Patron, all for the piu'pose of withholding all the testi-

mony that could be withheld—if it was known that there was the

Order in Council—in defiance of that order, because it cannot be

said that they could rationally intend to send the vessel under

Tuscan colours to avail themselves of that Order in Council. It

appears to me, on all these grounds, that I am bound to condemn

this vessel, though I do not attribute the slightest blame to the

gentleman who appears on behalf of the Russian merchant, for he

acted, as he was bound to do, for the interests of those whom he

represented. He has stated the truth, yet I think it falls short.

I am bound to condemn this vessel.
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THELEUCABE. [Spinks, 217.]

liluckade—Seizure—Reasonable Cause—Restitution— Costs and Dumcujes.

The status of the Ionian States relatively to Great Britain being of so

doubtful a character, and depending upon the nice construction of public

documents, a commissioned cai)tor, seizing an Ionian vessel on the

gi-ound of illegal trade with Eussia, though that trade was, in fact,

legal, and that vessel was a neutral ship, Ildd not liable to condemna-
tion in costs and damages, as having captured her without i)robable cause.

The Ostsee {ante, p. 432) considered.

This vessel, under Ionian colours, sailed from 8anta Maura witli 1855

a cargo of olive oil, bound for Taganrog, in the sea of Azoff ; and
'\^fa'/ oi'

having put in by reason of stress of weather, first at Sp-a and then

at Mitylene, reached Constantinople, where, in consequence of the

war, she was refused her clearance for Taganrog. The master,

therefore, changed her destination for Trcbizond, for which place

nominally she sailed on the 1st of May, 1854, still having on

board her bill of lading for the cargo, stated to be " shipped by

Messrs. Pietro and Alexandro Stamatopulo Brothers, Ionian sub-

jects, for their own account ; consigned to Taganrog, to order, on

payment of freight as therein mentioned."

After her departui'e, her Majesty's Acting Consul-General at

Constantinople sent a letter to Viscount Stratford de Redcliffe,

informing him of the circumstances, and intimating a suspicion

of the master's intention still to sail for the Sea of Azoff. This

letter his Excellency officially transmitted to Vice-Admiral

Dundas, who immediately dispatched from off Sebnstopol her

Majesty's steam-frigate Firebrand in the suspected track of the

said vessel.

On the 14th of May tlie Firebrand fell in with her about forty-

eight miles fi'om the Straits of Kertch, steering to the E.N.E.,

with the wind from the S.S.E., in the proper course for the Sea of

Azoff, and, as it was stated, not for Trebizond. On being boarded,

it seems, her master persisted that he was bound to Trebizond, and

that he was in the direct course for that jiort
; but a person on

board, who called himself the owner, contended that the Ionian

fiag, under which she was navigated, being a neutral one, she was
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IFSA al full lilx'i-ty to enter u llussian port. iSlie was captured, and

Maii'lX
l'r'>n{,''ht in fer adjudication.

A claim was given in Ly Alexandro .Staraatopulo for the ship

and cargo, as tlio property of liimself and Pietro Stamatopulo, botli

of Santa Maura, and Ionian subjects. The Court having decided

that trade with liussia was not proldbited to Ionian subjects, tlie

question whetlier tlio claimants were entitled to restitution, with

costs and damages, now came on for hearing.

The (Queen's Adcoatfe and the Adiniraltij Advovatv a})peared for

the captor ; Dr. Addams and Dr. Ttriss for the claimant.

Dr. Lushington.—In this case, on behalf of the claimants, the

Court has been prayed to decree restitution, with costs and

damages ; on the part of the captors that prayer is opposed ; and

they have asked, if the Court is not satisfied, that it would allow

them the benefit of giving explanatory evidence.

Questions of verj' great difficulty have been mooted in the case,

of which some are likely to occur frequently ; it is, therefore,

for the interest of all concerned, or who may be so in future, that

the Court should, to the best of its ability, fully consider the points

which have been discussed, and declare what, according to its con-

ception, the doctrine and practice of this Court has been, and the

course which on similar questions, where there are no distin-

guishing circumstances, it will pursue.

The questions which so present themselves are, fii-st, the question

of costs and damages, when they ought to be decreed to the

claimants ; secondly, the question of allowing captors to give

explanatory evidence, whether it ought to be allowed at all, and

under what circumstances. Before I enter on this discussion I will

state the principles and rules by which I have been, and am
anxious to be, governed in all my judgments, and which I deem

to be binding on the Court, whatever its 0"\vn individual opinion

may be in any particular case.

This Court is, I conceive, bound to adhere without deviation

to a course of precedents adopted by its predecessors, though not

to a single decision ; where that course has also been sanctioned by

the Court of Appeal, this Com-t has no discretion at all : its sole
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duty is to obey. If I am able to discover wliat that course has iSo5

been, to it I must afUiere, until either it be shown that I have mis- '{'r"^^?'
JIiiu 21,

taken it or that the Judicial Committee have made any change

therein. Until this has happened, I should not, from any notions

of my own, or by reference to general principles or strong diefa in LusLjuKton

particular cases where there was no doubt as to the applicalion of

the general principles or from the judgments of foreign authorities,

consider myself at liberty to depart from the established practice of

the Court. Indeed, it would appear to me that such practice would

but show to what extent and within what limits, according to the

judgments of my predecessors and the Court of Appeal, the general

principles should be carried out, and would prove under what

modifications they ought to be enforced.

Such is my notion of the duty of a Court, subject to a Court of

Appeal. The Privy Council stands in a very different situation
;

they have infinitely larger powers, are at liberty to exercise a much

wider discretion, the limits whereof it is not for me to attempt to

define.

Whenever that Court may have given a clear explanation of the

princip](>s which ought to be adopted, or of the manner in which

they ought to be brought to bear in practice, or of the extent to

which they ought to be carried, whether such explanation l)o con-

sistent with former practice or not, it becomes the duty of this

Court, without any regard to its own opinion or any notion of its

own, to regulate all its proceedings by the judgment of that

superior tribunal ; and, to the best of its ability, without regard to

any other consideration, to give the fullest force and effect to the

expressed directions of the superior authority. If I fail in so

doing in this or any other case, such failure will arise from in-

ability on my part and not from want of inclination, for no duty

can be more imperative than strictly to follow out the decrees of

the superior Court. If this were not done, all would be imcertainty

and confusion.

In this great iucpiiry, therefore, as in all other matters, my first

guide will be the principles adopted by Lord Stowoll, as modified

by him, in constant usage ami every-day practice, and I shall not

depart from them, save as I may bo admonishi'd to do by th(>

Court of Appeal.
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is/ifi 1 HOW apprnacli Hk* (|Ucslioii of costs and dfimagos. Tli;it is an

jlf'/n
oxj)r('ssion very faniilinr to our cars, but still it requires Eomo

oxj)lanalion, and my apology for entering into some detail is, that
TheLeucabe. ,, , 1

*

• T p 1 p i -A '

as there liave neon no pri/e proceedings tor nearly lorty years, it is

T \r^\ impossible for tlie present advocates and ]»roctors to be intimately

acquainted with tlio practice of the Prize Court. Valuable as our

lieports are, admirably calculated to give a knowledge of general

principles, they were not intended and are not calculated to give

full information as to matters of every-day practice, matters seldom

made the subject of any reports.

Costs alone, independently of damages—1 mean law co.<ts, in

the common acceptation of the term—were very seldom, if ever,

given in the Prize Court of the Admiralty to either the captors or

the claimants ; I hardly remember a single instance. I did in this

war in one ease (/), under very peculiar circumstances, condemn a

British merchant in costs where the claim was abandoned ; but I

doubt if I could have found a precedent for such a decree where

the claim was given by or on behalf of a neutral merchant. In

this, as in many other respects, the practice of the Prize Court

wholly differs from the practice in Courts of Equity and Common
Law.

Costs, however, in the Court of Appeal, were sometimes given,

but not very frequently, and still more seldom was it that such

decree extended to the costs in the Court below, and, as I believe,

such rare eases were confined to the decrees of Yice-Admiralty

Coui'ts.

Captors' expenses include law costs and all other expenses fairly

incurred in bringing the case before the Coiu-t ; but as this matter

is not immediately connected with the question I am now to decide,

and as this jiulgment will, I regret to say, be of some length, I

need not now enter upon it, save to observe that if the absence of

what is termed probable cause appearing on the ship's papers and

depositions is alone a ground for condemnation in costs and

damages, a question which I dare not attempt to solve must arise,

and it is this : if upon the depositions and ship's papers there is

probable cause for detention and bringing to adjudication, is not

(/) The Atlantic, ante, p. 345.
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such a case a case for captor's expenses ? How, under sucli cir- 1855

cumstances, the intermediate line is to be drawn I have not the ^{K"' ^?'
' Mai/ 21.

slightest conception, if that should be tlie established principle.
TheLedcade.

Costs and damages may be best expressed by the term restitutio
Dr.

/// intcijvnm—complete indemnity for the capture. Lushingtou.

It is now my object to show what was the course of proceeding

in these matters during Lord Stowell's time ; but it will tend to

make this inquiry clearer if I first state generally the different cir-

cumstances imder which costs and damages may be decreed.

"We must boar in mind tlic wide difference between the detention

of a vessel under the coloiu's of the enemy or under neutral flags.

The destruction of a vessel under hostile colours is a matter of

dutj' ; tlie Court may condemn on proof which would be inad-

missible or wholly irregular in the instance of a neutral vessel. It

may be justifiable or even praiseworthy in the captors to destroy

an enemy's vessel. Indeed, the bringing to adjudication at all of

an enemy's vessel is not called for by any respect to the right of

the enemy proprietor where there is no neutral property on board.

But for totally different considerations, which I need not now enter

upon, where a vessel under neutral colours is detained, she has the

right to be brought to adjudication according to the regular course

of proceeding in the Prize Court ; and it is the very first duty uf

the captor to bring it in, if it be practicable.

From the performance of this duty the captor can be exonerated

only by showing that he was a hona fide possessor, and that it was

impossible for liim to discharge it. No excuse for him as to incon-

venience or difficulty can be admitted as between captors and

claimants. If the ship be lost, that fact alone is no answer ; tlie

captor must show a valid cause for the detention as well as the loss.

If the sliip bo destroyed for reasons of policy alone, as to mainfain

a blockade or otherwise, the claimant is entitled to costs and

damages. The general rule, therefore, is that if a ship under

n(uitral colours be not brought to a competent Court for adjudica-

tion, the claimants are, as against tlie captor, oulitlrd 1(. idsis jiiid

damages. Indeed, if tho captor doubt his ])owrr to ])ring a neutral

vessel to adjudication, it is his duly, und(>r ordinary oircumstanoos,

to release her. These observations will be fouml linval'tiT in lia\t'
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I86fi a Lfiuiiip^ on sorao of tlio decided cases which have boon referred to

"^Mnulx: i" tlio case of tlio (Msre (f/).

Agiiin, costs and damages wero given whore neutral vessels were

brought to adjudication duly, but the detention was deemed to be

Lushiugton. unwaiTantable. This w ill he llie ehiof matter for investigation at

present.

The materials for inquuy into the practice of the Prize Court of

Admiralty of England are not of very great extent. The Heports

of Sir Christopher llobiusou, of Dr. Edwards, of Sir John Dodson,

and Mr. Acton, are our principal soui-ces of information. The

Appeal Cases will furnish some further means of knowledge, and

so will the records of tlie Court itself ; but to examine them

requires much time aud the expenditure of great labour. After

all, as I have already observed, the usage of the Com-t, the every-

day practice, can only bo known thoroughly by those who have

had opportunity of observing it daily. I am sorry to say very few

survive who cau speak from their own personal experience.

Then what proof of the course of proceeding adopted is to be

extracted from these materials, namely, the Reports I liavo referred

to ? The cases are very few in number.

First, the Cape JXicoJa Jloh' cases, and the Acfrpon, and others

falling under the same category, must be considered. It may be

well to state the mode of proceeding in these cases. The captors

were called upon by monition to proceed to adjudication. They

were unable to do so in most of the cases, the ships and crews being

gone ; and in the case of the Acfrcoii (//) the ship was destroyed and

the papers were destroyed also. The captors appeared under

protest, the object of the protest being to show that the capture

and destructi(m of the ship was warranted, and that the not pro-

ceeding to adjudication was justified by circumstances, as in tlio

case of a captured vessel justly detained, but accidentally destroyed

by a storm. The onus prohandi lay entirely on the captor, and, of

course, captor's evidence was admitted, for tliere coidd be no other.

The Court then pronounced for or against the protest. If for

the protest, there was an end of the case ; if against it, the caj)tors

appeared absolutely, and, according to the circumstances of tlie

(,<7) A),tr, p. A?,'i. {h) Aide. p. im.
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ease, were condemned in costs and damages for not proceeding- to 1855

adjudication, or to restitution in value. ^//'^ ^?'
•> ' Ma;/ 21.

It is not always in the Reports that tliese proceedings are

reported distinct!}", but in one of the Cape Nicola JIolc cases it will

ap])ear what was done; tluit is in tlie case of the Jlu/thi/i (/). I .. J?'^\•'•' ^ ' Liusliiugton.

need not enter into the particulars of tliat case, because my only

object is to show wliat was done, and the conclusion of it. The

protest was overruled, an absolute appearance given for the captors,

and tlie cause heard on the merits ; when the Court decreed resti-

tution of the principal part of the cargo belonging to tlie OAvner of

the ship. I point this out because there was a distinction taken in

the Cfq)e Nicola 3Tolc cases; in some there was restitution witli

costs and damages, in some restitution of tlie cargo only. This

distinction does not seem to be adverted to.

Now tliese cases were distinguished from others in many impor-

tant respects. The principal question was, though mixed up with

others, whether the not proceeding to adjudication was justifiable,

not whether the original detention was justifiable, though that was

thrown in in the case of the Acfwoii.

That case I perfectly well remember having argued, and I have

had recourse to the original papers to see whether my memory

failed me or not. That was a case under a licence where Captain

Capel acted under the express order of the Commandcr-in-Chiff

on the station ; for I find, on looking to the proceedings, that was

the state of the case. There was no doubt as to his being indemni-

fied by government ; but it should be known that the invariable

rule of the government was not to pay or undertake to pay on

behalf of the captors one single sixpence till the case had been

heard and decided by the Court of Admiralty ; and for this i>ur-

pose, and this purpose only, the action was brought before the

Court, and all the circumstances stated, though I must say with

very considerable irregularity, with a view to save the government,

not Captain Capel, who woidd have been broken if ho had dis-

obeyed the orders of his superior.

It is clear that the destruction of this vessel, and consequent

thereon the not proceeding to adjudication, was the ground of that

decree. Lord Stowell (/.) says :
" Why. it is said in the first jilaoe

(/) Vol. I. 11. -MV-i. {1^ Anf,-. p. -JO!!.
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is.i.j that Captain (Japol IduihI that tlio ti-aiisfcr of tliose licences from

Ma» 21 ^^^ vessel to another reudorod such cases suspicious, and made it

necessary for liim to use groat vigilance in detecting them ; but

that does not at all impose upon him a necessity of destroying the

vessels wliidi wen' runiislicil witli llioiu."

I do not dwell furtlier on these cases, because they are cases in

which the cajitor was condemned in costs and damages, not on

account of there being no probable cause of seizure, which is the

case I have particularly under my consideration, but for not bring-

ing the captured vessel to a proper Court for adjudication, and for

destroying the vessel. This explanation is necessary in order to

give due weight to such cases. I sliould also observe that there

was a right secured in many instances by treaty, and always given

at the commencement of every war, namely, a right of appeal to

the superior tribunal, and tliat in the Capo Nicola Mole cases the

captors had taken the ship to a Court having no jurisdiction, and

consequently the claimants had no power to ajopeal from the

condemnation which took place ; whether such condemnation was

well-founded or not had nothing to do with the question ; in fact,

the condemnation was erroneous ; the condemnation took place for

a breach of blockade which did not exist. That was the real

ground of condemnation in the Cape Nieola Mole cases, and that is

perfectly evident from what was said.

Under circumstances like these, when captors could not perform

their first duty to bring the prize before a competent Court for

adjudication, and that for want of the ship herself, the paj^ers

and witnesses being gone, a condemnation for omitting so to do

was called for by the evident demands of justice, as well as by the

rules which govern prize proceedings.

The next class of precedents are those which may bear on the

principal questions before me : seizure without probable cause.

It is manifest that this class must be subdivided. First, cases

where it appears that the captors were guilty of misconduct or

vexation. They are to be found upon the records and in om'

books. I believe there were some fourteen to eighteen cases.

Secondly, cases of a totally different kind—cases where, upon the

production of the depositions and ship's papers alone, no probable

cause was disclosed. I believe that all the precedents wliich have
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been produced are cases which fall under the first of these di\i- 1855

sions. I have dedicated a considerable portion of all the time I ^^ 21.'

could spare to search on this question. All the cases which have ~ ~

/ ^
^ ... TueLeucade.

been cited in the Oatsec were cases of this description—for I have

examined them—all cases of improper conduct on behalf of the Lushingtoo.

captors.

I say, then, that I verilj believe that not one case will be found

where Lord Stowell condemned the captors in costs and damages

upon the production of the ship's papers and depositions upon the

ground that they did not disclose a probable cause of capture.

I will state the ground of this belief. There were huudi-eds of

cases—not scores—but hundreds—in which costs and damages

must have been decreed had such been the rule. There is not

a single one in which they were decreed, though restitution had

been constantly passing every day, and sometimes many in a

day. There are cases where captors' expenses had been refused

on the ground that the seizure was not justifiable, but costs and

damages were not given, and they are some of them to be found in

Sir C. Robinson's Reports.

My own notes—for I have gone through them all—furnish but

very meagre information, and for the best of all possible reasons,

that such questions were not discussed—the practice was known to

all who practised here. I will state, however, what I have found.

I am now about to read, word for word, the whole of my notes in

two cases :
" On the 4th of December, 1809, in the case of the

ILninali Ilohnes, an American ship, the question was whether she

M-as guing to France
;
professed to bo bound to Tonningen ; all

tlie papers so purport
;
positively sworn to ; aided in this case by

general probability ; it is not likely that an American ship should

be going to France ; the Court is not inclined to believe that the

ship was going to Calais : very improbable
;

great numbers of

British cruisers watching at Calais ; inconsistencies of the log are

explained ; better a few ships should escape than the principles of

justice bo relaxed in so dangerous a way. N.B.—Captors wanted

to introduce afiidavits. Ship and cargo restored. Adams asked

for expenses for claimants on the ground of the loss they had

suffered by losing theii' voyage to Tonningen. The Court refused

expenses."

R.—VOL. II. 1 I
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The Frail Aletta, on the 27th of November :
" Vessel lying in

Papponburg ; a licence for this vessel by name, from Ems to

London, to take colonial produce. First difficulty to obtain leave

from Dutch Government
;
partly between two fires ; ship lay at

Embden ; then comes an embargo ; he slips from Embden in th<'

night and comes to Capo Bury, to take protection of Britisli

cruisers ; was stopped for want of his papers
;
papers delivered u^i

to commissioners; papers support his account; taken in the western

passage ; licence permits him to do it ; this permission took off the

blockade. The passage in the licence does not keep on the restric-

tion on the western passage
;

perhaps inserted unintentionally,

being a common clause. Not a capture that ought to have been

made. Vessel restored without costs and damages."

Now, having adverted to the precedents, it may be well to look

at the principle and see some of the reasons which governed

Lord Stowell's mind, though of course it is not in my power to

state all. We shall thereby see with how many serious difficulties

this subject is environed, and it may perhaps enable us the better

to overcome them in future.

Lord Stowell administered the Prize Law on gi-eat and compre-

hensive principles; his object was that on the whole equal justice

should be done to the rights of the belligerent and the just claims

of neutral nations, but he did not seek in each particular case to do

the most perfect justice. Many passages in his judgments might

be cited to show this, whereby he declared that, though there

might be hardships in particular cases, both to captors and espe-

cially to neutrals, yet on the wliole the balance was in favour of

the neutral rather than against him. Lord Stowell used to say,

though blockade was a hardship on a neutral, and the right of search

was a hardship on a neutral, yet it was to be recollected that the

whole trade was always open to them—the canying-trade in time

of war. He used always to say, and rely greatly on that rule of

law, that in the first instance the case should be heard on the

evidence of the claimants themselves, namely, the ship papers and

depositions; and on the other hand, in the case of the Diligentia (/),

where the ca^itors complained of what Lord Stowell was about to

(0 Anie, p. 197.
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do, Lord >Sto\voll made the same answer. He told them that 1S55

thougli they might complain in partiouliir instances, yet he must '
{^2^ j^f'

adhere to tlie general principle, even if the eouse(juences might

press hard upon them. Now, no person more readily acknowledged

the truth of the j)rinciple that a claimant should be indemnified for m.sljii

a capture made without probable cause than Lord Stowell ; but ho

lield it to be equally contrary to common justice that a caj^tor

should be mulcted in costs and damages where he has faithfully

performed his duty, and had in truth adequate cause for the seizure.

Yet tliis cause of seizure might not appear on the face of the

depositions and ship's papers. So it might be in blockade cases,

and in numerous others which might be stated.

Then the question arises, how is the truth to be got at ? By
what evidence are the facts whether probable cause existed or did

not exist to be ascertained ? Justice will say by evidence from

both of the litigant parties, that no one ought to be condemned

upon c,v parte evidence. But for reasons which I need not enter

into, the great rule—the established rule of the Prize Coiu't of

Great Britain and of most others, save France for some time—was

to hear the case in the first instance, on the depositions of tho

master and crew of the captured ship, excluding all evidence from

the captors. If such evidence was satisfactory, restitution alwaya

followed as a matter of course, whatever might be the truth of the

transaction.

If, then, on such ex ^;ar^f evidence, a prayer for condemnation

with costs and damages was founded, what was to be done in that

case ?

In the case of tho E/izc (ni), I stated that when such a state of

ihings once occurred—andonceonly in my knowledge—Lord Stowell

observed that though restitution followed, no probable cause ap-

pearing on the face of the depositions, or in the ship's papers,

whatever might be the true merits of the case, no further inquiry

would be allowed ; but that if costs and damages were demanded,

they could not bo decreed Avithout receiving evidence from tho

captors.

I have not, I regret to say, been able to find tho name of that

(;«) Ante, \^. 'Vll

.

1 1
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18.'.'. case, but T liavo a porfoct rocolloction of tlio case within my own

^/r/foi' knowledge—I was present at tlio time. Notliing further was

(louo in tliat case, and it is most remarkable, but I believe it to be

true, that no case could be found, though I do not say so positively,

LudhYngton. ^'^ which such explanatory evidence was actually received, with

resi)oct to costs and damages.

How is tliis to bo accounted for ? In this way, first, that the

claimants, knowing that the captors' evidence might possibly he

received, in many cases would not press their demand. Secondly,

that the production of captors' evidence was attended with many

difficulties, and surrounded with embarrassment. Captures were

made on the high seas in all parts of the world. Captors, from

the nature of their occupation, were constantly moving from place

to place. Generally it would be a matter of great difficulty to

procure the evidence of any one present at the capture ; but if,

after much delay, such evidence was procured—if it disclosed

new facts, as it must almost necessarily have done—then the

claimants must have had an opportunity to reply, and such evidence

must also have been prociu'ed from abroad, and frequently from

distant countries.

Now, when we consider what were the limited means of com-

munication in those days, some notion may be formed of the delay

and exj)ense which would have been attendant on such proceedings

in allo"s\-ing captors to give explanatory evidence to excuse them-

selves from costs and damages. Suppose, however, the evidence

was produced, there would not be an end of the difficulty. Though

it may be true that no such case has occurred, yet in a case nearly

analogous to it. Lord Stowell pointed out the embarrassments

which would necessarily present themselves. I allude to the case

of the Ilaahct (n), in which captors' e\idence was produced for a

different purpose—with a ^iew to the decree of condemnation.

In endeavouring to account for the prevalence of this usage, if

so I may call it, reference may be had to the nature of prize itself,

and the incidents which necessarily attach to it. Ships and

cargoes are not only perishable commodities, but the care necessary

to preserve them, even for a short time, is attended with much

(n) Yol. I. p. 524.
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expense. Hence all claimants were desirous of obtaining restitu- 1855

tion as speedily as possible ; and, looking at tbe consequences of
'^Jfjjlx'

asking for more, simple restitution by consent took place in _.

hundreds of cases, frequently on the payment of captors' expenses.

Lord Stowell commenced with an arrear of nearly 800 cases
; Lu'^Luigton

fresh captures were coming in daily. To have investigated one-

twentieth part of the cases of restitution with one-tenth pait of

the time and pains bestowed on the Ostscc would, I think, have

been deemed b}"" all more than a Herculean task. The records of

the Court of Appeal, so far as they extend, show that that high

tribunal did not repudiate the course followed by Lord Stowell

;

indeed, it is most remarkable that scarcely one of his judgments

on any question of great importance was ever reversed—not one in

a thousand. In one case only of moment, an appeal from a

Yice-Admiralty Court, was there a serious difference between

Lord Stowell and Sir William Grant ; and in that case, I am
rather ashamed to say, no final judgment was ever pronounced.

After remaining five years for judgment, it finally was com-

promised. That was a class of cases involving property to an

enormous amount. I may add that the sanction of Lord Stowell's

proceedings was not confined to the very high authority of

Sir William Grant. I agree with an expression in the OatHCC,

that it is scarcely possible to call in a higher authority.

Sir William Wynne was a constant attendant at the sittings of

the Privy Council ; he had been Iviug's Advocate ; he had had

the experience of the two wars before the war of 1793. No man

had a greater knowledge of his profession, no one was more dedi-

cated to the performance of its duties, and no man was more

conscientious, or more independent in his opinions. To Sir William

Wynne I must add the name of Su" John NichoU, also King's

Advocate, whose knowledge, experience, and accuracy are known

to us all. A board more distinguished fur talent, ability, and

knowledge was never constituted. Constant opportimities ocouiTcd

where, had they differed from Lord Stowell on the question I

liavc been discussing, they must and would have expressed that

opinion.

Much more might bo said ; but I abstain from furtluT observa-

tion, because my object is only to prove the course of practice
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1S.J5 provailinf^ in llils Court on the suLjoct of costs and damagos, and

^Ajn7 30. -j^ ^^ dcffrco to account for it. It is no part of my duty now to
Mill/ 21. " 1 ^ ^

maintain and defend it.

TiibLkucadk.
In tlio case of the Ontacc, I liad not tlio advantage of hearing the

^ J}^- vcrv elaborate argument which appears to have been addressed to

tlio Lords of Appeal on tlio part of the claimants. There was very

little discussion before mo, and I expressed ray oi)inion upon tlif

question briefly and assigned no reasons in dotiiil, and I did so

because what had occurred in former days on this subject was fresh

in my memory and present to my mind. But I avow that, had I had

an opportunity of hearing all tliat has since l)oen urged on tlie subject,

I should have given the same judgment, and for this simple reason :

that I should have considered myself not at liberty to exercise any

discretion upon the subject, that as a subordinate judge I should

have deemed myself absolutely bound to follow the rule as to costs

and damages as carried into execution according to the uniform

practice of this Court, sanctioned by those whose names I have

mentioned. I should have asked, as I have in this case, for any

one precedent to justify my acceding to the motion ; failing the

production of such precedent—and none I believe has or can be

produced—I should have refused the prayer. I do not find that

Sir John Dodson, who had much experience during the late war

and who formed one of the Judicial Committee, referred to any

such precedent
;

j'et if such a precedent was known to him, he

must undoubtedly have given their Lordships the benefit of it.

Failing the production of all precedent to tlie contrary, I should

have thought it presumption on my part to have questioned the

propriety or justice of a course so long pursued. My duty was to

obey.

The Judicial Committee stands in a very different position from

me. It is their privilege not merely to ascertain what has been

done in past times, but if in their judgment such a course of

practice is not consistent with justice, they have power to alter and

reform it. That Court is at liberty to take into consideration any

alteration which may have occurred in the relative situation of the

belligerent and neutral States, and to act upon much wider views

than I should dare to do.

It remains, then, to examine the judgment of their Lordships to
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ascertain what are the principles and rules thej intend to prescribe, 1855

what alteration there ought to be in the course hitherto followed, ^^'''o?"

and it is my duty to discover how far that judgment affects the

case of the Lcucadc and other similar cases ; for I hope and trust
EtrcAPE.

that tliis examination will not only assist me in pronouncing a jiist ^
,•'?'•

judgment in the case of the Lcucade, but afford light to guide us

in future. It is a fearful state of the law when the administration

of justice in each particular case depends, not on the application

of some general principles, but upon the dissection of minute

particulars.

The first rule which I extract from their Lordships' decision is

founded upon the following passage: "The result of these autho-

rities is, that in order to exempt a captor from costs and damages,

in case of restitution, there must have been some circumstances

connected with the ship and cargo affording reasonable ground for

belief that one, or both, or some part of the cargo might prove

upon future inquiry to be lawful prize " {o).

This rule I apprehend to be that, in the case of all ships and

cargoes brought in for adjudication, if it should appear from the

depositions and ship-papers that the seizure was made without

probable cause, a condemnation in costs and damages will follow

;

or in other words, such decree shall be passed when the depositions

and ship-papers do not show probable cause. That must be the

meaning of the expression, for I agree with the argument of

counsel. I do not think it is the most fortunate expression that

could be made use of ; it is not the expression of their Lordships,

but the authority they cited. It may bo that probable cause

existed, tliough no such probable cause existed on the face of tlio

papers.

Now their Lordships most truly stated that probable cause is

incapable of definition ; that probable cause must be probable in

the opinion of the judge, not probable cause in the opinion of the

captor, who, unfortunately, in the discharge of his duty, has to

determine whether to detain or not, with little time for delibera-

tion, and very often from a bundle of papers in a foreign language

and in the midst of a crew speaking tlie same. In eadi individual

case, then, such task must now fall upon the judge.

{(>) Ante, at p. 440.
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Hut pcrliaps somo light may Lo tlirown upon this important

in(piiiy, tliougli avo oannot (lofiiio what prohiiblo cause ishy consider-

ing wliat is not prohablo cause -within tlio meaning which tlio Couit

of Appeal has affixed to the terra in the passage I have cited. 1

apprehend that slight irregularity in the ship-papers, or jtetty

variations in the depositions, would not be deemed probable cause
;

for were it otherwise, in what case could it be said with truth that

there was no probable cause ? In almost every case there is some

little irregularity or omission. So to construe their Lordships'

declaration would be little less than a mockery and a snare. I

apprehend that the ground on which a seizure could now be justi-

fied must be real and substantial.

The judgment has, however, touched upon another question

which I must not pass unnoticed, it is this : whether the probable

cause must have arisen from the fault or defect of the captured

vessel, or whether a captor will be relieved from the liability to

costs and damages for other reasons. I do not apprehend that

their Lordships intended to express any decided opinion whatever

upon those points at all. I will only observe that there is a very

wide distinction between the cases which have occurred and may
possibly occur again.

I must again refer to the Actceon. The act of destruction of the

ship by Captain Capel was in itself illegal, even if the vessel was

liable to condemnation ; it coidd only be justified on the grounds

of public policy, and for illegal acts done for such a reason respon-

sibility must attach. The same in the Cape Xicola Mole cases.

Very different is the case where the government gives a lawful

order, and the captor from circumstances has difficulty in appl}-ing

it. In the case of an absolute order to seize a particular ship.

Lord Stowell expressed his opinion that the captor would be

indemnified; that is the case of the DUigentia [p). That is the

expression used by Lord Stowell. Perhaj^s it vaay be somewhat

ambiguous, but, looking at the context, I think that in that case

it meant he would not be liable to condemnation in costs and

damages in a Prize Court. Excej^t so far as the necessity of the

case now under consideration may compel me, I shall certainly

(/O Ante, p. 197.
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abstain from considering this branch of the subject, fiading the 1855

law in the state I have mentioned. "^,^'^''o?'
JI(iy 21.

There is anothor matter intimately connected with tlie question,

to which I must ailvert, I refer to the production of captors'

evidence on which I have already touched for another purpose.
Lushin-'toi

AVe must bear in mind certain distinctions, if we desire to com-

prehend this head of evidence. First, the production of evidence

as to the facts of actual capture as contra-distinguished from other

evidence, which the case may call for to clear up difficulties which

may arise—and this for the purpose of procuring condemnation, or

of showing that costs and damages ought not to be decreed.

If I may use the expression, there are three classes : captors'

evidence as to the facts to procure condemnation ; captors' evidence

as to the facts of seizure to escape condemnation in costs ; and

there is captors' evidence as to the facts not relating to tlio act of

capture. That is the distinction I am desirous of expressing.

Captors' evidence as to matters not immediately connected with

the facts of capture.

Now, to the best of my knowledge and belief, the practice of

this Court was as follows : I speak of general rules to which tliero

may be few and very few exceptions, as in the case of the Ilaabct.

Captors' evidence as to the fact attending the actual capture, for

tlie purpose of procuring condemnation, was almost universally

excluded. I might say, with few exceptions, such as the case of

the Ilaahcf and the other case cited. Those are the only two cases

on record ; and Lord Stowell shows in his judgment, and it also

appears in a note to the Haahct, that he was determined not to

admit that practice in future.

Now, evidence from the captors for incidental questions, if I

may so call them, was constantly admitted, as to prove a blockade

(Ic J'dcto, and numerous other circumstances not necessary to advert

to. That was every day's practice.

As to that point whicli most materially concerns us now, the

admission of captors' evidence to show probable cause of capture

where vexation and misconduct were not imputed, there was no

course of practice at all ; and for the best of all reasons, because

there was no case in which it was necessary to determine the point,

or to introduce sucli evidence; the Court refusing to condemn
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185.5 witliout a^kinp^ for rnptors' evidence. I tlicreforo know no prece-

J/flv 21 ^^c^ii f<»i' i<s iiitroduftlon, and I know of no autliority forits iiifroduc-

tion, cxcei»t wliat I bavo jdrcudy stated tliat I licard Lord StowoU

declare, and which I liave mentioned in the case of the JSlize {//).

Lusliington.
l^pon tliis veiT important question their Lordsliips liave ex-

pressed no opinion, and I shall aljstain from doing so until it

Loconies absolutely necessary ; for this c^uestion is beset still with

the most serious difficulties. Great mischief must arise from the

admission of captors' evidence, and gross injustice from its uni-

versal exclusion.

Now, the admission would occasion delay, expense, and doubt

—

doubt as to what may be the decision which justice requires.

There is always difficulty in deciding between conflicting affidavits.

How enormously would that difficulty be enhanced when the

affida^ its came from persons all interested in the result ; and for

the most part, as relates to the claimant, prepared abroad, and

from translations also. Those who remember the last war know

full well to what extent the manufacture of papers and evidence

was carried.

Then take the other alternative, the refusal to admit captors'

evidence. The captors then, whatever may be the truth of the

case, will be left wholly at the mercy of the claimants. Our

experience, even in this war, shows in some degree what would

then be the state of the case. Look at the case that came before

me, the Odessa (r). What an array of papers to prove a national

character, which, by the claimants, was disclaimed ! TVhat a mass

of evidence to support such papers

!

Take the case of blockade. Those who command our cruisers

are boimd by their orders to detain vessels bound to blockaded

ports attempting to break a blockade. The place of capture is,

perhaps, the most essential question ; the depositions may be

contrary to the truth, and often have been ; the i:>laee of cajiture

may be much nearer to the blockaded port. The captors are shut

out of all proof. Precisely the same, it may be, as to the course

which the vessel pursued. So as to an attempt to escape. It

appears to me, therefore, that to subject the captors to costs and

[q) Ante, p. 327. (r) Ante, p. 462.
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damages, without giving them the opportunity of explanation, 185.5

would at least savour of injustice. Remember, too, how severely ^/'I'.^f*

Lord Stowell blames the cruisers in the case of the IIa\Te blockade

for not enforcing it ; how severe he is upon officers in command of

her Majesty's cruisers for not doing what it was their duty to do.
Lu^hiu'f

In vain it is, he said, for the government of this country to impose

a blockade, if those to whom it is entrusted will not fulfil the duty

they undertake to perform. That is the case of the Jttjfrow Maria

Sc/irocdcr (.s).

In fact, the captors are placed between two fires ; and at the

same time their lips, even for self-defence, would be closed. It

may be for reasons like those that Lord Stowell said he might,

perhaps, at times have been too favourable to them.

Again, however, we are bound to look, in this Court at least, to

the preservation of the just rights of the belligerent. None is more

essential to the interests of Great Britain than the right of blocka<le.

The right of seizing enemy's property on board neutral vessels has

been parted with—so far there is a change of circumstances ; but

I am at a loss to conceive that such concession on the part of Great

Britain ought, in the slightest degree, to relax the exercise of the

right of blockade.

But if, upon claimants' evidence alone, a cruiser would bo con-

demned in costs and damages, will any man rationall}^ expect a

blockade would be adequately enforced ? Even in this war occa-

sions are not wanting in which our cruisers have been accused of

not uniformly and efficiently performing their arduous duties.

So much, then, upon the question of refusing captors' evidence

altogether. I liave addressed myself, it will bo recollected, to the

difficulties and dangers of captors, and to the injustice of excluding

them.

Suppose, however, a middle term was a<lopted, tliat captors'

evidence in exoneration of themselves might, in certain cases, bo

received against the depositions and ship's papers, how would it

bo possible within the bounds of any human power to draw tho

Hue ? Would it not be a question of dispute and discussion in

every case ? And then, again, come delay and expense.

(s) Vol. I. p. 210.
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m'iv2\
tlicniEclves to tlie wisdom and sagacity of Lord Stowell, that with

scarcely an exception—and then only when particular circumstances

" warranted it—he adhered most pertinaciously to the great rule

Lushinjrton ^^'"^ ^^'° ^^^^ should be heard on the claimants' evidence, and resti-

tution should pass without admitting captors' evidence ; that with

equal fixity of purpose he did not decree costs and damages, save

in most sjiecial cases.

Having now fully explained my general views on this question

of costs and damages, and having endeavoured to ascertain to

what purport and effect the Lords of Appeal have expressed their

opinion in the case of the Osfscc, I now proceed to the facts of the

case before me in the Lcucadc ; and here I greatly regret to say I

must proceed on the assumption that I am right in the conclusion

to which I came that the subjects of the Ionian States were at

liberty to trade with Russian ports not under blockade. I must,

I say, assume I am right in my solution of a question of great

novelty, doubt, and difficulty.

There are three modes of disposing of this case. First, simple

restitution ; secondly, costs and damages ; thirdly, to allow the

captors to give explanatory evidence. Assuming for the moment

that this ship was seized only on the ground of her being an Ionian

vessel trading with Eussia—and which trading I have held to be

lawful—ought costs and damages to be decreed under such circum-

stances ? I put the proposition simply.

If that is the decree I must j^ronounce, assuredly I must found

my judgment on the case of the Oaiscc exclusively, and not on any

authority or practice with which I was before acquainted. Under

these circumstances, it behoves me to bestow the greatest pains,

and to exercise the greatest caution, in my endeavour to ascertain

the true intent and purport of that judgment, and to apply its

principles to this case as their Lordships would wish them to be

applied if the}' were adjudicating on this case in the first instance.

Now, if I fail in any particular, I may on the one hand impose

a liability on the captors which that decision did not intend to

impose; on the other, I may relieve the captors, and in so doing

incur the blame of not giving fidl effect to the judgment of theii'

Lordships—an en-or I am most anxious to avoid.
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I prooeed then on tliis principle : what th3 decision of the i855

Odsee has clearly decided, that I do; as to what maybe left in ^,r'*'.^?"

doubt, I shall be guided, as I have said, in my judgaient by all

the principles and practice carried into operation by Lord Stowoll.

As in the one case I shall rigidly carry out all the directions I Lu^i^ygton

receive from the superior Court, so in the other, I shall not, till

commanded, depart one iota from what I believe was the practice

established under the authority of Lord Stowell.

I must now again advert to that most important passage in the

case of the Osisee, already cited :
" The result of all these autho-

ritios " {f)—I need not read it over again.

I presume that this passage is meant to be not only a statement

of their Lordships' opinion as to what was the result of the autho-

rities, but to be also a declaration of their adoption of it, as the

rule which they intend to establish.

The first question then, is, as to the meaning of this passage.

Then, confining my observations to the ship alone, there must be

circumstances connected with it aifording a reasonable ground for

the belief that upon further inquiry she would prove to be lawful

prize. If this paragraph admit of no qualification, I am of opinion

that I am not called upon to condemn the captors in costs and

damages, because it appears to me that the peculiar condition of

the Ionian flag was such as to afford a reasonable ground for the

belief that the ship would prove lawful prize. I allude to the

connection of the Ionian Islands with Great Britain, to the fact

of the Ionian flag being joined to some extent with the British,

and to all those notorious facts and circumstances which have lately

been the subjects of much discussion.

But if the paragraph I have read is intended to have another

construction : to mean cbcumstances importing some fault or

defect, or some ajiparent fault or defect, in or about the ship, and

that such a state of things only can excuse a captor from costs and

damages ; then I think that the mere fact of bearing Ionian colours,

and being an Ionian vessel, cannot possibly bo deemed a fault or

apparent fault; and in that view of the case, I should be bound to

decree costs and damages.

(<) Auir, at p. 440.
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I8i*)5 Looking iif lli(! whole of this jiidgmcut, I entertain a most

M<ii/'2\
fcrious (loulit as to wliat r-Dnstruftidu T ought to put on tlieir

Lordsliips' expressions.

There folh)\vs a ])assage from Mr, Justice Story to tlio effect

iiuahiu^ton. ^^'"' ^^'•'' captors will bo excused, if there be a reasonable suspicion

of illegal traffic, or a reasonable doubt as to national character, or

as to the legality of the conduct of the parties. I am of opinion

that there was a reasonable suspicion of illegal traffic in this case

;

but whether their Lordships adopted the passage I have quoted in

this moaning, I really do not know.

I must, however, notice other parts of this judgment. Their

Lordships cite the case of the Betnij [u), and of the Luna (r), and

then observe :
" If, however, these cases be held to establish the

principle that there may be questions of so much nicety in the

construction of public documents, or the determination of unsettled

points of law, as to exonerate captors from what would ordinarily

be the consequence of their mistake, they will not much assist the

argument of the respondents here, where no questions of law of

any kind appear to have existed" (x).

I am of opinion that the present case did involve a question of

much nicety in the construction of a public document, and the

determination of unsettled points of law. But whether their

Lordships intended to adopt this principle of justification or not,

I am wholly at a loss to determine, because the passage is put

hypothetically, and I really do not know, and cannot conceive,

whether it was intended to affirm or to controvert the doctrine.

As the claimants have foimded their claim for costs and damages

on the case of the Odsec, I have for that, as w'ell as other reasons,

examined it with as much care as I could bestow. The result is,

that in my opinion, the question which I have now to decide is

not governed by the judgment in the case of the Osfsee ; but that

the utmost that can be urged in this respect on behalf of the

claimants is, that the question is left altogether open.

Then, if the question be left doubtful, and consequently, I am
entitled to pronounce my own opinion unrestrained by superior

authority, I have not the slightest hesitation as to the decision to

{it) Vol, I. p. 03. (r) Ron note cinfp, p. 449. (.»•) Ante, p. 450.
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which I should come. I have no hesitation in adhering to the 1855

course pursued in former wars, and in pronouncing that judgment "j/',)'.??'

which I am certain Lord Stowell woukl have pronounced, and

therefore in refusing to condemn the captors in costs and damages

on the ground relied on Lj the claimants. It is my confident
Lusiiu[,,t^,ij

helief that if this question had been raised before Lord Stowell, he

would not have allowed it to occupy five minutes of his mo.st

valuable time.

I should have thought, under ordinary circumstances, that I

should now have discharged my duty, and that it would not bo

necessary for mo to travel further into the facts of this case ; but

as probably this case may be appealed, and my judgment upon

tlie point I have just discussed may be deemed unsound—and

there are not wanting passages in the judgment in the case of the

Odsce which create in my mind great distrust as to the conclusion

to which I have como, I deem it but just to the captors to

mention—I deem it riglit to mention other grounds on which they

have founded their right to bo exempted from costs and damages.

For this purpose I must consider the Leucade as a neutral vessel,

and in that character entitled to sail either to Taganrog or

Trebizond. Counsel argued, and I think with great truth, that

the foundation of tlie seizure of this vessel was that she was an

Ionian vessel going to a Russian port ; but it does not appear to

me to follow necessarily that, if that ground fails to justify the

captors, there may not be other circumstances to excuse the captors

from a condemnation in costs and damages.

The question, then, is one of fact. Are there other circum-

stances to justify the detention or to show probable cause for tlio

seizure ? This is not very easy of solution, for if this vessel ought

to have been deemed by tlie cruisers wliieli caiiturcd lier entitled to

a neutral character, then all that related to her destination, tliero

not being any blockade in the neighbourhood, could be of no im-

portance, and tlie case comes very much to tliis : if the captor

institutes an investigation which, turn out wliich way it will, will

not afford probable cause for seizure, can he avail himself of the

fact tliat tlie neutral vessel endeavoured to evade his inquiry, and

that by means which would not bo justifiable if the object of

inquiry was well founded Y In former wars, no doubt the captors
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"would l)(i licld justified, but tlioir Buspicloii attaching to the conduct

of tlio sliii) might attach to the cargo, and if not proved to ho

neutral property such cargo wouhl he liable to condemnation. No
such reason exists in the present war, as " free ships make free

goods." There cannot in such a case be inquiry as to the property

in the cargo.

It is said that this vessel was sailing wide of her asserted desti-

nation ; that she had no log ; that there were other defects in lier

papers ; that she had deceived the Britisli authorities ; that her

ostensible destination was Trebizond, but her real destination was

a Kussian port.

Now, assuming all these facts to be true, neither any single one

nor all put together would furnish a legal ground for the condem-

nation of a neutral vessel. I incline to think, upon the best

consideration I can give to the judgment in the Oshce, that

according to that decision these circumstances would not be held to

furnish probable cause for seizure; but as I have declared my
opinion on the leading question that the captors are not liable to

bo condemned in costs and damages, I do not think that I am

called on to say more. Should this case travel to the Privy

Council, their Lordships will put their own construction on the

judgment in the Osfscc, and its applicability to the circumstances

I have been discussing. I leave this part of the case.

The conclusion to which I have come disposes of the question of

evidence from the captors, and I will conclude this judgment by

observing that it is most probable that this case and many others

will be appealed, and I shall then have the benefit of the opinions

of their Lordships upon some of the many diflSculties which may
beset my coui'se ; and I entertain a confident hope that, by the

new light which the superior wisdom and knowledge of their Lord-

ships will shed on these embarrassing questions, I may be able to

effect that which is the great desideratum of a Court of Prize

:

preserve, undiminished, the rights of the subjects of neutral States

without derogating from rights equally sanctioned by the law of

nations, the rights of belligerent powers ; and so reconcile the

abstract principles of justice with practicability.
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THE GAEL (No. 2). [Spiuke, 238.]

Capture—Bight of Ship of War to Share in Capture made by her T'.mJer—
Constant Employment as Tender— Compliance u-ith Minn'cipal Laiv by

Captured Ship,

A sliip of war is entitled to share in all captures made by a tender

attached to her, however distant she may have been from the tender

at the time of capture.

This Russian vessel had been captured by her Majesty's steam- 1855

vessel Avon, and condemned as prize in August last. A claim yfj'^ i'

Avas now made on behalf of her Majesty's ship of war Iniprcgmihlr

to share in the proceeds, on the ground that the Avo)i was attached

to the Iiiipn'ij)U(hIo as a tender, and could therefore make no inde-

pendent capture of which the benefit would not accrue to the

Impregnable equally with the tender.

The Queen's Advocate and the Admiralty Advocate appeared for

the tender Avon ; Dr. Adda>i/-s and Dr. Ticiss for the Inipreijiiabte.

Dr. LusHiNGTOX.—This Russian vessel Avas captured off the

Start Point by her Majesty's steam vessel the Avon, and was on

the 6th of August last year condemned to her as good and lawful

prize.

Since that decree was made an appearance has been given on

behalf of her Majesty's ship Imjireynahle, and a claim asserted that

distribution should be made not to the Avoi alone, but to the

Impregnahle and Avon together, on the ground that tlie Avon was

attached to the Impregnable as a tender.

That the Avon was so attached is sufficiently proved by the

letter from the Admiralty.

The question which I have to determine is wliether on this state

of facts the claim of the Impregnab/e can be supported.

I propose to consider what was the rule during the last war,

and then whether there is any cause to induce the Court to depart

therefrom.

In the case of the C/nir/otfe {//),ljrii\\ StowcU said, '' the claim

(.v) Vol. I. p. 478.

H. VOT,. 11. K K
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185.J fur tlio King's ship is given in virtue of a seizure said to l)e made

/m/w 1
^^y ^^^'^^ vessel as a tender; and iu order to support that averment,

it must Lo shown eitlier tliat there has been some express designa-

tion of her in that character by the orders of the Admiralty, or

Lushinirton
^^^^ there has been a constant employment and occupation in a

manner peculiar to tendei's equivalent to an express designation,

and sufficient to impress that character upon her. The former

species of proof would undoubtedly be most desirable."

It must be necessarily inferred from these observations that if

the conditions mentioned by Lord Stowell were complied with, the

result would be that the ship to which the tender was so attached

would be entitled to be considered as captor, and the capture

effected by a duly commissioned vessel.

It is quite clear that the Avon had all the requisites mentioned

in this judgment. There is an express designation of her as

tender, and there is constant employment of her in that capacity.

Under such circumstances, I apprehend that the tender becomes,

as has been contended in law, a part of the ship to which she has

been attached, and that any capture made by her enures to the

benefit of the ship to which the tender is an adjunct. This was

the old rule and practice, and must prevail unless any distinction

can now be shown.

First as to the place of capture. It was off the Start about

'50 miles from Plymouth where the Impregnable lay ; but I do not

think that on the ground of distance only any exception has

hitherto been engrafted, nor is there any clear reason for so

doing. Tenders are, I apprehend, used for the very purpose of

performing service which it may be inconvenient for the large ship

to attempt, and may consequently be compelled to proceed to a

considerable distance.

I think that no line has or could well be drawn, though I do

not say that there might not be a combination of circumstances

which would form an exception.

Then is there anything to be found in the existing proclamation

on naval prize which ought to militate against the long established

usage of the navy ?

It has been said, and truly, that in a former proclamation

mention is made of tenders, and that in the present proclamation
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nothing respecting them can Le found. Since the hearing of this is.j.i

case, I liave liad an opportunity of seeing some of the proclama- ^''^ |"

tions which have been issued under the authority of the Crown for

the distribution of prizes or other seizures.

The proclamation of 1780 relates to prize, and in that proclamn- Lnshin^on.

tion there is no mention of tenders; proclamation of 1793 sarat'

;

60 also in those of 1803 and 1805.

The proclamation of 1816 was issued during the time of peace,

and no mention is made of prize at all. The subject-matter is

seiziu'e under the revenue and navigation laws, and in this

document is to be found an express provision that the ships to

which tenders are attached shall share, and also persons absent

from the ship or tender on ship's duty or revenue business.

There was a proclamation of King William the Fourth, dated

the 3rd of February, 1836, which I have not had the opportunity

of seeiag, but which is partly recited in a proclamation of the

19th of May, 1846.

It appears that that proclamation of William the Fourth did

relate to prize, revenue seizures, and so forth. How it came to

include prize I do not know, probably by reference to some of the

statutes whicli formed the subject of discu?;sion on a former occa-

sion, respecting which there is some confusion.

This proclamation is silent as to tenders. The existing pro-

clamation of March. 1855, relates only to prize captured in the

present war.

The result is that up to the present moment, so far as I know,

ships to wliich tenders were duly attached were considered as the

captors of all captures actually made by tenders, aud tliat, too,

under a series of proclamations in which no express mention was

made of tenders; that in a proclamation—that of 1816—reference

is made to tenders, the subject being seizures and not prize ; that

subsequently there was a reference to prize as well as seizure, and

no mention made of tenders.

Upon tins I will observe, that if in a proclamation for such

pui'pose there be found anything of a novel chai-acter creating n

right which did not exist before, and in a subsequent proclamation

all mention of such right is omitted, it would bo a fair inference

K K •:
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is.')j tlmt it was so dono intentioiiully. aii<l with the view of not renewing

/mhm! a grant previously made ; but, if the right or usage had existed

loiip- prior to tlio first proclamation, and before mention was made

of it in any proclamation, then I think the mention of it must be

T.ashington. considered only as declaratory of the usage, not as creating the

right, and that the omission in a subsequent proclamation remits

the case to its former state, namely, a right founded on usage—but

I am putting the case stronger than it really ought to be put, for

the express mention of tenders is to bo found in the proclamation

of 1816 only, and that does not include prize.

It would not, I think, with respect to proclamations, be necessary

to put on them the same degree of legal strictness which might be

applied to Acts of Parliament. With respect to the Naval Pay

and Prize Act, 1854, and especially the seventh division of the

third section, I do not perceive that the present question is affected

thereby.

This tender is not commissioned ; if the prize were considered as

having been captured by her only, she must be condemned as a

droit of Admiralty.

It appears to me, however, that according to established usage

the capture must be considered as made by the Impregnable through

her tender, and distribution made accordingly. The orders that

were given by the admiral on the station were given through the

Impreffiiabh', and the tender had on board, of her a part of the crew

of the ship. Were I to come to any other conclusion, I think it

would be that the Carl was taken by a vessel not commissioned,

and that consequently she was a droit of Admiralty.
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Seizure—Proballe Cause—Furtlter I'looJ.

A Prussian vessel, during the war between Denmark and Prussia,

was fictitiously sold to a Eussian and assumed Eussian colours, which

she continued to carry until the war between Great Britain and Russia

was imminent.

The vessel, with her cargo, was decreed to be restored, but liehl, thai

her seizure, on susi)icion of her being Russian, was not without

probable cause, and did not subject the seizor to costs and damages.

This vessel was seized in London, on the 29th of March, 1855, ^^^^

under the Prussian flag. She was claimed by the Prussian owner, —
and the Court was prayed to condemn tlie seizor in costs and

damages.

It appeared from the ship-papers and depositions that she ^\ as

Prussian built, and sailed under Prussian colours until the war

between Denmark and Prussia, when it was thought advisable to

assume Pussian colours, "^'hich she did while in St. Petersburg in

the year 1849 or 1850. At this time there was a fictitious sale of

the vessel to a Eussian. It seems she continued to carry the

Russian flag long after the war between Denmark and Prussia

was terminated and until February, 1854, when she resumed her

Prussian flag.

The Queen''s Advocate and Admiraltu Advocate, for the seizor, con-

tended that it was a case of such suspicion that the Court could not

restore without requiring further proof.

Dr. Ad(ta)/i.s and Ur. 7'/r/.svv, for the claimant, contended that

there was no ground whatever for the seizui'e, and that the}' were

entitled to a decree not only of restitution but of costs and

damages.

Dr. Lis-HiNGTuN,—Diu'ing the last war it was a matter of

every-day's experience that when vessels were brouglit in and the

case came on to be heard before the Court, the counsel for the

captors, according to the peculiar circumstances of eadi case, either

prayed for condemnation or asked for fiu-ther proof. If they

prayed for condemnation, of com'se it was open to the counsel for
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1856 tho clnimants citlier to pray inimediuto restitution or that they

^""' ^^' miglit ho permitted to give further proof, and the Court decided

The according to its own opinion of what was justice on a consideration

" " of tlio wliolo facts of tlio case.

r.iKshin 'ton
"^^^ tlicre was frequently a whole class of cases in which it was

perfectly known by the practitioners that they were oases for

further proof without further discussion. They were a class of

cases in which tlio master not being able to speak to the property,

or the bills of lading not having been produced in terms suffi-

ciently clear, these circumstances were matters for further proof,

which was granted in the ordinary course. Such was the practice.

With respect to persons making seizures of vessels not upon the

high seas and not entitled by their commission so to do, I adhere

entirely to the observations I made in the case of the Eline Wilhel-

mine (s) ; at the same time, what I then observed must not bo

carried to an extent w'hich I think the words did not convey, and

which the Court did not certainly intend. It is one thing for an

officer of the customs or a revenue officer to make a seizure of a

vessel in a port and come and claim condemnation on the ground

of a violation of the law of nations, either by a breach of blockade

or in any other way, as in the case of the Eline Wilhchjiine, it is

another thing where a Custom House officer seizes a vessel believed

to be an enemy's, carrying on any trade in the port of Great

Britain. I apprehend it to be a part of the duty of a Custom House

officer to take due care and exercise due diligence that vessels are

not admitted as neutral vessels to carry on a trade, if in reality

they are the property of an enemy disguised under a neutral flag
;

then it is for the officer to make the seizure, and afterwards, if the

Lords of the Admii'alty give theii- sanction, to follow that up by a

suit. I apprehend without that sanction this Court would not

entertain the suit.

Now what are the facts of this case ? It appears that this was a

vessel under Prussian colours, and, as I collect from the whole of

the proceedings, she had been accustomed, if not alwaj's, yet

frequently, to trade from ports in tho Baltic to British ports and,

being under Prussian colours, she reached this country at the close

(z) Ante, p. 327.
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of last year or the beginning of the present. The cargo then 1855

brouglit was unladen and a fresh cargo laden, and on the 29th of '^""' ^^- _
March in the present 3'ear she was seized by the Custom House The

officers and these proceedings were instituted. She has been

claimed on behalf of the present owners, and it appears that the

master is greatly interested, so much so, that he has about twenty-

seven parts, out of sixty.

It is alleged by the counsel for the captors that there is such a

deficiency of proof that the Court ought not to be satisfied without

directing further proof of the facts alleged in the claim.

Many observations have been made by her Majesty's Advocate

as to the defect of the papers, but with regard to some of these

observations I must confess I cannot at all concur ; for instance,

much has been said about the log ; I now hold it in my hand ; it is

said to be a mutilated instrument, but I am at a loss to know

where. In the year 1855, when a vessel has been performing

voyages almost without number, is it to be expected that you

would find a perfect log of the years 1849 and 1850 ? I am at a

loss to conceive how the tearing out of this leaf or that leaf, or a.s

many as you please in that log, can have framed a just cause of

suspicion. I am still more at a loss to conceive why, looking at the

transaction, the transfer to the Russian flag should ever appear in the

log, provided the vessel was intending to cany on a trade imder a

colourable character. I dismiss that from m}' consideration, and 1

dismiss also the muster-roll, for I do not apprehend that under

circumstances like these the Court is in the habit of requiring that

nice investigation of instruments of that character, if there be

others more important to be considered.

Now the statement of the master is that the ship was built in

1846 in a Prussian port. At one time, and indeed for a great

many years, she carried on her trade under the Prussian flag, but

when the war broke out between Denmark and Prussia, it being no

longer safe to sail under that flag because she might bo intercepted

in her passage through tlie Sound, she assumed Kussian colours.

It is stated, and stated fairly, that the colours were assumed at

St. Petersburg or Cronstadt—it matters nothing at which port they

were assumed—and she continued under these assumed colom's to

tarry on her trade till the month of February, 1854. It is por-
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foctly apparent tlial tho avowed object for wliicL the iiiLssiau

colours wfTO assumed—uamely, in consequence of the war between

Prussia and Denmark—had for nearly three years entirely ceased,

and tlicrofore that the continuance to have Hussian colours is not

accounted for b}'' the statement which the master has made, inas-

mucli as the reason has entirely failed. I must say that when I

SCO tho change from Hussian colours to Prussian, just when the war

was imminent, it is a circumstance of very considerable suspicion,

and not of less suspicion because it is a matter of perfect notoriety

that every possible attempt has been made in the present war to

cover Russian property by transfer to neutral merchants.

I must therefore look to the other documents and see whether,

notwithstanding this, the Court is satisfied as to the property in

this vessel. I may observe by the w;iy that it is quite true that

this Court does not take cognizance of frauds practised upon other

nations; for instance, this Court never takes cognizance of any

attempt which may have been made by the disguise of colours, or

in other ways, to avoid navigation or other laws of foreign

countries. It is no offence in the eye of the Prize Court when such

an attempt is made ; it is only an offence where it is made in

violation of British law.

Let us look how the facts stand here. The first instrument of

great importance referred to in the argument is what is called the

grand bill of sale. It appears that the vessel had, when originally

built, an instrument on board, call it by what name you vnR—a biel-

bricf, or a grand bill of sale. Now the usual appellation which is

bestowed upon the document which a ship possesses when she is

built is a bielhrief, but I am by no means disposed to say that a

similar meaning may not attach when the instrument which

emanates from the shipbuilder, or from those who employ him, is

called a grand bill of sale ; and I apprehend that either the one or

the other—whether hiclbrief or grand bill of sale—is meant to be

tho foundation of the title of those to whom it is granted. This

document, on careful examination, appears to me to be a substitu-

tion for a former document of the same description which was lost,

and which appears from the coiTespondence to have been what I

should have been more inclined to designate a bielbrief. It has

been lost, and this was a substitution thereof ; but I cannot in
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justice to the claimants say that this is a document to whicli, 1865

because it bears a different name from that which would be given '^""^ ^^-

to the original instrument, the Com't ought not to pay attention. Tue

I think I am bound to consider this instrument as a proof of the
'

title of the claimants to the same extent as I should the original j „„i,,^f;^„„

hielbricf if it had been produced ; there is therefore one document

of very great importance produced on the present occasion. There

are other documents certainly wanting, one of which I certainly

confess I did look for and do not find, namely, a sea-pass.

Now, according to the doctrine which I believe has been main-

tained by my predecessors in this chair, it has always been con-

sidered, I will not say a matter of absolute and indispensable

necessity, but of the greatest moment, that a neutral vessel sailing

the seas in time of war should be provided with an instrument

called a sea-pass, or something tantamount thereto. There is no

such document to be found here. The master accounts for its

absence by saying he believes it was left behind at Elsinore. It

must bo remembered this is a document of first-rate importance,

for this is the document which entitles him to sail under the flag

and pass of the nation to which he belongs, and I hope and trust,

whatever may be the result of this case, that in future it will be

understood that this is one of the documents which the Court will

require to be produced ; it will require it to be produced, or a satis-

factory reason assigned for its non-production.

Now, how stands the result of the evidence in this case ? The

master is unsupported by the testimony of the mate, and though 1

do not expect from the mate many particulars relating to the

transactions of the ship, because it is not usual and customary fur

persons of that description to give the Court such detail, yet it is

certainly somewhat surprising that he has not stated in liis cvidt^nce

a fact which must have been well known to him, namely, tliat liis

vessel carried Russian colours till February, 1854, he having (>omo

on board in the month of October, 185'i.

With respect to the correspondence, it appears to mo to be

greatly corroborative of the evidence of the master. The whole of

the correspondence tends to show that a gentleman of the name of

Gradener, with whom he was in the habit of corresponding, had
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June 12.
of tho evideneo that points to Russian interest.

The 'X'Ikj first nu(?stion, tlicrefore, is whether I am to order further
CAKOtJNE.

proof or direct immediate restitution ? I am, I must say, satisfied

Lushiugton. ^^^^^ ^ho ship is Prussian property ; and I am of opinion that I

ought on this evidence to direct her to he restored, not that there

is no irregularity in tlio proceeding, but because, upon the whole,

I am clearly convinced in my own mind that the property is proved

to be Prussian.

The only question that remains is that of costs and damages

;

and to them I am equally clear that the claimants are not entitled.

It is utterly impossible to hold that this wtis a seizure without

probable cause ; or, to use an expression employed by Mr. Justice

Story, where there is no reasonable doubt. I think that where a

vessel was carrying Russian colours up to the commencement of

the war, and where she was divested of them only at the breaking

out of the war, that one ground is a justification for seizing the

vessel. When I look further at the cii'cumstances of the case, that

the master is not corroborated, that the grand bill of sale was

procured under circumstances which, though they now are ex-

plained, were pr'nnd facie not clear, and when I see no sea-pass on

board, I am satisfied that the justice of the case does not require

me to condemn the seizor in costs. I shall therefore simply

restore.

The Admiralty Advocate.—Upon the payment of the captors'

costs and expenses, or without ?

The CofRT.—No, simple restitution.

Dr. Addams applied, on behalf of the o^mers of the cargo in this

case, for restitution with costs and damages, and submitted that,

whatever cause there might have been for detaining the ship, there

coidd be no pretence whatever for seizing the cargo.

The Couht said : That when a ship was seized, it was quite

impossible to do otherwise than arrest the cargo. That was an

imiversal rule. He would simply restore the cargo and make no

order as to costs.
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THE OTTO AND OLAF. [Spinks, 257.]

Blockade— Egress—Laden Vessel— Capture— Probable Cause—Restitution—
Practice— Variance of Claim and Preparatory Ecidence—Further Proof.

Every ship leaving a blockaded port with, a cargo is liable to detention

without subjecting the captor to payment of costs and damages.

Where the claim and preparatory evidence is at variance with the

documentary, the Court is bound to require further proof.

The Court will not enter upon an inquiry whether a captured neutral

vessel has complied with the requii-ements of the municipal law of her

own country.

This ship under Danish colours sailed from Copenhagen with a i85j

cargo of coals for Eiga, after the blockade of the year 1854 had •^"^^ ^'^'

been raised. Having arrived there and discharged her cargo, she

took on board a cargo of wheat, e^c. and attempted to prosecute

her return voyage, but in consequence of the ice she was compelled

to put into Bolderaa, and remain there for some time. On leaving

that port in the month of April she was found to be too deeply

laden to cross the bar, and was compelled to unload a part of her

cargo into lighters, from which she again reshipped it after having

passed the bar.

In the meantime (on the 19th of April) the blockade had been

again imposed upon the Gulf of Eiga. On the 8th of May she

was captured by her Majesty's ships An-hcr and Geyser, was

released on the 15tli, and upon the same day Avas again seized by

them, and sent hero for adjudication on the ground of breach of

the blockade. The cargo having been restored, a claim was made

for costs and damages. A claim was also given in on behalf of

four Danish subjects, as the owners, for restitution of the shij) with

costs and damages.

The Queen's Advoeute and Dr. Deane appeared for the captors

;

Dr. Addaim and Dr. Ticiss for the claimants.

Dr. Lushington.—There are two questions to be disposed of in

this case : the one relating to the claim for tlie cargo, the oilier to

the claim for the ship. "With respect to the circumstances of tlio

case, some of them are common to both questions wliich the Coui't

will have to decide ; and some will bo more applicable to the cargo,

and some to the ship.
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1866 The general nature of the adventiu-e was this : Assuming for a

'^"'^y ^'^- moment that the ship was duly transferred to Danish subjects,

The Otto tliat tlicy wcro the ownors at the time of the capture, she being a

^ ^'^^'
Danish vessel lying at Copenhagen, and it being perfectly notorious

T J^^'

,

when the Baltic was covered with ice that the British fleet would
LushingtoD.

withdraw, and the ports which were blockaded would of necessity

be loft open, it was determined by the owners of the vessel to

embark in an adventure for the purpose of carrying a cargo of

coals from Copenhagen to Riga, and of bringing back another

cargo to some other port, which was to be named when the vessel

arrived at Kiel. No doubt it was in the contemplation of the

parties, that if they were unable to get the cargo on board at the

time, and before the ice set in, so as to render it impossible to get

out, they would be detained until the approaching spring ; that, if

they stayed, the British Government would reimpose the blockade,

and that they would be shut up there ; and then they well knew

and relied upon the rule of law, that a vessel taking on board a

cargo antecedent to the blockade was entitled to come out.

I am of opinion that this was a perfectly lawful undertaking
;

that the owners had a right to enter as they did into the

charter party with Messrs. Suse & Co., namely, to take a cargo

out in the first instance, and then to bring back another, if they

chose to run the risk of being detained by the ice, knowing that a

blockade would be imposed, and then to assert their rights to cany

out the cargo by reason of its having been laden antecedent to the

blockade. I know of no illegality in this, and no blame is to be

attributed to them, provided they cany out theii" intentions bond

fde.

It appears then that the \essel reaches Riga, discharges her

cargo of coals, and takes on board a cargo of wheat and other

articles of that description. It appears that such cargo was taken

on board before the end of the month of January, but that the

vessel was unable to quit the port in consequence of the ice—one

of those contingencies which was anticipated. She remained there

;

the cargo was too heavy, and the ship was too deep to get over the

bar. In the month of April part of the cargo was transferred to

a lighter to enable the vessel to get over the bar, and was sub-

sequently put on board again. The blockade was imposed on the
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19tli of April, and I think the 8th of May was the day of capture ; 1855

and I am of opinion that tlie unshipping of the cargo into the -^

lio:hter was not an illeoral act, provided that the Court was satisfied The Otto
. . . . . , .

AVD OlAF.
that the identical cargo, which had been originally shipped in the

January preceding and no other, was again put on board. These Lushin^ton.

are the general facts of the case, and common both to the ship

and cargo.

I apprehend that when this vessel came out of tlie Gulf of Riga,

or before she came out of the Grulf of Riga, she was liable to

detention by any of her Majesty's cruisers who were maintaining

the blockade established on the 19th of April ; and it l)ecomes,

under circumstances like these, the duty of the claimant to estab-

lisli his title to restitution. Prima facie, every vessel whatsoever

laden with a cargo, quitting a blockaded port, is liable to con-

demnation on that account, and must satisfactorily establish lier

exception to the general rule.

I apprehend, further, that when a laden vessel coming out of a

blockaded port has been taken by a ship of war, it never could be

contended or maintained that such vessel was detained without

probable cause. The very fact of coming out of a blockaded port

with a cargo is probable cause for detention {a).

It is clear that the cargo could not have been restored without

the ship. If it had been contended on the part of the cargo that

the cargo was not to blame, that it ought to have been restored

immediately, then the answer is this : the cargo must participate

in the lot and fate of the ship. If there was good ground to

bring the ship to this country, then also there was good ground to

bring the cargo. That follows as a matter of necessity ; con-

sequently it is utterly vain to contend for costs and damages in

cases of that description. Tlie cargo has been already restored, and

((/) On tho 3rd of August, tho ndjudication, unless they were satis-

Mecklonburg and four other ships, fied that thoy formed exceptions to

seized under simihir circumstances tho rule that a vessel leaving a

to the present, were restored upon blockaded port with a cargo was

paj'ment of captors' expenses ; tho liable to condemnation. At first.

Court observing that tho principle appeals were entered on behalf of

applied by Lord StowoU to such cases tho claimants against these judg-

was, that it was the duty of captors ments, but they were afterwards

to bring ^jnchressels to the Court for abandonod.
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I8r>j 1 mil Very clearly of opinion that the claim for costs and damages
*''•' ^^' has no shadow of foundation whatever. This will appear more

The Otto clearly when I discuss the case of the ship ; but, as far as I have

gone, I am clearly of opinion that there is no pretence for such a

Lnsiiin^ton claim, and the question now is whether I ought to decree payment

of the captors' expenses. I am of opinion that I ought to do so.

First, I ought to do it on the general ground that this was a vessel

coming out of a blockaded port, and that, availing herself of an

exception to general principles, she was bound to prove that she

came within it. It will never do to argue that you have no right

to seize a vessel, and no right to detain her. It is impossible for

the capturing vessel to ascertain what the case really is ; she has no

opiportunity of examining the documents, and no opportunity to

enable her to pronounce a decided opinion on the subject. But I

think the captors are entitled to their expenses on another ground,

viz., that the cargo was partly unladen, and was, after the estab-

lishment of the blockade, again taken on board. This is another

feature in the case, and I am perfectly satisfied that these captors

were justified in bringing the cargo in for adjudication, though

the officers of the Crown did right in releasing it, and they ar^

therefore entitled to their costs and expenses.

With regard to the ship, independent of the cargo, very many
objections have been raised to the restitution of the vessel, some of

wliich I do not think it will be necessary to dwell upon at any

length. She is sailing under Danish coloiu^s, and it is my duty to

see that she is the property, strictly the property, of those who

claim her, for I know nothing more important in the discharge of

the duties of a Prize Court than to take care it does not restore

the property brought in by cruisers except to those who are the

rightful and legal owners.

But other arguments have been addressed to the Court v^-ith

regard to the Danisb character in another sense of the term.

A vessel may have, and in one sense be entitled to, a Danish

character, because she is the property of Danish subjects, and

because she sails under the Danish flag ; and yet she may violate

all the municipal laws of Denmark. Now, in a simple case

depending upon the law of nations, and not depending upon

the peculiar construction of any treaty between Denmark and
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inarton.
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England, T am of opinion that it is no part of my duty to 1855

examine minutely into the municipal law of Denmark, I have '^"^^ ^^'

no rig-lit to look and see whether Denmark has heen fraudulently The Otto

treated, by the pai-ties who procured these instruments. The only

purpose for which I can look into that question is to see whether j^^^j^^

the property bond fde belongs to Danish subjects. I have no

right to penetrate into the mysteries of their institutions, or to see

whether their directions have been substantially or at all complied

with. I wish this distinctly to be understood, because a contrary

doctrine would be most serious. In the case of the capture of any

neutral vessel, which was bearing the neutral flag tliroughout the

civilized world, I should have to examine into the pass, perhaps, of

the kingdom of Hanover, of Mecklenburg, of the United States of

America, or of the South American States, in order to ascertain

whether the vessel that carried the flag of that particular State had

complied v/ith its particular municipal institutions. I never will

enter on such a discussion, except for the purpose of considering

whether the property is bona fide the property of the claimant.

But the most serious objection on the present occasion is that

which I am about to state. The claim is made on behalf of fom-

persons, viz., of Jensen, Salomonsen, Hansen, and Dirck Carlsen

Jans, who are all respectively subjects of Denmark ; and certainly

the evidence of the master does support the claim, for he says the

OAvners are Carl Jensen, H. S. Hansen, Mr. Salomen, and Captain

Jans ; therefoz'o his evidence is in conformity witli the claim. But

I am bound to look at the documentary evidence, and see whether

that supports the statements made in the claim, and supports the

evidence of the master ; for I take it to be quite clear, tliat if the

claim and the evidence in preparatory differ from the evidence

to be found in the documents, that is just the case in which the

Court is bound, as common and ordinary practice, to require

further proof.

Of course, the first document to which I look is the bill of sale,

and that differs from the evidence given by the master, and also

differs from the claim ; for the bill of sale, which bears date the

30th day of May, 1854, states the vessel to have been sold to

Mr. P. Brown, in connection with these other gentlemen. There

is, therefore, a difference from the claim ; and if I were to restore
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iftfi*) on this evidence, I should restore on tlio affidavit of the claimant,

"^^''^ ^'^^ and upon tho ovidonco of the master, and not admit the title

TiiK Otto conferred on another individual by tho bill of sale. But not

.' ' merely the bill of sale, but all tlie other documents in this case,

Luhliin 'tou
"^'*^ equally in discordance with the claim and the master's evi-

dence ; for instance, the admeasurement bill states her to belong

to Messrs. Brown & Co., the owners, resident in Copenhagen ; in

fact, setting them forth as having the greatest interest, if not the

exclusive interest, certainly as the continuing owners, and as

entitled to be considered in that light. That is one document

;

there is another document of exactly the same kind and character,

I allude to what is called tho certificate of the Captain Surveyor.

He certifies tho ship to belong to Carl Jensen, of Copenhagen, as

if it had been the exclusive property of that individual. There is

also a fourth document, in which the same person's name is given

as being the owner.

Upon this state of facts, then, I should have no hesitation in

ordering further proof ; but there is additional reason for so doing,

namely, that this sale, alleged to have taken place in June, 1854,

was a sale from Russian owners to Danish owners very shorth'

after the commencement of the war, and the Coiu't, according to

its ordinary rules, looks with great jealousy upon the sale of a

vessel to a neutral subject at the commencement of war ; that

would be an additional ground for further proof.

But I am told, on the present occasion, that all this might be

reconciled by bringing in the transfer, alleged to have taken place,

from Brown to Salomonsen ; that tlie bill of sale has been shown

to the Queen's Proctor, and, therefore, that the Court miist take it

into consideration. Now I neither can, nor will, do any sucli

thing. It is utterly irregular to attempt to introduce into the case

evidence not properly before the Court ; the evidence before the

Coiu't is that by which I must be guided. If there be such a bill

of sale as that mentioned, it will be necessary to produce it if

fiu'ther proof is requii-ed. I agree that the very circumstance of

handing over the bill of sale to the Queen's Proctor might induce

him to restore, on the payment of captors' expenses, with which

the Court has nothing to do ; but if it is brought under the cogni-

zance of the Court, it is the strongest reason for doing that whicli
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I should have done without, namely, for directing further proof in 1855

tliis case.
-^"^'^ ^--

I do not think it necessary to travel into the circumstances The Otto

as to the pass ; whether the pass he, as has been argued on

behalf of the claimant, a pass delivered in blank, and afterwards Lusbington.

on a certificate being obtained filled up with an earlier date, and,

consequently, with a date anterior to that of the transfer itself, is a

matter with wliich I do not think it necessary to trouble myself in

this case nor in any other, except for the purpose of ascertaining

whether it is a bond fide document where there is a doubt of the

validity of the transfer. I restore the cargo on payment of captor's

expenses, and I decree further proof as to the ship.

It is quite in the power of the Court to direct further proof

generally, or in any shape it thinks fit. On the present occa-

sion it will direct further proof generally, and will require to

be satisfied with respect to both the original and the second

transfer.

There is one observation I omitted to make, and it may be con-

venient to make it at once. On several occasions my judgment

in the Sorjiasie has been quoted with respect to what I consider

to be requisite and necessary after a purchase by a neutral of an

enemy's sliip, namely, the correspondence which preceded, the

correspondence which attended, and the correspondence which suc-

ceeded tlie transfer. Now I in no degree whatsoever depart from

what I said on that occasion, but it must be taken with an under-

standing of what were the facts of that case. In the case of the

Sof//(i.sic, where I made those observations, the vessel was on a

voyage immediately after the transfer; but where it turns out that

many voyages have taken place and much time has elapsed, the

Court will not expect in such case that tliere will be that correspon-

dence attending the original transfer which might faiily be looke<l

for wlien the vessel has only been lately purchased.

The Qiicot's Advocate.—That woidd be the correspondence on

board ; tliat would not depend on further proof.

The Court.—That would depend on circumstances. "NVliero a

vessel has been purchased by a noutrnl and continnod in a lawful

R.—VOL. II. ' '
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I80.5 tratlo for a considerable length of time, the presumption arises in

•^"^^ ^"'
fiivoiu- of the neutral, which would not exist provided it had been

Thk Otto tho first vovage ((•).

AND OlaF. J O V /

Dr.
Tiushington.

[Spinks, 27G.] THE NINA.

Spiiiks 317 1 ^'"y''"'*^~'Si/u/i

—

National Character 0/ Merchant—Ownership—Further Proof
—Suppression of Papers.

Tho Court cannot restore to a person who claims as sole owner when

others appear to have an interest in the property ; and it cannot allow

further proof when it is satisfied that no trustworthy proof could alter

the complexion of the case.

The suppression of papers and the prevarication of the master also

afford gi'ounds for refusing further proof.

1855 This vessel arrived at Ipswich on the 14th of May, 1855, under

affirmed ' Austrian colours, aud upon the 4th of June, after her cargo had
Febnutnj 1, jjeeu discharj^ed, was seized by the officers of the Customs on sus-

picion of being Russian property.

A claim was made on behalf of " Martino Grherdacovich, of

Costrena, near Fiume, in Austria, shipowner, a subject of the

Emperor of Austria, as the sole owner thereof."

The master, mate, and two seamen having been examined on

the standing interrogatories, the case now came on for hearing on

the admission of the claim.

The Queen^s Advocate and the Admiralty Advocate, for the seizor,

contended to the effect of the judgment of the Court ; Dr. Addams

and Dr. Bai/ford, for the claimant, submitted that it was a case for

further proof; that the documents before the Court might be

explained, and the seeming discrepancies in the evidence reconciled

by further proof ; and that no injury could result to the seizor by

the delay.

Dii. LvsHiNGTOX.—It is admitted on behalf of the claimant

(c) Further proof having been on appeal without reasons given,

brought in, the Court on tho 27th " Their Lordships entirely concur in

of November restored the ship upon opinion with the learned judge both

payment of captors' expenses. as to the facts and law of tho

('0 The judgment was affirmed case."
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that he cannot ask for anything more than further proof, in order I8J.5

to clear away the difficulties which it is asserted, and indeed not
''"'""^ ^^-

denied on the part of any one, exist in this case. The Ni>-a.

Having read all the papers before I came into Court, and having Dr.

attended to all the observations of counsel on both sides, I think it "*
"'&ion.

wholly imnecessary to delay my decision, being perfectly satisfied

that I should never alter my view of this case, though, perhaps, if

I occupied further time before I delivered my judgment, I might

make it a little clearer or carry it to greater length.

The claim is made on behalf of a person of the name of

Gherdacovich, of Costrena, in Austria, and it was stated that

originally it was the intention of Baron Rothschild to have made

the claim as Consul-General for Austria, and so it appears upon

the face of tliis claim. Now, really, that has nothing to do with

the question which I am about to decide, for whether the claim is

preferred by one individual or by another, the Court abides by its

general rules and principles, without any regard to persons or

individuals. No doubt it was exceedingly proper in this vessers

master to take the advice of the Consul-Gcneral of the State to

which he claimed to be a subject, and, for aught I know, he might

have applied also to the ambassador ; but even if that were the

fact, it would not make on the mind of the Com't even the very

slightest impression, for I am neither to be influenced nor in the

sliglitest degree governed by the opinion of any person, nor by

anything except what I deem to be tlie law of nations as adminis-

tered in this Court.

If the master did make application to the Consul-General in

due time, it was unfortunate that from some cause or other lie did

not receive tliat advice which would have enabled liim, 1 trust, to

have conducted himself with greater projiriety than lie has done

towards the officers of the Customs. Instead of affording every

facility for bringing in the papers, and for the examination of

himself and his crew, he folded his arms, and if not actively

engaged in preventing the inspection of those papers, rendered no

aid, and certainly prevented the examination of himself and of

those on board ; but I do not attribute that to the advice of his

consul ; I should be exceedingly sorry so to do, because, undoubtedly,

if that \\ns so, whothor it emanaffMl from consnlnr or any otlior

], I.
•-•
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I85r) authority, it would tend to indispose the Court from giving due
Aiiffust 11.

consideration to persons filling those higli offices.

The Nina. Now what are the facts of this case ? The ship was originally a

Dr. British, then a Russian vessel, but, as represented, became Austrian
U8 uiigton.

'j^ ^j^g ygjj^j, 2853, at what particular time is uncertain from these

papers, in which, although the vessel was represented to be an

Austrian vessel in the month of July, 1853, yet she did not become

so till the month of November in the same year.

Now at that period, I have no hesitation in saying, that if a

Russian owner was desirous of changing her character by sale, it

was competent for him so to do, and equally competent to the

Austrian subject to buy it, provided only the transaction was fair

and the Russian interest was divested and the Austrian flag

properly assumed under the authority of that country, that country

not being deceived by any false representation, and the owner

being entitled to a national Austrian character.

Such being the facts in the case, the vessel has been claimed by

Mr. Gherdacovich as the sole owner of the property, and the

Court can decree restitution to this claimant on no other ground

than that he himself is the person solely entitled to it. Even if

the case should be made out by further proof, which appeared to

me to be a little inadvertently suggested to the Com-t, namely,

that he had the legal title in this property, but in reality other

persons in conjunction with him were interested in the ship, be they

who they may, unquestionably I could never restore on this claim.

The Com't will never restore on any claim, unless it is satisfied that

the property is bond fide the property of the individual who claims

it ; and if it finds any other interest lurking out in any shape, it is

quite sufHcient for me to i^ronounee against that claim.

There are two points, then, which arise for the consideration of

the Com-t in this case, independently of the many questions and

the many doctrines which have been ably discussed at the Bar.

The first question is one that might be a matter for further

proof, viz. : whether jMr. Gherdacovich was of Costrena or not ?

What do I find in the evidence ? I find the master swearing in

no veiy credible or satisfactory manner, fii-st, that he had been

resident at Costrena sixteen or seventeen years, and then that he

was resident at Odessa, but when and where he knew not, though
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it appears, beyond all doubt aud question, tbat this Mr. Gherdaco- 1855

vicli put him in possession of the ship in 1851, at Odessa, lie ^"9"*^ ^^-

might have had, I think, the means of giving us a little more The Nina.

satisfactory information of the residence of Mr. Gherdaeovich at '^
Odessa. But what do I find besides ? "Without entering minutely Lu^hinjrton.

into the particulars of this case, I find Mr. Gherdaeovich, in 1854,

resident at Odessa, both in the month of April and also of

November. Now these cu'cumstances excite very great suspicion

as to wliether Mr. Gherdaeovich is really entitled to be considered

an Austrian subject, according to the sense in which the words

must be understood in this Court. It does not follow, as seems to

be imagined, that because this gentleman might have been born of

Austrian parents, might have been resident at Costrena, and might

have gone there occasionally or frequently (if he was carrying on

trade and business at Odessa), therefore he would be entitled to

come before the Court and claim restitution in an Austrian

character. lie must be bound by the character of that place

where he was resident, and carrying on his trade, and to which

the transaction properly belongs. I mention this because at the

commencement of the transaction, when Austrian coloui'S were

assumed, matters appear throughout the papers which are ex-

plained in a very unsatisfactory manner to the Court. It seems to

have been thought by the parties that they were at liberty to

change the national character of the vessel without the slightest

regard to the reality of the transaction on the mere representation

tliat they wished to obtain, first, Austrian colours, and then any

other that might suit the purposes of trade. If tliat be so—I do

not say it is in the case of Austria, as I regret to say it lias bi'cu

in other cases—the grant of the national flag has been made with-

out a just regard to the rights of tlie belligerent.

Supposing I got over that, what is the next point ? I have

already said I can restore to nobody but Mr. Gherdaeovich, as sole

owner. AVhat tlien is the state of the papers ? I am told—very

cautiously, certainly, for counsel abstained from stating the mode

and manner in which they would effect their object—that, if I

will but shut my eyes and open my ears they will find the means

of proving Mr. Gherdaeovich to be the sole owner. Notwitlistaud-

ing the documents under my eyes, they -will find the means,
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18).> Avlioreby in reading tlioni, I Bhall Lo cnaLled to put on them a

-^"^""^ ^^-
construction totally and wholly incompatible with that sense which

The Nina, thoy bear upon the face of tliem.

Dr. How, I ask, is this to bo done ? I again refer to those words
iiiigton.

^^.]jjp]^ J j,pjj^fj before in the course of the argument, " I know you

would bo pleased to proceed on your voyage to the Adriatic, I

would consent to it, but you know well that I am not the sole

owner, and must execute the orders of my partners" {d).

Now, if it were to be proved by any evidence produced in the

case that this gentleman was sole owner, it would, as the learned

Queen's Advocate has said, be in direct contradiction to the con-

struction which any man of common sense must put on the words

to which I have referred. But does the case rest here ? Not only

would it be in direct defiance of that meaning, but in direct con-

tradiction of the whole of the correspondence, because there are

letters upon letters in which Signer Cossio is represented as having

an interest in this vessel, in which Auatra, living at Odessa, is

represented as having an interest in the vessel ; and when I see

that the construction I put on these words—and no man living

can put another—is in direct accordance with all the other docu-

mentary evidence, can I, under these circumstances, allow fui'ther

proof, the very object of which would be to falsify the whole of

the papers ? I am of opinion that upon this ground alone, I must

not allow further proof ; but there are in this case a variety of

other reasons which fortify my opinion, and which seem to demand

from the Com't that determination which I have now expressed.

I will make every possible excuse for this man being a foreigner,

every possible excuse for his not understanding what is meant by

a suppression of papers ; but it is clear that he, through an agent,

was concealing papers from the seizors, and preventing them

obtaining possession of the papers which by the law of nations this

Coiu-t is entitled to require. Nor is this all, more unsatisfactory

evidence the Court never had occasion to read. Can I believe that

this person, who was appointed by the owners in 18-31, and had

been master ever since that time, was so ignorant of the ownership

((?) Cited from a letter of the claimant to the master, dated "Trieste,

0th June, 1855."
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of this vessel that if the claim were such as it is represented to Le, 1855

viz., a sale or transfer in November, 1803, to the present claimant,
-^"^""^ ^^-

he could not have given the Court some rational exposition of the Tub Nina.

subject ? The paper marked No. 101 (c) shows that in 1801 Dr.

Cossio & Co. were the owners, and the master must have known,
•^'^''"'^^

what was obvious to every man of common sense, that there was a

transfer—I do not say a culpable transfer—for the purpose of

getting rid of the Russian national character and taking the

Austrian national character. He must have known who the

Hussiau owners were who executed the couvej'auce, and he must

have known something of the consideration which passed, if it was

an honest and just transaction.

I condemn this vessel, and I regret that in the first case of a

vessel coming before this Court under the Austrian flag, it is my
duty to pronounce that sentence. I shall alwaj's be ready to give

that flag as indulgent a consideration as the law of nations will

permit ; but, at the same time, I tnist that the Austrian Govern-

ment will take care not to allow its flag to be prostituted for the

purpose of protecting the property of an enemy from the just

rights of a belligerent (/)

.

(e) The description in the abstract tain Martino Stipanovich. Dated

is as follows: " An inventory of the Gavano di Odessa, 7/19 September,

barque i\^//ia, under the Russian flag, ISol. Signed, Martino Gherda-

tho projierty of Messrs. Bartolomeo covich."

Cossio & Co., commanded by Cap- (/) Affirmed ;><'.?^ p. 570.
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[SpiukH, 281.] THE NEPTUNE.

Capture—Consad hij Cajdor to Restitution—IUe(jality of Trade— Coats.

A Eussian ship, coming into a British port under the protection of the

Orders in Council and discharging her cargo, instead of departing forth-

with was sold to a British subject and remained in a British port. Sh'

was seized, and proceedings taken against her ; but Vjefore hearing, on

the admission of claim, the Admii-alty Proctor, by direction of the Lords

of the Admiralty, declared " that he proceeded no further, but reserved

the question of costs and damages." Held, 1st, the declaration does not

necessarily entitle the claimant to costs, it being always in the power ol

the Crown to stay the proceedings for condemnation. 2nd. The pur-

chase of the ship by a British subject was a trading with the enemy not

specially permitted by the Orders in. Council, and therefore illegal.

3rd. For these reasons, and also for illegal opposition to those who seized

the ship, under the authority of the Court, the claimant must be

condemned in the costs.

1855 This ship arrived at Hull, under the Russian flag, on the
Kovember 20. gQth May, 1854, with a cargo from Kertch, in the Crimea.

Having left that place on the 26th March, she was protected by

the Order in Council of the 29th March ; but after she had dis-

charged her cargo on the 29th of June, instead of departing forth-

with, t^he was removed the next day to Great Grimsby, where she

had ever since remained.

It appeared, from documents and affidavits produced, that in the

early part of June, 1854, negotiations were entered into between

Mr. Robert Kcetley, of Great Grimsby, and Jacob Ljoberg, the

Russian master, who had a power of attorney authorising him to

sell her, for her pm-ehase. An application was then made by the

Russian master to the Customs authorities for information whether

he might sell her instead of departing, and whether a British

register would be granted to her. A letter was sent by one of the

solicitors to her Majesty's Board of Customs in London to the

Customs authorities at Grimsby, who thereupon informed the

Russian master that if his vessel was sold horn fide a British

register would be granted. It appeared that application had also
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been made on behalf of the alleged purehaBer to the Commissioners 1855

of Customs in London, and that one of their solicitors had ex-
"^"^''"'^^ '^^-

pressed his opinion to the effect that the sale would be lep^al, and The
. .

Neitune.
that if proved to be bond fide the ship might have a British register

granted.

Accordingly, Mr. Robert Keetley, in the month of June, 1854,

purchased the sliip for 2,800/. He afterwards had her dismantled

and thorougldy repaired. She was still lying at Grimsby in a dis-

mantled state in the summer of 1855.

When the decision of the Court in the case of the Odessa (//)

came to the knowledge of the officers of Customs at Hull, thoy

reported the Kcpfunc to the Marshal of the Admiralty. This led

to proceedings being taken against her by the directions of the

Lords of the Admiralty.

The vessel was seized on the 8th of August, and on the 11th a

proctor appeared for Mr. Keetley, whom he alleged to be the solo

owner, and obtained a monition against the seizors and the Admi-

ralty Proctor to proceed to adjudication. On the 15th of August

the proctor gave in the claim of Mr. Keetley, with an affidavit

annexed. When Thomas Keetley, who was named in the monition

as the master of the vessel, was summoned in form before the

Commissioners at Hull, to attend before them on the prize inter-

rogatories, he did not appear or take any notice of the summons.

It also appeared that when the vessel was seized great opposition

was offered to the seizors, who were compelled to take the keys of

the cabin by force from the claimant.

After the case was ready for hearing on the admission of claim,

the Admiralty Proctor received a communication from the Secre-

tary to the Admiralty respecting the case, and upon the 14th of

November declared " that by the directions of the Lords Commis-

sioners of the Admiralty he proceeded no furtlior in the cause,

reserving the question of costs and damages on either side "
; but

the claimant's proctor " prayed the judge to order a decree of

restitution to issue, and to condemn tlie seizors in costs and

damages." The Court having directed the (piostion to stand over,

it now came on for argument, and the Queen's Advocate, on tlio

{ft) Antr, p. 4GU.
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1855 part of tho Crown, now offered to forego any appHcatiou for costs

U. provided that tho chiimant wouhl do tlio same ; hut l)r. Addams on
Tub hehalf of tho chiimant declined the oifer. The argument was

Neptune, in.
therefore proceeded with.

Tlio Qiicc)i\^ Adrocatc and Aihnirnltij Advocate for tlio seizor

;

Bv. Addams and l)r. Ta-'im for tho claimant.

Dr. LusHiNGTON.—The first question for the determination of

the Coui't is, whether there is anything introduced in the course

of these proceedings which ought to stop it from considering the

case of costs and damages in its ordinary and usual mode ? For

this purpose it will not bo necessary that I should state tho

proceedings at any length.

It aj^pears that the vessel was originally seized by two Custom

House officers at Hull, and Mr, Clarkson appeared for Mr, Keetley,

and prayed the judge to assign Mr, Townsend, her Majesty's

Procurator-General in her office of Admiralty, to set forth the

names of the seizors, and to decree a monition against the Admi-
ralty Proctor to proceed to adjudication. After an affidavit with

impers annexed had been brought in by the Admiralty Proctor,

the usual monition had been decreed at his petition and returned,

and after afiidavits had been brought in by Mr. Clarkson on the

31st of October, and admitted on the 6th November, Mr. Townsend

on the 14th of November declared that, by the direction of the

Lords Commissioners of the Admiralty, he should not further

proceed in this case, reserving the question of costs and damages

on either side.

The question is, then, whether that declaration made by

Mr. Townsend has the effect of preventing the Coui-t from

entering into the merits of the case, or whether the Court must

proceed as if there had been a declaration of consent to restitution 'i

reserving the question of costs and damages, because I do not

mean to take up time in commenting upon what is the every-day

practice of the Court, and always has been, that the captor may
consent to the restitution of the property seized, and reserve the

question of costs and damages.

Certainly, it is not very usual that a minute should be entered
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to the effect that one of the parties does not intend to proceed 1855

further in the case, but reserves the question of costs and damages ;
^ '"'^'" *" - •

it nevertheless appears to me that it is quite impossible to say "^^^

that the other pai-ty should have a right to avail himself of this

declaration, that the party proceeding will proceed no further, and Lubhingtou.

at the same time to reject the reservation with respect to costs and

damages. lie might, if he had thought fit, have objected to this

minute altogether ; he might, if he had been so advised, have said

it was an extraordinary and irregular minute, and the Court would

have pronounced its opinion upon it, though I must say I see

nothing in it with which the Court can reasonably find fault.

There are many cases in which the Crown may not consent to

restitution, and at the same time may not think fit to press the

case to an ultimate decision, and, under such circumstances, this

form appears the best adapted to answer the cuds of justice.

Here I must observe, with respect to seizures made by captors

commissioned or non-commissioned, that the real party proceeding

is always the Crown ; in both eases, and clearly in the ease of

commissioned captors, it is under tlie control of the Crown properly

speaking, and the Crown may, at any time it thinks fit, order tlie

Uueen's Proctor to take any measures it may, according to its

wisdom, deem right, namely, to proceed no further, and to restore

the property or wliatcvcr else it may deem proper. So, where the

seizure is made by non-commissioned persons, and the proceedings

are conducted under tlie authority of the Lords of the Admu-alty,

through the medium of the Admiralty Proctor, the Lords of the .

Admiralty are invested with precisely the same powers if they

think fit to exercise them. There ought to be no mistake on these

matters ; but it is equally true, if it comes to be a question for tho

judgment of the Court, it may condemn in costs and damages tlio

actual seizor, whether he be a commissioned captor or a non-com-

missioned captor.

Now, as to the facts of this case, this vessel beyDud all doubt

was originally a Kussian vessel, whicli reached lliis country in

May and discharged her cargo. Slio was uinlcr tlic protection of

the Order in Council, bearing date the 29t]i of March, 1854, That

Order in Council was purposely framed in order to protect vessels

coming to this country, unlading their cargoes, and departing
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fortliwilli ; Lut it has not been contended, as I conceive it -was

impossible to contend, tliat tliat order sanctions the party in further

proceedings by way of sale of the vessel.

On the breaking out of war, the general rule of the law is

—

and it is really the A B C of prize proceedings—I do not mean to

comment upon it or illustrate it for a single moment—that all

trading whatsoever between the subjects of the country declaring

war and the country against which it is declared is wholly pro-

hibited, and is totally and entirely illegal. The Crown alone can

alter or relax that law, and it is not competent to any authority,

save that which is by implication derived from the Crown, to relax

the general prize law of the land.

If, then, that be the general prize law, it follows, in my
opinion beyond all shadow of doubt, that this sale was illegal,

because it was a sale by a Eussian subject during war to a British

subject of property which was protected by the Order in Council

to the extent only of being permitted to come to this country to

discharge her cargo, and forthwith to depart without molestation

for any port not blockaded. If that be so, the only question is

whether the authority of the Crown has by virtue of any other

Order in Council, or in any other equivalent manner, signified its

consent that this ship so circumstanced shall be exempted from the

general law, and that a liussian owner shall have power to dispose

of, and a British subject shall have authority to buy her.

A reference has been made to another Order in Council which

bears date the 15th of April, 1854. It is to this effect—I do not

mean to go through it, but the whole Order in Council must be

considered together in order to arrive at a safe conclusion as to

any part of it—but this part has been referred to :

—

That save and except only as aforesaid all the subjects of her

Majesty's and the subjects or citizens of any neutral or friendly

state, shall and may during and notwithstanding the present

hostilities with Eussia, freely trade with all ports and places

wheresoever situate which shall not be in a state of blockade,

save and except that no British vessel shall under any circum-

stances whatsoever either under or by virtue of this (.irdcr or

otherwise, be permitted or empowered to enter or communicate

with any port or place which shall belong to or be in the posses-

sion or occupation of her Majesty's enemies.
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It is impossible to contend for a single moment that the port of 1855

Grimsby comes wdthin the terms or spirit of this Order. The ^^''^"'^''' ^O-

effect of this Order is to allow subjects of her Majesty's and ^ The
^ E1*TU\E

neutral subjects to trade to ports and places not in a state of
."

blockade. I need not say that this very expression— '* not in a Lu^iju,rtou

state of blockade "—could by no possibility apply to any British

ports whatever, and this Order in Council never could be extended

to justify the subjects of Russia in trading with any port in her

Majesty's dominions, which construction, in fact, it is now attempted

to put upon it.

For many reasons I will not state what I believe to be the true

construction of this Order in Council under the limitations, because

I agree with her Majesty's Advocate, that it is better that such

important questions should be discussed when they are raised

dii'ectly, than where they are raised incidentally on such a point as

this. But I am compelled to notice them to come to this conclu-

sion, was this sale legal or illegal ? I have no doubt whatever that

the sale was illegal, nor have I any doubt that if this case had

been pressed by the Crown or the Lords of the Admiralty, so as to

compel the Court to come to a conclusion, that I should beyond all

doubt have condemned the ship on the ground of the illegality of

the sale. It is not a British ship under the prize law, but an

enemy's vessel. So much for the first question.

The next question that arises is, can the law, as stated, be

qualified by anything done by the Commissioners of the Customs ?

I will assume that the whole facts and circumstances were brought

under the cognizance of the Commissioners of the Customs, that

their opinion was taken whether tlie sale was legal or illrgal, that

they gave their judgment that it would bo legal and proper, and

that they confirmed it by granting a British register. That would

not weigh one single iota in the matter. It would be impossible

that a subordinate authority, or any other authority short of tho

Crown, could change the prize law hero or elsewhere. If it was

intended to do that, there were means by wliich it might have

been effected by the interposition of tho Crown itself.

If I were to travel no further, this woidd l)0 a perfect justifica-

tion, an entire justification of tho seizure; it would entirely stop
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tlio claim for costs and damages, and give the seizors a perfect

title to costs and exitenscs.

There have been other circumstances wliich 1 have been pressed

to consider; but having delivered my judgment, I do not see that

I should expend my time in going into circumstances which T

consider to bo of less importance. I shall not advert to the issuing

of tlie monition, because, from the explanation given by Dr. Twiss,

that might be erroneous ; and it may be that before the monition

Avas under seal, the claim was given in. But I must say that the

proceedings at Grimsby have been such, that I do not hesitate to

say, that if they had been brought before the Court, I should not

have hesitated one single instant in attaching the party, and I

think he would have found the attachment would not have been a

matter of form ; it would not have been easy to get a release from

that attachment, because it is the duty of the Court to enforce at

all times a due obedience to the laws of this country which I am
bound to administer. With respect to the conduct of the master,

it appears to me to be equally reprehensible, and that is also an

additional ground for giving the seizors their expenses.

I have now mentioned all the grounds on which I proceed to

decree the seizors' expenses ; but the first one is so incontrovertible,

and it gives them such a right and title to their expenses, that it

operates on my mind above all other. I reject the claim for costs

and damages on the part of the claimant, and I decree the expenses

of the seizors. I think it is to be lamented that the liberal offer

of the Crown by its oflicers to grant restitution of the vessel, and

\^•ithout raising the question of costs and damages on either side,

was not accepted, and that the claimant vras not wise enough to

take the vessel without the risk of having to do, what now he

must do, pay the costs and expenses.
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THE BENEDICT. [Spinks, 3i4.]

Vohnitaryand bona fide Transfer— Validity—Domicile—Education—Eesidence.

The voluntary transfer of a ship by a father, an enemy, to his son, a

neutral, as an advance of a portion of his inheritance, is valid if made
honci Jide.

The fact that a man is educated in a foreign country, followed by a

continued residence in that countiy, tends strongly to establish the

foreign domicile.

Vessel decreed to be restored, but captors to recover their expenses.

This ship was originally captured and sent home for adjudica- iSo5

tion as for breach of the blockade of Riga, but at the hearing on -P<'<'<'^'^>' •*•

the admission of claim, on the 13th of August, that ground was

abandoned and the argument turned on the national character of

the vessel. »She had been transferred to Hans Friedrich Philipsen

(on whose behalf as a Dane and sole owner the claim was made)

hy his father, a Russian subject ; the Court allowed further proof,

which was now brought in. The facts are fullv stated in the

judgment.

The Qiiccn^s Advocate and Admiraltij Adrocafe appeared for tlio

captors; Br. Addains and Dr. Tin'.ss for the claimant.

Dr. LrsuiNGTOx.—This vessel, under Danish colours, was

captured near Riga, on the 8th of May, in the year 1855. Claims

were given for the ship, the freight, and the cargo
;
parts of the

cargo were upon several occasions restored by consent. On the

loth of August the admission of the claim for ship and freight

was debated. The claim was admitted, but further proof ordered

as to the property in the said ship and freight. Sucli are the terms

of the minute of August 13th. The further proof having been

brought in, this case lias been lately argued at length, it being

contended on the part of the Crown that the vessel is liable to con-

demnation, not on accoimt of the breach of blockade, which was

the original ground of seizure, but on various other groimds which

I must presently speak of more in detail.

I think the most convenient course I can pui'sue will be first to

state, as fairly as I can, the case of the claimant, and tlien, without

reference in the first instance to its credibility, inquire whether.
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is.'iS assuming it to be true, the claimant would under sucli given cir-

cimistances bo entitled to restitution. I f I should ultimately bo of
Dcci'ttihc)

TiiR opinion tlmt the facts, if proved, would iustify me in restoring the
Beneihot.

property to liim, tlion I must also consider whether the proof of

Lushingtou. ^^e facts is satisfactory.

The claim is given on behalf of Hans Fricdrich Pliilipsen, of

Altona, and the statement contained in the further proof is to tlio

following effect—not in detail, but in effect : tliat he was the

youngest son of Niss Hansen Philipsen, a merchant canying on

business at Higa ; that his father was by birth a Dane, settled for

very many years within the Russian dominions ; that his two

brothers were in partnership with his father; that in 1852 he him-

self was sent to Denmark for the pur})ose of learning the art of

ship-building, and of acquiring other knowledge to fit him to carry

on the business of a shipbuilder and shipowner in Denmark ; that

he continued to prosecute his studies till the month of August,

1853, when hearing that his father was about to visit Hamburg
he went tliither to meet him ; that upon that occasion his father

promised to advance him a part of that share in the property

which would devolve to him as his portion, the sum so agreed

to be advanced being fixed at the amount of 24,000 roubles
;

that it was at the same time arranged between the father and

son that the ship, the Benedict, should be valued at 4,000

roubles, and be transferred from the father to the son in part

payment of the 24,000 roubles ; that the claimant became of

age on the 25th of December in that year, and took up his resi-

dence at Altona, towards the end, as it would appear, of the month

of February, 1854 ; that on the 6th of March—I believe the 18th,

according to our time—in the same year, the ship, which was

then lying at Lubeck, was transferred to him by bill of sale, the

whole arrangement as to the advance of the 24,000 roubles and the

transference of this ship having been approved of by his mother

and brothers and sisters, as appears by an instrument produced in

this cause ; that the claimant, having taken possession of this

vessel in the year 1854, employed her in various voyages; that

she brouglit a cargo of wheat to Scotland, went to Memel, to

Malaga, and finally to Eiga at the end of 1854, when the blockade

was withdrawn.
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Upon this statement of facts, assuming them true, several obj'-c-

tions liave been raised on tlio part of the captors. First, it lias

been contended that this Court cannot recognise a title by donation

and voluntary conveyance without a valuable consideration, or,

rather, as we should call it, pecuniary consideration, and that there

is no precedent for the Court sanctioning such a claim, for that so

doing miglit lead to great abuse.

I certainly am not aware of any precedent, and it is equall}' true

that without great care and caution a voluntary transfer might be

resorted to for fraudulent purposes ; but if the title be such as this

Court ought to recognise, I should not bo dismayed from so doing

simply by the absence of an example, neither should I be deteiTcd

by the probability of abuse, for I think that the Court, provided it

exercised due diligence, might protect itself from any reasouablo

chance of fraud.

I approach at once, then, the question whether a title by dona-

tion, if sufficiently proved, ought to be received by this Court or

universally rejected. I am well aware how many distinctions arc

made in the administration of municipal law between voluntary

conveyances and titles for a valuable, or, rather, a pecuniar}', con-

sideration. But these are distinctions which I should be very

reluctant to introduce into the administration of Prize Law, for I

think that, sitting as a Court of the Law of Nations, I ought as far

as practicable to look at what has really and truly been done—to

reject on the one hand any transaction however perfect in form if

not sound in its foundations, and on the other hand to admit, not-

withstanding technical considerations, whatever has been truly and

ho)H\ fide done.

I know not indeed by what authority I should be justified in

saying to the subjects of neutral States, that I Avould stoji Ihem

during the time of war from acquiring property by a tith' which

would be unassailable in time of peace ; in saying, " You m.-iy

take a vessel by way of legacy, but you shall never acquire a ship

from a father or other relation by way of donation "
; in saying,

moreover, that I will interrupt, or, rather, make void, all the con-

sequences of the natural relation of father and son or otluT

relations. Were I so to do, I think I should sin against a great

principle of Prize Law, by prohibit iTig to n<^utrnls n frnnsf(M-onf^«^ of

K.—voT,. n, ^^ '^i

1855
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1855 property perfectly lawful in time of peace. I am not disposed to

Decimbrr i.
eytablisli SO liarsli a rule, but before I gave any cluiraant tli''

Tub benefits of a more lenient principle I should undoubtedly requiix-

' very satisfactory proof of all the circumstances which had led to

Lu*liiufffcon
^^^^ transaction under consideration, and more especially in a cas'

where it might happen tliat the person so conveying the property

was clothed with a hostile character.

If, therefore, the history of this case be correct, I should no*

refuse restitution to the claimant on the ground that his title was

acquired by donation ; at the same time, I must observe that I

very greatly doubt whether the advance of a portion by persons

Avho live in countries where the property must in great part be

divided amongst the children at the time of the death of tlieu*

parents can with strict propriety be termed a donation. Many

cases might be put where, in the exercise of a power, persons

advance during their own lifetime money which is not strictly due

till after their deaths, and I doubt whetlier such advances can be

truly characterised as pure donations.

I must now address myself to other objections. It has been

contended that the claimant, at the period of the arrangement with

his father in August, 1853, and of the transfer of this vessel in

March, 1854, was to be considered as a subject of Russia. To a

certain extent I am disposed to assent to some of the reasons on

which this argument is founded. It is quite true that a son under

cige sent for his education to another country would not thereby

acquire the national character of that country ; but it is not equally

correct to say that the circumstance of such education, accom-

panied with other facts, would not be of importance in ascertaining

the national character, for if the original project of sending for

education was coupled with an intention when that education was

completed to settle in the same country, it Avould render great

facility to the immediate acquu-ement of such national character

Avhen the residence was continued after majority, and the education

was complete. I do not, however, deem it necessary to enter

further into this consideration, for the obvious reason that the

question is whether, when this ship was captured in 1855, and the

claim given in in the month of June in that year, the claimant was

11. en a Dane ; for if lie was, he would be entitled to the benefit of
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that character. I am of opinion that the continued residence at i>?55

Altona lias, were it necessary to press the matter so far, a retro-
^^<'^>"^<^ -J-

active effect upon all that was done at the time of this transfer ; The

and perliaps I might even go further and say that if in March, '.

1854, tlie claimant was not iustly entitled to be considered a Dane, t J^^\

yet he has certainly acquired that title since ; and, moreover, I am
not aware that a person whose character was hostile may not

change his domicile between the period of the transfer and the time

of the claim. Suppose that Mr. Philipsen senior, undoubtedly a

Russian in March, 1804, had removed himself and his vessel to

Denmark at that period : can anyone contend that if such vessel

were captured in IMay, 1855, and he had been settled in Denmark

during the intermediate period, he would not be entitled to resti-

tution ?

Another objection has been raised which regards the national

character of the master. He was by birth a subject of Mecklen-

burg ; he navigated this ship for several years under Russian

colours, Russian owned ; therefore no doubt at the time of th''

transfer he was to be considered a Russian subject, lie afterwards

assumed the Danish character in the month of April, 1854,

according to means which that country affords, with extraordinary

facility and expedition. Now what effect is to be attributed to

this state of things Y I am yet to be informed that the single

circumstance of having a master of a hostile character to command

a vessel will destroy a claimant's right to restitution, if he be

otherwise so entitled ; and looking at the rapidity with which

national character is allowed to be changed as regards neutrals, I

sliall bo very reluctant to come to such a conclusion. I grant,

]ir)wever, when a case is viewed in a different aspect, the fact that

tlic master's character is that of an enemy may afford a strong

ground of suspicion. As to any supposed fraud ui)on the Danish

Government, I lay that wholly out of consideration, for I see

nothing on the face of the facts to lead me to suppose that there

was any ; familiar as the Court is with their mode of transmuting

a Russian master into a Danish master, the whole transaction

passes in ordinary form, and gives rist^ to no suspicion whatever.

Even if it were otherwise, I disclaim entering into an examination

M M 2
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of wliat llio law of Denmark does require to enable anyone to

command a vessel under Danish colours.

Oil this occasion it has been said that this vessel is not provided

witli those Danisli papers which are required by law. If by law is

meant the treaty with Denmark, I know of no provision in that

treaty which autliorizes Great Britain to condemn a Danish vessel,

because the municipal law of Denmark may not have been strictly

complied with. If reference be made to the Law of Nations

simply, I am not aware that when a vessel has do facto by the

authority of a neutral government been incorporated into the

marine of that State, this Court lias inquired narrowly, if at all,

into the law of that State, or how far its municipal regulations have

been strictly complied with ; and I am of opinion that such an

inquiry would be attended with great inconvenience, and could not

be prosecuted with reasonable facility or with the probability of

doing justice. Every State differs with respect to the regulations

of their mercantile marine ; the Court is not disposed to enter upon

an investigation of systems of jurisprudence in foreign States,

which it is not competent thoroughly to understand.

Upon the present occasion an objection is raised as to the pass,

that it is dated at one period and issued at another. I know no

reason why the Danish Government may not adopt any regulation

it pleases upon that subject. It is said that the vessel was not

lying in the port where it was represented to be when some of the

papers were granted, that a fraud has been practised on the Danish

Government. This is an investigation which I will not enter

upon. The Danish Government is quite powerful enough to

protect itself against fraudulent attempts to obtain for vessels the

national character of Denmark ; I do not know about its having

the will, but I have no doubt about its power. It may be, for

aught I know, quite consistent with their practice, or it may be

visited with some penalties unknown to me, quite beside the con-

fiscation of the vessel ; but I repeat, I will not, for such a purpose

as the present, make any attempt to dive into the maritime law of

Denmark and tlieir usages, any further than I would present to

Denmark a copy of our Merchant Shipping Act for the edification

of its judicial tribunals. I doubt indeed, if I were inclined to

make such offer, whether I should not be under the necessity of
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sending also some learned expounder of all tluit is contaiut'd in i8.5o

that lengthy document. I, perhaps, might have no dilFieulty in

selecting from the Court one quite capable of so doiug, and who

would be very acceptable to the Danish Government.

It is sufficient for me to find that by the sanction uf Danish Luhhington.

authority this vessel has been received into the Danish mercantile

marine ; and if I am so satisfied, and that she is also the pro[iurty

of a Danish subject, it is my duty to restore her, provided that

there has been no fraud on any belligerent rights.

I believe that I have now disposed of all the objections that

liave been raised in this case on the assumption that the statement

of the claimant is founded in trutli. Inquiry into this latter

question will not occupy the Court long, for I do not think it

necessary to enter into great detail. I am of opinion that the

statement so made by the claimant is not repugnant to probabilit}',

and, though tlie consideration of im})r'nding hostilities might be

an ingredient prompting the completion of this transaction, yet

that it would not on that account be invalid, because, if I am
right in the conclusion I have drawn as to the national character

of the claimant, his father would have a right, when war was

either imminent or declared, to transfer his vessel to him, and

there is nothing in this proposition at all opposed to the decision

in the Baittea (/). The Ballica went mainly on the ground of a

continuing enemy's interest, though I also adverted to the attemjit

to sell by wholesale ships the property of the enemy to one

individual.

The present transaction commenced in August, l^oo, and at

that period, beyond all doubt, the parties were fully competent,

without being liable to suspicion, to enter intu the engagements

which are said to liave been made. I think also that tlie Jirraiigf-

ment of August, 18'>3, was carried into execution witli as much

expedition as could reasonably be expected, considering that tho

claimant did not come of age till the 2'jth of December, 1803 ; ami

I think, also, it is proved that as soon as tliat agrernicnt was (•(•iii-

pleted by the execution of the bill of sale, and from that tiint- till

the period of capture, the present claimant exercised all tin- rights

(»') Hcversed un ni>ipt.-ul.
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of owiior. Thoro is an aljuiidanco of corrcspouJence demoustrut-

. ing it.

It is true tliat romittaucos to comploto tho sum of 24,000 rouLlfS

wore continued in LS54 ; but what possible effect can tliat liave

n])on tlio transaction whicli I liave to discuss. It appears quite

consistent with probability, and quite consistent also with law, that

tho father should make such remittances ; and, if it should liave

luipponed that in addition to them thoro was a transfer of other

property or remittances to the son to bo lield on his own account or

on the account of the father, provided tliere was no fraud as to this

particTilar ship, it was no more than tho ordinar}' course of trade, and

no infringement of any belligerent right. In 18o4, Mr. Philipsen,

as a merchant, had a right, subject to any chances, to remit any

property he thought fit, to be held either on the son's account or on

his own ; it is nothing more than the ordinary course of trade. I

will notice one or two other objections. I think it was stated that

it is very improbable that the master should have lost the letter of

March, 1854, addressed to him by Niss Hansen Philipsen and

directing him to give up the vessel to the present claimant, and

one of the counsel for the captors expressed a wish to see that

document, on the supposition, I conceive, that it might impeach

the genuineness of this transaction. It does not appear to me at

all improbable, that in May, 1855, when the son had been in the

possession and in the government of this vessel for fourteen

months, that such a document should not be forthcoming, espe-

cially out of the custody of a ship master ; indeed, I think it

would have been much more unusual if it had been forthcoming,

when the father had, for fourteen months, with the full knowledge

of the master, himself treated the vessel as the property of the son,

to whom he was directed to give up possession.

But as for the contents of this letter, I apprehend that counsel

would find no great difficulty in satisfying their curiosity, for

there is a copy annexed to the affidavit of Mr. Philipsen, senior.

It is the letter dated March 17th, and gives in correct detail

instructions for the delivery of this ship to tho present claimant,

and in fact it is a copy of that very letter which the master

himself has lost. The observations in that letter with respect to

the employment of the master are, in my opinion, strong evidence
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of tlie genuineness of the letter and the truth of the transaction. 13.>5

The father desires the master, if he can, to effect arrangements
^'""^^"^"' <•

Avith the son for the purpose of continuing master ; supposing that The

could not be done, then he says, " if you come here, I will do the

best for you, considering you have been in my service." Lu-*hbgtoii.

"With regard to the claimant's letter of March 2'>rd, I do not

think that the true construction of it is inconsistent with the

other statement. The surprise in that letter is expressed not

at the act being done at all, but that the wliole promise of his

father should be carried into elfect so speedily. The sui-prise is at

that expedition, not at the thing done. The whole correspondence

with the master is annexed, and I think it would be difficult tn

find in it anything inconsistent or incongruous.

I think it was said also, that though the agreement, if so it can

be called, took place between the father and the son in August,

1853, yet that there was no writing of any kind written in that

year to verify tliat transaction. Now this objection would bo

entitled to great weight if this transaction had been a contract

between two parties intended to be legally binding ; but what

passed on that occasion between the father and son was of a totally

different nature. It was a promise on the part of the father to

confer certain benefits on the son, benefits which could not be con-

ferred till after he was of age. I confess I should have been sm--

prised had there been a written agreement to any such effect.

There was no obligation on the father to make this promise, or to

carry it into effect when made, save his own parental kindness and

his own sense of honour. Such obligations are not put in writing.

On tlie whole, I am satisfied that I ought to give credit to thi-

proofs adduced on the behalf of the claimant.

Of course, this is a ease, looking to the further proof, where the

captor is entitled to his expenses.
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Practice—Ship— Absence of Bill of Hale—Further Proof—Frocedure hy I'hu

and Proof.

Tho absence of the bill of sale of a ship, and the ignorance of tho

master as to tho ownership, both necessitate further proof.

If the cluiuiaut elects to proceed by plea and proof, the case is open to

fuvthor proof on the i>art of the captors.

1800 This vessel, under Belgian colours, bound from Rio Janeiro to
December \'l.

-r^ • • -it • ^^ i r\ ^ s- 1

a port of Great Bntani, with directions to call at Oork lor order.s,

was captured on the 27th of October, 1855, off Cork, by tlio

revenue cutter Eliza, on suspicion of being Russian property.

The claim was given in on behalf of " Gr. F. E. linger and

J. I. H. Huger, of the city of Antwerp, merchants and ship-

owners, trading under the firm of Messrs. Huger & Co., subjects

of the King of the Belgians, as sole owners." The examinations on

the interrogatories having been taken, the case now came on for

hearing on admission of the claim.

The Queen''s Advocate and Adniiralti/ Advocate for the seizor;

Dr. Addanis and Br. 2'in'ss for the claimants, contended that there

could be no possible doubt as to the neutrality of the vessel, and

that she ought to be restored without further proof. The rule that

the absence of the bill of sale was a ground for further proof was

not of universal application, but must be qualified by the circum-

wtances of the case.

Dr. Lushtxgton.—The bill of sale not having been produced,

this would clearly be a case for further proof on that ground alone.

There is, however, another equally strong. The claim is given in

on behalf of two persons, the Messrs. Huger ; but the master in

his evidence describes the ship as belonging to other parties. The

explanation which has been given of that circumstance may or may

not be true, but that explanation can onl}'' be received by the Court

on fm^ther proof. It is an imperative rule of the Prize Court that

the master must be acquainted with the ship-papers, and be able to

state without doubt or hesitation who are the owners. Further

proof must be given.

The Qficcn^'i Advocate.—I must ask the Court in this case to
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allow the captors to give further proof, as 1 am iustructed tliat wo 1855

liave proof of the most important character as to the true owner- -P<^<-*"*<'>' !- •

ship of this vessel. Tue Mabu.

The Proctor for tlio claimant tlieronpon prayed the Court to

allow him to bring in a special allegation.

The Court,—In that case all difficulty is removed. I sliould

liave hesitated to open the case to further proof on tlio part of tlic

captors ; but if the claimant elects to proceed by plea ami proof,

tliat, of course, will open the case to both parties.

THE ALINE AND FANNY. [Spiuin. 322.]

[10 Moore,
Practice—Further Prouf—Ship's Papers and Depositions—Bhichvle. T. C. •I'Jl.]

Eulo as to the admission of further proof by the cai)tors. By the Law
of Prize, the evidence, whether to acquit or condemn the ship, mu&t, in

the first instance, come from the shijj's papers and the primary dcpu-

sitions of the master and crew ; and the captors are not, excoi)t undiT

circumstances of suspicion arising from the primary evidence, entitled to

adduce any intrinsic evidence in opi^osition.

In a case where no suspicion of an intention to break a blockade

appeared from the ship's papers, or the primary depositions, the Judicial

Committee (affirming the interlocutory decree of the Admiralty Court)

refused the admission of further proof by the captors to contradict the

dcjiositions with respect to the place of capture.

The principle laid down in the Ostsee {ante, p. 432), that a claimant

upon restitution of the ship is entitled to costs and damagi's from the

captors only in circumstances where the ship was in no fault, and was

not by any act of her own, voluntarily or involuntarily, open to any fair

gi'ound of suspicion, approved.

A neutral vessel was seized for breach of blockade. She was chartered

for a voyage from Umea to the neutral port of IIaj)aranda in Sweden,

at the head of the Gulf of Bothnia, and had come across the (Julf of

BothTiia from tho Swedish towards the Finland coast, but not in ii

straight course from tho neutral port sho started from to tho neutral

l)()rt she was bound to ; and when descried and followed by her Majesty's

ships did not slacken sail, but piu-sucd her course till brought to by a

shot from the cai>tors. Hilil, to be siu-h an ajipearance of an intention

to commit a breach of the blockade as to warrant tho suspicion of tho

captors, and to entitle the claimants u]>on restoration to a dwreo of

simple restitution only, without costs and damages.

is.'.a

Jiiiiiiar;/ IS, 30.

a general cargo of sugar, coffee, tobacco, S:c., bound, aooopliiig to /w/y », 10.

This vessel, under Lubeck colours, sailed from Lubeck with
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i8r)G llio slilp-papors, for Ilaparanda, in Sweden. On llio J lih of

'^llllli'ii^Uh'
NovcraLor last slin was cai.tnro.l l.y Iut Majesty's ships Tartar

__ _ ^j^^l I)n/f/on for an alleged attempt to Lreak the Lloc-kade of Jacoh-
TlIE Alink
AND Fanny, stadt.

A claim for Ihf ship and c'irgo was given in Ly the master on

belialf of the respective owners, citizens of Lubeck.

The master in his deposition swore that he was captured between

the 6'3 and Gi degrees north latitude, about twenty miles from the

land, and only just within sight of the coast of Finland.

On behalf of the captors a certificate or statement was brought

in to the following effect :

—

"William Fitzherbert Ruxton, lieutenant, and WilUam Belford

Stubbs, lieutenant, have deposed before me that they were on the

deck of her Majesty's steam ship of war the Dragon, when at anchor

inside the Island of Maskar, off the town of Jacobstadt, on tlie coast

of Finland ; that on the morning of the 14th day of November, 1855,

and at about half-past 8 o'clock a.m., they saw a schooner apparently

rimning for the anchorage off Jacobstadt, about tliree or four miles

oU, and that they reported this circumstance to me ; also, that on

opening the point of the Island of Maskar, which would give a full

view of her Majesty's ships of war Tartar and Dragon at the

anchorage, this schooner set her boom mainsail, and haiiled out on

the port tack, which proceeding they also reported to me ; and that

this schooner was consequently kept in view until she was detained

hy her Majesty's ship of war Tartar, about seven miles N.N.W. of

Jacobstadt.

" I certify that the foregoing reports were made to me, and also that

1 nn-self saw the schooner running for the anchorage off Jacobstadt,

and afterwards haul out on the port tack.

"Dated on board her Majesty's steam ship of war the Dragon,

and signed by us in the harboiu' of Hernosand, in Sweden,

this 18th day of November, 1855.

" William Fitzherbert EuxTox, , On board her

Lieutenant, Majesty's steam

"AViLLiAM Belfort) Sxcbbs, ship of war,

Lieutenant, the Dragon.
" William "W. Stewart,

" Signed in my presence,

" Captain of her Majesty's steam ship

of war tlie Dragon

^

When the case came on for hearinc', the counsel for the claimant
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protested against tiiis inegular attempt to iutroduto (.aptors' 1856

evidence, and the Court remarked that tlie statement certainly •^""""'".v 18.30,

July y, 10.

could not at that stage of the proceedings be received as evidence ;

hut that, to the best of its recollection, the practice in former axu Fax.ny.

times was, when either captor or claimant pra3"ed to be allowed to

bring in further proof, for hiiu to state what he proposed to prove.

The Court also said that the counsel must argue the case, before it

could come to any decision upon it.

The Qi(('C)i\^ Advocate f for the captors.—The present is a case in

which the Court will scarcely refuse to allow the captors to bring

in further proof as to the place of capture. Even from the depo-

sitions there is so much doubt about the A/i/ic and Faiiiii/, that,

under the 22nd section of the Prize Act, Russia, 1854, the Court

would be justified in admitting further proof. The destination is

said to have been Ilaparanda, lying at the head of the (lulf fif

Bothnia, so that the vessel was off the enemy's coast the whole

of the way, and was under considerable temi:)tation to enter the

port of the enemy. Wherever she entered she woidd have had no

difficulty with regard to her bills of lading. It ap[)ears from the

depositions, that in the course of her voyage she had, without any

as^ignable reason, put into two Swedish ports situated in the

narrowest parts of the Gulf of Bothnia, though at the time the

wind was favourable for her alleged destination. The inference

from such conduct was, that she had jiut in there to obtain

information respecting the blockading squadron, in order to slip

into an enemy's port if she had the opportunity of so doing.

Though the master swore that he was captured twcnt}' miles from

the enemy's coast, yet the captors stated tlial he was captured

about seven miles from Jacobstadt, and tliey prayed the Court to

allow them to bring in fiu'ther proof to that effect. Autliorlties

are not wanting for such a course: the Romeo {k), the Charlotte

Christine (J). The reasons for adopting such a course arc far

stronger now than formerly, inasnnich as captors are now liable to

condemnation in costs and damages, unless there appear to be

probable cause of seizure. The officers of the navy are in this

(/,) Vol. I. p. oG8. (/) Seo \w{v noxt piigi-.
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1866 itrcdieament ; if tlifj do not seize vessels apparently attempting lo

"jiin'/O 10. TL)roak the Llockadc, tliey arc liable to be tried Ly a court-martial

;

~
i

if they do sc-ize tliem, tlioy arc liable to bo condemned in costs and
TixK Alini-: *^

_
. .

AND Fanny, damages if the ship-papers disclose no ground of suspicion, and

lh<' master boldly swears he was captured many miles away from

the enemy's coast. Nothing can be easier than to have the ship-

papers correct for a legal destination, and to have a story already

prepared in case a British man-of-war should happen to fall in

with them. The Court can hardly leave her Majesty's officers in

such a predicament, and refuse to allow them to give proof of the

actual place of capture.

Dr. Dcano, on the same side, referred to the Court's remarks on

the Haabei, in the case of the Lciicade {)n), and contended that

there must be some mistake, as the decision in the Charlotte

Cliristuw {)/), in which Lord Stowell admitted captors' evidence,

was subsequent to that of tlie Ilaahct, in which he expressed his

opinion strongly against such evidence. He also cited, from the

manuscript notes of the late Dr. Burnaby, the judgment of Lord

Stowell in the case of the Friede [o)

.

Br. Addams, for the claimant, contended to the effect of the

judgment as to the admission of captors' evidence, and cited the

Haabet [p), Charlotte Chriatinc {)i), and the Fortuna [q). He also

contended that as there was nothing whatever in the ship-papers

to raise any suspicion that the vessel was not going to any other

port than her alleged destination, she ought to be restored with

costs and damages.

The Quccn^s Advocate having replied,

Thk Court reserved its decision.

(»)) Ante, p. 473. dopositious], aud attiJavits were now
(?)) 6 0. Eob. 101. Xot reprinted. exhibited from the commanding

A question of fact as to -n-hether a officer and other oflBcers and men of

vessel was breaking a blockade. As the captiuing vossel."

to the admission of captors' evidence, r \ t> t --
<

-r, • . (") "osfy p. u.j4, n.
it IS stated :

" Permission was given

to the captors to answer the repre- iP) ' '^^* '• P- ^-*-

sentation [contained in the master's (</) Vol. I. p. 193, note.
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Dr. Lushingtox.—This is a Lubeck vessel, laden with a general 1856

cargo. She sailed from Lubeck, and according to the evidence of -^"'"fy
18.30.

^ Julij 9, 10.

the master was bound to Ilaparanda, in Sweden, a destination
'

admitted to be lawful. She was captured on the 14th of November axu Faxxt.

in the past year, 18-35, and the alleged ground of her seizure and "j^

detention is, that she was attempting to break the blockade of the Lusbington.

coast of Finland. The existence of the blockade and its legality

is not disputed ; the point at issue, or souglit to be put in issue, is,

the breach of the blockade.

The Court, according to its ordinary practice—a practice alfirmed

and sanctioned by all the higliest authorities of the law of nations

—

looks primarily to the ship-papers and the depositions. AVitli

regard to the ship-papers, one single observation will suffice. As
far as the bills of lading and documents of that description can

tend to prove the destination, they all point, as strongly as such

documents can do, to a destination to Haparanda.

I then come to the depositions. The master, on the Grd

interrogatory, says, " The ship was seized between (jS and (54

degrees of nortli latitude, about twenty English miles from land
;

wo could just see the coast of Finland, and I suppose we were

seized for being too near the Finland coast—so the captain of tlie

Tartar told me." On the 8th interrogatory he says, " that the

schooner put into Oregrund, in Sweden, and afterwards into

Umea, also in Sweden, and the next day she was taken." On the

30th interrogatory, he deposes, " when I left Umea, the day before

the schooner was seized, I had to steer south-east, and when wo

made the light-house, on the little island of Gaddon, we steered

east-north-east to get off the Swedish coast, on whidi we sliould

liave been driven, had the wind blown liard. ^ly proper course

was never altered, save to keep free from the Swedish coast.

When the wind is from the nortli-east it is very dangerous, and

we are obliged to keep well off the land." Again, he says, " wo

were then twenty miles about from the coast of Finland." On

the 85th interrogatory, he denies all attempts to break the blockade.

The evidence of the other two witnesses is not material. It docs

not contradict, but, so far as it goes, supports the testimony of tlio

master.

It has been argued that there is an inconsistency in tl'
* ^•" •,
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iH.')(i as to Uio cause of putting into Orcgrund aii<l ITniea. Now, even

^y'r//'''j'i()'**
^^ ^'''*^ ^^'^^^ ^**' '^"^ ^ confess I can see very little difference

~~ between distress of weather and contrary winds, I do not perceive

A.\D Fanny. ^^0^ sucli difference could affect tlie decision of this case. It was

j_jj.
]inTc(ily eoraiietent for this vessel to go into any Swedish port sh*'

Lusliiti^^'ion. pl(>as('d, and for any reason she thought fit; and I am rfally at a

loss to understand how entering a Swedish port would affect tlio

question of blockade : how so doing could render a breach of

blockade more probable, or tend to prove a breach of blockade. •

rieference has been made to the log, and various deductions

attempted to be di-a\vn from the entries therein. It has been sairl

tliiit tlie ship went to Abordso, and not to Umea, Uraea being

situated much higher up ; but it appears to me that this objection

is open to a similar answer—what possible criminal motive can with

any logical deduction be ascribed to sucli a misdescription, even if

it be one ? And is it not most probable, that the misunderstanding

arose from the want of knowledge of the locality, and that Abordso

may be the entrance to Umea, and is confounded with the town

itself ? I apprehend that, nautically speaking, it'is not unusual to

describe the entrance to a place as the place itself ; for instance, in

calling at Cork for orders, it must frequently happen that the

vessel never attempts to enter the harbour at all—merely calls at

the mouth of the river. I have no right, nor is it consistent with

justice, to assume guilt from a statement that is not clearly

intelligible to me, and which does not furnish some rational and

probable ground for imputing an unlawful intention.

Then how does this case stand ? The captors have not asked for

Trinity masters ; they have not contended that on the evidence, as

it now appears before the Court, condemnation could be decreed

:

that is to say, upon the ship-papers, the depositions, and log—the

primary evidence in the case. I apprehend, therefore, upon the

present evidence, it is impossible for me to say that a breach of

blockade has been committed—the only ground upon which con-

demnation is prayed—that I cannot require the claimants to

produce further proof when already the papers point to a lawful

destination, and when all the evidence in preparatory is to the

same effect, and the onus is on the captors ; and that consequently

I m\ist either restore or receive captor's evidence. I consider this
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to be a case iu whicli the depositions, ship-papers, and log, do not 1856

afford any ground for suspecting—any reasonable ground for ^"'"'"'y 18.30.

supposing—that this ship was committing a broach of blockade.
'

At the risk of occupying more time than I would wish, I state a"d Faxxy.

these facts in detail, because I think it will presently appear that ~Z~

inconvenience has arisen from some reports furnished at previous L»»«bington.

times, from an attempt to render those reports too short and too

succinct ; and they have left the Court, and every person whosi-

duty it is to study such reports, in a considerable state of d<jubt

and difficulty iu such cases.

Now, in the present case, certain certificates were brought in on

behalf of the captors. They could only be offered as statements

of what the captors alleged they wore desirous of proving, if they

were permitted so to do by the Court. The Court could not

regularly receive them as evidence in the first instance, even if

tliey had been presented in the most formal shape, for the C<jurt is

bound, as I think, when a case comes before it, to hear it upon tlie

original and proper evidence in the case—the depositions and ship-

papers. But though the Court could not iu that stage receive the

certificates as evidence, yet according to my recollection the practice

of the Court has always boon t(j permit both the captors and

claimants to state at the hearing any facts tlioy may deem con-

ducive to their interest, and to pray leave to prove them, and for

tlie Court, after hearing the case on the primary evidence, to deal

with such application as it may think fit.

I cannot deny that on some occasions the strict rules of practici'

jiave in such cases been departed from, and tliat tlio Court in

former times has been induced, when statements have been made

founded upon affidavits or other documents, to look at them even

when first offered in an irregular shape ; but still only witli a view

of more formal proof, if sucli statomonts sliould be admitted to

proof at all. Such distinctions may not always have been adverted

to in the reports. My meaning is that a statement lias been

offered, in the shape either of a certificate or affidavit from tlio

captors—and tlic Court has taken into consideration the faits stated

iu that certificate, or that affidavit, without admitting tli-- further

proof at all, but merely, if 1 may use tlie expression, dr Imif tssc,

lias discussed the question at the time without determining wlu-fli-T
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I8.5f) thf ovidonco "wns ndiiiissiblo or iii.'idniis.siljlc, and ]ias dcf-idod
JiiHuaru 18,30. •in i ' tcT •^^ • xi i ft. c

Jiih/9 10. against tlio captors, saying, "1 ^vlll give you tlio bonolit or pn-

,„ [ suniinc; tliat such evidence has been ffiven in a formal shape." 1 am
TlIK Amnk °

.

AND Fanny, afraid that tliat has occurred more than once in former days, and I

Dr. "will presently set fortli tlio reasons why I think so.

J.ushnigton. VnJer these circumstances, the prayer of the cai)tor8 is that I

should receive fui'ther proof to the effect that this ship was running

for Jacobstadt, a blockaded port; that on seeing two of her

!^[ajesty'8 ships of war she altered her course, was chased, and was

raptured seven miles to the north-north-west of Jacobstadt. The

claimants pray that I should reject that proof and decree restitu-

tion with costs and damages.

Before I approach the main f[uestinn, I will observe that the

evidence offered on behalf of the captors is not as to any collateral

point, but for the purpose of contradicting and disproving the

original evidence in the cause, and that even if it were admitted,

and no further proof were ofPered by the claimants, the Court

w^ould be placed in the predicament so forcibly described by Lord

Stowell : the predicament of having to determine the case without

any satisfactory means of deciding upon the credit due to the

respective parties.

But, passing this by, I come to the main question. The case, as

it stands, being according to my opinion a case for immediate

restitution, ought the Court to receive evidence to contradict the

depositions and the ship-papers, and to prove a breach of blockade ?

I have already, in other cases, expressed my opinion that the

Court ought not to receive sucli evidence, and I have stated my
reasons, and I have no intention to repeat them. I refer especially

to the Leucade [f).

But as some cases have been cited by the counsel for the captors,

which have not on former occasions been brought under the con-

sideration of the Court, I deem it to be my duty, in a matter of so

much importance, to consider these cases, and to inquire whether

they ought to induce the Couii to depart from its former opinion.

These questions were at all times replete with difficulty ; and that

difficulty is now greatly augmented when the consequences may be,

(0 Aute, p. 473.
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not simple restitution to the claimant, but condemnation of the 185G

captors in costs and damages, a consequence which formerly would
'^''j,'J,Jl^\o^'

not have followed. It is therefore both my duty and inclination
.

TUE AUXB
to see if any fresh light can bo thrown on this subjoct. and Faxxy.

The question, then, which I propose to myself is this : whether j)^

Lord Stowell has or has not expressed his judicial opinion against Lushington.

the admission of captors' evidence in cases similar to the present ?

That is the question I have to determine, and I pray that these

words may be remembered, for there are many distinctions which

may arise in cases similar to the present.

It appears to me that tlie case of the Haahii [n), decided on tho

20th of June, 1805, and the case of the GUcrld'ujheit (.r), decided on

the 2oth of July, 1805, furnish conclusive evidence of the judicial

opinion of Lord Stowell on this question, and that he liad sup-

ported such opinion by very powerful reasoning.

Of course, I do not mean to go over the case of the ILiaht

again, but I may refer to one single observation there. .Vftcr

having stated certain facts, he says :
" The general rule of law,

notwithstanding, is that on all points the evidence of tli<^

claimants alone shall be received in the first instance ; and if no

doubt arise upon that view of the case, the Court is bound, by tho

general law, as well as by the act of the British legislature, to take

those points as fully demonstrated." It is upon that exposition

of tlie law that the Court has hitherto acted, and founded all its

l)revious judgments.

Now, it will be desirable to see whether Lord Stowell, subse-

quently to the case of the Ilimhct, in any degree departed from

tlie opinion so strongl}-- and so forcibly expressed by liim ; and, T

may add, not only forcibly expressed in tho very passage I liavo

read, but in the whole reasoning lio has set forth in giving

judgment in that case.

In the courso of the argument reference was made to what foil

from the Court in the case of the Leucadc (//). I np^at what I

said in that case, and I am not inclined, till further adviso.l, to

depart from one single syllable that I uttered there as being my

conviction of what is tho law and practice of this ( 'ouif
. I believo

((0 Vol. I. p. o-lA. (.r) Vol. I. p. -VJT. iio»o. ://) Antf, p. 4T:{.

K.—VOL. II.
^' ^
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TlIH A LINK
AND Fanny.

Dr.
Lusliinj'tuu.

185G I never did say, and 1 < ertaiiily did not iiieaii to say, that, ante-

'^'//X'V^'o"
cedout to tins case, cai)tors' evidenc(3 had never heen admitted in

eases similar to the Ibuihct and the Glinldujlieit. I eould not well

have thought so, and if I said so it must have been a mere slip of

the tongue, and for obvious and plain reasons, because these two

cases themselves furnish proof that the evidence of captors in like

cases had been admitted, and the effect of these cases is, that

Lord Stowell held the former instance of the admission of such

evidence to be ))iahi jirc.ris, and expressed his opinion that it would

not be expedient to follow it in future. They furnish, in fact,

evidence that such practice would not be unusual in these Courts.

What I said was this :
" Now, to the best of my knowledge and

belief, the practice of this Court was as follows ; I speak of general

rules, to which there may be few, and very few exceptions, as in

the case of the JIaahef. Captors' evidence as to the fact attending

the actual capture, for the purpose of procuring condemnation, was

almost universally excluded "—almost—" I might say, witli few

exceptions, such, as the case of the Haahet, and the other case

cited. Those are the only two cases on record"—I moan in the

reports, of coiu'se
—" and Lord Stowell shows in his judgment, and

it also appears in a note to the Haabet, that he was determined

not to admit that practice in future." I really am not sensible

that there is any error in the statement of the law on the part of

the reporter ; but if there be an error, the error is with me and not

with the reporter.

Now, examples of what has been done prior to the case of the

Ilaahet and the GHo'ldigheit would be, I think, of little or rather

no weight, because they are acknowledged by Lord Stowell and

are repudiated by him. The true question would be : did Lord

Stowell depart from the principles he laid down in the Haabet and

in the GUerldighcit ? Now, though this question could not be

affected by former practice, still I deem it right to notice the case

cited by Dr. Deane from Dr. Burnaby's notes to the case of the

Der Fricdc (z). I have gone through that case. That case com-

(2) lu the possession of Dr. Pratt,

who has kiudly favoiu'ed the editor

with a copy. " Captors' afRdavits

admissible in cases of blockade.

Friede, Mehrtens, October G, 1803.

Question whether party has been

gnilty of breach of blockade. I do

not feel that indisposition to affidavits
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meneed on the 14tli of February, 1803. I have that case here, i8o6

hut I really do not know that I should he justified in roa<Unfc •^"'"'/"yiMO-
'• o Juiij 9, 10.

through the Avhole of it. On the 3rd interrogatory, in that case,

the master swears that " the ship was seized in the river "Weser, axd Fan.w.

lying close to the Mellen buoy, lying just above the l^ed Sand, in
~Y)r

the month of August. 1S03, by reason of liis bringing liis ship to T.ii-iiini.'tMii.

anchor in the river after having been desired by the captors to

proceed to sea." I had better, perhaps, state -what the general

fact was. The master entered the river AVeser, ignorant of the

blockade which had taken place, and he was warned b}' one of liis

Majesty's ships of war, and was desired to go elsewliere. Instead

of going elsewhere, he anchored his vessel in the immediate

neighbourhood of his Majesty's ship of war, and the officer com-

manding that ship, being of opinion that he intended to break the

blockade, ordered him away. He refused to proceed unless he-

could get a pilot, and a pilot he said lie could get cheaper in the

river than by going to Ider, "whitlier the commanding officer

desired him to go. In consecpience of this the vessel was seized

and detained, and brought here for adjudication.

I must observe that in this case there was the most extraordinary

irregularity I ever saw in any case. Two of the captors' witnesses

were persons from on board his own ship, not from the ship

captured. There was an affidavit bringing in the ship-papers

sworn by a person who never saw the ship-papers in his life ; in

short, there was a mass of ii'regularity such as I never remember

to have occurred in any case during my practiie. This was long

before I was conversant with these ComHs.

Now I have looked at the minutes of this case wliich I now

hold in my lumd, and I will state what tliey wi're :— ( )u the

6th of October, the claimants' proctor brought in a protest of the

master, mate and mariner, and a further attestation of flu> master,

of captors ;—generally tiuo that ovi- thoroforo to eviclonco from captor?*

dencc that Court pvoccotls on, is that not >o strong. In other oum-s tlioro

afforded by claimants. But circum- aro documents as well as jvuolo

stances occurring at moment of cap- evidence ; but evidence at moment of

turo aro open to both—standing on seizure in blockade mu.st bo pnrolo.

eciual footing as to knowledge and Lay down no geuonil nilo as t<>

nearly so as to interest, objection affidavits from captoi-s."

N X 2
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1856 itiid prayed llio .sliip to 1)0 restored. In tho minutes there is

"^'/XV'i'o^ iiotliiiif^ said as to any prayer on the part of the captors—nothing

at all—to bo allowed to give evidence in the case. The Queen's
TlIK Al.INE

, ., , \L •

AND Fanny. 1 roelor meroly jirnycd condemnation on tho evidence hrougnt in

j)j.
on tho part of tlio captors. Wliother it wa.s received or not I

Lushinpton. cannot say, because the case was appealed, and there the captors'

afTidavit was exhibited ; but whether or not that affidavit was ever

received by Lord 8towell tho minutes make no mention of.

AVhal, then, was the result of the ca.se? Lord Stowell delivered

his judgment, Mhieh was read by Dr. Deane from a short note by

Dr. Buruaby. Lord Stowell, taking the evidence of the cai)tor8

into consideration, was of opinion that the seizure was premature,

and he restored the vessel. That was the state of the case ; but he

does not say he admitted the evidence as captors' evidence ; but I

presume he had admitted all the facts, and even upon the captors'

own evidence he restored the vessel. Upon this state of things

the case went up on appeal, and the consequence was that the

judgment was affirmed with costs. Theii* Lordships were not

much in the habit of giving costs, but they did it on that occasion.

So much for this state of the case. I cannot undertake to say

exactly what was done, because the minutes do not afford me that

satisfactory information which I should have expected ; but this is

quite clear : among the papers printed there is the affidavit of

Captain Rosenhagen and others, namely, the affidavits of the

captors, dated September 23rd, 1803, and there is also the affidavit

of a seaman as to the captm-e, dated September 12th, 1803.

Now, if I am to form a conjecture, and it is really no more

than a conjecture, from such imperfect materials, I should say that

the Court heard the statement of the captors, and came to the

conclusion that even if it had been admitted it could not have

worked the effect of condemnation. However, I do not lose sight

(if tho observations which Dr. Burnaby reports as coming from the

mouth of Lord Stowell. I mean the observations respecting the

reception of evidence as to the place of captm-e, which if correctly

reported—which there is no reason to doubt—are very strongly in

favour of receiving captors' evidence under the circumstances. I

do not lose sight of those observations, but I think the answer to

them is tho judgment in the Uanhct, which goes exactly to the
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p(;int us to the place of capture itself. If Lord Stowell, in iso:}, i.s.io

did express himself in the terms Avliiih the note of Dr. BurnaLv's •^"'"'/"//IMO.
^ • July 9, 10,

states he did, then the answer is, that two years afterward.^, in

1805, he changed his opinion on that point—the point of receiviiij^: a„nd Faxhy.

evidence from the captors as to the place of capture. TT"

There were two other cases cited by her Majesty's Advocate ;
I-Jsliington.

to botli of them I have referred, and it will be well to make an

observation upon them. One was the case of i\\Q liuineo {n). I

think tliat the question then under the consideration of the Court

—

viz., the admission of a document from another ship—depends

upon reasons so wholly different from the present, that it eanurjt

be made applicable with any stringency to the case now under

consideration. "With regard, however, to the general reasoning

attributed to Lord Stowell in that case, I am compelled to say,

with all my respect for that great judge, I cannot eoncm- in it.

Lord Stowell is said to have expressed himself thus [b) :
" The Act

of Parliament ordains, that if any doubts arise the Court may

dii-ect further proof; but it has not limited the cause of doubt t<>

evidence actually on board, nor could it with propriety have

imposed any such restrictions." Now this is the passage from

which I am compelled to dissent :
" The Court itself might possess

information that would completely falsify the claim. Could it bo

said in such a case that, because the depositions and the formal

papers were consistent, there should be no means of extracting the

real truth of the facts':' Could it be expected tliat tlie Court sliould

proceed to judgment on the mere formal evidence, in opposition to

its own private conviction that the whole of what was there stated

was false 't It would be impossible to maintain that proposition to

the utmost extent."

I must say I conceive that the Com-t, as to facts—as to all that

relates to the ship, and its destination and employment—ought to

know nothing but the evidence before it. As to tlie law and tlio

fact of blockade, of course the case is wholly an.l entiivly different,

and here the Court would avail itself nf any information whieh

came within its reach or power. I am, tlu'refor(% bound to declare

that I wholly discard the notion that the Court may aet on any

{a) Vol. I. p. 5(38. ('') ^'"l• !• "I !• •>'''-*
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18.JC iiil'ormfitioii not jiKliciiilly Lrniif^^lit before it. I do not tliiiik it

"j"'/'i/'V\'o^
necessary to j^o ftirtlier into tliiit case, because the question of

' adnu'ttinff evidence from on lioard another ship really is ffovorned
Tin: Alinb

. T . . ^ , .

^ b

AND Fanny, on ]innci[)lcs entirely diifercnt from this.

I),.
I now come to the case of the Cli(trlotto Christine (r), •whicli was

Lushington.
j^igo ^,:^^^^\^

rpj^^^^
^^^^^ ^^.^^ decided on the 1st of August, 1^05, and

after the case of tlie Haahct ; but it is to be remarked tliat the

captors' evidence was received prior to the decision in the Ilaabcf,

as appears by the minutes of the proceedings in that case.

This fact alone would prevent the case of tlie Charloite Christine

from being an authority over-ruling the Ilaahct, even if there were

no distinguishing cux-umstances ; but it is most remarkable that

the judgment throughout is founded upon the claimants' evidence,

and not upon the captors' ; and if any conclusion is to be drawn

from it at all, it would rather appear that Lord Stowell, having

admitted the captors' evidence prior to the case of the Uaalct,

was reluctant, after having given his judgment in that case, to

make any use of the captors' evidence in the case of the Charlotte

Christine.

I will not read the whole of that judgment in order to make

good my words, because I think that would be wholly unnecessary,

but I will read merely the conclusion of it. After liaving refen-ed

to the evidence of the claimants throughout, Lord Stowell says

:

'' On a full consideration of all the circumstances of the case, and

on the representation of the part}' himself, I am bound to pronounce

tliat this ship and cargo were sailing in breach of the blockade."

Now I commend to persons the whole of that judgment, and if

any one wishes to understand this subject accurately and minutely,

he will there see a specimen of Lord Stowell's skill—he will see

how he was enabled to pronounce that judgment, as he did pro-

nounce it, without reference to the captors' evidence (though he

had admitted it), and, as it appears to me, clearly avoiding that

evidence, in accordance with the opinion which he had expressed

in the case of the Haabet.

But this gives rise to another observation when one looks into it

minutely. In the report of this case, it appears that on the original

(c) See ante, p. o-lO, note.
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depositions the master liad made certain statements. Now wliat 1856

follows in the report ? It does not appear that it is the evidence,
"^X'/y 9 ^lo^^'

but it is, in fact, a statement of tlie learned reporter, and a mixture

of what did appear in the original depositions, and in the captors' asd Faxxt.

evidence. Now that should be borne in mind if this case is to be ~^
understood ; and then there is another fact that must be noted Lu«hington.

here, viz., that this was a case where there was suspicion on the

original evidence— a clear cause of suspicion, the vessel liein^-

within a mile and a half of the French coast, of which tlio greater

part was blockaded, in the immediate neighbourhood of Havre.

Therefore, in all these points of view, the Charlotte Cliri'itim' would

not operate as a precedent.

There is another case not reported, for the discovery of which I

am indebted to the registrar ; that is, the Bapid. I mention

this because my object is to lay before counsel and the public

the whole that can bo said on the question, whether it makes

in favour of my opinion or not. That case no one can well under-

stand until he has taken the trouble of going into the original

papers, and seeing what actually did occm*. The Rdjiid, as

reported in Dr. Edwards' Admiralty Reports ((/), is merely ii

case which was decided on the question of carrying despatches.

Dr. Edwards states that the question of destination having l)eeii

abandoned by the captors, the case was argued only on the point

of carrying despatches. The case was carried up to tlie Court of

Appeal; and I find—here are the papers now before me—tliat one

of the princij)al reasons stated, on behalf of the captors' counsel, f<n'

carrying up tbat appeal is, that the vessel was going to a blockaded

port.

Now there the captors' evidence Avas admitted by Lord Stowell, and

admitted after the case of the llaabct. I think it right to state

that. But I am bound to say, after having lookeil at this case

((/) Alii
, p. 4o. iVlimito:^ ill lLi> lor hcaviii',', when the jutl^^- tiM.k

case of tho lUqiid. " ISIO. Fob. 0. time to ilolibcruto wliothcr ho slioiiUl

The cause came on for heaving, when permit th" raptors to o.xhiliit alH-

tlio judge (liroctod tho same to stand davits, starch (>. Tho judge, having

over, and reserved tho consideration of matiu-ely deUbenitod. gave pcniiis-

tho cft'ect of carrying tho despatches. sion to tho cnptora to bring in

Feb. 16. Tho cause apraiu came on attestations."
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18,»(> ^vi(ll f-Diiic curt', 1 cinimt vi'ulurf 1o pronounce' an opiniuu liow,

Juh/O 10 "^^'^'y> *'^' wherefore cuptor.s' evidence was admitted on that occasion.

There is no report of it that I am aware of anywhere, beyond wliat

AND Fanny. I have stated ahove. The case occurred within my own time, hut

J) J. I have no recollection of if, nor any note of it that I can find.

Lushington, J think, however, there is a circumstance in that case which

accounts for the admission of captors' evidence without infringing

on the general principle. That circumstance is this : there was an

admitted confusion in the log. It was admitted that one of the

days on which the log ought to have been entered up had been

omitted, and that the entry of the subsequent day applied to the

preceding. There was a cause of suspicion on the primary evidence

which might or might not, for I do not know, be the reason why

captors' evidence was admitted.

I have only to observe that I have mentioned this case, because I

am anxious to disclose all that I know upon the question ; and if

the present ease should be carried to the Couii: of Appeal, I hope

this case and others will be made available, and that their Lordships

will be in possession of all the information which I at least can

throw on the subject.

These are all the cases, so far as I can find—though I will not

say what the investigation of the printed volumes might produce

—having any application to the Ilaahet, or to the question now

before me. It appears to me that they do not in any degree what-

soever impugn the authority of that deliberate judgment, nor leave

to me any lawful and just cause for departing from it. Sure I am
that the reasoning in the Ilaahd and the Glicrhtitjhcit cannot in

any degree be refuted, and the consequences likely to arise from a

contrary doctrine cannot be denied.

It is true, however, as has been forcibly argued by her Majesty's

Advocate, that circumstances have been somewhat changed, and

that the captors run greater danger of being condemned in costs

and damages than they did formerly. But however this may be,

and for aught I say to the contrary, it may be a reason for the

Judicial Committee to depart from the authority of the Haabet,

yet I do not think it is competent to me to adopt such a course.

Were the admission of captors' evidence an indisputable corollary
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to the case of the O.sffsee (,/'), it would Li- Ijoth my duty aud uiv 18-56

inclination to acknowledo-e it; but I do not think that smh a con- •'"'""""y 18.30.

,
J"'iJ 9, 10.

sequence can Le fairly predicted to follow from that judgment, and

I think so Loth from the terms of the judg-iuent itself, aud from a"d Faxkt.

the fearful consequences which, in the opinion of Lord Stowell and "77~

of myself, would necessarily follow from the alteration of tlit- I-u^hiugion.

practice. If, therefore, the practice is to be altered in this par-

ticular, and if captors' evidence is to be received, it must be the act

of a higher authority than mine ; it must emanate from the

Judicial Committee.

For these reasons my decree will be as follows :—In tiie lavseiit

case I must reject the prayer of the captors for the admission of the

evidence stated. 1 must restore the ship ami carg<i, but without

costs and damages, because I think that the place of capture, as

originally described by the master himself, proves that the seizure

and detention were not without justihable cause.

To prevent mistakes hereafter, I must add one other observation.

I do not mean to say, nor, as I apprehend, did Lord Stowell, tliat

there were not cases, even as to the place of capture, Avhere captors'

evidence might be received. I can conceive cases in which it

might appear from the original evidence and the depositions that

there were doubts respecting which it might be just and consistent

with principle to admit captors' evidence ; but these would be

exceptional cases, and not, in my judgment, resembling the present,

and would have to l)e determined upon their special circumstances

wlienever they might arise.

My decree is founded upon the conviction that no serious doubt

arises on the primary evidence in this case—the depositions and

ship-papers—that this ship was, according to tlie evidence, taken

twenty miles from the coast of Finland. If that i-an be consti-

tuted into a cause for detention, and to justify the ]>roduftiou of

captors' evidence, it does appear to nir tliat any vrsscl navigating

the gulf, which is about sixty miles wide, might be detained on u

similar presumption. The decr(>o is, tluTcfore, sinipli' restitution.

[The captors and the claimaui api)i>al('d.]

(/) Ante, p. -i^l.
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isr^e A^^iiiiist this decree the present api)eal was prosecuted l)y tlio

"ji'Ju9 10 <'f^P<"i"'^, to wliicli llio dainunit adliercd, insisting that the judge

oiiglit to have docrecd tlie tbiii and cargo to liavc boon restored,
Tin- Ai.iNi; .

± o

AND Fanny. With costs and damages.

The Qitr<)i\ A(lcoc<({e (JSir Jolni Harding) and Dr. iJecoic, for

the Jippellants (the captors).

This case involves an important (juestion in priz(3 law. If tlie

pTineijdc laid down in the judgment of the Coiurt below—that

where there is no doubt from the depositions of the master and

crew the captors' evidence cannot be received, but that in special

cases in which there may be doubt it may be proper to admit

further proof—be maintained, in future blockade will be but an

empty ceremony. What is to be done when a claimant's case

may be ))riind facie quite consistent, but where it is, nevertheless,

deliberately and knowingly false ? Nothing can be easier than to

have the ship's papers con-ect for a legal destination. Surely, the

captors in a case like the present, when they offer to give distinct

and material evidence in total contradiction of that of the primary

depositions of the master and crew as to the place of the capture,

namely, that the seiziu-e was twenty miles from the enemy's coast,

ought not to have been excluded fi'om giving such evidence. The
relevancy of such evidence cannot be doubted, for the ship,

according to the claimant's own evidence, was nearer the coast of

Finland than was necessary, if in the honest prosecution of her

voyage to Haparanda. There is no inflexible rule to exclude such

evidence. Story on Prize Courts (edit, by Pratt), pp. 23, 26, is

an illustration that the cajitors' evidence may be admitted, as

in the cases of the Maria {(j), the Sarah {h), the Dvr Friede{i),

the Haahd{h), the aiicr]digheit{l), the Charlotte Christine {tn),

the liapid {)i), the SaUi/{o), the Bothnia and Jahnstq/f'(p). The

((/) Yul. 1. p. Ijii. {in) See uote ante, p. 5^10.

(//) Vol. I. p. 318.
(„) In 1810 ; not reported in anv

(0 Not reported. Cited in Court reports. Sec ante, p. 551.
below from Dr. Burnaby's MS.

(A-) Vol. I. p. 524. ' (") 1 ^^^- ^^- ^^r- -l^^-

(/) Vol. I. p. 527, note. {^i) 2 Wheatou, 169.
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learnod judge of the Court below relied iipou the case of the 1856

Haahet, but that case is qualified by the Romeo {q). Although
"^XT's^io^^*

the admission of further proof might not lead to the coiidem-

nation of the vessel, 3^et it would justify the captors in her asu Fa-vxy.

seizure. The case of the Osifiee{r) has introduced a now and

material alteration in respect to costs and damages. If the Court

below thought there was no suspicion, why did it not condemn

the captors in costs and damages ? The claimant, however, has

adhered to the appeal, and prays for costs and damages, which

ought never to be given without allowing the captors to show that

the whole of the depositions of the master and crew were false,

1)}\ Addanis, for the respondent.

This ship was seized whilst in the prosecution uf her voyage

between two neutral ports, without any ground to justify her

capture. The bills of lading and documents found on board

proved that the destination of the ship was Haparanda, in Sweden,

as the master deposed. The case is one removed from all possible

doubt or suspicion which alone could necessitate further proof.

The Maria {>i). The authorities relied upon by the appellants

have no direct bearing upon this case, for there is no reason to

doubt that the master has not deposed to the truth, lie was in

ignorance of any technical rule excluding the eaptors' evidence.

If, then, the judgment of the Court below was correct in restoring

the ship and cargo, the restoration ought to have been with costs

and damages, as in the case of the Forfi(ii(i[f), which decision was

founded upon the 0-s(scc{u); the rule tlicre laiil down being that

if no probable cause appears from the ship's papers and dejiositions,

the claimant is entitled to restitution with costs and damages, and

not to a decree for simple restitution only. »So far I submit tlio

judgment of the Court below is erroneous.

Judgment was reserved, and now delivered by

The Eight Hon. T. rKMUKinoN lii-Uiii.—In this case, an intcr-

(2) Vol. I. p. 0G8. (0 Xot roi>ul)lishnl. S»'0 aittr,

(r) Ante, p. 432. p. '2'.iS, note.

(a) A7itp, p. 530. (") Autr, p. •13'.'.
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1860 loculorv (Iccroo was ])roiiouiKM'(l liy tlio judge of tlie Court of

''X/y S.^io!'''
Adniiinll.v (.11 111.' ;!()tli or .laiiunry, iSoO, refusing to allow the

<'ii])lnrs to brill": iu furllur iiroof, as praycfl on their Ldialf, and
TlIK AlINK / .

,
?

,
. . ,. 1 1

AND Fanny. ucorLM'iiig iho simiilo restitution oi tho vessel and cargo, without

Rijfhrilon. co.sls and damages. Against this sentence the captors have

'^'

^^"^Jj'''"'^'"^
appealed, on the ground that the Court ought to have admitted

evidence on their part. The claimant has presented a separate

petition of appeal, on the ground that costs and damages ouglit

to have been awarded to him.

With respect to the admission of evidence on the part of the

captors, the rule of the Prize Com-ts in this countr}' appears to us

to be accurately stated by Story on Prize Courts (Pratt's edit.),

referred to in the argument. At page 18 he says :
" By the law

of prize, the evidence to acquit or condemn must, in the first

instance, come from the papers and crew of the captured vessel.

The captors are not, unless under peculiar circumstances, entitled

to adduce any extrinsic testimony." At page 24 he observes

:

'" The Court is in no case concluded by the original evidence, but

may order further proof on a doubt arising from any source or

quarter ; and it will sometimes direct it where suspicion is produced

by extrinsic evidence. But this is rarely done unless there be

something in the original evidence which lays a suggestion for

prosecuting the inquiry farther ; and when the case is perfectly

clear, and not liable to an}^ just suspicion, the disposition of the

Court leans strongly against the introduction of extraneous matter,

and against permitting the captors to enter upon further inquiry."

The first question is, whether the circumstances of this case were

such as to require or to justify a departure from the general rule

of acquitting or condemning the ship and cargo on evidence

furnished by the ship's papers and the depositions of the crew ?

Now, in the depositions of the master and the two other

•witnesses who were examined, it is stated that the ship belonged

to owners at the neutral port of Lubeck ; that she was chai-tered

for a voyage to tho neutral port of Haparanda, in Sweden (at the

head of the Gulf of Bothnia) ; that she sailed from Lubeck on the

24th of October, 1855, with a general cargo, consigned by various

merchants at Lubeck to their several correspondents at Haparanda
;

and that in the regular course of her voyage up the Gulf of Bothnia,
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she was captured on the 14t]i of November, 18-35, by her Majesty's 1856

ships Tartar and Dragon, for an alleged breach of the blockade of
'^X/ri^ib^."'

the coast of Finland. It is positively denied that there had been
^ -^ The Aline

any attempt or any intention to break blockade or to enter any ns^ Fanxy.

Russian port. Rifrh^on.

As far as regards the ownership of the ship and cargo, the port '^-
^^^jf

"^'^^

from which she had sailed, and the port to which she was destined,

and the parties to whom tlie cargo was consigned, the statement of

tlie master and the other witnesses was entirely confirmed l>y the

ship's papers, which were all perfectly regular.

There was nothing in the story told by the master in itself

improbable or inconsistent with any facts of public notoriety ; but

with respect to the ship's course, and the fact of her having been

captured in the regular prosecution of her voyage to Ilaparanda,

it was urged by the captors that the place in which she was

captured showed that the account given could not be true ; for

that, according to the claimant's own statement, she was nearer to

the coast of Finland, at the time when she was captured, than she

ought to have been in the honest prosecution of her voyage ; and

they proposed to prove that while they were at anchor off the town

of Jacobstadt, on the coast of Finland, on the morning of tlie 14th

of November, 1855, and at about half-past 8 o'clock a.m., they

saw the schooner apparently running for the anchorage of Jacob-

stadt, about three or four miles off, and that on coming within

view of her Majesty's ships Tartar and Dragon she set her boom-

sail, and hauled out on the port tack ; and that she was detained

by her Majesty's ship Tartar, about seven miles N.N.AV. of

Jacobstadt.

Now, with respect to the approach to the coast of Finland, the

account given by the master is, that the ship had gone into the

port of Umea, which is a port on the Swedish coast, nearly opposite

to the port of Jacobstadt, on the coast of Finland ; that she left

Umea on the 13th of November, and was captured on the 14th,

about twenty miles from land (which clearly means the land of tlio

coast of Finland). lie says he first saw the Tartar about lialf-past

8 o'clock in the morning, at the distance of about sixteen miles

;

that he did not change his course, but was pursued, and at

1 1 o'clock was brought-to by a slint fircil by thp Tmiar. It dor>s
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18.5(; not distinctly appear liow near tlie ship liml approaeliod to the

^X/'v y.^'io!""
°0"st of Finland ; but the state of the wind and of the currents, and

'

the nature of tlic cliannols, niig'ht make it necessary or advisable

AND Fanny, for tliis ship, without any evil intention, to keep to the Knssian

Hijrht Hon. ^''^'' "' *^i6 Gulf of Bothnia, or, at all events, in tacking to

'^"
V'^I^jY*^'"" ai)proaeh nearer to the coast of Finland than would appear to h-

necessary by a mere reference to a direct course from Umea to

llajiaranda as appearing upon a chart. There was no such

suspicion, tlierefore, arising from her being found so near the

blockaded coast as could throw reasonable doubt upon the truth of

the statement contained in the depositions, and confirmed by the

ship's papers. We think that the learned judge exercised a per-

fectly soimd discretion in restoring the ship upon the evidence

before him, and rejecting any evidence of the captors.

We may observe that the evidence tendered by the captors would

not have materially altered the case. The ship might have appeared

to them to be steering for the anchorage of Jacobstadt, and might

have appeared to them to have changed her course, in consequence

of seeing her Majesty's ships of war ; but the impressions produced

upon their minds by these appearances cannot prevail against the

positive statements of the master and crew, and the strong evidence

from the ship's papers. As to the precise distance from the coast

of the place of captiu-e, no great certainty, from the nature of the

case, is possible ; and whether the actual captiu-e took place twenty

miles or seven miles from the shore, or, as is probable, at some

intermediate distance, is not very important.

But then it is said by the claimant that the ship being restored,

costs or damages ought to have been awarded to the claimants, on

the authority of the decision of the Judicial Committee in the case

of the Osfsce (x) . This must depend upon the question whether

this ship has brought herself withiu the class within which the

Osfsec, in the opinion of the judges who decided that case, was

clearly brought—that is to say, in the language there used, of a

capture, " where not only the ship was in no fault, but she is not

by any act of her own, voluntary or involimtary, open to any fair

ground of suspicion."

It has been suggested at the Bar that a decision wliich proceeded

(r) Avfr, p. 432.
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expressly on this ground has in some measure altered the practice 1856

of tlie Admiralty Court. If tliat be so, it should seem that su-h
"^X/y •J^^i'o^.'^-

alteratiou can only have occurred because the practice itself had

insensibly deviated from the principles by which it ]irofessed to be and Fanny.

go'^erned. Eij^linion.

But however tliat may be, this ease does not fall witliin the T. R-inbortou

. .
Lii-rli.

principles of that decision. Here there were appearances created

by tlie act of the ship lierself which might justly excite suspicion.

tShe-liad come across the Gulf of Bothnia, at a point where, as we

understand, the gulf is between fifty and sixty miles broad from

the Swedish towards the Finland coast ; she was not in the straight

course from Vme;i to Ilaparanda. When she was descried and

followed by lier Majesty's ships then lying olf the port of

.Tacobstadt, she did not slacken sail, but pursued her course, till

she was brought-to by a shot from the Tartar^ after what seems to

liavc been a chase of above two hours. Surely these circumstances

were abundantly sufficient to excite the just suspicion of tlie captors

as to the character and purpose of this vessel, and to afford prob-

able cause for capture, though tliose suspicions have been removed

by the investigation which has taken place in the Admiralty Court.

We are therefore of opinion tliat the learned judge was per-

fectly right upon both points, and we shall humbly report to her

Majesty our opinion that both appeals ought to be dismissed with

costs.

With reference to an observation which we find in the judgment,

it may be proper to remark that there does not appear to us to be

anything in the decision of the Oxtncc which ought at all to affect

the exercise of the discretion of the Court in directing, or refusing

to direct, further proof. Wliatever the law upon that subject was

before that decision was pronounced, such, in our opinion, it still

remains.
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[Spinks. 337.] THE PANAJA DllAPANIOTISA (//).

Pnirficr—A(Ji(hiril «f Cluiinititt—Residence—No Enemy Interest—Exception—
Order in Cinnirll— Licence— I'^urtlier Proof.

Tho afRdiivit accompanj-iiig the claim must state the residence of tli<'

cluiraant, and must negative all enemy's interest except where an enemy

claims under an Order in Council or a licence.

A praj'or for further proof must be founded on a statement of what is

intended to bo ])roved.

Tlie omission of such stiiteincnt renders a claimant liable to costs.

1856 This vessel sailed out of Odessa in ballast, under Greek colours,

Febriinrij Q,'. 01^ ^^<^ '3(ltli of May, 1850. On sailing out of the harbour her

master sent to her Majesty's ship JVir/er, which was then blockading

Odessa, to inquire whether he might pass out for the Danube, and

was informed that, if unladen, he might do so, but must first come

alongside the Niger to have his papers examined.

The examination of the ship-papers and other suspicious circum-

stances led to her being seized as prize and sent to Malta, where

the examinations in preparatory were taken.

An affidavit and claim were given in by Michael Zarifi, of

Leadenliall Street, on behalf of " Paul Iraclidi, merchant and

shipowner, a subject of his Majesty, Otho, King of Greece, the

true, lawful, and sole owner and proprietor of the said ship."

When the case came on for hearing, the Queen's Advocate

(with whom was Dr. Deane), for the captors, took a preliminary

objection to the claim and affidavit accompanying it, that the place

of residence of the person in whose behalf the claim was made,

and also the usual denial that any interest in the property remained

in any one " inhabiting within the country, territories, or dominions"

of the enemy were omitted, and that consequently it did not

appear that the claimant had any locus standi in the Court.

The Court said it would give no decision upon the point until it

had heard the counsel for the claimant.

J)r. Adda»is, for the claimant, stated that this and other vessels

had entered Odessa under Servian colours, and had been detained

{y) The case of the Hariklia, heard lar, and the judgment of the Court

on the same day, was precisely sinii- applied to both cases.
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bj the Russian Government, but subsequently released ; that certain 1856

expenses had been incurred, which the owners were unable to ^f'"""i/ ^o.
^ ' rtbruanj 6.

defray, and that this vessel had been sold to Mr. Iraclidi, a Greek -

merchant, then residing at Odessa, but a subject of the King of Drapanio-

Greece, and that lie intended to dispatch her, and, in fact, did

dispatch her to Odessa. He said, that if Mr. Iraclidi had con-

tinued to trade with the ship from Odessa, she would, though

under Greek colours, certainly be liable to condemnation, but that

it might appear that Mr. Iraclidi had a house in Greece as well as

in Russia, and that tlie vessel was intended to trade exclusively for

tliat Greek house as a Greek vessel ; and that it might also appear

that Mr. Iraclidi was at Odessa for a temporary purpose, and that

he was about to quit it.

He thereforo prayed the Court, under the circumstances, to

admit further proof in explanation of the real facts of the case,

and cited the Jonge Klassina (s), and the Herman (a).

The Qitcen^s Advocate opposed the prayer, and contended for

immediate condemnation, on the ground that there was no claim

before the Court, as it clearly appeared that Mr. Iraclidi was a

merchant resident at Odessa, and therefore totally e.clej\ and had

no 2)ersona sfaiidi in judicio : the I£ooj){b). He said that the

claimant's counsel did not appear instructed to state what could be

proved, if further proof were allowed, that the Court refused, in

the Ni)ia {e), to open a case to further proof, without information

as to what could be proved, and when further proof could only

lead to false evidence, and that no proof could possibly get rid of

the master's e\ddence that Mr. Iraclidi was a merchant resident at

Odessa ((/).

(z) Vol. I. p. 4S.-J. the month of May last. I loft him

(«) Vol. I. p. 270, note. at Odessa, •where I believe him !=itill

{h) Vol. I. !>. 104. to be, for ho is established as a iiier-

(c) Aide, p. 514. chant thereat, and 1 bolievo it is his

((/) In answer to the 4th inteiTo- fixed place of abode, tliough I urn

gatory, the master dejiosed :
" I -vras not quite certain on this point. I

appointed to the command of the know not how hmg lie has resided at

vessel bj^ Mr. Paolos Iraclidi, the Odessa, nor where ho was born, but

owner, of Odessa, whereat he per- I know him to bo a subject, like my-
eonally delivered up to mo the pos- self, of the King of Oreece." And
session, on or about the 22nd day of in answer to the Sth interrogatory

:

R.—VOL. U. O O
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1856 lh\ DrroH' followed on flio pnmo si'(l(».

JiDiunri/ 30.

Frbruarit G.

~ r Dr. Lushixgton.—I roserved ray jiidfrmciit in those two cnfes,
ThkPanaja

. , , -i

Dkapanio- not because I entertained the slightest doubt what must be ray

' decision, but for the purpose of considering : first, what was the

Lusidu rf
practice with respect to claims and the affidavits in support thereof,

and the prayers both of the captors and claimants ; and secondly,

what must bo the description of the statement upon wliich the

Court would decree further proof.

Now, speaking to the best of my recollection, and so far as I

have been able to refresh my conviction by search as to matters

with which I have not been directly conversant for so many years,

and which involve only questions of practice and not principle,

and consequently take less hold of the memory ; with respect to

the claim offered in this case, and the affidavit in support thereof,

I have caused a search to be mado as to the practice both in the

former and present war, and I am glad to find that the principle

and the practice, with a few unimportant exceptions, entirely

concur.

The principle is this : that to su2:)port a claim in the Prize Court

the individual asserting his claim must first show that he is entitled

to a locus standi. No person to whom the character of enemy

attaches can have such claim, save by the express authority of the

Crown ; therefore, to prevent deception, which might arise from

the use of ambiguous terms, and to stop claims which might be

preferred in one sense by the subjects of friendly or neutral states

resident in the enemy's country and carrying on a trade there,

it has always been deemed necessary that the claimant should

describe, both affirmatively and negatively, the character in which

he claims.

He must describe the place to which he belongs, and he must

negative all enemy's interest in a form specially framed for that

purpose, and intended to apply, to all intents, to any person resi-

" WHlst at Odessa, she was under Iraclidi, the -party I have already

the direction and management, in named, with whom I should have
respect to her employment or trade, had to correspond when away from
of the owner on the spot, Mr. Paolos Odessa."
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dent within the territories of the enemy, to wliatever country ho 1856

may liappen to owe allegiance (e). 'i-JlrZy/e.'

(e) The following is the usual form of claiia and aflidavit :
—

Admiralty Prizr- T'onrt.

Tho Slji].
I

Masfor.
)

18j

TlTE Panaja
Deapaxio-

TISA.

Dr.
Lushington.

Appeared personally of ,

in tho kingdom of Sweden, master mariner, and made oath that ho is a

subject of his Majesty the King of Sweden and Norway, and is duly autho-

rized to make the claim hereunto annexed as agent, and on behalf of

and , all of , in the kingdom of Sweden,

merchants and shipowners, and subjects of his Majesty the Iving of Sweden

and Norway, the true, lawful, and onlj' owners and proprietors of the abovo-

najned ship or vessel , and of the freight due for the transportation

of the cargo now or lately laden therein, and which ship or vessel was seized,

to wit, by the officers of her Majesty's Customs for the port of , on

the day of . And the apiJearer further made oath, that he

verUy believes that neither the Emperor of all the Eussias, nor any of his

subjects or others inhabiting -within any of his countries, territories, or

dominions, their factors or agents, nor any others enemies of the Crown
of Great Britain and Ireland, had at the time of the seizure thereof, as

aforesaid, or now have, directly or indirectlj', any right, title, or interest

in or to the said ship or freight, but that the same were at the time of the

seizni'o thereof, and still are, and when restored will still be, tho property of

the said only, neutral subjects ; and lastly, that the claim hereto

annexed is (as he verily believes) a true and just claim, and that he shall be

able to make due proof and specification thereof.

On tho day of the said

was duly sworn to the truth of this affidavit.

Before me
Admiralty Prize Court.

The Ship
Mast.

The claim of of in the kingdom of Sweden, master

mariner, a subject of his Majesty the King of Sweden and Norway, on

behalf of and , all of , in the kingdom of Sweden,

merchants and shipowners, and subjects of his Majesty the King of Sweden

and Norway, the true, lawful, and only owners and i)roprietoi-s of the above-

named ship or vessel , and of the freight due for th(^ transportation

of the cargo now or lately laden therein, and which ship or vessel was seized,

to wit, by tho officers of her Majesty's Cu.stoms for tho port of , on

the day of , foi- the said ship or vessel and freight, as the

true, lawful, and sole property of the said and , neutral

subjects, and for all such losses, costs, charges, damages, demurrages, and

expenses as have arisen, or which shall or may arise, from or by reason of

the said seizure.
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18.-)G

January 30.

Fcbruarij G.

The Panaja
J)bai>anio-

TISA.

Dr.
Lusliington.

Tho oxccjiicd ca.so.s arc wlicro an enomy merchant clainis under

an Oidi'v in ( 'uuiuil, or lifonoe, and tlifn, of nocessity, the form ia

allcn-d and the ground of tho spocial claim inserted. Tlie form of

tho afHdavit has heen altered from time to time, according to tho

States with whicli Grreat Britain was at war. Originally it excluded

only persons resident in France; as tho war hecame extended, it

was altered to affect the suhjects of othor countries declared to he

at war witli Great Britain.

Now, it appears from the search that has been made, that in th<-

war previous to this—that of 1798— tlie a<ldress of the persons for

whom the claim is given has always been inserted. In the long

list which I now hold in my hand, there is not a single exception,

llie address of the persons always being inserted—by the address

I mean the particular place to which he is described as belonging.

Then, with regard to the clause in the affidavit beginning thus

:

" inhabiting within any of the countries, territories, or dominions

of so and so," there are certain exceptions. Out of tliii"ty or forty

there are three or four cases in which this clause is omitted ; but

these are special instances, and are entirely accounted for by the

circumstances of each individual case. Such, for instance, is the

ease of the Le Sparc!:— it was necessary that the claim or affidavit

should be special, because there were very special circumstances

attending that case. The claim, for instance, was of this kind

:

the island from which the property had been shipped had at one

time been in possession of the Crown of Great Britain, aftersvards

had been restored to France, and again re-conquered by Great

Britain ; the property had been shipped dimng the time when it

was under French dominion, but, before the capture, the country

had again become subject to Great Britain ; the affidavit of claim

was therefore subject to the alteration whicli was necessarily calletl

for by such peculiar circumstances. Such was tlie case of the

Le S/jfiirk.

It is not necessary to mention the other cases ; but wherever the

exception has been inserted, it is fully waiTanted, and indeed

required, by the facts of the case. It may, therefore, now be

taken with regard to the practice in the prior war, that it was

what I have stated. AVith respect to this war, it appears, with

regard to the address, that in every case except one or two—T am
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•not prepared to say Avhether this did not happen from iuaihertenco iSofi

—the address has uniformly been inserted till the case under
^^VArMary 6.

consideration. Z T
The Panaja

There have been some cases in which thy clause " inhabiting Dbapaxio-

within any of Ids ten-itories " has been omitted, because the claims [

have been made by Russians alleging themselves to be protected j
^l neton

by an express Order in Council. There are two or three other

cases in which, in consequence, I presume, of no notice having

been taken, and the objections not having been brought before the

Court, the clause has been omitted.

I conceive this examination shows what the practice is, and as it

is conformable to principle Ave must adhere to it in future. Having

said so much with respect to the claim and affidavit which would

clearly prove the claim and affidavit in these cases to be entu-ely

defective, it is not necessary for me to enter into that question,

because my judgment will be foimded on other circumstances.

I now proceed to consider the case in the other alternative,

that is, the effect of further proof.

It was customary when the ships were brought in, for the proctor

for the captors to file what some may have called a prize libel.

This libel or allegation contained no special facts—it was a matter

of mere form, and, in my opinion, of unnecessary form. It con-

cluded with a prayer for condemnation—that was the only prayer

given in. With respect to the claimants, a claim in the form now

in use was brought in, and they claimed originally for restitution

with costs and damages, and I am not aware that before the

hearing any other prayer was ever made—either brought into the

registry or offered to the Court.

"When the cause came on for hearing, the counsel for the captors

opened his case and prayed for condemnation, or argued that it

was a ease for further proof, according to his own judgment; but

he had not, as a matter of right, any power to call on the claimant's

counsel to state what would be his particular prayer.

The claimant's counsel then argued for simple restitution, resti-

tution with costs and damages, or further proof, as he deemed most

advisable. Of course, if the captor's counsel asked only for further

proof, and the claimant's counsel knew that further proof was the

iitmost he coidd obtain, he at once acquiesced, and then there was
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I8.j() no iirgiimt'iil. In I'luctice, oases for further proof were for the

'fTT^'^i^g
most part very cpiiekly disposed of; the greut majority of such

•

rdsi's arose from tlie proof of the property, beloiigiug as claimed,

Drapanio- Jif't being sufTicient, as, for instance, where the master could not

TISA, speak to it in liis deposition, or where the ship-papers did not

Dr. describe to whom the property belonged.
LusllingtOn. rm , o , r 1 • 11

The rules of the Court applying to such cpiestions were so well

known that little or no dispute arose. Both parties knew what

must be a case for further proof, and it was ordered by the Court

without any discussion.

Such was the general practice in cases of that description ; but, of

course, there were many cases where the sole question was con-

demnation or restitution, and some where the captors contended

that no further proof ought to be allowed, and others where the

claimants contended that no further proof was necessary.

The result of the whole was that each pai-ty was entitled to take

his own course, and neither would be compelled at the opening to

make any specific prayer. The counsel for the captors could not

ask the claimants whether they asked for restitution or fui-ther

proof, neither could tlie counsel for the claimants ask the captors

whether they prayed condemnation or would consent to fiu-ther

proof—I mean as a matter of right

—

dc facto it was done almost

every day, or I may say almost every hour. The Court was not

fettered by any restriction, but at any time it might ask either

party what was his prayer. This power, however, could avail but

little, for the captors might answer, as in fact they often did, in

the alternative—condemnation, or, if that be refused, further proof

;

and so the claimants might answer restitution or further proof.

Now I deemed it might be convenient to those who practise in

prize proceedings that I should state what, to the best of my
recollection, was the practice of the Court. I will only add the

reason wh}', in the case of the Chrissys, I asked Dr. Addams what

was his prayer. I did so, not with the slightest intention of

fettering his discretion in offering any prayer in the alternative or

otherwise as he might think fit, but because it had been mentioned

by him in argument that on account of the small value it might

not be exj^edient to ask for further proof, or to take it if the Court

were disposed to grant it. Had I not put the question, I might

—
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I do uot say I slioulcl—have been under the necessity of ordering 1S5G

further proof when such order would have been nugatory, when ^^^ "„af,, 5
*

tlie owners would not accept it, and when the only consequence *

would have been delay and the deterioration of the property to no deapasio-

possible advantage whatever to any party. ^^°^'

Lusliiu^tou.
With respect to the present cases I mean to make a few observa-

tious. It is admitted that these are not cases in whicli restitution

could be claimed upon the evidence before the Comt ; indeed, I

think tlie true description is that jirimd f'dric these are cases for

immediate condemnation.

The masters state that these vessels are the property of a Greek

subject carrying on trade at Odessa. If that be the true descrip-

tion, then, beyond all doubt, the ships are subject to condemnation

as enemy's property.

Dr. Addams very properly declined to argue for restitution, but

begged tliat the Court might admit further proof ; but he had no

instructions which enabled him to state the facts that further proof

would establish, nor upon what ground further proof could found

a claim to restitution.

Now the Court has never bound itself to require that further

proof should be asked for in any particular form ; frequently it

might happen that want of time and opportunity to advise with

tlie owners miglit prevent sucli prayer from being accompanied by

any affidavits or documents.

But what the Court always requires is, that whether the request

of further proof be founded on the statements of counsel or

affidavits or other documents, such a case should be presented as

might, if it were proved, entitle the claimant to restitution. Then,

according to the circumstances, the Coiu-t would allow fui'ther time

to substantiate tlie statements made by counsel, or it would decree

further proof at once.

In the present instance the counsel are not instructed even to

say what the description of case might be, which they propose to

establish by further proof. They, and of course their proctors, are

in total ignorance.

I must say that the prayer for further pronf, under sucli circum-

stances, is not only unprecedented, but I think without any
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1866 justification, uinl 1 tiu.>l tliul .sucli a prayer an tliih will iK^t be

I'ebruar
^6 ^^^"V^'^^^^^t l*-'st 1 should 1)0 uiidcT tlic iic'ccssitj, if sucli a prayer

try

Tin: Panaja
Dkai'anio-

TISA.

Dr.
Lushinprtou.

were repeated, of coudeniDing the claimant in costs.

I coudcnin these two ships.

[Spiuktf, 343.]

1856

Jaiii(a)ii\%'iQ.

THE CHEI«tSY8.

(\ij>(iire— ]'essel near Blochadcd rort— Further I'ronf— (Jondnnnuiwn.

A vessel captured sixty or seventy milcb out of its course, and in the

neighbourhood of a blockaded port, cannot bo restored without further

proof of its destination.

If the claimant declines further ]»rooi, the Court is bound to condemn
the property.

Tins vessel, under Greek colours, took on board at Foki, in the

GuK of Smyrna, a cargo of salt, and sailed therewith, bound,

according to the master's statement, for Tultsha, on the Danube.

On the 22nd of May, ISoo, she was captured by her Majesty's

ship Niger, about twenty-five miles to the southward of Cape
Fontana, whereon the Odessa light stands, and was sent in for

adjudication on the ground of an intention to break the blockade

of Odessa.

A claim wa.s given in on behalf of Mr. Constautine John
Bolanachi, of the island of Syra, a subject of the King of Greece.

The master stated in his evidence that he was proceeding to

Tultsha, and that on reaching Constantinoi^le he deemed it neces-

sary, in consequence of information he received as to the depth of

water at the Sulina mouth of the Danube, to lighten the vessel, by
disposing of a portion of the cargo, and that on the 19th of May
he sailed Avith the remainder for Tultsha, where he expected to

meet his owner. He also stated that he was the shipper of the

cargo, and would have been the consignee if she had anived at her

destination. He accounted for the fact of his being far out of his

course by saying that he did not know where he was.

The Queen's Advocate and Admira/fi/ Advocate, for the captors.
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As there is uothiiig on the ship-papers to corroborate the master 1856

as to the destination of the vessel, the document on board resembling J't»»"">y'^S,zo.

a cargo-paper for the salt, and no log, and as the vessel was Tue Chbissts.

captured seventy miles out of her course, for which the only excuse

given is that the master did not know where he was, the inference

is that she intended to break the blockade. The absence of the log

leads to the inference that it has been destroyed.

If the Court thinks it cannot condemn, it is clearly a case in

which it can allow the captors to give evidence as to the place

of capture.

Ur. Ad((((iii>i, for the claimaut.

The value of the ship and cargo is considerably below -jOO/., and

the master is the shipper, and would have been the consignee of

the cargo if the vessel had reached her destination. This accounts

for there being no cargo-paper. As to the log, these small foreign

vessels frcfpiently have none, and no inference of ciiminal intention

can fairly be drawn from its absence. What are the probabilities

of the case ? If the master intended to go to Odessa, what necessity

existed for his unloading any portion of the cargo at Constantinople ?

He would only have done that for the reason which he assigns,

viz., that he could not otherwise have entered the Danube.

Besides, the master must have kno\\ n that Odessa was blockaded,

and that it was 100 chances to 1 against his getting in there, and

1,000 to 1 against his getting out again. Whatever may have

been the reason of this vessel being out of her course, there is

nothing to discredit the master's assertion that he was going to

Tultsha.

The learned counsel expressed a hope that the Court wouM
restore the vessel, but that if it would not do that, it would con-

demn it, inasmuch as the value of tlio property was so small, that

if further proof were ordered the whole proceeds would be absorbed

in costs.

The counsel for the captors having replied, the Court reserved

its decision, and directed the parties to furuisli it with their

respective prayers.
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iS'^tJ l>u. Li .Mii.\(;r()N.— I .sliriU dispose of this ease in a very fi'W

""""'"
:!_: Avords. Tliis is a case in whieli, if furiluT proof liad been asked

TnKCiiHiesYs. on Lcluilf of the flainiants^, I should not have liesitated in allowinj^

Dr. tlicni to bring it in. But, as tlio case stands, I liave only to decide
uHungou.

ijy^^ygpj^ restitution ,ind condemnation.

It appears, according to the evidem-e of the master himself and

the circumstances .set forth, that ho was sixty or seventy miles out

of his course away from his proper de.stination. The port, into

the neighbourhood of which she had got, was an enemy's port.

T a])prehcnd it to be quite clear, under such circumstances, that

according to law, there must be further proof to entitle the claimant

to restitution. I desired that a prayer might be made with refer-

ence to the decision of the Court, that the case might be disposed

of according to what the claimants thought most for their advan-

tage. The prayer is for restitution, not further proof. I am
under the necessity, as no further proof is asked for, of con-

demning the ship.

JJr. Adddhis.—The Court is aware of the reason.

The Court.—The smallness of the property. I have given the

best consideration to the case. If I could, I would have restored,

on payment of captor's expenses. It is a case for proof—I am
bound by the law to say so—and if the parties will not accept

further proof, I must condemn the property.

[.-piui.. 343.] THE NINA.

Fttrthtr Proof—Voitdtmnatiou.

isofi This was an appeal from a judgment of the Admiralty Prize
February 7, 1 1

. Court Condemning this ship, and refusing to allow the claimant to

bring in fiu'ther proof.

The facts of the case have been already reported at p. 014.
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Dr. AdddiiiH aud Ur. Ticias appeared for the appellant ; the isoG

Queen's Advocate and the Admirait 1/ Advocate for the respon- ^' "'"'"'
!f '^^^'

dent (/). TueNixa.

The Court consisted of the Right Honourables Sir Edward Ryan,

Thomas Pemherton Leigh, Sir John Patteson, Sir Jolm Dodson,

Sir William Henry Maule.

The Right Hon. Thomas Pemherton Lkigu delivered the

judgment of their Lordships :

—

The learned judge in the Court below appears to their Lordships

to have fallen into a little inaccuracy with respect to the period at

which tho claimant quitted Odessa. He appears to have considered

that he remained till November, 1854 ; the result of the evidence,

in the opinion of their LordshijDs, is that he quitted Odessa soon

after midsummer in that year, but it makes no difference in

the conclusion at which the learned judge has amved. Witli tliat

single exception, their Lordships entirely concur in opinion with

the learned judge, both as to the facts and the law of the case :

they think that he has exercised a perfectly sound discretion in

refusing further proof, and they must recommend to her Majesty

to affirm the sentence, with costs.

(/) One document, No. 1'3, was iormer captains; had not only received

strongly relied upon, as showing that this 5 per cent., but also presents in

Mr. Gherdacovich, the claimant, was addition. lie hoped his demand
not tho sole owner. It was the copy would be complied with. This letter

of a letter from the master to his was dated " Glubok, 10th December,

principal at Odessa, in which he ex- 1854," and in a postscript the master

pressed a hope that, after having begged au answer to hia demand
served him for the long period of to bo addressed to Constantinople,

four years, ho would l)e allowed the for whicli place ho was bomul. It

5 per cent, upon the remittances; concluded with those words : " Com-
and stated that the Nuia had not municate this to Mr. Martino Gher-

becn so profitable, but reminded tho dacovich," thereby showing that the

principal that he did not remit for principal to whom tho letter was

the expenses as in past times, as the addressed was not tho claimant.
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J,ii^M-"o. THE AlSrA.SiA(//).

Practivi—Leufe to Appial—hjnorauce of Jkcrtv of I'rizc Court— Limit of 'I'ime

to A}>))i'ul—Prize Ad.

\\y 17 & 18 Vict. c. 18, s. :{7 (//), tlio right of appoal from tho High

Court of .Vdiiiiralty in England is limited to throu months from the date

of the .sentence, libertj' being reserved to the Judicial Committee to

allow, upon .sufficient cause being shown, the ajjjieal to be prosecuted

after the expiration of that period.

Motion by a claimant, the owner of the cargo, U}jou notice to the

captor, for leave to appeal from a sentonco of the Admiralty Court in

England, jn'onounced in poenam aiidumaci(c, fifteen months after thi'

rapture. The proceedings in England were unknown to the owner of

the cargo, and the sentence of condemnation not ha\'ing been communi-

cated by the captors to the owner, he had no knowledge thereof until

long after tho time for appealing had oxpii'ed. On the motion coming

on, it appeared that no petition for leave to appeal had been lodged or

leferred to the Judicial Committee. Theu- Lordships refused to enter-

tain the motion, exce})t upon an undertaking to lodge a petition of leave

to appeal.

Ajipeal allowed, subject to the presentment of such petition of appeal,

on payment of costs, upon terms of extracting the inhibition, and pro-

secuting the appeal within three months, bail being given for payment

of the captor's costs.

Practice where an appeal is allowed after notice and the respondent

a]ipli(>s to rescind the leave given.

1856 This vessel under Moldavian coluiu's, laden with u cargo of

-g,-
* Moldavian soft wheat, the property of one Cimara, of Constanti-

Ffhriiary 23. nople, and a subject of the Ionian Islands, whilst in the prosecu-
Mnrch 2.

tion of a voyage from Galatz to Constantinople, Leghorn, or

Marseilles, as the owner of the cargo might direct, was, on the

27th day of June, 1854, captured as prize by her Majesty's steam

(7) Three ships, the Aspasia, the appeals related to the same subject-

Acliillcs, and the Gcrasinw, were matter, their Lordships gave but one

seized for breach of the blockade of judgment, which embodied the piin-

the Black Sea, and condemned by cipal facts common to each, and
the High Court of Admiralty of which are contained in the case of

England as prize. Appeals were the Gcrasimo, 2^ost, p. 577.

interposed from each of these sen- (A) The practice is now governed

tenccs, and separately argued before by 27 & 28 Vict. c. 25, s. 8. The
the Judicial Committee. As these time limit is still three months.
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ship of war Firehraxil, and sent to Constantinople. Some months 1856

after the amval of tlie Img and cargo at Constantinople, M. La "^._
'

Fontaine, as the agent of the British fleet at Constantinople, con- February 23.

sented to the release of the ship and cargo, on a bond being given
'''^' "•

to pay over to him tlie value of the ship and cargo, in the event of 1'=k Aspasia.

their being condemned as prize. Such bond was accordingly

given, and tlie vessel and cargo were released. No proceedings

whatsoever to adjudicate upon the vessel and her cargo were taken

on behalf of the captors until the 28tli of September, lS5-">, when

a monition was issued at the instance of the captors from the

Admiralty Prize Court of England, which monition was served on

the Royal Exchange, in the city of London, and was returned

into Court on the 6th of November, 1855, on which day the vessel

and her cargo were condemned as lawful prize, by reason of no

claim having been given in for either of them. The owner of tho

cargo had not any notice, as it appeared, and knew nothing what-

ever of the proceedings in the High Court of Admiralty in

England, and from the great lapse of time from the captm-e,

believed that no proceedings would be taken for obtaining con-

demnation either of the ship or her cargo. The first intimation

which he had of the proceedings was on the occasion of the party

who had given bail for the cargo being called upon, about the end

of May, 1856, to pay the sum of 1,002/. 7s. lOd. sterling, the nett

proceeds of tlie sale of cargo. These facts were deposed to in the

affidavit of the claimant, Cremidi, the agent in London of tlio

owner of the cargo, who was authorized, so far as the cargo was

concerned, to appeal from the sentence of tlie Prize Court of

Admiralty of England, condemning the cargo as prize.

A motion was now made for h^ave to appeal from the sentence

of the Admiralty Prize Court of England, pronounecd on the

Gth of Novi>mber, 1855, so far as it eondemned tlie cargo of the

A-sj)(isi(( US prize. Notice of this application was given to the

captors' proctor, but no petition of appeal hatl been lodged by the

claimant so as to bring the motion within the general Order

referring appeals and petitions to the Judicial ('(nnmittee of tho

Privy Coimcil.

Upon the motion coming on. if w;is ()pp(.)sed, nu behalf of the
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ls;)G oftpiors, by Iho Quecnh Adcoeafo (Sir John Tl.'irdliig) and tin*

^"/yi".
A'lniinilfi/ Adroailc (Dr. riiillimorc), wlio suLmitlcd tliat tlio

1857
'

Frbrumy 23 Conrt luid no jurisdiction to entertain the application, as tlie

March 2. matter had not been refen-ed to the Judicial Committee, and relied

TiiEAsrA-^iA. u]H»n Ciiflox. Gilhert{i).

The liiqht Hon. T. Pkmberton Leigh.—Tlieir Lordships are

disposed to allow tlu; motion to bo heard if the claimant will

undertake to present a proper petition for leave to a]tpeal {k).

Upon the claimant so undertaking, the motion proceeded.

Dr. Addarm and Dr. Ttciss, in suj)port of the application.

The claimant is a foreigner and entitled to every indulgence,

especially as the sentence was pronounced in jxeuam contiimacio'

(2 "Wynne's Life of 8ir Leoline Jenkins, p. 743), to enable him to

purge himself by Avay of appeal. This Court, in Harrison v.

Harrison (/), admitted an appeal from a sentence pronounced in

jxenam confumacio'. It is not usual to condemn goods for want of

a claim till a year and a day has elapsed after service of process :

Bob. Coll. Mar. pp. 88, 89 ; the Harrison {m) ; tlie Avery and

Cargo {n); the Aquila{o). Here no steps were taken by the

captors to proceed to adjudication for more than fifteen months

after the capture, and such laches entitle the claimant to restitu-

tion (the Hiddah
( />) ) ; the owner of the cargo was induced to

suppose that the proceedings were abandoned. Moreover, the

captors did not send out the sentence of condemnation until three

. months had expii*ed from the sentence, and thus deprived the

claimant of his right of aj^peal, given by the Prize Act, 17 & 18

Vict. c. 18, s. 37. An appeal in a prize case was limited by the

statute 43 Geo. 3, c. 160, s. 27, to twelve months after the

sentence, but the Lords of Appeal admitted appeals beyond that

(/) 9 Moore's P. C. Cases, 131. 3 Moore's P. C. Cases, 368.

See also How v. Kirchner, 11 Moore's (?) 4 Moore's P. C. Cases, 96.

P. C. Cases, 21. (w,) 1 Wheaton, .\mer. Eep. 29S.

(A) For the practice upon this (n) 2 Gallison, Amer. Eep. 387.

point, see In re Minchin, 6 Moore's (o) 1 C. Rob. 41 (civil salvage).

P. C. Cases, 43; Morgan v. Leech, (/>) Vol. I. p. 303.

I
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time : tlio Jacob (y). The claimant in this case was ignorant of tlie 1856

proceedings taken by the captors, and it is therefore a case for -^"'y lO-

tlie exerriso of the discretion vested in the Judicial Committee Ity ta,-., ,..., -^i

the Prize Act. 17 & 18 Yict. c. 18, s. 37, to admit an appeal. ^"'''' -•

The Aspasia.

The Q>ifc»'fi Ailroonff and the A<h»irfiJfi/ Afh'omfo, conh'ti.

The Prize Act, 17 &. IS A^ict. c. 18, s. 37, limits tlie time for

appealing to three months. The cases referred to relating to

appeals against sentences pronounced in pocnam ronfint/acur, and

extending the time in such cases beyond a year and a day, do not

apply, the Prize Act, 17 & 18 Vict. c. 18, s. 37, having concluded

such rule of the civil law. No merit's are disr-lo-od to entitle tlie

applicant to such an indulgeuf^p.

The Right Hon. T. PEMni.ivKix Li:ifiir.—This is an application

for leave to appeal, so far as relates to the cargo of the Aspni^ia,

against a si-ntence of the Court of Admiralty in England, which

condemned in jxenain contuuiaciiv the vessel and cargo as lawful

prize. By the Prize Act, 17 & 18 Vict. c. 18, s. 37, the old rule

of allowing twelve months to appeal, as provided by the statute

43 Greo. 3, c. 160, s. 27, is cut down to three months, if the appeal

is from the sentence of the High Court of Admiralty of ]*]ngland
;

power, however, is reserved in that section for this Court to admit,

upon sufSeient cause being shown, an inhibition to be extracted

and the appeal to be prosecuted notwithstanding. The affidavit of

the claimant here states that the omission arose from the captors

not taking the proper steps to obtain the condemnation of the

vessel, and from the claimant's ignorance of the proper course to

pursue. Now, it is clearly the duty of the owner to employ a

proper agent to watch the proceedings, but at the same time it is

impossible to believe that he negligently and wantonly abstained

from prosecuting this claim ; therefore it must be attributed to his

ignorance and not to an abandonment of his claim. We are,

therefore, of opinion that we ought not, in such circumstances, to

exclude a party who shows merits from liringing his appeal ; but

(</) 1759. citod frmn Tiord TrMrdwick'^" MS.
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185G siicli jxritiis.'iinii luiisl bo suLjcct to stringMit conditions. Leave

•
"'.'/ 10-

-^vill 1)0 {xivon to Cromidi, on tlio usual claim boinrr filed, to extract

FfbriKini 2."3
^'"' ii'liil'iti"!! juid to prosocuto an appeal from the soiitonco of the

^^'"'''^' '^- Adniiraliy ( 'diuI, jtrovidod that within three months from this day

ThkAspasia. tlic usual hail ho given to sinswer the costs of the appeal, and also

Ki^riit lion. <•> pay tlio costs of this npjilicatiou. J
T. rniibortou ... J

Li'v^h. These conditions having been complied with, the appeal was sot

down for hearing, when the Qnccn^s Adcocatc, and the Adiniyalty

Adrocate, for the captors, moved to rescind the order allowing

leave to appeal. They relied upon the A(iu!lla (r) in support of

this course.

Dr. AddaHIS and JDr. Tk/ss, for the appellant, opposed, citing

the Avct'if and Cair/o (s).

The Right Hon. T. Pemherton Leigh.—This application is to

discharge an order of their Lordships, giving leave to prosecute an

appeal from the High Court of Admiralty of England in a prize

case, notwithstanding three months had elapsed from the date of

the sentence complained of. Applications for leave to appeal are

generally made c.r parte, and if it subsequently appears that there

has been any i/ri la fides, upon a counter petition by the respondent

to dismiss, the order allowing leave to ajipeal is discharged. That

is the practice of this Court (f) ; but that was not the course adopted

here, for the claimant gave notice to the captors, who had ever}'

opportunity of resisting the application, which they did. The

facts of the case were then very fully gone into, and nothing now

appears to justify us rescinding the order granting leave to appeal.

The appeal was then proceeded with. The authorities cited are

referred to in the case of the Gerasimo (m), where the principal facts

of the case relating to the national character of the owners of the

cargo, and the seiziu'e and condemnation, are fully set forth.

Judgment w'as reserved and delivered after the argument in the

case of the Gerafii»io (.r).

(»•) Moore P. C. 102 (civil salvage). lodhur Doss, 9 Moore's P. C. Cases,

(s) 2 Gallison, Amer. Pep. 387. 354.

(') See In re A)nes, 3 Moore's P. C. (m) Post, p. oil.

Cases, 413 ; Sihnarain Ghose y. Hitl- (x) Post. p. 577.
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THE GERASIMO. Ql Moore.
T. C. 88.]

N'ltional Character of Trader—Foreign Merchant in Bellif/erent Countr//—
Moldavia and WaUacltia—Conversion of Neutral Territory into Enemy's

Country—Blockade— Capture—Duty of Captor.

Tho national character of a trader is to be decided, for the purposes of

the trade, by the national character of the place in which it is carried on.

If a war bi'eaks out, a foreign merchant carrj-ing on trade in a belligerent

country has a reasonable time allowed him for transferring himself and

his projjerty to another countrj'. If he docs not avail himself of tho

opportunity, he is to be treated, for the purposes of trade, as a subject

of the Power under whose dominion he carries it on, and as an enemy of

those with whom that Power is at war.

Nature of the possession which the Eussians held of the Principalities

of Wallaehia and Moldavia in the years 1853-4.

Inquirj' into and illustration of the political position of those princi-

palities.

Circumstances which convert a friendly or neutral territory into an

enemy's country, considered.

A temporary occupation of a territoiy by an enemy's force does not

of itself necessarily convert the territory so occupied into hostile ten'i-

tory, or its inhabitants into enemies.

A ship under Wallachian colours, with a cargo of corn belonging to

owners residing at Galatz in Moldavia, was seized for breach of tho

Black Sea blockade, when coming out of tho Sulina mouth of the Danube,

then in a state of blockade. At the time of the shipment of tho cargo

tho Eussians held possession of Moldavia and Wallaehia, but such holding

was with the expressed intention of not changing the national character,

or incorporating that country with Eussia. Upon appeal, //eA7 (reversing

tho sentence of the Admiraltj- Court of England), that tlio national

character of the owner was not changed by the fact of the Eussians

so occupying the principalities, and restitution decreed, with costs and

damages.

The purpose of the blockade was declared to bo fur i)rcventing tho

import of ])rovisions to tho enemy in possession of a neutral's countrj'.

Seinhle, the fact of a neutral ship bringing out a cargo of corn is not a

breach of such blockade.

It is the duty of tho cajjtor, as soon as possible, to Sfud a prize to

some convenient port in her Majesty's dominions for adjudication, and

to procure tho extnnination in preparatory of the principal officers of tho

captured vessel, and to deposit in the Admiralty Court all papers found

on board the prize. Eestitution of shijt and cargo with costs and damages.

This was the case of a AVallachiuu sliij), laden witli a cargo of 18')7

Indian com, the property of Messrs. ]<]paniinouda Pana & Co.,
""*

' -' ^'

R.—VOL. IT. r r



-xo Trn: (;erasimo.

1857 inorchants at Galatz, subjects of the Ionian Islands. Tlio ship

.Uarcf^j^3^
left Gaktz in the inontli of July, 18o4, bound to Trieste, iu Austria,

The and on the 19th day of July was captured l>y her Majesty's

steamship of war Vcsurius, coming out of the Sulina moutli of the

Danube, for a breach of tlie blockade of that river, and sent to

Constantinople. Tlie ship was released upon security being given,

but the cargo was sold at Constantinojile. No tidings having been

lieard of the proceeds, and the captors not having taken any pro-

ooedings against the proceeds, or to eondemu the ship as prize,

proceedings were commenced in tlie High Court of Admiralty of

England by the claimant, on behalf of the owners of the cargo, to

compel the captors to proceed to adjudication.

The present claim for the restoration of the cargo was made on

the 21st Jime, 1855. On the 23rd of June tlie claimant's proctor

took out a monition against the captors to proceed to adjudication.

The captors brought in an affidavit of Mr. Young, from which it

appeared that Mr. Nicholson (a commissioner sent out by the Court

of Admiralty to Constantinople) had proceeded thither on this case,

and also on the cases of tlie Aspa^sifi and the Ac/iinf.s, for the

purpose of examining witnesses, and a return from him, with

papers annexed, was brought into Coiu't.

The ship was condemned on the 2nd of November, 1855, no

claim having been made in respect of her.

On the 14th of November, 1855, the claim for the cargo came

on for hearing, when it appeared by the claim that the real owners

were Epaminonda Pana & Co., described as subjects of the Ionian

Islands, the place of theii' actual residence not being set forth.

The claimant, Cremidi, appeared to be their agent in London.

The claimant prayed for a decree of restitution, with costs and

damages. The Crown prayed for a decree of condemnation. Tlie

Court admitted the claim for the cargo, and directed further proof

to be given by the claimant as to the cargo being the property of

his principals, and allowed both parties to bring in further proof

as to the non-examination of witnesses by the captors in preparatory,

and also whether there was aiiv agreement for the sale of the

cargo. The captors' proctor filed an affidavit of the respondent,

Powell, and of La Fontaine, explaining the reason of the omission

to examine the master and crew in preparatory, as they had quitted
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the vessel aud also us to the sale of the cargo. The claimant, in i8t7

further proof, brought in a hill of lading of the cargo, and a pro -^'*''^^' -^ 3, 4.

fonnd account of the sales of the cargo at the port of destination. The

On the 15th of Jnly and 1st of August, 1856, the cause was

fully argued upon further proof. The judge of the Admiralty

Court (tlie Right Hon. Dr. Lushington), hy his interlocutory

decree, dated tlie 8t]i of August, 1856, pronounced the cargo to

have belonged, at the time of the capture thereof, to enemies of

the Crown of Great Britain, and as sucli, liable to confiscation,

and condemned tlie same as prize. The present appeal was inter-

posed on behalf of the owners of the cargo against this decree.

Dr. Addcnm and I)r. Ticiss, for the appellant ; and

Tlie Quooi^s Ath-ooafr (8ir John Harding) and Br. Dcnue, for

tlie respondents.

The principal question argued was whether the owners of the

cargo, with regard to this claim, were to be considered as alien

enemies ; and that question turned upon the nature of the posses-

sion v.hich the Eussiaus held of Moldavia and "Wallachia at the

time of the shipment of the cargo : and a further question was

raised whether Clalatz could be treated as an enemy's port, or had

been blockaded at all as against neutrals. The arguments are

fully stated and considered in the judgment of their Lordships.

The authorities referred to were, upon the national character of

the owners of the cargo, the Indian Chief {)/), the President (z), tlio

Anna {a), tlie Boedes Lmt {b), the Mngnus {c) ; 1 Kent's Corams.

p. 82 (8th edit.) ; Story on Prize Courts (Pratt's edit.), p. a :

Whether the notification of blockade was sufficiontly extonsive

to include blockade by egress as well as ingress (Wli«\ato]i,

Elements of International Law, p. 575 (6th edit.) ) :

(w) Vol. I. p. 2.Jl. The jndg- there, ho is by the law of nations to

ment was concerned chieflj' with bo ccjnsidured as a merchant of the

the facts of the case, except in the country.''

foUowing passage : "No position is {z) Vol. I. p. -17.5.

more established tluin this: that if (a) Vol. I. p. 49i».

a person goes into another country, [b) Vol. I. p. -1.5U.

and engages in trade, and resides (c) Anfe, p. 267, note.

r r ?



1S">7 As lo lli(> duly of tlie cnptorfi to have Imoighl the cliiof officor

JWareh 2, 3, 4.
^^p ^j^^, cnptured slii}) to tlio nearest Britisli port and exarained

TiiK tltoni in proparatory, and to have proceeded at once to adjudica-

tion: iho ]iof//iiC(i fiin/ Jfiiisfo/f {((), the Ara/jr//fi nn^n/ie Jff/f/rini {('),

the Jln/dah {/), the Waxl/iiif/fo)! (r/), the Mnrlovnn del Burso{/t),

the Peacode (/).

Judgment was reserved in this as well as the previous appeals of

ilie Axpdx'Ki and the Ac/ii/lrs, whiV'h involved tlie same question,

and was now delivored by

The Right Hon. T. Pemhkrtox Leioti.—Tliis was an appeal

from a decree of the High T'ourt of Admiralty, dated the Sth of

August, 1856, condemning the cargo of the ship Cferasifno a>

lawful prize.

At the time of her capture this ship was bound to Trieste with a

cargo of Indian corn which she had taken on board at Galatz.

She was sailing under Wallachian colours, and on the 10th of

Jul}'-, 1854, during the prosecution of her voyage, was captured as

she was coming out of the Sulina mouth of the Danube by her

Majesty's ship Vesuvius, under the command of Captain Powell.

It was the duty of the captors, as soon as possible, to send their

prize to some convenient port in her Majesty's dominions for

adjudication, to procure the examination in preparatory of the

principal officers of the vessel, and to deposit in the Admiralty

Court, upon oath, all papers found on board the vessel, in order

tliat speedy justice might be done, and that the property, if

illegally seized, might be restored, with as little delay as possible,

to the o"«Tiers.

None of these steps were takeu ; the vessel and her cai'go were

sent to Constantinople, and detained there, together with tlie crew,

till (after a delay, as to the cargo of nearly three months, and as

to the ship of nearly eight months) the vessel was released upon

securitv, and the cargo sold at Constantinople.

The captors appear after this to have taken no steps whatever in

the matter until they were stimulated to action by the owners of

the cargo.

(rf) 2 Gallison, Amer. Eep. 78. {g) Vol. I. p. 555.

(f) 2 Gallison, Amer. Eep. 3GT. {h) Vol. I. p. 370.

(/) Vol. I. p. 303. (») Vol. I. p. 3S1.
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Ou the 21st of June, iSOo, a claim was brought into tho 18J7

Admiralty Court by Cremidi, in -which lie claimed the cargo ou ' '"^ "' ' '

behalf of EpamiuonJa l^ana & Co., who are merchants at Galatz, The
GEliASIMO.

and on their behalf demanded restitution, with costs and damages,

and at the same time he sued out a monition requiring the captors t. Pemberton

to proceed to adjudication. Leigh.

The captors jiroceeded accordingly, and on the 14th of Novem-

ber, 1855, tlie ease was heard upon the claim.

There was an absence of the usual evidence in such cases : there

was no examination of the witnesses in preparatory ; no affidavit

verifying the ship's pa[iers made recetite fdcto ; but an affidavit

sworn by Captain Powell, on the 30th of August, 1805, more than

twelve months after the seizure, verifying certain papers as being

all the papers wliieli ^vere foimd on board the vessel, and none of

which related to the cargo. The captors, however, produced an

affidavit by a gentleman of the name of Young, who stated that

he was the agent in England of the captors, and that he had

received a letter from Captain Powell, dated in the month of ^lay,

1855, informing him that the cargoes of this and other ships sent

to Constantinople liad been sold at that place, with the consent of

the owners thereof, and the proceeds deposited in the hands of an

agent. There was also a certificate by Mr. Nicholson, who had

been sent out (under what circumstances it docs not appear) as a

commissioner appointed by the Court of Admiralty to take evidence

on the subject at Constantinople, and Nichol.Min thereby certified

that he had been informed that the master and the whole of tho

crew of the Gvrasinw had long since quitted her, and coidd not

anywhere be found.

The only evidence of property on the part of the claimant was

the affidavit of Cremidi, who stated his belief that Epaminonda

Pana & Co , subjects of the Ionian Islands, were the owners, and

that no enemy had any interest in it. Neither the affidavit nor

the claim stated anything as to the place of residence of Epaminonda

Pana & (Jo.

The learned judge, thtrelure. made an order, dated the 14th of

November, 1855, by which he admitted tho claim of Cremidi for

the cargo, but directed further proof to bo given by the claimant

as to the property thereof, and also allowed both parties to bring

in further proof as to the non-examination of witnesses in prepnra-
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1867 tury, and as to whether tlidu was any agi-eeiuout as to the >alo of

' ' tho earj^o, such further proof to be given without prejudice to the

TiiK qiiostion of cdsIs and damages.
trEEASIMO. "

Tlio cause Avas heard on furtlier proof iu July and August, 1806,

T. IViiibertou "^vhon tlio learned judge was of opinion that tlie owners were to be
"Si^- considered as enemies of the British Crown at the time of th<'

seizure, and that tlie chiimants had, therefore, no perxoxn stainli in

ihQ Court. The grounds of the decision an; thus stated in th<'

report of the judgment printed at the end of tlie respondent's case.

After referring to two documents brought iu by the claimant upon

fiu-ther proof, the learned judge expresses himself in these terms:

" It aj)pears, therefore, that the claimants (the owners of the cargo)

were merchants, resident at Galatz at the time of shiinnent, and

that, being so, the next question is, what national character the

law impresses upon them ? Galatz is in IToldavia ; Moldavia wa.s

in possession of the Russians ; and, so long as any territory is in

possession of the enemy, I apprehend that tlie law declares that all

the inhabitants thereof, and all the persons resident therein and

carrying on trade, are to be considered as enemies with respect to

that trade. The owners of the cargo are erroneously described as

Ionian subjects, they being resident at Galatz, and undoubtedly

they are not entitled to that character for the purposes of trade.

Had the truth been stated in the fii*st instance, I should have

disposed of the ease at once.'

Upon this ground the learned judge felt himself under the

necessity of condemning the cargo, but he added, '' that he should

have experienced very great difficulty in coming to the conclusion

that the claimants had proved their property in the cargo claimed,

even if they were entitled to any peraona stumli in the Court."

Upon the present appeal the first question is, whether the owners

of the cargo, in regard to this claim, are to be considered as alien

enemies ? and for this purpose it will be necessary to examine

carefully both the principles of law which are to govern the case,

and the nature of the possession which the Russians held of

Moldavia at the time of this shipment.

Upon the general princiitles of law ap[iiioable to this subject

there can be no dispute. The national character of a trader is to

be decided, for the purposes of the trade, by the national character

of the place in which it is carried on. If a war breaks out, a
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foreigii merchant farr}ing on trade iu a Loliigerent country has a 1857

reasonable time allowed Lim for transfening himself and his '' ^' *'

property to another country. If he does not avail himself of the The

opportunity, he is to be treated, for the purposes of the trade, as a

subject of the Power under whose dominion he carries it on, and, t. Pemberton

of course, as an enemy of those with whom that Power is at war. Leii?'li-

Nothing can be more just than this principle ; but the whole

foundation of it is, that the country in wliicli the merchant trades

is enemy's country.

Now the question is, what are the circumstances necessary to

convert friendly or neutral territory into enemy's territory ? For

this purpose, is it sufficient that the territory in question should be

occupied by a hostile force, and subjected, during its occupation, to

the control of the hostile Power, so far as such Power may think

fit to exercise control ; or is it necessary that, either by cession or

conquest, or some other means, it shoidd, either permanently or

temporarily, be incorporated with, and form part of, the dominions

of tlie invader at the time when the question of national character

arises ? It appears to their Lordships that the first proposition caum »t

be maintained. It is impossible for any judge, liowever able and

learned, to have always present to his mind all the nice distinctions

by which general rules are restricted ; and their Lordships are

inclined to think that, if the authorities which were cited and so

ably commented upon at this Bar had been laid before the judge of

the Court below, he would perhaps have qualified in some degree

the doctrine attributed to him in his judgment.

With respect to the meaning of the tenn " dominions of

the enemy," and what is necessary to constitute dominion.

Lord Stowell has in several cases expressed his opinion. In

the Fcima (/«•), he lays it down tliat in order to complete the

right of property there must be b(»tli right to the thing and

possession of it; both y<^'^ ad rem und Jus in i'('{f). ''This," he

observes, "is the general law of property, and applies, I conceive,

{k) [Not republished.] Tho i)riii- under the treaty of IdelfoUM), ITiM). [;> C. Kob.

tiplcs of the jiidirmcnt are set out in (/) "All writers concur in holding 115.]

this judfjnieut. Sir "W. Scott hold on it to be a necessary principle of juris-

tho facts that the act of cession had not prudence that to complete the right

taken ])lace, and tliat J^uuisiana was of jiroperty tho right to tho thing

in May, 1803, still a Spani&h colony, and the jHJssessiou of the thing itself

and not actuallv ceded to France should bo united."
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i«i)7 Hi) les.s to the right ol' torritory th.ni t<; (;tht,-r lights. Even in

'*"'^'
'

' • • nowly-discovored countries, when a title is meant to be estaLlislicd

TnK for the first timo, sonif act of possossion is usually done and pro-

claimed as a notification of the fact. In transfer, surely, when the

1. r.'inhe'rton
^fo^mer rights of others are to he superseded and extinguished, it

Leijjh. cannot be less necessary that such a change should be indicated by

some public acts, that all who are deeply interested in the event, as

the inhabitants of such settlements, may be informed under whose

dominion and imdor wliat laws they are to live."

The importance of this doctrine will appear when the facts with

respect to the occupation of the principalities come to be examined.

That the national character of a place is not changed by the

mere circumstance that it is in the possession and under the control

of a hostile force is a principle held to be of such importance that

it was acted uj^on by the Lords of Appeal in 1808, in the St.

Domingo cases of the Dari and Happy Couple, when the rule

operated with extreme hardship.

In the case of the Manilla {m), Lord Stowell gives the following

account of those decisions :
—" Several parts of it (the island of St.

Domingo) had been in the actual possession of insurgent negroes,

who had detached them, as ftu' as actual occupancy could do, from

the mother country of France and its authority, and maintained,

within those parts at least, an independent government of their

own ; and although this new power had not been directly and

formally recognised by any express treaty, the British Grovernment

had shown a favourable disposition towards it on the ground of its

common opposition to France, and seemed to tolerate an intercourse

that carried with it a pacific and even friendly complexion. It

was contended, therefore, that St. Domingo coidd not be considered

as a colony of the enemy. The Court of Appeal, however, decided,

though after long deliberation and with much expressed reluctance,

that nothing had been declared or done by the British Government

that could authorize a British tribunal to consider this island

generally, or parts of it (notwithstanding a Power hostile to France

[I Edw. 3.] ('") [Not rei)ublislied.] The ouly 11th Xovember. 1807, excepted cer-

point for decision was whether, the tain places from being, for the pur-

Court of Appeal having decided that pose of the Pi-ize Court, excepted

St. Domingo was a French colony, from this general character,

the words of the Order in Council of
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had established itself within it, t<j that degree of force and with ^^^"^

that kind of allowance from some other States), as being other than '-——
still a colony, or parts of a colony of the enemy. There can be no gj.

doubt that the strict iirineiple of that decision was correct."
^ ^

. .
Right Hod.

On the other hand, when places in a friendly country have been T. IVmberton

seized by and are in possession of the enemy, the same doctrine
*^'^

lias been held.

While Spain was in the occupation of France, and at war witli

Great Britain, the Spanish insurrection broke out, and tlie British

Government issued a proclamation that all hostilities against Spain

should immediately cease. Great part of Spain, however, was still

occupied by the French troops, and amongst others, the port of

St. Andero. A ship called the Sanfa Anna {ti) was captured on a

voyage, as it was alleged, to St. Andero, and Lord Stowell

observed:—"Under these public declarations of the State ("),

establishing this general peace and amity, I do not know that it

would be in the power of the Court to condemn Spanish property,

though belonging to persons resident in those parts of Spain which

are at the present moment under French control, except imder

such circumstances as would justify the confiscation of neutral

property."

The same principle has been acted upon in the Com-ts of

Common Law. In Doualihon v. ThompHon [p), the llussian troops

were in possession of Corfu and the other Ionian Islands, though

the form of a republic was preserved, and it was contended that

the islands must be considered as substantially part of the territory

of the Bussian Empire, if the Russian power was there dominant,

and the supreme authority was in the llussian commander; or, if

not, that the Bepublic must be considered as a co-belligerent with

lUissia against the Porte, since the Emperor of Russia derived the

same advantages, in a military point of view, from this occupation

of the islands as if he had seized it hostilely, or the Ionian lvei>ublif

had been his ally in the war he was carrying on. \\u{\\ these

propositions, however, were repudiated by Lord EUeuborough
;

(/() Tho Hdiiia Anna. Tlio Court ISOS: " All hostilities airaiiist Spain [Eilw. l.so.]

held ou the evidence that tho (Icstiua- on tho part of his Majesty shall ini-

tiou of tho vessel was Cadiz, tlien in mediately ceiise."

the British occupation.

(o) Order in Council, 1th July, (f») 1 Cainpb. 42'J.
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18.')7 antl al'torwards on a motion to .set Jisido tli(.- verdict by the Court
^^'"•^^''^'^'•^-

oi' Kiun'H ]i,.n.li, l.ord Ellcnborougli observed :—" Will any one

The eontciid iliat a g-overunioiit wliieli is obliged to yield in any quarter

to a superior force becomes u co-belligeront with the power to

T 'romborton '^^l''*'!' i^ yields? It may as well be contended that neutral and
Leigh. belligerent mean the same thing." The same doctrine was after-

wards laid down by the Court of King's Bench in Ildfjcdorn v.

BcU{q), in the case of a trade carried on with Jlamburg, which

had been for several years, and at the time was in the military

occupation of the French.

The dis^tinetion between hostile occupation and possession clothed

with a legal right by cession or conquest, or coufii-med by length

of time, is recognized by Lord Stowell in the case of the BolhtUi (r).

A question there arose whether certain property belonging to

merchants at Zante, which had been captm'ed by a British privateer,

was to be considered as French or as Russian property ; that

question depending upon the national character of Zante at the

time of the capture. Lord Stowell observes :
—

•' On the part

of the Crown it has been contended that the possession taken by

the French was of a forcible and temporary natm-e, and that such

a possession does not change the national character of the countr}'

\mtil it is confii'med by a formal cession, or by long lapse of time.

That may be true when possession has been taken by force of arms

and by violence ; but this is not an occupation of that nature.

France and Russia had settled their differences by the Treaty of

Tilsit, and the two countries being at peace with each other, it

must be understood to have been a voluntary surrender of the

territory on the part of Russia." On this ground he held the

territory to have become French territory, remarking in a subse-

quent passage of his judgment that this '' was a voluntary sur-

render on the part of Russia in consequence of a previous cession,

and that it was not an hostile occupation by force of ai-ms, liable

to be lost again the next day."

These authorities, with the other cases cited at the Bar, seem to

establish the proposition, that the mere possession of a territory by

an enemy's force does not of itself necessarily convert the territory

so occupied into hostile territory, or its inhabitants into enemies.

^^7) 1 Muu. & Sol. 450. lished.] The groimil of the judgment
(r) Edwards, 171. [Not ropub- is set out in the above passages.
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It is uecessaiy now to inquire what was the- nature of the ladl

possession of Moldavia "by the Russians, at the time when the
^'"'''^' - ^» *-

shijiuient in question was made. Tue

The political position of the provinces of Moldavia and WalLu-hia
<^^^_^^o-

is verv anomalous. They are classed hv Wheaton. in his Elements J^'i;^'*
^^"•

•^ ' ' T. Peinbtrton

of International Law, p. 48 (6th ed.), amongst semi-sovereign Leigh.

states. By the Convention of Aekermann,iu 1826, between Russia

and Tm'key, it was provided that the government of those provinces

should he administered by Hospodars chosen from amongst the

native Boyars, and they were to enjoy their authority for the term

of seven years. By the Treaty of Adrianople, between the same

Powers, in 1829, and by a separate Act annexed to that Treaty

with respect to the provinces of Moldavia and Wallachia, it was

provided that the Hospodars, instead of being elected for a term of

seven years only, should in future hold their dignities for life, and

that they should freely administer the internal affairs of those

provinces in concert with their respective divans. It was further

provided that they should pay a fixed tribute to the Porte in lieu

(if certain charges to which they were previously subject, and be

free from all other exactions. The inhabitants were to enjoy full

liberty of commerce for the productions of their soil and their

industry, without any restriction, excej^t such as the Hospodars, in

concert with their respective divans, should establish. They were

to be at liberty freely to navigate the Danube with their own

vessels, furnished with passports by their government ; and it was

provided that the Prutli, Avhich bounds one side of Moldavia,

should continue to be the limit of the two empires of Russia and

Turkey.

This independent administration was enjoyed by the two pro-

vinces at the time when the differences arose between Russia and

Turkey in the year 18->3. Their government was administered by

the llospodar of each province, with the assistance of a council

;

they had a national ilng, and a C/i'o-f/f- (VAffaiira resident at

Constantinople.

The Sultan having refused com})liance with demands made upon

him by Russia, the Emperor gave orders that his troops should

enter the Danubian principalities, and on the 2Gth of June, 1803,

ho issued a manifesto, declaring, in the following terms, the
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iRi')7 grnuiids u]ioii wliicli, ainl flif jmrposes for wliicli, this step was
March 2, 3, 1. ^aken :

— '' lluvint^ exhausted all the means of persuasion, and all

The the moans of ohiainin','- in a friendly manner tlio satisfaction due
'

^
*

" to our just rclaniiitiDUs, wo liavo decmod it indisponsahlo to ordor

T rombortou '^^^^ troops 1o ontor tlio Danuhiaii principalities, to show tho Port

Lcigli. ]iow far its obstinacy may lead it. Novoi-theloss, even now it is

not our intontion to commence \\i\v. By tho occupation of tho

l)rincii»alities we wish to have in our hands a plodg<; wliicli will

guarantee to us in every respect tho re-ostablishment of our rights.

We do not seek conquests. Russia docs not need them. We
demand satisfaction for a legitimate right openly infringed."

On the 2nd and 3rd days of July, 1853, the Kussiau troops,

under Prince Gortchakoff, crossed the Pruth and entered Moldavia

;

and upon that occasion the Prince issued a proclamation to the

inhabitants of Moldavia and Wallachia, in which he declared :

—

" We come amongst you neither with projects of conquest, nor

with the intention of modifying the institutions under which you

live, or the political position which solemn treaties have guaranteed

to you."

The proclamation then stated that the occupation was only pro-

visional, and that on the day on which the Emperor should obtain

the reparation due to him, and guarantees for the future, the

Kussian troops should retiu-n within tho frontiers of Russia ; and

it concluded with exhorting the inhabitants to engage with security

in their agricultural labours and commercial speculations, and to be

obedient to the laws under whicli they lived, and to the established

authorities.

The Russian Government informed the Hospodars that their

relations with the Porte must be broken oif , and that all action on

the part of the Sovereign power must for a time cease ; that the

fixed tribute which thej^ were accustomed to pay to the Porto must

be stopped. But the Hospodars were not removed from office
;

they continued, with the assistance of the Administrative Council,

to conduct the affairs of tho government, and the Wallachian flag

continued to be used. When war afterwards was declared between

Russia and Tiu'key, the two Hospodars were recalled by the Porte,

and directed to leave the government in the hands of a provisional

coimcil of Boyars. A Russian commissary was appointed to con-
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duct the government in their stead, but nothiui,^ was said or done i8o7

hj the Eussian Government to change the natui'e of the occupa- ^"''<'^' ^^ 3, 4.

tion, or to indicate any intention of converting into a conquest The

what had been originally announced as a provisional and temporary ''•
-"^^^Q-

measure. On the contrary, when General Budberg was appointed J^^f}^^
}^°°-

Commissary, the Russian Government avoided giving him the title Leigh,

of governor, as being one which was calculated to give rise to mis-

apprehension as to tlio ]']mperor'8 intentions, wliieli remained those

of not incorporating tlie provinces.—(Sir George Hamilton

Seymour's despatch to Lord Clarendon, dated November 5tli, 1853.)

The occupation, however, such as it was, led to a declaration of

war by the Porte in October, 1853, and in that war England and

France engaged as allies of the Sultan in the following spring.

Austria and Prussia, though not actively engaged as belligerents,

were not less opposed to the occupation of the principalities, and

negotiations were entered into by both those Powers with Pussia

for the pui'pose of securing the immediate evacuation of tlie pro-

vinces by tlie Russian troops.

The Russian Minister, in his answer to the demands of Austria

on the 17th to 29th of June, 1854, stated that, from the moment

when the Porte declared war against Russia, the occupation of the

principalities, whatever might liave been its original character, had

been for Russia only a military position, the maintenance or

abandonment of whicli was entirely a matter connected witli

strategical considerations. The answer then contained tlio fol-

lowing passage:—''Our august master still wishes, as he has

always wished, peace. He has no desire—we have repeated it, antl

we repeat it once more—either to prolong indefinitely the occupa-

tion of th(^ principalities, or to establish himself tliere in a

permanent manner, or to incorporate them with his dominions,

still less to overthrow the Ottoman Government.''

On the 8th of August, 1S.54, Piince Gortchakoff announced that

the Emperor of Russia had ordered the complete evacuation of the

two principalities, and soon afttn'wards the Russian troops retired

across the Pruth.

It seems impossible to liold that ])y moans of an occupation so

taken, so continued, and so terminated, ^Loldavia ever became part

of the dominioii<; of Russia, and its inliabitants subif'(>ts of Russia,
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18.')7 Mini, tluirefore, euemios of those witli whom Uussiu was at war.

' '
'

'

Tlio utmost to wliieli tho occupation could bo hold to amount was

The a tcnn)orary supponslon of the -wzeraiiietr of tho Porte, and a
GeUASIMO.

, 1 T» • 1 1

temporary assumption of that suzeminrfff ny Russia ; out the

T. rcniin'i'tlin i>''><i<'nal cliaractcr f)f <lio country remained unaltered, and any
LfJgl'-

intention to alter it was disclaimed Ly Itussia. At what period,

thou, could foreigners dwelling there be said to have that notice of

a change in the dominion and in the laws under which they wer^

to live, to which Lord Stowell refers, in the case of the Fauni / At

what period were they under the obligation of changing their

domicile in it, under the penalty, if they omitted to do so, of being

treated as enemies of Great Britain ?

Moldavia and Wallachia were not treated by the Porte as

enemies, and it would be singular if these countries, though not

held to be enemies by Turkey, should be held to be enemies of the

allies of Turkey. That the Wallachian flag was recognized both

by the Russian and Turkish authorities, sufficiently appears from

the documents before the Court ; and their Lordships have ascer-

tained, by communication with the Foreign Office, the other facts

above stated ; and further, that no act was ever done by the British

Government to change the national character of the provinces in

relation to Great Britain ; and without some such act, the occupa-

tion by the Russians, under the circumstances stated, could not

produce such an effect.

Being of opinion, therefore, that the claimants have a persona

strnidi in the Court, we have now to consider the effect of the

evidence upon further proof.

The only evidence offered on further proof, by the claimants (if,

indeed, it is to be treated as evidence), consisted of tlie j^roduction

of two documents : a bill of lading, and an account, to both of

which the learned judge of the Court below refers in his judgment,

as sho"\%'ing that the claimants of the property are to be considered

as Moldavians, for the pm-poses of this case. The bill of lading is

not verified by any affidavit ; it pui'ports to bear date at Galatz,

on the 30th of June, 1854, and to be signed by Caralambo S.

Pana, the master of the Wallachian brig Gerasimo, and to acknow-

ledge the shipment at Galatz, by Messrs. Epaminonda Pana & Co.,

for account and risk of whomsoever it mar concern, of 838 chilos
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of maize of Moldiivia, of good quality, dry, sifted, and in good 1857

condition, consigned, at Trieste or Yenico, to the order of Signer
'^^'""''^' ^' ^' *'

Antonio de lialli. The account is what is termed a pro funita The
Gkbasimo.

account, and purports to bo signed by Ralli, at Trieste. His

signature is attested l)y two witnesses, and tlie signature both of t. Ppmbcrton

llalli and the witnesses is attested by a notary public, whose l"-''-"-'''-

official cliaracter of a notary, and wliose signature, are attested by

tlie British Yice-Consul at Trieste. This document is headed :
—

'' Messrs. Pana & Co., Galatz. Pro forma account of cargo of

Indian corn, on board the Wallacliian brig Geraxiino, Pana." It

purports to state, in the first place, what would have been the

gross proceeds of the cargo at Trieste on the 20th of November,

1854 ; and it then contains an account of the charges v.hich would

have attended the sale, including commission. It seems, therefore,

that this account was made out as between Pana & Co. as the

shippers, and Ralli as consignee and agent for the sale.

Though these documents were produced only on the further

proof, the account of Ralli had been made out long before, witli a

view, probably, to the j^roceedings then in contemplation ; for it

appears to have been made on the 17th of April, 18-")-j, and signed

and witnessed before the notary on the 10th of that month. This

was before any question of property had been raised, and it there-

fore does not, except incidentally, show the right of property.

On the part of the captors, evidence was produced as to the other

two points, namely, the omission to examine witnessos in pre-

paratorj' and tlie sale.

Tlie material evidence upon both these points is given in the

affidavit of La Fontaine, made at Constantinople on the l(>th of

February, 1850, in which ho says, that siuco flie 20th of August

he has acted as prize agent for the British squadron in the Black

Sea ; that the Gera^lrno was brought to Constantinople on the

day of August (not naming the day) ; tliat at such time

the exigencies of the service totally pi'ecluded the possibility of

sending the ship down to Malta for adjudication; tliat later in

the year, when it was proposed to send lier down to Malta for

adjudication, she, owing to the imseaworthy state of the said ship,

and the difficulty at that time of sending a sufficient prize crew to

navigate her to !Malta, was dciainod nt Constantinople by the
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is:)7 Admiral Superintendent tlifro. lie then proceeds to state matters

March 2, 3, 4. ppintiufr fo tlio Salt", and concludes thus :
" And the deponent further

Tke made oath, that as there was no Vice-Admiralty Court and no

' standing commissioner at Constantinople, it was impossible to get

RiL^it Hon.
^ ^^j> ij^^^ j^.^j^l

^ ^^^. pxaminod there; and tliat after they had

Lcigli. been (Iff allied for a cnnsidorahle time on board her, they were

allowed to leave her without being examined ; and the vessel was

delivered up and her cargo sold in pursuance of the above-men-

tioned ari'angements." Tliis is the only evidence by which it is

attempted to justify the non-examination of witnesses in pre-

paratory.

With respect to the sale of the cargo, he says, that as botli the

shi]) and her cargo were deteriorating in value, deponent, in his

(quality of agent and representative of the British squadron, by

virtue of the authority given him as aforesaid, entered into an

arrangement with Captain C. Pana for himself, and as lawful

representative of the vessel and her cargo, respecting them. That

the conditions of the arrangement so entered into were reduced

into AATiting, and duly executed by the deponent and by C. Pana ;

and he then states that certain documents, which he numbers, arc

the papers so executed, and are all the documents relating to the

said arrangement.

Xow, their Lordships regret to observe that, on reference to these

documents, it appears that the account given of the transaction by

La Fontaine's affidavit is entirely inaccurate in the most important

particulars.

This gentleman swears that the arrangement which he made

with C. Pana was made with him as lawful representative of the

cargo, as well as of the ship ; and that under that arrangement the

cargo, as well as the ship, was sold. If that statement had been

true, it would have been of the utmost importance ; for not only

would it have materially affected the evidence of the claimants'

right of property, but it would have amoxmted to a waiver of their

demand for costs and damages. But, on reference to the agreement

itself, it appears that it has no reference whatever to the cargo.

It is made by C. Pana, not as representing the cargo, nor as

ha%'ing any right whatever over it, but solely as the lawful attorney

of the owner of the ship. The agreement is confined to the ship
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and freight. At the time when it was made, namely, on the 1857

31st o£ March, 1855, the cargo had been actually sold by La Fon- ^^"'"^ - ^' "*•

taine himself under the circumstances to be now stated. The

There is great confusion in the dates assigned to the documents, '

partly, perhaps, from misprints, and partly from the difference T^Pemberton
between the new style and the old not always being observed ; as Leigh,

far as we have been able to collect tlie order of proceedings, it was

as follows. With resjiect to the material facts there is no doubt.

Signor Paspali was the owner of the vessel. Spiridione Pana

was the agent of E. Pana & Co., the shippers of the cargo.

Hanson, a banker at Constantinople, at first acted as agent for the

captors, and soon afterwards La Fontaine succeeded to tliat ollice.

At one period both seem to have been acting.

Paspali and the captors claimed freiglit for the cargo, and called

upon Pana & Co., or Spiridione Pana, as the agent, to pay it. This

he refused to do, or to consent to terms which Hanson, on behalf of

tlie captors, desired to impose as the conditions of an arrangement.

Under these circumstances, Paspali and the captors' agent were

desirous that the cargo should be sold, being first valued, and in

the month of September, 1854, Paspali presented a petition to the

CJiarge (CAffaires of the Wallachian Princij)ality at Constantinople,

praying that, in accord with the Britannic Chancery, surveyors

miglit be appointed to verify the condition of the cargo. The

petition states that La Fontaine assents to this application. This

petition was communicated by the directors of the Wallachian

Chancery to what is termed the Royal Britannic Cliancery, whicli

seems to mean the Consulate-General of her Majesty, A\itli a

request that it would be pleased to name a surveyor for the purpose

of deciding, amongst other things, whether the Indian corn on

board tlie Gcra-sii/io ought to bo discharged. Hereupon, Spiridione

Pana, on the Gth of October, 1854, addressed to lli<> Brilish Consul-

Geueral a statement in which, after alluding to an earlier petition

of Paspali, and an answer which he had put in to it, lie observes

that Paspali had presented a seconJ petition in which ho continued

to hold him (Spiridione Pana), in the capacity in whieli ho acts,

responsible for the payment of the freight claimed, because lie had

not consented to take out the cargo existing on board under the

conditions imposed on him by Hanson. The statement concludes

R.—VOL. II. Q Q
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1857 ill tlieso words:

—

"In rc-pl}- to tlio above adverse petition it i-

' ' sufficient for the undorsigned to refer Signor D. Paspali to tli

The reply givon to liim by tlio Act of the lOtli of Soptf-niber last.

And, in order that Signor I). ]*aspali may no longer have reason

T. rcmborton ^0 consider the undersigned as being an impediment to the delivery

^^^^' and sale of the cargo, he declares that he is not opposed to the

appointment of the survey demanded, nor to the sale of the cargo

;

but he does not take any trouble in the matter, nor does he assume

any responsibility towards any person whomsoever, still less towards

Signor D. Paspali, for the freight claimed ; and provided from the

survey it should appear that the cargo ought to be sold, the under-

signed will not refuse to be present at the sale in the same manner

as the other consignees will be present who are in the same position

as the undersigned ; his preceding protestations, however, remaining

still, in all and singular their items, in full vigom*, and without

any prejudice to the rights and actions of the shippers against

whomsoever it may concern, or any responsibility of the imder-

signed in the capacity in which he acts towards Signor Paspali for

the freight claimed in the event that the proceeds of the cargo

should not be sufficient to cover it ;
" and he prays that a copy of

this paper may be communicated to Paspali and to Hanson, in the

capacity in which he acts.

Neither the first petition of Paspali, nor the answer to it by

Spiridione Pana, are amongst the papers in the appeal.

In consequence of these proceedings, the Wallachian and British

authorities appointed surveyors, who, on the 17th of October, 1854,

made a report, in which they stated that they had betaken them-

selves to the vessel in the company of La Fontaine, assisted by the

public broker, Lazzaro de Nicolini, and there, in the presence of

the captain, had examined the cargo, A^•hich they found in a state

of serious heat ; that the odoui- it sent forth, and the commence-

ment of rot, induced them unanimously to advise the sale of the

cargo, for account of whom it may concern, in order to prevent the

total deterioration thereof. On the same day the cargo was sold

by La Fontaine, as the Royal British Navy Agent, to llessrs.

Charnaud, exactly as it may be found on board the Gerasimo, that

is to say, rotten, wetted, damaged, or with any other defect, at the

price of 15| piastres for every chilo.
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This sale seems to have been made without the knowledge of is 37

E. Pana & Co., or S. Tana, their agent, for, on the 6th of November, ^'"'^ '^^^'* -

1854, he presented a petition to the British Consulate, stating that The

lie was authorized by E. Pana & Co., the proprietors of the cargo,

to sell it, and receive the proceeds, and praying that he might be -j. Pemberfou

at liberty to do so, depositing the proceeds in the hands of thi- i>'-iirli.

Royal Britannic Chancery until it should be drfinitelj' settled as

to the fate of tlie cargo, he being ready to tender valid security for

the due deposit of the price obtained.

Nothing further appears upon the evidence or documents ; but it

is obvious that some further arrangement was made, for it was

agi'ced between the counsel at the Bar tliat the proceeds of the cargo

had been paid over to Pana & Co., or their agent, on security lioing

given to answer the amount in case of condemnation.

The question for their Lordships to decide is, what is the effect

of this evidence with reference to the three points : the property,

llie sale, and the omission to examine witnesses? and upon nono of

tliese points are they able to find any serious doubt.

At Constantinoi^le, where the facts were probably known, and,

at all events, were capable of easy proof, no doubt was ever

suggested as to the fact of I'ana & Co. being owners of the cargo

through the whole of the long proceedings which led to the sale.

They were dealt with, both by the captors and the shipowner, as

the proprietors ; they were called upon in that character to pay the

freight ; they were called upon in that character to consent to the

sale ; thoy were called upon in that character to be responsible for

the amount in case of condemnation ; and can it be argued that

they are only to be treated as owners in case of condemnation, and

not in case of restitution ? At the hearing of the claim, none of

these facts appeared. At tlie hearing on further proof, the view

taken of tlio case by the learned judge niadr it unnecessary to

investigate tlicm. The adldavit of T^a I'^ontaino was calcidatcd to

mislead anybody who had not carefully examined the documents

to which it refers ; tlie inaccuracies in it were not pointed out at

this P)ar, and were probably, tlierefore, not brought to the notice of

the learned judge of tlic Coui't below. ^\'lKn tlie documents are

examined, it appears to their Ijord.ships that no fair doubt as to the

property can bo raised by the captors. Indeed, the respondent's

Qa2
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is.")7 own cnso on tluiir Lordships' taLle states tliat tlie cargo was sold

Jftnrh 2, 3, 4
. ^yjj], ||jp ^onsont c)f Spiridione Pana, the agent of the proprietor of

The the cargo. Can a doubt ho suggested whether the principals for

whom Sj)iri(lione 1 ana was agent were J'^iaramonda 1 ana tv Lo.,

Kijrht lion,
^jj- {jn\i\iy/f As to the sale, the evidence clearly shows tliat it took

Lvv^h. ])la((' under circumstances which cannot in thf least prejudice the

I'iglit of the owners to relief.

Then as to the excuse for the non-examination of the witnesses.

There is literally none whatever. What is the value of a statement

hj La Fontaine of what the exigencies of the public service would

or would not permit ? What knowledge has he upon the subject ':'

even if what appears in this case was calculated to induce the Court

to place entire confidence on his accuracy. But, if the exigencies

of the public service did not permit the sending these vessels either

to England or to Malta, are the claimants to suffer ? Is it their

fault that there was no commissioner for the examination of

witnesses at Constantinople ; or that crews could not be spared to

send the vessel to Malta ? Is it consistent with justice that the

crews should be kept prisoners, and the ship and cargo detained,

without the least authority, at Constantinople ; that the captors

should take no steps wdiatever for more than twelve months to

proceed to adjudication ; that the claimants should lose all the

advantage of having the examination of their own witnesses ; and

that for all these wrongs they should be entitled to no remedy ?

It was strongh' insisted by the appellant that the penalty on the

captors for omitting to comply with the rules of the Prize Court, if

unaccounted for, or not sufficiently explained, was a forfeiture of

all their rights, and restitution to the claimants, with costs and

damages; and authorities were cited which w<n'e supposed to

warrant that proposition.

It is not, in their Lordships' view, necessary to adopt in this case

so severe a rule, and they think it will be more satisfactory to

examine the grounds on which it is attempted to justify the seizure

and on which condemnation is required.

Tlie ground now suggested is, that the Gerasimo was guilty of a

breach of blockade in coming out of the Danube when the mouths

of that river were in a state of notified blockade. It is smgular

that if this were the ground of capture, no notice whatever of the
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blockade should have been contained in the affidavit originalh' 1S57

prepared for Captain Powell to swear when the seizure was made, ^"'''^ ^> ^' *•

and the facts recent ; that notice of it should be introduced for the The

first time in the affidavit made by him on the 30th of August,

1855 ; and that even in that late affidavit it is not stated that t. Pcmberton

breach of blockade was the cause of seizure. Leigh.

There is no doubt, however, that breach of blockade, whether it

was the cause of seizure or not, may be used as gromid of con-

demnation if the circumstances of the case bring it within the

law.

What then were the circumstances? In the summer of 1854

the Russian forces in the Turkish territories were straitened for

provisions. The allied fleets desired to prevent the importation of

provisions up the Danube, and with tliat view the two admirals in

command of the English and French licets issued a proclamation,

dated the 2nd of June, 1851, in which they declared, to all whom
it might concern, that they had estabUshed an effective blockade

of the Danube, in order to stop all transport of provisions to the

Russian armies ; they declared that this blockade included all

those mouths of the Danube which communicate with the Black

Sea, and they apprised all vessels of every nation that they will not

be able to enter the river till further orders—" 7»*//.s- no pourro»f

cnfrcr dans ce Jlcurc jnsquW iiouvcl ordrr.''

On the 2Gth of June the Russians forbade all export of cereals

after the 2nd of Jul}'. Any exportation of cereals, therefore, was

in furtherance of the objects of the allies, and to the prejudice of

the Russians. Could a Moldavian merchant imagine, if lie had

heard of this blockade, tliat he was to be liable to capture by the

allies for exporting provisions wlien the whole purpose of the

blockade was declared to be to prevent tlieir import 'f

But, by the rules of law, a sliip wliich has entered a blockaded

port before the blockade is entitled to come out again ; and if she

has a cargo taken on board before notice of the blockade, she is

entitled to bring it out. The blockade of a ^lort is j)riiiiu farir

notice of the existence of ilie blockade to all who are within it,

because the inhabitants who see the blockading ships off their

coast cannot be well ignorant of tlio blockade. 15ut this wa.s no

blockade of the port oi Cialaiz, but a blockade t)t' llie mouths of
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LsST tlio Danubo ; Ciuliit/ Ijin^' on its banks ii)> thu livor at a distance

^f"'<'''^^^' '•
of 150 miles from its mouth.

Tub In tliis case the sliij) had entered the river Ijoforo tlio blockade;

' the cargo was takeu on board on tlic 3()tli of June, and tlie ship

T 'iVinbo'rt'.in
"^^^st liavG Sailed on or before the 2iid of Jul\', otherwise she would

Leigh. have been detained by the liussians. If slie had no notice of the

bloclvado, she was, on that "general ground, entitled to bring out

lier cargo ; if she had notice, she never could suppose that, accord-

ing to the notification, she could be liable to capture ; but if the

case had been open to any suspicion, though, in fact, tliere is none,

no weight could be given to such suspicion when the claimant has

been deprived, by the wrongful act of the captors, of the oi^poi-tuuity

of affording the explanations whicli the rules of law were intended

to secure him.

Of the law applicable to the case, as it appears to their Lord.ships,

they cannot express their opinion better than in the language used

by the learned judge of the Coui-t below, in the beginning of his

judgment on the hearing before him. He says :
—" On the pai-t

of the claimants a very long argument w-as addressed to the Court

impugning the conduct of the captors, and charging them with

having improperly brought the vessel to Constantinople, It has

been further stated that there being no means of examining

Avitnesses at Constantinople, great unnecessary delay had occurred,

and that the captors were responsible for such delay and all the

consequences. The Court is not disposed to deny the truth and

justice of the principle contended for ; on the contrary, I am
clearly of opinion that if a delay in bringing to adjudication,

and the non-examination of witnesses arose, though it may be

almost impossible for the government of the belligerent nation

to prevent such occurrence, still that neutrals ought to be in-

demnified if injustice has been done them. The captors in the

first instance, though, they may be perfectly blameless, are respon-

sible to the neutrals, and they must look to their own govern-

ment for redress, if they have been compelled to make good

any injmy sustained by neutrals in consequence of their ful-

filling the commands which they dare not disobey. In many
cases the captains of some of her Majesty's cruisers may have a

discretion to release at once ; but this may not be so in case of a
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blockade, when special orders may have Leeu given to captui-e and 1857

detain." ^""^ 2, 3, 4.

In this statement of the principles of law their Lordships Tuk

cordially concui". What claim the captor, Captain Powell, may . .

have upon her Majesty's Government it is not their duty t<> judge, x^PemSrton
nor have they any means of forming an opinion. But, as regards Ltijrh.

the claimants, his conduct appears to be without any excuse, aud

their Lordships have no hesitation in advising restitution of the

cargo with costs and damages against the captors.

THE ASPASIA. [ll Moore.
r. C. 79.]

llis Lordship then delivered judgment :

—

As regards the claimant, this case differs in no material }iarti(ular

from that which has just been decided, and the sime decree must

be pronounced. As between the captors and the Crown there ma^'

be a very material distinction, as the death of Captain I'arker, in

the service of his coimtry, within a few days after the capture,

relieves him from personal blame in respect of the gross irregulaii-

ties which have since taken place.

THE ACHILLES. Hi l^^Vi
p. C. 86.]

His Lordship also delivered the following judgment :

—

This case diifers from the two which have just beon disposed of,

in this cii-cumstance : that the claimants' right of property is not

sufficiently established. The claim is made on behalf of Paolo

Focca, as the sole owner ; the ship's papers, however, do not estab-

lish the title, but, on the contrary, throw some doubt upon it, and

the agreement made with the captain on behalf of the owner does

not show who the owner was.

Considering, however, the hardshijis imposed on the claimant by

the course pursued by the captors, their Lordsliips will admit the

claimant to further proof as to the property. The other facts arc

sufficiently clear, and they will not order further proof ns to them.
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[11 Muorc, THE APtTEri.
p. C. ll'J.]

Hhip— Trann/fr to Nitilrul— U'tir Iniminrnt or in J'Jxinltncc—J\trt Puijimnl of

Piirchnse-moneij— Livn—Jlestitution.

The sale of a ship absolutely and hona J'ule by an enemy to a neutral,

immiuente hrllo, or even flagratdf hello, is not illegal.

A Russian subject immediately before the war br-tween Eussia and

England sold, absolutely and hoiiS fidr, a ship to a subject of a neutral

State. Part only of the purchase-money was paid at the time of the

purchase, the remainder being agreed to be paid out of the earnings of

the ship. Before all the stipulated jirico was paid, the ship was seized

in a British i)ort as prize, and condemned by the High Court of Admiralty

of England, on the ground that the enemy's interest in the ship was not

divested, as the residue of the purchase-money was to be paid out of the

earnings. Such condemnation reversed upon appeal, as the non-pajTnent

of part of the purchase-money did not create a lien on the freight and

ship in favour of the seller, so as to render the ship in possession of a

neutral owner liable to seizvu'e by a belligerent.

Liens, whether in favour of a neutral on an enemy's ship, or in favour

of an enemy on a neutral ship, are equally to be disregarded in a Court

of Prize.

1857 This vessel, under Danish colours, was seized by the Custom
'^ '""1^^ ' House officers at Belfast shortly after her arrival at that port from

Miramiehi, in New Brunswick, laden with a cargo of deals and

firewood consigned to that port. The vessel was proceeded against

in the High Court of Admiralty of England, and, by an inter-

locutory decree, was condemned as prize and droits of her Majesty

in her office of Admiralty.

Proceedings having been commenced by the seizors in the High

Coiu't of Admiralty, a claim was given in for the ship and the

freight due for the transportation of the cargo on the part of the

appellant. Upon the case coming on for hearing upon the depo-

sitions and ship's papers, the Court, at the instance of the appel-

lant, allowed further proof.

It appeared that the Ariel was built at Libau, in Corn-land, in

the year 1852, and had been owned by one Hagedorn, a merchant

and shipowner, resident at Libau, and also the Netherlands consul

at tliat port. At the commencement of the year 1854, the political

differences between Russia and the Western Powers began to
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assume so threatening an aspect, that several of the shipowners 1857

resident at Libau determined to dispose of their shipping property.
'' '^""q^ '

Accordingly, on the 2nd of Fchruarj', l.^o4, Eckhoff, as the

administrator of the estate of Ilagedorn, then deceased, signed a

power of attorney authorizing Heinrich Sorensen, the Danish

consul at Lihau, to sell the Arid to liis son, Hermann Alexander

Sorensen, the appellant, for a sum not loss than 10,000 rouhles

;

and on condition that in case the full payment could not ho

effected at once, one-third of tlie purchase-money shouLl he imiil

at the time of transfer, another one-tliird after six months, and

the remaining third within nine months. In tlie latter part of

February, Sorensen, senior, left Libau for Hamburg, whore he

met liis son, and in virtue of the power so executed by Eckhoff,

agreed with his son that he should purchase tlie A n't/ upon the

oonditions expressed in such power. Accordingly, on the 0th of

Marcli, 1854, old style, corresponding with the ISth of Mardi,

new style, a bill of sale and transfer of tlie ^Lric/ to Sorensen,

junior, was executed by Eckhoff, Avliereupon ;J,33'3 silver roubles,

'S3 copecks, being one-third of the purchase-money, was paid over

to him by Sorensen, senior, on behalf of his son. On the 5th of

May, 1854, Sorensen, senior, died, and as Eckhoff had no personal

knowledge of Sorensen, junior, he became desirous of effecting

some arrangement with him in respect of the balance of the pur-

chase-money of the Ariel, so as to secure the estate of Hagedorn

from loss. In the month of June following, one Stelling, as the

agent, and on behalf of Eckhoff, called upon Sorensen ; who tliero-

upon handed over to him two acceptances, one, at six months'

date, for '3,338 silver roubles, 33 copecks, and tlie other, at niuo

months' date, for a like sum, being the balance of the purcluisc-

money. At the time of the sale and transfer of tho Arid, on the

18tli of March, 1854, she was lying in tlie port of I^ibau, and on

the lotli of April following she left tliat port for ^[omol, win to

she arrived on the following day. Having taken in a cargo of

timber, she left ^Momel on tlie 18th of May and arrived in Dublin

on the l-th of June following, where she discharged her cargo.

She left that port in ballast on tho 25th of Juno, and arrived at

Liverpool on the 27th, where she discharged her ballast, and,

having taken in a cargo of salt, loft that port on tho 11th of July
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i,s.';7 f(»ll()\\iii;j^. Oil the IJ'Jiul August slio iin'ivcd in Jialil'ax, \vlier<-

Februar;/ 19, g^^^ discharged licT curgo, and on the 12th of Sept«3mber loft that

place in Lalhist. On tlio 24th of tSeptembcr she arrived in tli'

Bay of Mirainiehi, wliero slie took in a cargo of deals ami firewood,

mid liaving left on tlie 18th of October following, anived in

Belfast on the 20th of November, where she discharged her cargo,

and on tlic 2nd of December she was seized bj the officers of her

Majesty's Customs.

The national character of the claimant appeared from the

evidence on farther proof to be this : Sorensen, tlie father of the

claimant, was by birth a Dane, having been bom at Flensburg, in

the Grand Duchy of Sleswig. In tlie year 1.S26 he went to reside

at Libau, in the Gulf of Courhmd, having been appointed Danish

consul at that place, which office he lield up to the time of his

death, which took place on the 5th of May, 1854. He engaged in

business there as a merchant and shipowner, but always considered

himself a Dane, and so called himself, and often mentioned his

intention of returning to Copenhagen and there end his days.

The claimant was one of the children of Sorensen, senior, and was

born at Libau, where he remained until about the age of four

years, when he went to Copenhagen on a visit to his imcle, who

was a merchant there. He remained at Copenhagen for some

time, and then returned to his father at Libau ; but at the age of

eight years he again returned to Copenhagen to visit his relatives

and learn the Danish language. After having remained at Copen-

hagen for some considerable time, he returned to Libau, where he

remained until the year 1851, when he again left that place and

retm'ned to Copenhagen, and in the same year went to Leith,

in Scotland, where he remained for twelve mouths, and thence

to London, where he resided two years, and had established

himself as agent for several Eussian and Danish mercantile

firms. On the 22nd of February, 1854, the claimant left

London for Hamburg, in pm'suance of a telegraphic message

from his father to that effect, and upon his arrival there, his

father advised him to give up his London business of agent, in

consequence of the threatening aspect of affairs to Baltic commerce,

and to establish himself as a Danish merchant and shipowner at

Altona. Acting upon this advice, the claimant established himself
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at Altoua, when, pm-suaut to the resolution of the Towu College i8o7

of that city, of the 8th of March, 1854, he was duly admitted a ^'^'"^^y i^-

citizen and hurgher, having previously sworn allegiance to the

King of Denmark, heing the only sovereign to whom he has over

taken the oath of allegiance. He had a counting-house at Altona,

and a lodging at Ilambiu'g. All the relatives of the claimant, on

his father's side, were Danes by birth, and all those on his mother's

side, except one, had become Danish citizens.

On the Gth of August, 185G, the judge of the Admiralty Court

(the Ilight Hon. Dr. Lushington), by an interlocutory decree (o),

held that the national character of the claimant was Danisli, but as

the seller retained an interest in the ship, pronounced the ship and

freight to have belonged, at the time of the seizure, to an enemy

of Great Britain, and condemned the same as prize, and as droith

and perquisites of her Majesty in her office of Admiralty.

The present appeal was from this decree. The appellant insisted

that the same was erroneous, by reasons, fii'st, because the purchase

of the Ariel, and her transfer to him, was bona fide and complete,

and the enemy at the time of seizure had no lien, dii-ect or indirect,

upon her ; and further, that at the time of the purchase and

transfer of the Arid, and of the claim, the nationality of the

appellant was Danish.

The argument, on both sides, is fully stated in the judgment of

their Lordships.

The appeal was argued by

Dr. Adddiiis and l)r. T/ciss, for the appellant ; and

Tlio Qiifoi'.s Adroc((fo (Sir Jolm Harding), the Admiralty Advocate

(Dr. riiillimore), and Mr. Athcrton, Q.C., for the Crown.

The authorities referred to were

—

As to the national eharaeter of tlic t-laiiiianl : the C(»i/rrrnzr((f/i [/>},

(o) Tho judgment w:is loiinrt'd, rovorM-il, it lias net Ix'cii ropriutod.

sub nom. the JiaUica, 1 Spmks' Pri/.o
(^,) V,,l. 1. j). ."iTI.

Cases, pp. 264, 274 ; but as it uas
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1S.')7 tho Prcsidciif [fj]^ \\m Jiimdic/ (r), tlio Jo/tf/iui C/irivtoph {><), tlio

February 19, t? i nr i i i\
20 -^ ' Jinifif Jicrr/: (f).

Tliat (lio Siilo and tran.sfcr of tho .ship to the dainiaiit was

colhisivo and fraudulent, and that tho sale by an enoray to a

neutral could not change its character : the IToffnuiKj {u), the Jan

Frederick (./), the l)(i)ick(h(tar Afriaian {//), the Clio [z), the Abbi/{a),

the Vroic M((r<jnrct}ta {b), the llouhborg (e)^ the Rapid {d).

De Lovio V. Uoif {e) ; Story on Prize Courts (Pratt'.s edit.i,

p. C'l

Upon the necessity of the sale of the ship being absolute, without

leaving any interest in the seller: the Tobar/o (/'), the Sfc/is (Ji-

selncidcrn (g), the San Johc Indiana (//), the Franren (i).

And, that there was no lien on freight to found a claim in a

Prize Coiu't : the Marianna (k), the Chri>itine (/).

Judgment was delivered by

The Eight Hon. Sir John Pattesox.—The first question in this

case relates to the national character of the claimant, Sorensen,

junior. It was strongly contended on the part of the captors that

he could not be properly considered to be a Dane. The circum-

stances under which he took a counting-house at Altona, with a

lodging at Hamburg, are imdoubtedly peculiar ; and the precise

time he went thither, and of consequence the exact length of time

tliat he h:ul continued there when the war between this country

and Russia broke out, are not fully ascertained. Their Lordships,

however, looking at the general law on this subject, and particularly

adverting to the case of the Con/erenzraf/i (ni), entirely agree Avith

[q) Vol. I. p. 475. (d) Ante, p. 317.

(r) Arde, p. 527. (e) 2 Gallison's Amcr. Eep. 448.

(s) Ante, p. 302.
(^) y^l_ j ^.q

{t) Ante, p. 338.
/ n v i t ^r-.

; \ ,^ - / .-., (g) \ ol. I. p. 363.
(m) Vol. I. p. o83. ^^^ ^

(x) Ante, p. 435. (^) " Gallison's Aiuer. Eep. 267.

{y) Vol. I. p. 74. -83-

(2) Ante, p. 529. (0 8 Cranch's Amer. Eep. 335.

(a) Ante, j). 464. (k) Vol. I. p. 518.

{b) Ante, p. 149. (/) Ante, p. 320.

(c) Post, p. G14, note. ("0 Vol. I. p. 571.
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the learned judge of the Admiralty, that Sorensen, junior, lias 1857

succeeded in establishing his claim to a Danish national character. ^^^'''\^^y ^^>

The Ariel.

Sir Juhn

The next and irai^ortant question is, whether Sorensen, junior,

was the owner, and sole owner, of the An'r/ at the time of the

capture. Now this question turns upon two points

—

Patten
First, was there a real bond fide sale, absolutely to Sorensen,

junior, of the Ariel, without collusion or fraud?

Secondly, did any interest in the ship remain in the seller at the

time of the capture ?

The ship Ariel is one of several vessels alleged to belong to the

claimant, which were seized in British ports some time after thf

breaking out of the war, the Ariel being seized at Belfast on her

return from America with a cargo, on the 2nd of December, 18-34.

This case is distinguishable from the others, as to which there is

not any appeal at present before their Lordships, but wliicli ]iav(?

been so alluded to in the ai'gument that it is impossible wholly to

exclude the mention of them. The distinction between them is in

regard to the precise terms of the original sale to Sorensen, junior,

and is such that their Lordships might perhaps determine this ease

on that distinction, without coming to any positive decision as to

the general question which applies to them all. But, upon con-

sideration, their Lordships have thouglit it right to state tlieir

opinion upon that general question.

The facts appear to bo, that tlie Arid was a llussian ship, and

before the breaking out of the war belonged to a llussian subject,

Eckhoff, as administrator of one Hagedorn, who had been for some

time consul for the Netherlands at Libau, and also a mereluiut and

shipowner there, who died in April, 185'i. Some stress was laid

on this in the argument, it being contended that Eckhoff was

bound to sell the Ariel for the benefit of the estate of llagedoni,

who was not a native of Russia, but had only a niercantik^ domieilo

in Itussia during Ids life and residence tlwre. and having died

before any contemplation of war, never was, or could bo by any

possible construction, an enemy of this country, nor could his

propert}^ after his doatli, be considered as Russian jiroportj-. Tlie

doctrine of utile fciiijjiis for a foreigner residing in m cnunlrv

between whicli country and anotlier a war breaks out, to remove

himself and his property from tliat <• "nitry in lii< own. was sup-
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posed to apply. But tlmt doctrine applies oidy to cases where

there is a ho)ia fulc intention to remove. There is no evideneo

whatever of any intention on the part of EckhofT, the adminis-

trator, to remove Hagedorn's property to the Nelherlands, and the

doctrine of idili- /oi/ji/is appears to be win illy inapplicable. The

most that can he made of the rejiresentative chiiraeter of Eokhoff,

is to place him in the same position as Ilagedoni himself would

have been had he been still alive. Now, Ilagedorn had un-

questionably a mercantile domicile at Libau, in liussia, and had

he been living, and become the seller of the Aricf, instead of

Ecklioff, he and his ship must, according to all authorities, have

been considered Russian. Another of the ships seized, namely,

the John, belonged to another Russian subject named Gamper;

and another, the Industrie, to one Rode ; and the rest of the ships

belonged to Sorensen, senior (the father of the claimant), who had

for many years been the Danish consul at Libau, and was also a

merchant and shipowner there, and, therefore, clearly a Russian

subject so far as relates to these ships.

The Russian ambassador left England on the 8th of February,

1854.

At that time the claimant was carrying, and had for about two

years carried on the business of an agent in England. On the

22nd of February, 1854, he was summoned to Hamburg by his

father by a telegraphic message. They met at Hamburg, and

it was then arranged that the claimant should leave England and

establish himself at Altona, and become a Danish subject, with a

view to purchase his father's ships, and some others, and trade

with them on his own account. He had not sufficient means of

his own to pay for such ships ; but he was told that the speculation

would, probably, be very advantageous, even to the extent of

100 per cent., and arrangements were made between him and his

father to enable him to carry it out, and he accordingly returned

to England and disposed of his concerns there, and came to Altona

to become a Danish subject. He piu'chased his father's vessels,

and also the John, and the Industrie, and the Ariel (the ship in

question). The Arid was sold to him by his father tmder a power

of attorney given by Eckhoff to the father for that purpose, he

(Eikhoff) being personally imai^quainted with the claimant, on the

18th of March, 1854.
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The Britisli declaration of war issued on tlie 20t]i of March.

These dates seem of themselves to show that the sale was made

in contemphition of war, and imminentc hollo, in a popular sense

;

but the evidence in the case goes further, and shows conclusively

that the Hussiau shipowners at Lihau, feeling that war was at

hand, and that they could not employ their ships nndor the Russian

flag, determined, on considtation, to sell their vr-ssels, even at

considerably reduced prices, to neutrals, rather than keep them

unemployed in Russian ports. It is argued that war cannot be

said to be imminent unless there be an embargo, or some similar

act of tlie country about to be belligerent, and cases are cited in

which such circumstances have occurred, but none of those cases

go the length of laying down any positive rule as to tlio neces.'>ity

of such circumstances. Their Lordships are of opinion that there

is abundant proof that the sale was made inuDiiintfr hello, and in

contemplation of it. Still, if the sale was absolute and horn fide,

there is no rule of international law, as laid down by the Courts of

this country, which makes it illegal. Such a bona fide sale made

even fiagrcnife hcUo wouLl be h'gal, mucli more immineide hello.

The Ariel was in port at the time of the sale, therefore the cases

as to the illegality of sales in Iremsilu do not apph'.

Was, then, the sale of this ship absolute and ho)m fide 'f Assuredly

the time of the sale, the circumstance of the claimant nuiking him-

self a neutral for the express purpose of bu3'ing this and the other

ships, and his inability to pay the whole price, all tend to throw

suspicion upon the sale, and to make it incumbent on the Court to

look closely into the history of the transaction, it being obviously

the intention of all parties 1o ])laco the ship, liy such salt", out of

the reach of capture by the belligerent. IF there had been facts

leading to a well-founded conclusion that a secret understanding

existed between the seller and the claimant, that tlie ship should

be restored to the seller in the event of no war breaking out, or in

the event of a speedy peace, or that tho ship should bo employed

by the claimant under the direction and for the bouelit of tho

seller, the Court would be boimd to lioM tho sale to bo collusive

and void, and to condemn the ship as Russian property. l*>ut ikj

such facts are even surmised in this case.

It appears by the evidence of KckhofV himself, tiuit Sorensen

1857

Fthruary 19,
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i.s.')7 (tlio father) informed liim that he should advise his son to purchase
Frbruari/ 10,

^|^^ Arftl if ]v.'klioff did not require all tho purchase-money at the

time of the sale and transfer, inasmuch as his son would not have

sufficient money to pay for all the vessels he intended offering him

for s;ili', ami thai hf, tlicrofure, intended to sell his ships to his

son ; to aoocpt a ])ortiou of the purcliase-money at the time of

sale, and to allow his t^ion to pay him the remainder of the purchase-

money out of the earnings of the vessels. Eckhoff goes on to say,

that by reason of what Sorensen (the father) had so communicated

to him, he agreed to sell the Arie/ to the claimant under the

following stipulation or condition, namely, that the amount of the

pm'chase-money should be 10,000 silver roubles, that 3,333 silver

roubles and 33 copecks, or say one-third of the purchase-money

should be paid in cash at the time of effecting the sale and transfer

of the Ariel ; that a similar sum or instalment of one-third of the

pureliase-monej' should be paid in six months after the sale and

transfer, and the remaining one-third in nine months. He adds,

that had it not been for the very high character and well-known

honour and integrity of Sorensen (the father), he would not have

agreed to sell the Ariel to the son, except for ready cash, inasmuch

as he was then, and still wa?, personally unknown to the son.

It is argued that Eckhoff does not in terms deny that he agreed

to be paid the remaining two-thirds of the purchase-money out of

the earnings of the Ariel, and, therefore, it must be infen-ed that

he did so agree, and accepted the same terms as the father did on

the sale of his vessels. Their Lordships are of opinion that tlie

drawing of such an inference would be putting an unfair construc-

tion on Eckhoff's affidavit, especially as it is plain that he looked

to Sorensen (the father) to carry him through the transaction, and,

being personally unknown to the son (the claimant), would be very

unlikely to enter into any engagement with him as to the earnings

of the ship. Afterwards, indeed, when upon the death of Sorensen

(the father), in May, 18-34, Eckhoff became somewhat anxious

about the price of the shiji, he did by his agent procure the

claimant's acceptances falling due at six and nine months from the

sale and transfer of the Ariel, and a promise fi'om the claimant

that the earnings of the Ariel should be applied to the liquidation

of those acceptances, being the best security he could ^^i. It
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aiDpears tliat they were so ai^plied, and tliat a small sum, only 1857

about 90/., remained due when the Ariel was seized in December, •^''^'"'y ^^>

1854. This subsequent arrangement is the circumstance above

alluded to, in which this ease is perhaps distinguishable from the —1-
cases of the other ships, as to which the appropriation of the patt.son.

earnings formed part of the original contract.

It was urged further, that the bill of sale of tlie Ariel is untrue,

because it states the whole purchase-money to be paid. Their

Lordships are of opinion that there is no weight in this objection.

In all conveyances of freehold or leasehold estates, the purchase-

money is always mentioned to have been fully paid, and yet there

may be a collateral instrument, showing that nothing has been

paid, or the whole or part of the money left upon mortgage of the

estate. A bill of sale of a ship is a conveyance of a similar nature,

and open to the same considerations ; the object being to enable

tlie purchaser to become the absolute owner.

After the sale and transfer of the Ariel, it appears to have been

employed under the sole control of the claimant, without any inter-

ference on the part of the seller (Eckhoff), in voyages to Eugland

and Ireland and America, with a crew composed indeed of Russians,

except the master and mate, who were Danes, but not with Russian

cargoes. Under these circumstances, the learned judge in the

Court below says : "I am inclined to hold the present sale

"

(speaking of that of the Baltica, one of the father's ships) " was

hand fide." By which their Lordships understand him to mean

that the sale was real, intended to pass the property in the ship to

tlie claimant, without any engagement to restore it under any

circumstances, and without fraud or collusion. In this opinion

theu' Lordships fully concur.

But then the second point above stated remains. I)id any

interest in the ship remain in the seller at the time of capture ?

And this is a point more difficult of solution. The decision of the

learned judge that some interest did remain in the seller rests

almost entirely on the language used by Lord Stowell in the case

of the Sechs Ge.te/iirisfern (q), for with the exception of that ease all

the other cases proceed on the ground of /y/'/A/./'Vcs' and collusion.

{q) \v\. I. p. 3G:5.

R.—Yor,. u. li Ji
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1857 Lord Stowoll there says: "Tho rule wliich this country has "been

20^ ^^' coutcut to api)ly is, tliat propfirty so transferred " (that is, by

purchase from an enemy) "Tuust Lo hand fide and absolutely ti'iins-

ferred ; that tliere must Lo a sale divesting the enemy of all

further interest in it ; and that anything tending to continue his

interest vitiates a contract of this description altogether."

Applying that rule to the ease tlien before him, Lord Stowell

condemned the ship, and rightly so ; because there were covenants

in that case which preserved and retained the interest of the enemy

seller, and for restitution at the end of the war. It was a con-

ditional, not an absolute sale. Lord Stowell concludes his judgment

in these words :
" Is there in tins any sign of a bona fide transfer ?

Is not the hand of the French vendor still on the vessel ? Looking

to the control which the French Government and the vendor still

retain over this property, it is impossible for me to hold that all

the interest of the enemy is completely divested." In the present

case there is a total absence of any such covenant or condition.

The utmost that can be said is, that there is an engagement on the

part of the buyer to apply the earnings of the ship to the payment

of part of the price.

The mere non-payment of a part of the price cannot of itself be

sufficient to leave an interest in the ship in the seller. That is

distinctly stated by Lord Stowell in the Mavianna {r). He says:

" That objection can have little weight, since it is a matter solely

for the consideration of the person who sells, to judge what mode

of payment he will accept. He may consent to take a bill of

exchange, or he may rely on the promissory note of the purchaser,

which may not come in payment for a considerable time, or may
never be paid. The Com-t will not look to such contingencies. It

will be sufficient that a legal transfer has been made, and that the

mode of payment, whatever it is, has been accepted."

Here, however, there is more than mere non-payment of part of

the price ; there is an engagement to pay it out of the eai-nings,

and that is contended to create an interest in and lien on the

freight, and, through the freight, on the ship.

We must observe here, that even supposing that the facts of this

(r) Yol. I. p. 518.
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case were sufficient to show that the vendor had a lien on tlie is:.:

freight for the purchase-money unpaid, it by no means follows that '^''"''.^q'^ ^^'

he had a lien on the sliip. The ship and the freight are quite

distinct—the sliip may belong to one person and the freight to
'

another
;
and that not only for a single voyage, but, as a security Pauoso

°

for a debt, for futiu-e voyages, provided that the contract and

assignment be not such as to separate the freight and earnings of

the ship for ever from the ship itself, so that they could not be

re-united, but only to separate tliem for the temporary purpose of

securing a debt, and operating onl}^ upon that separation of title

till that debt should be paid. The law on this subject was dis-

tinctly laid down, as stated above, by Lord Eldon, in the case of

the ship Warro, wliieh is to be found in the note to 8 Price's Rep.

269. The same doctrine was held in Stephenson v. Dowaon (s) ; in

Lnngfon v. Ilorton {f) ; in Leslie v. GutJirie {u) ; and in other cases.

There are no means by which, according to the contract with

respect to the earnings stated in this case, the ship could in any

manner be affected, either in the Admiralty, the Courts of Common
Law, or the Court of Chancer}'. It may be doiibtful, considering

the loose terms of tlie contract, and as it was made between

foreigners, whether the Court of Chancery would interfere by

appointing a receiver of the freight if the ship anived in England

and the owner had not applied the earnings towards payment of

the purchase-money. But, as between English subjects, if the

Court interfered, it would not be in pursuance of the contract, but

by reason of breacli of contract. It was said in argument that, by

the Law, either of Russia or Denmark, some lien miglit bo created

on tlie sliip ; but that is a matter of foreign law, and therefore a

fact to be proved by those Avho rely upon it, and no proof was

offered. The difficulty, or rather the impossibility, of obtaining

a satisfactory result by such inquiries, appears to have been one of

the reasons why Lord Stowell, in the case of the Tobago, to which

we are about to allude more at length, refused to entt-r into them

at all.

»Supposing, liowever, that a lien on tin' freight or even on tlie

ship in favour of the vendor, who is to bo considered as an enemy,

(f) .3 P.oav. 3-12. (0 1 Hare, b\9. (i*) 1 llin?. N. C. 097.

n K -:
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1857 did exist, would that lien render the ship in the possession of the

FebriMry 19, ^QQ^^raj owiior liable to bo captured ? That such a lien on an

enemy's ship would not bo sufficient to found a claim by a neutral

in a Court of Prize is clear. It was so held by Lord Stowell in

the case of the Tobago (.r), which was the case of a British subjerl

claiming in respect of a bottomry bond on a French enemy's ship

which had been captured, and again in the case of the Mariauna {y).

That was the case of a lien on the freight and cargo of a ship

;

whicli ship was sold by an American neutral to a Spanish enemy,

and the lien was in respect of part of the purchase-money remaining

unpaid. It is true that in the CltriHtinc (z) the Court said that the

doctrine in the Marianna did not apply to cases when the bona fides

of the sale was disputed, in which proof of actual payment is

always essential ; and no doubt that upon a question of bona fides

such proof would be most important and even essential. But the

question of bona fides in this case has been already disposed of.

Their Lordships are now considering the only point as to an

interest remaining in the bond fide seller. The same doctrine as

determined in tlie Tobago and the Marianna is laid down by the

Supreme Court of the United States of America, in the Frances

(Irvin's claim) {a), and in the lian Jose Indiano {b), and other

cases.

Indeed, it was not disj^uted at the Bar that such is the law of

prize as regards a claimant in respect of a lien. But the converse

of the proposition was contended not to be true, and that, although

the lien of a neutral on an enemy's ship or its freight is not

sufficient to found a claim, yet the lien of an enemj^ on a neutral

ship or its freight is sufficient to show an interest in the enemy,

of which the belligerent captor is entitled to avail himself, and to

defeat the neutral's claim ; that a lien on an enemy's ship which

would not be recognized in favour of a neutral, would be recog-

nized against a neutral for the purpose of condemnation if the

lien be in favour of an enemy. Their Lordships asked, and asked

in vain, for some authority which went to establish that distinction.

No such authority was produced, but their Lordships were referred

(x) Vol. I. p. ioG.

((/) Vol. I. p. 518.

(z) Ante. p. 320.

(a) S Cranch's Eep. 418.

{b) 2 Gallison's Eep. 283.
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again to the language of Lord Stowell in the case of the Scc/is 1857

Gesc/iidsteni, wliich, as lias been abeadj observed, Avas a question ^'^^"^^v ^^>

as to the right of proi)erty not of lien. Their Lordships have

been unable to find any authority for the alleged distinction, and,

on the contrary, they are of opinion that the eases of the Toharjo

and of the Frances (Irvin's claim), already cited, are plainly

against the distinction. In the Toha(jo, the counsel for the captors

argued :
" Suppose a bond of this nature given upon a neutral

ship, and to a person now become an enemy, could a proceeding of

prize be instituted against the neutral ship, or any part of it, as

the property of the enemy ? Certainly not." The counsel for

the claimant argued :
" "With regard to the case put, of an enemy's

interest of this description on a neutral ship, the distinction is

obvious, that this interest is a thing accessorial only to the ship

;

and that it might well consist with tlie principles of justice that the

accessory might be restored though the ship was condemned ; at

the same time, that it would not be reasonable or just to seize the

si lip itself on account of such an accessorial interest which an

enemy might possess in it." Lord Stowell, in giving judgment,

says :
" Can the Court recognize bonds of this kind as titles of

property, so as to give persons a right to stand in judgment and

demand restitution of such interests in a Court of Prize ? The

total silence of those who had argued for the claimant as to any

precedents for this demand, strongly shows that it has not been

the practice of the Court to consider such bonds as property

entitled to its protection ; and I think I may venture to say tliat

tliere has been no such instance. The person advancing money

on bonds of this nature, acquires by that act no property in the

vessel ; he acquires the Jus ad rem, but not the Jus in re imtil it

has been converted and appropriated by the final process of a

Court of justice. The property of the vessel continues in the

former proprietor, who has given a right of action against it, but

nothing more. If tliere is no change of property, there can bo

no change of national character." And further, he saj's :
" TIio

captor has no access whatever to the original private imderstanding

of the parties in forming such contracts ; and it is therefore unfit

that he should be affected by them. His rights of capture act

upon the property without regard to secret liens possessed by third

parties. In like manner his rights operate on no sudi lions wlioro
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ilie property itself is protected from capture. Indeed, it would ho

almost impossible for the captor to discover such liens in the pos-

session of the enemy upon property belonging to a neutral : the

eonsequonco, therefore, of allowing generally the privilege hero

claimed would be, that the captor would be subject to the dis-

advantage of having neutral liens set up to defeat his claims upon

hostile property, whilst he could never ontitle himself to any

advantage from hostile liens upon neutral property." It is difficult

to conceive stronger language than this to show that the distinction

now attempted to be set up is wholly without foundation. The

observations of the same learned judge in the Mariatuui are

substantially to the same effect. Both these cases, it is to be

observed, were decided subsequently to that of the *SV<:7/.s Gef^ch-

unstern. The language of the Court in the Frances (c) (Irvin's

claim) is equally strong : "In cases of liens created by the mere

private contract of individuals, depending upon the different

laAvs of different countries, the difficulties which an examination

of such claims would impose upon the captors, and even upon

"the Prize Coui'ts, in deciding upon them, and the door which

such a doctrine would open to collusion between the enemy owners

of the property, and neutral claimants, have excluded such cases

from the consideration of those Coiu'ts." Then, after referring to

the cases of the Tobago and the JIarianiia, it is added :
" From this

it appears that the doctrine of the Prize Courts upon this subject

works against, as well as in favoui* of captors." Their Lordships

have come to the conclusion that the supposed distinction does not

exist, and that liens, whether in favour of a neutral on an enemy's

ship, or in favour of an enemy on a neutral shiji, are equally to be

disregarded in a Court of Prize.

One other argument was pressed arising from the number of

vessels bought by the claimant, and the magnitude of the trans-

action was insisted on ; and the case of the JRcndshorg (d) was

(c) 8 Cranch'sEip. 419.

{(1) [The liemldiorg (August 13th,

1802). A question as to whether

ou the facts the cargoes of several

vessels taken on a voyage from

Batavia to Copenhagen, and claimed

for the neutral house of De Coninck

(S: Co., of Copenhagen, ceased to

bo neutral property owing to the

magnitude of the transaction, such

cargoes having been purchased from

the Dutch East India Company.
" This is not the case of an individual

merchant, nor of a company going to

trade on the general permission in an

ordinarv character or on a common
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particularly adverted to. That case was such, that Lord Stowell 1857

held it to amount to an adhering to and assisting the enemy, and ' "20^.^ '

it was of a very peculiar character. Their Lordships arc unable to The Ariel.

see why, if the transfer of one ship was legal under the circum-

stances which have here occurred, if it had stood alone, such

transfer should be rendered illegal because six other ships were

purchased, under similar circumstances, at the same time ; unless,

indeed, as affording ground to believe that all the purchases were

fraudulent and collusive.

In effect, the whole case resolves itself into a question of bona

fides ; and that being once established, theu' Lordships feel obliged

to come to the conclusion that the Ariel was the hom'i fide property

of the claimant alone, and that no interest remained in the seller

(Eckhoff). They must therefore humbly advise her Majesty that

the decision of the Court below ought to be reversed, and the pro-

ceeds of the ship restored to the claimant ; however, without costs and

damages, not only because further proof was ordered and gone into,

but also on account of the particular circumstances of the case (<').

footing. It is a trade carritcl on to

an enormous extent, invested with

particular privileges, secured by

peculiar contracts, and transferred

from a public company to wbicb it

exclusively belongs to these indi-

viduals, upon an express acknow-

ledgment, understood and acted upon

on both sides, that it was so trans-

ferred in order to relieve the goods

which were captured there by tho

l)rcssure of war, and could not bo

delivered by any other practicable

mode. Tho question is whether such

a comniorco formed with such views

and BO conducted can be entitled to a

neutral character. ... It is a pos-

sible theory that the commerce may
not bo neutral although the property

is, and if that is tho case the mere

neutral ownership will not be a sutfi-

cient title to restitution." Tho Court

then examined tho evidence at length,

and held that the contracts were,

under tho principle stated above,

"unlawful contracts," and con-

demned the property.]

((') There were six other veasels

seized, all of them belonging to

Sorensen, jimior, and purchased by

him, immiiiente hello, namely, tho

Judtica, yTAihia, Amelie, John, Crres,

and ludustrir, and it was arranged

between the parties, to save expense,

that as the cases wore i« eadem cmi-

(h'tionr, and so treated by tho Court

below, no proceedings by way of

a]i])oal should bo taken in those casis

till the Ariel was disposed of. Aft'v

the delivery of tho above judgmout,

tho Crown officers restored all tlieso

vessels, with tho exception of tho

Baltiai, which thoy declined to

restore, as thoy contended that tho

facts were distingiiishable, the salo

of that ship liaving taken placo while

sho was i» frdiiAilu. See the Haltica,

liosf, p. 628.
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—

National Character—I'roaf of Ownership.

If liny doubt exists as to the character of a ship claimed to be the

property of a neutral beinj^' still enemy's property, the rule of the Prize

Court is, that the claimant shall bo put to strict proof of ownership, and

any circumstance of fraud or contrivance, or attempt at imposition on

the Court, in making out his title, is fatal to the claimant. Condemna-

tion of the ship as enemy's property necessarily follows.

A vessel (formerly Eussian) was seized as prize, as being enemy's

property, after she had become the property of neutrals. Restitution

was claimed by the parties to whom the property in the ship had been

fomially transferred before the declaration of war. Held, that as the

claimants were shown to be invested with the character of owners, and

there being no other party who could set up a title against them, they

were entitled to restitution, but under the circumstances, respecting the

ownership, without costs and damages.

1857 This was the case of a Belgian ship whicli left Eio Grande, in

'^'"ju'iy\^^'
t^^^ Brazils, on the 27th of July, 1855, laden with a cargo of hides

and horns, bound to Cork or Falmouth for orders, and arrived oflf

Cork on the 27th of Octoher following, where she was seized as

prize by Patrick O'Malley, Esq., the Commander of her Majesty's

Revenue Cutter, Eliza, on suspicion of being Russian property.

From the e\'idence, it appeared that just previous to the breaking

out of the late Russian war, the Russian schooner Maria was eon-

signed by her Russian owners to Messrs. Sasse and Huger, ship-

brokers, at Antwerp, in Belgium, and that subsequently that firm

received a power for sale from her owners. In accordance with

this power, Messrs. Sasse and Huger, on the 9th of May, 1854,

sold and executed a bill of sale of the JIaria, to the firm of Messrs.

Huger & Co., merchants and shipowners at Antwerp ; theu' father,

Maurice Huger, a cashier and book-keejier in the lu"m of Messrs.

Sasse and Huger, the shipbrokers, signing the acceptation of the

bill of sale by procuration for them. The money was remitted to

the agent of the Russian owners, and the regular forms to make
her a Belgian vessel were gone through, and on the 26th of May,
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185 i, by a Eoyal decree the vessel was nationalized as n Belgian ifi:)7

ship, and as owned by, or being the property of, Messrs. Huger "^"jl/^^l
^^'

& Co. Some time after this purchase she was despatched by her

owners on a voyage to England, and whilst at Goole, in Yorkshire,

in the month of September, 1854, she was seized by oflBcers of her

Majesty's Customs as being the property of Eussian subjects.

Her owners, however, upon being informed of such seizure, trans-

mitted copies of her bill of sale, sea-pass, certificate of nationaliza-

tion, and other documents, to the Belgian minister at London, by

whom they were produced to the British Government ; and after a

short detention the Maria was released, and in the same month

sailed with a return cargo to Antwerp. In the month of April,

1855, after several intermediate voyages, the Maria sailed from

Antwerp with an assorted cargo for Rio Grande, in the Brazils,

and thence, in the month of July following, again sailed, bound to

Cork, with a cargo of hides and horns. She arrived off Cork on

the 27tli of October, and was again seized, and proceeded ngainst

in the Admiralty Court. This second seizure of the Maria was

occasioned by, and solely owing to, a letter written to the govern-

ment by a witness named Smithies, undertaking, in the event of a

second seizure, to furnish such information as woidd enure to

condemn the schooner as prize.

A claim was put in by the appellant as the agent of Huger (.'"c

Co., Belgian subjects, and sole owners of the ship and freight. In

the Court of Admiralty, the cause was heard, in the first instance,

upon the evidence of the captured crew and the ship's papers

alone ; and upon that evidence, it appeared, from the evidence of

the master and mate in preparatory, on the standing interroga-

tories, that the owners of the schooner were not ^[essrs. Huger &

Co., of Antwerp, shipowners, on whose behalf it had been claimed,

but the other Antwerp firm, that of Messrs. Sasse and Huger, ship-

brokers. It also appeared that tlie master had been appointed by

Messrs. Sasse and Hugor, acting as brokers of the Maria, and that

he was not acquainted with the circiinistnncos attending the sale

and purchase, and consequently witli the real ownership, of the

schooner, there being no bill of sale on board. Upon this dis-

crepancy between the claim and the evidence of tho master, as to

the ownership of the Maria, the judge of tlie A«lniiralty Court (the
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IS.")? Eight Hon. Dr. Liisliingtoii) ordered further proof (_/) as to the

"^""S
f^'^^^' ownership of tlie schooner; the claimants thereupon elected to

proceed by plea an<l proof, and thereby opened the case to further

jiroof on the part of the Crown. An allegation on the part of the

claimants and responsive allegation by the respondents were then

given in.

In the allegation on the part of the claimants, the sale and

purchase of the Maria , by the firm of Huger & Co., and the

circumstances attending and connected with that sale and purchase,

and the history and employment of the schooner herself, were

pleaded ; and in support of that allegation witnesses wore

examined. On the part of the respondents, the responsive

allegation set up that Messrs. Sasse and Huger, of Antwerp, and

Messrs. Samuel Jackson & Co., of Manchester, salt merchants, or

James Jackson, or George Henry Lord, partner in that firm, or

one of them, were the true owners, in moieties, of the Maria,

and that she was liable to condemnation, from the existence

of English interests in the schooner. One witness only, Smithies,

was examined in support of this allegation, who was the

party upon whose information the Maria had been a second

time seized. His evidence was to the effect that Messrs.

Jackson & Co., or James Jackson and George Henry Lord,

or one of them, were co-owners, in moieties, of the Maria.

On the hearing of the further proofs, it was contended, on

behalf of the claimants, that the allegation on their behalf

setting up the ownership of Huger & Co., in oi^position to

that of Sasse and Huger, was sufficiently proved ; and that the

responsive allegation on behalf of the Crown, setting up that

Messrs. Jackson & Co., or James Jackson, or George Henry Lord,

or one of them, partners in that firm, were co-o-uTiers, either with

Messrs. Huger & Co., or with Messrs. Sasse and Huger, supported

only by the evidence of Smithies, was wholly deficient in proof,

and restitution was prayed on that account. On the part of the

Crown, it was insisted that the allegation given in on its behalf

was fully proved by the evidence, and condemnation of the schooner

was prayed on the part of the Crown.

(/) See case reported upon this point, ante, p. 53(5.
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The judge of tlie Coui-t of Admiralty (the Eight Hon. Dr. 1857

Lushington) delivered judgment on the 27th of February, 18o7,
^""J,J^\

^^'

whereby he condemned the vessel as prize, and as droidi and

perquisites of her Majesty in her office of the Admiralty. In tliis

judgment ho expressed his opinion that the evidence to establish

the claim wholly and totally failed, and that alone was the question

he was called upon to decide ; that he was not called on to say

whether Sasse and Iluger did not really purchase the vessel, in the

names of Huger & Co., to evade the Belgian law ; and tliat it was

unnecessary to inquire whether Jackson & Co. had any interest in

the vessel, the law of prize being, as enunciated by Lord Stowell,

and confirmed by uudeviating practice, that whoever claimed a

ship during war must prove his title to restitution, by establishing

that the ship was the property of the person claiming it. lie

therefore condemned the vessel, observing that there had been a

determined attempt on the part of the claimants to impose on the

Court that Iluger & Co. were the real owners ; that the real fact

might be that Sasse and Iluger purchased the vessel on their own

account ; and that as they could not hold the property by the

Belgian law, they had assumed the names of Iluger & Co. to evade

it. That Iluger & Co. having made their claim, thov had supported

it by fraud and falsehood.

From this .sentence of condemnation the claimants appealed.

Dr. Addaiiis and Dr. Ticiss, for the appellant ; and

The Queen's Advocate (Sir John Harding), the Admiralty

Advocate (Dr. Phillimore), and 2£r. Af/icrtoii, Q.C., for the

respondents.

Three questions were raised and discussed at tlio hearing of the

a])poal :

—

First. It was submitted by the appellant, that the title of

Messrs. Iluger & Co., as the sole owners of tlio .sliip and freiglit,

was made out, and llial they were entitled to restitution, with costs

and damages. That Messrs. Sasse and HugiT, being brokers, were

forbidden by the law of Belgium, ul" whieh kingdom they wero

domiciled residents, from beiug sliipowuors.
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isr)? Second. Tho respondents supported the sentence on tlio ground

^""/iJi/'i
^^ ^^^^ ^^'° judgment by the Court below was correct, and in ac-

cordance with the prize law and the practice of Prize Courtp,

according to whicli practice two parties only could be recognized :

first, claimants ; and secondly, enemies ; and that as the claimants

had not established their title as right owners by the ship's paper?,

and e-v-idenco in preparatory, in the absence of a claimant entitled

to restitution, condemnation of the vessel seized as enemy's property

necessarily followed. Upon this point they cited the Magnus {(j),

the Ehebe{h),i\\(i Ida {i)
; Story on Prize Courts, p. 2G (Pratt's

edit.).

Thirdly. That the alleged transfer of the ship to the claimants

was fraudulent and fictitious, and that they were not the real

transferees. That IMessrs. Jackson & Co., an English firm, were

part owners of the ship, and that such purchase by them of an

enemy's ship was void and inoperative, so as to divest the enemy

of his property therein, even if it should appear that part of the

ship was the property of neutrals : the Bosalie and Betty (k),

the Fortnna (l), the Vroic Elizabeth (ni), the Recovery {n), the

Eliza and Katy (o), the Benedict (p), the Bapida (q), the

Tobago (r)

.

The following American authorities were also cited in the course

of the argument: the Sally and Cargo (s), the San Jose Indiana {t),

the Merrimaeh {it), the JIary (.r).

Judgment was delivered by

The Lord Chief Justice Cockburn.—In this case, the ship Maria

having, in the mouth of September, 1854, been seized, while under

(jf) Ante, p. 2G7, note. lished; a question of fact.

(//) Vol. I. p. 441. (^)) Ante, p. 527.

(t) Ante, p. 268. (7) See note, ante, p. 238.

(A-) Vol. I. p. 246. (r) Vol. I. p. 456.

{I) Vol. I. p. 193, note. A deci- (s) 1 Gallison's Amr. Eep. 409.

sion on the Navigation Laws. {t) 2 Gallison's Amr. Eep. 269.

(771) Vol. I. p. 409. (») 8 Cranch's Amr. Eep. 333.

{n) 6 Eob. 341. Not repubHshed. (.>;) 9 Cranch's Amr. Eep. 147.

(o) 6 C. Eob. 185. Not repub-
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Belgian colours, at Goole, iu Yorksliire, by officers of her Majesty's 1857

Customs, as being the property of Russian subjects, was afterwards, "^""jj^'^^^

on the production of certain documents brought forward as evidence

of her being Belgian property, released ; but was again, in the

month of October, 1855, while sailing under Belgian colours, seize<l

off Cork, under the direction of the Lords of the Admiralty, by

the commander of one of her Majesty's revenue cutters, such second

seizure having been directed by the government in consequence of

intelligence privately communicated by a person of the name <»f

Smithies, who undertook, in the event of a second seizure, to

furnish such information as would lead to the condemnation of the

schooner. The vessel having been seized, was proceeded against

in the Court of Admiralty. She was claimed by the appellants,

but condemned, and from this sentence of condemnation the present

appeal was brought.

The vessel in question, the Maria, was originally the property of

Russian subjects. In the month of January, 1854, she arrived at

Antwerp, with cargo, consigned to the firm of Charles Isaac Sasse

and Francis linger, shipbrokers of that city. On tlie 17th of the

ensuing month of February, a letter, dated the 31st of January,

was received there by Charles Isaac Sasse, of that firm, from the

managing owner of the vessel, stating that in consequence of the

aspect of affairs having become more gloomy for the Russian flag,

the owners of the Maria were willing to sell her for 25,000 marks

banco, if that price could be obtained. Sasse and linger having

offered the vessel for sale, by letter of the 3rd of March informed

the owners that the highest price which had been offered was

1 8,500 francs ; and, in reply, received from the managing owner

a letter of the 23rd of March, authorizing the sale of the vessel for

18,500 francs, if no higher price could be got for her, and directing

that the money should be remitted to one "Wedel, an agent of the

owners at Lubeck, by whom a power from tlio owner to sell the

vessel was to be transmitted to Sasse and linger. The power to

sell having been transmitted in due course to C'hai-les Isaac Sasse,

the latter, on the 9th of May, 1851, executed a bill of sale of the

vessel to linger & Co., of Antwerp; after which, the ownership of

the vessel, as belonging to linger & Co., was duly registered before

the proper tribunal at Antwerp, Maurice linger, ns representing
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tli<« firm f»f linger & Co., having first made oath that the vessel

" had Loon purolmsod hy tlio lionso of Ilugor & Co. ; that the

purchase had been made unconditionally, Avithout reserving any

part or interest to others, or any promise made, or that it should

subsequently be reckoned to the benefit of whoever it might be,

fetill loss to the benefit of any foreigner;" and, "finally, that no

funds had been furnished by any foreigner upon the ship." After

this the Maria was in due form nationalized by royal decree, as a

Belgian ship, on the petition of linger & Co. It appears from the

evidence of Charles Isaac Sasse, that the amount of the purchase-

money was remitted to AV^edel, the agent of the Russian owners

;

and on the 28th of May, Wedel wrote to Sasse and Huger,

acknowledging, on behalf of the Russian owners, the receipt of

remittances amounting to the sum of 18,500 francs.

Upon this state of facts, the learned judge of the Admiralty

Court indicated an opinion that the transfer of the property in the

vessel from the Russian owners, prior to the seizure, had been

sufficiently established, and that the vessel was not liable to seizure

as enemj^'s property. lie abstained, therefore, from condemning

her on that ground. In this view we entirely concur. "We think

that the correspondence between the Russian owners and Sasse and

Huger, together with the personal testimony of the witnesses,

clearly establishes that the Russian owners, under a sense of the

danger to which the ship was exposed from the peril of war,

authorized the sale, and that the price which, upon the representa-

tion of Sasse and linger that no better terms could be obtained,

they consented to take, was in fact transmitted to them. As

between the vendors and the piu-chasers, whoever the latter may
have been, the transaction was, beyond a doubt, a houa fide one

:

the vessel ceased to be the property of a belligerent enemy, and

was therefore no longer liable to seizure.

The opinion of the learned judge having been thus in favour of

the vessel, so far as her nationalit}' was concerned, her condemna-

tion was based upon a different ground, which we will now proceed

to consider.

On the part of the seizors, it was alleged, in answer to the claim,

that whatever might be the nationality of the vessel, the claimants,

Huger & Co., were not, as they had represented themselves, the
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sole owners, but that an English firm, Jackson & Co., of Manchester, i857

wore part owners of the vessel : that linger & Co. were not, there- '^""^ ^^r
^°-
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fore, entitled to restitution ; and that iu the absence of any party

entitled to restitution, conformably to the practice of Prize Courts,

condemnation must necessarily follow. In addition to which, it ^^^
S'^'*^'•' ' .Justice

was contended that the purchase by British siibjects of an enemy's Cockburn.

ship was illegal and void, and inoperative to divest the enemy of

liis property in the ship.

The learned judge adopted the view maintained by the seizor.^

to the extent that, in the absence of any claimant entitled to resti-

tution, condemnation of a vessel seized as enemy's property must

follow, although it should be made to appear that such vessel was

in fact neutral property ; and he proceeded to condemn the Jf'iri(f,

not, however, on the ground that Jackson & Co. had been shown

to be part owners (on which point he abstained from pronouncing

any opinion), but on the gi-ound that Iluger & Co. had not in fact

bfen the real purchasers of the vessel from the Eussian owners.

An alleged interest both in Jackson & Co., and in Sasse and

Iluger, as also in Maurice Iluger, the father of the partners in the

house of Huger & Co., was insisted on, in the argument before us,

as sufficient, on the legal grounds above mentioned, to support the

sentence of condemnation. We thiuk it right, therefore, to advert

to these questions, although the judgment of the learned judge is

founded on the supposed defect of ownership of linger & Co. "Wo

are of opinion, however, that no sufficient case is made out of pro-

perty, either in Jackson & Co., or in Sasse and linger, or Maurice

Iluger, to override the formal and aullicntic proofs of title adduced

on behalf of linger & Co., the claimants.

With regard to the alleged interest of Jackson & Co., it certainly

appears that as early as the month of April, lS-'i4, Sasse and

Iluger, having then autliority to st'll tlio Jf<in'<r, proposed to

Jackson & Co. to take a share in tlie vessel, aiid that tlio latter

agreed to contribute 500/. towards tlie purchast^ and to become

half owners in the vessel; whereupon it was arranged that this

amount should be allowed by Jackson & Co. in account with

Iluger & Co., this firm being at tliat time indebted to Jackson

& Co. in respect of cargoes of salt consigned to tliem by the latter.

Before, however, anything had been dono towards actually making
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over to Jaeksou & Co. any property in the vessel, doubts were

raised in their minds l>y Smithies, tlieir agent at Antwerp, as to

the legality of the transaction ; whereupon they desisted from

requiring that any property in the vessel should be transferred to

them, preferring, as it woidd seem, that the 500/. should be left as

a matter of claim against Iluger & Co., rather than to embark that

amount in tlio ownorsliip of a vessel which they were led to believe

might be liable to seizure.

Under these circumstances we are of opinion that no property

in the vessel ever passed to Jackson & Co., so as to prevent the

claimants, if otherwise entitled, from being considered as the

owners. It becomes, therefore, unnecessary to determine whether

(as was contended before us, on behalf of the appellants) the pur-

chase of an enemy's ship by British subjects, although pre^'iously

illegal, was not legalised by the Order in Council on the loth of

April, 1854, by which a certain permission to trade with the

enemy was conceded to her Majesty's subjects.

We proceed now to consider whether Sasse and Huger, or

Maurice Huger, the father of the tw^o claimants, Gr. F. E. Huger

and J. J. H. Huger, who constitute the firm of Huger & Co., are

shown to be the owners, so as to oust the claimants of the right to

restitution which the possession of the ordinary and formal muni-

ments of title Avould otherwise give them. For it is to be observed

that the bill of sale, whereby the property in the vessel was trans-

ferred by the Hussian owners, being made out in favoui- of the

claimants, and the transfer having been duly registered before the

proper Belgian tribunals, with all the necessary formalities, as a

transfer to the claimants, these facts (the transfer by the l\ussian

owners having been established to be a honCi fide one) entitle the

claimants to be considered, ^j;v'/;?<//r^(vV, as the owners of the vessel.

It is said, however, to be established by the evidence that the

transfer to Huger & Co., the claimants, was fraudulent and ficti-

tious, and that they were not the real transferees. There is, no

doubt, a good deal of evidence which tends to this conclusion.

Not only had Sasse and Huger been throughout the parties con-

ducting the transaction, but they, although in the name of Huger

& Co., engaged a master and crew for the vessel, and coiTesponded

with the master when the vessel was afloat ; nay, the master and
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mate, on tlie seizure of the vessel, stated that Sasse and Huger, 1857

whom alone they had known and communicated with, and whom "^""t
,"^' ^^'

' Juhj 4.

they looked upon as Iluger & Co., were the o-wTiers of the vessel.

Douhts, too, were cast on the reality of the existence of such a

firm as Huger & Co. It appeared that Gr. F. E. Huger and

J. J. H. Huger, who were said to constitute the firm, were them-

selves clerks in other mercantile establishments, and it was admitted

on their behalf that the affairs of this firm were carried on entirely

by Maurice Huger, their father, they themselves taking no part

in the management. It was suggested that Sasse and Huger, the

latter member of which firm was a brother of the two claimants,

had fraudulently put forward this fictitious firm to cover a trans-

action in which they could not safely avow themselves to be the

principals, inasmuch as, being shipbrokers, they were by the law

of Belgium prohibited under penalties from becoming shipowners

;

or, if Sasse and Huger were not to be deemed the real purchasers

of the vessel, then Maurice Huger, it was contended, must be

taken to be the only person interested as Hiiger & Co., it being

suggested that Maurice Huger, having been insolvent, was carry-

ing on business in the name of his sons with a view to avoid any

claim by his creditors on the capital embarked in the house.

The circumstances to which we have adverted are, no doubt,

such as to throw suspicion on the reality of the ownership of

Huger & Co. On the other hand, the presumption arising from

the formal transfer to the claimants is confirmed by the evidence

of the parties whose title is thus set up against that of the

claimants, and by the positive oath of Sasse, and of Huger his

partner, not only that the purchase was on behalf of Huger & Co.,

but that the purchase-money, having been transmitted by Sasso

and Huger to the sellers, was afterwards repaid b}' Huger & Co.

;

and it is possible that the belief of the master and mate as to Sasso

and Huger being Iluger & Co., and tlicreforo tlicir owners, may

have arisen from the firm of Iluger & Co. being an obscure and

unknown firm, while Sasse and Huger were well known as j^hip-

brokers, and from the con-espondenco having been conductfMl by

Sasse and Huger, one of whom bore the name of linger. These

circumstances may very well have led ihe master to confound

Sasse and Huger witli Hugor i^- Co.

R. A'OT,. Ti. ^ ^
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1857 Admitting that the matter remains in some degi-ee of doubt, we

'^""juhA
^^ think that the credit duo to the hill of sale and the formal pro-

cepiliiig's before tho Belgian aulliorities must prevail, and that the

claimants, linger & Co., must be taken to bo tho owners.

Justic'^ ^^0 have W\e satisfaction of knowing that by our thus holding

Cofkburu.
jj^ injustice can bo done. Setting aside the alleged interest of

Jackson & Co., of whicli wo have already disposed, it is not pre-

tended that, if linger & Co. are not the real owners, anyone except

Sasse and Huger or Maurice Huger is so. But if Sasse and Huger,

or Maurice Huger, be in fact the real owners, no injustice will b^

done to them, as they themselves concur in representing

Huger & Co. as the owners, and may be said to be assenting

parties to the judgment we are now pronouncing iu favour of the

claimants. If they have any claim, as against Huger & Co., to

have the benefit of the restitution decreed to the latter, we may

safely leave them to such remedy or means of enforcing their rights

as the Belgian law may afford them. On the other hand, if they

have been guilty of any violation of the local municipal law, or of

any fraud to evade the latter, these are matters with which we

have no concern. We cannot modify our judgment with a view

indu'ectly to punish Sasse and Huger for any infraction of, or

fraud upon, the Belgian law. We have before us the case of a

vessel seized after she had become neutral property, and when she

was therefore no longer liable to seizure, and of restitution claimed

by parties to whom tlie property in the ship has been formally

transferred, and who are therefore invested with the character of

o^^ners ; while there is no other party who can now set up a title

against them.

The view which we have taken of the facts of this case renders

it unnecessary to pronounce any opinion upon the important prin-

ciple of law involved iu the judgment of the Court below, as to the

effect of a claimant failing to make out his ownership where the

neutrality of the vessel plainly appears. We are only desirous of

guarding ourselves, in disposing of this case on the facts, against

beiug taken to assent to this principle as one of universal applica-

tion. Although this doctrine has no doubt been propounded by

very high authority, and has been asserted to have been uniformly

ndopted in the practice of Prize Courts, the instances in which it
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has been applied appear to have been cases in which the question

has been whether the ship was not still enemy's property. When
any doubt remains on this score, the rule that the claimant shall bo

held to strict proof of ownership, and that any circumstances of

fraud or contrivance, or attempt at imposition on tlie Court, in

striving to make out his title, shall be taken as fatal to his claim,

is a very sound and wliolesome one. In such a case, the question

being between tlie enemy's property and the claimants, if the latter

fails, the condemnation of tlie vessel as enemy's property neces-

sarily follows.

It is obviously a very different thing to apply the same princii»le

to a case where the Court, in pronouncing sentence, is obliged to

start with the fact that the vessel is neutral property, and was,

therefore, not liable to seizure. To say, in such a case, that,

because the party whose claim is put forward may only have the

legal title, while another has the beneficial interest, the vessel,

though neutral property, must necessarily be condemned, is a

proposition to which we must not be taken as giving our assent,

tliough the facts of the present case do not render it necessary for

us to pronounce judgment upon it. We proceed in this case upon

the ground that the property is clearly established to be neutral,

and that we have before us all the parties who are or can be inter-

ested in it, all of whom agree in afhrming the title of the claimants.

Their Lordships will therefore humbly report to her Majesty

tliat the sentence of condemnation pronoimced in the Court below

should be reversed, and that restitution of the proceeds to the

appellants shoidd bo decreed. But we think there .«?hould be no

damages for the detention of the vessel, or costs. The claimants

must be considered as themselves in some degree to blame, if not

for the seizure, at all events for the detention of tlio vessel. No
documents were found on board evidencing the transfer of the

ship, and the statement of the master and the mate as to who were

tlicir o^\ners turned out to be incorrect. There were also circum-

stances of grave suspicion as to tlie participation of Ptrilish subjocts

in the transfer of the ship from the enemy, whicli the claimants

have not shown all the alacrity to remove that might havo been

expected from them. Wo shall therefore recommond that her

Majesty's order bo h'mited to simple rosfittition.

1857

Juiir 29, ..0.

Jul;/ 4.

The Mabia.

Lord Cliief

Justice

Cockburn.
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[uMooro, THE BALTICA.
r. c. 141.]

Neutral—Residence in Enemy Country—Ship—Hale to Neutral—Irnminfuce of

War— Validity.

A neutral residinj* in an enemy's country, as consul of a neutral

State, and who also traded there as a merchant, is to bo regarded as an

enemy.

A Eussian vessel was sold, lonu fidn and absolutely, by an enemy to a

neutral when the war between Russia and Great Britain was imminent.

The vessel was at the time of the sale in the prosecution of a voyage

from Libau, an enemy's port, to Copenhagen, a neutral port, where she

arrived and was taken possession of by tlio purchaser. Jldd (reversing

the sentence of the Admiralty Court of England), that the sale, though

in transitu, was valid, as the trajisitus had ceased when the vessel had

come into possession of the purchaser, which took place before the

seizure.

A neutral while a war is imminent, or even after it has commenced, is

at liberty to purchase cither goods or ships (not being ships of war) from

either belligerent, and the purchase is valid whether the subject of it be

lying in a neuti'al or an enemy's port.

1857 This ship, under Danish colours, was seized by the Custom

j)(c,„iber 11. House ofRcers, at the port of Leith, on suspicion of being a Russian

shij?.

The vessel, under the Ixussian flag, formerly belonged to

Sorensen, senior, and was sold by him on the 17th of March, 1854,

immediately antecedent to the declaration of war between Great

Britain and Russia, to the appellant, his son, a Danish subject,

resident at Altona, and transferred by a regular bill of sale. Part

only of the purchase-money was paid, the remainder being agreed

to be paid by the earnings of the vessel. Sorensen, senior, was a

Dane by birth, but had long resided at Libau, as Danish consul,

where he traded as a merchant. The only distinguishing feature

in this case from the Ariel {b) was, that at the time of the jnu'cliase

the Baltica was prosecuting a voyage fi'om Libau to Copenliagen.

It appeared that on her arrival in the port of Copenhagen, in the

middle of March, she was delivered over to the agent of the

appellant, and was admeasured by tlie Danish Custom House

(6) Ante. p. 600.
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officers there, and branded as Danish propeiiy. Her flag was also 1857

there changed for the Danish flag, and a Danish master and crew
jjfl'"jf^f\ ,

engaged to navigate her. She sailed from Copenhagen with a

cargo of linseed on the 21st of May, 185-1, and arrived at Leith,

in Scotland, her port of destination, on the 29th of that month,

and was seized on the 31st, by the Custom Ilouse authorities, as

prize.

Proceedings consequent upon her seizure were commenced

against the vessel in the High Court of Admu-alty of England,

when the appellant put in a claim as owner of the ship and

freight.

The judge of tlie Court of Admiralty (the Right Hon. Dr.

Lushington), by his interlocutory decree, dated the 6th of August,

1855 {(), condemned the ship, upon the ground that, from the fact

of the seller being consul of a neutral State and also a merchant

trading in the enemy's country, he was to be regarded as an

enemy ; moreover, that the transfer was fraudulent and collusive,

and intended to defeat the just belligerent rights of Great Britain,

and also that the vendor had retained an interest in the ship, part

of the purchase-money having been agreed to be paid by the

earnings of the vessel. The appeal was from this decree.

The appellant insisted upon the bona Jidcs of the purchase and

the national character of the pui'chaser, which had already been

established in the Aric/, and submitted that that case was not dis-

tinguishable in principle from the present appeal.

On behalf of the Crown, it was submitted that the sale was

invalid, having been made when the vessel was /// fraiisitK.

Their Lordships called upon the Crown to distinguish tliis case

from the Ariel.

The Queon's Adcocatc (Sir John Hai-ding), the Admiralty Adro-

cate (Dr. riiillimore), and Mr. Athcrton, Q.C., for the Crown, cited

the Dam-labaar Aj'ricaaii {d), the Vroic Manjaril/ia {<), the Jan

Frederick (/).

(c) The ca.su was reported suh nom. (rf) Vol. I. p. 71.

the Baltica, 1 Spinks' Prize Cases, ts y^j j j^y

p. 264. [As the decision was reversed,

the caso is not republished.] (/) '^'"^' I- T-
^''^^'
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18")7 Dr. Addfuns and Dr. Ticis.9, for tlio ajtpolliiiit.

June 23.

.

'"-"
"

- Tliclr Jjonlsliips afterwards directed tlie case to bo ro-argued.

The I3altica.

The Ad/niral/i/ Advocate argued the case for the Crown, and

Dr. Addama for the appellant.

iSoT ^phe aro-iunents are fully noticed in the judgment, which was

delivered by

The Right Hon. T. Pemisekton Leigh.—The Da/fica was one

of several Russian ships which, in the month of Marcli, 1804,

shortly before the breaking out of the war between Russia and

Great Britain, were sold by Sorensen, senior, a merchant domiciled

in Russia, to his son, Sorensen, junior, a merchant domiciled in

Denmark. These vessels having been condemned in the Coui't of

Admiralty in England, appeals were brought against those sen-

tences; and in the case of the Ariel {(j), which was selected for the

]3urpose of deciding the general question, it was held by their

Lordships that the sale was bond fide; that the property was

entirely divested from the vendor and vested in the vendee before

the seizure ; that the transfer was complete, and was not a fraud

upon any just right of the belligerents, and they therefore ordered

restitution of the vessel.

In conformity vAih. this decision, the Crown oflBcers very

properly restored such of the vessels as appeared to them to stand

in the same situation with the Ariel ; but they declined to restore

the Baltica, considering the case of that vessel to be distinguishable

from the rest, on the ground that the sale of the ship had taken

place while she was engaged in the prosecution of a voyage, or, as

it is technically termed, while she was in transitu.

In order to determine the validity of this distinction in the

circimistances of tliis case, the present appeal has been brought.

The general rule is open to no doubt. A neutral, while a war is

imminent, or after it has commenced, is at liberty to purchase

either goods or ships (not being ships of war) fi"om either belligerent,

and the purchase is valid, whether the subject of it be lying in a

(7) Aitte, p. G(U).
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neutral port or iu an enemy's port. During a time of peace, 1857

without prospect of war, any transfer whicli is sufficient to transfer ,
•^""' '^:

,JJtcembcr 11.

the property between the vendor and vendee, is good also against

a captor, if war afterwards unexpectedly break out. But, in case

of war, either actual or imminent, this rule is subject to qualifica- x^Pem"r°on
tion, and it is settled that in such case a mere transfer by documents Leigl".

which would be sufficient to bind the parties, is not sufficient to

change the property as against captors, as long as the ship or goods

remain in tranHitu.

With respect to these principles, their Lordships are not awai-o

that it is possible to raise any controversy ; they are tlie familiar

rules of the English Prize Courts, established by all the authorities,

and are collected and stated, principally from the decisions of Lord

Stowc'll, by Mr. Justice Story, in his Notes on the Principles and

Practice of Prize Courts, a work which lia& been selected by the

British Government for the use of its naval officers, as the best

code of instruction in the prize law. The passages referred to are

to be found in pp. 63, 64 of that work.

The only question of law which can be raised iu this case, is not

whether a transfer of a ship or goods in framifit is ineffectual to

change the property, as long as the state of franaiius lasts ; but how

long that state continues, and when, and by what means, it is

terminated.

In order to determine the question, it is necessary to consider

upon what principle the rule rests, and why it is that a sale wliich

would be perfectly good if made while the property was in a

neutral port, or while it was in an enemy's port, is ineffectual if

made while the ship is on her voyage from one port to the other.

There seem to be but two possible grounds of distinction. The

one is, that while the ship is on the sea.^, the title of the vendoo

cannot be completed by actual delivery of the vessel or goods; the

other is, that tlie ship and goods having incun-ed the risk of

capture by putting to sea, shall not be pennittod to defeat the

inchoate riglit of captiu'e by the belligerent Powers, until the

voyage is at an end.

The former, however, appears to be the true ground on which

the rule rests. Such transactions during war, or in contemplation

of war, are so likely to bo merely colourable, U) bo set up for tlio
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1857 j)ui|i()so oi' mislouding, or defrauding captors, the difl&culty of

//m'!!lr 1
1 <lt'^ecting sucli frauds, if mere paper transfers are lield sufficient, is

so groixi, that tlio Courts liave laid down as a general rule, that

' sucli transfers, without actual delivery, shall be insufficient ; that

T. 'rombort'on "^ f>r<ler to defeat the captors, the possession, as well as the property,

^^'o'l'- must be changed before the seizure. It is true that, in one sense,

the ship and goods may be said to be in tramitu till they have

reached their original port of destination ; but their Lordships

have found no case where the transfer was held to be inoperative

after the actual delivery of the property to the owner. That the

iranaitus ceases when the property has come into the actual posses-

sion of the transferee is a doctrine perfectly consistent with the

decisions in the Danckebaar Africaan [It), and in the Nerjotie en

Zvcvaart (i), on the authority of which the former case was decided.

The Danckehaar Africaan had sailed on a voyage from Latavia

to Holland, which country, when the voyage commenced, was at

war with Grreat Britain, and continued so till after the capture and

adjudication. The ship and goods were seized on theii' voyage by

British cruisers, and brought to the Cape of Good Hope. They

were there claimed by merchants resident at the Cape, who repre-

sented themselves to be the owners, and who insisted, as the fact

was, that before the capture, the Cape (pre%'iously a Dutch pos-

session) had capitulated to the British forces under a treaty which

secm'ed to the capitulants their rights of property. It was con-

tended, therefore, that they were entitled to restitution, on the

ground that, at the time of the capture, their character of enemies

had ceased, and been changed into that of friends.

Lord Stowell held, that he was bound, by the authority of the

Negotie en Zeevaart, to condemn the ship and goods which had been

seized before they had reached the hands of the owners, relying

on a dictum of Lord Camden, " that the ship, as Dutch, could not

change her character in transitu "
; but he intimated that his opinion

might have been different if the ship had come, before capture,

into the actual possession of the owners. His language is : "If the

vessel had arrived at the Cape, I will not say that, coming actually

(//) Vol. I. p. 74. in the Danckebaar Africaan. See

(j) Not reported ; facts stated bj- Xo\. I. p. 74,

Lord Stowell, from liis recoUcctiou
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into the hands of the capitulants, she might not have Leeu protected 1857

as property in possession, but being taken possession of before she Drclmbrr ii.

arrived there as Dutch property, I am bound by the decisions of

the Lords, and I think myself obliged to say that her character
The Baltica.

could not be changed in tramitu, and that she must be condemned „^'^'^'* ^^'^°-
° '

T. IVmUrtou
as Dutch property." Leitrh.

It will be observed that in this case, if the ship had reached the

Cape before capture, and come into the possession of the owners,

such possession would have been taken before the termination of

her regular voyage ; for her destination was to Holland ; and this

circumstance is adverted to by Lord Stowell, who in answer to the

argument that the ship was coming to the Cape, and into the

possession of the true owners, observes, " There is no decided proof

that this ship was coming to the Cape, and if so she is still to be

considered as taken merely in fivnisitii towards Holland, where the

voyage was clearly to have ended ; aud in what character ? As a

Dutch ship in a Dutch port."

Yet, even under these circumstances, he was not prepared to

condemn the ship if she had actually come into the hands of the

owners.

In the case of the Vroic Margarri/id (/.), it is distinctly stated by

Lord Stowell that the transitu^ ceases by the actual delivery of the

property. After stating that, by the usage of merchants, a transfer

of property in transitu may bo made by the execution of pn»per

documents, he proceeds :
—" When war intervenes, another rule is

set up by Com-ts of Admiralty, which interferes witli the ordinary

practice. In a state of war, existing or imminent, it is hehl that

the property shall be deemed to continue as it was at the time of

shipment till the actual delivery ; this arises out of the state of

war, which gives a belligerent a right to st(»[) the goods oi his

enemy." lie then assigns the reason for the rule, namely, that if

it were otherwise, " all goods si lipped in an enemy's country would

be protected by transfers which it would bo impossible to detect
;"

and adds :
" It is on that princii»le held, I believe, as a general

rule, that property cannot be converted in transitu, aud in tliat

sense I recognize it as the rule of this Court."

(A) Vol. 1. p. II!'.
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i«.')7 lu (ho manual ulrc'iidy referred to, Mr. Justice Story, at p. 04,

Uarmler 11,
^""3'^ tlowu the rulc to tlio samo effect in these words :

" The same

distinction is applied to purcliascs made by neutrals of property

' ill transitu ; if purcliased during a state of war, existing or imnii-

T rLonbcrtoii
^^^ut, and impending danger of war, the contract is held invalid,

Leigh. an(j tiie property is deemed to continue as it was at the time of

shipment until the actual delivery."

Applying these rules to the facts of this case, their Lordships

can have no doubt as to the result.

The Baltica sailed from Libau on some day before the 17th of

March, 1854 (n.s.), with a cargo of linseed, bound for Leith. On
the 17th of March she was transferred by bill of sale (as far as,

under the circumstances, such transfer could be effectual) to

Sorensen, junior. She was described as then on a voyage from

Libau to Coj)enhagen. Probably she was intended to call at

Copenhagen in the prosecution of her voyage to Leith. There

does not seem to have been any motive for misrepresenting her

voyage, for her ultimate destination was an English port. She

arrived at Copenhagen before the end of March, and possession

of her was then taken by Sorensen, junior, the purchaser. He
had her registered as a Danish ship, and she was marked as such

- by the proper Danish authorities. He detained the ship at Copen-

hagen till the middle of May. He changed the captain and the

crew and the flag, and transferred the command to a Danish

master ; and under a Danish commander and with a Danish crew,

and under the Danish flag, the vessel sailed from Copenhagen for

Leith on the 21st of May.

Tliere can be no manner of doubt, therefore, that at this time

the ship had come fully into the possession of the purchaser, and

thereupon, according to the principles ah-eady refeiTcd to, the

transititi^, in the sense in which for this purpose the word is used,

had ceased.

But if it could be held that the traimtioi continued till the

arrival of the ship at Leith, the result in this case would be the

same, for the ship actually arrived in Leith Roads on the 29th of

May. On the 31st of May she was towed into Morison's Haven

in that port, where her cargo was discharged. Avhich, it seems,
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has siuce been given up to the consignee with the consent of the iso7

Custom House officers. ,
'^""' -'*'•

Vectmbei- 1 1

.

A seizure, however, was made of the sliip, on wliat particular

day does not very distinctly appear, but clearly after she had

arrived at her port of destination.
T^'l'I-mbmon

No distinction, therefore, can be made between the Baltica and Leigl*-

the other ships which have already been restored. Their Lord-

ships will report to her Majesty their opinion that the same order

should be made in this case as was made in the Ariel ; an order

for restitution, but without damages or cost^ either in the C'uurt

below or in the Court of A2)peal.

THE PANAGHIA KHOMBA. ri2M.^rr.
r. c. iGs.IGS.]

Bluckadt— (JondvinHdtion of t^ltip— J.iuhilitij of Oiciitr of L'ar<jo—Mu6(<r of

Ship Acjent for Carfjo Owner.

The general, but not universal, rule is, that whoro a ship is condemned

for breach of blockade, the cargo follows the same fate.

The presumiition is against a vessel captured in entering a blockaded

port, and an imperative and overwhelming necessity for so doing must

be established by the owner to exempt from condemnation.

It is not competent to owners of a cargo on board a vessel condemno<l

for breach of blockade to save the cargo from condemnation by showing

their innocence in the transaction, as the owners of the cargo arc con-

cluded by the illegal act of the master, although (1) it was done without

the privity of the owners of the cargo, and (2) oven if it was done con-

trarj' to their wishes.

When a blockade is known, or might have been known, to the owners

of the cargo, at the time when the shipment was made, and they miglit.

therefore, by possibility, bo privy to an intention of violating th<<

blockade, such privity will bo assumed as an irresistible inference of

law, and it is not competent to rebut it by evidence.

In cases of blockade, for the purpose of affecting flu- cargo with the

rights of the belligerent, tho master is to bo trt'atfd :i> tlu> ai,'.iit f.ir tho

cargo as well as for tho ship.

Ix this case, the Paiidtj/iia Jilnuiili'i was captured on tlio 'JTtJi of

November, 185;j, by her Majesty's ship DauntlcsH, Alfred riiillipp

llyder, Esq., commandor, within two miles of Odessa, which was

then blockaded, and had been so since the 1st of Fcltrunry, XSo').
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1H')8 81ic was sailing under Gn-uk c(jlours, and had on board Walliiobian
"""

and Servian colours. According to the master's statement, shr

The liad siiiled from Gulatz on the 22nd of Septombor, 1855, with a
Panaoiiia
KuoMUA. cargo of wheat bound to oyra or the ryrscus of Athens, with orders

to call at Constantinople, and at the time of her capture she was

steering to Odessa as a port of refuge for the preservation of tlf

ship and cargo, and the lives of those on board. The ship was

sent to Constantinople, where her cargo was sold.

The case was twice argued before the Court below : jBrst, on tli-

ship's papers and depositions, when the Court decreed further

proof, and subsequently on further proof.

Upon the first occasion, a claim was made for restitution of the

ship by Cosmas Tandarius, described as of Tully Acarnania, in

Greece, but then residing at Wellclose Square, in the county of

Middlesex, on behalf of Constantino Fachary, of Syra, then

residing at Galatz, as sole owner. A separate claim for the cargo

was also made by the appellant on behalf of Gregoria John Cuppa,

an Ionian subject, resident at Constantinoj^le, for one moiety, and

on behalf of himself, and his two other partners of the same name,

merchants in London, for the other moiety. The evidence of a

witness who was examined at Malta was produced before the

Court, the master and the rest of the crew of the captm-ed vessel

having, it appeared, been left on account of sickness at Constanti-

nople. From the evidence of this witness it appeared that the

real owner of the ship was not Constantine Fachary, the then

claimant, bvit Tandarius himself. It appeared also, from the

papers on board, that a fictitious sale had been entered into between

Fachary and Tandarius at Galatz. It ajipeared also that the

master of the ship had entered into an engagement not to deliver

the cargo to a Power at war with Hussia. The cargo paj^ers were

all in blank. There was no log, but one mutilated sheet of paper

was produced, apparently torn from a log-book. At the hearing

it was admitted that Tandarius was the true owner. Upon this

state of facts the captors prayed for condemnation of the ship and

cargo. The claimants prayed that the claim of Cosmas Tandarius

for the ship and freight, and for costs and damages, and of the

appellant for the cargo laden on board, \\ith costs and damages,

might be admitted.
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The judge (the Right Hon. Dr. Lushiugton), after argument, 1858

gi-anted further proof to both parties ; to Cosmas Tandarius (the ^""^ '^^-

claimant for tlio ship), to show that tlie attempt to enter Odessa The

was the result of imperative and overruling compulsion. This he K^noicai^

considered as great concession, but held he was justified by reason

of a latitude having always been extended to merchants in that

part of the world, who were not presumed to be as cognizant of

the law of nations as merchants of other States, who were known

to be familiar with the practice of the law. It was also allowed

to the appellant, the claimant for the cargo, to give further proof

as to the property, and also to the captors to produce further proof

that the state of the vessel was not such, from a leak or otherwiso,

as to render the entrance of a blockaded port a matter of imperative

necessity.

The cause came on for hearing a second time, upon such further

proof, on the 30tli of July, 1857. The further proof, on the part

of the claimants, consisted of, first, an amended claim of Tandarius,

with two affidavits on behalf of the ship ; second, of an affidavit

from the appellant on behalf of the cargo. The affidavit of

Tandarius stated that he encountered' adverse winds, that tlio

vessel had grounded upon the Sulina bar, and that the water which

she had made from the beginning had increased upon her, and

that it was necessary, for saving the lives of those on board, either

to run her on shore or let her drive before the Avind to Odessa.

On belialf of the captor, a joint affidavit of Paul, a midshipman,

and of two seamen of her Majesty's sliip Daioiflexs, and a transla-

tion from the Grreek papers of the engagement of the e;ii>tain of

the Pauaghia Rhoynha were brought in. The affidavit of Paul and

others stated that the leak was above water-line, and that the

vessel had only about fourteen inches of water in tlio hold, and

made about two inches per hour. They deposed that there was no

necessity of her going into any port whatever; that, supposing the

leak had been sprung in crossing the Sulina bar, she might have

been safely conducted to Constantinople, or some other Turkish

port.

After a full argument, the judge (the Right lion. Dr. Lushing-

ton), on the 30th of July, 1S07, condemned the ship and cargo oa

lawful prize. The mat'^rinl pnrf of In'^ inil"-)nci!<. ^n fir 'li; r''lii'-d
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18.;8 io ilie ciirno, was as follows:—" Tlie question for the Court then
^^'

to dotermino is, wlictlior iho excuse got up Ly the cl.aimauts for

TiiK 0Tit(M-ing a Llockadod port is proved by clear and decisive evidence.

BnoMBA. "i^ho onus probandi is upon the claimants, and they are hound to

Pj.
make out the affirmative to the satisfaction of the Court ; for if

Lushington. there be any principle of maritime law more important or more

firmly established than another, it is tliat the presumption is against

a vessel captured in entering a bloclcaded port, and that an impera-

tive and overruling necessity for so doing must be established. I

will not cite cases to prove a position so universally acknowledged.

It has been urged that it is improbal)le that the master would

voluntarily go to Odessa, having a cargo of Avheat on board, that

port being a well-known port of exportation of cargoes of that

description. I am of opinion that that argument is not without

weight so far as relates to the motives by which the master might

be governed, but it has little bearing upon the true question in

this case. The question is not what was the opinion of the master

as to there being a necessity for going into a blockaded port, nor

whether his conduct was ho}ia fide or not ; it is impossible for the

Court to try a question of that description ; the Court cannot try

motives and convictions depending on the peculiar character and

temperament of the master. The true and only question for con-

sideration is, whether the necessity is proved by the evidence to

have existed ; and the necessity being proved, it excuses an attempt

to enter a blockaded port ; the apprehension of necessity not

proved, works no such effect. I am of opinion that the evidence

produced in this cause does not prove such necessity ; that it is not

shown that either the leak or the state of the wind compelled the

master, for the safety of the ship and the lives on board, to go to

Odessa ; and that it is not proved that he could not have gone to

another port not blockaded. I therefore condemn the ship. I

believe such decision to be in strict conformity with the course of

practice pursued and sanctioned by Lord Stowell and those who

then sat in the Privy Council. It is vain, indeed I may say it is

worse than useless, to assert in law the maintenance of the right of

Great Britain to blockade in time of war, and yet, when cases arise

which call for the enforcement of that right, so to diminish the

stringency of the rule to be applied as to render the right itself as
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to operation and effect wholly nugatory. The last question for 1858

consideration is whether the conduct of the ship, to use Lord '^""' ^^-

Stowell's words, will affect the cargo ? The general, hut not the The

universal, rule is that when the ship is condemned for breach of Khomiu.

hlockade the cargo must follow tlie same fate. I say not the ~^
universal rule, for in some cases, whirh I must presently advert to, LushiuKton.

the cai'go has been restored, though the ship has been condemned.

I now pm-port to examine the cases, and to extract if I can the

principles acted upon by Lord Stowell, for those principles whicli

have formerly been acted upon will be my guide. The first case is

that of the Mercuries (/), and the important passages are :
* On the

third point' (Lord Stowell says) ' to maiuluiu that the conduct of

the ship Avill affect the cargo, it will be necessary either to prove

that the owners were, or might have been, cognizant of the

blockade before the}' sent their cargoes, or to show that the act of

the master of the ship personally binds them. In America there

could not have been any knowledge of the blockade. The cargo i.><

innocent in its nature, and sets out innocently. The master cer-

tainly is the agent of the owner of the vessel, and can bind him by

liis contract or his misconduct; but he is not the agent of the

owners of the cargo, unless expressly so constituted by tliem. In

cases of insurance, and in revenue cases, where, it is said, the act of

the master will affect the cargo, it is to be observed that the ground

on which they stand is wholly different. In tlie former it is in

virtue of an express contract which governs the whole case ; and in

revenue cases it proceeds from positive laws and the neccssoiy

strictness of all fiscal regulations.' Then he goes on to observe

upon the argument of an attempt at fraud by tlirowing the blamo

on tlie carrier-master, and proceeds :
' If siicli an artifice could bo

proved it would establish that »ir>is rci in the neutral mercliant,

which would expose his property to confiscation.' L"rd Stowell

in that case restored this cargo ex iiccosHifatr, on the groun<l that the

chiiinants of the cargo could not have known of the blockaile.

That is a case of restitution of the cargo. It is to be observed that

in that case the innocence of the owner was beyond nil qiiestion,

and he was hold not bound l>y the act of the master; that his

(/) V..1. T. p. .-.I.
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1858 innocence being patent on the faco of tlio proceedings, did not
^'"" '^^'

require any evidence whatever to estaLli.sli it. Now, the present

Tni5 case clearly cannot be governed by the case I have cited, because

liiioMDA. that was a caso of invincible ignorance, which this case is not, for

j)p
the blo<'kado of Odessa dates from February, 1855, and conse-

Lu.sliin-,'t(.ri. quently was known, or might have been known, to the claimants.

The true question I have to consider is this, whether—the Court

having determined that the master has been guilty of a breach of

blockade, and the ship tlierefore subject to condemnation—the

claimants of the cargo are at liberty to prove that they were inno-

cent of any intention to violate the blockade. That is the true

question in this case. It is a question of very great importance

;

for, on the one hand, to condemn the property of an innocent

claimant through the misconduct of the master, not his appointed

agent, is undoubtedly a measure of severity ; and on the other hand,

to receive proof of the entire innocence of the claimant may

introduce a laxity into the law of blockade, which might defeat

that most important right of Great Britain during war. I will

assume that the claimant in this case, and I think I may fairly

assume it looking at all the circumstances, was innocent of all

intention to break the blockade. I do not think it necessary to go

into the facts, because I assume, looking at all the correspondence,

that there is not the slightest ground for supposing that Baltazzi,

the owner of the cargo, intended to commit any breach of blockade

whatever. I give him the benefit of that presumption ; and, I

]uiglit say, if it were necessary, that it is the conclusion I draw

from all the evidence in the case. Then comes the question of

law : and am I at liberty, except in the case of invincible ignor-

ance, to enter upon that inquiry ? The first case I wish to notice

is that of the Alexander (iii). In that case the ship had been con-

demned for breach of blockade. It was argued, on the part of the

claimants of the cargo, that they were not bound by the act of the

master deviating into a blockaded port, and it was prayed that

they might be permitted to give further j)roof to establish the

innocence of the owners. This is a very important judgment, though

not so important as some to which I am about hereafter to refer.

(Hi) Vol. I. p. 358.
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*I think this case is in effect decided bj the decree which has 1858

pronounced the ship subject to condemnation for fraudulently ^"'*' -^-

attempting to go into a blockaded port.' Now, I pause liere for a Tuk

moment. Lord Stowell on that occasion had come to tlio couclu- i^omb"^
sion that tlie master liad fraudulently gone into a blockaded port '7~

under pretence of being in want of provisions. Now, I hold that Lu*hiagion.

I cannot look into the question of whether the master wont into

the blockaded port fraudulently or not fraudulently ; what I have

to look to, is to see whether he went there with the pressure of

necessity or without the pressm-e of necessity ; for, as I have sjiid

in a previous part of this judgment, it is utterly imjiossibk- for mo
to dive into the motives and reasons in a man's mind. Lord

Stowell proceeds to say :
' For when the Court decided that, it did,

in effect, decide that the vessel was so going to dispose of this

cargo, the inference in all cases being, that a ship going into a

blockaded port is going with an intention of disposing of the cargo.

The Court has already decided that the ship was going in, and

that the excuse assigned was a frivolous pretence. The master

makes no distinction.' Then he goes on to other matters and

says :
' It is true that the owners of the cargo are not, in general

cases, held to be affected by the act of the master, unless he is

specially appointed their agent. But, it would be impossible to

maintain a blockade in cases of this nature, which is du-ected more

against the cargo than against ships, if the Court did not draw the

inference that a ship, going in fraudulently, is going in the service

of the cargo, with the knowledge and by the direction of the

owner. If any inconvenience arises to the claimants of the cargo

from this necessary conclusion, the o\NTiers of the vessel or tlio

master are the persons to whom they must look for indemnifica-

tion.' Now, the next case is that of the Adonis (ii). The ship

had been condemned before, and it was contended, in the same

way as it was in the previous cases, that tlio condemnation of

the ship would not inure to the condemnation of tlio cargo, and

that the master was not the agent of the owner. ' This is u

ease,' said Lord Stowell, 'in whidi 1 have taken some short

time to deliberate, being unwilling to j.ress, witli any unnecs-

(n) Vol. I. p. 407.

R.— VOL. II.
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1858 sary dogreo of severity, the effect of presumption against this

•^""" '^^-
class of cases, more especially because it is one in which tlio

TuE principle of law, though unquestionably built upon the just

Kito.MUA. rights of war, must be allowed to operate with some hardship

~^ upon neutral commerce; and because it is a class of cases on

Lusliinf,'ton. -which the Court has little authority to resort to, but has to collect

the law of nations from such sources as reason, supported in some

slight degree by the practice of nations, may appear to point out.

In the present case, it is now to be. assumed that the ship was

taken in a course to Havre. I collect that from the strange and

incredible account of the master, which I have already said, in

my opinion, cannot be true. It is to be inferred also, I think,

that the master was induced to make this deviation from some

sinister intention, and I may be warranted to presume that all

this would not have been resorted to but in the service of the

cargo.' Now, it must be observed that in this judgment. Lord Stowell

builds up presumption upon presumption ; and he says these are

presumptions which must necessarily arise and by which he must

be governed. He then goes on : 'It has happened in other

blockade cases, that excuses have been set up from want of water

and pro\asions, or from other occasions ; but when the Court pro-

nounces these excuses to be not real, a presumption necessarily arises

that it was for the delivery of the cargo that such a fraud had

been attempted, since there is scarcely any other adequate motive

which can be supposed to induce a master to hazard the interests

of his vessel.' Then he goes on to say :
' There is a presimiption

also in such cases, that this is done with the knowledge, and at the

instigation, of the owner of the cargo ; because, although it is not

an impossible thing that masters may be guilty of barratry, it is

not a natural conduct, nor what is gratuitously to be supposed.

These are, I think, just inferences ; and the only question can be

as to the effect of the presumption arising from them, whether it

shall exclude all contrary averment, or whether it shall operate only

as matter of evidence, in concurrence vdih other proof, as to the

guilt of the intention. It must undoubtedly bind the owner ; but

the question is, whether it shall do so presumptively, or conclu-

sively, and whether the party shall be let in to prove a contrary

intention ? I am of opinion that he cannot.' Then Lord Stowell
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states his reasons. He says :
' I will not say that the fact may not 1858

exist, that a master should commit a barratry in a case of tliis
'^"'" '^-

kind
; but I think myself justified in lidding that the owner cannot Tms

be admitted to go into proof on this point, on account of tlie fraudu- ichomba.

lent abuse to which such a liberty must inevitably lead, sinc-e it ~^
would be perfectly easy at any time to set up the pretence, and Lushington.

equally impossible on the other side to detect it. For what would

be the ordinary test ? Letters sent to correspondents elsewhere,

and insurances—measures wholly in the power of the parties, and

capable of being made, at their pleasure, a complete recipe

for a safe traffic with a blockaded place. When this consequence

is duly weighed on one side, and when it is considered on

the other, what few inducements a master can have to go to any

other port.' Then he says it is impossible to say the owner

of the cargo cannot be bound, and he enters further into the

question ; but all his argument tends exactly to the same point.

There is one more case which I must refer to, and tlien I shall

have finished the examination of these cases ; that is, the case of

the James Cook {o). Lord Stowell says: 'With respect to the

cargo, I do not see how it is to be exempt from the fate of the

ship ; the master, who is also the owner of the sliip, can hardly bo

supposed to have risked his vessel vrithout the privity of the owner

of the cargo, and in its service ; but the fact is not very material,

as the owners of cargoes must at all events answer to the country

imposing the blockade for tlic acts of the persons employed by

them, where, as in this case, the blockade is kno^\^l at the jtort of

shipment ; otherwise, by sacrificing the ship, there would be a

ready escape for the cargo for the benefit of which the fraud was

intended.' Now, I can say with truth that T have exercised all

my ingenuity to avoid, if possible, applying the i>rinciplcs laid

down in the cases which I have cited, to that now under considcnx-

tion ; and I have done so because, looking at the wliolo case, I

have no reason to believe that the claimants of the cargo had any

intention of breaking the blockade. It is my duty, however, to

declare that, according to past decisions, that consideration is not

(o) Ant'', p. 63.

T T 2
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1868 opou to mo, that 1 am forbidden to make an exception which, if

•^""^ "^'
once admitted, would in all cases of blockade call on the Court to

TuE consider tli(3 guilt or innocence of the owners of tlio cargo, a pro-

RuoMBA. position whicli Lord Stowell declared to be fraught witli danger;

J) J. indeed, I believe it to bo utterly impossible to enforce the belli-

Lushinpton. opi-ent rights of this country except uj^on general principles, and

that all attempts to go upon purely equitable principles, particular

decisions and particular cases, without regard to the great prin-

ciples, can only have the effect of destroying the right, and render-

ing it no longer worth the exertion which Great Britain used in

times past for the purpose of protecting it. I have now carefully

investigated the decisions of Lord Stov/ell, and I have asked myself

how Lord Stowell would have determined this case ; and the con-

clusion I have arrived at is this : that the cargo must follow the

fate of the ship. If, in pronouncing this judgment, therefore, I

have erred, I have either misunderstood the judgments of Lord

Stow^ell, or they no longer have the force of law. In all cases

which it has fallen to my lot to decide during this war, those

judgments have been my guide, and in this, probably the last

decision I may have to pronounce upon a question of jDrize law,

they will be my guide also. I have endeavoured not only to

uphold and maintain the principles enunciated by that great

judge, but also, what is little less important, to carry out the

practical application of them. I must condemn the cargo."

From this sentence the present appeal was prosecuted on behalf

of the claimant of the cargo.

Dr. Addams and Br. Ticiss, for the appellant.

This is a case primcp impressiouis. There is no decision of Lord

Stowell's directly in point. The decision the Court below has

arrived at was founded upon the supposed authority of Lord

Stowell in the cases of the Alexander (p), the Adonis (q), and the

James Cooh (r) . It must be borne in mind that these cases were

decided without further proof. The principle to be gathered fi-om

(p) Vol. I. p. 358. (?) Vol. I. r- -167. (r) Ante, p. 53.
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the judgment of the Court below is, first, that whenever a ship is 1858

captured going into a hostile poi-t, it is to be presumed to bo so
^""' ^^-

going in for the benefit of the owners of the cargo ; and secondly, The

therefore, -^ith tlieu- knowledge, which is to be assumed a guilty liiJoiBl"^

knowledge. This is a gratuitous assumption, as Lord Stowell iu

his judgments never laid doT\-n so universal a proposition. On the

contrary, in the Neptinms (s), he held that there might be circimi-

stances to exempt the cargo, although the ship be condemned. Si>,

in the Mcn-nrins (f), the same learned judge determined that a

violation of blockade by the master affected the ship, but not th»'

cargo, unless the owner of the cargo was cognizant of the intended

violation. Proof of innocence of the owners of the cargo was

received by the Court in the Shepherdess {>(). This case clearly

shows that the rule of Prize Courts is to allow further proof to

except the owners of the cargo from condemnation, if they establish

their innocence. But the most rigorous application of the prin-

ciples of prize law by which the cargo is to be affected by the

conduct of the ship cannot apply to the facts of the present case.

We admit that the ship was captured going into Odessa, at a time

when that port was in a notoriously subsisting state of blockade,

but the running into that port was a matter of imperative necessity,

arising from the ship having sprung a leak. Though the ship

may have been justly condemned, yet as the o^^'nprs of the cargo

are free from blame, the Court ought to have decreed restitution of

the cargo. The master cannot be deemed the agent of the owners

of the cargo.

[Sir John Coleridge.—Suppose the master of a sliip, not being

the agent of the o^^'ner of the cargo, goes into a hostile port, how

would that affect the cargo ?]

From what Lord Stowell says in tlio Aftihnita (j-j, if there was

no dii-ect guilty participation of the owners of the cargo, restitution

would follow as of com-se. There may be fraud on the faco of

proceedings so as to induce the Court to an-ivo at a different con-

clusion and condemn the cargo. So, in tlie case of egrcs.'^. a voss..)

(«) Vol. I. p. liUi'. (") Vol. 1. p. 470.

\t) Yol. I. p. 5-1.
'-' Vol. I. p. 007.
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1858 coming out of a blockaded port, if the owiior of the cargo give

'^"*" '^^-
Batisfactory proof of his innoconco, lie would be entitled to restitu-

TnK tion : the Fredcrich Molhe (y), the Juffroio Maria Schrocder (2).
Panaohia
RuoaiDA.

The QKeen's Advocate (Sii- John liardiiig) and the Admiralty

Advocate (Dr. Phillimore), for the respondents.

No case or reference to text writers on jnize law has been cited

to support the appellants' argument, which impugns the opinion of

Lord Stowell, referred to by Dr. Lushington iu his judgment in

this case. Now, we challenge the appellants to produce any

authority by which the cargo in such a case as this can be excepted

from condemnation with the ship. The rule of Prize Courts is,

that where deviation into a blockaded port takes place, it is to be

presumed to be in the service of the cargo, and that, therefore, the

owner of the cargo is bound by the acts of the master of the ship.

(Story on Prize Courts, p. 72 (Pratt's edit.).) The presumption of

law is, that it was done with the privity of the owner of the cargo.

The Alexander (a), the James Cook (i),the Adonis {c), theExchange (d).

The case of the Mercurius (<?), relied upon by the appellants, is

distinguishable. There the innocence of the owner of the cargo

was beyond all question ; the owner at the time of shipment not

being cognizant of the blockade. All the facts in this case prove

the guilty knowledge of the owner of the cargo. Odessa was

blockaded on the 1st of February, 1855 ; the Panaghia Rhomha

shipped her cargo of wheat in September of that year at Galatz.

The owners of the cargo must have known six months before ship-

ment the fact of the port of Odessa being blockaded. There is no

evidence to justify the case put by the owners of the cargo that

the state of the vessel from leakage was such as to render the

entrance of a blockaded port a matter of imperative necessity.

The vessel in fact, after seizure, got in safely to the port of Con-

stantinople. Again, Odessa was a port for sale of wheat, and that

(?/) Vol. I. p. 58. (i) Ante, p. o3.

(2) Note to the Potsdam, Vol. I. (r) Vol. I. p. 467.

p. 355. ((?) Ante, p. 13.

(a) Vol. I. p. 53S. (f) Vol. I. p. 54.
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fact renders the case more suspicious as shownnfj the original iSoS

destination of the ship. ^""' ^^-

Tiru

Dr. Tu-iss, in reply. Paxaouia

The consideration of their Lordsliips' judgment wji.s reserved,

and now delivered by

The Eight Hon. T. Pemberton Leigh.—This ease involves n

general principle of so much importance that their L<)rdshij)S

thought it desu'able to take time for its consideratiuii, althougli

they had a strong impression at tlio heai'ing as to tlio decision at

which they must arrive.

The Panaghia Ehomha took in a cargo of wheat at Galatz, in the

montli of September, 1855, to be conveyed to the Pu-ajus or Syra,

on the joint account of Signor Cuppa, an Ionian merchant, resident

in Constantinople, and of llessrs. Baltazzi, British merchants,

resident in Loudon.

lu the month of November following, the vessel was captured

by her Majesty's ship Dauntless, for an attempt to violate th<-

blockade of the port of Odossn, which had subsisted from the

month of February, 1855, and was then continuing.

The ship has been condemned by the Com't below upon evidence

which quite satisfies their Lordships of tlie propriety of the sentence

;

and the question now raised is whether it is competent to tin-

claimants of the cargo to protect their property from condemnation

by showing their innocence in the transaction, or whether, under

the circumstances of this case, the owners of the cargo are con-

cluded by the illegal act of the master, though it may have been

done without their privity, and even contrary to their wishes.

It has been held by the Coiut below tliat the owners ore so

concluded, and that the rule upon tlu- f«ubj.'ot is established by

authority not now to be questioned.

The first case to which we have been refon-ed is the Mtrcuriiis (/),

which came before Lord Stowell in 1798. There a cargo had

been put on board the JIcmiriK'^, in America, at a time when it

could not have been known in that country that a blockade of the

(/) Vol. I. p. 51.
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isss Tox<4 had been establislicd. Tho master, after warning, attempted
"^""^ "^'

to enter tlio Texel, uiid tho ship was condemned, because the

The owner was bound by tho act of the master ; but the cargo was

RiioMiiA. restored, because, as Lord Stowell observes, the shippers at tlio

Ri«'lit lion ^^'^^^ o^ sliipmcnt could not have known of the blockade, and the

T. roiiiboitou niaster, thou":h he was the agent of tho owner of tJie vessel, and
Leigh. ' D o

could bind him by his contract or his misconduct, was not the

agent of the owners of the cargo unless expressly so constituted by

them. Lord Stowell, in that case, addressed himself to the argu-

ment of the captors, that to exempt the cargo from condemnation

would open a door to fraud, if neutrals Avere allowed to trade with

blockaded ports with impunity, by throwing the blame upon the

carrier-master ; and, in answer to that objection, he observed that

" if such an artifice could be proved, it would establish that menu

rea in the neutral merchant which would expose his property to

confiscation, and it would be at the same time sufficient to cause

the master to be considered in the character of agent, as well for

the cargo as for the ship."

In that case Lord Stowell seems to have thought that the

owners of the cargo were not bound by the act of the master

without their authority, and the judgment seems rather to warrant

the marginal note which the very learned reporter has stated as

the effect of it, namely :
" Violation of blockade by the master

affects the ship, but not the cargo, unless the property of the same

owner, or unless the owner is cognizant of the intended violation."

Now, in the present case, Dr. Lushington has stated his convic-

tion that the owners of the cargo were innocent of all knowledge

of the intended violation ; and if, therefore, the law remained as it

is to be collected from the case of the Merci(rii(s{g), their Lordships

would have great difficulty in assenting to the decision now under

veview.

But the subsequent cases appear to have carried the rule much

further, and to have established that when the blockade was known,

or might have been known, to the owners of the cargo at the time

when the shipment was made, and they might, therefore, by

possibility be privy to an intention of violating the blockade, such

privity shall be assumed as an irresistible inference of law, and it

((/) Vol. I. p. 54.
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shall not be competent to them to rebut it by evidt.'uce ; tbat in i858

cases of blockade, for the purpose of affecting the cargo with the -''"** ^^-

rights of the belligerent, the master shall be treated as thu agent Tub

for the cargo as well as for the ship. This is the result of the \'^ok^
cases cited by Dr. Lushington in his judgment, and the additional „• rT.

. . .

JO' Kiirlit Hod.
authorities mentioned at the Bar. r. ivmbcrton

In the case of the A/exander {/i), which occiu-red in 18Ul, Lord

Stowell held that, in cases of breach of blockade, the Court must

infer " that a ship going in fraudulently, is going in the sfrvit-e of

the cargo, with the knowledge and by the direction of the owner."

In the case of the Adonis (/), which occurred in 1804, ho went

a step fiu'ther, and held not only that such inference must bo

made, but that (with the exception to which wo have already

referred) the owners could not be let in to prove a contrary inten-

tion. This case was affirmed upon appeal, and it possesses, tlierc-

fore, all the authority which the decisions of the tribunal of a

single country can give in a law in which all civilized countries are

concerned.

The same doctrine is laid down by the same great judge in the

case of the Exchange [k], in 1808, and in the Janus Coo/:{/), in 1810.

We find, therefore, a series of authorities establishing a general

ride which, like all general rules, may in its application to par-

ticular cases be occasionally attended with hardship, but which,

nevertheless, may be necessary to prevent fraud, ami may, on the

whole, promote the purposes of justice. It is a rule not applicable

exclusively to neutrals, but applies with equal force to all persons

attempting to violate a blockade, though the}- may l)e the subjocf.s

or the allies of the country which has established it. In tlio

present case, indeed, Messrs. Baltazzi, the claimants, are Britibli

subjects.

The propriety, or rather the necessity, of acting u]»on tiiese rules

is rested by Lord Stowell on the notoriety of tlie fact that in

almost all cases of breach of blockade the attempt is made for tlio

benefit and with the privity of the owners of the cargo ; that if

they were at liberty to allege their innocence of the act of tlio

master, it would always be easy to manufacture evidence for tlio

(A) Yol. I. p. o.lS. {k) Antf. p. 13.

(t) Vol. I. p. 4G7. (/) Au('
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1858 purpose, which tho captors would have no meaua of disproving

;

"^""^ ^^' and that, in order to make a blockade effectual, it is essential to

Tub hold the cargo responsible to the blockading power for the act of

RnoMBA. the master, to whom the control over it has been entrusted, leaving

Ripht Hon. ^^^^ owners to seek tlioir remedy against the master or tho owners

T. reinberton Qf ^]^q ship, if, in reality, the penalty was incurred without any

privity on their part.

It is impossible not to feel the force of this reasoning ; it rests

on the same grounds with another rule of the Prize Courts, which

treats as invalid the sale of a ship in trati^itu, a point upon wbich

we have had very recently to examine the law (>/?).

Against a rule acted upon and promulgated to the world for

so many years, the counsel for the appellants, though challenged

to do so by the respondents, have not produced a single decision

or dictum by any oue judge or jurist in any part of the world.

Under these circumstances their Lordshij)s must consider it as a

settled priuciple of prize law by which they are bound.

Holding themselves to be precluded by the rule of law from

looking into the evidence in this case, in order to judge of the guilt

or innocence of the claimants, they can express no opinion upon

this subject. But they think that, as the learned judge in the

Court below has declared his conviction of their entii'e innocence,

and his reluctance to pronounce the sentence complained of, the

claimants may fairly be considered to have been invited to bring

this appeal, and that in affirming the sentence her Majesty should

be advised to make the order without awarding costs against the

appellants.

(m) In the Baltica, ante, p. 628.
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INDEX TO VOLUME II

Admiralty,
droits of, 207.

Advances,

claim for ship by those who have made, not allowed, 183.

Appeal,

time for, 572.

leave to, gi-anted on gioimd of bund fide ignorauco, 572.

And see Practice.

Bail Boxd,

lapse of time will not prevent enforcement of, 121).

sureties not liable if neutral vessel becomes belligerent, 130.

Blockade,

vessel may not enter blockaded port in ballast, lU.

presumption that vessel iu ballast going to blockaded port is

about to trade, 1 1

.

neutral must know the law as to, 12.

vessel may not approach blockaded port to obtain a pilot, 37.

near or entering blockaded port must show inevitable neces-

sity, 37, 52.

intention to break, may bo abandoned, 53.

capture near, is conclusive presumption of inti-iition to bicuk, o'-i.

vessel purchased in port under, liable to condemnation, SI.

apprehension of seizure of cargo in a port will not justify a breach

by taking to another, 90, 91.

a force sufficient to prevent ingress or cgre-ss must be employed

for, 100.

periodical ai)pearance of war ship iu offing not sufficient, lOK.

a single war ship may, under i)articular circumstances, make an

effective, 108.

ship cannot be condemned for breach of, unlesij port in legally

blockaded and master or owner know this, .'{-lO.

principles of, considered, 346.

relaxation of, in favour of belligerents illegal, 31G, 353, 301, 373,

392.

existence of, may bo so generally known tliat poiMonal knowledge

of, will be jn-esumcd, 340.

evidence as to, 394.

relaxation of rules as to, when curgf» purchased boforo blockade,

457.

everv' ship leaving a blockaded port is liable to noiztiro without

subjecting captor to risk of damages and co<*t9, 507, 601).
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BloCKADK—continued.

when vossol 70 miloa out of courao nonr blockaded port further

proof required, 568.

presumption is against vessel entering blockaded port, 035.

two requisites to a, 377.

maintonanco of, a question of degree, 382.

all ships of squadron engaged are entitled to share of prize, 215.

Bottomry Bond
not to bo deducted from freight, 28, note.

Captor. See Capture.

Capture,

freight not due on goods not brought to destination, 17.

disallowance of captor's expenses for improper conduct, 23.

of vessel of war originally a British ship, 30.

head-money only distributable to actual captors, 58.

on homeward voyage of vessel which carried contraband on out-

ward voyage, 113.

exemption of enemy property from, net of high sovereignty, 155.

consul cannot exempt from, 153.

admiral cannot exempt from, 153.

ratification of exemption by subordinate official by Government,

153.

abandonment by captor permits vessel to become prize of second

captor, 197.

a convoy may share in prize, 199.

ship seized in conquered harbour before treaty of peace con-

demned, 206.

loss of prize without negligence no liability on captor for damages.

232.

foreigners cannot set up mortgage against claim of captors, 247.

captor should take prize to port of his country for adjudication,

301, 577.

must use due diligence in care of piize, 440, note,

liable in damages and costs if vessel wrongfully seized, 432.

436.

giving false information to Court liable to costs, 187.

duty of, to take prize to a suitable port, 23.

must, if restitution, show reasonable ground for capture to

avoid damages and costs, 440.

not liable in costs and damages where national character of

ship seized is doubtful, 473.

admission of captor's evidence, 489, 550, 551.

no right to destroy ship of neutral, 209, 233, 477, 479.

honest mistake of, does not exempt from damages and costs,

432.

abandonment of prize by, is a giving up of possession, 197.
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Cargo,

port of destination port of delivery of, 14.

cargo condemned when vessel enters interdicted port. 13, 11.

exceptions to rule, 14.

contraband on outward renders vessel liable for cundemnation if

captured on homeward voj-ago, 113.

liable to condemnation if master attempts a rescue, 115.

master is agent for owners of, G35.

affected by master'.s knowledge of blockade, G3.j, (iio, »>17.

Continuous Voyage,
sale of goods at an intermediate j)()rt. and not iniptiit.-d, doetf not

break, G.

transhipment in course of, 7.

Convoy,

right of, to share of prize, 199.

Costs. See Damarjes and Prm-tici'.

Damages,

right to, given before war revives after peace declared, •_'<•.

owner of neutral shij) entitled to, if she is destroyed by belligerent,

209.

measm-e of, in such a case, 211.

no right to, by neutral if vessel of seized in invincible ignoranc«

of conclusion of peace and lost without negligence, 232.

custom-house officer condemned in, for unjustifiable seizure of

ship, 327.

general rule as to gi-anting, 330.

offer of restitution should be accepted by claimant, reserving

question of costs and damages, 327, 337.

if captors improperly seize ship, liable for damages, 432, 4{<7,

441, note,

seizure by custom-house officer of ship which had been in habit of

carrying enemy colours before war does not subject to, 501.

seizure of vessel leaving blockaded port does not subject captor

to, 507, 509.

Despatcues. See S'euirah

Enemy,
property of, captured should bo brought in for adjudication, 233.

if this impossible, may bo destroyoil. 233.

in Great Britain may bo seized by any iH>rHou, 254.

neutral in ship of, becomes in law enemy property,

290, 297, 299.

Foreign Government,
revocation of decree of, must be provd by declaruti"i; .

"i.
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FitEionr,

not duo on capturnrl goods not taken to destination, 17.

rijrlit of Crown to, dtu; to captured Hhip, 25.

cai)tor to, when cargo not earned to destination, 26.

right to, when not under decree against neutral property which

subsequently became enemy property, 26.

deductions from, as against captor, 27.

bottomry bond not to bo deducted from freight, 28, note,

division of, when ship and cargo involved in common misfortune, 48.

refused on articles not protected by licence, 98.

Head Money,
originally reward of actual combat only, 201.

right to, hj crew of ship which fought with prize which surrendered

to another ship, 200.

claimant on one of associated ships is entitled to, 220.

after conjunct naval and military operations not payable to either

service, 227.

Joint Capture,

all ships of squadi'on entitled to share in prize if acting on pre-

concerted plan, 1.

not necessary that all ships of squadron should chase, 4.

transitory circumstances not a bar to, 5.

revenue cutter not entitled to share in, 21.

association without actual co-operation not sufficient to entitle to

share of prize, 109.

services in connection with, and antecedent and subsequent to an

expedition do not entitle to share of prize by, 126.

whole fleet entitled to share of prize taken by one ship in a genei-al

engagement, 127.

invalided soldiers on a captor, right to share of prize, 156.

associated vessel entitled to share of prize if not visible through

fog or darkness, if still engaged in common enterprise, 180.

continuance of chase, entitled to share of prize, 182, note.

sight usually gives right to share in prize, 187, 217.

presumption of assistance by sight is rebuttable by evidence, 217.

071US }n'oha))di is on person setting up right to, 190.

ship of war not entitled to share in prize resulting from land

attack unless engaged in it, 214.

all ships of blockading squadi'on entitled to prize made by one, 215.

a vessel is entitled to share in a capture by a tender, 497.

Licence to Trade "wtth Enemy,
touching for licence breaks continuity of illegal voyage, 15.

naval officer cannot give permission to go to port interdicted by, 50.

exception in case of necessity, 51.

when holder acts hotid fiile Court will construe literallv, 73. 77.
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Licence to Trade with Enempt—continued.

Court will not condemn vessel if voyage delayed by uncontrollable

circumstances, 73.

rules as to intei-prctation of, 74.

and as to extension of time, 97, 98.

must not be interpreted so as to contradict express terms of, 76.

embargo by belligerent good reason for delay in fulfilling terms

of, 70, 80, note,

ship not condemned if first licence expired but second, not on

boai-d, granted, 80.

condemnation of vessel having licence not applicable to her, 83.

to British mei'chants to import vnW. not usually cover goods of

enemy, 85.

to buy a cargo on one vessel held to cover its shipment on two, 87.

reasons for the rule, S.

to take cargo to a port, protect'; on return voyage if cargo could

not bo delivered, 90.

to proceed direct to a port, violated by touching at intermediate

port, 93.

to sail under French flag, will not justify sailing undi-r any

other, 9-1.

any flag except of France not violated by owner

becoming French subject by annexation, 9.5.

terms of, must be adhered to, 97.

to touch at intennediate port for convoy a fimdamental condition

of, 98.

issued after capture, does not protect, 100, 144.

words " in this Kingdom" include Ireland, 102.

to a neutral to trade with enemy ship must bo wholly owned by

neutral, 141.

he may substitiito one ship for another, HG.

terms of, as to touching for convoy may be varied by admii'al, 151.

violence of hostile government no excuse for breach of, 159.

to foreign shij) will not protect British, 1(38.

where granted to a foreign ship, and the holder is apparently

foreign, Court will not inquire into ownership, IGS.

when for voyage to one port another may not bo substituted, 169.

is a limited permission to trade, 1G9, 172.

if due diligence used in execution of. Court will give holder benefit

of, 173.

licence for one cargo good for another and similar, if first cargo

injured, 17().

bond Jidc holder of, not protect(>d if previous fraudulent alteration

of, 177.

Lien,

claimant in respect of a lion not entitled to restitution, 247, 250,

268, 280.

disregarded by Pri/o Court. Gi)0, 012.
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Masteii,

proporty of onoiiiy cimnot bo restored without consent of captor,

251.

•when principal agent in illegal action, Court will not restore his

property, od.

delivery of goods to, is considered as delivery to consignee, 284.

exception to this rule, 287.

neutral cannot set up ignorance of belligcT'ent's despatches found

on his ship, 45.

prevarication of, ground for rcfussing further proof, 514, 515.

is agent for owners of cargo, 6.35.

knowledge of master of blockade affects cargo owner, 6.'i5, 640, 647.

Moldavia and "WALLAcniA,

nature of political position in 1854... 577, 587.

Mortgage,
foreign holder of, cannot set up, against claim of captors, 247, 250.

Municipal Law. See Prize Court.

National Cuaractee,

change of, 302, 305, 306.

residence in enemy country changes, 247.

of ship on sale immediately before outbreak of war, 338.

of master of shiiJ, 342.

of owner of ship, 516.

effect of birth and education in a country, 527.

of master, 531.

of trader to be decided by place where business is carried on,

577, 628.

where neutral is consul in enemy country, 628.

ship may reasonably be seized if doubt, 473.

Neutral,
ship may carry enemy despatches not of hostile character, 42.

master of, not usually allowed to aver ignorance of enemy
despatches on board, 45.

may carry private letters of enemy, 45.

enemy despatches on board justify detention of ship of, 47.

Court would not disturb title of shij) sold to, under decree of

foreign Court after lapse of ten years, 191.

property of, on armed ship of belligerent liable to condemnation,

202.

and to salvage on recapture, 202.

salvage allowed on property if saved from condemnation by a

French Court, 205, note,

when ship of, desti'oyed by beUigerent, owner is entitled to

damages, 209, 233, 477, 479.

ship of, should on capture be brought in for adjudication or dis-

missed, 233, 477.
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NeuteaI/—contin ued.

a, resident as merchant and consul in enemy's country loses his

character as, 247.

not usually condemned in costs, 281.

must prove title to as such strictly, if any doubt as to, 61 G.

when war imminent, should state in bill of lading on whose
account and risk property is shipped, 287.

shares of, in enemy ship liable to condemnation with costs,

290, 293, 297.

claim of, for vessel refused when no purchase-money paid and no
bill of sale, 320.

must prove stiictly title to ship sold immediately before outbreak
of war, 344.

ship of, in time of war should have a sea-pass on board, 505.

goods of, in port before blockade may bo withdrawn, 461.

enemy shi]) to obtain protection of an Order in Council relating to

enemy ship must not enter imder colours of, 462.

residing in enemy country as consul and merchant, 628.

sale of ship or cargo by, immediately before war, 628, 630.

Order in Cottncil,

presumed by Prize Court to be legal, 61.

relaxing beUigerent rights to be construed in favour of party to

be benefited, 238, 295.

of March 29th, 1854, construction of, 238, 294, 353, 462, 520.

Peace,

treaty of, requires ratification by State, 162.

Pilotage,

charges for, deducted from gross proceeds, 431.

Port,

captors must take prize to suitable, 23.

prize taken into neutral, Court w411 not usually order sale of,

301.

prize should bo taken into, of captor's country, 301, 577.

Practice,

Court of Appeal will not rescind decree, 115.

lapse of time will not prevent enforcement of bail bond, 120.

proceeds of prize may bo followed wherever they can bo traced,

125.

sureties not liable if neutral becomes a belligerent vessel, 130.

joint captor liable to bo condemned in costs for misleading Court,
187, 189.

onus pTohdmli in caso of joint capture, 190.

an enemv claimant must show by utBduvit the ground of his

claim, 238, 289.

neutral not usually condemned in costs, 281.

further proof not allowed in caso of simulated papers, 268.

suppression of papers, 514.

R.—VOL. II. U U
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PkACTICE— contiii tied.

fiu'thor proof roquirofl if master's ovidonco as to ownership of pro-

perty is doficiont, 281, 285, o.'36,

allowed when bill of lading did not state ownership

of property, 285, 290.

bill of sale absent, 5.3G.

in claim of neutral for ship refused, when admitted

no purchase-money paid and no bill of sale, 320.

refused in claim for cargo when no affidavit and no

correspondence, 1323.

when Court satisfied that no trustworthy

proof could alter case, 514, 570.

in case of blockade allowed to captor and claimant,

346, 351.

required when claim and preparatory evidence at

variance with documentary, 507.

open to, when captor proceeds by plea and proof, 536.

required when no bill of sale of ship, and master

ignorant of ownership, 536.

prayer for, must be founded on a statement of

groxinds of proof, 560.

foiin of affidavit, 563 (note).

Court will condemn if claimant declines when
necessary, 568.

evidence by standing interrogatories should be taken in full, 281,

283.

parties making a false claim condemned in costs, 345.

correspondence, when required by Court as to ti-ansfer of ship,

513.

deductions from gross proceeds in case of restitution, 418, 423.

as to sales by marshal, 419.

reasonable expenses a charge on property sold, 416, 431.

general, as to costs, 476.

evidence in first instance must come from ship's papers and

primary depositions, 273, 350, 473, 537, 541, 556.

as to admission of certificates as evidence, 543.

a stay of proceedings by the Crown does not necessarily entitle

claimant to costs, 520.

claimant condemned in costs after restitution, for trading not

within Order in Council, 520.

affidavit with the claim must state residence of claimant and

negative enemy interest, 560.

claimant must prove locus standi, 562.

vessel captured and sent for adjudication on one ground may be
condemned on another, 447.

Prize Act,

vessel of war, 31, 32.

" setting forth for war," meaning of, 133, 193.

mere employment in military service not enough, 193.
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Prize Act—continued.

invalided soldiers, 156.

17 & 18 Vict. c. 18... 572.

Prize Court
exercises an equitable jurisdiction, 49.

mil ijresumo Orders in Council in accord "with law of nations, 61.

primarily forms its judgment on ship's papers and evidence of

master of captured ship, 273, 350, 537, 541, 556.

rules of, as to property in cargo, 288.

will not, if British owner prima facie entitled to restitution,

inquire into questions of municipal law, 309.

how far bound by register of ship, 313.

will not enter into questions as to municipal law of another

country, 507, 511.

Prize Ship. See also Joint Capture.

master of, may continue voyage if insufficient crew placed on, not

held a rescue, 103.

Proof,

further. See Practice,

Recapture. See also Salvage and Prize Act.

by combined land and sea forces, 133.

no reward due for, when vessel released on bail, 66.

Eescue,

cargo liable for condemnation in case of, and recapture, 115.

Restitution,

property cannot bo restored if trading at time of capture contrar\-

to British municipal law, 312.

without costs and damages, 346, 347, 370, 473, 537, 559.

with costs and damages, 432, 577.

consequences attending, 436.

lien no ground for, 209.

Revenue Cutter

not entitled to share of prize though being in sight, 21.

Sale
of goods at intermediate port, and not imported, 09 (note).

evidence of bona fide sale of shij) to neutral, 304, .'}05, 307.

inquu-y by Prize Court as to buna fides of sale of ship, 314.

of ship immediately before war, 317, 338, 600, 628.

expenses of, to be deducted from gross proceeds on restitution,

416, 431.

of prize in neutral poi-t, 301.

to neutral vaUd after lapse of ten years, 191.

Salvage,

rescue of ship and cargo from port under influence of enemy, 29.

personal risk not neccssaiy element of, 32.
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Salvage—contin ued.

purcliaso of prize from boUigeront cruieer is, 32.

valuo of rocaptiirod property is at place of restitution, 40.

none duo in respect of recapture of vessel released on bail, 50.

right to, not cxtinguislicd by subsequent capture and condemna-
tion, 149.

on recapture of neutral property on armed ship of belligerent, 202.

on preservation of neutral property from condemnation by French
Courts, 205 (note).

by obtaining restoration of sbip on giving bill of exchange, 214.

Seizure,

a first, not judicially recorded does not bar a second, 402.

reasonable cause of, by custom-house officer, instances of, 501

.

Ship,

Court cannot restore, to one person when others appear to have an
interest, 514.

voluntary transfer of, valid if bond fide, 527.

how far Court bound by register of, 313.

sale of, immediately before war, 317, 338, 600, 628.

non-payment of purchase-money does not invalidate transfer of,

610.

when condemned for breach of blockade, cargo usually also con-
demned, 53, 635.

Soldiers,

invalided, on captor, right to share of prize, 157.

Spoliation of Papers
excludes further proof and infers condemnation generally, 208.

modification of rule by English law, 208.

presumption that it is done to sujipress evidence, 208.

results of, depend on circumstances of each case, 252.

further proof allowed in case of, 252, 267.

cases on, considered, 262, 263.

Tender,

right to share of prize made by, 497.

Territory,

temporary occupation of, by belligerent does not convert into

hostile, 577, 583.

Tr^vnshipment. See Cargo.

Trinity Masters,

question of nautical necessity to enter blockaded port submitted
to, 53.

Voyage. See Continuous Voyage,

War,
declaration of, evidence of existence of, 162.

not necessary to create state of, 162, 163.
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